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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

have called this work "~gvedic India" 1 with a vie~ 
to limil my enquiry into the early history of the Aryans to 
the period during which the ¥gvedic hymns were composed. 
Even this period is wide enough, consisting as it does of three 
ages, viz., the Early age, the llfedheval age, and the Later age, 
during which the hymns were revealed (Rv. iii. 32, 13 & vi. 
21, 5). 2 The ~gveda is admittedly the oldest work extant 
of the Aryans, and with it may be classed the Sama-Veda. 
The former is a book of hymns or psalms offered .to the 
different Gods, aod th.latter consists entirely of hy~ns 
(excepting only 7 5) taken from the ~gveda, and "arranged 

soley with reference to their place in the Soma sacrifice." 
The Yajur-Veda consists not only of hymns mostly borrow.ed 
hom the ¥gveda, but also of original prose formula~ f~r 
the performance of sacrifice. Its matter has come down to 

t To put it briefly, this work is an outline of the Early History of India 
as depicted in the ~gveda, examined in the light of the results of modern 

• Geological, Arch<!!ological and Ethnological investigations,.and drawn from a. 

comparative study of the early ;civilisations of the Deccan, ancient Aryana, 
Babylonia, Assyria, Phcenicia, Asia Minor, Egypt and Pre-historic Europe. 

11 Rv. iii. 32. 13 :-'If\~~ 'iUfl~ ~~if' ~~111' 'iiUii:J ~if!'!"{ I 
ll:~i1'i!fif O!IW<T"' i_O!I""fl1 if if<i!l~ "lcf.tfk n 

"The worship~r, by his conservatory ~ac~---::::fe lndra present. 

May I bring him to my pres~nce to obtain ne~'......._/0im who h'as been 
exalted by praises, :hether ancient, mediaval or recent. 

Rv. vi. 21, 5 :-~~TN% ~: ~: -mf~ ~Tll': ~~: 1 ~ 
• ~ ;a"('f ijtfiflli ~ ~(f lifN II 

"(0 lndra}, the performer of many feats, those {~!!is) who flourished· in 
the ·early age became thy friends by performing the sacrifices,as at present, 
Those (that flourished) in t~ media~11al age, and those (that. have .flourish,ed~ 
in re~mt times have similarly earned thy friendship. Therefore, (0 Indra), 

worshipped as thou art by many, (condescend to) liste·n to thishymn offered by 

thy (present) humble (adorer).'' , : , . , .. 

' 
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us in two forms. In the one, the sacrificial formulas only 
are given; in the other, these are to a certain extent inter
mingled with their explanations. The Yajur. Veda resembles 
the Sarna-Veda in having its contents arranged in the order 
in which it was actually employed in various sacrifices. It 
is, therefore, a book of sacrificial prayers (Yajus). 1 The 
Atharva-Veda is undoubtedly of later origin, as can be 
judged not only by its language, but also by other internal 
evidences, though it represents a much more primitive stage 
of thought than what we find in the ~gveda. As Professor 
Macdonell observes, " while the ~gveda deals almost exclu
sively with the higher Gods as conceived by a comparatively 
advanced.and refined sacerdotal cl.aif, th~ Atharva-V~da is, 
in the mam, a book of spells and mcantattons appeahng to 
the demon-world, and teems with notions of witch-craft 
current among the lower grades of the population, and derived 
ftom an immemorial antiquity." Hence, though it was 
compiled in an evidently later age, it possesses a value of its 
own in so far as it helps us to understand the state of early 
popular culture in ancient Aryan society. 

But the ''lnguage of the ~gvedic hymns being undoubted. 
ly more archaic excepting some hymns of the Tenth Mat;tdala • 
than that of the Atharva-Veda, their composition is rightly 
regarded as belonging to an earlier period. The Yajur-Veda 
a,nd the Atharva-Veda contain in them ~istinct geographical 
references an41111i11i1fii.nal evidences which ~o to show that 
they were oo~p~~uch later period than the ~gvedio, 
the two periods haviilgprobablybeen separated f~om each other 
by thousands 9£ years, during which many physical and climatic 
changes had taken place. The BrahmaJ;las,,he Upani~ads, and 
the Satras were composed in a still later age which extended 
down to what is ordinarily known as the Epic age. The 
Brahma1;1as explain the true import of th~ mantras in their 

1 ViM Professor A. A. Maedonell's Hirtol'y of Sanslel'it Litel'ature, 

Chapter JI, 
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application to the performance of sacrifices, and their com. 
position became necessary in view of the growin~ intricacies 
of rituals, which people, in a later age, found difficult . to 
understand. The composition of the Upani(lads and the. 
Satras marked the close of what is usually known as the Vedic 
period. But this period, comprising as. it did, several thousand 
years in its compass, is too vast and extensive to be treated 
as one period, as it contains distinct strata, one separated 
from another by historical and geographical fossil-remai.ns 
that clearly mark the different stages of the evolution of 
Aryan culture and civilisation.. It would, therefore, be un
scientific to treat the whole as one homogeneous period, as is 
usually done. The ~gveda, being admittedly the oldest 
record of the Aryans, furnishes, as it were, the datum line in 
historical stratigraphy, •and I have tried to decipher and 
read the fossils that have come to my notice in this stratum, 
to the best of my ability. I do not claim that all the fossils 
in this stratum have been exhausted ; on the other hand, I have 
reasons to believe that there are a good many of them, 
probably more eloquent and convincing, which only .wait to 
be discovered by the diligent research of patient Vedic 
~tudents, and are likely to throw additional light on hitherto 
dark and unsuspected corners. But what I do claim is an humble 
attempt to treat the subject of ancient Aryan history, strata by 
strata, consistently with and in the "ofder and sequence of the 
most ancient recorc¥; available. In my humble opinion, it 
would be as abjurd to treat the ~gveda anq t~other Vedas, 
the BrahmaJ;~.as, the Upani~ads, and r- ,.., /as belonging 
to one and thi same period, as it ~"'_I be to treat the 
achievements of matur.ity, when relating the freaks and. 

1 "The hymns of the IJgweda being mainly invocations of the Gods, their 
contents are largely mythological. Special interest attaches to this mythology, 
because it represents an earlier stage of thought than is to be found in ;my 

other literature. lt is suffiiiently primitive to enable us to see clearly the 
process of personification by which natural phenomena developed . into Godt.'' 
Macdonell's History of Sarzskrit l-iterature, p. 67 . 
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prattlings of childhood, or dealing with the follies and 
excesses of youth in a biographical sketch. It is no doubt 
true.that the child is father of the man ; but manhood is, 
after all, the outcome of the gradual development, stage by 
stage, of the physical, mental, and moral faculties of the 
child, and the successful biographer, while dealing with each 
stage separately, co-ordinates the progress made in one stage 
with that of the next, and shows how one naturally leads to 
another, until the fully developed stage is reached. So far as 
the ancient history of the Aryans is concerned, no serious 
attempt seems hitherto to have been made to study and 
trace the gradual growth and development of the race, stage 
by stage-, after distinctly marking each out by a study of the 
va5t ancient materials available. As I have already remarked, 
the Vedic Literature is usually tr!ted as belonging to one 
period, without any care being taken to discern that it 
consists of different strata, one separated from another by 
distinct marks, and to note that each deserves separate 
treatment in order to make it yield valuable historical truths. 
But this is too heavy and arduous a ta;;k for any single scholar 
to accomplish. lt shouid, therefore, be taken up by a 
number of learnr>d Vedic scholars, preferably Indians, well 
versed in the modern art of historical research on a 'truly • 
scientific nasis, who should form themselves into a Society 
for the Reconstruction of Ancient Indian History from Vedic 
Literature which forms the only basis o~research in this line. 
The task among scholars, ejch competent 

of the Literature for adequate 
treatment, who before the Societ~ the results of 
their researches for discussion. After all the results of the 
researches made by them in the differ•nt strata will have 
been fully discussed and co-ordinated, it will be time to write 
a succinct history of the ancient Aryans. The study of 
Comparative Philology, Comparative M~hology, Comparative 
Religion, Comparative Culture, Geology, Archceology, 
Ethnology, Ancient Geography, the Ancient Histories of 
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Egypt,~ Babylonia and West~rn Asia, and the pre-historic 
picture of the ·European Races as outlined by competent 
scfwlars, should be brought to bear on the subject with a view 
to test the accuracy of the several results of investigation. 
In one sense, to an·Indian Vedic scholar, the task would be far 
ea~ier than that of compiling a history from the discoveries 
rnacle in ancient ruins, the decipherment of writings on stones, 
day-bricks, or papyrus, in languages that are dead and 
unintelligible, and th~ study of old coins of different dynasties 

. that may have reigned in a particular country; or extended 
their conquest to another. These materials, though highly 
reliable, have not all been brought to light as yet, and such 
as' have· been, lie seattered and are not always a·nd everywhere 
available." But in· the Vedic Literature we have a sure and 
easily accesslble·basis to go upon; and the materials furnished 
by it a're all compact, which it only requires an adequate 
mental equipment to study for the discovery of historical 
truths. The task of reconstructing the history of the ancient' 
Aryans on the basis of the researches made in Vedic Litera
ture should, therefore, prove far easier of accomplishment 
than that of writing the ancient history. of any other people 
on the face of the Globe, and should be taken up by Vedic 
scholars in right earnest on the-lines suggested above. Such 
a history, if compiled, would moreover be a real history of the . 
Aryan peupli .;_the. ·people as they lived, moved, acted, 
struggled,· hoped, tho'ug'tt :ll}d advancea,· step by step, towards .. . 
progress and enl~htenmeot, thousand~ ,of years· .,go, until they 

.were able to speculate on, and attempt s·a~isfactory solutions Of 
the highest probllms of human life. It would lie a unique history 
iri the world-a truly democ,.atic history of a most anoient 
people, in . which t~e achievements of kings and rulers are 
discounted, and the people only loom large, and the gradual 
development of the human mind is traced, step by step, until 
we find the divinity· in •man fully discovered· and · realisei:L 
·From this point of view itwould be a Universal History for 
.all Mankind. · 
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The present smail and unpretentious volume is a faint 
and feeble attempt at studying the ancient history of the 
Aryan race from the earliest record available,-the ~gveda, 
on these lines. How far will this attempt be found successful 
it is not for me to say. But I am fully conscious of my own 
shortcomings, inadequate equipment, and limited knowledge 
and power, and would fain leave the task to abler hands. 
My only excuse, however, in undertaking it is the necessity I 
strongly feel for drawing the attention of Vedic scholars to 
the line of research adopted by me, which, if properly worked 
an,.d found scientifically correct, may yield valuable historical 
truths. 

To quote an instance in point, I have tried to depict the 
physical features of the ancient Punjab from certain geogra
phical references in the ~gveda, which can only be clearly 
understood in the light of the results of modern Geologica~ 

investigations. I have, therefore, had to draw on Geology 
for such help as w::mld throw some light on the differen~ 
distribution of land and water in the Punjab, in ancient times, 
of which clear indications are found in the ~gveda. I must 
admit that the coincidence of 1~.gvedic and Geological evidence 
is so startling and remarkable as to make me incline to the 
belief that some at least of the ancient hymns of the ~gved4 
were composed before the dawn ?f history. If the age 
assigned by Geologists to the difMrent distribution of land 
and water in the Punjab be correct, t~e composition of these 
ancient hymns must also necessarily syn~ronise with that 
age. This is the only legitimate inference we can draw in 
the matter. • 

The admission of the correctness of the above inference 
• will naturally lead to the further inference that the Aryan!J 

were autochthonous to the Punjab (or Sapta-Sindhu, as it 
used to be called in Vedic times), or at any rate, had been 
living in the country from time im mem~rial and had advanced 
to a high state of culture from the stage of nomadic hunters 
living by the chase, before the ~gvedio hymns were romposed. • 
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Th~ir. immigration,· therefore, from' Central Asia, -Northern' 
Europe, or the Arctic region becomes very improbable. If 
we· accept this as a conclusion, the appearance of Aryan 
language. in Europe has to be accounted for, and this I have 
endeavoured to do with the help of the·results of investigations 
made by European savants themselves in the domains of 
Ethnology and Archceology. The Turanian type of the Celts, 
a:s established by Dr. Thurnam, has also been explained by 
me as satisfactorily a.s it has been possible for me to· do with 
the help of available ~aterials and the deductions drawn 
therefrom. 

The mention of a " black " people in the ~gveda, who 
were called Dasas (slaves) and Dasyus (robbers), has led Vedic 
scholars to identify them with the Kolarians and the Dravi
dians, more particularly, the latter, who were supposed to 
have been the predecessors of the Aryan immigrants in, if 
not the original inhabitants of the Punjab, from which, it is 
said, they were driven by their Aryan ·invaders to the south 
after a long and sanguinary struggle. But there is absolutely 
no justification for this supposition. I ~ave proved· in this 
book th~t these races were the original inhabitants of the 
s·outhern Peninsula which, in ~gvedic times, formed part 
~f a huge continent which .was entirely cut off from the 
Punjab by intervening seas; and of which the Deccan is only 
a remnant. The Dasas and the Dasyus were either the 
Aryan nomads in a sa~age condition, or Aryan dissenters 
from the orthodex Vedic faith. There was absolutely no 
room in ancient . Sapta~Sindhu for the Kolarians and the 
Dravidians. Tifeir original home in Central Asia is ~!so 
a: myth. · · 

. · The Pa1Jis, m:ntioned in the ~gveda, were Aryan 
1nerchants of Sapta-Sindhu, who traded both on land and 
sea, and prbbably on account of their cosmopolitan characte~;, 
did not subscribe to tht! o'rtho·dox Vedic faith. Their money
grabbing spirit and avaricious nature made them ·highly 

• .unpopular in Sapta:.Sindhu, and ·after· the upheaval of the 
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bed of the Rajputana Sea in post-~gvedic times, most of 
them were compelled to leave the shores of their mother. 
country in search of convenient sea-coasts. They must have 
settled for sometime, among other places, in the Malabar 
and the Coromondal coasts of Southern India, famous for 
timber (the Indian teak) that furnished excellent materials 
for ship-building, where they spread such Aryan culture as 
they possessed among the Pal}.<;lyas and the Cholas. These 
aryanised Dravidian tribes emigrated to and settled in Egypt 
and Mesopotamia respectively under the guidance of the 
Pal}.is, and laid the foundations of the Egyptian and 
Babylonian civilisations. These Pal}.is are known in Classical 
Literature as the Punic race, and latterly as Phrenicians after 
they bad settled on the coast of Syria. I have dealt at some 
length in this book with Egyptian and Babylonian civilisations 
and traced in them the influence of Aryan (Vedic) culture. 
The Chaldeans, the Egyptians, the Phamicians, and the pure 
Aryan immigrants like the Kossreans, . the Hittites, the 
Mitannians, the Phrygians and the Lydians, etc., who had 
settled in the various parts of Western Asia and Asia 
Minor in different stages of civilisation, were, in a later age, 
completely absorbed by the great Semitic race which, though 
influenced by Aryan culture as represented by the Chaldeans• 
and the ancient Babylonians, grew into a powerful nation and 
played an important part in the early history of Western 
Asia. • 

· I have also tried to prove in this book tl.mt Northern or 
Central Europe was not, and could not have beeen the original 
cradle of the Aryan race. Nor was the ArcPic region their 
cradle. Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak has made a strenuous 
and sustained attempt to prove thar there are indirect 
evidences in the ~gveda, and direct evidences in the Zend· 
Avesta of the original home of the Aryans in the Arctic 
region. I have, therefore, examined in 't!xtenso all his principal 
arguments, and proved their unreliability. I have devoted 
several chapters to an elaborate examination of the proofs • 
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tendered by him in support of his th~ory, hut l ·have found 
them unconvincing. 1 . 

I have also thoroughly examined the hypothesis of the 
Central Asiatic home of the Aryans, and ·found it to be 
untenable. In ~gvedic times there was a large Asiatic 
Mediterranean, extending from below ancient Bactriana to 
the heart of Siberia on the one hand, and from the confines 
of Mongolia to the Black Sea on . the other, covering ari 
immense area. This sea disappeared only in early historic 
times by the opening of the Bosphorus in consequence of 
volcanic action which caused a large portion of its waters 
to be drained off into the European M~diterranean, thereb 1 

'/ 

leaving its shallow parts dry, which have since been conver ed 
into steppes, and its deep~r parts as isolated lakes, 
the·Biack Sea, the Caspian Sea, the Sea of· Aral and· ake 
Balkash, There was also another large Asiatic Mediter· ranean 
to the east of Turkestan, which was dried up in com 
ly recent times, and of which Lake Lobnor is the 

The exis~ence of these seas at a time when t ne ~gvedic 

hymns were composed in the .Punjab precluded he possibility 
of Central Asia having ever been the cradle of t e Aryans before 
their alleged immigrations to the south and the west. Such 
(lortions of it as were habitable 'were occupied by· the 
Turanian or Mongolian nomadic savage. , leaving no room 
for the growth and expansion of the lar ge Aryan tribes . 

• 
·.. · The original cradle of the Aryan was, therefore, · Siipta-

Sindhu whiCh indflded the beautif I valley of Kashmir on 
the north, and Gandhara on the w ·st. Its southern boundary 
was the Rajputa~a Sea, and the astern boundary the Eastern 
Sea covering the Ga~getio tr ~ugh. · It was completely cut 
off from southern India by se , but it was connected by land 

' J . ' 

1 It is a matter. of deep per.ssr nal regret to me that Mr. Tilak died before 
this book could be got out oy the Press. I had hoped to read his learned 
reply to my humble criticism•«f his theory of the Arctic Cradle of th~ Aryans, 
which undoubtedly wottld havi furnished most interesting reading, His death 

• has caused a gap in Oriental 'scholarship, which it would be difficult to fili. 
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with Western Asia m the direction of Gandhara and 
K.abulistan, through which waves after waves of Aryan 
immigration advanced to the west, and to Europe across the 
province of Pontus (Sans. pantha, highway) and over the 
isthmus of Bosphorus from early neolithic times, the earliest 
Aryan tribes that had left Sapta-Sindhu having been pushed 
farthest into Europe by those that followed them at long 
int~rvals, and in different stages of civilisation. This subject 
has been elaborately dealt with in this book. 

\ 

These are some of the main conclusions I have arrived 
· at; but there are also others no less interesting and startling 
\vhich I leave my readers to find out m this work. I humbly 
~ speak tht!ir patience to go through it to the end before 
for1 ing their judgment on the merits of these conclusions. 

, s this book has neces,;arily dealt with controversial 
matter.·, l found no opportunity of dealing, except in a 
cursory. nd incidental manner, with the culture and civilisation 
of the ancl · ~nt Aryans, as depicted in the ~gveda. I reserve 
a fuller an ~ more detailed treatment of the subject for 

another volu 
Frequent eferences have been made in the early 

chapters to the r 'suits ~f g<:!ological investigat.ions. I have 
tried my best to x:plam some of the geologlcdl terms a~ 

clearly as possible. Hut l think that it will be necessary for 
the lay reader to ret ember the diff<:!rent ~pochs, through 
which the Earth has p ssed, and wltich are disc:ernible in 

the fossil-remains of plan .s and animals fou.pd embedded in 
rocks and some of the upp r strd.ta of the Earth's surface, 
showing a gradual evolution of plant and a•imal life. The 
earliest is the Pal::eozoic era ' hen animal life on ~he Earth 
was of the crudest kind. The ext was~he Mesozoic, when 
.a further evolution and developm ~nt of animal life took place. 
-Then followed the Cainozoic era w~ich saw the appearance 
:of mammals and their highest evoluf'i<lll in Man. Each era 
'· divided into certain period,; or ep0chs which it is not quite 
~s 
necessary to understand for the purposes of this book. But 
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as aA~ble showing the different eras and epochs in the order 
of.their sequence and succession from the earliest to .. the 
recent times will ·help the.reader to understand the different 
phases through which the evolution of life has passed on 
our Glo:be, I giye it belDw :-'-

Er.as. 
Archrean o~ Eozoic 

Primary or Palreozoic 
. ' 

•:;;. 

Secondary:or Mesozoic 

T~rtiary or Cainozpic. · 

Epochs.· 
Fundamental Gneiss. 

(Cambrian 
I Silurian 

J D'evonian and· Old Red 
· · 'l Standstone 

I Carboniferous 
LPermian. 

{

Triassic 
. .. Jurassic· 

. . Cretaceon" 

. {gfi~onc:ne 
· · · · · Miocene 

· Pliocene 
0 . • . . .. {Pleistocene (Glacial)· 
c-ost-Tertiary. or Quaternary... R t (P t G·l · I) . . . . . ecen . os - acra . 

0

., .. I.n c;nclusi_~;;, _ I inyite. in. the na•ne of Truth caodid 
criticisr:n ~fthe poi;;ts. urged by me in this work ... None -wiif 
rejoice more. that! my-self if they prove, on critici~m, to b~ . . . . ' ' .. . . 
Ufltenable .. For, Truth alone triumpheth, and not Untruth,-~ 
as a Vedic Rsi has declared. I have ventured to write this .. ' . ··. . ·. ..., .. . . . 

book on the · p,rinciple that. one hypothesis is probably as 
good as another, if it cap_'he supported by facts and arguments, 
and afford .some {ood fo.r . thinking to the learned. At this 

stage, . th~refore,. it would b~ quite premature for- me to 
predi~t the cours@ that the andent history of the Aryan race 
must t~'ke, iCa)y hypQt_hesis be found on examination·t~ 

• . • • • . !, > •.. , . . • 

contaw any elen1en.ts of fruth. . ... · . . 
; ~ ... · -.. ~ - . . . 

I have given re:ferences in the foot-notes to the authoritiel! 
consulted by me when discussing a point. Yet, for the sake 
of convenience, I have {lven a short Bibliography. elsewhere. 
An Index also has been appended, which, it is hoped, will be 

• found:~s~tful,py _the reader for m-aking· ready refer,ences.: It 
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is just possible that through hurry, inadvertence or printer'& 
mistake, a passage here and there may have gone unacknow
ledged, which, when brought to my notice, will be thankfully 
acknowledged in subsequent editions. 

My indebtedness to those Archreologists and Oriental 
scholars, European, American and Indian, whose works I 
have consulted and drawn freely from, is immense. But for 
the results of the investigations made by them in their 
respective subjects, it would have been quite impossible for 
me to· collect materials for, and write this work. It is, 
however, fair to state here that having, unfortunately, no 
sufficient knowledge of any other European language than 
English, I have had, as a matter of course, to depend on the 
English translations of the works of French, German and 
other European savants, when available, or references made 
to their opinions on particular points by English authors, in 
order to draw therefrom my own conclusions. A few verses 
of the ~gveda have also been translated by me strictly on 
the basis of Saya1,1a's commentary. To the EncyclojHzdia 
Britannica, the Historians' History of the World, Dr. 
Taylor's Origin of the Aryans, Mr. Tilak's Arctic Home in 
the Vedas, Professor Macdonell's History of Sanskrit 
Literature, Mr. Pavgee's Aryavartic Home, and Mr. Scott. 
Elliot's Lost Lemuria, to mention only a few of the many 
e~cellent works I have consulted, I .owe a deep obligation 
which I hereby acknowledge, for writing some of the chapters 
of this book. Lastly, I owe a deep debt~£ gratitude to my 
Alma Mater, the University of Calcutta, and to the Hon'ble 

• Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Sarasvatl, C.S.I., M.A., D.L., D.Sc., 
Ph.D., the worthy President of the Cotlllcil of Post-Graduate 
Teaching in Arts in this University, for encouraging me in 
my research-work and helping this humble volume to see 
the light. · 

. . ;.. CALCUTTA, 

The 17th December, 1920. 

• 

} • 

A. C. D. 
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I have revised this book in the light of the results of 
more recent geological investigations, and estimated the age 
of the begz"nnz"ngs of ~gvedic civilisation in ancient Sapta
Sindhu at about 25,000 B.C. I .have answered the criticisms 
of my theory made by some European savants in the First 
Chapter of my book fkvedic Culture (1925), to which l· beg 
my readers to refer. They will also find Professor Jacobi's 
objections and Professor Keith's criticism answered in this 
book (pp. 47-50). The recent discoveries of the relics of an 
ancient civilisation made at Harrapa in the Punjab, and 
Mahenjodaro in Sind, whose age, according to Sir John 
Marshall, goes back beyond 3,ooo B.C., open out possibilities 
for testing the vast antiquity of ~gvedic civilisation. If the 
relics be proved to belong to the Sumerian or Dravidian civi
lisation, the latter may not necessarily be pre-Vedic, as is 
commonly surmised. If .~gvedic civilisation be proved to 
have its beginrtings in the Punjab about 25,000 B.C., the age . 
of every other civilisation, Sumerian, Dravidian or Egyptian, 

• must be post~Vedic, and not pre-Vedic • 
• 

CALCUTTA, . l 
The 16th April 1927. 5 

• 
A. C. D . 
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RGVEDIC. INOlA . 
• 

CHAPTER I. 
THE ANTIQUITY OF THE .RGVEDA AND THE PHYSICAL FEATURES AND 

- .· . . 
CLIMATE OF ANCIENT SAPTA·SINDHU, 

MODERN historians, before commencing to write the 

history of a people, usually devote a chapter to the description 
of the land and climate in which they live. For, it is generally 
acknowledged that land and climate exert a direct and no 

small influenc:e on the growth and formation of a people's 
character, and the development of their social, religious, and 

. political' institutions. Any omission, therefore, to take noj:e 
. . of 'this influence is surely to warp our judgment, and lead us. 

to make a \yrong estimate of the people whose history· we 
write. The hardy and daring Afghan is as much the product 
of his rugged mountainous country and cold inhospitable 
climate, as the mild, intelligent and peace-loving Hindu is the 
~roduct of the well-watered fertile plains. of Northern India, 

• · and th_e bot enervating climate prevailing there. A careful 
study of a people's environments-of the geographical and 
Climatic conditions in .which they have thriven is, therefore, 

.: essential to the correct study of Jheir history. 

• 

. . . 
4. Of course, this study should only be made with regard to 
a people who gave been known to live in a country for a 
consider::~ble length of time, extending over several thousand 
years,-in fact, from tjme immemorial. It should be borne in 
mihd that man was in days of· yore, as he is even now,. a 

·.migratory animal; and any recent migration of a people to a. • 
new·,country would noj exhibit in them, to any appreciable 

*extfnt or :degree, the effects of climate and en':ironments of 
~the country of _their adoption. It would take ages before these .. 
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would tell on their character and temperament. The Boer, 
the Australian, the American, the Canadian and the English 
in. India would retain. the distinguishing characteristics of their 
race for yet several generations to come, before the lands and 
climates could mark them out as their own. 

This naturally leads us to the inference that the age of a 
people in a particular country is gauged by the proportion of 
the development of their character harmoniously with the 
climate and environments in which they live, move and have 
their being, and the greater this proportion, the longer is the 
age of the people in the country. If they are autochthonous, 
and a different climate, and different environments are prov<-'d 
to have existed in geological times when man flourished in 
this planet, their present characteristics must be traced back 
to hoary antiquity which should be calculated not by hundreds 
but by thousands of years, when this change took plaC<'. 

History, in the proper sense of the word, does not, in the 
present state of our knowledge, acquired by research and 
investigation, go beyond fifteen thousand years at the utmost. 
Ko reliable records or proofs have, so far, been avai 1able to 
antiquarians, which can justify them in pushing it back to 
more ancient times. The history of ancient Babylonia, 

• 
Assyria or Egypt has been based and constructed on tangible 
and unmistakable proofs obtained by the exploration of 
ancient ruins and the decipherment qJ the relics of a by-gone 

age and by-gone civilisation. But no such tangible proofs 
have been available in the land of the an~ient Indo-Aryans. 
Not only have no ancient monuments been ~.o far discovered, 
that can vie with Babylonian, Assyrian, or Egyptian monu
ments in antiquity, but there is no prooi that such monuments 

do exist in any part of India, only waiting to be unearthed 
and laid bare to the gaze by the diligent research of patient 
antiquarians. The ancient monuments, hitherto discovered • 
in India, do not go byond the Buddhistic era, £.e., the Sixth 
Century B. C., which, compared with Babylonian, Assyrian and 

• 
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Egyptian monuments, are but the products of yesterday. 1 

And yet, strange and absurd as it would seem, the Hindus 
claim to be the most ancient civilised people in the ~vorld, 
more ancient than even the pre-dynastic races of ancient 
Egypt, the Sumerians of Chaldea, or the Assyrians of Nineveh. 
Such a claim, based as it is on mere tradition, and probably 
kept alive by national vanity, and not founded on any tangible 
proofs, is rightly dismissed by historians as unworthy of any 

credence or serious consideration. The Indo-Aryans have 

been put down by them as a branch of the great " Indo~ 
Germanic" family, which immigrated to India either from 
Northern and Central Eu,rope, or the Circum-Polar regions, 
through Western or Centraf Asia, and developed an independ
ent civilisation of their own in the land of the Five Waters 
long after ancient Babylonia, Assyria or Egypt had flourished, 
and probably commenced to decline. 

European historians are accustomed to call the civilisation of 
ancient Egypt (and also of Babylonia) as "a world influence" 
and for it is claimed by them the honour of having laid the 
foundation of European civilisation. Referring to the civilisa
tion of ancient Egypt, Dr. Adolf Erman observes : 

" It is an early blossom put fprth by the human race at a 
• ~ime when other nations were wrapped up in their.winter 

sleep. In ancient Babylonia alone, where conditions equally 
favourable prevailed,. the nation of the Sumerians reached a 
similar height." 2 Furt~er on, he says:-" In the future, as 
in the past, the feiJing with which the multitude regards the 

• 

1 The recent discoveries made at Harappa in the Punjab and at Mahenjo 

Daro in Sind, howev~, take back Indian civilisation, if not the:very beginnings 

of it, to the Third or the Fourth Millennium B. C., according to Sir John 

Marshall, Director General of Arch;e)logy in India. It is believed that 

Sumerian civilisation in Babylonia was planted there by a people like the 

Dravidians of Southern India (vide Ch~p. XII.l. These discoveries will 

necessarily change the outlook on ancient Indian history, and help in proving 

the hoary antiquity of ~gvedic.civilfsation. It' is too early yet to base any 

definite conclusions on them. 

Hi st. Hist. of the W urld, Vol. I, p. 59· 
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remams of Egyptian antiquity will be one of awe-struck 
reverence. Nevertheless, another feeling would be more 
appropriate, a feeling of grateful acknow.ledgment and venera
tion, such as one of a later generation might feel for the 
ancestor who had founded his family, and endowed it with a 
large part of its wealth. In all the implements which are 

about us now-<1-days, in every art and craft which we practise 
now, a large and important element has descended to us from 
the Egyptians. And it is no less certain that we owe to them 

many ideas and opinions, of which we can no longer trace the 
origin and which have long come to seem to us th~ natural 
property of our own mind."I 

This feeling of grateful acknowledgment would appear to 
be most appropriate and natural, when it is remembered that 
it is admitted by European savants themselves that the age 

of the oldest neolithic lake-dwellings in Switzerland is J,Ooo 
to 4,ooo years 2 , or at best 6,ooo to 7 ,ooo years, and the epoch 
of bronze in that country is as old as 1000 B.C. According 
to M. Arcelin, as late as 1 150 B.C., stone implements were still 
exclusively used in Central Gaul, and about 400 B.C., bronze 

had not yet been replaced by iron. 3 It would thus appear that 
when the peoples of Europe were "wrapped up in their winter 
sleep," or more correctly speaking, grovelling in darkness, 
Egypt and Babylonia had developed a civilisation '"·hich. after" 
having reached its zenith, was on the decline, and whose 
remnants still command the admiration of the world. No 

• wonder, therefore, that the Indo-Aryans, being regarded as 
the cousins of the Neolithic Aryan race of ~rope, the age of 
their civilisation could not logically be pushed beyond 3,000 

to 4,000 years, and must necessarily be held 'to be posterior 
to the civilisations of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia . 

• 
The study of ancient monuments undoubtedly furnishes 

more or less reliable data for the construction of ancient 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 6J. • 
2 Keller, Lake Dwellings, pp. 526-528. 
3 Taylor, The Origin of the Aryans, p. 59· 
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history; but ancient records, either on stone or papyrus, or 
hymns committed to. memory and handed downfrom generation 
to gener:ation without the loss o~ even a single syllable, if such 
really exist, would, without doubt, be a better and surer source 
of reliable history. The ancient Egyptians had their records 
in hieroglyphic writing, as found on the famous Rosetta stone, 
and on walls and monuments, anrl in papyrus scrolls, inscribed 
in the hieratic charactn which was "a much modified cursive 
form of hieroglyphic simplifitrl in the inter~st of rapid writing." 
These records have furni~hed antiquarians with abundant 
materials for writing a correct history of ancient Egypt. In 
Babylonia and Assyria, the records were inscribed either on 
stones or clay-bricks that were afterwards baked. These 
brick-tablets which once formed th~ library of the Assyrian 
King Asshurbanapal at Nineveh have been found in large 
numbers, and carefully assorted and inte;preted by Assyrio
logists. They have furnished n;lia~le materials for writing a 
succinct history of ancient Mesopotamia. In India, no records 
~ither on stones, clay-bricks, or papyrus, of the same age as 
the Egyptian and Mesopotamian records, have anywhere been 
discov'ered. But the most ancient record of Indo-Aryan cul
ture is to be found in the sacred Scripture, called the J?,gveda 
Samhita, a collection of hymns addressed to the various bright 

- ~ities ot the sky, as well as to other deities, in language and 
sentiments, at once beautiful and simple, which bespeak a cul
ture higher than, and in far advance of that of either the 

civilised Egyptians, or th~ Babylonians and Assyrians, not to 
speak of the savag~~t neolithic lake-dwelle'rs of Switzerland, or 
the Teutonic savages of kitchen-midden fame. These hymns, 
however, were not ~ommitted to writing on papyrus, palm
leaves, or baked clay-bricks, but to human memory carefully 

cultivated for the purptJse, and were handed down from gene
ration to generation without the loss of even a single word or ' 

syllable. The ancient Indo~Aryans probably thought this to 
be the surer and betteJI' method of preserving them from 
perishing in a world where everything, either stone, brick, or 

• 
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papyrus perishes, excepting the human mind and soul. And 
herein probably lies the fundamental difference, unfortunately 
overlooked by European scholars, between the spirits of pure 

Aryan and pure Semitic or Turanian civilisations. This 
intuition, on the part of the ancient Indo~Aryans, of the 

superiority of mind and spirit over matter very probably 
accounts for the absence of any tJzrtferial proof!> of their 
antiquity, which can directly appeal to an ordinary observer 
or antiquarian. The proofs they have left are altogether of 

a different kind, which can only be correctly read by those 
who are endowed with a far greater amount of patience, dili
gence, perseverance, and capacity for taking pains than is 
required in deciphering a clay. tablet or a stone-slab, and in 

fixing the age of a broken statue, or a stone monument. It 
is because these proofs do not appeal to the senses that they 
have not hitherto received that amount of attention which 
they eminently deserve. And the difficulty has been a thou
sand-fold enhanced by the dead and archaic language in which 
the hymns of the J.3..gveda are found to be clothed. Even 
those who, by ciint of their wonderful dili~;ence and persever· 
ance, were able to master it, could not always get at the real 
spirit underlying the hymns, probably through bias, prejudice 
and pre-conceived ideas, with which they started their study 
and enquiry. These have, in many instances, blinded the11l 
to the real import of passages which, read in the light of 

modern scientific knowledge in the domains of Geology, • Arcba::ology and Ethnology, could have put them on the right 
track, and led them to the discovery of grat historical truths. 
For example, I have not seen the attention of any Vedic 
scholar, either European, American or 'ndian, strongly 
arrested by the perusal of verse 2, Sukta 95 of the Seventh • 
MaJ;!.dala of the J.3..gveda, which runs as follows:-

"EM cetat Sarasvati nadinam suczryati giribhyalz 

asamudrat." 1 
• 

• 
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This passage, rendered into English,· would stand thus:

"Of the rivers, the Sarasvati alone knows (this),~the 
sacred stream that .flows from the mounta£ns into the sea." I 

This verse clearly indicates that, at the time of.its com
position, the river Sarasvati used to flow from the Himalaya 
directly into the sea. This river, however, at the present 
time,· never reaches the sea, but loses itself in the sands of 
the desert of Rajputan:i, the sea having rec.eded a long dis
tance, some hundreds of miles from its mouth. The evident 
inference is that since the composition. of the verse, a different 
distribution of land and water has taken place, probably 
caused by a cataclysm or a series of cataclysms, resulting in a 
sudden or gradual upheaval of the bed of a sea that had once 
existed there. The result of geological investigation shows 
that, in a remote e1ge, a sea actually covered a very large 
portion of modern Rajput<ina, extending as far south and easl 
as the Aravalli mountains, which G~ologists have designated 
by the name of the Rajputana Sea. 2 When· did this sea 
finally disappear, it' is very difficult to ascertain. But from 
the fact that "Tertiary and Secondary strata stretch across 

Professor Macdonell understand& by the word Satnudra not the sea or 

_ocean, but the lower course of the Indus, which is a '1 collection of waters," 

i}., of the tributaries. But this interpretation is wrong as we have pointed 

out later on (see Chapter III). Ragozin also labours under the same 

wrong impression, for she says that Samudra means " gathering of waters." 

She thinks that the word in llhe B.gveda means " not the sea or ocean, but 
the broad expanse form~d by the re-union with the Indus of the 'five rivers,' 

whose waters are broughf' to it by the Pantchanada." 1 Vedic india, p. 268, 

foot-note). The Sarasvati, however, never flowed into the Indus, but'directly 

into the sea, like the l!tdus. It was an independent river, and the. marks of 

the old bed, still discernible in the sands, do not point to its conjunction with 

the Indus. The above pass;:we of the B.gveda has so mu~h puzzled Ragozin 

as to make her observe: ''This passage has led to the positive identification 

of the Sarasvati as the Indus!" (p 208). This shows the length one is apt to 

go by overlooking the plain meaning of a word. 

• 

2 "The Aravallis are but~he depressed and degraded relics of a far more 

prominent mountain system' which stood in Pa!::eozoic times on the edge of the 

Rajputand Sea" Imp. Gaz. of the Ind. Emp., Vol. I, pp. 1·2 (1907) . 
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from Sind, beneath the sands of the desert, towards the 
flank of the Aravalli," 1 it can be safely surmised that it 
lasted, at all events, down to the end of the Tertiary epoch. 
Even after this sea had disappeared, the low-lying flat 
regions of Rajputana were occasionally encroached upon 
by the Arabian Sea. " Such encroachments of the sea on 
land" says Mr. Wadia in his Geology of India (P. 168), 
" known as ' marine transgressions,' are of comparatively 

~ short duration, and invade only low level areas, converting 
them for the time into epi-continental seas." Though the 
duration of these seas invading Raj putana from time to tim~~ 

was comparatively short, speaking geologically, it is to be 
computated by at least thousands of years. It is very 
probable that during the period of one such '' marine trans
gression" in pre-historic times, the Sarasvati was observee 
to flow right into the sea, and the verse above referred to 
was composed. The well-known antiquarian scholar, Mr. V. 
B. Kt'tkar of Poona has recently " proved on astronomical 
evidence and Paudu,1.ic account that the R~jputan~ and the 
Gangetic seas, nearly separating the Jambudvipa (Southern 
India) from the Punjab and the Himalayas, disappeared after 
7,500 B. C. by the upheaval, partly volcanic and partly seismic, 
of their beds." 2 If this calculation be correct, then the verie
regarding the Sarasvati flowing into the sea must have been 
composed long before this date. 

Does not this furnish a datum, ~s strong and reliable as a 
Mesopotamian brick-tablet, or an Egyptic.n stone to go upon 
for proving the hoary antiquity of the ~gveda, or for the 
matter of that, of Vedic civilisation ? • 

And yet the above verse is not the only solitary evidence . . 
of the high antiquity of the ~gveda, and of a different distri-
bution of land and water at the time of its composition. The 

1 Ettcy. Brit., Vol. XXII, p. 866 (Eleventh Edition). 
• Paper read at the First Oriental Conrerence held at Poona in 1919. 

The above extracts are made from a Jetter addressed by M r Ketkar to the 

author on May 14, 1921. • 
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land in which the Vedic Aryans lived is called in the ~gveda 
by the name of Sapta-Sindhavah or the Land of the Seven 
Rivers, which included the Indus or Sindhu with its principal 
tributaries, on the west, and the Sarasvatl on the east. The 
Ganga and the Yamuna have certainly been mentioned only 
once or twice, but they have not at all been included in the com
putation of the Seven Rivers that gave the country its name. 
As we shall find later on, they were, in those days, comparatively 
insignifi -:ant rivers with only very short courses to run. Beyond 
the Ganga and the Yamnn&, no other rivers of Northern India, 
nor any provinces like PancH::~, Kosala, Magadha, 1 Anga and 
Vanga find any mention in the ~gveda, Towards the south, 
neither the Deccan, nor the Vindhya mountains nor any 
of the large and famous rivers flowing through the. Peninsula 
have been mentioned. The land, inhabited by the. Aryans, 

appears to have extended as far to the north-west as 
Gandhara, which is identified with modern Kandahar and Cabul, 
and as far to the north as Bactria and E'lstern Turkestan across 
the Him;'\.laya. Within these bounds was situ,tted the anci~nt 
Sapta-Sindhu, or more correctly speaking, the Gre:lter Sapta

Sindhu, the sacred land that witnessed the composition of the 
most ancient hymns extant of the Aryan race and the early 

...gro~th and development of their most wonderful civilisation . 
• 

• 

But if this land were their original homP, is it not very strange 

1 Kikata: was the ancient name of South Be)lar. As the word occ.urs in 
Rv. iii. 53, 14, it is supposed by liuropean scholars like Wilson and Weber to 
refer to Magadha .or South Behar. Siya:Q.a explains the word to mean "the 
country inhabited by the lfon-Aryans." . As the Vedic Aryans never knew ofthe 

existence of any land to the east of Sapta.Sindhu, it would be absurd to suppose 
that they knew South.Sehar or Magadha, without knowingPanch~la, Kosala, 
etc. f{ikata in the ~gveda, therefore, does "not, and cannot mean Magadha or 
South llehar. It was probablj a barre!! hilly region in Sapta-Sindhu where Hi~ 
people did not offer Soma juice to Indra by mixing milk with it. Hillebrandt 
locates it in Sapta-Sindhu in a mountainous region. This name must have 
been transferred from Sapta-Sindhu to South Behar by Aryan immigrants in 
a later age, like the word Sar6yii which was transferred from Gandhara to 
Kosala. (For a fuller. discussion of the subject, read [J{{'Uedic Culture Ch. III, 

PP· J6J-I6Z.) 

z 
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that, during a long stretch of time, which was necessary to the 

growth and development of the ~gvedic literature and civilisa
tion, the Aryans were not at all acquainted with the neighbour

ing provinces like Paficala, Kosala and Magadha which were 

not separated from Sapta-Sindhu by any insurmountable 
mountain-barriers, and formed parts, as it were, of the same 
plain a;; their own mother-country? Thesamequeryholdsgood 
with regard to the Deccan also. The Vindhya Ranges could 
not be said to have presented any serious obstacle to those 

who were accustomed to cro:::s the Himalaya and the Sulaiman 
Ranges through narrow, steep and difficult passes. How 

can, then, the total absence of any mention in the ~gveda 
of these neighbouring and accessible countries be satisfactori-

ly explained ? European scholars have broached the theory 
that th<> Vedic Aryans came to the province of Saptc.-Sindhu 
as invaders ; and they settl<:>d there after carrying on a 

sanguinary and protracted warfar<" with the aboriginal 

inhabitants of the country, who were a black race, and far 
inferior to the Aryans in culture and civilisation, and whcm 
the latter ultin1ately vanqui;;hed and drove to the Southern 
Peninsula. It has been argued, with some force, that this 

long period of pre-occupation of the Aryans in the struggle 

prevented them from penetrating either to the east or the_ 
• south of Sapta-Sindhu, and that it was only in later and mon.: 

peaceful times that they thought of gradually expanding and 
migrating farther and farther to the,east and the south. This 

theory, it need hardly be said, is tluite in keeping with th..: 
other thtory of Aryan immigration to I~dia from Northern 
and Central Europe, through Western or Central Asia, which 

• i'> now generally accepted by European and Indian scholars 
alike. But it is passing strange that Jt did not strike any 
of them that the ~gvedic Aryans were not acquainted \\ ith 

the Eastern Provinces .for no other reason than because 
they did not really exist during IJ,gz1edic times,-a long 
stretch of sea having been in exist~nce in the Pleistocene 

and the beginning of the modern Epoch from the eastern 
• 
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shores of Sapta-Sindhu down to the C<:>nfines of Assam, into 
which the Ganga and the Yamuna, after running their short 
courses, poured their waters; and that the Deccan, having 
been completely cut off and separated from Sapta-Sindhu 
by the Rajputana sea and the sea lying between the Ct:lltral 
and Eastern Himalaya and the Vindhya Ranges, it was not 
at all easily accessible to them. 1 The t~xistence of these 

seas is a geological fact, as we shall see later on, which also 

finds an unexpected corroboration in the ~gveda itself. 
Verse 5 In Sukta r36 of the Tenth MaQ.dah. distinctly 
mt>ntions the· existence of the· Eastern and the Western 
Seas:-

Vatasy/Uvo vayoh sakhdtha deve§ito,nunilz, ubhau 
samudrava ko}eti ya{ca purva utdparah. 2 • 

This verse, rendered into English, would read thus :

"The Muni is the aerial steed and friend of Vayu, 
whom all the Devas feel an eagerness to behold, and who 
dwells in ~oth the seas-that which is in the east, and that 
which is in the west." 

A word of explanation seems to be necessary here. The 
.Muni is the God Kefi (lit. hairy) who is identified with the · 
Sun whose rays are like the auburn (golden) hair of a Muni 

-'l>r as~etic, The Sun is usually also compared to the horse 

in the ~gveda .. The bard, therefore, says that the Sut~ is 
the aerial steed, and friend of Vayu (wind), whom all tbe 
Devas feel an eagerness'to behold, in as much as they are 

all Gods of light, ~d darkness is against their. very nature. 
Jhis God, Kesi, or the Sun, says the poet, dwells both in 
the Eastern and•W estern Seas, be~ause he is seen to rise 
from the Eastern Sea and to sink down to rest in the 
Western. Now this ~astern Sea could have been no other 

• 

i Mr. H. G. Wells in his Outline of History, (pp. 39 & 45) points out 
the existence of this sea between 50,000 and 25,000 years ago. (See !~tjra). 

2 Kv. x. 136, 5 :-'fra~m <n<it: ~rl!! ~&'fm;').,fif: 1 ~1 ~.,~rC~r 
~fq ~f?J ~ <a"CiW: 11 Compare also Rv .. vii. 55, 7and x-~72, 7· 
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than the sea that washed the eastern shores of Sapta-Sindhu, 

in as much as the ~gvedic Aryans did not know of the 

existence of any land to the east of their country. It was 
over this sea that the A~vins, the twin deities that preceded 

and heraldecl 1 he Dawn, used to come to Sa pta-Sindhu, 

sailing in their b0ats which they left moored in the haL"bour 

on the sea-coast (Rv. i. 46, 8), and it was from this sea that 

their car turneJ up (Rv. iv. 43, 5). It was lrom this sea again 

that the Dawn appeared on the horizon of the eastern sky, 

looking bright and beautiful like a young damsel, after her 

merning ablutions (Rv. v. So, 5). Further, it was from the 

depth of these waters that the Sun was seen from the shores 

of Sapta-Sindhu to emerge and ascend the sky ( l{ v. iii. 55, r ; 

v. 45, lo; vii. 55, 7; x. 136, 5), and this fact is still further 

confirmed by the following passage : "The Gods lifted Sarya 

out of the sea (samudra) wherein he lay hidden" (Rv. x. 

72, 7). These waters were, therefore, rightly regarded as 

" the birth-place of the Sun" and " the mother of the A; vins" 

who have been described as Sindhumatarah (Rv. i. 46, 2). 

The \Vestern Sea into which the God Ke3i sank down to 

rest \\"as undoubtedly an arm of the Arabian Sea which, in 

those days, ran up lhe present lower valley of the Indus 

along the foot of the Western R:mge, and C•Jvered a large 

portion of the present province of Sine, probably up to Lat~-
300 North. Does not this internal evidence of the ~gveda 

support the geologicdl evidence, and unmistabbly prove 

its hoary antiquity? • 

There is yet another internal evide~ce furnished by 

the ~gveda to prove its high antiquity. ln some verses 

mention has been made of four different saas with which 

the ancient Indo-Aryans seemed to bave been familiarly 

acquainted 1 (Rv. ix. 23 1 6 and x. 47, 2). But Vedic 

1 R v. ix. 33, 6 :-W.!": ~t~S"61~ ~lq firi!Cf: I 'li'T ~ ~:l'il~ll!: ll 

Rv. x. 47, 2 :-1l!l~ ~ ~· 'il1j":~~· m ~I 'iffii•~· ~~· 

"'~~ f;:m' ll~ ~~r: !I 
• 
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scholars, both European and Indian, have passed them by, 
and not cared to ascertain the existence of the four seas 
mentioned therein, probably for the simple reason that there 
is only one sea to the south-west of Sapta-Sindhu at the 
present tirne, viz., the Arabian Sea, and it is difficult to 
identify the other three with any modern seas. The Bay of 
Bengal to the east, and the Indian Ocean to the south of 
India are quite out of the question, as it has been admitted 
that th_e ~gvedic Aryans did not go beyond the limits of 
Sapta-Sindhu, and were not acquainted with any land 
eastward or southward during ~gvedic times. Iq these 
circumstances, the four seas mentioned in the ~gveda, 

which were navigated by Aryan merchants in quest of 
wealth, 1 have probably -been regarded as mor~ mythical 
than real. But geological evidence goes to show that there 
were actually three seas on the three sides of Sapta-Sindhu, 
viz., the Eastern, the Western, and the Southern, and~ it 
now only remains for us to identify the fourth sea. It must 
have been situated somewhere on the north, beyond the 
Himalaya, on the confines of the land inhabited by the 
Aryans.· And Geology proves that such a sea did actually 
exist in ancient times, stretching from below the highlands 
of modern Turkestan towards Siberia on OtH: side, and from 
~e confines of Mongolia to the Black Sea·, on the other

1 
covering an immense area. This sea di?appeared in 

comparatively recent geol~gical times, leaving the Black Sea, 
the Sea of Aral, Lake Balkash, and an extensive depression 
now dry and converted into steppes, as its remnants. · The 
Black Sea was not at that time connected with the 
Mediterranean, a!Td its western shores formed the Isthmus 
of Bosphorus linking Europe with Asia. On the confines 

• 

• 

of East Turkestan also there was in ancient times another 
immense AsiatiC Mediterranean Sea, of which Lake Lobnor 
is the remnant. These are stern geological facts which 

• 
1 Rv. i, 48, 3; 56, 2; 116, 3; iv. 55, 6; also v. 85, 6; vii. 88, 3· 
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will be dealt with in greater details in the next chapter, 
but which find a !:itartling corroboration in the J:3.gveda. 
Does not this again prove its vast antiquity ? 

Lastly, the climate and the seasons, as prevaileJ in 
ancient Sapta-Sindhu, have also undergone a complete 
change in comparatively recent times, probably through a 
change of her physical environrn ents. There is J:3.gvedic 
and Avestic evidence to- prove that in ancient times a cold 
climate prevailed in the land for a greater part of the year, 
which was highly conducive to the development of the 
physical and mental activities of the Aryans. The year has 
been called in the J:3.gveda by the names of Sarad (autumn) 
(Rv. vii. 66, I6) or Hz'ma or Hemanta (winter, Rv. i. 6-t-, q; 

ii. I, 1 I; 33, 2; v. 54, 15; vi, 10, 7; 48, 8), probably on 
account of the predominance of the characteristics of a 
particular season, during a greater part of the year, in 
particular areas. But the very use of the above words to 
denote a year clearly indicates the existence of either a cvld 
or temperate climate in Sapta-Sindhu. The Avesta says 
that Sapta-Sindhu or Hapta fiendu possessed a delightfully 
cold climate in ancient times, which was changed into a 
hot climate by Angra Mainyu, the Evil one. Mr. Medlicott 
also says:-" There are some curious indications of a low 
temperature having prevailed in the Indian area at anciehl 
epochs." 1 In this conjecture he is supported by Mr. H. F. 
Blanford who says :-"In the earlY. Permian, as in the Post-• Pliocene age, a cold climate prevailed down to low latitude~, 

and I am inclined to believe in both•hemispheres simul

taneously." :l The h.'ncyclopcedza Brz'tannica also says: 
" Evidence exists of a former far greater ex'\:ension of glaciers 
in the Himalaya, possibly at the period during which the 

• great glacial phenomena of Europe occurred ; but too little 
is known to enable us to affirm that this indicate::; any general 

' Manual of the Geology of India, (Pre~ace, p. xxi). 

> Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vo!. XXXI, .S75, pp. 

534. 540. 

• 

.. 
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period of cold that affected the Northern hemisphere as far 
south as the Himalaya, though the facts are sufficiently 
striking to suggest such a conclusion.~' 1 The Post-Pliocene 
epoch being conterminous with the ~leistocene epoch 
when man undoubtedly flourished on our globe, the 
designation of the year by the word Hima or winter in the 
~gveda clearly points to the prevalence of low temperature 
in that country down to the comn.1encement of the modern 
epoch, and also to the great antiquity of the sacred Scripture 
itself. The present climate of the Punjab or Sapta-Sindhu 
is excessively hot, except during the winter months, when 
the cold becomes intense. \V e will presently see what 
brought about this change of climate. 

We find evidence in the J}gveda of heavy showers of 
rain falling in Sapta-SinJhu during the' -rainy season which 
lasted for three o~ four months, covering the sky all the 
time with a thick pall of sombre clouds, behind which the 
Sun and the Dawn remained hidden, making the days look 
like nights and considerably adding to the misery and 
discomfort of men and beasts. The rivers were in high 
flood, and the spill-water covered an extensive area. All 
these characteristics of the rainy season have now disappeared 

-4.om Sapta-Sindhu where the rain-fall is scanty and the 
climate dry. This change is due to the disappearance of 

. three out of the four seas round about Sapta-Sindhu, anc'i 
the upheaval of a vast tr-act of arid desert in the south. 
The immense volumes of watery vapours, which were -generated in and carried from the seas in ancient times, 
used to be wecipitated as snow over the high and low 

• altitudes of the Himalaya, and as showers of rain in the 
plains. The rain-wat~ in the rainy season, and the melting 
snow insummer kept up a perennial supply of water in the 

- rivers, and the Sarasvati and the DnadvaU which probably 
took their rise from glaciers on the southern slopes of the • 

~ Enc;y, Brit., V.ol. II, p. 68 (Ninth Edition); Read also Wadia's 

• Geology of India, p. s. 13 3 2 4 
I u 
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Himalaya in ancient times, were mighty streams whose 
praises have been sung in the ~gveda. With f1e dis
appearaoce of the ocean-area, the glaciers also disappeared 
and the rivers gradually dwindled into insignificant and 
strag~ling streams. 1 The Encyclopa?dia Britannica says: 
"An explanation of the decrease of Himalayan glaciers is 
that it was a consequence of the diminution of the fall of 
snow, consequent on tlze gradual change of climate which 
must have followed a gradual transformation of an ocean
area into one of dry land. The last-named circumstance 
would also account for the great changes in the quantity 
of rain-fall, and in the flow of the rivers, of which there are 
many indications in Western India, in Persia, and the region 
east of the Caspian." 2 

It would thus appear that there have been vast changes 
in the land, water and climate of ancient Sapta-Sindhu since 
the ~gvedic hymns wf're compost>ci. Do not these internal 
evidences of the ~gveda, supported as they are by tlw 
results of modern geological investigations, go to prove its 
vast antiquity, stretchin!! back to time immemorial? And 
are they not as reliable as the Egyptian hieroglyphic writings 
and inscriptions, and Mesopotamian brick-tablets, and 
writings on clay-cylinders ? But it is a thousand pitie~ 

1 Mr. Wadia in his Geology of India (1919) writes as follows: "Many 
parts of the Himalayas bear the records of an Ice-age in comparatively recent 

times. lmmen'se accumulations of moraine detri.~ a:-e seen on the tops and 

sides of many of the ranges of the middle Himalayas, which do not support 
any glaciers at the present time. Terminal moraines~often covered by grass, 

are to be seen before the snouts of existing glaciers at such low elevations as 
6,ooo feet or even s,ooo feet. Sometimes there are gra§Sy meadows, pointing 
to the remains of old silted-up glacial lakes. These facts, together with the 
more doubtful occurrences of what may be termedtfiuvio-glacial drift at much 

lower levels in the hills of thP. Punjab, lead to the inference that thi~ part of 
India at least, if not the Peninsular highlands, experienced a Glacial Age in 
the Pleistocene period,'' (pp 1 5-16) Elsewhere he says : "The ice-transported 

blocks of the Patwar plains in J; awalpindi alsa. furnish corroborative evidence 

to the same effect." (P. 245). 
~ Ency. Brit,, Vol. II, p. 688 (Ninth Edition). 

• 
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that Vedic scholars and Indologists have not brought even 
a tithe of that careful and diligent research to bear on the 
study of ancient Indian history, that has been bestowed on 
the study of Egyptian and Mesopotamian history by Egypto
logists and Assyriologists, probably through a pre-conceived 
idea that Indo-Aryan civilisation could not be older than 
the civilisation of the neolithic lake-dwellers of Europe, 
and an O!llission to study a~cient Indian history in. the light 
of the results of modern geological investigations. The 
time, however, has come when a fresh study should be com
n:tenced on these lines, and a re-examination of the already 
accepted theories made, regardless of the conclusions they 
may lead us to .. 

I hope, I have been able to demonstrate in this chapter 
the absolute necessity of studying, with the help of Geology, 
the old distribution of land and water of a country in which 
a very andent people have lived from time immemorial in 
order to read aright their ancient• history. I have also given 
occasional glimpses to my readers, so far as it' has been 
possible for me to do in a preliminary chapter, of the hoary 
antiquity of the ~gveda, containing as it does unmistakable 
geological proofs of a different distribution· of land and 

·~ter, and the existence of a different climate in Sapta
Sindhu in ancient times. These geological proofs will be 
more closely examined and more elaborately discussed in· 
the next chapter. • 

• 



CHAPTER H. 

GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE ABOUT THE PHYSICAL FEATURES OF ANCIENT 
SAPTA-SINDHU IN RGVEDIC TIMES. 

Physical changes, constant though often silent and 
imperceptible, have been going on in our globe. Sometimes 
in the past the changes were r>xtn·mely violent and sudden, 
due to fearful volcanic action and extensive seismic disturb
ances of great intensity, resulting in the sudden upheaval or 
subsidence of vast tracts of land. But such disturbances and 
changes were more frequent in very ancient than in recent 
geological epochs. The upheaval of the Middle and Northern 
HimAlaya had taken place bt:fnre man flourished on our globe. 
The magnitude and intensity of the throes through which 
Mother E;trth passed when giving birth, thoug'1 aft,~t lot~g 

intervals, to the different parts of this gigantic child surpass 
even the keenest and most compr~bensive human imagination. 
With the elevation of the Middle HimAlaya was produced a 
deep trough at its foot on the southern side. How was it 
produced is a matter of conjecture and controversy amo~ 
Geologists, with which we are not here concerned. Sir Sidney 
Burrard's hypothesis is that " the depression of the trough was 
produced by a withdrawal of materitl towards the Himalaya," 
and he considers "the range to have been produceJ by the 
invasion of the material so withdrawn." 1 -rhe great Geologist, 

Edward Suess, " has suggested that it is ' fore-deep ' in front 
of the high crust-waves of the Himalayas as they were checked 
in their southward advance by the inJlexible solid land-mass 
of the Peninsula." :I These are the latest explanations of its 
origin, which are more or less accepted But whatever may 
be the causes of this upheaval and depression, there is no 

• 
1 Memoirs of the Geological .~urvey of India, Vol. XLII, Part 2 (Oldham, 

On the ~;tructure of the Himalaya), p. 137. Read also "On the Origin of the 
Himfilaya Mountains." Survey of India, Prof. Paper No. I~, Calcutta, 1912. • 

• Wadia's Geology of India. P. 248. ' 
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question that a deep trough did exist at the foot of the · 
Himalayan range m ancient geological times.! This . 
trough or sea lasted through long ages during which 
it was· grad.ually filled up with alluvium, into which were 
embedded the remains of a rich varied fauna ·''of herbivores 
carnivores, rodents and of primates, the highe-st order of the 
mammals," brought down by the rivers and streams. Their 
inter-stratification with marine fossiliferous beds took a long 
period of time, at the end of which another seismic disturb
ance of great intensity caused an upheaval of these beds, 
which formed the oute'r or sub-Himalayan Zone, "corr~spond 
ing to the Siwalik Ranges, and composed entirely of Tertiary, 
and principally of upper Tertiary sedimentary riyer-deposits." 2 

With the upheaval of the.Siwalik Range was again produced 
a deep trough at its foot which also began to be filled up 
with alluvium until the present plains of Northern India were 
formed. Mr. R. D. Oldham says that. " the depth of the 
alluvium along the outer edge of the Him£Jaya is great, 
amounting to about I s,ooo to zo,ooo feet towards the norther~ 
boundary of the alluvial plain."3 As regards the underground 
form of the floor of the trough, it bas been found that " it has 
deepened steadily from south to north at about 130 feet to the 
mile, and that this slope is continuous for over roo miles from 
"me southern edge, so that in this way we reach an estimated 
depth of over 13,000 and probably about IS,ooo feet."± This. 
trough ends up on the east where the Assam Range impinges 
on the Himalaya and ter~inates on the west as the Salt Range 

of the Punjab is rea~ed. It is "a fairly symmetrical trough, 
ranged along the whole of that part of the Himalaya, which is 
not complicated ~y the junction.or contact of other ranges." 5 

It has been <iescribed by Mr. Oldham as " the Gangetic 
• 

1 "The uorthern frontier of this (the Southern) continent was approxi
mately co-extensive with the central chain of the Himalayas, and was washed 
by the water of the. Tethys" (Wjdia's Geology of India, pp. rog-11o.) 

• Wadia's Geology of India P. ro. · 
3 Memoirs of the Geo, Surv. of India, Vol. XLII, Part 2 1 p 119. 

• • Ibid, p. 66. 
o {bid, p. g61 
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trough," in as much as " three quarters of its length and more 
than that proportion of its area lie within the drainage of the 
Ganges. 1 ••• There is some reason to suppose that a deep trough 
filled with alluvium similar to that which has been dealt with, 
though smaller in size, runs along the foot of the hill ranges 
of the Westen1 frontiers of. India proper, which might be 
called the Indus trough, as that river traverses it from end to 
end .... But thoce is no reason to suppose that the two troughs 
are connected. Apart from the observations which have been 
dealt with, the outcrops of old rocks in the Chiniot and other 
hills which rise from the alluvium, point to the presence of a 
rock-barrier, stretching under the plains of the Punjab to the 
Salt Range, and separating the two troughs." 2 

It would thus appear that a large portion at least of the 
Punjab, or Sapta Sindhu as the Vedic bards called it, was 
older than the alluvial plains now occupying the Gangetic 
and the Indus troughs which were undoubtedly large stretches 
of inland seas at the beginning. Even now, th~ valley of the 
Indus or the Sindhu is known by the name of" Sindhu-Sigara," 
or the Sindhu Sea. But this sea, not having been so wide, 
long and deep as the sea that occupied the Gangetic trough, 
the period of time taken to fill it up with alluvium was 
necessarily shorter, though certainly computed by thous::tnd,._. 
of years, than that taken to fill up the Gangetic trough. In 
other words, when the Punjab was firm land, bounded on the 
north by the Kashmir valley and •he Himalaya and on the 
west by the Sulaiman Range, with the Indus and its tributaries • and the Sarasvati flowing through the plains into the arm of 
the Arabian Sea covering a part of Rajputana and the lower 
regions of Sind, the Gangetic trough was stiU an inland sea, 
stretching from the confines of Sap~-Sindhu to those of 
Assam, which was certainly not so deep at that time as it had 
been at its origin, but yet deep enough to be called a sea for 
several thousand years more, durin.g which it was gradually 
silted up with alluvium. 

1 Ibid, p g8. 

• Ibid, p. 98. 
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With regard to the Gangetic trough, Mr. Wadia thus 

observes in his GeololtY of India, (P. 248): "In the Pleistocene 
period, the mo<;t dominant features of the geography of India 
had come into existence, and the country had then acquired 
almost its present form and its leading features of topography, 

except that the lands in front of the newly upheaved 
mountains formed a depression which was being rapidly -
filled by the waste of the highlands. The origin of this 
depression or trough, lying at the. foot of the (Himalaya) 
mountains, is doubtless intimately connected with the origin 
of the latter, though th~ exact nature of the connexion is not 
known and is a matter of discussion." It would· thus appear 
that in the Pleistocene period and even still later, there was 
a sea over the Gangetic trough which was being rapidly filled 
up with alluvium, and became firm land only after J.3.gvedic 
times, as I have already pointed out in the preceding chapter. 

In this connexion it would not be_ out of place and 
uninteresting to refer to two maps sketched· by Mr. H. G. 

Wells and printed on pages 39 and45 ~espectively of his 
excellent book, The Outline of History ( rgzo). The first 
map shows " the _possible outline of Europe and Western 
Asia at the ~aximum of the Fourth Ice Age about so,ooo 
~ars ago" corresponding to the " N eanderthaler Age," and 
the second map shows their possible outline " in the later 

Palceolithic age · (35,ooo lo zs,ooo years ago)." So far 
as Ancient India i' conc~ned, we find it outlined very much 
in the same manne.as I have outlined it in my .map from 
"a geological study in the light of J.3.gvedic evidence." The 
whole of North<i[n India and Rajputana and the greater 
part of the Punjab are shown in Mr. Wells' first map as 
covered by a vast and eontinuous sea which was connected 
with the Arabian Sea on the west and the Bay of Bengal on 

• the east. Though my map of ~gvedic India or Sapta
Sindhavah does not .coincjde in all its details with ~Ir. Wells' 
map, yet their general agreement in the broad outlines is 

• certainly very remarkable. Mr. Wells' second map which 
represents a plssible outline of Europe and Western Asia 
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about 35,000 to 25,ooo years ago shows the uninterrupted 
continuity of the sea that separated the Punjab and the 
Himalayas from Southern India broken only by the formation 
of land in Eastern Rajputana, and points to the existence 
of a sea uver a large portion of the Gangetic trough (which 
was undoubtedly "the Eastern Sea" of the ~gved,t), and 
of another sea or gulf over Western Rajputana and the whole 
of the province of Lower Sind. Both the maps generally 
agree with the d1fferent distribution of land and wa :er in the 
Punjab, as it was in ~gvedic times, and this indirectly proves 
the hoary antiquity of the ~gvedic hymns which must have 
been composed during a period extending from about zs,ooo 
to 7 soo B. C. Let us now return to a discussion of the 
geological evidence regarding the Punjab. 

Mr. Oldham thus distinguishes the features of the Gangetic 
plains from those of the plains of the Punjab:-" From the 
Yamuna eastwards to the junction with the Brahmaputra 

Valley is the great tract of the typical Gangetic alluvium 
which bears all the characters of a plain of deposit, and across 
which the rivers flow in courses determined by their own 
action and inter-action. In the plain of the Punjab these 
features are largely absent, and the surfaces suggest a much 
smaller thickness of alluvial deposit, a suggestion which j..;.. 

strengthened by the occurrence of iuliers of older rocks, ri: ing 
as hills in the centre of the alluvial plain.'' I 

Mr. Oldham further says elsewlfere: "The general facit:s 
of the fauna (found in the beds of t~ Salt Range of the 
Punjab) are of Cambrian age and consequently the oldest in 
india, whose age can be determined with any approach to 
certainty."2 The Cambrian age, it should be remembered, 
is the first of the Palceozoic Era. 1\s the beds of the Salt 
Range have been proved to belong to that age, the land of 

Sapta-Sindhu must have been in existence from very early 
times, and is certainly olJer tha~ the northern Himalaya 
which probably was elevated at the end of the Pateozoic or 

1 Ibid, p. 8. 
• Manual of the Geology of India, p. 109, Edn.1 1893·\ 

• 

• 
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the beginning of the Mesozoic Era, as is evidenced by its 
Carboniferous and Triassic formations.! The ancient age 

of the Punjab will be further proved by the following extracts 
from the Imperial Gazetteer of India :2 

" The datum line in stratigraphy is the base of the 
Cambrian system, the so-called Olenellus ~one, characterised 
in various parts of the world by remains of this genus, or its 
near relations belonging to the extinct order of Crustacea 
known as Trilobites. Below this line, there are many thousand 
feet ofstrata without determinable fcssil remains, and generally 
quite unfossiliferous; above it are piled the great fossil
bearing systems preserving the records of evolution 3mong 
animals and plants through the . Pal;eozoic, Mesozoic and 
Cainozoic eras to the present day. 

"Fortunately,· in India, we have a trace of thz"s datum 
line preser11ed in the Salt Ranxe of the Punjab, where, 
r~lthough the Trilobites preserverL are not exactly like the 
well-known Olenellus, ·there are forms which must have been 
close relations of it, and we can safely assume that these be.ds 
are equivalent to the lower Cambrian of the European scale." 

It is thus clear that the Punjab or Sapta~Sindhu is the 
oldest life-producing region in the whole of the lndia1i 
';'l;ntinent; and it is equally certain that here the evolution 
among animals continued uninterruptedly, until man was 
evolved or created, and arpeared on the scene. 

· It may be mentioned here in passing that the Indo-Aryans 
believe themselves t~ be autochthonous to the Punjab, and 
the \{gveda to be as oid as the creation of man, in other 
words, to have e~anated from Brahma, the Creator himself; 
and it is regr~rded as 4pauru~eya, i.e., not ascribable to any 
human agency, though the jJ,.)is or seers might have clothed 
the revealed truths and eternal verities in languages of their 
own, from time to time. This, bereft of all exaggerations, 
would mean that the \{gve~a has existed from time immemorial. 

• i H. F. Blanford in the Quarterly 'Journal of the Geological Society, 

Vol. XXXI, I87s.4p. 524·41. · 
z Imp. Gas. of India, Vol. I, p 531 Edn., 1907. 
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To this belief of the lndo-Aryans, however absurd it might 
seem, the results of geological investigations, as quoted 
above, undoubtedly lend some strong colour. It may also be 
stated here that the ancient Aryans did not believe, like Darwin, 
in the evolution of man from anthropoid apes; but they be

lieved, like Agassiz of the Creationist School, that man was 
created independently as such. As Agassiz says, "there is a 
manifest progress in the succession of beings on the surface 
of the earth. This progress consists in an increasing similarity 

of the living fauna, and among the vertebrates especially, in 
their increa!'ing resemblance to man. . . But this connection 
is not t he consequence of a direct lineage between the faunas 
of different ages. There is nothing like parental descent 

connecting them. The fishes of the Palceozoic age are in no 
respect the ancestors of the reptiles of the Secondary age, 
nor does man descend from the mammals wLich preceded 
him in the Tertiary age. The link by which tht'y are 
connected is of a hz'glzer and immaterial nature; anrl their 
connection is to be sought in the view of the Cn ator 
Himself, whose aim in forming the earth in allowing it to 
undergo the successive changes which geology has pointed 
out, and in creating successively all the diffe1 ent types of 
animals which have passed away, was to introduce man upo.,u 
the surface of our globe. Man is the end towards which all 
the animal creation has tended from the first appearance of 

the Palceozoic fishes." 1 This exadly represents the view 
of man's appearance on the globe ~eld by the ancient 
Indo-Aryans also, of which we shall have occasion to write 

hereafter. • 
Be that as it may, if the composition of the ~gvedic 

hymns be ascribed to a period compu~d from about zs,ooo 
to 7 soo B. C., there can be no doubt that man, particularly 
Aryan man in India, was in a comparatively civilised state 
in this period. The Pleistocene.is ordinarily known as the 
" human epoch," and there is evidence of Pkistocene man 

having made some progress towards rudimentary civilisation • 

1 Principles of Zoology, pp. 205-206. 
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iri s'Orrfe part'S o'f tHe World. Thus Dr. Kei'th writes ao6t:it 

the ·culture of N eairderthal man i~ Europe: 11 ln mid

Pleisto~ene times, the brain of Neanderthal man, in point 

of size, was equal to that of contemporary forms of r:rl6deiri 

man. His culture, .that of the Mousterian age, was not a 
low one." I Rev. Mr. E. 0. James says in his Introduction 
to Anthropology (1919) thal "the ·palaeolithic peri'od cW 
archaeology corresponds roughly to the Pleistocene of the · 

geo·logist, while , the pre'. Palaeolithic or Eo lithic pei:l6·(f 

extended far back into the Tertiary era.'' (P. 18)'. Fu'Hher 

·on he says : "It may ·be reasonably supp'dsed that Clothing, 

like cave-dwelling, was one of the arts df life fearnt by man 
in the Pleistocene, probably early in the Mou£terfan phase, " 

and that "in the early Pleistocene, there is e\ddence, of the 

existence of fires, as for example, in the hearths discovered 

in Mousterian sites " (P. g8). From all these extracts, 

we get some idea of the predecessors of modern man in the 

Pleistocene epoch, and also glimpses of. the state of their 

culture, which " V\'as riot a low one." 

As the Punjab was the oldest life-producing regwn 

in the whole of the Indian continent, and admittedly one 

of the principal foci of civilisation in the ancient world, we 
~.ay take it for granted that, in the Pleistocene · e'poch, thee 
primitive Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu or th'e Punjab developed 
a culture not only not inferior to that of Pleistqcene . man in 

Europe, but, in many reSiJects, probably even .far superior 

.to it, as its gradual and continuous devel9pment and firial 

culmination in ~gve~ic civilisation would lead one tci s'uppose. 
If the lndo-Aryans were autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu, 

they must have passed through the eolithic, the palaeolithic 

and the neolithic stagei of their development, though, in the 

~gveda, we do not find anv mention of stone or bone 

weapons, excepting Indra' .J;.jra, as the ~gvedic Aryans 

had long ago passed through those stages ·and were 

well acquainted with the. use of irori, from which weapons 

and implements were made. The mortar and pestle which 

i Keith's The Antiquity of Man (rg16j; p. 503. 
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probably were made of stone, as also of wood, the flat 

stone slab. and the ·round stone hammer, used for the 
purpose of crushing and pounding hard substances (Dr~ad

Upala), all of which were requisitioned at the time of the 
Soma sacrifice, and the horn-tipped arrow-head mentioned 
in the ~gveda (vi. 75, r r) might, however, be some of the 
relics of the early stag<"S of civilisation, through which the 
ancient Aryans had passed. 1 They seem to have been a 
highly gifted people, endowed with a superior genius which 
enabled them to effect their material, moral and spiritual 
evolution more rapidly than their contemporaries in Southern 
India, some of whom are still in the same savage condition 
of the Stone Age as they were in, hundreds of thousands of 
years ago. Writing about them Ragozin obsecves: "We 
seem to listen to the grotesque fancies of a dream, wild even 
for a dream, when we are told of people who live, or at least 

huodle together for shelter in kennel huts, six feet by eight, 
wear no clothes but bunches of leaves fastened to a string of 
beads that encircles the waist, and use flint weapons, not 
having even words for any metals in their language, thu10 
affording us a startling glimpse of the Stone Age, a survival 

not even of the highest type of that Age's civilisation." ~ 
Thus it would appear that while palceolithic men, be:ongin; 
to the Dravidian and the Kolarian races, roamed as savagt'S 
in the hills and forests of Southern India, the ancient Aryans 
of Sapta-Sindhu, completely cut ~ff from them by seas, 
developed a high state of civilisation, obliterating all relics 
of the primitive stages of t.heir progress. •· 

Let us now turn back from this digressipn to the other 
geological evidences proving the antiquity of Sapta-Sindhn. 
The existence of the R~jpub1na Sea to ~e south of this r<>gion 
down to the seventh or eight millennium B. C. has alreadv 
been referred to. The large aclmixture of salt in the sandv 
soil of the deserts of Rajputana, ~e salt beds from which 

i For a fuller treatment of this subject, read author's IJgvedic Cultwe 

Chap, II. \ 
• Vedic India, p. 299· Read also Chap. Vi Unfra\, 
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even now an abundant supply of salt ·is drawn, and the exist
ence of the Sambhar and other lakes whose waters still retain 
much of the salinity of the sea, all point to 'the. extension of 
the Arabian Sea up to the confines of Saph1-Sindhu on the 
one hand, and of the Aravalli 'Hills on the.other. It is further 
certain that the Arabian Sea a! so sent up an ai-m towards· the 
Indus trough and covered a large part of the province of Sind, 
which is now occupied by desert and . the lower course of 
the Indus. 

As rega~ds the existence of a sea in the northern direction 
of Sapta-Sindhu beyond the Himllaya, the following geolOgical 
evidence collected from the Encycl opa1dia Britannica is 
aclcluced here: 

"There can be no reason 1ble doubt ( 1) that the area of 
the Caspian must have formerly peen much more extensive 
than at present ; (2) and that it must at some time have had 

free communication with the Ocean. It was Long since 
pointed out by Pallas that. the presence of salt lakes, dry 
saline deposits·, and sea-shells of the same species,as those 

now inhabiting the Caspian, over a very large extent of the 
steppes to the east, north and west of t'he present basin, can 
only be accounted for on sue h a hypothesis, and he tract>d 
out what may probably be regarded as a northern shore-linE', 
along the base of the Mongodjar Hills. Further, the fauna 
of the Caspian correspondi so. remarkably with that of the 
Black Sea on the one side, 'and with that of the Sea of Aral 
on .the other, that it <!Ln. scarcely be doubted that they were 

formel"ly in free communication with one another, and the 

line of this comml!nication can be pretty ce~tainly traced out 
by the peculiar lowness of the level.. Thus between. the • Caspian and the Black Sea, or rather the Sea of Azoff, it 

• would have lain across the low-lying p'ortion of the steppe 

which is at present a receptacle for the drain~ge of the 
surrounding area,_ formi~g the long and shallow Lake 

Manytsch. And between the Caspian and the .;\.ral Sea, it 

-probably follow~ both the northern and the southern borders 
of Ust-Urt, which would thus form an isolated platform. If 
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the elevati•1n of level were sufficiently great to raise the 
water of Lake Aral to the height which it had in former 
times, (as is shown by variou~ clearly discernible landmarks), 
it would have overflowed a large area to the south also, and 
of this again, some parts of the coast-line are traceable. A 
very slight elevation would bring it into communication with 
the Arctic Sea." 1 

The writer then goes on . "There is much to support 
this view not only in the writings of ancient geographers and 
in the incidental notices which have been gleaned from the 
records of early travel, but also in the physical relation of 
the three basins, now forming separate seas ...... It is a fact 
of no little interest that the existt:nce of a communication 
between the Aralo-Caspian basin and the Northern Ocean 
was most distinctly affirmed by Strabo and other ancient 
geographers." 2 

"Now as there is strong reason to suspect, from the evi
dence of recent volcanic change in that locality, that the 
opening of the Bosphorus took place within a period which 
geologically speaking was very recent, it does not at all seem 
improbable that this event (which some writers identify with 
the deluge of Deucalion) was the commencement of a series 
of changes by which the ' Asiatic Mediterranean ' came to be 
divided into three separate basins which now constitute its 
' survivals."' 3 

The writer means to say that the level of the European 
Mediterranean Sea having been lower titan that of the Asiatic 
Mediterranean, the opening of the Bosphorus caused the 
water of the latter to be drained off into the-former, until both 
attained the same level. This draining off of the water from 
the Asiatic Mediterranean left its sl!allow portions dry, and 
converted the sea into isolated lakes, and its dry ba:.ins into 
extensive steppes. The writer then arrives at the following 
conclusion : " Thus it would appeat that the condition of the 

1 EncJ' Brit., Vol. V, pp. 179·180 (Ninth·Edi•ion!. 

• Ibid, p. 180. 

• Ibid, p. ISO. 
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Aralo-Caspian area ·must have undergone very considerable 
alterations within the historz'c period." 1 The same wri~er 

elesewhere says : " The saltness, not only of the water of the 
Caspian and Aral Seas, but of that of the numerous lakes still 
remaining in the most depressed spots formerly covered by 
the Asiatic Mediterranean, together with the large admixture 
of salt in the sand that covers what is now its dried-up bed, 
can only be accounted for on the supposition that this As.iatic 
Mediterranean was itself a 'surviral' of the extension of the 
oceanic area properly so-called,-tetaining not only, much of. 
its salinity, but a portion of its characteristic fauna. And this 
conclusion derives confirmation fro'm the fact (ascertained by 
the researches of the Russian naturalist Bogdanoff) that the 
polar fauna may be traced through the succession of salt lakes 
lying to the north of the Aral Sea, and that its proportion 
increases as we approach the Polar Ocean.'' ·2 

_ From the above excerpts, it is clear (a) that at an early · 
geological epoch, a large sea connected wiLh the Arctic Ocean 
had existed in Central Asia; (b) that at a later period, this sea 

was converted into an inland sea, covering a large area of 
Central Asia, and extending as far west as the Black Sea, and 
it continued to exist as an Asiatic Mediterranean down to the 
dawn of historical times; and (c) that a volcanic action having 
opened up the Bosphorus, and joined the Asiatic with the 
European Mediterranean, a vast quantity of water of the 
former was drained off irtto the latter, leaving the shallow 
part!> of the former dry, and the deeper parts as disconnected 
and isolated l<i_kes. ,.hus, the existence of a large sea to the 
northwest of Sapta-Sindhu and of the region inhabited by 
branches of the • ancient Aryans is an undoubted geological 
fact, and proves the hqrry antiquity of the land and of the 

~gveda. 

That this Asiatic Mediterranean extended as far south-east 

as Turkestan will appear jrom the following extracts : 

" Representatives of all the Tertiary formation.s are met 
• with in Turkestan ; but while in the highlands the strata are 

1 lbir:i, p. !St. 2 Ibid, p. 180. 
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coast-deposits, they assume an open-sea character in the low 
land:;, and their rich fossil fauna furnishes evidence of the 
gradual shallowing of that sea, until at last, after the Sarma
thian period, it became a close Mediterranean. During the 
Post-Pliocene period, the sea broke Uj) into several part,; 
united by narrow straits. The connexion of Lake Balkash 
with the Sea of Aral can hardly be doubted ; but thi:, portion 
of the great sea was the first to be divided. While th':! Sea of 
Aral remained in connexion with the Caspian, the desiccation 
of the Lake Balkash basin, and its break-up into smaller 
separate basins were already going on. The Quaternary 
Epoch is represented in vast morainic deposits in the valley 
of the Tianshan ..... .In the hw lands, the Aral-Ca,.;pian 
deposits which it is difficult to separate sharply from the later 
Tertiary, cover the whole area. They contain shells of 
molluscs now inhabiting the Sea of Aral and in their petro
graphical features are exactly like those of the lower Volga. 
The limits of the Post-Pliocene Aral-Caspian Sea have not 
yet been fully traced. It extended some 200 miles north, 
and more than go miles east of the present Aral shores. A 
narrow strait connected it with Lake Balkash. The Ust-Urt 
Plateau and the Mugdjar (Mongodjar) mountains prevented 
it from spreading north-we'itward, and a narrow channel 

connected it along the Uzboi with the Caspian, which sent a 
broad gulf to the east, spread up to the Volga, and was 
connected by the Manytsch with th~ Black Sea basin. Gr,~at 

interest, geological and historical, thus attaches to the recent 
changes undergone by the basin." 1 • 

As regards Eastern Turkestan, the follo~ing extr,tcts will 

be found interesting in connection with the existence of 
another large sea in Central Asia : • 

" Lob-nor now consists of two basins, but the largest of 
them, although it has an area four times as large as that of 
the Lake of Geneva, can hardly +>e called a lake, since its 
greatest depth is less than 20 feet, while reeds rise 20 feet 
above the thin film of water, and extend far be~ond its shores. • 

t Ency, Brit., Vol. XXIII, p. 634 (Ninth Edition). 
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In fact, the whole of the region, notwithstanding its consider
able altitude above the ocean, has but re~ently emerged from 
under water. During the later portion of the Tertiary period, 
it was covered with one immense Mediterranean sea, and even 
during the Post-Pliocene period, was occupied by a lake ... The 
desiccation of East Turkestan must have gone on, within 
historical time, at a much more rapid rate than geologists 
seem prepared to admit.." I 

The existence of vast inland seas in Central Asia down 
to recent geological times is thus undoubted. The question 
now is whether the region, inhabited by the ancient Aryans, 
extended as far as East Turkestan, close to the confines of 
the Central Asian seas. On this question, the following 
observations made by Lassen will throw some light:-

"It appears very probable that at the dawn of history, 
East Turkestan was inhabited by an c Aryan population, lhe 
ancestors of the present Slavonic and Teutonic races; and 
a civilisation, not inferior to that of Bactriana, had already 
developed at that time .in the region of the Tarim." 2 

Whether these Aryan people were the ancestors of the 
Slavonic and the Teutonic races is quite another matter with 
which we are not here concerned. All that we need note 
here is that a scholar like Lassen holds that at the dawn of 
history, East Turkestan was inhabited by an Aryan population. 

·I shall not, ther'efore, be wrong, if I conclude that the 
region inhabited by the ancient Aryans extended as far north 
as Bactriana and Easterrt Turkestan in recent geological 
times that saw the early dawn of history. 

From an examitation and discussion of the above 
geological evidences is clearly proved the existence of the 
four seas, mentioned in the ~gveda, round about the region, 
inhabited by the ancient.Aryans,· which included Sapta-Sindu 
on the south, Bactriana and Eastern Turkestan on the north, 

.Gandhara_ on the •.vest, and the upper valleys of the Ganga 
and the Yamuna on the .east. The age of the ~gveda, 

therefore, must be as old as the existence of these four seas 

in ancient limes. 

• L ibid., P· 638. I 
0 Lassen's lndische Alterthums-Kunda. 



CHAPTER HI· 

I!GVEDIC EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE AND 
• PROVING TriE VAST ANTIQUITY OF S.\PTA-SINDHU. 

It is a pity that well-known Sanskrit scholars, both Euro
pean and Indian, have sometimes studietl the ~gveda in a 

most superficial and perfunctory manner, and drawn conclu
sions which are not at all warranted by the evidences found 
in the sacred Scripture. For instance, Professor A A. 
Macdonell in his History of Sanskrit Literature has observed 
that the Indo-Aryans W('re not directly familiar with the 

ocean. I will quote his very words below:-

"The southwarcl migration of the Aryan invaders does 
not appear to have extended at the time when the hymns of 

the IJ,gveda were composed, much beyond the point where 
the united waters of the Punjab flow into the Indus. The 
ocean was probably known only from hearsay. for no mention 
is made of the numerous mouths of the Indus, and fishing, 
one of the main occupations on the banks of the Lower Indus 
at the present day, is quite ignort-d. The word for fish 
(matsya) indeed only occurs once, though various kinds of 
animals, birds, and insects are so frequently mentioned . • This accords with the character of the rivers of the Punjab 
and Eastern Kabulistan, which are f'bor in fisq, while it 

contrasts with the intimate knowledge of fishing betrayed by 
the Yajur-veda, which was composed wh~ the Aryans had 
spread much farther to the east, and doubtless also to the • south. The word which later is the regular name for 
'Ocean' (Sam-udra) seems, therefore, in agreement with the 
etymological sense ('collection of waters'), to mean in the 

IJ,gveda only the lower course ~f the Indu,:;~ which, after 

receiving the waters of the Punjab, is so wide that a boat in 

mid-stream is invisible from the ba.nk. 1\ ha.s been noted• 
in recent times that the natives in this region speak of the 
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river as the ' $ea of Sindhu,' and indeed the word Sindhu 
(river) in several passages of the IJ,gveda has practically the 
sense of the ' sea.' Metaphors such as would be . used by a 
people .familiar with the ocean are lacking in the IJ,gveda. 
All references .to navigation point only to the crossing of 
rivers in boats, impelled by oars, the main object being to 
reach the other bank (para). This action suggested a 
favourite figure, whic~ remained familiar throughout Sanskrit 
Literature. Thus oi1e of the poets of the ~gveda invokes 
Agni with the words ' Take us across all woes and dangers 
as across the river (Sindhu)' in · a boat'; and in the later 

Sanskrit ·Literature one who has accomplished his purpose 
or mastered his subject is very frequently described as 
'having crossed the farther shore' (paraga). The Athart•a
veda, on the ot~er hand, contains some passages showing 
that its composers were acquainted with the ocean." 1 

•r I must candidly confess here that I was never m<?re sur
prised in my life than when I first read the above paragraph. 
For, I have come across innumerable passages in the ~gveda, 
in which the word Samudra, meaning the Sea, occurs. 
Professor Macdonell contends, from the so-called etymolog.ical 
meaning of !he word Samudra (collection of waters), tha:t 
the lower course of tqe Indus, united by its several tributaries, 
was denoted by that name; but if that were so, what would 
be the meaning of the " Eastern and the Wesfern Samudras," 
in both of which the deit1 named Kesi, or the Sun, used to 
dwell? (Rv. x. 136, .). If the Indus be identified with the 
Western Samudra, what was the Purva Samudra? :fhere 
was no large rive.r like the Indus in the eastern part of the 
Punjah; and the Sarasvati, and the Ganga and the Yamuna 
in their upper course! near Sapta-Sindhu,• were only small 
streams in comparison with the Indus. \Vhat would again 

• be the meaning of "the four S~mudras" mentioned in Rv. 
ix. 33, 6 and Rv. x 47,-z? The Sindhus (or rivers) were 

1 History of Sanskrit Literature, pp. 143c14.J.· Prof. E. W. ·Hopkins i§ 

also of·the same opinion. Vide Appendi~ to this Chapter. 
• I 
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enumerated as seven in the ~gveda, and not four; and " the 
four Samudras," if they were simply rivers, would be quite 
meaningless. The distinction between the words Sindhu 
and Samudra has been most clearly drawn in Rv. viii. 6, 4 
(Samudrayeva Sindlzavah) t, where it has been said that all 
mankind bow before Indra through fear, as the Sindlzus i.e. 
the rivers, (or the mouths of the Indus, if you please), do 
their obeisance to the Samudra i.e. the Ocean; as also in 
Rv. viii. 92, 22, where it has been said that all offerings of 
Soma reach Indra, just as all the Sindhus enter into the 
Samudra. Further in Rv. iii. 36, 7, it has been said that the 
Sindhus or rivers fill the Samudra or ocean with their 
waters. The word Sindhu has also been used in the ~gveda 
to denote the sea, as, for instance, when the Asvins have 
been called Sindhu-matarah (Rv. i. 46, 2), 'sons whose 
mother is Sindhu' or the Ocean, because they, being the 
precursors of the Dawn, 2 were seen to come out, as it were, 
from the womb of the Eastern Sea. Here Sindlzu cannot 
mean "the Indus," because the Asvins do not rise from the 
western horizon; nor does it mean " river," because there 
was no river of wide expanse like the Indus in the east, from 
whose bosom they might be said to rise. But it is just 
possible that the idea of the sea was first obtained by the 
ancient Aryans of the Pleistocene Epoch from the sea 
that occupied the Indus trough, which was called Sindhu, 
and that afterwards when that sea was filled up with alluvium, 
and the present river Sindhu occupied 11s place, it was called 
by the old name, and the term Sindhu came to denote a river 
as well as a sea. To avoid this confusion, however, the word • 
Samudra was probably afterwards coined to mean the ocean. 
But the etymological meaning of tl11e word is not "a collec
tion of waters" but a vast expanse of water that wets and 
floods the dry land by the rising and swelling tides. And • 

1 Rv. viii. 6, 4 :-~~ f.rnT f"'>ar.tifitt ~; I ~ ~: 11 
Cf. also ix 86, 8; x, 65, 13; 66, 11. 

Ry. i. ~4, 10; 46, 1; a11d x. ~91 1~1 
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this is the chief characteristic feature of an ocean or sea. 
It is in this sense that the word is used in the verse, in which 
the river Sarasvati: has been described to flow from the 
mountains into the sea (Samudra), meaning an arm of the 
Rajput~na Sea; as also in the verse where all rivers 
(Sindhus) are said to be flowing into the Samudra. A ~li!i 
expresses his wonder that all the flowing rivers cannot fill 
up the one Ocean. (Rv. v. 85, 6; cf. i. 13, 2). The sea or 
Samudra was supposed by the ancient Aryans not only to 
extend over the. earth, but also over the vast expat1se of the 
sky in the form of watery vapours, from which water 
descended on the earth in torrents of rain. (Rv. x. g8, 5· 12). 
This gives us a pretty good idea that the Aryans formed 
of the wide extent of the ocean, which was certainly larger 
than the width of the largest river in Sapta-Sindhu. 'rhe 
unfathomable depth of the sea was also used as a simile 
~o denote the magnitude of one's greatness (Rv. vii. 331 8). 
As regards fishing, there is a whole Sakta (viii. 67) that 
describes the plaintive prayer of fishes, caught in a net. 
It ~ght be a figurative description of the pitiful cry of 
men caught in the meshes of sin and worldliness. But 
such a figure of speech would. never have been used, if 
fishing with nets was not a familiar scene in ancient Sapta· 
Sindhu .. Fish is also mentioned in Rv. x. 68,8. Professor 

• Macdonell's assumption, therefore, that the ancient Aryans 
were not directly acquajnted with the ocean is simply 
gratuitous and not warranted by evidence. The very numerous 
mention of the wom Samudra in the ~gveda quite accords 
with their perfect knowledge of the four seas that surrounded 
the land of Sapta-Sindhu. That the Aryans navigated the. 
seas and were acquaint~d with the art of navigation would 
appear from the fact that they had sea-going vessels, propelled 

• by one hundred -oars {Rv. i. 116,5), and also furnished with 
wings, i.e., sails (Rv. x. 14315). The dimension of a vessel 
that is propelled by one ~undred oars would be very much 
Jarster than that of an ordinary river-craft intended and used 
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for crossing the Indus even at the time of her highest flood. 
The A~vins are said to have rescued Bhujyu who was ship

wrecked in the sea, and brought him to th~ shore in their 

hundred-oared boat after voyaging for three days and nights. 
(Rv. i. 1 16,4). This sea (Samudra) has been described as 
without support, without any land or shores, and without 

any object that can be grasped for protection. 1 It wa'>, in 

fact, a shoreless and limitless ocean, with nothing but water 

and water on every side. Islands (Dvipas) have also been 

mentioned in the ~gveda (i. 169, 3). The Aryan merchants 

used to " plough " the seas with their vessels in quest of 
wealth (Rv. i. 56, 2), and they offered prayers to the Ocean 
before undertaking a voyage ( Rv. iv. 55, 6). Merchants 
possessed fleets of merchantmen which they sent across the 

seas for the purposes of trade. (Rv. i. 48, 3). It is said that 

Bhujyu, at the direction of his father, King Tugra, organized 

an expedition to punish some recalcitrant islanders, and it 

was during this voyage that he was shipwrecked and rescued 

by the Asvins (SayatJa). Indra is said to have crossed the 

ocean and brought back to the shores of Sapta-Sindhu Yadu 
and Turvas who had left their country and lived on the 

farther shores of the ocean as unanointed kings, probably in 

a new colony of their own. (Rv. iv. 30, 17; and vi. zo, 12). 
They were thus rescued from barbarism, into which they had 

probably been relapsing, cut off as they were from their own 

kith and kin by the intervening sea (~v. i. 54, 6). Vasi~tha 

is said to have made a sea-voyage with VaruQ.a, and he himself 

has described how the voyage was enjoy~, and the vessel 

rocked and rolled over the waves. (Rv. vii. 88, 3·)· VaruQ.a 
• 

1 The verse (Rv. i. 116, 5) is as follows:·- • 

~ ~etl+ICII~lil ~ ~'"' t ~f~ ~~~l!i ~~qf 
•H<ttltcf~~ II 

The literal translation of the above verse is as follows :-
"This exploit you achieved, Asvins, in th~ ocean where there is nothing 

to give support, nothing to rest upon, nothing to cling to: that you brought 

Bhujyu, sailing in a hundred-oared ship to his father's house." 

' 
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was the Lord of the Ocean, living below the waters (Rv. vii. 
49, 4), in a palace with a thousand doors or entrances (Rv. vii. 
88, 5) which probably mean the thousand rivers that fall into 
it. He is said to have stretched the ocean (Rv. vii. 87, 6), 
and k1Jown the different routes or lines, along which ships 
were navigated. (Rv. i. 25, 7). As Varui].a was identified 
with the wide ocean below, so he was also identified with the 
expanded sky of the night, with his thousand eyes glittering 
and sparkling in the darkness in the shape of the stars. From 
the above references, it would be quite clear to our readers 
that the ocean was an object familiar to the l,{gvedic Aryans, 
and this is quite consjstent, as I have said, with the existence 
of the four seas round about ancient Sapta-Sindhu. Do not the 
above evidences thoroughly contradict Professor l\1acdonell's 
assumption that the ancient -Aryans knew the ocean only from 
hearsay and ~ad no direct knowledge of it ? This is a glaring 
instance and proof positive of the way in which wrong judg
ments are sometimes formed through bias and pre-conceived 
ideas. 1 · 

Besides the mention of the four seas, there are many 
other evidences in the l,{gveda to prove the antiq.uity of the 
Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu.· That they regarded the land as 
their original-home would appear from the fact that the region 
between the Sarasvatl and the Sindhu (the Indus) was called 
the "God·fashioned region, or source of life and production." 
(Devakrta Yoni). 2 The descriptive phrase occurs in Rv. iii. 

1 In this connection, it will no~ be out of place to mention here Professor 
Wilson's views on the subject : "They {the B.gvedic Aryans) were a mari
time and mercantile people .... .J.Jot only are the Sz;ktas familiar with the ocean 
and its phenomena, but we have merchants described as pressing earnestly on 
board ship for the sake of gain, and we have a;naval expedition against a 
foreign island or continelft ( dvipa) frustrated by a ship-wreck." t Wilson's 
Translation of the B.gveda.· Intro: p. xli, Second Ed. J86o). 

" Yoni here means grha QJ abode (vide Yaska's Nighanta iii, 4). Yoni 
also means" water," and Devakrta Yoni may mean·'' water made by the Gods," 
in other words, '' the ocean." But the meaning that the rivers are advancing 
tt>wards the '' God-made home or region " of the Aryans seems more appro
priate, as it is supported by Manu ~ho describes the original home of the 
Aryans as "De'llanirmita Defa " or God-fashioned region. All regions have 
been made by God, but the region specially made for the Aryans to live in has 
been described as De'llakrta Yoni or Devanirmita Det;a. . -
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33, 4, where the two rivers Bipas and the Sutudri (the Beas 
and the Sutlej) have been made to say that1 swollen with 
water, they are advancing towards the " God-fashioned 
region." 1 This sentiment about the sacredness of the region 
was in a later age echoed by Manu in his celebrated SaJ!Lhita, 
in which the region between the Sarasvati and the DnadvaU 
has been described as the " God-fashioned country" (Dez:a
nirmita desa).2 Further, in Rv. ii. 41, 16, the Sarasvati has 
been described as " the best of mothers, the best of rivers, 
and the best of Goddesses,"3 and in verse 17 of the same 
Snkta, this sacred river ha~ been described to be the support 
of all (life), which probably means that all animals were 
evolved in the region of the Sarasvatl.4 This certainly 
accords with the geological fact that the Punjab was the most 
ancient life-producing region in India. It will be in the 
recollection of our readers that in the famous Siwalik beds 
within the sub-Himalayan range have been found th~ vast 
stores of extinct mammalia, and it is significant that the 
Sarasvati has her source in the Himalaya in that region. The 
~gvedic Aryans must have been aware of the existence of 
these vast stores of extinct mammalia to justify them in saying 
that the SarasvatJ was the source and support of all life. 

Another evidence (though of a negative kind) of the 
antiquity of the ~gveda and of the lndo-Aryans is the total 
absence of any mention in it of the great Deluge which is 
referred to in the Atharlla-veda and rehted in the Satapatha 
Brahmana and later Sanskrit Literature, such as the Maha
bharata ;nd the PuraQ.as. A Deluge rs also mentioned in the 

1 Ry. iii. 33,4 :- • 

lllll~tl1m~~~~:l 
• ~~~~~<{it~~ I • 
Cfi~~ if~·~ II 

(Manu ii, 17,) 
• Rv. ii. 41, I6:-

"t~~it~~l 
• Rv. ii. 41, 17 :-

(;(' mr ~fu fiim ~~ ~~ 1 
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Gilgamesh Epic of Babylonia, in another Babylonian account 
of it left by Berossus, in the ancient flood-legend of Egypt, 
with which the name of Tem, " the father of human beings " is 
associated, in the classical accounts of Greece, and lastly in the 
Biblical account of the Great Flood from which Noah saved 
himself along with the seeds of all floras and faunas. Whether 
all these different accounts refer .and point to the one and 
same event, it is very difficult to ascertain ; but there can be 
no doubt that the occurrence was a real event, at any rate, in 
India. Whatever may have been the time of its happening,· 
one thing stands out clear and certain, that the Deluge as 
mentioned in the ·Satapatha Brahma1Ja, occurred long after 
the hymns of the ~gveda Sal!lhita ~ad been composed; for 
if it hal happened before or during the period of their 

· composition, the~e was every likelihood of its being mentioned 
or referred to somewhere in the ~gveda. Thell accounts of 
the flo.od as found in the Satapatha B1'ahma1Ja, and in the 
Babylonian story of Berossus and the Gilgamesh Epic differ 
in one material aspect, which is worth mentioning here. 
While Manu's Flood seems to have been caused by the 
swelling of.the sea, situated to the south of the land in which 
he lived, and carried his ship northward to the " Northern 
Mountain" (Uttara Gin'), meaning of course the Himalaya, 
the Babylonian account of Berossus speaks of " a deluge of 
rain " which continued for " three days," and the Epic of 
Gilgamesh also mentions oP" heavy rains" pouring down from 
"black clouds," whic~made the earth look like the sea. The 
Biblical account of the flood similarly mentions that it was 
caused by heavy ~own-pourin~s for "forty days and forty 

' nights " (Genesis, vii. I 2 ). The Indian Flood, not having been. 
caused by heavy rainfaM, must therefore have been caused by 
violent seismic action which seems to have some connection 

• with the partial disappearance of the Rijputha Sea, situated 
to the south of Sapta-Sindiu. A portion of the bed of this sea 
was probably suddenly upheaved, displacing and scattering 

the va1>t volqrn~ of water, which caused a flood in Sapta. . ' . 
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Sindhu, and covered the lower regions of the Him!laya for 
sometime. Manu's ship was carried inland by the flood and 
is said to have been stranded on a low peak of the Him.ilaya 
on the north of Kashmir, which is known as Manoravatarat}am, 
or the place when• Manu disembark,:d from his ship. Though 
much of the flood-water returned to the sea through the 
river-channels, some of it must have :oeen ldt in the 
hollows and low lands of the plains, where it stagnated. 
The rapid desiccation of this sea-water very likely gene
rated vast volumes of watery vapours, which, having partly 
been carried westward, might have been precipitated in 
Babylonia in a deluge of rain, causing a flood in that 
country. The rest, having been carried northward, was 
probably precipitated in Airyana Vaejo and Bactriana as snow, 
causing those regions to be invaded by ice. But there is 
reason to suppose that the flood in Sapta-Sindhu, and the 
Deluge in Babylonia were not simultaneous events. The flood 
in Sapta-Sindhu, if caused by the partial upheaval of the bed 
of the Rajputana Sea, and the displacement of its waters, must 
have occurred long before the Deluge took place in Babylo
nia, as the existence of Tertiary and Secondary strata across 
the desert of Rajputana from Sind towards the flank of the 
Aravalli mountains would seem to indicate. The Deluge in 
Babylonia must therefore be traced to some other cause, which, 
I believe, was the desiccation of the Central Asiatic Mediterra
nean Sea in Eastern Turkestan, of•which Lake Lob Nor is the 
remnant. The vast volumes of watery vapours, thus generated, • probably passed southward and caused a deluge of rain in 
Babylonia, of which mention is made in the Gilgamesh Epic 

• 
and the account of Berossus. Noah's flood which also was 
caused by heavy downpours of rains.may have been a simul
taneous event with the Babylonian and the Egyptian floods. 
In Ancient Greece, accmding to Xenophon, there were no less • 
than five deluges, and the last tha~ happened in the reign of 
Deucalion "was produced by the inundation of the water of 

the river Peneus whose regular course was stopped by an • • • • 
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earthquake near Mount Ossa and Olympus~" and " is supposed 
to have happened 1503 years B.C." I The opening of the 
Bosphorus, which caused the water of the Aralo-Caspian Sea 
to· flow into the European Mediterranean, must also have 
occasioned an inundation of the low-lying coasts of Asia 
Minor, Africa, and Greece, facing the Mediterranean. If, as 
is supposed by some European savants, the opening of the 
Bosphorus took place in the reign of Deucalion about I 503 
B.C., the disappearance of the undivided Aralo-Caspian Sea 
which extended as far as the Black Sea must have occurred 
in historical times, and the theory of Professor MaxMiiller 
and others about the Central Asiatic home of the Aryans 
would thus fall to the ground, in as much as Central Asia 
would not afford sufficient pasturage to the cattle of a large 
pastoral people as the ancient Aryans are supposed to have 
been, and especially because we find them already settled in 
Sapta-Sindhu long before that event. As Dr. lsaa:c Taylor 
remarks : " A semi-nomadic pastoral people, such as the 
primitive Aryans doubtless were, must have required a vast 
space to nurture the cattle' necessary for their support. A 
Tartar family in Central Asia requires three hundred heads 
of cattle, and occupies rather more than three thousand acres. 
Hence a tribe consisting of 1 o,ooo people would occupy from 
4,ooo to 6,ooo s~u_are miles." 2 North-Western Asia and 
Central Asia, having been in ancient times covered by large 
seas, would not afford .t~ pastoral Aryans sufficient space 
for themselves ~and the,V cattle, but the level plains of the 
Punjab, intersected as they are by broad rivers, would afford 
them s~ch space. • 

It may be urged that to prove the antiquity of the ~gveda • 
from the absence of anr-mention of the Deluge in that sacred 
work would be an instance of argumentum ex silentio; for 

·the event may have occurred within the. long period during 

• 

1 Lempriere's Classical Dictionary, p. 200. 

:, Taylor's Or gin of the Ar:v4ns, p. 15 . 

• 
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which the hymns were composed, though there was no neces
sity for mentioning it in any hymn, simply because the ~gveda 
was not a chronicle of the principal events of the age. There 
is undoubtedly some force in this argument, especially as 
the event has been referred to in the Atharva-veda, which, 
however, is admittedly a later work than the ~gveda, 1 

though it is undoubtedly older than the Taittiriya Brahmat;a 
and the Satapatha Brahmat;a, in which it has been referred 
to more than once. It is indeed extremely difficult to try to 

fix the period of time in which the flood took place or the 
Rdjput~n~ sea disappeared. But it may be safely surmised 
that it took place long after some of the most ancient hymns 
of the ~gveda had been composed, for we find mention made 
in the latter of the Sarasvatl and the Sutudri (Rv. iii. 33, 2) 

flowing into the sea, which could be no other than the R~j
put~n~ Sea. These two rivers must have changed their 
courses after the upheaval of the sea-bed, the one meander
ing alongside of the newly thrown-up sand-banks in a chan
nel running parallel to the Indus-bed until it was finally 
choked up by gradually drifting sand, while the other swerv
ing towards the west and joining the Indus at the confluence 
of her tributaries. If the partial disappearance of the Raj
putana Sf' a was .synchronous with the flood, and the sea be 

proved to have existed down to the Quaternary Era, the flood 
must have occured sometime in that Era, long long before 
Noah's Deluge or the flood in Bab1lonia took place. 

Another evidence of the antiquity_,£ the ~gveda and of 
the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu i~; the reference in some of the 
hymns to extensive seismic disturbances, causirtg upheavals and 
depressions of land and frequent earthquakes of great intensity. 
In ~v. ii. 12, 2, we read that the grea~ndra made the agitated 
and troubled earth firm, and controlled the angry mountains 
that also must have shown signs of agitation and volcanic 

1 The Atharva-veda mentions the Ma/.zJhas and the Angas (v. 22), the 
inhabitants of the countries which were under the sea when the ~gveda 

was composed. 

' • 
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action, I In Rv. ii. 17, 5, it has been stated that I~dra made • 
the shifting mountains immovable by his prowess. 2 ,The word 
for mountains in the original is parvatdn, which has also been 
used~ in the ~gveda to mean ' clouds,' in as much as they. 
look like mountains. The above verse may, therefore, be also 
interpreted to mean that Indra made the shifting clouds 
immovable before pouring down rain. But read the following 
translation of Rv. i. 63, I :-"All created objects and animals, 
the mountains, and ali other hard imd large objects that exist, 
trembled through fear of thee (Indra) like the rays of the sun 
in the sky." 3 In this hymn the word girayah does not mean 
"clouds " but really hard and solid mountains. Read again, 
the following translation of Rv. i. 62, 5 :-" 0 lndra, thou 
hast levelled down the high grounds of the earth."± Thes~ 

1 Rv, ii. 12. 2 is as follows :-

t.f: 'lf?:l'ff 01lelilli11ilgtt<:J: tl'fffii(lrsrt'trnf ~l:!!Tl'{ I 'ft ~'ef· fifflit 
'100~~~:11 

The English translation of the above is as follows : -
•t He who fixed firm the moving earth; who tranquilized the incense~ 

mountains; who spread the spacious firmament; who consolidated the 
he;lven ; he, men, is Indra." 

• Rv. ii. 17, 5 is as follows :- · 

~ 1!1'<(\i11itlqClf 'g'·~~U'i'T<f~~ll'fq: I 'll!T~f~ 'ffll::fm 

~iifT"'Im~qmf: II 
The English translation is as follows :-

"By his strength he fixed the wandering mountains: he directed the 
downward course of the waters; he upheld the earth, the nurse {of all creatures) 
and by his craft he stayed the healeri from failing." ' 

• Rv. i. 63, I :- • 

(<{. i!W;;:~<.i)slJ1il"'m'll~llfif: ifer<!'hritl:ir: 1 
~ f~r f'~fli~l1T 'f~~~: f~~i! II 

.. · Indra, thou art th"e mighty one: who becoming manifest in ~hour of) 
alarm, didst sustain by energies heaven. and earth ; then through (fea~, 
thee) all creatures and the ~ountains; and all other flast and solid things, 
trembled, like the (tremulous) rays of the Sun." 

• 

• Rv. i. 62, 5•-

~ • .'~T ~ ~f~ ~ 'a'~T~ II 
''Thou hast made straight the elevations of the earth." 

Read also ~g. iii, 30,9. ( · 

• 
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acts of the great lndra undoubtedly refer to violent earth
quakes and volcanic actions. It can thus be inferred that the 
ancient Aryans were pretty familiar with frequent earthquakes 
of great intensity, that caus;ed marked alterations in the 
landscape and the physical features of the country by depres
sing high grounds, uplifting hills or shifting them to other 
places. The following extracts from the Encyclopt:edia Britan
nica will be found interesting in this connection : " The great 
disturbance which has resulted in the formation of the existing 
chain of the Himalayas took place after the deposition of the 
Eocene beds. Disturbances even greater in amount occurred 

• after the deposition of the Pliocene beds. The eocenes of 
the sub-Himalayan range were deposited upon uncontorted 
Pal<eozoic rocks, but the whole has since been violenty disturb
ed. There are some indications that the disturbing forces 
were more severe to the eastward during middle Tertiary 
times, and that the main action to the westward was of later 
date. It seems highly probable that the elevation of the 
mountain ranges and the depression of the Indo-Gangetic plains 
were closely related ...... Probably both are due to almost con
temporary movements of the earth's crust. The alluvial deposits 
prove depression in q11ite recent geological times; and within 
the Himalayan region, earthquakes are still common, while in 
the Peninsular India, they are rare." 1 The recent violent 
earthquake in the Kangra valley, that caused very widespread 
Jestruction, corroborates this view-

We can therefore safely conclude ~at if the Aryans lived 
in Sapta-Sindhu even in Pleistocene times, they witnessed 
violent seismic disturbances, resulting in. the elevation of 

.,mountains and the depression of high grounds, all of which 
they attributed to the prowess of t~ dreaded Indra. The 
ancient Vedic bards also attributed to lndra the acts of 
causing the Indus in her upper course to flow northward • 
(Rv. ii. I 5, 6) and of cutting v.eith his thunderbolt paths 

1 Ency. Brit vol. xii, p. 726 (Ninth Edition). 

• • 
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through rocky barriers for all the nvers of Sapta-Sindhu 
to flow into the ocean. (Rv. ii. 15, 3.) The Indus now flows 
in a north-western direction on the north of Kashmir_; 'hut 
probably in ancient times, she had a direct southward course 
which must have been obstructed by rocks falling into her bed 
or new rocks or hills rising across it, thereby changing her 
course northward. 

There are many other ~gvedic evidences to prove its anti
quity, which will be dealt with in the next chapter. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III. 

Professor, E. W. Hopkins in his work entitled The Religions of India 

(18g5), thus comments on the ~gvedic Aryans' knowledge of the ocean (p. 34): 

''Some scholars believe that this people had already heard of the two 
oceans, (i.e., the· Ba.y of Bengal and the Arab_ian Sea). This po·int again is 

doubtful in the extreme, No descriptions imply a knowledge of ocean, and the 
word for ocean means merely a 'confluence ' of waters, or in general a great 
oceanic body of water like the air. As the Indus is too wide to be seen across, 
the name may'. apply in most cases to this river." The hollowness of this 
view, entertained by Prof. Macdonell also, has been exposed in this chapter. 

With regard to the Eastern and the Western Samudras, mentioned in 
Rv. x. 136, 5, in which the God KeSi, (i.111., the Sun) is said ·to dwell; Prof. 
Hopkins says (p. 34): ''An allusion to 'eastern and western floods;' which is 
held by some to be conclusive evidence for a knowledge of the two seas, is 
taken by others to apply to the air-oceans." But the air-ocean is really one 
and· not two, extending over the antarikifa or the sky from the east to the 
w11st uninterruptedly, and there is~o reason why the Vedic bard should divide 
it into two, when the Sun may be said to dwell in it all along in his journey 
from east to west. Prof. f!fopkins,' probably realising the absurdity of this 
interpretation, · proceeds to explain the passage in his own way: "The 
expression may appl:i simply to rivers, for it is s1id that the· Vi pas and 
Sutudri empty int9 the' ocean' i.e.,_ the Indus, or the Sutudari's continuation, 
(Rv. iii. 33, 2)." The word in ~e verse is Santudra, and it is quite probable that 
in those days the Sutudri like the Sindhu and the Sarasvati flowed directly into 
the arm of the Arabian Sea that ran up the modern provice of Sind, and was 

• called Samudra. The Sutudri, as has already . been pointed out, must have 

deflected her couse towards the WGEt and joined the Sindhu after the upheaval 

of the bed of the Rajputana Sea. If the Sindhu was the Western Samudra or 

•' flood" as translated by Prof. Hopkins, what ·was the Eastern Samudra or 

• • 
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''flood," for there was no large river like the Indus on the east P This question 
remains udanswered. The Professor says: "One late verse alone speaks of 
the Sarasvati pouring into the ocean, and this would indicate the Arabian Sea." 
But in the foot-note, he says: " Here the Sarasvati can be only the Indus "-a 
view followed also by Ragozin. If the Sarasvati was the Sindhu, how is it that 
they have been mentioned in the same verse (Rv. x. 64, g) along with the 
Sarayu as different rivers? This only goes to show the extreme length scholars 
rre apt to go in order to prove their pet theory. If they made an effort to 
linderstand the meaning of the pas~age in the light of the results of geological 
investigations, they would never have identified the sea into which the 
Sa.rasvati flowed with the Arabian Sea, or the Sansvati with the Indus The 
Sea, as we have seen, was no other than the Rajputana Sea, and the Sarasvati 
was the same river as she is at present, though she is now merely a skeleton of 
her former greatness in consequence of a different distribution of land and 
water, and great climatic changes in recent times. The Western scholars 
have proceeded on the assumption that the distribution of land and water 
and the condition of the rivers in the Punjab are nearly the same now as 

: they were in ~gvedic times, and not being able to harmonize the ~gvedic 
deScription of the Sarasvati with her present attenuated condition, have 
sometimes identified her w1th the Indus, and sometimes with the Avestic 
Harahvati, the name of a river in ancient Ara.chosia. ''The Sarasvati river" 
says Prof. Hopkins, " may have been originally one with the Arghandab 
(on which is Kandahar), for the Persian name of this river (s becomes h) is 

Harahvati, and it is possible that it was really this. river, and not the Indus 
which was first lauded as the Sarasvati." (p. 30. This again shows a hopeless 
confusion of ideas. If the Indus was the Samudra into which the Harahvati 
flowed, then it could not possibly be the Western Samudra into which the 
God KeSi sank down to rest; for admittedly the ~gvedic Aryans knew of 
lands, mountains and rivers, situated in Arachosia to the west of the Indus, 
over which the Sun shone. The rising and the setting of the Sun can only 
be connected with seas or wide expanses of water, whose farther shores were 
unknown and invisible, and which present~ a boundless appearance. This 
condition could not be fulfilled in the case of the Indus in the west or any 
river in the east of Sapta·Sindhu. The irresisti!te conclusion, therefore, is 
that the Eastern .and the Western Samudras really refer to seas to the 
immediate east and west of Sa'pta-Sindhu. The ~gv;dic Sarasvati was the 
same as the present attenuated river of that name in the Punjab, as would 
appear from her joint mention with the Df~adt¥ati and the Ap yfl. in r{v, iii, 

23, 4·. The Sarasvati having been the most sacred river of the e.rly Aryans,
made famous in sacred songs,-it is not improbable that the Iranian branch 
of the Aryans, after their expulsion from Sapta-Sindhu, named a river of 
Arachosia into which they had migrated, aftjr the most sacred river of the 

. mcithe~-country. As regards the two seas, the Eastern and the Western, 
Pri.lf. Hopkins has fallen into an error by identifying them respectively with 

• • 
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the Bay of Bengal ,and the present Arabian Sea, whose knowledge on the part 
of ~gvedic Aryans cannot be supported by any intern~! evidence of the 
~gveda. If he could only identify them with the Eastern Sea over the 

Gangetic trough, and an arm of the Arabian Sea running up the present 

province of Sind, he would have found the ~gvedic description of the seas 
quite consistent. He is probably right in saying that" as a body, the Aryans 

of the ~gveda were certainly not acquainted with either ocean," namely, the~ 
Arabian Sea or the Bay of Bengal. But his interpretation of the words,• 
Samudra and Saras'IJati, like that of Prof. Macdone'll and other Vedic scholars, 
is undoubtedly wrong and misleading. • . 

I think that it will not be out of place to refer her~ to Pr~fessor Hermann · 

Jacobi's objections against the geological evidence that I have made use oft o 
prove the antiquity of the ~gveda. In a communication, dated ~6th f-ebruary 

1926, to the author, he has been pleased to observe'· ''.1 cannot agree with 
you in your opinions about the antiquity of the ~gveda, even from geological 
considerations. For the upheaval of the country which caused-the retrc:at.of 

the Rajputana Sea, has certainly greatly altered the previous level•of the land;_ :. 
and caused a new drainage of it. It is therefore not to be imagined that • 
before that catastrophe the same rivers should already have existed in the~ 
I'unjab as afterwards."' I have already given a reply to this frank criticism of 
the lear~ed Professor, which may be thus summarized: (1) The ':o·untry 
(wi.er., the Punjab) was not upheaved, but only a portion of the bed of the Raj
putana S.ea, which merely aff.,cted the lower courses of certain Punjab rivers; 
wi.er,, the Sarasvati, the Df.jladvati, and the Sutudri (or the Sut\ej) in the Southern 

part of the cour.try, which bordered upon that Sea. The ~gveda mention~ the 

Sarasvati ~nd the Sutudri as flowing directly into the Sea (Rv. vii. 95, 2; ·iii. 

33, 2). The upheaval· of the sea-bed in post·~gvedic times must have caused 

an obstruction to the lower channels of these rivers which had, therefore, to 

deflect their courses towards the west. The Sarasvati at first meandered along-

side of the newly thrown-up sand-banks, and pursued a course which was 
almost parallel to that of the S~dhu or the Indus, until she reached the 
Arabian Sea. The drifting sands, however, gradually choked up this newly 

formed channel, and the rain_.ll having become scanty in consequence of the 
disappearance of, the Sea in the south, the Sarasvati gradually_became attenuat-

ed, and her current was not sufficiently strong to· cut a way through the sand; 
choked. channel which ~as since then remained abandoned. Traces of. this. jl .,. ~ 
abandoned channel are still discernible . in the sands. The Sutudri which had 

used to flow right into the Raj:utana Sea in I_(gvedic times, having. also .met 

with obstructions caused by the upheaval of the sea-bed, subsequently deflect• . 
•ed her course towards the west and joined the Indus at the, confluence ·of her1 

tributaries. (2) The upper courses. of these rivers or any other river of the· · 
Punjab were not" at all .affected by the seismic forces ~that caused a parti?l 
upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana. Sea, and remained very much the -same. 

as in I_(gvedic times. t The alluvial deposit over the plain of t~e Punjab is riot . .· 
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very thick, compared with that of the Gangetic plain, and below this deposit 
occur "-inliers of older rocks, rising as hills in the centre of the alluvial plain.t·" 
.Mr. Ol<!ham says that " the general facies . of the fauna (found in the beds of 
the Salt Range of the Punjab) are of Cambrian age, and consequently the 
oldest in India, whose age can be determined with any approach to certainty."• 
(•ide. Ch. II p. 22). It would thus appear that the plain of the Punjab has 
remained much the some ever since the Cambrian age when life in its lowest 

'form appeared in it, and has not been appreciably disturbed anywhere, except
ing probably in some parts of the Himalayan region where seismic forces are 
still at w~k, as was evidenced by the recent great earthqua;{e in the K:tngra 
Valley. The ~gvedic Aryans were also acquainted with such disturbances in 
the mountain·regions, which occasionally caused a change in the landscape 
and, sometimes in the upper courses of some rivers in the mountainous 
valleys, reference to which has been made in the ~gveda. The courses of the 
rivers in the plain, however, remained unaffected, excepting the lower courses 
of the Sarasvati and the Sutudri, as already stated. (3) Though a portion of 
the bed of the Rajputana Sea was upheaved in post-~gvedic times, evidences 
are not wanting to prove that upheavals alj,d subsidences -are going on in the 
borders of Rajputana and Cutch facin-g the Arabian Sea, even in recent times. 
Mr. Wadia, in his Geclogy of India, (pp. 30·31) writes: "The recent subsi• 
dence in 1819 of the Western border of the 'Rann of Cutch under the Sea, 
accompanied with the elevation of a large tract of land (the Allah Bund), is 
the most striking event of its kind recorded in India and was witnessed by the 
whole population of the courltry. Here an extent of the country, some 2,ooo 
square miles in area, was suddenly depressed to a depth of fr·~m 12 to 15 feet, 
and the whole tract converted into an inland sea. The Fort of Sindres, 
which stood on the shores, the scene of many a battle recorded in history, was 
al~o submerged underneath the Waters, and only a single turret of ·that fort 

·remained for many years, exposed above the Sea. As an accompaniment of the 
same movement, another area, about 6oo square miles, was simultaneously 
elevated several feet above the plains into a mound which was appropriately 
described by the people ' the Allah Bund ' (~uilt of God). 

"Even within historic times, the Rann <* Cutch w1s a gulf of the sea, 
with surrounding coast-towns, a few recognisablt: relirs of which yet exist. The 
gulf was gradually silted up, a process aided no doubt bj a slow elevation of its 
floor, and eventually converted into a low-lying tract of rand, which at the 
present day is alternately a dry saline desert for- a part of the year~ and a 
shallow swamp for the other part." • 

Mr. Wadia further says: "Rajputana affords a noteworthy example of the 
evolution of desert topography within comparatively recent geological times. • 

Memoirs of Geo. Surt~ey of India, Vcf\. xlii, Part 21 p. IS. 
2 Manual of the Geology of India, p. 109. Read also The Imperial 

Gasetteer of India, Vol. i, p. 53· 

• • 
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This change had been brought about by the great dryness that has overcome 

this region since Pleistocene times, leading to the intensity of ~eolian action on 
the surface." (pp. 33•34). . 

It is hoped that the above facts and evidences would throw a flood of light 
on the point raised by Pr9fessor Hermann Jacobi, and convince him that the 
upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana sea. in post-~gvedic times, whether 
gradual or sudden at places,· did not, to any appreciable -extent, alter the level of 

. the plain of the Punjab excepting near the sea-coast, or affect the courses of the 
Punjab rivers as they had been in ~gvedic times, excepting the lower courses of 
the Sarasvati, the or~advati and the Sutudri. The rocky and inflexible solid' 
land-mass of the plain, below the thin layer of alluvium, does not appear to have 
been affected or disturbed in any way by seismic or volcanic actions and has 

remained very much the same as in ancient geological epochs. 

Professor A. Berriedale Keith of Edinburgh University also does.not attach 
any importance to the geographical-evidence that I have cited in this book and 
in IJ.gvedic Culture. In a communication to the author, dated 27th January 1926, 
he has bee,n pleased to observe : 

" I am afraid your speculations on the age of the ~gveda do not convince. 
do not think your geographical evidenc~ needs or perhaps even admits the 

explanation which you give; the fact that for many generations no one has felt 
the difficulties you have raised a~d that most of us now do not appreciate them 

is an argument of consider_able weight against their validity." I must frankly 
confess that I did not expect an observation like the above from the learned and 
renowned Professor. His words, I am afraid, savour of the doctrine of infalli· 
bility, and seem to indicate that simply because for many generations, no Vedic 
scholar has felt the difficulties I have raised, and most of the Western scholars 

now do not appreciate them, therefore the new facts and evidences that I have 
discussed ?annot be valid ! This is indeed " an argument of great weight 

against their validity." But has not the theory of the original cradle of the 
Aryans changed from generation to generation in the light of the discovery of 
fresh facts and evidences ? A\d has not what was valid in one generation 

become invalid in another ~ The recent discovery of archreological. finds at 
Harappa in the Punjab and at Mahenjo Daro in Sind will presently make the 
current theory about the age of ancient Indian architecture invalid, and necessi

tate the re-writing of~ncient Indian history, if Sir John Marshall is to be 
credited. Similarly, the geological and ancient geographical evidences that I 
have cited in explanation of ~rtain geographical facts mentioned in the ~gveda, 
have to be very carefully examined in the interests of historical truth, .before 

they can be summarily dismissed, It is indeed very hard to have to change 
one's opinion which one has held and clung to during a wliole life-time, but 
still one should be _prepared to f~e and consider new facts and evidences, how· 
ever belated may be their discovery, with an open mind. As I have elsewhere 

said : " There is nothing like finality in views thll,t are mainly based on mf)r~ 
' . . 

7 
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intelligent, 1uesses, surmises, and probabilities rather than on positive and 
incontestaf»e historical proofs, and there should be room enough for a fresh 
view, based on fresh materials, in an arena where so many have struggled and 
are still struggling for existence and recognition. Truth can only be arrived 
at, not certainly by stifling any independent opinion, boldly e:tpressed and 
fonnulated, but by encouraging it and giving it a patient hearing.'" 

' l;?.gvedic Culture : Preface, p. viii. 



CHAPTER IV. 
FUJlTH~R ~GVEDIC EVIDENCE ABOUT THE ANTIQUITY OF THE 

AllYANS OF. SAPTA-SINO::U, 

Mr. B. G. Tilak in his Orion has proved from astronomical 
statements found in the Vedic Literature that "the Vernal 

Equinox was in the constellation of Mrga • .or Orion about 

4,500 B.C.," when, he believes, some of the hymns of the ~g
veda were composed. The evidence adduced by him has not, 

however, been regarded as conclusive by sop1e European 

savants, though Sanskrit scholars like Professor 13loomfield, 
Dr. Biilher and others acknowledged the force of his argument. 

From a statement in the Taittiriya BrahmatJ.a (iii. 4· 1.15) 

which says that "Brhaspati, or the Planet .Jupiter, was first 

discove_red when confronting or nearly occulting the star Ti1;1ya," 

Mr. V. B. Ketkar has shown that the observation was possible 
only at about 4,650 B. C., which goes to confirm independently 

Mr. Tilak's conclusions about the age of some of the hymns.! 

As Professor Bloomfield observed while noticing Mr. Tilak's 
Orion in his address on the occasion of the eighteenth an

niversary of John Hopkin's University, "the language and 

literature • of the Vedas is, ·by no means, so primitive as to 

place with it the real be$innings of Aryan life ...... These in 
all probability and in all due moderation, reach back several 
thousands of years moJ."!."2 This suggests the hoary antiquity 

of the Aryan civilisation, whether in Sapta-Sindhu or else

where, it does no~matter. It should be borne in mind in this 

connection that the IJ-gveda Satp.hita is only a collection of 
hymns which were comp•osed not in any particular period, but 
in different periods of time, one group separated from another 

·by probably thousands of years, and handed down to posterity 

from generation to generatfon. There is distinct mention in 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, Preface p. ii, 
• 2 Ibid Preface e. ii. . 
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the ~gveda of the hymns having corr,e down from the 
ancestors of the Aryans from olden times, clothed in new 
language (Rv. iii. 39, 2). The com position of the earliest 
hymns, therefore, would take us back to several thousand 
years more than 4500 B. C., and " the real beginnings of 
Aryan life" would be assigned to time immemorial, during 
which long period the archaic language of the hymns, having 
proved unintelligible, had to be changed in:o Vedic Sanskrit. 
This inference is quite in accord with the geological facts 

mentioned in Chapter II, and other astronomical evidences 
found in the ~gveda itself, which put down the Vnakapi hymn 
(x. 86) to about 16,ooo B. C., and a verse of the Marriage 
hymn (x. 85, 13) to about I.),ooo B.C. 1 

There are many other evidences of the antiquity of the ~g
vedaand Sapta-Sindhu, some of which are enumerated below:-

J. Indra is said to have given lands ~o the Aryans in 
Sapta-Sindhu to live in {Rv. iv. 26,2), and protected them 
in every way by causing timely rains to fall, and the corn 
to grow. The rains, however, used to be withheld by Vrtra, 
the demon of drought, in his capacious cloud-body, which 
caused great distress to the people ; but Indra invariably came 
to their rescue by killing the demon and letting loose the 
flood of imprisoned waters. Vrtra has been described in the 
~gveda as ~n Ahz', or serpent, and judging by his epithet 
Dcva or 1 bright' (Rv. i. 32, 12), w~ich is seldom applied to a 
demon, it seems to me that he was pro~bly identified by the 
ancient Vedic bards with the zig-zag lightning that ~ashed 
through black clouds, followed by a loud .clap of thunder, 
which the Aryans imagined to have been produced by the 
hurling of the bolt against him by Indfta in his deadly struggle 
with him. The demon, who has been described in several 
hymns as m4vabi or guileful, seemed always to elude the aim • 

1 Vide Mr. D. Mukhopidhyiyl's article on "The Hindu N'lk!;latras" 

in the 'fournal of th~ Department of Scienc. (vol. vi, pp. 19-20.) Published by 

the caicutta University. Read also lJgt~edic Culture, Ch. f, pp. 37-38. • 
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of Indra by as suddenly appearing in one 'place as disappear
ing from another. And very hard, long and arduous was the 
struggle that Indra waged against him. He succeeded, however, 
in the long run, in vanquishing the foe and laying him low on 
the.ground, over which the . released waters flowed, to the 
great delight of men and Gods. This Vrtra-legend is as old 
as the ~gveda, nay even older, as it came down to the Vedic 
bards from their predecessors of the hoariest antiquity. In Rv, 
i. 32, I I the Vedic bard says: " I will relate the valiant deeds 
that Indra, the wielder of the thunderbolt, first performed." 
After this brief prelude, he proceeds to narrate them, saying 
that Indra slew Ahi, the serpent, and then caused rains to 
fall. The Ahi that he slew was the first-born of .all the Ahis 
( prathamajam ahiniim) (Rv. i. 32, 3). With· the slaying of 
the Ahi, his trickeries also were destroyed, and Indra cleared 
the horizon of all his foes by causing the Sun and the Dawn 
to shine and the blue sky to appear (Rv. i. 32, 4). The dead 
body of Vrtra fell down into the rivers, crushing them by its 
weight, and the glistening waters that he bad encompassed 

· within his body during his life-time, flowed over it, and it lay 
below them. The arch-enemy of Indra thus fell into "the 
long sleep " that knows no waking (Rv. i. 32, 10 ). After 
describing the de'feat and death of the Ahi in the above 
hymns, the bard extols Indra's deeds by saying how he clever
ly warded off the blows aimed at him by Vrtra, by diffusing 
himself like a horse-tail, 1 ~nd how he won the cows (i.e., the . 
rain-laden clouds or th~ solar rays) and the Soma juice, and. 
how he opened the flood-gates of the Seven Sindhus or rivers 
(Rv. i. 32, 12}. I~ would thus appear that the first valorous 
deed of lndra was performed in the Land of the Seven 
Rivers or Sapta-Sindhtt, and it was there that Indra killed 
the first-born of the Ahis. 

------------------------------~------------------· • 
t This simile was probably suggested by the form of the lightning which 

branched off at the end. lndra to ward off the blow had also to diffuse himself 

Jike a horse-tail. t 
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Now, this legend about the killing of the first-born of the 
Ahis in Sapta-Sindhu, handed down to the Vedic bard from 
his remote ancestors, takes us back at once to the dim past 
that witnessed the first dawning of the Aryan mind to a sen
sible realisation of the physical happenings in the world of 
the primitive Aryan thinker who seemed to have gt asped and 
unravelled, for the first time, the mystery of clouds and 
lightning and thunder and rain-fall. Verily, the distressing 
drought was the work of the wicked Ahi who absorbed the 
"\l'ater of life" in his capacious cloud-body; and verily, it 
was the mighty lndra, the beneficent deity, who ·:ook up his 

. dreadful thunderbolt to wage war against the powerful Ahi, 

and continued the struggle deftly and vigorously till he 
succeeded in vanquishing and laying him low. It was a 
grand discovery, probably the grandest to the primitive Aryan, 
opening up, as it did, a magnificent vista of thought and 
moral visions that went on widening in scope and grandeur 
with the progress of time. The discovery of the Ahi and 
Indra must have been simultaneous, and the Ahi whom lndra 
was first seen to slay necessarily became the first-born of tlze 
Alzis, who however appeared, year after year, by a mysterious 
process of resuscitation. But it was enough that he was 

slain for the time being, and the imprisoned waters released 

and the herd of cows, in the shape of the clouds (or the 
obstructed solar rays), set free an<l won back by the mighty 
Indra, and the bright Sun and the beautiful Dawn, and the 
bright blue sky freed from his tramm~ls to gladden men's 
heart again. It was a most wonderful, glorious and bene
ficent deed that the great Indra performed •for the benefit of 

the world, which deserved to be sun~ in joyous strains, and 
handed down to posterity to be sung for all time to come. 
And so was it sung in hymns, .which were handed down from • 
generation to generation, clothed in new and felicitous lang-

• uage as suited the taste and needs of ever-changing time,-
a fact which one of the greatest bards of the I._{gveda joyous

ly proclaimed in the following beautiful ver~e which, for its • 
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nai've simplicity and wealth of truth, possesses an intrinsic 

value of its own, not generally appreciated or recognised :1 

" (0 lndra), the hymn, chanted long before (the rise of 

the Sun), that awakens (thee) by being sung at sacrifices, is 

old and has come down to us from our ancestors, clothed in 

white and graceful robes.". (Rv. iii. 39; 2.) 

W ~ need not at all wonder at the fact thatthis beneficent 

deed of the great Indra, together with the other valiant deeds 

that he performed for the good of the early Aryans who. were 

struggling, through a mysterious impulse, towards light, should 

have made a deep and abiding impression on their mind, 
and raised lndra in their estimation to the first place in the 

hierarchy of their Gods. The ancient bards felt such a great 

enthusiasm for this all-powerful Deva as to make themselves 

his ardent votaries and ascribe to him the position of the 

Creator, whocreated the Sun and the Dawn, expanded and 

upheld the star-bespangled heavens,. protected and sustained 

the animal and vegetable kingdoms by pouring down timely 
rains, made·the agitated earth firm, kept the moving mountains 
in position, cut paths for the seven rivers to flow down 

into the sea, killed Vrtra, .the demon of drought, which earned 

for him the designation of Vrtrahan, gave the Aryans land 

to live in, extirpated the Aryan non-believers, and unmannerly 
and half-savage nomads from Sapta-Sindhu, and helped his 

votaries to vanquish their enemies. All these glorious deeds 

were attributed to Indra, atfd the Aryans knew of no· higher 

or more powerful deity-than him.' No wonder, therefore, that 

the worship of the other ·Gods were subordinated to his 

worship; and the itndent Aryans, in return for all his good 

and kindly acts, instituted the Soma sacrifice at which they 

offered him a special ·~reparation .of the Soma juice, the 

invigorating drink that made him strong and hilarious, and 

t Rv. iii. 39· 2:- • 

f"~<!fW {'Ill ~ifT fer 5f TO'!f<!f~;;_ft W~I!TifT I 
~VI~ .1il;;m ~: II 
• • 
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.that he shared with all other Devas who helped him in his 
work. The Soma cult was as old as the worship of Indra, 

nay; even older, in as much as it is said that as soon as Indra 
was born of Aditi, he felt a strong craving for the Soma juice 
before he even thought of sucking his mother's breast (Rv. iii. 
48, 2). If we fully realised the high estimation in which 
Indra was held by the ancient Aryans, we should not be at 
all surprised to come across such sentiments about him as the 
Vedic bards delighted to indulge in, vis., '; There can be no 
world without the great Indra '' (Rv. ii. L6, 2), and "neither 
the heavens nor hundreds of earth can measure the greatne<>s 
of lndra, nor a thousand suns reveal him" (Rv. viii. 70, 5). 
In fact, he was regarded as the first and foremost· Deity, the 
first-born among the Devas, and the most powerful in heaven 
and earth {Rv. viii. 6, 4r). It was this great Indra whose 
first great exploit was the killing of Vrtra, the first-born of the 
Ahis, and this great and renowned exploit was performed in 
the Land of Sapta-Sindhu, and was first witnessed in the 
region watered by the Sarasvatl, as we shall ,presently set". 
The great antiquity of Indra-worship, coupled with the fact 
that Indra first performed his heroic deeds in Sapta-Sindhu, 
goes to prove the antiquity of the ~gveda, and of the Aryans 

who lived in the land. 
2. I have already said that the region between the Indus 

and the Sarasvatl was regarded as the God-fashioned birth
place of the Aryans ( Deva!qta Y ooi), and the strip of country 
between the Sarasvatl and the Dr~ad~atl looked Jpon even in 
later times as the "God-created land" (Devanirmz'ta de§a). 
\Ve have also st>en that the Sarasvati was described as " the 
best of mothers, the best of rivers, a~d the best of all 
Goddesses" The ancient Aryans lOj'ed to cling to her valley, 
as a child loves to cling to its mother's breast, and many 
were the prayers offered to her that they might not have tog,. 
far away from her banks (Rv. vi. ~ r, q). Now this attitudf: 
of the ancient Aryans towards this sacred stream and the 

region watered by her, touching as it is to a degree, bespe:tks • • 
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a genuine love for her, as can only be felt for one's motqer
land, and not for any land of one's adoption. Her great 
antiquity is also proved by the fact that it ~vas in· her region 

that the first-born Ahi or Vrtra was seen by the early Aryan 
~is to be killed by I~dra, which fact earned for her the name 

of Vrtraghni (or killer of Vrtra)', and made her -share with 
lndra the glory of the deed and the appellation (Rv. vi. 61, 7). 
In verse 3 of t~e same Sakta, she has been praised for having 

killed the detractors of the Devas, and the wily son of Vr~aya, 
i.e., Vrtra. In the same verse she_ has also been praised, like 

Indra, for having provided lands to the Aryans. These deeds 

of the. Sarasvati were identical with those of the great Indra, 

and we shall not be wrong, if we hold that they were perform

ed in the region watered by her. 
Sarasvati: in the ~gveda is the name of not only the 

river and of the region watered by her,· but also of Agni or 
the sacrificial .Fire. The Fire, first kindled in the region of 

the Sarasvatl, was called by that name. Another name of the 
•. 

sacrificial Fire 'is Bhara/i, derived from the name of the land 

inhabited by the Bharatas, a renowned clan of the ancient 
.sacrifice-loving Aryans, w~o afterwards became so advanced 
and powerful as to give their narne to the whole country which 

has since been called Bharatavar~a. A third name. of 
Agni is II~, derived from the region in which the great Manu 

performed his penances and sacrifices, and wHich,· accordingly, 

came to be regarded as his s~iritual preceptress (Rv. i. 31, 11). 
Ita has been described q,s the daughter of Dak~a, one of the 

Creators in the Vedic Pantheon, and identified with a region 

which was one of th.e best regions known t0 the ancient Aryans 

(Rv. iii. 23, 4). It would thus appear that these sar;rificial 

Fires were called after the names of the regions in which they 
h·ad been first kindled. Ila, Bharat~ ar.1d Sarasvau must have· 

~een contiguous regions, as the three Fires, called after their 

names, have invariably been mentioned together ·in the 

~gveda, and the sarificial Fire, Ila, invoked to burn auspici

<?.usly in the home; of the Aryans living on the .ban~s of the 

~ 
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SarasvaU, the Dnadvati, and the Apaya, and to bring as 
much prosperity to them as to the Aryans living in Ila (Rv. iii. 
23, 4). The very fact that lla derived her name from the 
daughter of Dak!ila Prajapati, one of the Creators, and was 
regarded as the spiritual preceptress of the great Manu, the 
semi-divine being who is said to be presiding over the 
destinies of the human race, points to its vast antiquity. So 
is proved the vast antiquity of the region between the 
Sarasvati and the Dr~;~advatl, which has been described as 
Brahmavarta in the Manu Sal!lhita (ii. '7 ), and is still 
regarded as the most sacred spot in all J n dia. With regard 
to this spot, says Muir: 

" And even to the north of the Vindhya, we find the 
country distributed into several tracts, more or less holy, 
according to their distance from the hallowed spot in the 
north lying on the bank of the river Sarasvati. Fir!!t, then, we 
have this small region itself, Brahmavarta. This name may 
signify (i) either the region of Brahma, the Creator, in which 
case it may have been regarded as, in some peculiar sense, 
the abode of the God, and possibly the scene of creation; 
or, (ii) the region of devotion or the Vedas (Brahma), and 
then it will denote rather the country which was sanctified 
by the performance of holy rites, and the study of sacred 
literature." 1 

The word Aryavarta, defin•d by Manu in verse 22 of 
Chapter II of the Manu Sal!lhita, has been explained by the 
commentator, Kullaka Bhatta, as "the.land in which the Aryas 
or Aryans are born again and again." 2 From this analogy, 
the word BrahmavarltJ may be explained ttl mean the regton 
where Brahm a, the Creator, appears jgain and again at the 
time of a fresh creation after the final disintegration of the 
world at the end of a cycle. Or, if the word, Brahma means. 
the Vedas, it may indicate the regJon where the Vedas were 

1 Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. II, pp 400-401, Ed. 1871. 
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first revealed or produced, and will be revealed and produced 
again and again at the end of Ka!pas. Whatever may be 
the meaning of the word; it is significant as pointing to the 
belief of the ancient Aryans that they were autochthones in 
Sapta-Sindhu and were not coloni:,b from another. country, 
and this belief is corroborated by the ~gvedic evidence 
about the antiquity of the region, which has been discussed 
above. . 

There is some indication.in the Satapatha Brahma1Ja of 
the situation of the region named lla. There it has been stated 

that Manu at the time of the great Deluge sailed in ~is ship 
northward from the shores of the Southern Ocean, and his 
bark having been stranded on the "Northern Mountain," i.e., 
the Himalaya, he disembarked and landed on firm ground on 
the mountain. Here he met a beautjful damsel, named lla, 
who described herself as his daughter. It is very probable that 
this was the region, called Ila, in the ~gveda, and if our 
surmise be correct, it was situated over the Himalaya and 
regarded.as one of the best countries, known to .the ancient 
Aryans.l The regions, watered by the Sarasvatl, the 
Dr!lladvatl, and the Apaya, were on the: plains of Sapta-Sindhu, 
spread out at the foot of the Himalaya. As Manu's bark was 
stranded on a mountain-peak in the region of Ila, which is 
pointed out in Kashmir, we can identify the former with the 
latter. And this supposition is strengthened by the extremely 
cold climate that prevail~d 1n lla, as . suggested by the fact 
that the year was called.lfima in that region. 2 In Rv. x. 62, 
g, the region where Manu lived has been described to be as 
elevated as the he~vens, which also points to its situation on 
the Himalaya. This also goes to prove that the happy valley 
of Kashmir as well as th~ plains of Sapta-Sindhu were, in 
ancient times, peopled by the Aryans. It will be intere&ting 
1o note here that " Acielung, the father of Comparative 

• 
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Philology, who died in 18o6, placed the cradle of mankind in 
the valley of Kashmir, which he identified "ith Paradise." I 
Whether Kashmir was the cradle or Paradise of mankind or 
not, it can be confidently asserted that this beautiful 
mountainous country and the plains of Sapta-Sindhu were the 
cradle of the Aryan race. 

3· The early institution of the Soma sacrifice, and its 
existence from time immemorial in the Indo-Aryan community 
also furnish an evidence of the vast antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu 
and of Aryan culture. The Soma cult is, as I have already 
said, as old as the cult of Indra-worship, for the Soma sacrifice 
was mainly performed for propitiating Indra, and strengthen
ing him in his daily and annual fight with Vrtra. It was an 
institution peculiar to the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu, and ciisting
uished them from all other branches of the Aryan race, who 
either on account of tlwir disbelief in I ndra, or from the 
difficulty in procuring the genuine Soma plant in any country 
other than Sapta-Sinrihu or the Himalaya, did not take to the 
sacrifice, or discontinued it, when they left the country. The 
ancient Parsis or Iranians hated Indra and his worship on 
doctrinal grounds, because they did not like to give precedence 
to any deity over Fire and the Sun. Hence, there was a 
religious schism in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, which divided the 
Aryan community into t.vo hostile parties, and was attended 
with such bitternes,; of feeling a~d mutual hatred and recri
mination· as to lead to a long and• bloody warfare which 
terminated only with the ultimate expulsion of the Parsi 
branch from Sapta -Sindhu. Indra was regarded by them as 
the enemy of mankind, and the chief of thee powers of evil, in 
fact as an Asura in the sinister sense used in later Vedic 
parlance, the equivalent Parsi word b:ing Daiva. The Parsis, 
when they lived in Sapta-Sindhu, were addicted to the Soma .. 
drink, like their brethren, the Vedic Aryans, and made 
offerings of it to the Gods : but after their expulsion from 

--· ---- -------
1 Taylor's 01'igin of the Aryans, p. 9 
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Sapta-Sindhu, they strongly condemned the Haom~ (Soma) 
sacrifice, and purged it out of their rituals. Later on, however, 
they were compelled to revive it in some· shape even in the 
country of their sojourn and adoption in deference to the 
clamour of a certain section who had a strong predilectiop 
for the drink. "The High Priests," according to Dr. Haug, 
"seem to have tried to conciliate the men of the old party, 
who were unwilling to leave the ancient polytheistic religion, 
( CJiled paoiryo t kaesh6 'of the old creed ') and their 
time-hallowed rites and ceremonies. The old sacrifices 

' were reformed and adapted to. the more civilised mode of 
life of the . Iranians. The intoxicating Soma beverage 
was replaced by a .more wholesome and invigorating 
drink prepared from another plarit, together with twigs 
of the. pomegranate tree, and without any process of 
fermentation (water being merely poured. over them) ; but 
the name in the .Iranian form, Haoma, remained, and 
some of the ceremonie" also." 1 Or. Windischmann has 
observed : " The worship of H aoma is placed anterior to 
Yima,~ that is, to the commencement of Iranian civilisation, 
and in bet is declared to be the cause of that happy period.'; 
The ~gveda ~!so refers to the high antiquity of the Soma 
worship when it says of Soma (i. g r, 1) : " By thy guidance, 
0 brilliant (Soma), our courageous fathers have obtained 
treasures among the Gods." " 2 Mr. Whitney also says: 
"The high antiquity of theecultus is attested by the references 

·to it found occurring in the Persian Avesta; ''3 and Madame 
Ragozin says: "And like the Fire-worship, the Soma cult 

· takes us· back to the so-called Indo-Aryan period, the tiine 
• before the separation 01 the two great sister races, for we 

have seen Soma, undei the name of Haoma, play exactly the 
same part in the worship and sacrifices of the Iranian followers 

1 Dr. Haug's Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings and Religion of 

the Parsis p. 259 (Popular Edition f. 
2 Dissertation on the Soma Worship of the Al'ians. 

• 
3 The Joumal(f the Amel'ican_ 0l'iental Society, 111.1 p. 300, 
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of the Avesta. Indeed, we probably trace here one of the 

very few relics of even an earlier time-that of the undivided 
,\ryan, as it is sometimes called, • the Proto-Ary tn period. 

For, the Avesta bears evident traces of the use of the 

Haoma at the sacrifices, being a concession made by 
za~ athustra to old established custom, not without subjecting 
it to a reforming and purifying process." I Lastly, Mr. B. G. 

Tilak says : "That the Soma sacrifice is an ancient institution 

is amply proved by parallel rites in the Farsi scriptures; and 
whatever doubt we may have regarding Soma in the Indo

European period, as the word is not found in the European 
languages, the system of sacrifices can be clearly traced back 
t0 the primeval age. Of this sacrificial system: the Soma 
sacrifice may, at any rate, be safely taken as the oldest 

representative, since it forms the main feature of the ritual 

of the ~gveda, and a whole MaQ.dala of r 14 hymns in the 
~gveda is dedicated to the praise of Soma.." 2 

Thus, it would appear that the cult of the Soma sacrifice 

was the oldest in Sapta-Sindbu. A drink was prepared from 
the fermented juice of the Soma plant, mixed with honey 

and milk, which had a cheering ar.d invigorating, if not 

quite intoxicating effect on the drinkers, and was offered as 

oblation to Indra, and drunk by his worshippers. But this 

plant -the genuine Soma plant, and not its spurious substitute 

among the ancient Parsis, was nowhere obtainable except a • peak of the Himalaya, the plains of Sapta-Sindhu, the 
banks of the Indus, its tributaries, and the Sarasvatl (Rv. ix. 

6r, 7; 65, 23), and the shores of Lake ~aryaQ.avat in Kuruk~etra 
(Rv. ix. 65, 22; r 13, r ). The plant, brought from the Hima

laya, however, was the best of its kind and was verv much 

sought for by the sacrificers (Rv. •ix. 82, 3). It used to 

grow on the Mujavat mountain which was a peak of the., 

• 
1 Ragozin's Vedic India, pp. 168-70. 

• Tilak's A.rctic Home in the· Vedas, pp. 205-o6. 
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HimalayA, and from the place of its growth, it received the 

appellation of Maujavata (Rv. x. 34, 1). 1 

The Soma has been described in the ~gveda as " the 

oldest" (pratnamit, ix. 42, 4) " anterior to all sacrifices" 

{ Yajnasya pitrvyah, ix. 2, 10) " the very essence and 

spirit of sacrifice" (Yajnasya atma, ix. 2, 10; 6, 8), "the 

favourite drink of the God,; from the ancient times " (divah 
p'iyit{am purvyam, ix. 110, 8) "the father of Iridra and other 

Gods" (Rv. ix. g6, 5) and " the father of all the Gods" (Pita 
devatdndm, ix .. 86, ro~. All these descriptions -of the Soma 

point to its hoary an tiguity, ~s also the antiquity of the land 

that produced it, and of the people . that first psed it in 

sacrifice. 

That it was used· in sacrifice by the ancestors of the ~g
vedic [~{is is proved by various mantras, two of which are 

quoted below : " Our ancient ancestors, the Vasi~thas, who. 

were fond of drinking the Soma juice, performed the Soma 

sacrifice according to established rites " (R v. x. 1 s, 8). 

•· Our ancestors, the Angirases, the Atb arvans; and the 

Bhrgus have just com~ (to !:his sacrifice), and they are entitled 

to share the Soma drink with us " (Rv. x. 14, 6). · · 

It should be borne in mind that these early ancestors had 

i~itiat<Cd the institution of sacrifice by producing Fire (Rv. i. 

3r, 1; 71, 3; x. 21, 5; 92, 10). As they were the earliest 

s~crificers, and probabiy a~so initiated the Soma sacrifice, 

their ;:pirits were invoked at the time of holding a sacrifice, 

and they were asked to share the Soma drink with their 

descendants. • 
I will conclude this subject of the Soma sacrifice by 

quoting the following wotds from Ragozin's Vedic India: 

• ' Cf. the Mahtlbhd.-ata {xiv. 8. 1) : 

f-,f(: f~'fii'Cf: 'lW" ~~'IT"( i[11{ 'tJ~n: I 

cr~ lP-1 ~~ fot«ltlill4fo: n 
" 
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"The Soma, used in India, certainly grew on mountains, 
probably in the Himalayan highlands of Kashmir. It is cer. 
tain that Aryan tribes dwelt in this land of tall summits and 

deep valleys in very early times-probably earlier than that 
when the [J,g-hymns were ordered and collected, or the already 
complt'cated ojftcial ritual which they mostly embody was 
rigidly instituted. From numerous indications scatter~ed 

through the hymns, it appears probable that this was the 
earliest seat of the Soma worship, known to the Aryan Hindus, 
whence it may have sprt>ad geographically with the race 
itself, and tlJat as the plant did not grow z'n the lower and 
hotter regions, the aridity of some parts disagreeing with it 
as much as the steam-laden sultriness of others, they conti
nued to get ' from the mountains ' the immense quantities 
needed for the consumption of the gradually widening and 

increasing Aryan settlements. A regular trade was carried 
on with Soma plant, and the traders belonged to mountain
tribes who were not Aryan, and, therdore irrr>v,·rently handled 
their sacred ware like any other merchandise, bargaining- and 

haggling over it. This is evidently the rt>ason why Soma 
traders were considered a contemptible class; so much so 
that, when customs hardened into la.ws, they were included in 
the list, comprising criminals of all sorts, breakers of caste 
and other social laws, followers of low professions, as usurers, 
actors, etc.-of those who are forbidden to pollute sacrifices 
by their presence. To an Aryan \-Iindu, the man who owned 
the Soma and did not press it was a hopeless reprobate. In 
fact, he divided mankind into 'pressers ' and 1 not prt'ssers,' 

the latter word being synonymous with 1 enemy ' and 1 godless 
barbarians.' They were probably itinerant traders, and the 

bargain was concluded according ~ a strictly prescribed 
ceremonial, the details of which seem singularly ahsurd and 
grotesque, until one learns that they had a symbolical mean.• 
ing. The price (probably for a gi.-en quantity, though that is 
not mentioned) is a cow light-colored or, mow precisely, 

reddish-brown, with light-brown eyes, in allution to t e ruddy. 
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or 'golden ' color of the plant-which· must_ not be tied, nor 
pulled by the ear-i.e., not handled roughly." 1 

With regard to the ·traders of the Soma plant, ·whom 
Ragozin calls non-Aryan s, it should· be stated here that the 
~gveda mentions of the Soma plant having been brought by 
the .f~lcon (Syena}. The falcon was also called Garucj.a or 
Supartza, the golden-winged king-bird of prey. But there is 
also mention of a IJ-~i or sage of the name of Syena whose 
son was SuparQ.a. We shall see later on that there were 
nomadic and non-sacrificing Aryan tribes in Sapta-Sindhu, 
who were described by the derisive terms of birds and sarpas, 
i.e., serpents,'on account of their·constant habit of moving 
from place to place and living in a. semi-barbarous condition. 
The traders of the Soma plant belonged to this class and 
were hated by the sacrifice-loving Aryans for their ungodly 
and un-Aryan ways. It is, therefore, wrong to call them non·-. 
Aryans, as Ragozin has done. Sapta-Sindhu was.not access
ible to any non-Aryan tribes in those ancient times, and was 
inhabited by t-he ~~1rely Aryan· race, among whom there were 
classes, both cultured and uncultured, and the traders of the 
Soma plant belonged to the latter class. And this is probably 
the reaso.n why Syena and SuparQ.a have been described as 
IJ,~is, or the Sage-leaders of these nomadic and uncultured 
Aryan tribes. 

To sum up the internaJ evidences of the ~gveda, dealt 
with in this and the. previous chapter: We have seen:( I) 
that there were four seas round about Sapta-Sindhil, a fact 
which is confirmed by the geological evidence about the 
existence of those ~eas in ancient times; (2) that the region 
between the Sarasvati and the Indus was regarded as the 
God-created birth-place ~f all life; (3) that the total absence 
~f the mention of the Deluge in the ~gveda proves the 
period of the composition of the hymns to be anterior to that 
event; (4} that this event.took place sometime before the 

• 
Vedic India, Jl!l• 170•1(1, 
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composition of the Atharva-Veda, in which it has been refer
red to; (5) that the frequent references in the ~J~'eda to 

seismic disturbances of great intensity, and the depression of 
high grounds, and the elevation of mountains, point to the 
hoary antiquity of the ~gveda, which takes us back to later 
Pleistocene times when such occurrences were common ; (6) 
that if some of the later hymns of the ~gveda be proved to 

have been composed about sooo B. C., the beginnings of 
Aryan life must be traced back to several thousand years 
more;, (7) that Indra was one of the oldest Gods of the 
Aryans, to whom was ascribed the volcanic action resulting 
in the tossing up of mountains, the depression of high grounds 
and the carving out of paths for the Indus and the other rivers, 
which carries us back almost to the beginning of human life 
on this globe ; (8) that it was in Sapta-Sindhu that the first 
great exploit of Indra, viz. the killing of Vrtra was performed, 
and the region where this act was first witnessed was that 
watered by the Sarasvati, which earned both for her and Indra 
the appellation of" the Killer of Vrtra "; (9) that the region 
of II! which was as old as that of the Sarasvatl was situated 
high up in the Himalaya, probably in Kashmir, and was the 
country where Dakea Prajapati, one of the Creators, and Manu, 
the leader of the Aryan race, lived ; and ( 10) that the Soma 
sacrifice was admittedly the oldest sacrifice ::tmong the Aryans, 
and the genuine Soma plant gre'Vi nowhere else excepting the 
:Him~laya and Sap~a-Sindhu. All these evidences unmistak

ably point to the vast antiquity of the ~gveda and of Sapta
Sindhu, and go to prove that the Aryans were autochthonous, 
and did not settle there as colonists from•any country. This 
conclusion is confirmed by the following observations made 

• c 

by Muir, the eminent Sanskrit Scholar: "I must, however, 
beO'in with a candid admission that, so far as I know, none of 

b • 

the Sanskrit books, not even the most ancient, contain any 
distinct reference or allusion t~ the foreign origin of the 
Indians." 1 

~ Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. II, P· 322 (1871), • 



CJ..tAPTER '/. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE UNO AND THE RIVERS OF SAPTA-SINDHU, 
AND ITS FAUNA, FLORA AND MINERALS. 

Having established the vast antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu and 
of the Aryans in that land, we will now turn to a description 
of the outlines of the land, and of its rivers: ctnd an ·account 
of its Fauna, Flora and Minerals, as found in the ~gveda. 

We have already said that S3.pta-Sindhu had four seas on its 
fouc boundaries, excepting on the north-west where it had 
direct c_onnection with Persia, and through it, with Western 
Asia. On the north were the Himalayan range, and the Asiatic 
Mediterranean Sea beyond, extending northward from the 
borders of Turkestan, and we~tward as far as the Black Sea. 
On the west were the Sulaiman Ranges and a strip of sea: below 
them, wh}ch ran up the present province of Sind as an arm 

of the Arabian Sea. On the north-west _was Gandhara which 
is identified with modern Afghanistan, which also was peJpled 

by Aryan colonists. On the east, was a sea, at places three 
miles deep, near the foot of the Himalaya-, stretching from the 
east coast ofSapta-Si l dhu do1vn to Assam. On the south, was 
the Rajputana Sea, stretching as far south as the Aravalli Range, 
and connected with the Arabian Sea on the west through the 
Gulfs of Cutch and ?ind, ancf with the Eastern Sea occupyir'lg the 
Gangetic trough on the north-east, by probably a shallow strait, 
below modern Delhi. North-east RajpuHina is full of hills and 
rocks which form a continuation of the Aravalli range termi
nating at the Ridge near Delhi, but probably extending under 
the alluvium, as Oldha•m surmises, 1 across the Gangetic 
trough till the range impinges on the Himalaya. - This, then, 
probably marked the eastern coast-line of Sapta-Sindhu, 
below which was the Eastern Sea receiving the waters of 

• 
1 Memoil's on U/.e Geological Su1'/Jey of India, Vol. XLII, P. 2, p. 97· 
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the Ganga and the Yamuna and lhc other rivers on the 
southern slopes of th~ Himalaya. From this. it would appear 
that they were not large rivers in those days. " The 
termination of the (Aravalli) range to the nortl:wards ... is solely 
due to a gradual lowering of the general elevation, which has 
allowed t:he alluvium to invade the valleys to a greater and 
greater extent, leaving the higher peaks stan~ in~ out as rocky 
inliers in the alluvium, till the range finally disappears in tht: 

last exposure of rock at Delhi." 1 At the time when the 
~eda was composed, the sands on the northern coast of the 

Rajputana Sea used probably to be drifted up inland by the 
strong wind that blew continually from the south and south
west. These sands covered up a large portion of the southern 
coast of Sapta-Sindhu, converting much of it into arid desert, 
and probably helping to graJu.illy choke up the mouth of the 
Sarasvati which, on account of the force of its current in those 
days, as we shall presently see, did its best to sweep them back 
again into the sea. It wa~ likr: a perpdual struggle between 
the waters of the Sarasvati and the sands on the sea-beach; 
but with the ultimate disappearance of the Eastern and the 
Rajputana Seas, and the unhea val or gradual filling up of their 
beds with sand and alluvium, the rainfall became markedly 
scanty in Sapta-Sindhu, and the Sarasvati gradually lost its 
strength till it was reduced to the insignificant river that it 
is at present, and its mouth completely choked up by the ever
increasing sand-drifts blown fr~ the desert. This event, 
however, took plac•· long after the age of thf' ~gveda. During 
~gvedic times, the Sarasvatl was a large and magnificent 
stream which, in spite of the sand-drifts, meandered through 

• the desert till it reached the Raj putana Sea. Even then, then· 
was a large strip of desert in the sou.thern portion of Sapta
Sindhu, of which frequent mention is made in th ~gveda. 

(Rv. iii. 45. I; ix. ]9, 3 j x. 63, rs). 
Long after the Rajputana S~ had become firm land, it 

" was too arid for general habitation " as the rain-fall was 

I Ibid, pp. 96·97· • • 
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very scanty; and this is proved by the anthropological fact 
of "the great rarity of weapons of the stone age in Rajputana 
as compared with other parts of lndia."l It' can be safely 
inferred that Rajputana was a sea long after the stone age 
had commenceEI in .Southern India, and that the ~gveda was 
composed during that age. 

We have already mentioned three of the principal sub
divisions of Sapta-Sindhu, viz., { 1) Sarasvati, the region water
ed probably by the upper course of the river; (2) Bh:lrati, the 
region watered by its lower course . and inhabited by the 
Bharatas, under the spiritual guidance of Vi~vamitra and (3) 
Ila, situated in the Himalayan valley of Kashmir. Besid~s 
these three important sub-divisions, there were two more, one 
inhabited by the Trtsus, somewhere to the east of Paru~I}.J, 

under the spiritual leadership of the Vasi~thas, and the other 
on the banks of the Sindhu or the Indus. In addition to these 
principal sub-divisions inhabited by the five principal clans of 
the Aryans, among whor~, besides· the Bharatas a_nd the 

Trtsus, were included the Anus, the Druhyus, and the Tur
bases o.r the Yadus, who were called by the name of·Paficaja
ntih (or Five Tribes), there· were many other parts of Sapta
Sindhu, probably the different fertile regions known in modern 
times as the Doabs, 2 · which were occupied by ·other Aryan 
tribes, none the less important than the Paficajantih, like the 
Purus and the Cedis. . \.Y atered by a number of rivers,· th.e 
alluvial pfains of Sapta-Sintlhu were naturally very fertile, and 
produced a variety' of bumper crops like barley, millets and 
rice which formed the staple f9o~ of the ancient Aryans. 
These fertile pl~in.," also affnrded rich pastures to the cattle 
which the ancient Aryau:; valued as wealt'h and possessed in 

large numbers. • 

The Indus or the Sindhu has its source in the region to 
the west of mount Kailasa on the nortbe.rn slope~ of the Hima-

1 Memoir< of the Geological S~trfley of India, Vol. XLV, P. 1, p. 103. 

• Doab literally means the region bet>Veen two rivers (D"=two and ab 

~r ip=water). • 
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laya. It ''first follows in a westernly direction the great 

rock-gorge which runs with a depth of ten thousand feet be

tween the parallel mountain chains of the Karakoram ( Muz

Tagh) and the Himalaya. After breaking through the Hindu

kush mountains in a narrow bed, it flows in a southernly 

direction from the point where, nut far from the city of :\.ttock, 
at the west of the flowery vale of Kd.,;h nir, its w:~.lers are 

increased by the Kabul river." 1 The western tributaries of 

the Sindhu are thus mentioned in lhe ~gveda :-

"First thou goest united with the Tr~tamfi on this 

journey, with the Susartu, the Rasa, and the Sveti, 0 Sindhu, 

with the Kubha (Kophen, Kabul river) to the Goma ti (Gomal), 

with the Mehtnu to the Krumu (Kuru.n) -with whom thou 

proceedest together.":! The rivers to the east of the Sindhu, 

some uniting together as tributary to it, and others flowing 

as independem rivers into the adjacent seas, have been thus 

mentioned in the ~gveda (x. 75, 5) : In the re11ote eastern 
border were the G1.n:;a and the Ya•nuna which, running 

their short courses in the plain, fl'lwed into· the Eastt>rn Se1. 

covering the Gangetic trough. To the west of the Yamuna 

were the Drt~advati and the S :owatf which, having been 

united together, fiowed into the R1.jputana Sea. Then came 

the Satadru and the Vipas which were united as one river 

and flowed into the sea whi:.:h was undoubtedly the Rajpu

t_ana Sea (~v. iii. 33. 2). ~ ~xt was the Paru";~I;J.I, which is 

identified with the nnd•:rn R.a vi• or lravati, and flows into 

the Marudvrdha which was the name of the lower unitecl 

course of the Asiknl (modern Chenub or Chandrabhaga) and 

the Vitasta (modern Jhelum) and flows into the Indus as its . . 
tributary. Besides the names of the~e rivars, there is also 

mention of the Arjiklya, which is ,_jd to have been united 

with the Su~oma. According to Yiiska, the Arjiklya is the 

Vipas and the Sut~oma is the Indus. Sig"ls of an abandones 

old rive;-bed between the Satadr~ and the Paru~I;J.I are still 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I I. 
• ~g. x. 75, 6 (Maxmiiller's Translation), 
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visible, which seems to have been a continuation of the Vipa§, 
and joined the Indus probably ·lower down the point wher~ 
the Marudvrdha now joins it. If the Arjikrya be the old. 
name of the Vipas, then. Yaska's ident ifi.ca.tion of the Su11oma 
with the Indus may be correct. . The Satadru is now of course 
a tributary to the Marudvrdha which flows into the Indus. ' 
Probably the upheaval of the bed of the ~ajputana Sea 
offered an obstruction to its bed, and caused it to deflect its 
course towards the west till it ,joined the Marudvrdha. We 
thus find the names of the Seven Rivers that gave the country 
its 'ancient name of Sapta Sindhavh, which were undoubtedly 
the Sarasvati, the Satadru, the Arjikiya or Vipas, the ParUf?Q.I, 
the Asikni, the Vitasta, and the Sindhu. 

Two of these rivers, namely the Sarasvati ~nd the Arji
klya (the old Vipas) were subsequently dried up, and became 
in:;ignificant, when Sapta · Sindh\l came to be called as the. 
Punj"ab or the Land of Five Rivers. 

The present name of the Dr~?advati is· Ghaggar. But the 
SarasvaU and the Dr~advati, as we have already said, are not 
now great rivers. The Sarasvati is represented by a channel 
or channels, occupying the position of the ancient much-praised 
stream, but now nearly dry for a great part of the year. The 
present condition of the Dr~?advati or the Ghaggar is similar 
to that of the Sarasv~ti. They, as wei! as the Mftrkanda and 
the Chitung, rise from the• lower hills of Sirmur, and are 
violent torrents during the rains, though nearly dry at other 
times. 

The river .Ap._yft has been 'mentioned with the Sarasvati 

and the Dr~?advaU in the ~gveda (iii. 23, 4). Probably the 
Apayft can be identifiecr with either the Mftrkanda or the 

Chitung . . 
The Ganga and 'the Yamuna have been mentioned in the 

~gveda (x. 7 5, 5) with the '!3indhu and its tributaries, and the 
SarasvaU. But as we have seen, they are not included in the 
~amputation of tl~e seven rivers that gave t~e country its name. 
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The Ganga bec.1me the most sacred river in India in post-Vedic 

times after the Sariisvatl had lost its importa nee, but neither 

it nor the Yamuna has been given any prominence in the ~g

veda, in which both occupy subordinate places. No separate 

hymn has bet>n cornpost>d in tlwir praist>, as has bt>t'h done in 

the case of the Sindhu and the Sarasvati. They have heen 

invokf·d along with the other rivers to share a general praise 

of the rivers of Sapta-Sindhu. This shows that the Ganga 

and the Yamuna were not re~arded as important streams in 

~gvedic times, probably because their courses were short, and 

their banks were not so eagerly sought for habitation by the 

ancient Aryans on account of their proximity to the Eastern 

Sea. The banks of the Yamuna, however, afforded excellent 

pastures to the cattle, as these latter are praised for their milk. 

(Rv. v. 52, 17.) 

Besides these rivers, mention of the following rivers is 

found in the ~gveda, vz'z, the Svetayavan river (viii. 26, 
r8), the Sik~a (i. 104, 3, t~1e Anjasl, the Kuli~I and thF 

VIrapatnl (i. 104, 3), the Sarayu (Rv. x. 64, 9) which was 

not the well-known river of Kosala of post-Vedic titnes, and 

the Adina (Rv. vii. 18, 8). It is very difficult to identify 

most of these rivers with any present rivers ; but it is sur-

., mised that the Svetayavari might b~ the Sveti or the Swat 

river, a tributary of the Indus; and the othe~s might be 

identified with some of the strca:]is, 11ow insisnificant, that 

flow through the Punjab, or th·~y may be the names of some 

of the rivers of Bactria. 

The Sinrlhu has been praised in the ij.gveda in the fol

IO\ving verses (x. 75) :-

• 
" The Sindhu is the best of all rivers. 

" 0 Sindhu, when thou first didst rush towards th•e 

region that supplies food, VaruQ.a-cut various paths for thee. 

Thou flowest through elevated regions and holdt>st the highest 

place over all running streams. • • 
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'"The roar ofthe.Sindhu rises up frorn the,earth,·and fills· 
the heaven. She ,is flowing with greatrsp~ed, and her-appear~ 

ance is refqlgent. 

"The 'sound 'of _h¢r waters gives one the impres.sion of 

rain falling in thundering' torrents. ·Here con1es the Sindhu 

· like a .bellowing bull. · 

· "0 Sindhu·, as milch-cows run to their calves with udders . 

full of milk, so· the other rivers are coming . t~ thee with 

lowing sounds, carrying waters from . <!11 sides. As ~a king 

starts on a military expedition, followed by his army, so thou 

art advancing, accompanied by two different sets of streams. 

Thou art wending thy. way with these rivers, riding i? the 

same chariot. 

"The unconquerable Sin::lhu is running straight. Her 

colour is white and bright, and she is great. H~r waters are 

flowing with great velocity, and flooding all the ·four directions. 

Of all moving objects, qonP. possesses such great speed as she: 

She is an object of arJmiration like a mare, and her shape is 

symmetrical like th,tt of a robust woman. 

"The Sindhu has perpetual youth ·and ·is beautifu]. She 

• has horses of tht; very best breed, excellent chariots and 

'excellent cloths·: She has been nicely decorated and has vast 

~tores of food, and very large quantities· of w()ol. Her banks • · 

are covered with silama grass, and swe<=;_t-smelling flowers",•ful\ 

of honey." ' • .. 

~. The above beautiful and graphic description of the Si~dhu 
in a hymn, composed thousands of years ago, i~ as ·faithful . . -
to-day as it was in tJ1at remote age. _ For, she is still the grand 

and m"ajestic river that she was in ancient times, when 'the 

vastness. of her expanst;, i:!~y velocity of her currents, the fert.ile 

valley through which she flowed, .and the wealt~ and ple~ty 

th"at she brought to. the- ancient Aryans by the rich agricul

·tural and industrial·products•on her ban~s mad!". such a deep . 

impression on th'e mind of the Vedic bard .• ·The . pr:ovince of 

Sindhu or Sind e"en now' produces excelleqt breeds of hQ.rses. . •. . :"" ~: 
IO 
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The cloths manufactured there were known by the name of 
Sindhu, and were of such fine texture as to have created a 
demand for them not only in Sapta-Sindhu but also in far
off countries like Babylonia and Assyria even in much later 
times,I The woollen fabrics of the Punjab and Kashmir, 
which even now elicit the admiration and praise of the civilised 
world, were famous also in ~gvedic times. The fertile 
valley of the Indus produced such abundant crops as to justify 
the Vedic bard in calling it a granary of the river. The above 
description of the Sindhu undoubtedly gives us a vivid picture 
of agricultural and inrlustrial activities and prosperity of the 
ancient Aryans in those very early times. In fact, it seems to 
me as if the Sindhu represented and was the emblem of Action 
which made the Aryans a great and powerful people, when 
the rest of the world was "wrapped up in winter sleep," j·usl 
as much as the Sarasvatl represented and was the emblem of 
the mental, moral and spiritual culture that made them a highly 
civilised nation. The banks of the Sarasvatl were the scene of 
Contemplation, where sacrifices were performed and the bards 
indulged even then in the highest speculations regarding the 
Soul ( Atmil) and the Universal Spirit ( Parmiltma) that per
meates and underlies all things, and tried to solve the riddle 
of life. The Spiritual Contemplation of the people was com
bined with Action which was directed towards the improve
ment of material prosperity, not divorced from spiritual 
culture, but wedded to and don!inated by it. It was this 
happy combination of Spirit and Matter that helped to make 
the ancient Aryans a great and glorious people. 

Let us now turn to the beautiful v~rses composed in 
praise of the Sarasvati :-

" May Sarasvatl, the purifier,• the giver of food, the 
bestower of wealth in the shape of sacrificial fruits, seek -viands in our sacrificial rite. 

1 "The old Babylonian name for muslin was Sindhu, i. e., the stuff was 
simply called by the name of the country which exported it." Ragozin's 

Vedic India, p. 306, f • 
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" SarasvatJ, the inspirer of truthful word, the instructress 
of the right-minded,has accepted our sacrifice. 

"Sarasvati makes. manifest by her deeds a huge river, 
and generates all knowledge." (Rv. i. 3, 10-:I 2.) 

" 
These verses are an unimpeachable testimony of the 

grateful acknowledgment by the ancient Aryans of the facility 
that the:: Sarasvati afforded them to perform their sacrifices, 
and compose the mantras of the ~gveda, that embodied, as 
it were, the truth that was revealed to the ancient seers. 

Read again the translation of the following verses :_,;,.. 

. " Sarasvatl, appearing in the forrn of this river, has been 
breaking, with her strong and swift waves, the high elevation 
of the hills, like those who dig ·up. for roots. Let us offer our 
service to her who breaks both her banks, and propitiate her 
by means of hymns and sacrifices for our own protection. 

" 0 Sarasvati, thou hast. destroyed the detractors of the 
Gods, and killed the wily and all-pervading son of Vnaya. 
0 Goddess Sarasvati, rich in food-stores, thou hast given lands 
to men, and caused rains to fall for their benefit. 

"0 thou food-supplying Goddess Sarasvati, dost thou 
protect us from harm at the time of war, and grant us, like 
Pu~an, enjoyable wealth. 

" The dreaded Sarasva,I, who is seated on a golden 
chariot and destroys our enemies, covets our beautiful hymns. 

" Her velocity is immeasurable, which overcomes all ob
structions, and mak~ a thundering sound while hringing waters. 

''As the daily sojour~ing sun brings the days, so may 
Sarasvati, defeating our enemies, bring to us her other watery 

s i£t.e.l:.s.. 

" May our most beloved.Sarasvati, who has seven riparian 
sisters, and was adored with hymns by the ancient Jhis1 

aJways deserve otlr praise. 
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" May Sarasvati who has t-iiied the earth and heaven with 
her brightness, protect US from the attack of U.:lbclievers and 

detractors. 

" :\lay Sarasvati be invoked by men in every battle-the 
seven-bodied SMasvaU who .::xtend:; over the three worlds 
and is the benefartrcs-., of the fivP tribes. 

":\lay Sarasvati deserve the praise of the learned hymn
makers-Sarasvati who is the most famous among her seven 
sisters by her greatnes,; and valiant dt·ecls, wh>~ has got the 
greatest velocity of all rivers, and is adorned with many 
excellent qualities on account of her superiority. 

" 0 Sarasvali, dost thou lead us on to immense wealth 
and not make us low. OJ,t thou not trou~le u~ with excess 
of water, but accept our friendship and be welcome to our 
homes. .May we not be compdled to go to any inf,.rior place 

far away from thy banks." (Rv. vi. 6r.) 

" May Sarasvati, Sarayu and Sindhu, the rivers that flow 
with huge waves, come here to protect us. Tht·y are like our 

mothers, supplying us with water. May they supply us with 
water, tasteful like clarified butter, <1.nd sweet as honey " (Rv. 

X. 64, g). 

•· Sarasvatl is flowing with life-sustaining water and pro
tects us like an irun citadel. Sh¥ is extended like a (broad) 
~horoughfare. and pr<H en:Is in her glory, outstripping the 

other flowing streams. 

"The holie:;t of rivers, flowing from the mountains into 
• the Sea, Sarasvatt alone knows -them, ri:s of sacrifice). It 

was she who gave :-Jahu~a vast wra~h and produced milk and 
butter for him -"May the fortunate Sarasvatt be pleased to listen to our 
hymns at this sacrifice. .May t~e adorable Gods approach 
her with bent knees, who is rich in everlasting wealth and 

kind to her friends, ' • 
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" 0 Sarasvati, we shall get wealth bestowed on us by 
thee, by offering thee these oblations, and humbling ourselves 
before thee. We shall come in contact with thee, by Jiving in 
this thy favourite dwelling-place, and obtaining support from 
thee like a tree. ' 

"0 fortunate Sarasvati, Vasi~tha is opening for thee the 
door to the hall of sacrifice. Prosper, thou white Goddess ... " 
(Rv. vii, 95). 

From the above description of the river SarasvatJ, it clear
ly appears that she was a dreaded and mighty stream in ~g
vedic times, flowing from the Him~laya right into the sea with 
great velocity1 and with spill-waters flooding the ~o-untry around. 
She supplied the ancient Aryans with pure drinking water and 
made her banks fertile, and rich in crops. The Aryan agricul
tural population was greatly indebted to her, and, as we have 
already seen, clung to her as a child clings to its mother's br~ast, 
with a love and fondness that is quite touching. It was on the 
banks of the Sarasvatl that great sacrifices used to be performed 
and the Aryans composed most of their hymns. In tho.se days, 
as we have already said, she was certainly not an insignificant 
river which she is now, but a noble stream, with a current 
running throughout the yea~, which was probably fed by the 
melting snow of the glaciers near her source. As has already 
been observed in a previous chapter, there is evidence of a 
cold climate having prevailed in ancient Sapta-Sindhu1 and 
geologists think it quite probable that the Him~laya was 

covered with snow even in the lower altitudes. The dis
appearance of snow from these lower heights and the scanti
ness of rainfall ev,.n during the rainy season in modern times, 
due to the disappearance of the surrounding seas, have reduc
ed the Sarasvati to her flresent skeleton which is not even the 
shadow of her former greatness. The Sarasvati was also 

famous for the number of bacrifices performed, and the rich 

knowledge in spiritual mat~r that the ancient Aryans acquired 
on her banks. That the region th~ough which the Sarasvati 

.flows was inhab!ted by Aryan trib~s fr~m very ancient times 
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would also appear from the fact acknowledged by the Vedic 
bards that she was praised by their ancestors in olden times. 

The lower plains of Sapta-Sindhu, watered by her rivers, 
were fertile, which, but for the river-;, the Salt Range, long 
stretches of woods and the strip of desert in the south, would 
have made the landscape somewhat dreary and monotonous. 

There is no beautiful hill scenery in the plains ; but on the 
west, the north-west and the north, mountain-ranges lift up 

their heads to the skies and make the landscape look grand, 
beautiful and variegated. The snowy ranges of the Himalaya 

have been referred to in the ~gveda (x. r 21, 4), though none 
of its highest peaks mentioned, for the simple reason that there 

were no means of advancing eastward on account of the exist
ence of the Eastern Sea, and exploration of the gigantic 

mountain range was more difficult in those days by reason of 

a low temperature having prevailed in Sapta-Sindhu, and the 
lower elevations having been coverer! with snow. The peak 
of the Mujavat where the Soma plant grew was familiar to the 

ancient Aryans, as wtll as the valley of Kashmir and the sur
rounding ranges of the Himalaya. The mountains of Sapta
Sindhu have been described in one beautiful verse which 

being translated into English, stands as follows:-" The moun

tains stand immovable for a'!ons after a'!ons, as if their desires 
have been satiated and fulfilled, and hence they do not leave 

their places on any account. They are free from the decrepi
tude of old age, and are covered •with green trees, looking 
green, and filling heaven and earth with the sweet melodies 

of birds." (Rv. x. 94, 12). In two other verses the immov· 
able mountains have been invoked to be gropitiatory. (Rv. 

vii. 35, 3 and 8). In Rv. i. 56, 2, it has been stated that 
ladies used to climb up the hills to p+uck flowers. It would 

thus appear that the mountainous regions of Sapta-Sindhu 
were as much inhabited as the plains by the ancient A~. 

Arachosia and Afghanistan on th~ west were also inhabited 

by Aryan tribes, who were ruled by Aryan kings performing 

Vedic sacrifices. f 
• 
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Having given a short description of the physical features 
of Sapta-Sindhu, as revealed in the ~gveda, we will now 
proceed to give a short description of its fauna and flora. 

Among domestic animals, we find the largest mentio? of 
cattle (cows) made in the ~gveda. The cow was, as she is 
even now, a most useful animaL She supplied the Aryans 
with milk and butter, and her dried dung was used for fuel. 
Butter clarified was used not only in food, but also in the liba
tions offe~ed to Agni or Fire at the time of sacrifice. As. reli-. 
gious sacrifice formed an essential part of Aryan life inSapta
Sindhu, and clarified butter prepared from cow's milk only was 
used in sacrifice, the value of "the cow from _a religious stand~ 

point can easily be imagined. It was the belief of the ancient 
Aryans, as it is still the belief of their descendants, that Jiba~ 
tions, offered to Agni, were shared by all the Gods, and as such, 
Agni was the Purohita or priest of the Sacrifice. The liba-· 
tions of ghrta (clarified butter) kindle the flames of the sacri
ficial Fire, and help it to consume the other offerings made to 
it. The cow, therefore, was not only a highly useful but als~ 
a sacred animal, and two whole·Saktas have been devoted to 
the praise of the Gavi-devat! or the Cow-goddess. (Rv. x. 19 
and 169.) The bull was the emblem of power and genere~tion, 
and was used for drawing the plough and the car or <:art. 
But there is evidence of its having been killed in sacrifices 
and its cooked flesh offered to the Gods, especially to Indra 

• . who seemed to have developed a keen taste and inordinate 
desire for .it. (Rv. x. 86, 13 and 14.) 

There is also evidence of beef having been eaten by the 
ancient Aryans. 1 .But m ilch-oows were seldom sacrificed, 
though ·there is evidence in the ~gveda and the Brdhma1Jas2 
of the practice of sacrificrng barren cows (Vehat); or cows 
that miscarried or produced still-born calves. In later times, 
h=er, the sacrifice of bulls or barren cows was entirely 

1 Rv. vi. 391 I.-Read also ii. 7, 5; vi. 16, 49 ; 39· I; ix. 1691 3· x. 
27, 2j 28, 3i 86, I. j & 1-4. 

• RV· ii. 71 S; it Brah. I. 3, 4· 
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discontinued and prohibited, as beef was probably found un
suitable for consumpti,)n, a'1d disagreeahle to health, on 
account of the c)-lange of cold into warm climate. The horse
sacrifice also was afterwards discontinued, probahly for the 
same reasons and also because it was more costly than the 
bull-sacrifice. The cow-hides were tanned and made into 
many articles of everyday use. There was no prejudice, as 
there is at the present day, against using receptacles made of 
cow-hides for storing water, wine, honey, oil, clarified butter, 
and even articles of worship like the Soma juice. (Rv. i. 28, 
9 and ix. 66, 29). Cow-dung was also probably used as 
manure for fertilizing agricultural lands. 

It may be argued that though bulls were sacrificed, and 
their flesh cooked and offered to the Gods, it was not partaken 
of hy the sacrificers, or the Aryans. But in Rv. vi. 39, 1, the 
sage Bharad~aja distinctly prays to Indra tu grant him 
and the worshi!Jpers fo•xl with "go" or cow as the principal 
item. I This, of course, may be interpreted to mean that by 
the word "go" or cow is implied not her flesh but her milk 
and milk-products like butter, curd, ghee, etc. This may be 
a possible explanation ; but, as Professor Wilson says, "tht-re 
does not seem to be anything in the Veda that militates 
against the literal interpretation." In the Aitareya Brah
ma1Ja which was composed long after the ~gveda, we come 
across a passage which says that when the king or any 
respected person comes as a guest, one should kill a bull or 
a Vehat, i.e., an old barren cow (~ 3, 4). 2 Yajnavalkya also 

1 Rv. vi. 39, I :-~~T ~'1@•2'1!~ iij ~: I 

Siya~a comments on this as follows:~ ~~ ~err m %r,lT: mc~T~ 

~NT ~T ~)sli'Tf.l' ~ ~~ I 
• This practice probably continued till com~aratively recent times. 

In the Uttara Rdma-Caritam of Bhavabhiiti occurs the following passage:-
"Why, know you not, • 
The Vedas, which enshrine our holy lows, 
Direct the householder shall offer those 
Who in the law are skilled, the honied meal, 
And with it flesh ot ox, or ealf, or goat, 
And the like treatment shall the householder 
Receive from Brihmans learned in the Veda?" 

(Hindu Theatre,~. 339.) • 
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expresses a similar view. 1 In the Makdbkarata, it has :been 
related that for the royal kitchc~n of King Rantideva, · two 
thousand cow~ and other aairnals used to be slaughtered 

. I 

daily.2 In the ~gveda ~lso, there is distinct mention of a 
place for slaughtering cows. (x. 8g, 14.) From all these 
evidences it is clear that there was no prejudice of the ancient 
Aryans against beef-eating.s Very probably it was dis~ 
continued,, as we have already said, after the climate had 
become very hot, as it was found injurious to health; and 
then beef came to be religiously prohibited as an article of 
food. 

The horse was the next most useful domestic animal. 
Professor Macdonell has said that the horse was never used 
by the ancient Aryans for riding but only for drawing cars or 
chariots.4 This again appears to me to be another mis- · 
statement of fact. For there are many verses in the ~gveda 

In the Maha'Viracaritam also occurs the following:-

''The heifer is ready for sacrifice, and the food is cooked in ghee. Thou 
art a learned man, come to the house of the lear ned, favour us (by joinlng in 
the entertainment,) 

1 ri~ 'ifWii qr 111Tft!l~l~4'11~~ I (Ytijna I. rog.). 

Mahabharata (Vana Par'lla) Ch. 2661 'Verses 10. 11 :-

~~~·u-~~r~, 
"' "'.;. . 

'{ ~~ ~ ~ "' 4:t(.~lii<qlJ ~ II 

~~"'~if~~ if<rt (felT· I 

~~om"i·~~:' 

~<!ilfu"~w~~'' . " 
·~a Brll.hma~a, in the days of yor.e,. two thousand animals used to be.killed· 

every day in the kitchen of Kin~ Rar.tideva. And in the same manner two 

thousand kine were killed every day. Rantideva daily distributed food mixed 
with meat. 0 foremost of Brll.hmar.tas, that king thus acquired unrivalled 
fa~(M, N. Dutt's Translation). 

8 For an elaborate account of•beef-eating and cow-sacrifice in ancient 
India, read Dr. Mitra's Indo-Aryans, Vol. I, pp. 354-388. 

• 
• Macdonell's i'Astory ef Sanskrit Litera.twe, p. rso . 

n 
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showing that the horse was used as much for riding as for 
driving, of which I will quote only a few below :-

" 0 Agvins, come quickly to the place where we are offer
ing hymns, riding on your fleet horsfs." (viii. 5, 7.) 1 

" 0 lndra, come thou to us from the distant region, rid
ing on thy two handsome horses, and drink this Soma." 
(viii. 6, 36.) 2 

"Our captains (leaders) have assembled riding on their 
horses. 0 lndra, may our charioteers be victorious in the 
battle." {vi. 47, 31.) 3 

11 Warriors, eager to fight, follow me on their beautiful 
horses, and assembling together invoke my aid in battle." 
(iv. 42, 5·) 4 

A 

"Adorable Aditya, may I pass (safe) in your car from 
the illusions which (you desire) for the malignant, the snares 
which are spread for your foes, (in like manner) as a horse
man (passes over a road)" (Rv. ii. 27, 22). 

The word A§viva ("'"1ci) has been used in this verse to 
mean " like a horseman." 

The Maruts or winds have also been described in Rv. x. 
92, 9, as advancing rapidly on horseback. 

In Rv. x. 156, 11 mention has been made of Aji or the 
race-course, where fleet horses were run in a race. Unless 
the horses were ridden, it would ~ave been impossible to hold 
horse-races. The stake marking the goal in the race-course 
was called K4rfma. The chariot-race was, of course, distinct 
from the horse-race. • 

1 Rv. viii. 51 7 :-'!IT if~ ~ ~ ~ mrflt: I ~ 

~II • 
(Read also, ~g. x. g6, 10 and !Jgt~edic Culture Ch. v. 222-227.) 

• Rv. vi. 47, 31 :-~t1'Will111<f.a ift OR:l~~ ~ ~ I 
t Rv. iv. 42, $ :4rt ~:\1m~ fit vm: ~ ~" ! • 
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Dadhikras is the deity of. the war-horse, and also the 
name of Fire, to which the horse has been frequently com-. 
pared. Three Soktas, vis., Rv. iv. 38, 39 and 4o have been 
devoted to the praise of the war-horse or Dadhikras and from 
a perusal of these spirited hymns, it appears that the war-· 
horse was used for riding as well as for drawing war:chariots. 

The war-chariots could only be , manceuvred on even 
plains and hard grounds ; but the cavalry could easily pursue 
the enemy over rough grounds and ups and downs, which it 
was impossibl~ for war-chariots to do:l It ·would,· indeed, 
be strange if the Aryans· did not discover the use of the 
horse as,an animal for riding, when they used it as a beast of 
burden (Rv. viii. 46, 8). The horse was also used for draw
ing the plough. (Rv. x. 101, 7): 

The horse, as we have already said, was the emblem of 
Fire, the Sun and Power, and used to be ·formerly sacrificed, 
and its cooked flesh partaken of by the worshippers with great 
relish (Rv. i. 162, 12). The hor~e, decked with pearl, gold 
and silver ornaments, took part in festive processions, as it 
does even now in modern India. 

The ass has also been mentioned in the ~gveda. It 
was employed to.draw carts (Rv. i. 241 4), and also to carry 
burdens. The wild ass (A sinus Onager) is still confined to 
the sandy deser.ts of Sind and Cutch, where from its speed 
and timidity it is almost unapproachable. 2 Probably these 
wild asses were tamed in clncient Sapta-Sindhu. 

I have not come across any distinct mention of the mule 
in the ~gveda. But it is mentioned in the Aitareya 

• In this connect!on, the translation of the following verses from the 
46th Sfrkta of the Sixth Ma~dala of the ~gveda will be found interesting::..:.. 

11 0 lndra, when the great' battle begins, thou urgest our horses over the 
uneven paths, like falcons darting upon their food and flying over inaccessible 

r~tions with great speed. 
''Rushing rapidly like rivers in their downward 1=ourse, and although 

neighing loudly through .terror, t~ey yet, tight-girthed, return repeatedly (to 
the conflict) for cattle, like birds darting on their prey." · 

' Ency. Brit. •/ol. XII.; p. 742, Ninth Edition, 
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Brahmat;a (vi. 17. 3). It would thus appear that cross
breeding was known in India from very early times, and the 
utility of mules as beasts of burden understood by the ancient 
Aryans. 

The- buffalo was also a domestic animal in ancient Sapta
Sindhu. Probably its rich milk was used for food ; and 
butter was made of it. It was also used as a draught-animal 
for drawing carts and ploughs. Herds of buffaloes were 
grazed in the woods, just as they are done even to this day. 
(Rv. ix. 33, I.) They were also killed for their flesh, Indra 
having been very fond of it and devouring at a time the flesh 
of 100 to 300 buffaloes. (Rv. v. 29, 8; vi. 17, 1 1.)1 

-The goat was also domesticated for food, milk and its 
soft wool, for which it is even now famous in Kashmir and 
Tibet. It was also sacrificed in honour of the Gods, and it 
replaced the bull and the horse in later times, most probably 
because it was discovered to be singularly free from 
tuberculosis. It i~ remarkable that in all affections from 

A 

this disease, the Ayurveda which embodies the Hindu system 
of medicine, prescribes goat's milk and goat's flesh for 
patients as necessary diets. The goat was sometimes 
harnessed to light carts in ancient Sapta-Sindhu. (Rv. ix. 
26, 8.) 

The sheep was also largely domesticated for its flesh and 
wool, and sacrificed in honour o~the Gods. (Rv. i. gr, 14.) 
The sheep of Gandhara (Kandahar) was famous-for its wool. 
(Rv. i. 126, 7 and iv. 37, 4·) The camel was a familiar 
beast of burden in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, as it is even now in 

• 
the modern Punjab. It was even then, as it is now, " the 

l In Hari-'llam§a Parf!a of the Maba.bba.rata (Chaps. 146-147) is the 
description of a picnic, held in Pindaraka, a watering place on the west coast of 
Guzrat, near Dvaraka, in which Kf{IJ;l.a, Baladeva, Arjuna and others took p~rt, 
At the banquet roast buffalo meat, which seemed to have been a favourite dish 
was served. In Chap. 205 of the Vanapar'11a o£ the Mahdbhdrata also, it i~ 
related that buffalo-meat was publicly sold in the market,tnd the stalls display
lni it were crowded by customers. • 
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ship of the desert" (Rv. viii. 46, 28), carrying burdens and 
travellers on its back across the sandy wilds oCSind and· 
southern Sapta-Sindhu. 

The dog was also a pet domestic !1-nimal. Its size must 
have been enormous in those days, as it was used as a beast 
of burden. (Rv. viii. 46, 28.) It is well known that in the 
polar regions the dog is used by the Esquimaux to draw 
sledges over the ice. Even in later times, Sapta-Sindhu was 
famous for its dogs, and large numbers. used to be exported 
to Persia and Mesopotamia to assist in the hunt. 1 . 

There are evidences of the elephant having been tamed 
after capture, in ancient Sapta~Sindhu. Both European and 
Indian scholars have said that the eiephant has but rarely been 
mentioned in the ~gveda. Professor Macdonell goes so far 
as to say that the animal " is explicitly refe.rred to in only two 
passages of the IJ,gveda, and the form of the name applied to 
it 'the beast (mrga) with a hand ..(hasti).'·shows that the 
~~is still regarded it as a strange animaJ."2 It was 
indeed a strange animal, as it was not so familiar on the 
plains of Sapta-Sindhu as the horse, the cow, the buffalo or 
the camel. It is a ferocious animal in its wild state, living 
on mou~tains and in the deep recesses of forests. It is 
caught and tamed with great difficulty and hazard, and none 
but Rajas and rich noblemen can afford to keep it. There is 
no reason for wonder, therefo~e, that the ~~is called it by its 
distinguishing limb, the probosci-s, which the animal uses just 
as we use our hand for picking up food and things. .But it 
was also known by t~e names of lbha and Vara~a, and has 

' 1' The Babylonians importjd Indian dogs. The breed is asserted tc be 
the largest and strongest that exist, and on that account, the best su!ted for 
hunting wild-lions which they will readily attack. The great fondness felt by 

the Persians for the pleasure of the chase, by whom it was regarded. as a 
chivalrous exercise, must have increa~d the value and use of these animals 
which soon became even an object of luxury." (Hist. Hist. of the World: 

Vol. 11 p. 488) t 

• • Macdonell's Hi~t. of Sansk. Lit., p. 148. 
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been referred to not in two passages only of the ~gveda as 
Professor Macdonell says, but in several passages in one 
name or another, some of which are mentioned below : 

" 0 Maruts, ye eat the trees of the forest like the beasts 
called elephants." (Rv. i. 64, 7·P 

"0 Agni, thou goest with fearless power (majesty), just 
as the king goes with his minister on the elephant." (Rv. iv. 

4· I. )2 

" (0 Agvins), as the hunters desire to trap large 
elephants, so I am invoking ye, day and night, with these 
articles of sacrifice." · (Rv. x. 40, 4.)3 

This verse shows that hunters used to trap or catch 
elephants in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, and they were constantly 
on the look-out for elephants, as the catching of these animals 
was highly paying and profitable to them. 

"Indra assumes uncontrollable power in sacrifices, like 
an elephant that exudes the mada juice, i.e., becomes must or 
rogue." (viii. 33, 8.) 4 

"The powerful mother replied, ' he who seeks thy enmity, 
fights like an elephant on the mountain.' " (Rv. viii. 45, s-)5 

'' 0 Asvins, like a rogue elephant, driven by anku§a 
(iron hook), kill ye the enemies, bending your bodies." 
(Rv. x. 106, 6.) 6 

From the above quotations ~ would appear that elephants, 
that inhabited the mountains and forests of Sapta-Sindhu, 
were caught and tamed by hunters, and sold to the Rajas 
who used to ride them with their ministers. They were also , 

' R v. i. 64, 7 :-~ ~ ~if: '{S~?IT ClifT 1 etc. 
~~. 

• Rv. iv. 4, I :-lf[f,; '1"1'1101'11 ~ I 

• Rv. x. 40, 4 :-~ "llif-q rm:~ lliT~cil ~ro ~·flro fif ~ 1 

• Rv. viii. 33, 8: -~ iPTt i1' rm:w: lJ~ ~· ~ I etc. 

Rv. viii. 45, 5:-qftr tifT 1fWt'~~ if lf~ I ~ Jl(.l'(q 
' ... 

lfT'fCii.... II 

6 6 ~ -~ '-A ·~ •• ~ •e..... o Rv. lt. 10 , ·-~ q ~.,, 1 !i1:fi' o.t'iJ.. iicmt'll' 9tH~ 1 trlft to. 'Ill' etc. • 
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probably used in war. That these animals were the natives 
of the Himalayan forests would appear from the following 
extracts from the Encyclofcedia Britannica (Vol. XII, 
p. 742) :-"The elephant still exists in considerable numbers 
along the terai or sub-montane fringe of the Himalaya." . It 
is therefore extremely likely that the elephant ex.isted in the 
HimAlayan forests of Sa pta -Sindhu in ancient times also. 

Among other ~ild animals and beasts of prey, mention is 
made in the ~gveda of the spotted deer (i. 37. r), th~ musk
deer (x. q6, 6), the black buck, known as K!{tpasara Mrga 
(x. 94, 5), the wild boar, the bison (viii. 45, 24), the lion 
(viii. r, 20; ix. 8g, 3; x. 28, 10), the wolf ( Vrka),the bear, 
the hare, the mongoose (Nakula), the monkey (Kapi), and 
the jackal. There were long stretches of woods and thickets 
in the plains, and -forests on the mountains, in whic~. they 
lived and freely roamed. A whole beautiful Sukta has been 
devoted to the description of Aratpyani or forest. (Rv. x. q6). 

The lion is still found in the deserts of Raj putana, having 
probably been driven to the south by the destruction of the 

. woods and forests of Sapta-Sindhu. The liger ( Vyaghra) 
has not been anywhere mentioned in the. ~gveda, as it was 
probably in those days a native of Southern India; but now 
its natural home is the swampy jungles of Bengal, though he 
is also found in all the forests of India. The absence of the 
tiger in ancient Sapta-Sinlihu unmistakably points to its 
complete severance from the Deccan. · The lion used to be 
trapped and caught alive, and kept in cages probably for 
show. (Rv. x. 28, ro.) 

• 
With regard to the black buck, the antelope proper 

(Antilope bezoartica), it ahould be mentioned here that it 
was held sacred by the ancient Aryans, and its skin used at 
the time of holding sacrifices. The white hairs of the skin 
represented the IJ,ks, tli~ bla£k represented the Samas, . a;d 
the yellow the Y~jus. 1 "Its special habitat is the salt plains, 

• ! T)le Satapatha Brij.hmal)la. I. 4· 2. 
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as on the coast lines of Guzrat and Orissa, where herds of 
fifty does may be seen, accompanied by a single buck. The 
doe is of a light fawn colour, and has no horns. The colour of 

the buck is a deep brown-black above, sharply marked off 
from the white of the belly. His spiral horns, twisted for 
three or four turns like a corkscrew, often reach the length 
of 30 inches. The flesh is dry and unsavoury, but is permit
ted meat for Hindus, even of the Brahman c~ste." J It is to 
be noted that the Aryans even in a later age regarded the 
black buck as a distinguishing mark of the Aryan land pro
per, or more correctly speaking, of the land where Vedic 
sacrifices could be performed (Yajniya deJa). All other 
lands over which the black buck did not roam were unfit for 
holding sacrifices in, and regarded as Mleccha de§a.2 Pro

bably the proper habitat of the black buck in ancient times was 
the Southern and Eastern coast-lines of Sapta-Sindhu, which 
in later times extended, with the disappearance of the Eastern 
Sea from the Gangetic trough, to the coast-line of Orissa, 
and with the disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, to the 
coast-line of Guzrat. This extended country afterwards 
formed Aryavarta, 3 or the country inhabited hy the Aryans. 
It is remarkable that the black buck is found nowhere else in 

A 

India excepting Aryavarta. 

The proper home of the musk-deer is in the Himalaya 
where it is still found, and kille4 by hunters for its musk. 

The Gaura Jfrga which has been frequently mentioned 

in the ~gveda (viii. g, 3; 45, 24) is probably the Gour 
(Bibos Gaurus), the ''bison " of sportsmen, "which is 

• found in all the hill jungles, in the Western Ghat, in Central 
India, in Assam, and in Briti'>h Rurma," and " sometimes 

1 Ency. Brit., Vol. XII. p. 742 (Ninth Edition). 

• ~~~ ~ ii<il ~ ~ll'rq'Ci: "~~T ~ 1il"'~~~ct:tR: II 
• (Manu, II, 23.) 

• "~T~fli:"l'tl ~"" u~r~"1fT'tf 'lff~m 1 ~~i: fmr1~:r~Tc!~ fb..,•'tlT: 11 d.. ... ..., ., t ,,~::3 

(Manu, 111 z.4·) 
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attai.ris the height of 20 hands (close on 7 feet), measudng 
from the hump above the shoulder. Its short curved horns 
and skull are enormously massive. Its colour is dark che~t

nut or coffee-brown. From. the difficult nature of its habitat 

and from tlie ferocity \Vith which it charges an enemy, the 

pursuit of the bison is no less dangerous and no less exciting • 
than that of the tiger or tile elephant." 1 As it is now found 
in, and confined to the Southern Peninsula, Assam and 
Burma, it must have migrated to these countries from Sapta

Sindhu, after ·it had become 'connected with the Deccan and 
Assam by the disappearance of the R~jput~n~ Sea and the 
Eastern Sea respectively. There is geological evidence to 
prove that the Deccan was connected with Assam and 
Burma on the one hand, 11nd South Africa on the other, and 
extended as far south as Australia,. forming a large continent 
by itself, and completely cut off from Sapta-Sindhu by seas. 
The Gaura Mrga, having ·once migrated to the south, freely 
roamed east and west through the jungles and over the hills 
of Central India, the ":vV estern Ghats, Assam and British 
Barma, and completely disappeared from Sapta-Sindhu which, 

with the destruction of the woods, could no longer afford it 

free pasturage and absolute security. 

Among reptiles, frogs and snakes are mentioned in the ~g
veda (vii. so, loJ). The blatant croakings of the frogs have 
been compared with the loud recitations of the Vedic hymns 

by the pupils and d-isciples of' the lJfis in the abodes of learn

ing, (Rv. viii. 103, S), a grotesquely beautiful comparison, 
no doubt. There are whole Saktas devoted to Mantras for 
taking off poiEon injected by the bites of poisonous snakes 

·and insects, which proves that these reptiles were numerous in 
ancient Sapta-Sindhu (R\f. i. 191 ; vii. so). Fishes also h'ave 

• been mentioned (Rv. x. 68, 8), and the 111 ahanzi1ta, or the 

large fish, referred t9 in Rv. viii. 67, could be no other than 

the whale .. There was a cotlritry called Matsyadesa to the 

'• 
1 Ency. Brit., Vo~ XII, p. 742. 

12 
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south-east of Sapta-Sindhu, probably at the junction of the 

Rajput!ma and the Eastern Seas, which was so called pro

bably on account of the abundance of fish obtained there on 
the sea-coasts. 

Among birds, mention is made in the ~gveda of pea

cocks (iii. 45, 1) of which, it is said, there were 21 species 
(Rv. i. 191, 14), falcons (Syena) (F. Peregrz"nator), goose or 

swan (Ha'f!tsa) {iii. 8, 9; viii. 35, 8 and ix. 32, 3), quails ( Var
tika) (i. 112, 8), Francoline partridge (K apinjala) (ii. 42 and 
43), black claws (kr.p;za sakufJa) (ix. 16, 6), owl (Uluka), whose 
screeches were regarded as inauspicious (x. 165, 5 and 6), 
Cakraflakas or ruddy geese, parrots (Suka) and the vulture 

(Grdhra) (x. 123, 8). Bird-catchers are mentioned in the ~g
veda, who either netted or snared them and sold them to 

those who were fond of birds' flesh. (Rv. i. gz, 10). 

Of the Flora in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, the Asvattha (Ficus 
religiosa) was called the Vanaspati, or "king of forest" on 
account of its size and tall ness. It was held sacred, and its 

wood was used for making Soma-vessels. Professor Mac

donell has translated it by the word " horse·stand," probably 
suggesting thereby that the shade of the tree was used for 

stabling horses. But it has been derived otherwise hy San

skrit Etymologists, and is meant to be the tree that is not of 

yesterday, but stands from olden times. And, in reality, the 

Asvattha is not short-lived, and ~an easily withstand violent 
storms and blasts of wind. The ~gveda, however, does not 
mention the other well-known sacred tree of the plains, viz., 
the Nyagrodha or Vata (Ficus lndicus). This was probably 

a native of the Deccan. The Sami tree (Acacia suma) is 

mentioned in the ~gveda (x. 31, IoJ. as well as the Pali§a 

(Butea Frondosa) (x. 97, 5) and the Stdmall (Eriodendron 
anfractuosime) (x. 85, 2). There is also mention of the 
Khadira (!llimosa catechu) and. of the Simsapa (Dalbergia 
Sisu) in Rv. iii. 53, 19. The scholiast says that the bolts of 
the axles of carts and chariots were madt of the Khadira 

• 
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wood, and the Simsapa furnished the wood for the floor. The 
Simbul or Simul (Bombax matabarica) is also mentioned in 

Rv. iii. 53, 22. The Soma grew on the Mujavat peak of.the 

Himalaya, as also in the plains. The lk-?u or sugar-cane is 

also mentioned (ix. 86, 18). Yava or barley, (v. 85, 3; x. 6g, 3) 
and Dhanya or rice (x. 94, 13) are also mentioned as the 

principal crops cultiv~ted. As regards Dhanya, I wa~. sur
prised to read the following remarks of Professor Macdonell : 

" Rice which is familiar to the later Vedas, and regarded in 
them as one of the necessaries of life is not mentioned in the 

~gveda at all. Its natural habitat is in the south-east, the 

regular monsoon a·rea·, where the rain-fall Is very abundant, 
Hence it probably did not exist in the region of the Indus 

river-system when the ~gveda was composed, though in 
later times, with the practice of irrigation, its cultivation 

spread to all parts of India." 1 This supposition ~f the Profes

sor is gratuitous, as we have already proved that rains were 
abundant in ancient Sapta-Sindhu on account of its proximity 

to the seas, and helped the tillers in the cultivation of paddy 

which is also distinctly mentioned in the ~gveda.2 (x. 94· 
13). (Read also J!,gvedic. Culture,. ch. vii). 

Mention is also made of sweet edible fruits, available in 
the forests in great abundance (Rv. x. 146, 3), as well a.s of 

many flowery creepers and medicinal herbs. The white lotus 

(Rv. x. 142, 8) was the favourite flower among the ancient 
• Aryans, and was obtained from the 1'!-kes. The mango-tree 

is nowhere mentioned, as it probably was indigenous to South 

India, nor is the Sa!a (Slzorea robusta), the famous tin'lber. 

tree of the submonti,ne regions of the Himalaya and of the 
Deccan. The Kusa was the sacred grass ·which was largely 

used in the performance tlf sacrifices. 

Of Minerals, mention has been made of gold, silver, 

copper, iron ~nd precious stones in the ~gveda. The 

1 Macdonell's History of Sanskrit Literatttrt!, p. 146 . •• • ' Rv. x. 94. 13: -1ftr11') oft~ "''T~WCf: ~ttl m1f if~ ~: 11 
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ancient Aryans, both men and women, were fond of bedecking 
their persons with gold ornaments, either plain or set with 
precious stones. Coins were made both of gold and silver. 
But whether copper coins were in existence is not quite clear. 
Iron was largely used for making weapons of war, and 
agricultural implements. Mailed coats were also made of 
iron. There is also mention of iron forts which were 
probably so called in a figurative sense on account of their 
strength and invincibility. It would thus appear that even 
in ~gvedic times, the Aryans were acquainted with the 
various uses of the principal metals, and had already passed 
the stone age of civilisation. To trace up their history to 
that age would be a feat as impossible as that of drawing a 
landscape in blinding and impenetrable darkness. The 
ancient Aryans had reached a very high rung of the ladder of 
civilisation, when the rest of the world did not even approach 
its foot. These metals and precious stones were procurable 
in the northern mountainous regions of Sapta-Sindhu. Even 
in comparatively recent times, the Babylonians used to draw 
their supply of gold and precious stones from these regions. 
Ctesias says expressly that the precious stones were imported 
from India, and that onyxes, sardines and the other stones 
used for seals were obtained in the mountains bordering on 
the sandy desert. "Emeralds and jaspers," says Theophristus 
a more recent author but worthy of credit, " which are used 
as objects of decorations came flam the desert of Bactria (of 
Cobi). They are sought for by persons who go thither on 
horse-back at the time of the north-wind which blows away 
the sand, and discovers them.'' • 

" The country where gold is found and which the griffins 
infest" says Ctesias, "is exceedingly desolate. The 
Bactrians who dwell in the neighbourhood of the Indians, 
assert that the griffins watch over lhe gold, though the Indians 
themselves deny that they do ·anything of the kind, as they 
have no need of the metal ; but (say they) the griffins are 
only anxinus on account of their young, and these are t~e 
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objects of their protection. The Indians go armed into the 
desert (of Cobi) in troops of a thousand or two thousand men. 
But we are assured that they do not return from these 
expeditions till the third or the fourth year." 

These classical accounts go to prove that. there was 
abundance of gold and precious stone~ in Sapta-Sindhu which • 
extended as far as Bactria in ~gvedic times. 

Of the Minerals in Sapta-Sindhu, no mention is made of 
salt in the ~gveda, although the Salt Range exists in the 
very heart of the country from time immemorial, and salt 
could also be manufactured from the sea-water, if any 
necessity arose._ This has led some European scholars to 
infer that the ancient Aryans were not at all acquainted with 
the use of salt. As Professor Macdonell has rightly observed, 
it is ''a good illustration of the dangers ofargumentum ex 
silentio." Such an argument would be as absurd as to say 
that the ancient Aryans did not know the use of shoes 
( Upanaha), as they are not· mentioned in the ~gved:!, 

although the warriors had helmets on their heads, breast
plates on their breasts, iron mail-coats on their bodies and 
skin-gloves on their hands, and that the only limbs that they 
omitted or did not care to protect were their legs and feet . 
that required as much protection as the other limbs, more 
particularly to enable them to march easily ove-r grounds, 
rough, hot and cold. It is ctften forgotten that the ~gveda 
is not a history of the ancient Aryans, in the proper sense of 
the word, but only a collection of hymns addressed to their 
various Gods ; and it is indeed a matter for wonder that in a 
work, essentially religious, the~e should be found so many 
evidences of the incid~nts of their secular life and material 
civilisation, which, when carefully read, give us a pretty good 

idea of their modes of living and thought. Would it not, 
therefore, be rash to deduce an inference from the omission 
of the mention of a particular article or custom in the 
~gveda, and to ~ay that it did not at all exist ? 

• 
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However this may be, we hope! we have been able to 
draw an approximate picture of the physical features of 
ancient Sapta-Sindhu, and its fauna, flora, and minerals. We 
have shown ( 1) that the Sarasvatl was a mighty stream in 
those ancient days, with water flowing through her channel 
all the year round, which was probably perennially supplied 
by melted snow at her source, and that her banks, as well as 
the banks of the other rivers, were inhabited by a prosperous 
people, fond of holding sacrifices in honour of their Gods; 
{2) that the submontane regions of the Him~laya and the 
valley of Kashmir were also inhabited by Aryan tribes ; (3) 
that the country, besides being intersected by the rivers, had 
also long stretches of forests, and a desert in the south; (4) 
that the banks of the Sindhu were also well populated, and 
had important centres of manufacture in wool, woollen goods, 
and cotton fabrics ; (5) that the horses bred in the region of 
the Sindhu were famous, and probably in great demand 
throughout the country; (6) that the forests were infested 
with wild animals such as the wolf, the lion, tae wild boar, 
the elephant, the monkey, the bear, the jackal, the bison, the 
buffalo, the deer and the antelope ; (7) that the black buck, 
held sacred by the sacrifice-loving Aryans, was a distinguish
ing mark of the land inhabited by them ; (8) that barley, rice, 
millet, and probably other cereals also were the principal pro
ducts of Aryan agriculture; (9) that they domesticated the 
cow, the buffalo, the ass, the hors~ the goat, the dog, the sheep 

·and the camel, and caught and tamed even the wild elephant ; 
and ( ao) that they were acquainted with the use of gold, silver, 
copper, iron and precious stones that wer~ the products of 
either Sapta-Sindhu, or of contiguous regi.ons. It was indeed 
a self-contained country possessing ~n equable climate, pro
viding all the necessaries of life, and affording facilities for 
advancing towards a higher civilisation and developing all 
those traits of character that make a people great. Though 
divided into numerous clans and tribes, the more advanced 
Aryans were a homogeneous people who f~lt a mysterious 

• 
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impulse to develop their peculiar genius; and actuated 
by that impulse, they tried their best to get rid of all discord
ant elements,. and eliminate them from their community. 
They were engaged in their noble and arduous task of self
assertion and self-determination for a .long time, but the story 

·of their struggle will be narrat~d in a subsequent chapter. 



CHAPTER VI. 
THE DECCAN OR SOUTHERN INDIA IN ~GVEDIC TIMES. 

As we have already said, there is no mention whatever. 
in the ~gveda of the Deccan, or the Vindhya mountains, or 
the famous rivers of the Southern Peninsula like the :-Jar
mad!i, the Godavari, the Kr~Q.a, etc., or of the peoples inhabit
ing that country. 1 It is therefore not at all possible to 
describe the country from any internal evidence of the ~g

veda. The Deccan was completely cut off from Sapta
Sindhu by the RAjput~n!i Sea, and the Sea occupying the 
Gangetic trough ; and the Aryans did not care to go to that 
country, dark and unknown, by crossing the deep anJ danger
ous sea. If they ever migrated or extended in any direction 
during ~gvedic times, they did so by the overland route in 
the direction of Gandhara, Bactriana, Persia and 'Western 
Asia. There were undoubtedly sea-going vessels and mer
chant-ships in Sapta-Si ndhu; but navigation in those early 
days was most difficult and dangerous, and ship-wrecks were 
probably very common occurrences. We may therefore 
safely surmise that the multitude generally avoided the sea
route for going to any foreign country. It was only the 
covetous and daring Aryan merchants, the Va~iks or Pattis, 
as they are called in the ~gveda,. who ventured on a sea
voyage for the purpose of trading in neighbouring countries. 
It is just possible that the Aryan merchants crossed the 
Rajputana Sea, and traded along the \Vestern coast of the 
Deccan, exchanging the surplus products ~f Sapta-Sindhu for 
those of the latter country. But it is extremely doubtful 

• whether the Malabar coast existed in those days in its present 
shape. There is geological evidence to prove that in very 
early times, Southern India formed part of a huge continent 
which extended from Burma and South China on the east, to 
---------------· -----.----------

1 Vide Appendix (A) to this Chapter. 
• 
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East and South Africa on the west, and from the VinJhya hills 
on the north to Australia on the south ; and it was probably 
not connected anywhere with Western Asia, though there .is 
reason to believe that it ·had some connection with the Eastern 
Himalaya through Assam This continent was bounded on 
.the north, as we have already seen, by a long stretch of sea 
extending from Assam to the' southern coast of Sind as it 
fhen was, and joined with what the classical. writers .called 

the Erytlme1n Sea, or the Arabian Sea, as we now call it. 

This Southern Conti~ent existed. from early Permian times 
up to the close of the Miocene epoch, according to Mr. H. F. 
Blanford. Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace says:. "It (this conti
nent) represents what was probably a primary zoological 

region in some past geological epoch; but what that epoch 
was and what ·were the limits of the region in question,· we 
are quite unable to say. If we are to suppose that ·it· com

prised the whole area now inhabited by Lemuroid animals, 
we must make it extend from West Africa to Burma, South 

China and Celebes, an area which it probably did once 
occupy."l 

Elsewhere he writes: " It is evident that during much 
of the Tertiary period, Ceylon and South India were bounded 
on the north by a considerable extent of sea, and probably . 
formed rart of· an extensive Southern Continent or great 
island. The very nume.rous a.nd remarkable cases of affinity 

with Malaya require, however,· some closer approximation 
with these islands, which .problbly occurred at a later period. 
When, still later, the great plains and tablelands of Hindo
st;tn were formed -nd .a permanent land communication 
effected with the rich and highly developed Himalo-Chinese 
'fauna, .a rapid immigration• gf new types took place, and many. 

of the less specialised forms of mamm:<lia and bird5 became 

' "The Geographical Distribution of Anim~ls with. a study of the rela
tions of living and extinct Faunas, as elucidating the past changes of the 

Earth's ;;urface '' i ondort, Macmillan &. Co. 1870 Vol. l, pp. 76·77· 

• 
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extinct. Among reptiles and insects, th~ competition was 
less severe, or the older forms were too well adapted to local 
conditions to be expelled; so that it is among these groups 
alone that we find any considerable number of what are 
probably the remains oft he ancient fauna of a now submerged 
~outhern Continent."I 

Mr. H. F. Blanford says : " The affinities between the 
fossils of both animals and plants of the Bt>aufort group of 
Africa and those of the Indian Panchets and K'lthmis are 
such as to suggest the former existence of a land connexion 
between the two areas. But the resemblance of the African 
and Indian fossil-faunas does not cease with Permian 
and Triassic times. The plant beds of the Utenhage group 
have furnished eleven forms of plants, two of which Mr. Tate 
has identified with Indian Rajmehal plants. The Indian 
Jurassic fossils have yet to be described (with a few excep
tions), but it has been stated that Dr. Stoliezka was much 
struck with the affinities of certain of the Cutch fossils to 
African forms ; and Dr. Stoliezka and Mr. Griesbach have 
shown that of the Cretaceous fossils of the Umtafuni river in 
Natal, the majority (22 out of 35 described forms) are identi
cal with sp~cies from Soutl1ern India. 

"With regard to the geographical evidence, a glance at 
the map will show that from the neighbourhood of the west 
coast of India to that of the Seychelles, Madagascar, and the 
Mauritius, extends a line of coral atolls and banks, including 
Adas Bank, the Laccadives, Maldivl's, the Cbagos group and 
the Saya-de-Mulha, a:ll indicating the exiitence of a submerg
ed mountain range or ranges. The Seychelles, too, are men
tioned by Mr. Darwin as rising from-an extensive and tolerably 
h·v~l h,,,k ~win<~ •cl dt>'1th of h twet-n 30 and 40 fathoms· so 

v >l', n:~ircl; i bv fringing rt>efs, they may 
iV' ,,, ··.,tdP.d .ts a vir> U<ll exten~ton of tht> same submerged axis . 

• 
• 
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Further west, the Cosmoledo and Comoro Islands consist of 
atolls and islands surrounded by barrier reefs; and these 
bring us pretty Close to the present shores of Africa and 
Madagascar. It seems at least probable that in this chain of 
atolls, banks and barrier reefs, we have indicated the position 
of an ancient mountain chain, which pos~ibly formed the 
back-bone of a tract of later Pal:Eozoic, Mesozoic and early 

.Tertiary land, being related to it much as the Alpine and 
Himalayan system is to the European-~siatic continent, and 
the Rocky Mountains and Andes to the two Americas. As it 
is desirable to designate this Mesozoic land by a name, I would 
propose that of Indo-Oceanea. Professor Huxley has suggest: 
ed ori pal:Eontological grounds that a land connexion existed 
in this region (or rather between Abyssinia and India) during 
the Miocene epoch. "From what has been said above, it will 
be seen that I infer its existence from a far earlier date. 
With regard to its depression, th{'\ only present evidence 
relates to its northern extremity and sho"ws that it was in this 
region, later than the great trap flows of the Dakhan. These 
enormous sheets of volcanic rock are remarkably, horizontal 
to the east of the Ghats and the Sahyadri range, but to the 
west of this, they begin to dip seawards, so that the island of 

·Bombay is composd of the higher part of the formation 
This indicates only that the depression to the westward has 
taken place in Tertiary times, and to that extent, Professor 
Huxley's inference, that it w~s after the Miocene period, is 
quite consistent with the geological evidence. 

· " Pal:Eontology, physical geography and geology; equally 
with the ascertaine~ distribution of living animals and plants, 
offer their concurrent testjmony to the former close connexion 
of Africa and India, including the tropical islands of the 
Indian Ocean. The Indo-Oceanic land appears to have exist
ed from at least early Permian times, probably (as Professor 
Huxley has pointed out) up to the close of the Miocene 
epoch; and So~th Africa and Penins~Ier India are th~ 
• 
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existing remnants of that ancient land. It may not have been 
absolutely continuous during the whole of ~his long period. 
Indeed, the Cretaceous rocks of Southern Ir.dia and Southern 
Africa, and the marine Jurassic beds of tl:e same regions, 
prove that some portions of it were for bnger or shortrr 
periods, invaded by the Sea ; but any break of contininty was 
probably not prolonged; for .Mr. Wallace's inver:.tigation in 
the Eastern Archipelago have shown how narrow a sea may 
offer an insuperable barrier to the migration of land animals. 
In Palceozoic times, this land must have been connected with 
Australia, and in Tertiary times with Malayana, since the 
Malayan forms with African alliances are in several cases 
distinct from those of India. 'vVe know as yet too little of 
the geology of the eastern peninsula to say from what epoch 
dates the connexion with Indo-Oceanic land. Mr. Theobald 
has ascertained the existence of Triassic, Cretaceous and 
Nummulitic rocks in the Arabian coast range, and Carboni
ferous limestone is known to occur from Moulmein south
ward, while the range east of the Irrawadi is formed of 
younger Tertiary rocks. From this it would appear that a 
considerable part of the :\1alaya Peninsula must have been 
occupied by the sea during the greater part of the Mesozoic 
and Eocene periods. Plant-bearing rocks of Raniganj age 
have been identified as forming the outer spurs of the Sikkim 
Himalaya ; the <>ncient land must therefore have extended 
some distance to the north of tfle present Gangetic delta. 

Coal both of Cretaceous and Tertiary age occurs in the Khasi 
hills, and also in upper Assam, but in both case-;, associated 
with marine beds ; so that it would appeat that in this region, 
the boundaries of land and sea oscillated somewhat during 
Cretaceous and Eocene times. To.the north-west of India, 
the existence of great formations of Cretaceous and Nummu
litic age, stretching far through Baluchistan and Persia, and 
entering into the structure of the north-west Him&laya prove 
that in the later Mesozoic and Eocene ages India had no 
direct communication with western Asia; w\ile the Jurrasic 

• 
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rocks of Cutch, the Salt RangE", and the northern Himalaya 
show that in the preceding period the sea covered a large part 
of the present Indus basin ; and the Triassic, Carboniferous, 
and still more recent marine formations of the Himalaya 
indicate that from very early times till the upheaval of that 
great chain, much of its present ·site was for ages covered by 
the Sea." 

Mr. Blanford thus sums up the views a.dvan~ed by him : 
" rst-The plant-bearing·series of India ranges from early 

Permian to the latest ]tJrassic times, indicating (except in a 
few .cases and locally) the uninterrupted continuity of land 
and f~esh-water conditions. These may have prevailed from· 
much earlier times. 

"2nd-In the early Permian, as in the Post-Pliocene age, 
. a cold climate prevailed down to low latitudes, and I am 

inclined to believe in both hemispheres simultaneously. \Vith 
the decrease of cold, the fbra ·and reptilian fauna of Permian 
times were diffused to Africa, India, and possibly Australia; 
or the flora may have existed in Australia somewhat earlier, 
and have been diffuse'd thence. 

"3rd-lndia, South Africa and Australia were connected 
by an Indo-Oceanic Co~tinent in the Permian epoch ; and the 
two former countries remained connected (with at the utmost 
only short interruptions) up to the end of the Miocene period. 
During the latter part of the time, this land was also connect-• . 
ed with Malayana. · · 

"4th-In common with some previous \t'riters, I consider 
thatthe position of this land was defined by the range of 
coral reefs and banlis that now exist between the Arabian Sea 
and East Africa. 

"sth-Up to the end of the Nummulitic epoch, no direct 
connexion (except possibly for short periods) existed between 
India and Western Asia." 1 

1 H. F: Blanford 11 On the Age and Correlations of the Pla~t-bearing 
serie~ of India and ~e former existence of an Indo-Oceanic Continent." 
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXXI, 18751 pp. 534-540. 
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From the above extracts it would appear that South India 
remained connected with South Africa up to the end of the 
Miocene Epoch, as a huge continent, completely cut off from 
Sapta-Sindhu or the modern Punjab, by a long stretch of sea, 
extending from Assam to the Arabian sea. Though Mr. 
Blanford establishes the connection of India, South Africa and 
Australia in the Permian epoch, it is possible that the con
nection lasted with interruptions till the end of the Miocene 
epoch or even later when man flourished on the globe, as we 
shall see later on ; and that the isolation of Sapta-Sindhu 
continued till a much later period. 

Mr. Ernst Haeckel thus writes about the ancient Southern 
Continent : " This large continent of former times Sclater, 
an Englishman, has called Lcmuria, from the monkey-like 
animals which inhabited it, and it is at the same time of great 
importance from being the probable cradle of the human race 
which in all likelihood here first developed out of anthropoid 
apes." 1 

Elsewhere he writes '' There are a number of circum
stances (especially chronological facts) which suggest that the 
primeval home of man was a continent now sunk below the 
surface of the Indian Ocean, which extended along the south 
of Asia, as it is at present (anJ probably in direct connection 
with it), towards the east, as far as Further India and the 
Sunda Islands ; towards the wes1, as far as Madagascar and 
the south-eastern shores of Africa.":? 

Whether this continent was the original cradle of man
kind or not, there can be no doubt that man existed here from 

• very early times, and that his creation in this continent was 
made possible only after the cre-.tion of anthropoid apes 
which were his nearest approach. There is evidence of the 
existence of Pliocene man in the valley gravels of the Nar-

i Ernst Haeckel's "History of Creation," 2nd Ed.1 1876. Vol. I, pp. 

36o·6t. 1 
' Ern:;t Haeckel's" History of Creation," 1876. Vol. 11. pp. 325-~6. 

• 
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mada and of Miocene man in Upper Burma. 1 · It can, there. 
fore; be safely surmised that man had existed in this coriti. 
nent long before the time when the greater portion of it was 
submerged in consequence of a violent cataclysm. Though 
Sapta-Sindhu was not directly connected with it, conditions 
similar to those of. the lost continent must have· prevailed 
there, which favoured the creation of a family of human beings 

entirely different from that of the Southern Continent ; and 
these were the progenitors of the Aryan race who, having 
been endoWed with higher mental faculties, developed a civil
isation which was destined to dominate the whole world, and 
uplift the entire human race. 

'rt is possible that the same. seismic forces that caused the 
subsidence of the greater portion of the Southern ·Continent 
also caused the upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana Sea; and 
if these two events \vere simultaneous and synchronous, they 
must have occured long after ~gvedic times ; for the Rajpu
tanaSea h~d been· in existence, when some at least of the ancient 
hymns of the ~gveda were composed _ The upheaval of its 
bed must have caused, by the displacement- of the vast volumes 
of its waters, a deluge in .Sapta.Sindhu, known as· Manu;s 

Flood, which we have discussed in a previous chapter: The 
depression of the Aravalli mountain was also probably due 
to the same causes that upheaved the sea-bed and submerged 
a large portion of the South~rn Continent. It is related in 
the Pura1;1as that the great sage Agastya sipped up the ocean dry 
and caused the high peaks of the Vindhya mountains to bend, 
when he crossed over to Southern India, where he was the first to 
lead an Aryan colotfy. This sipping 'up of the ocean and bend
ing down of the Vindhya. are undoubtedly connected with the 
physical disturbances that Jed to the drying up of the Rajpu
l<ina Sea and the depression of the Aravalli mountain, as the 
Vindhya is called, and have been fathered upon Agastya who 

1 The Students' tyell (t!,!g6) pp. 236, 2371 4S· Tlte Story of Primitive 

M411 (1895) p. 3. Read also Appendix (B) to this Chapter.· 
• 
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first ventured to the south. This Agastya, however, is not 
the Vedic bard of that name, but probably one of his descend
ants who, as was the custom in those ancient days, bore the 
patronymic of Agastya. This tradition which is connected 
with an undoubted physical fact goes to prove the antiquity 
of th~ Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu and of the ~gveda. 

But to return to our account of the Deccan in ~gvedic 

times. It formed part of a vast southern continent that ex
tendeil, as we have seen, from Further India to south-eastern 
Africa, and probably as far south as Australia. The stage of 
the civilisation of the original human inhabitants of this vast 
continent may well be judged by that of their descendants who 
are the present remnants of the race in Africa, South India, 
Australia, the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and the 
islands scattered in the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean. 
Most of them are in the same primitive condition of life as 
their progenitors were in, hundreds of thousands of years ago. 
The Kolarian and the Dravidian races of the Indian Peninsula 
are allied to the Negroid races of Africa, with such modifica
tions in their physical features and characteristics as climate 
and different environments have imposed upon them ; and 
there can be no doubt that they were the original inhabitants 
of the lost continent. Of the Kolarians and the Dravidians, 
it seems that some tribes of the latter made some progress 
towards civilisation, which was .further advanced hy their 
having come in contact with the Aryans after a communica
tion had been effected between Sapta-Sindhu and the Southern 
Peninsula by the drying up of the Rajputana Sea. The 
Kolarians, on the other hand, except sucl-.as came in contact 
with the Aryans on the borders of the Gangetic plains in later 
times, have remained in their primiti~e savage condition. A 
brief account of some of the primitive tribes of both the races 
wiU be found interesting here : 

"Among the rudest fragments of mankind are the isolated 

Andaman islanders in the Bc~.y of Bengal. 'I'he old Arab and 
• 
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European voyagers described them as dog-faced ·man-eaters. 
The English officers, sent to the islands in 1855 to establish a 
settlement, found themselves surrounded by quite naked canni
bals of a ferocious type, who daubed themselves when festive 
with red earth and mourned in suit of olive-colourerl mud. 
Th~y made a noise like \veeping to express friendship or joy, 
bore only names of common gender which they received 
before birth, and their sole conception of a god \\as an evil 
spirit who spread disease. For five years, they repulsed every 
effort at intercourse by showers of arrows ; but the officers 
slowly brought them to a better frame of mind by building 
sheds near the settlement where these poor beings might find . 
shelter from the tropical rains, and receive medicines and food. 

''The Anamalai Hills in Southern Madras form the refuae 
• . . h· 

of a whole, series of broken tribes: Five hamlets of long-
haired wild-looking Puliers live on jungle products, mice or 
any small animals that they can catch, and worship demons. 
Another clan, the Mundavers, shrink fr<Jm contact with the 
outside world, and possess no fixed dwellings, but wander 
over the innermost hills with their cattle, sheltering themselv~s 
under little leaf-sheds, and seldom remaining in the same 

spot more than a year. The thick-lipped smafl-bodied Kadus 
' Lords of Hills ' are the· remnants of a higher race. They 
file the front teeth of the upper jaw as a marriage ceremony, 
live by the chase, and wield some influence over the ruder 
forest-folk. These hills, no·w very thinly peopled, abound in , 
the great stone monuments (kistvaens and dolmens) which 
the primitive tribes used for their dead. The Nairs of south
•vestern India stiU practise polyandry, according to which a 

man's property .descends not to his own but to his sister's 
children. This system •also appears among the Himalayan 
tribes at the opposite extremity of India . 

• 

. " In the Central Prov~nces, the aboriginal races form a 
large portion of the population. In .certain districts, as in the 

Feudatory State•o£ Bastar, they a!Dount to three-fifths of the 
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inhabitants. The most important race, the Goods, have made 
some advances in civilisation ; but the wilder tribes stiJI cling 
to the forest, and live by the chase, with, a few years back, 
flint points for their arrows. The Marias wield bows of great 
strength, which they hold with their feet, while they draw the 
strings with both hands. A still wilder 'tribe, the Maris, fly 
from their grass-built huts on the approach of a stranger. 
Once a year, a messenger comes to them from the local Raja 
to take their tribute of jungle products. He does not enter 
their hamlets, but beats a drum outside, and then hides 
himself. The shy Maris creep forth, place what they have to 
give in an appointed spot, and run back again into their 
retreats. 

" Further to the north-east, in the tributary states of 
Orissa, there is a poor tribe, I o,ooo in number, of J uangs or 
Patuas, literally the ' leaf-wearers,' whose women formerly 
wore no clothes. Their only vestige of covering was a few 
strings of beads round the waist with a bunch of leaves, tied 
before and behind. 1 Those under the British influence were 

1 Col. Dalton thus writes about the Juangs in his Descripti'IJe Ethnology of 

Bengal, p. 155 :-

•· The females of the group (the Juangs 'of Keunjhar) had not amongst 
them a particle of clothing. Their sole covering for purposes of decency con
sisted in a girdle compo>ed of several strings of beads from which depended 
before and behind small curtains of leaves. Adam and Eve sewed fig-leaves 
together and made themselve> aprons. Th!lf]uangs are not so far advanced; 
they take young shoots of the A's1n (Terminalia tomentosa}, or any tree with 
young soft leaves. and arranging them so as to form a flat and scale· like 
surface of the required size the sprigs are simply stuck in the girdle, fore 
and aft, and the toilet is complete. The girls were wei~ developed and finely 
formed specimens of the race, and as the light leafy costume let the outlines 
of the figure entirely nude, they would have made good studies for sculpture. 
Next day they came to my tent at noon, •and whilst I conversed with the 
males on their customs, language, and religion, the girls sat nestled together 
in a corner, for a long time silent and motionless as statues; but after an hour 
or two elapsed, the crouching nymphs showed signs of life and symptoms 
of uneasiness, and more attentively regarding them, I found that great tears 
wc::re droppinlf from the down-cast eyes like dew drops tn the green leaves • 

• 
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clothed in r87r by order of Go_vernment, and their native 
chief was persuaded to do the same work for the others. This 
leaf-wearing tribe had no knowledge of the metals till quite 
lately, when foreigners came among them, and no word exists 
in their language for iron, or any other metal. But this 
country abounds with flint weapons, so that the Juangs form 
a remnant, to our own day, of the Stoqe Age. '1_'heir huts' 
writes the officer who knows the~ best ' are . among·. the 
sm::tllest that human beings -ever deliberately coQstructed as 
dwellings. They measure about 6 feet by 8. The head of 
the fami!y and all the females huddle t~gether in tpis one 
shell, not much larger than a dog-kennel.' The boys and the 
young men of the village live in one large building ·apart· by 
themselves; and this custom of having a common abode. for 
the whole male youth of the hamlet is found· among many of 
the aboriginal tribes in' distant parts of India. The Kandhs 
of Orissa who kept up their old tribal ritual of human sacrifice 
until it was put down by the British in r 835-45, and the 
Santals in the we.;t of Lower Bengal who rose in 185s. are 
examples of powerful and highly developed non"Aryan tribes."! 

Now, look at this brief survey of some of the wild tribes 
of the Dravidian and the Kolarian races of the Southern 
Peninsula, who are probably in the same primitive condition 
nf savages to-day as thei~ ancestors were in, thousands, nay 
hundreds of thousands of y~rs ago, little removed from the • 
state of brutes, living by the chase, eating human flesh and 
raw meat, some of them totally ignorant of the use of metals, 
and using flint weapons, as if mankind was still in its infancy 
and did not progre~s beyond the Stone Age-their women 
going nearly stark naked, and huddling together with the . . 

On my tenderly seeking the c1use of their distress, [ was told that the leaves 
were becoming dry, stiff and uncomfortable, and if they were not allowed 
to go to the woods for a change, the consequence would he serious, and they 
certainly could o:~ot d~nce It was a bright, dry d"-y, and· the crisp rastling, 

·as they rose to depart,fconfirmed the statement." 

• 1 Encyclopredia Britannica, Vol. XII, p. 477· (Ninth Edition), 
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chief of the family in kennel-huts, 6 feet by S, and many tribes 
possessing no marriag~-laws or custom to speak of-I say, 
just look at this picture and think whether these men, evc:n if 
they were not in a far worse condition thousands of years ago, 
could ever immigrate from far-off Central Asia over the snowy 
ranges of the Himalaya, across rapid and wide rivers, and 
deep impassable seas, and dreary deserts, to the plains of the 
Punjab or the hilly forest-tracts of Central and Southern 
India. Even if the Aryans be regarded a:o immigrants to 
Sapta-Sindhu, and supposed to have waged a long sanguinary 
warfare (which we cannot bring ourselves to think to be at all 
likely) with these primitive savages of the Stone Age, who 
had nothing but rude stone weapons and missiles for offence 
or defence, and were therefore no match for their superior 
adversaries,-and to have driven them to the Southern 
Peninsula, how could these savages cross the sea over the 
Gangetic trough and the Rajputana Sea, of whose existence 
we find unmistakable evidence in the ~gveda ? Such a 
feat would be impossible for naked savages to accomplish, 
as it would be impossible for the fauna and flora to do. The 
fact of the matter is that the Dravidian or the Kolarian races 
never came from Central Asia to the Punjab, nor did they 
ever come into conflict or contact with the Aryans during 
~gvedic times; that Sapta-Sindhu was a distinct country 
from Southern India, cut off a~ it was by seas; that the 
Aryans were as much autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu as these 
wild tribes were in Southern India which, as we have seen, 
formed part of a huge continent extending from Burma and 
South Chi~a to Eastern and Southern Africa, and as far south 
as Australia; that these savages, though looking like men, 

were little removed from the conditron of anthropoid apes or 
brutes, in which some of their tribes are still to b~ found; that 
they passed through the pal<l'!olithic and the neolithic stages 
of development, of which they have left ample evidences in the 
valley g-ravels of the Narmada, and in the fl~t weapons found 

scattered throughout the Southern Peninsula as far north a~ 
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Raniganj .and Rajmehal' in Bengal, and of which the Juangs 
of Orissa are still the living survivals ; that some of the 
Kolarian tribes, notably the Santals, and some of the Dra
vidians living in the southern -most part of the Peninsula, 
notably the Cholas,.the PaQ.dyas, and the Cheralas or Keralas, 
circumstanced as they were, and probably having come in 
contact with the Aryans, learnt the use of the metals and made 
some progress towards civilisation, but the rest remained in 
their rude primitive condition, and as ignorant as ever of the 
arts of .civilised life .. That these savages of Southern India 
were autochthonous would further be proved by the undoubted 
fact that u the aboriginal tribes in Southern and Western 
Australia use almost the same words for'/, thou, he, we, you 
&c., as the fishermen on the Madras coast, and resemble in 
many ways the Madras Hill tribes, as in the use of their 
national weapon, the boomerang." 1 There is also some lin
guistic affinity between the Dravidian languages and the 
languages in some of the islands in the distant Pacific Ocean. 
As a writer says : " That some of the islands in the distant 
Pacific Ocean were peopled either from the Dravidian settle· 
ments in India, or f~om an earlier common source, remains a 
conjectural induction of philosophers rather than established 
fact." 2 It would certainly not have remained a conjectural 
induction of philosophers, but would have been an established 
ethnological fact by this time, had the fact of Southern India 
forming part of a huge continent, now submerged, but extend
ing in ancient times fn?m the· coasts of the Pacific Ocean to 
South Africa and Austr?lia been .taken into account. A large 
portion of the conti~nt having been submerged, the remnants 
of it, with their human inhabitants, became isolated and sepa
rated from one another by• wide oceans, and the only evidences 
of their having once belonged to the same continent are now 
to be found in the similarities of their fauna, flora, original 
human inhabitants and their languages, such as have survived 

1 Encyclopmdia 1/ritannica, Vol. UI, p. 778 (Ninth Edition). 
• • Ibid., p. ns.' - · 
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the changes and modifications imposed upon them by time, 
circumstances, and altered environments. l 

There can thus be no doubt that the Kolarian and the 
Dravidian races were the original inhabitants of Southern 
India, and the theory of their having been immigrants from 
Central Asia first to the Punjab, and then, through the 
pressure of the invading Aryans, to the Southern Peninsula, 
is more fanciful than real. It is also certain that when the 
Indo-Oceanic Continent or Lemuria was submerged, it was 
inhabited by human beings in very low stages of development, 
and this is proved by the existence of aboriginal savages in 
South Africa, Australia, Southern India, and the islands in 
the Indian Ocean and of the Indian Archipelago, who, though 
probably belonging to the same human family, became 
isolated and separated from one another, and developed 

1 As a further illustration of the point we may mention the Veddas of 
Ceyion and the Sakais and Semangs of the Malay Peninsula who wonderfully 
resemble one another in their physical features. Mr. Thurston in his introduc
tion to Castes and Tribes of Southern India (p. 331 writes: "Speaking of the 
Sakais, the same authorities (Skeat and Blagden) state that ' in evidence of their 
striking resemblance to the Vedd 1s, it is wJrth remuking that one of the 
brothers, Sarasin, who had lived among the Veddas and knew them very well, 
when shown a photograph of a typical Sakai. at first supposed it to be a photo
graph of a Yedda:' For myself when I s 1w the photographs of Sakais publish
ed by Skeat and Blagden, it was difficult to realize that I was not looking at 

pictures of Kadirs, Paniyans, Kurumbas o. other jungle folk ~f Southern India:· 
This testimony also goes to prove the eKistence of t'le lost Ind::>·Oceanic conti· 
nent which was peopled by these allied tribes. The linguistic affinity also has 
been established by l'ater Schmidt in his Die Mon-Khmer- Volker among the 
following groups of langua~es.-The :\lunda langu~ge,_s of India, Nikobar spoken 
in the Nikobar islands; Khasi spoken in the Kh 1si Hills of Assam; Palong 
Wa, and Riang of Salwin basin. Upper Burma; Sakai and Semang languages 
of the Malay Peninsula, and the Mon-Khm~r language~. Dr. Konow also, 
working from the point of view of India proper, has been able to show that the 
Munda languages are connected with Mon-Khmer. These allied groups of 
langua1:es have been styled Austro-Asiatic by Schmidt who postulates the exis• 
tence of an Austro-Asiatic race characterised "by long or medium head, hori
zontal non-oblique eyes, broad nostrils, dark skin, molt: or less wavy hair and 
short or medium stature." (vide R. Chanda's The Indo-Aryan Races, p, ro). • 
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distinguishing characteristics harmoniously with the changes 
of their environments and climate. 

. . 
I have spoken only of the Dravidian and Kolarian abori-

gines of SouthP.rn India, but along with them should be 
mc;:ntioned the savage tribes inhabiting the hills of Upper 
Burma, Assam, Tippera and the North-East frontier of India, 
who belong to the Mongolian family. These are the Abors, 
the Akas, the Mishmis, the N~g~s, the Chakmas and others 
who, in some pre-historic time, had probably lived side by 
side with the forefathers of the pre~ent Mongolians and the 
Chinese, and crossed over 1n to India through the north-eastern 
passes. " Some of the hill Iimguages · in Eastern Bengal " 
says a writer, "preserve Chinese terms, others contain Mong~
lian. Thus t.he Nagas in ~ssam still use w~rds for three and 
water, which might almost be understo~d in the streets of 
Canton" 1 

These wild tribes probably drove the Kola~ians from 
these hilly tracts and the spurs of the Eastern Himalaya into. 
the Southern Peninsula. It will be in the recollectio,{ of our 
readers that Mr. H. F. Blanford has said that the ancient land 
of the Southern P~ninsula "extended some distance to the 
north of the pre.sent Gangetic delta/' connecting itself with 
the Khasi Hills and Upper Assam. A contributor to the 
Ency;lopmdi~ Britannica writes: " It is highly' probable 'that 
the Jurrasic and Cr~taceous coast-line ran ac;oss the northern 

~ ' . . ... 

part of tlw Baj• of Bengal ..... Probably the Jurrasic traps of 
the ·Rajmehal Hills, west .of the D~lta of the Ganges, were 
continuous with those ~f Svlhet and the ·D-elta.'' If we bear 

J 

in mincl this corinedi<tn of the Deccan-or South-ern India with 
the hilly tr~cts of Ass~~ and'Sylhet, w~ shall be able to under
stand th~ significance o{ th~ f~llowing; observations made by 
Mr. J. F. Hewett: -"That they (the Kolarian tribes) came 
from the East is ~hown by the following facts : First, · they 

i E•zcyclof"zdia Britannica, Vol. XII, p. 777· · (Ninth Edition), 
• Ency. Brit., p. ,726 . 

• 
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themselves always say that they did so; secondly, the most 
powerful and purest Kolarian tribes are found in the east ; 
thirdly, their languages are allied to those used on the Bhahma
putra and the Irawaddy by the Kambojans and the Assam
esc." 1 The correctness of this belief or tradition among 
the Kolarians would be clearly proved, if we remembered that 
the lost Southern Continent extended as far· east as Burma 
and South China. The invasion of the Mongolian wild tribes 
must have driven them to the south-west right iQto the heart 
of the modern (ndian Peninsula. They could not of course 
advance directly westwards, as their progress was barred by 
the existence of the sea over the Gangetic trough. But some 
of these tribes, for instance, the Kurkis, marched westward 
through the Peninsula and are now found some 400 miles 
distant from the hilly country inhabited by the Santals, with 
no tradition among them of a common origin. 

The Dravidians occupied the western and the southern 
borders of the Peninsula where their descendants are still found 
in very large numbers. It seems that their evolution was far 
in advance of that of the Kolarians, and they made rapid 
progress towards civilisation after they had come in contact 
with the highly civilised Aryans in post-~gvedic times, 
when the Southern Peninsula became connected with Sapta
Sindhu by the upheaval of the bed of the RAjputan~ Sea. 
It was a descendant of the great sage Agastya of ~gvedic 
famf', who, as we have already ·said, first led an Aryan colony 
to the south from Sapta-Sindhu, by crossing the dried-up 
ocean and the Vindhya mountains. Another decendant of 
this Agastya was a contemporary of tJle great Rama, the 
hero of Valmiki's Ram~yaJ:ta, king of Kosala, which was then 
a flourishing country in the Gant"etic plain, stretching far 
into the Peninsula. The Aryan colonization of the Deccan 
must, therefore, have occurred thousands of years after the 
composition of the most ancient hymns of the ~gveda. 

' Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, r888 an~ 188g. 

• 
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The poet va.lmiki, who vi'as a contemporary of Rama, -and 
had his hermitage or asrama near the Chitrakuta Hills, about 
ten krosas to the south of modern- Prayaga or Allahabad, 
knew partly from personal experience, and partly from 
hearsay, of the extremely savage, nay fierce brute-like condi-_ 
tion of the dark human denizens of the hills and extensive 
forests of Central and Southern India, and called them by 
the hateful names of Vdnaras (lit. forest-men, or monkeys), 
and Rdk-ffasa-s, the eaters of raw meat and human flesh. The 
Vdnaras lived in Ki~kindhya which is identified with modern 
Mysore, and therefore undoubtedly belonged to the Dravidian 
race; but though they fought their enemies with ston~s and 
brat?ches of trees, showing that they still remained .in the 
Stone Age of human progress, they were more morally 
advanced than the Rak~asas who were full of brutal instincts 
and propensities~ and scarcely. resembled human beings. 
The Mundavers and the Puliers of the Anamalai Hills of 
Southern India, the J uangs of Orissa and. the Andamanese 
of the Ba.y of Bengal would be described as Rak~asas by 
a modern poet, as Valmlki described their forefathers, 
thou·sands of years ago. "In the Aitareya Br8.hma1;1a " 1 says 
Professor Sir R.. G. Bhandarkar, " which is anterior to the 
whole of the so-called classical Sanskrit Literature, the sage 
Visvamitra is represented to have condemned by a curse the 
progeny of fifty of his sons to 'live on the _borders' of the 
Aryan settlements, and these, 'it_ is ,said, were the Andhras, 
Pundras, Sabaras, Pulinqas, and Mutibhas, and the descen
dants of Visvamitra formed a large portion of the Dasy:us."2 
The Andhras are the • Telugu . people, and it is likely t.hat 
Aryan colonies led by the descendants of Visvamitra were 
established in Southern lradia in post-~gvedic times; and 
the Aryans, having freely mixed with the original inhabitants, 
were as proportionately degraded as the aboriginal - tribes 

1 Ait. Brah . . VIt 18. 
• Prof. Sir R. G. ijhandarkar's "-Early History ojthe.Dekfoan," Edn. 1884, 

P. s . • 
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were uplifted. The age in which the great Sanskrit Grammar. 
ian, Pag.ini, flourished is now admitted to be the seventh 
century B.C., i.e. to say, he had flourished long before Buddha 
was born. From the absence of the names of any country 
south of Kaccha (Cutch), Avanti, Kosala, Karu~a and 
Kalinga in Pag.ini's Grammar, Profesmr Bhandarkar draws 
th~ following inference: " Supposing that the non-occurrence 
of the name of any country farther south in Pag.ini's work is 
due to his not having known it, a circumstance which, looking 
to the many names of places in the north that he gives, 
appears very probable, the conclusion follows that in his 
time the Aryas were confined to the north of the Vindhya, 
but did proceed or communicate with the northern-most 
portion of the Eastern coast, not by crossing that range, but 
avoiding it by taking an easterly course." 1 This, we are 
afraid, is another good illustration of the dangers of argumen
tum ex silentio. The omission of the name of Rama in 
Pag.ini's work, though the word occurs in the ~gveda as the 
name of a powerful and generous king, 2 albeit not 
of Kosala, cannot certainly prove that the ~gveda 

is a later work than Pag.ini's. Similarly, it would be 
wrong to argue that because no countries south of the 
Vindhya are mentioned in Pag.ini's work, therefore he was 
not acquainted with them, or the Aryas did not settle in 
Southern India as colonists during or before his time. Such 
wrong inferences would be easify avoided, if we remembered 
that Pag.ini's Grammar was composed to help the understand
ing of the derivation, formation and use of such important 
words as are mainly found in the V.edic and post-Vedic 
Literatures, and his omission to mention one word or another 
in his book did not affect ancient-history in any way. As a 
matter of fact, the Deccan began to be colonized by the 
Aryan settlers soon after the means of communication with 
that country by land had been effected by the upheaval or 

1 Bhandarkar's Early History of the Dekkan, P. e. 
• ~v. x. 93, 14. • 
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drying up of the bed of the Rajputana Sea and the formation 
of the Gangetic plains. . As we have already said, a descend
ant of Agastya was the first to cross the · Vindhya, and lead 
an Aryan• colony. to the south. It is very likely that some 
descendants of Vi~vamitra also followed in his footsteps, and 
having settled in the Deccan, mingled with the orig!nal 
inhabitants by ties of marriage, and produced the,Andlmi.. 
people .. But this must. have happened. severaLthousands of 
years -ago, and not after 700 B.C.. as.wrongly suggested, 
nay, concluded by Professor. Bhandarkar. . A conclus-ion 
like .this. woul~. be not._ only unreasonable, but· ·highly 
misleading, to. say the least. 

As 1 , hav~ 'al~~ady said, 'even in. ~gv~dic ~ime~; t-he 
Pat;tz's or Va1;1iks who ~~~e ~ br~nch of the Aryan r_ac~ ~~-d 
lived on the eas~~-~n ~oasts. of- Sapta-Sindh-u, \~hl~h afforded 
safe harb~ur to their ~erchant~ships, and .. ~upplied th~m "Yit~ 
excellent,. timber fo~ ship~bulding fro;11 the spurs of th-~ 
Himalaya, :i.'nd.. ~ho. were hated by their Arya'u brethern not 
only f~r their e'xtreme .av"arice. and nigg~rdliness, but ~!so 
for their not subscribing to the tenets .of the ~rthod~x Aryan 
faith, c:'a~~-- in contac~, in the course of their voy!lges, with_ the 
inhai!it::nts on the coasts. o.f. the. Southern, Continent, though 

the configuration of the coast-line in those early days must 
have be'en quite different from that of the present Southern 
Penfnsula; ~nd i~p~rt~d to t·h~m ~orne of their culture .. Btft 
the persecutions of these dissenting and avaricious people 
by the ~gvedic Aryans- gradually . drove them away, from 
~he country, ,and their expul_sion from. Sapta-Si~dhu .became 
compl_ete, .when the• Rajputana Sea was dried. up,.thereby 
barring all. passage of t!teir ships . to the op_en s~a. · . Thi~ 
must _have decided their leaving Sapta-S_indhu for good, ~nd 
made them seek . other convenient sea-coasts fo~; planting 
new colonies .. It is just possible that som~ of them. settled 
for a time on the Malabar coast of the present Southern 
Peninsula:, . not on,y for the sake of the rich. lndlgi:mous 

• 
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products of the country, but also because Indian teak was 
plentiful there, which afforded excellent timber for ship
building. During their sojourn on this coast, they must have 
come in contact with the original inhabitants of the Dravidian 
tace, notably the Cholas and the PaQ.dyas, who lived in the 
extreme south of the Peninsula, and were thus in a position 
to receive a portion of Aryan culture. It may be surmised 
that it was from the PaQ.is that they first learnt the use of 
the metals like iron, copper and gold, and the art of ship
building. This intercourse with the Aryan merchants, 
carried on for a long time, must have resulted in their uplift 
and ultimate superiority over the other branches of the 
Dravidian race, and civilised them to a degree heyond the 
reach of the latter. The opening up of the overland route 
also from Sapta-Sindhu helped many Aryan tribes to settle 
in the Deccan along the western sea-coast; and Janasthana, 
Gujarat, Saura{!tra and Ki{!kindhya (Mysore) became well
known Aryan settlements, where the Aryans remained 
engaged, from generation to generation, in spreading light 
and culture among the savage inhabitants of the dark 
Peninsula in ancient times. But the mountainous regions 
of Central India, and the dark, impenetrable, extensive and 
primeval forests of the Peninsula remained inaccessible to 
the Aryans for a considerable length of time, which accounts 
for the primitive savage condition of most of their human . 
denizens down to recent limes. 

The PaQ.is, it may be said here, had a restless spirit of 
adventure, and there is evidence to prove that some of them • 
settled in Mesopotamia, and afterwards on the sea-coast of 
Syria, in the islands of the Meditirranean Sea, and on the 
north coast of Africa, trading along the sea-coasts of Southern 
Europe and even the coasts of Great Britain and Norway, 
and spreading Aryan culture-such as was left to them after 
their banishment from Sapta-Sindhu and their long sojourn 

• 
in foreign countries among the savage populations of the 

• 
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lands they visited. These PaQ.is were ·the ancestors of the 
Phcenicians of history. They could not, however, help getting 
mingled with the natives of the different countries they visited 
and colonized, - and gradually lost their characteristics as an 
Aryan people. We shall tell the interesting story of their 
expansion in another chapter, and show how they were 
instrumental in spreading Aryan culture in the west. just as 
the European merchants and adventurers in modern times · 
have been instrumental in spreaOing \Vestern civilisation in 
the East, which only proves the truth of the adage that 
"History ·repeats itself." . Be that as it may, there can be 
no question that the Cholas and the PaQ.dyas of Southern 
India were greatly benefited by their having ·come in 
contact· with the PaQ.is on the one hand, and· the Aryan 
settlers from the north on the other, and ultimately developed 
a civilisation which was neither purely Aryan, nor purely 
Dravidian, but a mixture of both, though the note of the 
former was dominant. The Cholas and the PaQ.dyas emulated 
the PaQ.is in their spirit of adventure, and . in ·later times, 
under the guidance of their Aryan masters, founded colonies 
in Mesopotamia and Egypt that played important parts in 
the history of the ancient world. We shall deal with that 
story more fully in·subsequent chapters. Suffice here to say 
that of the Dravidian and the Kolarian races_ peopling the 
Indian ·Peninsula, the Cholas and the PaQ.dyas were probably 
the first to be influenced ~nd uplifted by Aryan civilisation 
and culture, which they helped to spread, along with the 
Pa1;1is or Phcenicians, in We~tern Asia, Northern Africa and 
Southern Europe, and which formed the basis; as it were of . ' 
the Semitic and European civilisations.l-

Such then, was the • Indi-an Peninsula in ~gvedic times · 
and after. I hope that my readers have been fully convinced 
that the Dravidian and the Kolarian races were not immi
grants to India fr-bm Central Asia, but were autochthones in . -' 

1 Vide Appendix (C') to this: chapter . 
• 
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the now lost Indo-Oceanic Continent, of which Southern 
India is one of the remnants. Sir Herbet Risley does not 
support the view of Sir William Hunter and Mr. Hewett 
about their Central Asiatic home on ethnological and other 
grounds, 1 and Mr. H. R. Hall also agrees with Sir Herbert 
Risley in making them the original inhabitants of the Indian 
Peninsula, where the Dravidians had developed a civilisation 
which was taken to Mesopotamia, and formed the basis of 
the Semitic civilisation. 2 It is gratifying to fmd that these 
views find a strong corroboration in the geological evidence 
that we have adduced in this chapter regarding Southern 
India forming part of a separate continent, entirely cut off 
from Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times, which continued to exist 
as such down to ~gvedic times. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI. 

(A) THE DECCAN OR DAK~INA1PATHA. 

Professor D. R. Bhandarkar in his Carmichael Lectures (Igt8), p. 2, has 

picked out the expression dakfii1Jiipadti from ~gveda1 x. 61, 8, meaning 
' with southward foot,' and used with reference to a man who is expelled to the 
South. ''This," rightly observes the Professor, ''cannot of course denote the 
Dakfii1Jdpatha or Southern India, as we understand it, but rather the country 
lying beyond the world then inhabited by the Aryans" This country, which 
was apparently a place for banishment, was probably the strip of desert iying 
to the south of Sapta-S indhu along the northern coasts of the Rajputana Sea, 
and an exile deported to this region was Jrterally between the Devil and the 
Deep Sea. The desert (Sk. maru from m;, to die) was not fit for human 
habitation, as it afforded neither shelter nor food, and was regarded as a 
veritable region of Death. Hence, the southward direction probably came to 

be associated with the direction over which Y2ma, th~ Lord of Death, presided. 

t The People of India, pp. 47·48. Sir ~· Risley says: "It is extremely 
improbable that a large body of very black and conspicuously long-headed 
types should have come from the one region of the earth which is peopled 
exclusively by races with broad heads and yfjllow complexions. With this we 
may dismiss the theory which assigns a trans-H;malayan origin to the 

Dravidians." 
1 The Ancient History o{ the Ntar East~ pp. 171-74. 

• 
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The expression dak!fi~apada therefore does not seem to be at all connected 

with .Dak!ii~apatha. 

{B) MIOCENE AND PLIOCENE MAN. 

Arch.eologists are not yet agreed about the existence of Miocene Man, 
though that of Pliocene Man is admitted. Dr. Keith says : "There is not a 
single fact known to me which makes the existence of a human form in the 
Miocene period an impossibility." (The Antiquity.of Man, p. 511 Ed., 1916). 
''Judging from the .analogy of other species," ·says Lord Avebury in his 
Prehisto~ic Times (Ch. X[[, p. · 403l, ·"I am disposed- to think that in the 
Miocene period man was probably represented by anthropoid apes, more nearly 
resembling us than do any of the existing quadrumana. We need not, howetJer, 
expect necessa.rily to find the proofs in Europe ; our nearest relati'l!es in the 

animal kingdom. _are confined to ~o!, almost .to tropical climates; and though 
we know that. during parts of the Miocene period, th~ climate of Europe was 
warmer than at' present, so that monkeys. lived much north of their present 
limits, still it is in the 'IIJarmer regions of the. earth that we may reasonably find 

the earliest traces of the hu"!an race." . 

It is therefore e~tr~mely probable that man first evolved out of anthropoid 
apes in the Tropics ~nd not in the Torrid Zone. He emigrated to this region 
after it had become habitable in consequence of a change of climate. The 
relics of m1n found in this region are therefore not ·~·ecessarily the earliest. It 
is within the bounds of possibility that man appeared in India in the Miocene 
epoch, as the relics disc;Jvered in Further India go to show. {Clodd's Story of 
Primitive Ma;t, p. 23) The geogr~phical distribution of land and water in India 
in the Pleistocene ep.och and later 'agrees to a very large extent with the 
description ~f hnd and water in the ~gveda, which emboldens us to surmise 
that Pleistocene man at any rate attained some degree of civilisation in Sapta
Sindhu, as· suggested by some of the earliest hymns of the ~gveda. It will 
surely be reguded as a ver'y bold surmise, but we are forced to it by the 
irresistib'e evidence fou.nd in the .~gveda. The 'following literature about 

Pliocene and Miocene m1n is taken froin Prehistoric Times· (1912), pp. 399-

403: 
" M. Desnoyers has called attention to• some marks noticed by him on bones 

found in the upper Pliocene bed> of St Prest, and belonging to the Elephas 
meridionalis, Rlzinoceros•leptorhinus, Hippopotamus major, several species of 
deer (including the gigantic Megicero$ Carmutorum, Laugel), and two species 
of Bos, which he considers to• be of human origin. .. .... At the same place 
(St. Prest), that indefatigable archreologist, M. b' Abbe ·Bourgeois, has more 
recently discovered worked flints, including flakes, awls and scrapers, but 
unfortunately there is some doubt as to the stratigraphical relations of the bed 
in which they occurred. · Moreover, some authorities consider these beds to be 

interglacial. In the interglacial coal-beds of Diirnte~ ...... Pr?f: _Riit!m'eyer has 
f<iund a fragment ·apparently of rough basket or wattle ·work. The interpretation 
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in this case again has been questioned, but Prof. Schwendener, who has recently 
examined the specimens with great care, is decidedly of opinion that it is of 
human workmanship • 

. ~f At the meeting of Spezzia of the 'Societe ltahenne des Sciences 

Naturelles," Prof. G. Ramorino exhibited some bones of Pliocene Age, said to 
bear m~rks of knives. 

" M. Capellini also has described certain bones supposed to belong to the 
same geological period, which, in his opinion, bear marks of flint knives ..... 

" Dr Dubois has discovered in Java, in a layer apparently of Pliocene 
Age, to judge from the other mammalian remains, the upper part of the skull, 
a thigh bone and two teeth of an animal about as large as a chimpanzee, which 
he regards as having been intermediate between man and the anthropoid apes, 
and there is this strong support of his view that while the remains, in the 
opinion of some eminent authorities, are those of an anthropoid ape, allied to 
the existing gibbons, others are equally convinced that they are those of a low 
type of man ...... 

''Dr. Noetling of the Geological Survey of India, has also recorded 
unquestionable flint flakes found in Burma with remains of Rhinoceros peri
mensis, and Hippotherium (Hipparion) Antelopinum, in strata considered to 
belong !o the Pliocene period. 

" Some arch:eologists even consider that we have proof of the presence 
of man in Miocene times. Thus M. Bourgeois has found in Calcaire de Beauce1 

near Pontlevoy, many flints which have been subjected to the action of heat, 
and others which he considers to show marks of human workmanship. On the 
age of the deposit there is still some difference of opinion, and the action of 
fire, though it points strongly to, does not absolutely prove, the presence of 
man. These interesting specimens ,were found in a stratum which contains the 
remains of Acerotherium, an extinct animal allied to the Rhinoceros, and 
beneath a bed which contains the Mastodon, Dinotherium, and Rhinoceros. 
The enormous number of these cracked flints also throws some doubt on their 
being of human origin. 

" In the Materiaux pour I' Histoire de I' Homme for 1870 is a figute of a 
flint flake found by M. Tardy in the Miocene beds of Aurillac (Auvergne), 
together with the remains of Dinotherium gigadteum, and Machairodus 
latidens ...... From the figure given there can be no reasonable doubt that it is 
of human workmanship. M. Delaunay also h!s called attention to a rib, found 
by him at Pouance (Maine et Loire), and belonging to a well known miocene 
species, the Halitherium fossile; this bears certain matks which closely 
resemble those which might have been made by flint implements. M. Hanny 
gives a good figure of this interesting specimen. Whether, however, we have 
conclusive evidence of the existence of man in Miocene,j:imes is a question on 
which arch;eologists are still of different opinions." 

• 
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The human remains discovered at Piltdown (Sussex) are regarded as 
. belonging to the Pliocene man, the " Dawn Man " as he is called. With 

regard to the epoch in which the Piltdown race flo)lrished, Dr. Keith saY.S: 
"Dr. Dawson and Dr. Smith Woodward were ultra cautions assigning a 
Pleistocene date to the remains found- at. Piltdown. All the evidence seems to 
point to a Pliocene age." (The Antiquity" of Man., p. 315.) 

(C) THE PA:"?YAS, 

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar in his Carmichael Lectures for rgr8, · (Ca_lcutta) 

says that the PaJ;ldyas were Ute descendants of an Aryan tribe, named PaJ;l4.u, 
who emigrated to the south f_rom the Punjab. "There was " he says '' a tribe 
called PaJ;ll).u, round about Mathura, and when a section of tl)em went south· 
wards and were settled there, they were c~lled PaJ;liJ.yas. This is clear, I think, 
from Katyayana's Viirtika, PafJ.dor·dyan, which means that .the suffix ya was 
to be attached not to PaJ;liJ.u, the name of the father of the Pa~;.~c;favas, but to 
Pa~,tc;fu, which was the name of a K~atj'iya tribe as well as a country. Evi

dently Par;t'i,lya denotes the descendants of the Par;t4.u tribe, and must have been 
so called when they migrated southwards and established themselves there." 
(P. 10). But who were these Pa~,t4.us ? We do not find their name mep
tioned in the ~gveda, though the word PafJ.i occurs frequently. The consonant 
'IJ is pronounced as 1J.d1 and the correct pronounciation of Pa1J.i would be Pa'Qdi. 

Had this word any c~nnection with PaJ.Ic:tu? I have reasons to think, it h_;d. 
The Pal}is lived on the eastern sea.shores of Sapta-Sindhu, on the high banks 
of the Ganga, and probably also of the Yamuna. Many left Sapta-Sindhu 
after the bed of the Rajputana Sea had been unheaved, and settled on the 

Malabar coast, and these Pa\J.is or Pa\J.c;f is were prob:1bly the ancestors of the 
Pa~;.JIJ.yas who, however, represented a mixed race of 'Aryans and Dravidians, 
and developed a civilisation which was afterwards taken to Egypt. (Vide 

Chapters XII & XIII) • 

• 
• 



CHAPTER VII. 
TOE ARYAN TRIBES OF SAPTA·SINDOU AND TOE DA'SAS AND 

THE DASYUS OF THE RGVEDA, 

We will now revert to a further account of ancient 
Sapta-Sindhu, and describe the people that inhabited in 
~gvedic times. Sapta-Sindhu, as we have already seen, 
was the original home· of the ancient Aryans who lived there, 
divided into tribes or clans in accordance with their religious 
beliefs and different grades of development. Some of them 
had a homogeneous development in religious thoughts and 
sentiments; and they were like one people,-though living 
in separate kingdoms under the rule of separate kings, yet 
practising the same religious rites and ceremonies, worship
pin~ the same Gods, observing the same social customs, and 
speaking the same language. These tribes were the 
Paiicajanas and the Paiicakr~tis of the ~gvt-da. What the 
namt>s of these tribt>s exactly werf', it is difficult to ascertain ; 
but from the frf"quent mention of the A nus, the Druhyus, 
the Yadus, the Turba§es, the Trtsus, the Purus and the Bhara
tas, it may be surmised that a combination of these represent
ed the five principal tribes, known as Paiicajanas, with a 
homogeneous development in civilisation. For example, the 
Yadus and the Turba~es were regarded as one tribe like 
the Trtsus and the Bharatas. There were many other 
Aryan tribes in Sapta-Sindhu, not holding the same 
religious views, or observing the same social customs as 
the Five Tribes who, therefore, hated them and kept 
themselves as much aloof from •their contact as possible. 
The Five Tribes were fond of performing the Soma sacrifice, 
and prided themselves on their designation of sacrificers. 
The sacrificf\S were mainly performed in honour of Indra who 
shared the offerings with the other priRcipal Devas whom 
the five Aryan tribes worshipped. Those Aryan tribes wpo 
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did not perform the Soma sacrifice, or believe in the supre
macy or even the existence of Indra, . were put down as 
non-sacrificers, Dasas, Dasyus, and unworthy of even being 
called men. To quote Ragozin again: "To an Aryan Hindu, 
the man who owned the Soma and did not press it was a 
hopeless reprobate. In fact, he divided mankind into 'pre~s
ers,' and 'not pressers, 'the latter word being synonymous with 
' enemy ' and 'godles;; barbarians ' " 1 This undoubtedly 
be?peaks a degree of religious intolerance among the ancient 
Aryans, which would not ordinarily be suspected. We shall 
see later on to what lamentable lengths it went in ancient 
Aryan society . 

. To understand clearly why in a country inhabited by the 
same race and family of human being:> from the very earliest 
times, there are diversity of cul.ture and different grades in 
the development of socialand religious institutions, it will be 
necessary for us to refer briefly to the different stages through 
which man had to pass in all lands and climes in his onward 
march towards progress. It is an established fact that primi
tive man was at first a nomad, never confining himself to one 
place, but roaming about in quest of food, only settling 
or rather hanging about for sometime in places that 
afforded him sufficient edibles . and shelter, and abandoning 
that place again in search. of "fresh fields and pastures new." 
He was also by nature a vegetarian, and not a carnivorous 
animal, as is sometimes wrongly supposed. It wa·s only when 
fruits and edible herbs were not found in abundance that he 
had recourse to the flesh of animals, birds and insects, 
which he had to kill for his support. with rude weapons of 

• stones or bones. A particular habit, contracted through force 
of circumstances,tended tp persist and continue, even though 
the circumstances that had produced it no longer existed. 
Thus, a primitive man who once contracted the habit of sub
sisting on flesh would not easily give it up, even if fruits and 
herbs that would maintain his life were found in abundance . 

• 
• 1 Vedic India p. 171. 
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But animals and birds, whose flesh was used as food, were 
not always available; and the second stage of the primitive 
man's development was marked by his desire to secure them 
alive, and stock them against future wants. I This necessity 
for keeping livestock gradually developed in him the art of 
taming and domesticating wild animals. Some animals were 
more easily tamed and domesticated than others, as for 
instance, the goat, the sheep, and cattle ; and these were the 
first to be tamed. Thus, the primitive hunter gradually de
veloped into the primitive cattle-keeper or herdsman. Cattle 
or pasu now became veritable wealth to him, and the posses
sor or owner thereof was considered rich or well-to-do, as 
their possession put him above want. The milk of cattle was 
found nutritious, and as the animals multiplied every year, 
some of them could also be slaughtered for food in times of 
necessity, without the number of heads being diminished to 
any appreciable extent. But the possession of cattle imposed 
upon him the duty of pasturing them ; and so, he had to take 
them out to places that afforded them good grazing and 
supplied them with abundant water. Thus, the nomadic 
lmnter still remained the nomadic cattle-kei>per. 

In course of time, however, wild corn was discovered and 
it was found by observation that by cultivation, the seed 

' lt is related in the Taittiriya Samhitd (vii a. 1. 4-6) that Prajapati or 
the Creator first created Brahm~J}.'is among men and goats among brutes from his 
mouth; then he created Rajanyas among men and sh~ep among brutes from his 
che~t and arms; afterwards, he created Vaisyas among men and cows among 
brutes from his belly, and lastly he created Siidras among men and 
hfwses among brutes The order in which the goat,et;he sheep, the cow and the 
hor~ are said to have been created shows the order in which these animals 
were domesticated by the primitive Aryans ifl long and gradual course of time. 
[t is curious that though the cow is held sacred and classed with Brihmal}.as in 

·the later religious literature of the Hindus, the goat has been given precedence 
in the Samhiti, and coupled with the Brihmal}.as ; but the above description 
probably represents the true order in which these anim'ils were domesticated 
and brought to the use of the primitive Aryans, or fo~; the matter of that, of 

primitive men, • 
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. . 
improved in quality an.d the corn in quantity, and accordingly 
cultivation was resorted to by some of the nomads, ~ho how
ever had soon to give up or modify their nomadic life, '.in as 
much as the corn, as long as it remained in the fidds, re
quired to be carefully tended and protected from the attack of 
birds and bea~ts, or worse still, human pilferers. After .the 
crops were harvested, they had to be t~rashed out from .the 
sheaves, the grains winnowed, and the surplus product stored 
for future use. The necessity for performing all these duties 
naturally curbed their nomadic propensities, and induced 
them to settle permanently near their corn-fields. The 
cattle, however, were important and indispensable adjuncts 
to agriculture, as it was with the help of oxen that the fields 
were ploughed, and the com harvested home. Though the 
stalks or straws supplied them with nutritious fodder, they 
still required to be pastured and were actually taken out, 
during a part of the year, to rich pastures, far or near. But 
there was a large number of tribes who still remained in the 
hunting stage of their development and lived by the chase, 
and there were others who were nomads, and roamed about 
\vith their cattle and families fro~ place to place, and these 
people naturally felt tempted to steal the cattle of the settled 
population and. actually !'tole and drove them away. 

The settled and agricultural Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu had 
passed through all these stages of development whe~ the 
~gvedic hymns began to be composed; hut there were still 
in that land those of the race, who remained in the primitive 

. stage of hunters, or in the nomadic stage of cattle-keepers, 
lagging far behind in the race of life, and unable .to keep pace 
with their more advanc~d brethern. They constituted the 
very dregs of society-the pests and curse of the country
and we·r~ called by the hateful names of Dasas ~nd Dasyus, 
t'.e., slaves and robbers. The robbers were notorious cattle
lifters, who generally lived in the deep recesses of the forests, 
beyond the rea:ch• of civilised men, or in. inaccessible moun.tain 
• 
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fastnesses, secure against attacks, and under cover of dark
ness, suddenly descended upon the peaceful agricultural 
population and carried away their cattle and goods, just as 
some of their descendants, the restless tribes on the North· 
Western frontier of India do even to the present day. The 
savage hunters mainly subsisted on flesh and killed the stolen 
animals for food, whose flesh they ate raw, or partially 
roasted or boiled; and hence they were called raw meat
eaters and R!tk(lasas, i.e., persons from whom self-protection, 
was necessary. Our readers need not be surprised at the 
practice of eating raw-meat, that prevailed among the savage 
Aryans of ancient Sapta-Sindhu, for even in modern times, 
the Baluchis, in whose veins still courses Aryan blood, are 
known to be fond of raw-meat. 1 The nomads in Sapta
Sindhu, like the present nomadic /ranis or Iranians who, by 
the way, are the surviving remnants of the ancient nomadic 
Aryans, were also petty traders who pitched their tents with 
their cattle, horses and dogs near civilised Aryan settlements, 
and bartered articles of trade for grains, gold, cattle or other 
articles of indigenous product. Though posing as honest 
traders by day, they waited for an opportunity to steal the 
cattle of the villagers at night, which they usually did, and 
mingling the1n with their own herds, swiftly moved away to 
other places beyond the reach of the outraged inhabitants. 
Sometimes, they were hotly pursued, and a free fight ensued 
between them and the villagers. As inhabitants of Sapta
Sindhu, they as well as the hunting savages were well 
acquainted with the use of iron weapons, though they were 
unable to manufacture them, and were as well armed for • 
offensive purposes as the settled Aryans. These gangs were 
led by powerful chiefs and many were the pitched battles 
that the settled Aryans fought with them. Occasionally, they 
proved such intolerable pests and so powerful that the chiefs 

or kings of the settled Aryans who, by the way, called 

1 Vide account of the Baluchis in the Ency, Brit. 

• 
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t'hemselves K Ntayah or agriculturists, and Visak, i.e., 
"settlers" (Weber), had to organize armed expeditions with 
a view to clear them out of their territories and punish them,_ 
and thereby to assure their subjects of peaceful protection. 

As the hunters and the nomads roamed about the 
country without any fixed habitations, and were exposed to the 
inclemencies of all the weathers, they were naturally dark-com
plexioned, and not possessing the pure white compl~xion of' 
the settled Aryans, were called by them "blacks" or" blackies,'' 
not only in a literal, but also in a figurative sense to depict 
the blackness of their hearts. The. frequent mention of 
"black-skinned" Dasas and Dasyus in the ~gveda does 
not refer, · as is wrongly supposed, to the existence of 
black-skinned non-Aryans of the Dravidian or Kolarian 
stocks in Sapta-Sindhu-for they were entirely cut off from 
this land by the Southern and the Eastern Seas-but to these 
Aryan pests who, on account of their savage state and want 
of culture, were a disgrace to the race, and calied "hlacks," 
just as an Englishmen would call an English robber or 
swindler a· "black-guard." And this is the interpretation 
that some Western Sanskrit scholars feel disposed t~ put on 
the words "black 11 and ·'black-skinned." In this connection, 
it may be stated here that there is a notable instance of the 
use of the epithet . "black 11 applied to the Vedic Aryans 
themselves by their enemies, the Iranians or Persians, who 
were also a branch of the Aryan race. In the Catha. Ustavaiti, 
Zarathustra says: '' 12. Tbat I will ask Tbee, tell me it 
right, Tbou living God; who_ is the religious man, and who 
the impious, after whom I wish to enquire. With ·whom of 
both is the black spirit, and with whom the bright one? Is it 
not right to consider th~ impious man who attacks me or 
Thee, to be a black one? 11 1 It would thus appear that a 
branch of the Aryan race, who were inimical to another, on 
account of difference of religious opinions, called the latter 

i Dr. Haug's "E'ssay on the .Sacred Language, Writings and Religion 
oj the Parsees" Ed. 1862 p. 151. 
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"blacks," although they were admittedly a white people. 
We need not, therefore, at all wonder that the ~gvedic 

Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu called the dregs of their society 
" blacks," not only for their dark complexion but also for 
their dark life and character. 

The analogy of the "black skin " was possibly drawn 
by the ~g\·edic Aryans from the colour of the cloud which 
was regarded as the body of the demon, Vrtra, who also 
tormented the Aryans by captivating life-giving rains within 
its compass, and was compared, along with his hosts, to the 
D~sas and Dasyus of Sapta-Sindhu, who stole the milk-giving 
cows of the settled Aryans. Hence, Vrtra and his hosts 
were also designated by the names of Dasas and Dasyus 
after the Aryan robbers and hunting savages. The rain
clouds, by a further stretch of analogy, were compared to 
milch-cows, the rumblings of the thunder to their !owings, 
and their ruddy, black and white colours to those of the cows. 
In all these descriptions ancl similes, we find the fact of the 
stealing of cows hy the Dasas and thP. Dasyus from the 
settled Aryans uppermost in the mind of the Vedic bards, 
as this caused them very great anxiety, and oppressed their 
minds with sad and vindictive thoughts., 

After a careful analysis of the use of ·the word " Dasyu " 
in the ~gveda, Muir came to the following conclusion: " I 
have gone over the names of the Dasyus or Asuras, men
tioned in the ~gveda, with the view of discovering whether 
any of them could be regarded as of non-Aryan or indigenous 
origin; but I have not observed any .that appear to be of 
thi~ character." I Professor Roth also says in his Lexicon : 
"It is but seldom, if at all, that the• explanation of Dasyu as 
referring to the non-Aryans, the barbarians, is advisable." 
Muir clearly says that none of the names of the Dasyus were 
of non-Aryan or indigenous origin. By the word " indige
nous, he probably meant "aboriginal," as. the black-skinned 
- -------- --------------------

1 Muir's Original Sanskrit Text, vol. II, p. 387 Ed. 1871. • 
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Dra~idians and Kolarians were supposed .to have been the 
original inhabitants of the Punjab, whom the Aryan invaders: 
are said. to have ousted from occupation and driv~n to the 
south. The Aryans not having been regarded as.indigenous, 
the names of the Dasyus also were necessarily. not r~garded 

as " indigenous " by Muir. But in the light of the results of 
our present investigation, we should ·call these names 
indigenous, .though certainly Aryan, because the Dasas and 
the Dasyus formed the lowest dregs of Aryan society, and 
were as much autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu. as .the-cultured· 
Aryans themselves. They were merely the. remnants .of the· 
very early stages of Aryan development, probably the :dross 
and by-products of the race in the gradually purifying 
process of their evolution,-the Jaggers that could not 
accommodate their pace to that of their most advanced breth
ren, and were thus left far behind in the race, revelling in 
their primitive sayage condition, as a distinct community, 
having very little in common with the cultured Aryans, except
ing blood and language which again was not the pure language 
as spoken by the cultured class, but a jargon, called Mlecclza, 

or corruption of Vedic Sanskrit. 
These Dasas and Dasyus were also called A.suras and 

Raksasas. The word Asura literally means " powerful " . . . 
and was at first used as an epithet of the Devas to denote 
their superhuman beneficient powers. But this meaning 
gradually degenerated, and· the word came to denote all 
that was evil. The etymological meaning of the word, 
Nak~asa, accC!rding to the great Vedic commentator, Yaska, 
is "one from whom • protection is necessary" ; and so,· the 
word originally meant a formidable man capable of inflicting 
evil. Afterwards, the w8rd came to mean a demon, or 
monster with three or more .heads, destroying human life. by 
means, visible or invisible, in' fact, a supernatural evil. being, 
or a lasus naturce. But the epithet, Rdk~asa, applied to the 
Dasas and the Das;rus, had undoubtedly its etymological sig
ni~cance in .the ~gveda, and meant persons " from whom 

. 17 
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protection was necessary." For, they were the very pests of 
Aryan society, looting, pillaging, and plundering the Aryan 
villages in well-organized powerful bands, disturbing the 
peaceful occupations of the inhabitants, and retarding their 
progress. They were like the grim shadows of a past life of 
grossness and barbarism, that haunted and tormented the 
advanced Aryans, and made their very existence miserable 
and unbearable. These evil shadows had to be got rid of, 
and purged from their society and country anyhow, before 
they could think of working out their own evolution. And it 
appears from a study of the Vedic hymns that the cultured 
section of the people applied themselves to the task of either 
annihilating or extirpating them from the country with a grim 
determination. A very large number of the ~gvedic hymns 
breathe this spirit of determination. They were well cogni
sant of the powers of the great lndra who vanquished Vrtra 
and his hosts, the supernatural foes of mankind, and they 
inv~ked his aid in hymn after hymn in this their great and 
difficult task. The mighty Indra seemed to listen to their 
prayers, and slaughtered their enemies like beasts in the 
fields of battle, hunted them out from their mountain fast
nesses and scattered them like wind, burned them out from 
the forests, and after destroying their haunts and nests, 
butchered them mercilessly. It was, indeed, an awful, bloody, 
and protracted struggle in which the Aryans were engaged. 
It is sad to reflect that the advanced Aryans did not think of 
reclaiming them from barbarism by more humanizing and 
peaceful methods ; but probably in the circumstances in which 
they were placed, it was not possible foc them to do so. 
They thought slaughter or extirpation to be the only means 
of getting rid of them, and we find t~e Vedic bards gloating 
and exulting over the slaughter, offering hymns and Soma 
libations to Indra for their victories, quaffing the Soma drink 
in excess to the point of intoxication to celebrate their success, 
and feeling a cruel satisfaction at the terriblt! execution made 
by them. The whole country was up in· arms against the. 
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marauding Dasyus-men, women and children ;-even &:is 
took up arms and fought against the Dasyus, and a lady 
named Mudgalanl, the wife of a ~~i of the name .of Mudgala, 
drove the car for her husband in pursuit of the robbers,. took 
up bis bow and arrows, fought, and won back her husband's 
stolen cows. The Vedic bard has described this heroi~. feat 
in glowing language, and with a pride that he justly felt. in 
the glorious achievements of this virago. (Rv .. x. 102). 

The incident shows the high degree of excitement to ·which 
the whole country was roused against the Dasyus, and the 
pitch of indignation generally felt against them .. The result 
of this united, determined and persistent effort was the extir
pation, dispersion, or destruction of the Dasyus. Many fled 
from the country, dispersed themselves beyond the precincts 
of Sapta-Sindhu westward, and were scattered over Western 
Asia, and thence over Europe. Those that remained were 
subdued, and reclaimed into Aryan society by some ~~is and 
kings who possessed the milk of human kindness in a larger 
quantity and were 'mor~ catholic than their confreres. 

Let us describe here some of the brave feats that · Indra, 
or more correctly speaking, his worshippers, performed in 
this connection : 

" I (lndra) have killed Atka with my thunderbolt· fot the 
good of the man, known as Kavi. I have protected Kutsa by 
adopting various means of protection. I took up the thunder
bolt for killing Su~J}.a. I have deprived the Dasyus of their 
appellation of Arya~ 

" Kutsa hankered after the territory known by- the name 
. . . 

ofVetasu. I brought it under his sway, as I had done in the 
case of his father, and Tygra and Smadiva became his vassals. 
It is thro11gh my favour that the sacrificer prospers. I give 
him coveted objects, as to my own son ; and thus he becomes 
invincible. 

" I am that I,pdra who, as Vrtrahan, killed Vrtra, and have 
.. broken the two persons known by tb.e names of Nava-vastva· . . . . 
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and Brhadratha Clit. New settler, and Possessor of a big 
chariot). These two foes had become very powerful ; but 
I pursued them, and drove them out of this sunlit globe. 

" My two fleet horses carry me, and riding on them, I 
travel round the Sun. When men prepare the Soma juice, 
and invoke me to purify it, I cut down the Dasa into twain. 
For, he has been born for that fate. 

" I have destroyed the seven strongholds of the enemy. 
However great a capturer may be, there is none greater than 
myself. I have strengthened Yadu and Turbas, and made 
them famous. I have strengthened others also and destroyed 
ninety-nine towns." (Rv. x. 49). 

From the above extracts, it would appear that the Dasyus 
A 

were Aryan tribes, and bore the name of Arya, of which, 
however, they were deprived by Indra. It would also appear 
that the name Dasa was applied to those who were not sacri
ficers. 

In Rv. ix. 73,5, it has been said that Indra cannot bear 
the sight of the black skin, and he expelled "the black skin," 
both from heaven and earth. The " black skin 't has pro
bably a double meaning here, as we have already said, vis., the 
black cloud (the body of VJtra) which he dispersed from the 
sky, and the dark-complexioned sun-burnt Aryan Dasyus 
whom he expelled frQm the earth. Or, it may simply mean 
that Indra drives away the black-clouds that are formed high 
up in the sky, and the dark mists that are formed below, near 

the earth. 

The term Arya was appropriated by• the settled agricul
turists of Sapta-Sindhu, who performed the sacrifices, and 
were a cultured people, as distingutshed from the uncultured 
nomads and hunters who roamed about the country, plunder
ing and pillaging the Aryan villages, and did not perform any 
sacrifice at all. Yaska has explained the word in "the Nirukta 
by the synonym Uvaraputra or " son of <iod." SiiyaQ.a, the 
great commentator of the ~gveda, has interpreted it to mean 
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"the person who should be approached by all persons for 
knowledge and enlightenment," (Rv. i. 130, 4), and also 

" the person who is learned and per1orms the sacrifices." 
(Rv. i. 51, 8). He also identifies the Arya with all persons 

belonging to the first three twice-born castes of Aryan society. 

'We have already· said that the sun-burnt .dark-com

plexioned hunters and nomadic Dasyus . were called " black-
. skinned" from an analogy drawn from the colour of the black 
clouds which Indra dispersed in his fight with Vrtra. In Rv. 
i. ror, 1, Indra has been described.as having killed the preg
nant wives of Kr~Q.a. By the word " wives " are meant the 

rain-laden black douds. In R v. ii. 20,7, reference has been 

made to Vrtraban (or Indra) having destroyed the army of 
black origin (kr~!Za yonih) and created ·rain for Manu. 
This black army was undoubtedly the black hosts, or clouds 

of Vrtra. But in Rv. iv. r6, 13, ~t has been said that Indra 

killed fifty thousand black foes. In Rv. vii. 5,3, Vaisvanara 
or Fire has been described to have pierced the Citadel· of the 

enemy, when the black people cam.e out pell-mell, through 
consternation and distress, leaving their dinner unfinished ; 

and in verse 6 of the same Sakta, Agni is said to have driven 
out the Dasyus from their hiding places, by burning and 
blazing fiercely. The black people, referred to in these 
verses, were undoubtedly the sun-burnt Aryan Dasyus·who 

lived in the deep recesses of the forests for self-protection, 

but who were afterwards expelled in consequence of the 

forests being set on fire. There was also a Dasyu chief, 
named Kr~Q.a (the Black), who lived on the banks of the 

A:qtsumati or the Yamuna, and had ten thc.usand followers 

with whose help he har~ssed the settled Aryans (Rv. viii. 

g6, 13-15)· 

Though these Dasyus were called black from their com

plexion arid character, they were ·similar in appearance ·to .the 

Aryans; and it ·was difficult to distinguish a Dasyu Jrom an 

·~ryan. Hence the Vedie bard invokes 1•Indra1 to tknow •and 
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distinguish the Aryans from the Dasyus who were opposed 

to the performance of sacrifices (Rv. i. 5,8). Muir ~as trans
lated the verse thus : " Distinguish between the Aryas and 

those who are Dasyus, and chastising those who observe no 
sacred rites, subject them to the sacrificers. Be strong 

supporter of him who sacrifices." In Rv. x. 86,19 Indra 
says: " I come looking about me, and seeking the Dasas and 

" the Aryas. I drink the Soma juice from th0se who prepare 
it and cook offerings for sacrifice in my honour. I am ascer

taining who among these is endowed with good sense." 
Thus it is clear that the Dasas and the Arya were so alike in 
appearance that Indra had difficulty in 1istinguishing the one 
from the other, and he knew only the Arya by seeing him 

prepare the Soma juice aud cook the offerings for sacrifice. 

It would also appear that the word Dasyu was applied 
, to the numerous gangs of Aryan robbers, :1nd the word Dasa 

to those Aryans who were not sacrificers and did not observe 

the religious rites of the Vedic Aryans. These Dasas were 
not necessarily nomads, and for aught we know, were the 
settled inhabitants of thlit country, living on the products of 

" agriculture like the sacrifice-loving Aryas. But as they were 

not sacrificers and had their own modes of worship, they, 
like the Dasyus, incurred the odium and displeasure of the 
Aryas who sacrificed,-which furnishes another instance of 

religious intolerance prevailing in ancient Sapta-Sindhu. The 

following references will illustrate our meaning : 

In Rv. i. 51, g, it has been stated that lndra brings those 

who do not sacrifice under the subjectiqn of those who do. 
In Rv. i. s•,s, the Vedic bard says that lndra defeated those 

wl'lo, instead of offering sacrificia~ food to the Gods, them

selves swallowed them; and in Rv. v. 42,9, Brahmal}.aspati 

has been invoked to reduce the wealth of those who seek 

pleasure for their own sake, but who do not please the Gods 
by chanting hymns, and to deprive them ~f the sun-light, and 

cast them into dismal darkness (t~ough they may have 
• 
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~hildren) for the sin of d~tracting from the efficacy of the 

mantras. In Rv. i. 33151 lndra has been praised for ,com
pelling those io turn their backs, who do not perform sacrifices 

and are opposed to their performance. In Rv. ii. 22,4, Indra 
is praised for defeating ''all that is godless" (Adevam), and 

in Rv. iii. 31, rg, he has been invoked to kill all godless 

• persecutors of mankind In Rv. i. 174, 8, Indra has been 

pTaised for having destroyed the towns of the godless foes, 

and bent, z'.e. broken their weapons. In Rv. i. 100, 18, Indra . 

is said to have destroyed the Dasyus and the Simyus 

(demons), and divided and shared their lands with his white 
' A 

friends, · . .meaning the Arya worshippers. ·In verse 4 of the 

same Sakta, it has been said that' Indra deprived the Dasyus 
of all good parts, and mad~ the Ddsas infamous. ·In Rv. :X. 
22,8 the ~~i says: "We live in the midst of the Dasyu 

tribes who do not perform sacrifices, nor believe in anything. 
They have their own rite,;, and are not entitled to be called 

' men.' 0 Thou Destroyer of enemies, annihilate them and 

injure the Ddsas." This is a not her instance of religious 
bigotry and intolerance we come across ·in the ~gveda. In 

Rv. v~. _47, 20 a ~~i w~en out on a search for his lost cattle, 
thus describes the land infested by the Dasyus: "Ye Devas, 
in the course of our wanderings, ~e have reached a place where 

there is no trace of cows. The wide tract gives shelter to the 

Dasyus. 0 Brhasp~ti, guide us in our search for the cows. 

0 Indra, lead thy worshipper on the right track, who has lost 
his way." · 

It .would thus appear that the Dasyus lived · in secluded 

spots far from the a~riculfural settlements of the Aryans, 

and performed their peculiar rites which were regarded as 
dark and wicked by the cultured Aryas ; and as they ·did n·ot 

believe in the existence . of the Aryan Gods, they incurred 
the hatred oftheir advanced neighbours.. · 

That the very existence of Indra was doubted by even 
some of the cultured" Aryans would appear from the'following 

quotations : . " Y e men, believe in that dreaded ·Dev~ whose 
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hame is Indra,, about whom people ask 'where is he ? ' 
and assert that he does not exist." (Rv. ii. 12,5). "Ye 
warriors, if it is true that Indra exists, then offer libations of 
Soma to him, with true hymns. The ~~;~i who is called Nema 
says : 'There is no Deva of the name of Indra. Who has 
seen him? Whom shall we offer our l1ymns to ? '" (Rv. viii. 
100,3)· 

It is thus clear that there were dissenters from the 
orthodox faith even in cultured Aryan society; and we can 
easily imagine the extent of ill-feeling that existed between 
these free-thinkers and the orthodox Aryans, which after
wards led to a protracted sanguinary warfare resulting in the 
ultimate expulsion of the dissenters from Sapta-Sindhu. 
These dissenters were called the Arya enemies, i.e., enemies 
belonging to the cultured Aryan classes, as distinguished 
from the Disas and the Dasyus who mostly belonged to the 
uncultured classes of the race, and remained in the primitive 
condition of their development. I will quote the translations 
of a few hymns to show the attitude of the orthodox Aryans 
towards the cultured dissenters: 

"0 Indra, those who have been separated from us, and 
do not come in contact with us, are not thine, because of 
their want of faith in thee" (Rv. v. 33, 3). 

"0 lndra, thou instantly kiiied Arya Ar1;1a and 
Citraratha, on the other side of the Sarayu " 1 (Rv. iv. 
30, 18). 

" 0 Indra, thou who art praised by many people, dost 
ordain that our godless enemies, whether belonging to the 
Aryan clans, or the Dasas, are easily dis~omfited by us, when 
they come to fight with us" (Rv. x. 38, 3). 

"0 Manyu (Anger), help us so that we may successfully 
fight our enemies, whether belonging to the Arya clans 
or those of the Dasas." (Rv. x. 83, r.) 

1 Sarayu was a river either in Sapta·Sindhu dt Arachosia, and not the 
river of that name in Kosala, • 
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· "0 tho!l valiant Maghavan, be exhilarated by this Soma 
drink, and destroy l:lll our opposing enemies, • whether they b~ 
our own kith and kin, or not. (Rv. vi. 44, 19). 

" May that kinsman of ours, who is not pleased with us,· 
and wishes our annihilation from a distance, be destroyed by 
all the De vas." (R v. vi. 7 5, I g.) 

From the above extracts, it would appear that ancient 
Aryan society 'in Sapta-Sindhu, as depicted in the ~gveda, 
was not an ideal peaceful society to live in. It was cut up 
into numerous tribes and factions in the different stages of 
development and culture, warring with one another, the more 
advanced tribes the Pancajanas, combining against the 
Dasas, the Dasyus, and the seceders from the orthodox faith, 
and trying to extirpate them with the object of. creating an 
altogether new and peaceful . atmosphere ·in the co'untry, 
conducive to their mental, moral and spiritual growth and 
development, according to tht-ir own standard of excellence. 
In this they were eminently successful in the long run, the 
discordant elements having been purged out of the country. 
The nomads and the hunting savages, belonging to the Aryan 
family, were driven out of the land, and some of them took 
refuge in the hills and forests of the western and north-w~stern 

frontiers, as there was no land either eastward~ or southwards, 
where they could migrate; while others passed out of the 
country through the north-western gates into Western Asia, 
and a wider ~orld beyond, where they found ample space 
for living and hunting, and freely mixed witp the native 
populations, and gave them their language and culture, such 
as they possess.ed. 'this story of the Aryan expansion will be 
told in subsequent chapters ; but it will suffice here to state 

. . 
that these Aryan savages left Sapta-Sindhu in ~gvedic 

times, and a sect of the cultured Aryans who seceded from 
the orthodox faith and were subsequently known in history 
as the Iranians or Parsis, w~s compelled to leave Sapta
Sindhu after a protracted sanguinary war, known in later 

• 18 
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Vedic literature and the PuraQ.as as the Devasura-Sar[tgrama, 
or war between the Devas and the Asuras, which will be 

dealt with later on. 

We have already given a short account of the Pa1;1is, an 
Aryan tribe, who were the merchants par excellence in ancient 
Sapta.Sindhu, and traded not only in the country, but also by 
land and sea in other countries as well. They were, however, 
not the votaries of Indra, but of Vala. While trading in the 
interior, they were in the habit of deceiving the simple villagers, 
and sometimes stole their cows and ran away to places of 
safety, beyond their reach. There is a story of cattle-lifting 
mentioned in Sakta 108 of the Tenth MaJ;l.dala of the 
~gveda, in which the PaJ;l.is were concerned. Saram~ 

(literally, the mother of dogs) was :.ent by Indra to track 
them, which she succeeded in doing ; but she fai:ed to induce 
the Pa1;1is to come back or return the stolen cows. \Vhatever 
astronomical, cosmological or meteorological interpretations 
may be put on the conversation held between Sarama and 
the PaQ.is, one fact stands out above others, and that is their 
stealing of cows from the settled Aryans, which involved a 

good deal of search, and caused not a little worry and 
anxiety to the owners thereof. The PaQ.is have been 
described in Rv. vi. 51, 14 as " greedy like the wolf," in 
Rv. vi. 61, 1 as "extremely selfish" and "niggardly" and 
in Rv. vi. 20, 4 as "non-sacrificing, voluble, of cruel and 
unkind speech, devoid of reverential sentiments, and not 
multiplying." In Rv. vi. 20, 4, it is said that they once gave 

battle to King Kutsa, but were defeated by him, and they 
fled away, with hundreds of followers, in fright and disorder. 

They were a small, communi~y-these PaJ;l.is,-but rich, 
adventurous, cruel, selfish, extorting, usurous, and trading on 

the gullibility of the poor- simple villagers, like the Jews of 
modern times ; and thus they came to be regarded as veritable 
pests of the country. Not <5ubscribing to the orthodox Aryan 
faith, they were hated and persecuted by the Vedic Aryans, 

• 
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and at last driven out of the country. As I have aleady said, 
they were the ancestors of the Phrenicians of classical history 
and what is known as the Punic race, and spread over Western 
Asia, Northern . Africa, and the islands of . the Grt>ek 
Archipelago.. But some of them that stayed in the country 
were gradually converted to the orthodox faith, and became 
incorporated in the cultured Aryan community. They 
probably lived, as I have already said, on the eastern coast
lines of Sapta-Sindhu and on the high banks of the Ganga, 
as the following quotation will show :....;..." Brbu was placed 
high among the Par;tis, like the lofty banks of the Ganga " 
(Rv. vi. 45, 31). It is related that he once helped hungry 
Bharadvaja, a ~!li, who, had been benighted in the woods, 
and had lost" his way. The Vedic bard thus praises Brbu 
in Rv. vi. 45, -33 :-" We always praise Brbu with songs, 
who gave us one thousand cows, is wise, and deserves to be 
sung in hymns." This shows that a compromise was effected 
between such of the PaQ.is as were -left in the country, and 
the leaders of the cultured Aryan community. Brbu was a 
great b~ilder, probably of ships, and has been called Tva~tr 
or ma~ter"ta.rpenter, or master-builder. 

The Yadus were an Aryan tribe living in Sapta-Sindhu, 
but very prpbably they had at first been seceders from the 
orthodox faith, and had gone across the Southern Sea {the 
Rajputana Sea) and settled somewhere on its farther shores, 
possibly in modern Gujarat. They were, however, brought 
back by India to Sapta-Sindhu, where they re-settled, and 
performed many sac-rifices on the banks of the Sarasvati. As 
they had been heterodox in their faith, they were described 
in Rv. x. 6z; 10 as kings belonging to the Diisa tribe, or 
unbelievers. • 

The Sanakas were also an Aryan tribe. Even to this day, 
when oblations are offered to the manes of the original six men 
(manu.ryas) who were probably distinguished at the beginning 
of Aryan society, • the name of Sanaka is mentioned first. 
• 
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But the descendants of Sanaka became opposed to the insti
tution of sacrifice, and the ~gveda mentions how they were 
kiiied by Indra :-

" The Sanakas who were opposed to the institution of 
sacrifice met with death, (0 Indra}, coming as they did to be 
killed by arrows shot from thy bow." (Rv. i. 33, 4.) 

That there were many Aryan clans in Sapta-Sindhu who 
did not worship the Aryan Gods would appear from the 
following quotation : " Y e men, that God is Indra who 
killed with his thunderbolt many sinful non-worshippers. He 
does not bestow success on the proud and is the destroyer of 
the Dasyus." (Rv. ii. r2, 10.) 

The Purus have been mentioned in the ~gveda (x. 48, 
5) as also the Ced£s (Rv. viii. 5, I 7· 38-39). The famous 
King Puru-Kutsa whose praise has been sung in many a 
hymn was probably a most distinguished leader of the former. 
The Cedis, however, do not appear to have figured much in 
~gvedic history. 

Mention has already been made of the descendants of 
the ·fifty sons of Vi"vamitra, who were cursed to be the pro
genitors of the lowest orders of mankind, viz., the Andhras, 
th.e Pundras, the Sabaras, the Pulindas, and the Mutibhas who 
were ranked among the Dasyus. As the curse is mentioned 
in the Aitareya BrahmaQ.a, and not in the ~gveda, we may 
take it that long after ~gvedic times, the de5cendants of 
Vi~vamitra freely mixed with the aboriginal tribes of Southern 
India, and became their leaders, just as the descendants of 
Agastya crossed the Vindhya, settled in Southern India, and 
spread light and culture among its dark denizens . 

• 
But even in the ~gveda, we come across instances of 

the advanred and cultured Aryans becoming the leaders of 
the dark-complexioned Aryan Dasyus. Trasa-dasyu (lit. one 
who frightens the Dasyus) was an Aryan king, son of Puru
Kutsa, and famous for his charities and gifts. In Rv. vm . 

• 
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19, 37, he has been described as· the leader of the "dark
complexioned men." Very likely, after subduing the Dasyus, 
he reclaimed them from their evil ways and became their 
leader. Here, then, is an instance of a benevolent, powerful, 
and noble Aryan Prince engaged i~ the sacred task of uplift~ 
ing the low and degraded. 

We thus find that the Dasas, the Dasyus, the Asuras and 
the Rak~asas were all i\ryan tribes living in Sapta-Sitidhu 
from the earliest times, but mostly belonging to the low and 
degraded classes in the primitive stages of development, who 
did not worship the Gods of the cultured classes, nor perform 
the sac~ifices·, and were, therefore, hated by them. They 
proved such pests by their evil and wicked ways, uncleant 
habits, and criminal propensities that a systematic organization 
was made to extir.pate and expel them from Sapta-Sindhu. 
After a guerilla warfare continued for a long time, they were 
either killed, subdued, or driven out. But those that remained 
adopted civilised manners, became converts to the Aryan 
faith and were incorporated in Aryan society ·not as equals 

but inferiors, occupyi!}g t~e lowest place and forming pro
bably the majority of the Sadra caste. 1 What became of those 
who had been expelled from the country, it would be our 
endeavour to ascertain in the next chapter. 

1 ·Mr. Nesfield in his Brief View of the Caste System of the North-Western 

Provinces and Oudh says that there is no such division of the people as the 
Aryan conquerors of India and the aborigines of the country, that this division 
is "modern" and that there is " essential unity of the Indian race.'; He 
further says ·that the great majority of Brahmans are not of lighter complexion 
or of finer or better bred ·f(llltures than any other caste," or ''distinct in race 
and blood from the sca"engers who swept the road." (Vide Pavgee's Aryd• 

vartic, Home, p. 271.) • 



CHAPTER v:n. 
THE DISPERSION OF THE EARLY BARBAROUS ARYAN TRIBES FROM 

SAPTA-SINDUU. 

The ~gveda Sa:tp.hita, as we have already said, is merely 
a collection of hymns which were composed not in any parti

cular period, but in different periods, separated from one 
another probably by thousands of years. There are innumer
able references in the ~gveda to older hymns which came 
down to the bards of the ~gveda, clothed in new language 
(Rv. vi. 22, 7}, and to their great ancient ancestors, for 
instance, Manu, the Angirases, the Atharvans and the Bhrgus 
who were the first to light the Sacrificial Fire, and inaugurate 
the institution of Sacrifice (Rv. x. 46, 2 ; g2, co). It 
is said that the sage, Atharvan, was the first to produce 
Fire (Rv. X. 21, s), and the Angirases the first to organize 

Fire-worship. The Vasi;;thas and the Agnisatvas have also 
been mentioned among the Pitrs or ancestors (Rv. x. IS, 8 
& I 1 ). A time is referred to when the M a ruts, i.e., the 
presiding deties of the winds and the l],bhus were men, who 
were afterwards transformed into Devas on account of their 
piety and good work. (Rv. x. 77, 2). The old and the new 
feats of Indra have also been referred to (Rv. v. 31, fl), and 
the ancient an~estors, the Navagva Saptar;;is (the Seven 
~~is} mentioned. (Rv. vi. 22.3.) The famous ~~i Bharadvaja 
says in a hymn: " (0 lndra), the performer of many feats, 
those (R~is) who flourished in the early age became thy . . 
friends by performing the sacrifice,; as at present. Those 
that flourished in the mediceval .age and those that have 
flourished in recent times have similarly earned thy friendship. 
Therefore, (0 lndra), worshipped as thou art by many, 
condescend to listen to this hymn, offered by thy (present) 
humble (adorer)" (Rv. vi. 2 I, 5). The three ages into which 
the ~edic period was divided, vi;., the Early, the 

• 
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Mediceval and the Recent. (or Later) have also been men
tioned in Rv. iii. 32, 13. The "ancient " ana the " modern" 
~~is have moreover been mentioned in Rv. vii. 22, 9 and 
the ancient Rsis described· as the benefactors of mankind . . . 
(Rv. vii. 29, 3·) 

Thus it will be seen that the .~gveda which is regarded 
as the oldes't work extant of ti1e Aryan race refers to still 
older times when Fire was first produced, the sacrifices first 
introduced, and hymns first offered to the Gods, and gives 
1,1s faint glimpses of things whose origin is shrouded in the 
impenetrable darkness of the past, and will probably never 
stand revealed. 

In the last chapter, I have alre'ady briefly referred to the 
stages through which. the cultured Aryan had passed before 
he reached the stage of civilisation in which we find hi~ in 
~gvedic times. He had been the primitive. hunter with his 
stone weapons, living on the spoils of the chase, and must · 
h~ve passed through the palceolithic and the neolithic stages 
before he emerged into a comparatively civilised stage. There 
is no direct reference to stone weapons in the ~gveda, 

excepting Indra's vajra, though h0rn-tipped arrows also are 
mentioned ; and the · palreolithic or the neolithic Aryan 
savage must' have been completely superseded by the Aryan 
hunter and nomad, possessing iron weapons, as the latter 
was supe·rseded by the more civilised Aryan agriculturist 
who settled down in village-life in the fertile alluvial plains 
of Sapta-Sindhu. · The Aryan later pal~olithic ·or neolithic 
savages, pressed b.{ the more advanced tribes, must have 
withdrawn into inaccessible parts where they seduded them
selves beyond the reach ~f other' tribes, just as the Juangs of 
Orissa, and the Puliers and the M undavers of Southern 
India have kept themselves aloof, .even to this day, from the 
contaCt of the more advanced tribes of their ·race,-content 
to remain for. Ion~ untold ages in the primitive stone stage 
of their development, and not knowing the use and ev~n the 

• 
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names of metals. Still further pressed by the more advanced 
tribes, they were at last compelled to leave the land that gave 
them birth, and to disperse into countries beyond the precincts 

•' of Sapta-Sindhu, which no longer afforded them sufficient secu
rity and protection, nor proved congenial to their mode of life. 
They could not disperse eastwards or southwards on account of 
the existence of impassable seas, nor northwards into Central 
Asia for the very same reason. The only direction in which 
they could and did disperse was westward, through Baluchi
stan, Afgh1nistan and Persia along the southern coasts of the 
Central Asian Sea. Here, probably, they came in contact 
with the nomadic savages of the Mongolian race, who also 
pressed westwards along the southern coasts of the same sea 
in search of " fresh fields " for hunting, and " pastures new" 
for their cattle, if they possessed any. It can be safely 
surmised that, as the more civilised Chinese occupied the 
eastern portions of Asia, the hordes of the Mongolian 
savages, not finding any room for expansion in that direction, 
naturally turned to the west ; but the Central Asian Sea 
having barred their progress, they could not but pick their 
way through Turkestan and Bactriana, and advance along its 
southern coasts, till they came in contact with the Aryan 
nomadic savages in Western Asia, and got mixed with them. 
This intermingling of the two races of primitive savages, 
probably placed in the same stage of development, resulted 
in the production of a physical type which was neither purely 
Aryan nor purely Mong-olian, but a mixture of both, in which 
the Mongolian type with brachy-cephalic skulls seemed to 
predominate, due probably to the superi<1rity of the Mongo
lians in number and the prepotence of the race. But the 
Aryan tribes, being probably 111ore advanced than the 
Mongolians in some respects, gave them their language, or 
more correctly speaking, certain words describing family 
relationships, ·animals, plants and other natural • objects. 
Some of the savage tribes both of the Aryap and the Mongo
lian races, however, did not mix with one another, and 

• 
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retained their racial characteristics and languages. intact. 
"The irresistible impulse" for migration westwards, referred 
to by Grimm and Max : M iiller, was. created by the dire 
necessity for expansion, felt by the Aryan ami the Mongolian 
nomads, and their keen struggle for· existence, as they were 
ousted from their haunts and places of refuge, and pushed 
forward by the more advan<;!ed tribes' who also were in need 
of expansion. As the Semitic race ha<i not as yet occupied 
Western Asia, the Aryan and the Mongolian nomads must 
have tarried there for a pre~ty long time. tintil they were 
pushed forward again by other more powerful tribes· follow: 
ing them. The European :Mediterranean: Sea having stopped 
their further progress to the west, they must have turned north-_ 
wards, some occupying the Caucasius mountainous regions, 
while others passed through the broad isthmus ·of Bosphor~s 
into Europe, where they found ·abundant room for expansion: 
The Ice Age having terminated, ~nd the post,Glaciaf· epoch 
commenced in Europe, there was a general movement' among 
the savag·e tribes not only of Asia, but also of North •Africa · 
and Southern Europe, resulting in their migration to 
Northern, Western and North-eastern Europe whose· 'wide 
grassy plains and forests afforded them sufficient shelter . and 
security .. Thus, some of the . nomads from Asia ·passed on 
to the north through the plains of Russia, while ·others took 
their path up along the banks . of the Danube into Central, 
Southern and Western Europe. ·These migrations advanced 
in waves, each succeeding wave pressing iorward the one 
that had preceded it, until the· whole of Europe was ·over
spread by them. These waves were originated in Sapta
Sindhu where, as we have· already seen, a disturbance was 
caused by the storm that~ had been violently raging there, 
and also in Mongolia where ·similar· conditions likely pre~ 

vailed, an.d started on their career in the direction that offered 
them the least' resistance. :. Europe during· the Ice Age was 
very thinly populatf!d, most probably by the Iberians in the 
Squth, and by the Canstadts in the North, who lived on the 

19 
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shores of the Baltic, the former probably in the later palreo
lithic stage of development and living by the chase, and the 
latter in the palreolithic stage, and subsisting mainly on fishes 
and sea-shells which they found in abundance, as the kitchen
middens of Denmark testify even to this day. They were in 
a far wilder and more degraded state than the later palreoli
thic Aryan and Mongolian savages who first appeared on 
the scene probably with more advanced modes of life, 
and a superior speech which they gave to those who came 
in contact with them. This subject will be dealt with more 
fully in a subsequent chapter. 

We may mention here in passing that European ethnolo
gists now hold the opinion that Europe was peopled in the 
Second Interglacial Period more than two hundred thousand 
years ago by a people whom they have designated as the 
" Heidelberg men, " and who possessed big bodies and large 
forelimbs, and were unlike the true men of modern times. 
There was another type of men living in Europe in the 
Fourth Glacial Age about so,ooo years ago, who were called 
Neanderthalers and who, to judge from their jaw-bones, 
were probably the descendants of the clumsier and heavier 
Heidelberg men. If the Heidelberg men and the Neander
thalers belonged to the same race, then this race, may be 
said to have lasted out for more than 2oo,ooo years in 
Europe. The Neanderthaler race, to which undoubtt:dly 
belonged the Canstadts, was supplanted by the type of the 
"first true men " (Homo Sapiens) who probably developed in 
"South Asia " or " North Africa," and were superior to the 
Neanderthalers both in intelligence a_pd primitive culture. 
These true men were of two distinct types. One type of 
them was called the Cro-MagnardSIJ because in the grotto of 
Cro-Magnon were first discovered their complete skeletons. 
They were a tall people, with very broad faces and prominent 
noses, and ac.tonishingly big brains, and their type was 
Mongolian, which goes to show that tbey had emigrated 
to Europe from Asia. These Cro-Magnards were proba~ly 
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the products of amalgamated Mongolian and Aryan savages 
who entered into Europe in later Palceolithic times and extir
pated the Neanderthal race. The other type of these tr:ue 
men was African, with Negroid characteristics, and they were 
called the Grimaldi men. Both the Cro-Magnards arid the 
Grimaldi men were, s~me thousands of years later, superseded· 1 

by superior Neolithic men, the .ancestors of the present 
principal Enropean races, who had entered into Europe 
with Neolithic culture. and Aryan language from. "South
Western Asia" which may have been North-Western India 
or Persia. They could not help amalgamating themselves 
with the Cro-Magnards and the Grimaldi men, and the 

·modern European races are supposed to be the products 
of this amalgamation .1 . 

. Be that as it may, the gradual advancement of the early 
Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu towards civilisation, through the 
discovery and use of Fire and the metals, the establishment 
of sacrifices, arid the developmen·t of the art of agriculture, 
compelled the savage nomadic Aryans, as we have already 
seen, to migrate westwards from the land of their birth, and 
the advanced Aryans were rather glad to get rid of them. 
But, as already stated, there were still other Aryan hunters 
and nomads left in the country, who, though somewhat ·more 
advanced than th!! early primitive savages of the neolithic 
stage; in so far as they knew the use of iron, yet proved ·to 
be veritabl<:; pests to the settled and civilised Aryans who 
called them, as ~e have seen, by the hateful names of Dasas 
and Dasyus, and combined together to extirpate them from 
the country. Many •were put to death or ·killed in battles, 
and the rest, finding the country · made too hot for them to 
live in, left it and migrated westwards 'through the same 
paths that their predecessors had taken. The descendants of 
the Dasyus hung about the wilds of Persia.. and Media under 
the name of Dahce (or robbers) even in a later age. When 

Read also l;?g'Uedic Culture Ch. I (pp. 5•20) . 
• 
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the h;anian branch of the ) Aryans settled there, the Iranian 
peasants' who "lived in patriarchal conditions under heredi
tary princes were continually at war with the rohbers and 
n<>mads." I We find a tribe named "Dah<e" located to the 
west of the borders of Makran in Baluchistan, and "we know 
that tribes of this name from the shores of the Caspian 
accompanied Alexander's army." 2 We can thus safely sur
mise that these were the descendants of the Dasyus whom 
the Aryans had driven out of their country. 

Some of the nomadic Aryan tribes were also called by 
the names of Sarpas (serpents) and Garuljas (birds), on 
account of their constant movements and migratory habits. 
In the Aitareya Brahmat,ta, we find mention made of a ~!Ji 

of the Sarpa tribe, who was called Arvuda and presided at a 
.sacrifice held by the BnlhmaQ.as (vi. 26. 1 ). In the M aha
bhilrata, we find the name of a ~~i whose name was Jaratkaru 
and who married the sister of Vasuki, the King of the Sarpas. 
That the Sarpas were not crawling reptiles, but Aryan 
nomads of a somewhat savage type, would appear from these 
accounts. In the Hariva7[!sa of the Mababbarata, it has been 
related that King Sagara, under the direction of Vasi~tha, 

·ca~ed certain K~atriya tribes, viz., the Sakas, the Yavanas, the 
Kambojas, the Paradas, the PahQ.avas, the Kolis, tb~ Sarpas, 
the Mahi~Jakas, the Darvas, the Cholas, and the Keralas to be 
degraded and deprived of the right of reading the Vedas or 
performing the sacrifices, and drove them out of the country.;; 
It would thus appear that the Sarpas were originally an Aryan 
tribe living in Sapta-Sindhu. " In Sarawan, we find the 
Sirperra, and Pliny tells us that a tPibe called Sarapara 
resided near the Oxus."4 The names of these tribes bear a 
close resemblance to the word Salpa, and it is just possible 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. II, p. 569. 
s Ency. Brit., Vol. Ill, p. 300 (Ninth Edition}. 
3 Hariflamsam, Ch. 24. 

• Ency • .Brit., Vol. iii, p. 300 (Ninth Edition). 
• 
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that they were the descendants of the early Aryan . nomads 
of Sapta-Sindhu, called Sarpas, who had been driven out of it. 
On the borders of Makran are the plains 'of Gressia, the 
ancient Gedrosia, which was probably named after the Aryan 
nomads known as the Garu<;las or the Syenas. The G~ru<;las 
and the Sarpas were af constant war with one anotper in ancient 
times, the former more advanced than the latter, and in sym
pathetic touch with the settled Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu. It 
is said that Garuc;la or Syena, the chief of the tribe, first 
bro~ght the Soma plant from heaven, or the lofty heights of 
the Mujavat peak in the Himalaya, and .gave it to the Vedic 
Aryans who were thus enabled to perform the Soma sacrifice. 
It is related in the Pun11J.as that the Soma used to be guarded 
by the Sarpas ; but Garuc;Ia defeat~d them and carried it to 
the pl'ains of Sapta-Sindhu. We have seen in the ~gveda 
that the Soma plant used to be brought from the mountains 
for sale by savage tribe~ whom the civilised Aryans hated for 
their ill-bred manners and irreligious life, and pitied for not 
performing the Soma sacrifice, although they were the 
purveyors of the plant, and brought it to the markets for sale . 

. Probably these savage tribes were the Sarpas and the Garuc;Ias,. 
some of whom having been drive_n out of Sapta-Sindhu,· 
afterwards settled iu the wilds of Baluchistan, Persia and 
even Southern India. For, we find mention made in the 
Mahabharata of the fact of the migration of the Sarpas, with 
the assistance of the Garuc;las, to an island. which, for aught 
we know, might ·have been the·lost Southern Continent. In 
the Ramaya1;1a, we find.Jatayus, the king of the birds, as an 
ally of King Dasaratha of Kosala, and reigning in Southern 
India near Janasthan;, He made a supreme effort _to rescue 
Sua from the clutch~s of lH.va!J.a, when be was carrying her 
off, but failed.and lost his life in the attempt. · Sampati, the 
brother of Jatayus, was reigning at this time at the southe~n
most point of the Indian Peninsula near the sea-shore.' These 
stories go to show !hat some of the Garuc;las and the Sarpas 
might also have migrated to Southern l~dia . 
• 
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Manu says that many Aryans, in very degraded conditions, 
were driven out of Sapta-Sindhu and lived on the mountains 
of the Western frontier under the name of Dasyus, speaking 
either the Aryan language, or its corrupted forms which were 
known as Mleccha.I 

All these evidences go to prove that the Aryan savages 
and nomads were driven out of Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times, 
and they dispersed mainly towards the west, driving before 
them the primitive Aryan and Mongolian savages in the later 
palceolithic stage of development, who had been in occupation 
of the land. 

After the expulsion of the Dasyus from Sapta-Sindhu, the 
Pal.)is, or the Val.)iks, and the Iranian branch of the Aryans, 
who did not subscribe to the tenets of the orthodox Aryan 
faith, were compelled to leave Sapta-Sindhu. The Pal.)is 
probably left first, and the Iranians afterwards. The Paf}.is, 
as we have already seen, were opposed to the worship of 
Indra, having been the votaries of Vala, and to the perform
ance of the Soma sacrifice, or for the matter of that, of any 
sacrifice. As they were also cattle-raiders, swindlers, and 
usurers who " counted the days for computing interest " 
(Rv. viii. 66, 10), and oppressed the people by their greed 
and avarice, cruel speech and rough manners, the Aryan 

sacrificers and worshippers of Indra began to persecute and 
harass them so persistently that a majority were compelled 
to leave the shores of Sapta-Sindhu either in their merchant
ships for Southern India and Mesopotamia, or by the overland 
route across the mountains for the countries of Western Asia. 
Some of them must have landed in the ~alabar and Coro. 
mondal coasts, or such coasts as then existed in the Southern • 
Continent, while others settled in Mesopotamia near the 
mouth of the Euphrates and the Tigris, and civilised the 
original inhabitants of the countries, who were in an extremely 
savage condition. They kept up their trade and mutual 

• 
1 Manu Samhita, Chap. x, 45· 

• 
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communication between Southern India and Mesopotamia, 
the more so, because the Western sea-coasts of the former 
were rich in teak-wood which was necessary for ship-building, 
and had therefore to be exported to Mesopotamia which was 
poor in timber. The Cholas and the Pa~;~.dyas on the sea-coasts 
of the Indian Peninsula were greatly benefited by their contact 
with the PaQ.is. arid made rapid strfdes towards progress. But as 
the coasts of southern Persia and Mesopotamia, besides being 
·poor in timber, did not afford the Pa~;~.is sufficient scope for their 
trade, they must have left the country after a long sojourn· in 
search of a better land and passed on to Palestine on the M~di" 
terraneari coast either by the overland route, or by voyaging 
up the Red Sea to the Isthmus of Suez. Here, as timber for 
ship-building was found in great abundance, and the sea-board 
afforded them numerous safe harbours, they ·settled down, and 
called their country Phcenicia, z.e., the land of the PaQ.is~ The 
Pa~;~.dyas and the Cholas of Southern India, imbibing and . 
imitating the adventurous spirit of the PaQ.is, and being gradual
ly initiated in the arts of civilisation by the Aryan settlers of 
Southern India after the disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, 
sent out colonies in a later age to Egypt and Mesopotamia, 
under the guidance of Brahma!j.a (Aryan) priests, and founded 
kingdoms In Egypt and Chaldea,· which played most important 
parts in the history of the ancient and modern world. We 
shall relate . these stories in greater detail~ in subsequent · 
chapters. 

The Iranian branch of the Aryans, as we have already 
said, had also to leave Sapta-Sindhu through religious 
difference with the • Aryans of the orthodox faith after a long 
and protracted :struggle, a brief account of which will be 
giv~n in. the next two chapters . 

• 

• 



CHAPTER IX· 
TilE WAll BETWEEN TIIB DEVAS AND TIIB ASURAS, 

The Devas in the ~gveda were the benevolent powers, 
md the Asuras the malevolent powers of Nature. The Devas 
!Vere bright and shining Gods, and the etymological meaning 
>f the word supports this view, as it is derived from the root 
fiv, to shine. The etymological meaning of the word Asura, 
~s we have already said, is powerful ; and this word was at 
irst applied to the Devas to denote their power for good. 
n the early Ma!J.dalas of the ~gveda, Indra, Varu!J.a, Mitra, 
;avitr, the Maruts, Rudra, Fire (Agni), the Sky and other 
)evas have been addressed as Asuras} and even powerful 
:ings and priests received that epithet; but afterwards, the 
neaning degenerated into " malevolent power," and the 
~pithet was applied to the Dhavas i.e., those evil powers 
hat acted in opposition to the Devas, wrought mischief in 
be world, and harassed all living beings, especially mankind. 
rhe early application of the word '' Asura" to the Devas 
vas, however, retained by a branch of the Aryans, who 
:ontinued to call their deities Asuras, though this practice 
vas resented by the Vedic Aryans who accordingly called 
hem the worshippers of the powers of evil. The latter 
etaliated and called the Vedic Aryaas the worshippers of 
he powers of evil, and with them the word Deva came to be 
ynonymous with such evil powers. Both the branches really 
vorshipped ~he bright powers, viz., Varul)a, the Sky, the Sun, 
~ire, etc., and hated the powers of evil or darkness ; but the 
etention of an original epithet by the one branch, and the 
ej~ction of it by the other made a world of difference, and 
:reated such bad blood between them as led to serious 
:onsequences, social, religious and political. "What's in a 
lame?" asks the poet, and without stoppi!lg for an answer, 
•imself answers the question by saying that a rose would . 
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smell as sweet, by. whatever· name we might call it. This 
is true, no doubt ; but the reply given by _the poet, in his 
wisdom, shows that it was necessitated by the great import~ 

ance that people usually attached to names, which led to 
quarrels and dissensions. The importance which two · 
branches of the ancient Aryans attached to the names Deva 
and Asura led in ancient times to schisms and dissensions 
with very·serious consequences, about which we shall write 
in this, and the following chapter. 

Mitra and Varui].a seem to be two of the earliest deities 
of the Aryans. Mitra was the deity presiding over day, and 
Varui].a over night. The Sup, therefore, was Mitra, and .. 
Night, with its thousand eyes sparkling in the darkness, in 
the shape of bright stars and planets, was .VaruiJ.a. There . 
was another ancient deity, viz., Fire. All these deities the 
ancient Aryans worshipped as Devas or. bright Gods. But 
another powerful Deva, under the name of Indra, was revealed 
to the Vedic Aryans who gave him the firs.t place among all 
the Devas, not only on account of his all-pervading power, 
but also for the beneficent deeds that , he performed for the 
good of the world and of mankind. Hence with the Vedic 
Aryans, Indra became the first and foremost of the Devas 
(Rv. i. 102, g). He was regarded as so all-pervading that 
in the second verse of the above Snkta it has been said that 
"'the Sky, the Earth and the Antarikfa (the region between 
these two) reveal his visible body." It may be asked what 
is meant by the visible body of Indra? Ve_rse 8 of the same 
Snkta answers the question thus : '!Thou art capable of 
carrying three· tejas .in the three Locas (regions), and of 
upholding the entire world." S~yaQ.a, the <great Vedic 
commentator, commenting on this hymn say~ that the 
" three tejas " are the 'Sun in the sky, the Fire on the Earth, 
and Lightning in Antar'ikfa, and in this interpretation· he is 
confirmed and supported by Rv. i. 103, r, which says: 
11 His (I ndra's) one.lustre is in ·the Fire on the Earth, and his 
another lustre is in the Sun on the sky." These, therefore, 
• 

20 
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together with Lightning in mid-heaven, are the three visible 
bodies of Indra. That Fire burns in the Sun has been 
mentioned in Rv. x. 45, 3· Fire has also been identified 
with Lightning (Rv. x. 45, t), and lndra with the Sun (Rv. 
viii. 97, to). But lndra is greater than the Sun himself, as 
the translation of the following hymns would testify :-

" 0 Indra, thou hast given lustre to the Sun, and thou 
art the Maker of this Universe, and great." (Rv. viii. g8, 3·) 

"Thou hast revealed the heavens" (Rv. viii. g8, 3). 

" He (Indra), from whom the Sun was produced, is the 
oldest of all the Devas, i.e., none had existed before him." 
(Rv. x. 120, t.) 

" Indra won the cows by producing the Sun, and reveal
ing the days by his lustre " ( R v. ii. I 8, 3). 

" Indra has upheld and extended the Earth " (Rv. i. 103, 

2). 

The Vedic bard had all thest> attributes of Indra before 
his mind's eye when he sang: " 0 Indra, neither can the 
Heavens, nor hundreds of Earths measure thy greatnt>ss, nor 
a thousand Suns reveal thee." {Rv. viii. 70, 5·} Another 
~"I in his ecstatic vision of Indra, sang as follows : " I sing 
the praise of Him who is the Creator of all Creators, the 
Lord of this world, the Preserver of mankind, and the 
Destroyer of all his enemies .... May lndra bless us in this 
our sacrifice, who possesses extensively wide powers, is 
magnificent, and is invoked before all others." (Rv. x 128, 

7 & 8.) Another ~~i has aptly comp<tred the greatness of 
Indra with that of VaruQ.a by saying that lndra is like an 
Emperor (SamrtU), while VaruQ.a·is like a King or Provincial 
Ruler (Svarat). (Rv. vii. 82, 2). This, then, was the grand 
conception that the Vedic bards had formed of the great 
lndra. He was not merely the God of rain, or of the sky, 
as Western scholars are fond of telling• us, but He was an 
all.powerful Deity, pervading and dominating the Univesse, 
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the Creator . of Creators, whose greatness could not be 
measured by the Heavens and hundreds of Earths, and whose 
lustre could not be. equalled by that of tho~sands of burning 
Suns ! It was a very grand idea, probably the grandest that 
the early Aryans could conceive of Indra, from an adequate 
realisation of which the mind of even the highest and greatest 
modern thinker and Yogi would recoil, baffled and defeated. 
In fact, to express in the language of later Aryan philosophers, 
the great and mighty Indra was none other than SagiaJa 
Brahman Himself, with the three- attributes of the Creator, 
the Preserver, and. the Destroyer, combined in him.. It was 
in honour of this Great, All-powerful, and All-pervading 
Deity that sacrifices were primarily performed by the ancient 

Aryans. 

The bright and blazing Fire on the earth, and the bright 

Sun in the sky \\'ere the · two emblems of this great Deity, 
in fact his "visible bodies," as aptly expressed by a Vedic 
bard; and Indra could only be worshipped by these visible 
emblems. Fire is within every body's reach, and can ·be 
kindled whenever required. All offerings made to the sacri
ficial Fire, which are instantly consumed by it, reach the 
Deity or Deities in whose name they are offered. Hence 
the system of sacrifice by kindling Fire was introduced in 
ancient Aryan society, and Fire was regarded as the Purohita 
or Priest of the Sacrifice (Rv. i. I, 2), ~hrough whom alone 
the Devas could be approached. Of all Devas, therefore, 
Fire was eminently fitted to be used in Sacrifice. (Rv. 
iv. 15, 1 .) It was a 'delight to contemplate on the brightness 
of the Devas by loQking at the sacrificial Fire whose bright 
glow, fe<,l by the oblations of Ghrta or clarified butter, helped 
the sacrificer to realise t!.e nearness of the Devas, in whose 
praise the sacred hymns were chanted and to whom they 
offered the best things available, out of reverential gratitude 
for all the good they accomplished for them, by pouring them 
with g/.lrta into Fir&,--Fire the bright, the beautiful, and the 
emblem of the Gods. , The instant . consumption of these 
• 
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s~cred offeri~~s by Fire afforded them the SU~te\\\e ~at\~tat. 
tlon o{ reahsmg that th"''' ...... ~ . ···--······ · ··~ ···- ~~~
themselves. The kindling of the sacrificial Fire was thus 
regarded as essential to the worship of the Gods. 

The Devas were, as we have already said, bright and 
benevolent deities who were constantly engaged in doing 
good to the world. But there were also the evil powers who 
were as constantly acting in opposition to the Devas. This 
conflict between Good and Evil, therefore, was constant, 
nay, everlasting. The powers of evil were dark, and appeared 
in the shape of darkness and black clouds. The darkness 
of the night extinguished the light of the bright Sun, and 
imprisoned him, as it were, in his gloomy cave. lndra had 
to wage a daily fight with the power of darkness, and release 

. the Sun and the Dawn from his grasp. The clouds, again, 
imprisoned not only the Sun and the Dawn but also ;, the 
water of life " within their dark bosom, thereby causing a 
drought in the country. These clouds represented, as it 
were, the body of the Evil One, whose name was Ahi, the 
Serpent, or Vrtra, the enveloper. The Sun, the Dawn and 
the waters had to be released for the good of mankind, in 
fact, of all living creatures, and lndra had to fight a hard 
and tough fight with this wily, withal powerful demon. The 
fight raged for several months at a stretch, and Indra had to 
be strengthened by the offering of the cheering Soma juice, 
and roused by the chanting of hymns. Hence arose the 
necessity of the Sattras, the daily, the periodical, and the 
annual sacrifices that were performed by the ancient Aryans 
for the propitiation of the great Indra and the other Devas. 
This daily and yearly conflict between the Devas and the 
Danavas, i.e., the Asuras or dedlons, is known in ancient 
Sanskrit literature as the Devasura-Sa1J!.grama, or war 
between the Devas and the Asuras. In one sense, it may be 
said that this conflict commenced from the very beginning 
of creation, and will last till the end of it. The Satapatha 
Brahma1Ja, the Aitareya Brahma1Ja and the other BrahmtJ-
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r,tas have declared that the Devas and the Asuras were the 
sons of Prajapati, the Creator, and all were equall>: powerful. 
In other words, the dualism ·of Good and Evil is co-existent 
with the creatio.n of the world, and Evil is as powerful as 
Good. It was thought necessary to strengthen the power of 
the Devas, who represented the principle of Good, by means 
of prayers and sacrifices, and the early Aryans realising this, 
took to s~ci:ifices in honour of lndra· and the other Devas. 
But, as we have said before, there were ~en· and sects in 
ancient Aryan society, who did not b~lieve in the existence 

·of Indra or his beneficent powers, and held independent 
opinions of ·their own. Some ·did not see the necessity of 
worshipping Fire, or performing the Soma' sacrifice in honour 
of lndra; while others regarded Fire as too sacred to be 
polluted by the offerings of the flesh of sacrificed animals. 
This gave rise to schsims, dissensions, religious intolerance; 
and afterwards to active hostility resulting in terrible blood
shed. 

Indra having been regarded as the all-powerful and bene• 
volent Deva, those that were opposed to his worship were 
naturally put down to be malevolent, and siding with· the 
Asura, named Vrtra, and his hosts, and were in fact called 
Asuras. The Cosmic struggle was thus transferred to earth· 
and men. The followers and the worshippers of lndra and 

the other deities were called the Devas, and the opponents of 
Indra-wor<>hip and sacrifice were called the Asuras, and 
these became the hateful .terms to the one party, or the other. 
The nomadic Aryans and hunters who harassed the settled 
Aryans by stealing tlieir cows and looting and pillaging their 
villages were regarded as the incarnations of the evil powers 
or the As:Iras, and those tl!at opposed the worship of lndra 
and the performance of sacrifices, though they were not so 
barbarous as the nomads, and were probably as advanced· in 
civilisation as the Vedic Aryans; were also classified with the 
noma~s and' huntero; urider that name, and called the " Aryan 
e'lemies." The struggle was thus two-fold, one against the 
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savage nomads, and the other against the civilised and settled 
dissenters, all of whom were called "black " figuratively, and 
also from an analogy with the colour of the clouds represent
ing the body of Vrtra. The struggle against the savage 
nomads and hunters was short and swift, but that against the 
civilised dissenters long and arduous, as they were equally 
well armed, and having been more worldly, were richer and 
more powerful and resourceful than their opponenta,-Iiving 
in well-fortified towns, and successfully holding their own 
against the attacks of the Vedic Aryans. The kings of the 
latter, viz., Kavi, Kutsa, Ayas, Srutarva, Divodasa, Trasa
Dasyu, ~jr~van, Savya and others were the special proteges 
of lndra who helped them in defeating the Asura kings, 
Tugra, Smadiva, Mrigaya, Vesa, Satgrivi, Sambara, Varci, 
Navavastva, Brhadratha, Kr~1,1a, Su~1,1a, Pipru and others. As 
we have already said, it was an awful struggle, resulting in 
terrible massacre. Many battles were fought, in some of 
which ten to fifty thousand Aryan enemies were killed. One 
~~i sings : " I burn down the world that does not acknow
ledge the supremacy of lndra, and revolts against Iodra
worship. The enemies have been killed in the place where 
they were assembled. They have been completely destroyed 
and are lying on the Smasana (lit cremation-ground), i.e., 
the battle field." (Rv. i. 133, r). 1 This was the spirit that 

1 Rv. i. 133, I :-ri' 'S"frfif ~ ~ 'f'?t ~rfif li +r~'ldi:J~1: I 

~ltf" ~ ~T~ tift~~ II 
The literal translation of this verse is as follows : " By sacrifices I purify 

both the sky and the earth. I burn the wide (realms of earth) that are without 
Indra, and are the haunts of the wicked; wherever the enemies have congre· 
gated, they have been slain ; and utterly destroyed, .they sleep in a deep pit." 
Wilson comments on this as follows: '' Vailasthanam aferan ' they have 
slept,' or irregularly they sleep in a place which is of the nature of a vila, a 
hole, a cavern, a pit. The scho liast consider~ the expression in this and in the , 
third stanza to be equivalet to Smasdna, a place where dead bodies are burned, 
or as it would here seem to imply, a place where they are buried, as if it was 
the practice to bury the dead when this hymn was composed." Very likely, the 
dead bodies of the enemies were collected together after a battle, and thrown 
into a deep pit, and b.uried. Burial had been an earlier~ustom among the Vedic 
Aryans than cremation. (Vide ~Jgvedic Culture ch. x pp. 405-4~1). 

• 
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animated the Indra-worshippers against their enemtes, the 
dissenters. 

As the dissenters were opposed to the Vedic mantras 
addressed to the Devas, they did not cultivate the Vedic 
language as carefully as the orthodox Aryans did, and used 
in their speech the common dialects of the people, which were 
corrupted forms of the Vedic Sanskrit spoken by the cultured 
classes. Hence they have been described in the ~gveda as 
A nasa (na=no, and asa= mouth), i.e., " mouthless." Wilson 
commenting on the word says that it "alludespossibly to. the 
uncultured dialects of tpe barbarous tribes." But some 
Western scholars, in their. eagerness to identify these tribes 
with non-Aryan aborigines, have interpreted the word to mean 
".no~eless," i.e., flat-nosed, as describing their repelling 
countenance, by way of distinction from the well-developed 
nose of the Aryans. But this interpretation is wrong, as will 
appear from the use of the epithet mrdhra.vacah applied to 
the Asuras. In Rv. v. 32, 8 and Rv. vii. 6, 3 the word has 
been interpreted by S~yaQ.a to mean '' persons whose power 
of speech is undeveloped," and· in Rv. i. 174, 2, to mean 
"persons who cannot speak fluently, or who speak softly." 

. In the Satapatha BrihmaQ.a a curious reason has been assigned 
~o the defeat of the Asuras who, instead 0f addressing their 
enemies as " arayah " addressed them with a soft and liquid 
accent as "alavah" (iii. 2.1. 23-24). 1 . Whether this was the 
real cause of their defeat or not, the anecdote shows the great 
care taken in, and the great importance attached to the 
correct pronunciation of words by the Vedic Aryans, and the 
contempt they felt for. those who could not pronounce them 
correctly. The author of the Br~hmaQ.a draws this moral 

• 
from the anecdote : " Therefore, no Brahmar;ta should pro-
nounce words incorrectly ; for such words have no power." 

t Sat. Brah. (ii.i. 2. r. 23·24):-~ ~ "'lil<i'<IJI <it·~~~ m 
~ ~: ~: l ~ SIT'il!~ ~'ilfq I ~ N ~ qrCII, 1·· 
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We have seen that the Asuras (among whom were in
cluded the ancient Iranians, the Pa1;1is and all dissenters) 
were opposed to the worship of the Devas, especially Indra, 
and to the performance of sacrifices. The ancient Iranians 
were not strict in the pronunciation of words, and generally 
used their corrupted for'ms. For example, they pronounced 
Asura as Ahura, panca as paja, matar as madar, bhratar 
as brader, sapta as hapta, satlli as hanti, asmi as ahmi, 
Sapta-S£ndhu as Hapta-Hendu, Soma as Homa and sahasra 
as hazara. These are some of the instances of the 
soft or incorrect pronunciation of words, for which they 
incurred the odium and ridicule of the Vedic Aryans, and were 
called by the opprobrious names of " mouthless or speechless." 
The orthodox Aryans, believing as they did in the power of 
mantras, insisted on their correct pronunciation to make 
them efficacious. The Iranians were probably a sect of re
formers who used the dialect spoken by the people for the 
propagation of their faith, and effected reforms in other 
matters, e.g., in looking upon Fire as sacred, and unfit to be 
polluted by the flesh of animals or by dead bodies which 
used to be consigned to it by the orthodox Aryans, and in 
the discontinuance of the Soma sacrifice or of the Soma 
drink which had some intoxicating effect on the consumers. 
But like all reformers, whether in ancient or modern times, 
they were opposed and condemned for their new-fangled 
ways by the orthodox party. As the ancient Iranians were 
as strong and powerful as the Vedic Aryans, they were not 
easily discomfited, but they carried on the struggle for a 
pretty long time, now defeating the V,;:dic Aryans, and now 
being defeated by them. It was virtually a war of Prin
ciples-carried on between two powerful branches of the Aryan 
race, and was looked upon by the common people as a war 
between the deities worshipped by the respective branches, 
i.e., a war between the Devas and the Asuras. We learn 
from the ~gveda that the enemies of the Aryans were ulti
mately crushed, defeated and driven out of the country, . 
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which impliea' tha:t the Devas were viCtorious, and ·the Asuras 
defeated. This defeat of ~he Asuras established in the eyes 
of the Vedic Aryans the supremacy and superiority of the 
Devas oyer .the Asuras, of the ~!ilis. to whom the mantras 
were revealed over the Iranian reformers a!"ld dissenters, ·of 
the Vedic faith over .the noli-Vedic, of mantras over simple 
prayers couched in the dialects of the people, and of Indr.a 
over Ahura Mazda. The Vedic hymns addressed to Indra 
breathe a joyous triumphant spirit, and a sense of relief at 
this victory, which made the Vedic Aryans supremely con- · 
scious of their powers, of a sense of right and justice on their 
side, and of the immense superiority oftheir Faith and their 
Devas. This consciousness added a zest to their ordin~ry 

humdrum existence, and probably· helped them to make 
strides on· the path of progress. 

This account of the defeat of the Asuras in the ~gveda 
is supplemented by th~ elaborate, though. s'omewhat fancifui, 
accounts given in the. Brahma~as, which are couched i~ s~ch 
language as to. make them relate .to supernatural events 
rather than to human affairs. It is lndra, Fire, the Asvins, 
the Sun, the Dawn, and the Maruts who are represented to 
have been fighting with Vrtra and his hosts. It is the account 
of the struggle of the Cosmic Powers over again, though 
here and there we· ca~n;t fail to catch glimpses of human 
and mundane affairs with which the struggle was mainly 
connected. 

Though the Bn1hmaJ;las are not within the scope of our 
treatment, it will 11ot, I think, be quite out of place to make 
occasional references to them, if only to throw some addi· 
tional light on points that <are not quite clear in the ~gveda. 

There are some direct references in the ~gveda to the
Pal}.is having been vanquished by an Aryan king in a battle, 
and having fled from Sapta-Sindhu in a body; but I have not 
come across any reference to the Iranians or the worshippers 
of Ahura Mazda having left the country on account of 

21 
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religious dissensions, though it has been related in a general 
way in the ~gveda that the dissenters who were called 
Asuras were defeated, and expelled from the country. It is 
just possible that some of the Asuras left the country, while 
others withdrew to its remote parts or lived in Sapta-Sindhu 

in a sort of armed truce during a part of ~gvedic times; 
and it was only when the cleavage became well marked, and 
the gulf between the two sects too wide to be bridged that 
their final dispersion took place. There were many points 
of agreement between the followers of Ahura Mazda, and the 

Vedic Aryans. Both sects worshipped the Fire with 
offerings, among which, however, the Asuras did not include 
the flesh of sacrificed animals ; both worshipped many com
mon Devas with identical names ; but the Asuras did not 
acknowledge Indra. to be the supreme Deva, though they 
worshipped him in substance under the name of Vrtraghna; 
both performed the Soma sacrifice which the Asuras (Iranians) 
called Hoama sacrifice, though they objected to the intoxica
ting properties of the juice, and tried to substitute the plant by 
another of the same genus, anll both were equally civilised and 
powerful. The retention of the name of A sura for their deitie!:' 
by these dissenters, and the denial of lndra's existence or 
superiority were the main points of differrnce and friction 
between the two sects; and the Vedic Aryans called them, 

as ~e have seen, by the name of Asuras, used in the bad 
sense of the word, which the latter retaliated by attaching 
an equally bad sense to the word Deva, which, however, had 
no etymological justification as that of the word Asura. It 
is sufficient, however, for our purpose t6 remember that these 
dissenters were simply called Asuras and not Iranians, for 
they had not settled in Iran or Airyana as yet. 

The Br~hma1,1as relate that the Asuras as well as the 
Devas Wf're the progeny of Praj:1pati, and both performed 
sacrifices and became powerful. But the Asuras having tried 

to establish tht>ir suprt>macy over the Devas, a conflict ar<?se 
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bet~een them, which lasted for a long time, during which 
several bloody battles were fought. 1he Aitareya Brahmat;ta 
(i. 3· 3) says that at first there were fightings in the east, 
the west, the south and the north, in all of which the Devas 
were defeated by the Asuras ; but when the fighting took 
place in the north-east direction (of Sapta-Si'ndhu), the Devas 
were victorious, and since then, this direction has. been 
regarded as invincible. Hence, ·when the Soma plant was 
brought for sacrifice, it became the custom among the Aryan 
worshippers of the Devas to take it out from the cart from 
that direction. I · 

It is further related in the BnlhmaQ.a that as the Devas 
attributed their defeat to their having no king, they made 
Soma their king; and with the help of Soma, they became 
victorious in all the directions. This undoubtedly refers to 
the controversy about the use of the Soma juice in sacrifice, 
which was discontinued by the Asuras or the ancestors of. the 
lranians for sometime, as we · shall see later on, and bears 
testimony to the fact that the worshippers of the Devas 
established the necessity and efficacy of the Soma sacrifice, 
and carried their point in the teeth of well-organized opposi
tion. 

There is another anecdote in the Aitareya Brahmat;ta 
in connection with this conflict between the Devas and the 
Asuras, which is worth mentioning here. The Asilras 
thought of barring the Devas from B/zuloka (the Earth), 
Antarik.ya (the Mid-heaven), and Dyuloka (the Heaven) by 
constructing three walls, viz., one of iron, another of silver, 
and the third of gold respectively. Against this- plan and 
device of the -Asuras, the Devas constructed a sadas (a place 
of sacrifice), an agnidhra or place for the sacred sacrificial 
Fire, and two carts named habirdhan in which offerings for 
Sacrifice were brought. After that, they performed the 

1 Ait. Brdh. i. 3· 3· 
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Sacrifice, named Updsat. At the end of the fin;t day's sacri

fice, the Asuras were driven out of the earth ; at the end of 

the second day's sacrifice, they were driven out of mid
.tieaven ; and at the end of the third day's sacrifice, they were 

driven out of heaven. Then the Asuras fell back on the six 

seasons ; but the Devas drove them out of these by perform

ing s~!, lfptisats. The Asuras then fell back on the twelve 
months,. from which they were expelled by the Devati 

performing twelve Updsats. Then the Asuras fell back on 

the twenty-four fortnights, from which also the Devas 

expelled them by performing twenty-four sacrifices. Lastly, 
the Asuras fell back on Jay and night (Ahoratra), from which 

· also the Devas expelled them by performing two daily 

l?acrifices, one in the morning, by which they were expelled 

from day-time, and one in the after-noon, by which they were 
expelled from the night. This compelled the Asuras to take 

refuge only at the junctions of Day and Night at bot'J ends, 

1-is., early dawn, and evening. 1 

This anecdote proves that the Asuras were rich in 

worldly possessions and prosperous, which enabled them to 

construct three walls of iron, silver, and gold, but they were 
.poor in spiritual powers which could only be acquired, 
according to the V cdic Aryans, by the performance of 

sacrifices and religious rites. The Devas, though not rich 

from a worldly point of view, were spiritually strong; hence, 

they were enabled to expel the Asuras from the three worlds 

by the performance of three sacrifices ; from the six seasons, 

by the performance of six sacrifices ; from the twelve months, 
by the performance of twelve sacrifices ; from the 24 fortnights, 

.by the performance of 24 sacrifices ; and from the days and 
• nights, by performing the sacrifices twice daily. This was 

the cause of the victory of the Devas ; in other words, it was 
by spiritual culture, and the performance of sacrifice twice 

daily, and not by mere worldly possessions, that they became 

• Ait Brah. (i. 4· 6). 
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victorious in the long run. This marks tl;e very characteris
tics of the two branch~s of the Aryan race, ·which are 
observable even to this day. 

·It has been previously said that the Asuras, without 
o"fferirig any havyas (oblations) to the. sacrificial Fire, ate 
them up themselves. On the other hand, the Vedic Aryans 
offered all the best things to Agni, even the flesh of the 
animals sacrificed. I The Asuras were evidently opposed t? 
such sacrifices, and tried to stop them by force. But the 
Devas drove them away by having reco~rse to .a device. 
When the animal .was made ready for sacrifice, the Asuras 
came towards the yupa {wooden block for sacrificing an 
animal). · Seeing this, the Devas. made three concentric walls 
of fire for protecting themselves and the sacrifice. The very 
sight of these walls of fire surrounding the animal to be 
sacrificed was sufficient .to driv~ them away from the place 
of sacrifice, as it. was highly repugnant and revolting to t.heir 
sentiments. Thus with the help of the sacrificial Fire, the 
Devas succeeded in killing the Asuras and the ~~_!{~;iasas 
both in the east and west. ~ /. 

It further appears from· a perusal of the Brahmai;tas. that 
the Asuras were so much persecuted by the Devas that· 
they were compelled to assume the forms of Brahm·ai;tas 
and Yatis (ascetics) for se If~ protection. This is probably 
another way of saying that the priests and the a!:'cetics of 
the Asuras were ·similar in appearance to the Brahmai;tas 
and the ascetics of the Vedic Aryans, and were indistinguish
able from them, as they all very likely wore the same sacer
dotal robes and badges. The Aitareja Brahmatta says that 
" Indra killed Visvarnpa, jhe son of Tva~tr, as well as Vrtra. 
He killed the Yatis, and threw their dead bodies to be 

• Pasu or anim.al (cattle) was in the earliest times regarded as. wealth ; 
and its flesh at 'pne time formed the main. article of food. Hence flesh or 
meat was prized above all things. 

• Ait. Bnih., ii. 7· I. 
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devoured by wild dogs. He also killed the Arurmagkas, and 
thwarted Brhaspati, for which acts the Devas condemned 

lndra who was thus deprived by them of the Soma drink ...... 
... But lndra afterwards forcibly took the Soma drink away 
from Tva~tr, and since then has been entitled to it." I The 
Taittiriya Brakmatza al5o says that TvMtr created a Brah
mal,la by name Vrtra whom Indra killed. He also killed 
Tva~tr's son Visvarapa, hacked to pieces the Asuras who 
assumecl the forms of Yatis or ascetic!>, and got their bodies 
devoured by wild dogs. He further killed the Asuras named 
Arurmagkas, who assumed the forms of Brahmal,las. 

These anecdotes bring us at once from supernatural to 

mundane matters,-{ rom the Devas and Asuras to Brahma~as, 
Yatis and 4 rurmagkas. It seems that before the split 

between the two branches of the Aryans occurred, their 

priests had been Brahma7Jas and Yatis or ascetics. But after 
the split had been effected, Tva!iJtr ;created some persons 
called Arurmagkas who assumed the forms of Brahmar;tas, and 
whom Indra killed, because in his superior wisdom, he came 
to know them to be really Asuras in disguise, and not Brah
mar;tas. But this killing of Brahm11.1as (though they were really 

Asuras) by lndra and his followers made them incur the 
displeasure and censure of both Gods and men, and no Soma 
drink was consequently offered to lndra, or any Soma sacri
fice performed in his honour. It has been said, however, 
that lndra forcibly snatched the Soma drink from Tva~tr, 

which is as much as to say that, though the Soma sacrifice 

and lndra-worship had been discontinued for sometime, they 
were renewed again by the followers of Indra. 

It remains for us now to see who this Tva~tr was, and 
·who these Arurm.aghas. In Rv. x. r 10, 9 we find the name 
of TvMtr as Apri Devata or God of Fire, and his attributes 

mentioned as follows :-

1 Ibid, vii. 35· ll. 
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" 0 Hota, worship to-day that De~a whose name is 
Tva~tr, who has produced Dyd:ua-Prithivi (Heave'n and 
Earth) and create'd the various living creatures." 

It would thus app~ar that Tva~tr was identified with the 
Creator Himself. His son was Vi~varapa. The Taittiriya 
Samhz'tt1 thus speaks of him :-. ' 

. . 
" Vgvarapa, son of' Tva~tr, was the priest of the Devas, 

and was their . nephew, being sister's son~ He had three 
mouths, through one of which he drank the Soma juice ; 
through the second, he used to drink wine ; and through the 
third, he used to take his usual food. He used to say openly 
that the share of havis was legitimate to the Devas ; but in 
private parlan-ce, he would say that the Asuras were e~titled 
to it. Indra having come to know this, and apprehended a 
revolution, cut off his three heads with the help of ~is ~hunder
bolt. The killing of this Brahmal}a priest by Indra made him 
incur the sin generally attached to the killing of a BrahmaQ.a." 

The Devas, 3S we have seen, were fond of, and drank the 
Soma juice; but the Asuras drank sura or wine, and men ate 
food. It is clear from the above anecdote that Visvarapa 
used to partake of the offerings, made respectively by the. 
Devas, the Asuras and men, with the help of his three differ
ent mouths. As the Asur:J,s rejected or were deprived 
of the Soma juice, and substituted a new· drink in its (>lace, 
prepared from another plant, which they considered to be less 
intoxicating than the Soma juice, the BrihmaQ.aS retaliated by 
calling their drink by the name of win~, i.e., a really intoxi
cating liquor as compared with the Soma drink, and therefore 
unfit for being offered to the Devas. It appears also that the 
religion of the Devas, the ~suras and men was one at first, as 
Visvarapa received all these offerings from .all the. votaries, 
and partook of them. But lndra, having killed Vi~varapa, 

Tva~tr. in his. rage discontinued the offering of the Soma 
drink to him, though the latter afterwards forcibly took a 
share of it from him. 
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It was Tva~tr who is said to have forged the thunder
bolt for Indra (Rv. i. 6r, 6; 189, 14), which, however, 
was used by the latter in killing his two sons, Vrtra and 
Vigvarapa. This created a revulsion of feeling against Jndra, 
and his worship was consequently discontinued by Tva~tr's 

followers who substituted him for Indra. As Tva~tr was the 
God of Fire, he was worshipped by them as Fire. 

But Fire on earth was identical with the Sun in heaven, 
and also represented the splendours of the great Creator of 
the Sun himself whom the Asuras and thl:'ir descendants, the 
Iranians, called Mz'thra (Vedic, Mitra). Therefore, Fire or 
Tva,tr, the Sun and Mithra formed, as it were, a Trinity. 
The Sun was called by them A hura M asda, which appears 
to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Asura Magkava, and 
literally means "the great God fit to be worshipped by men." 
It should be pointed out that in the ~gveda, the epithet, 
Maghavan, has been usually applied to Indra, though other 
Devas also have sometimes shared it with him. Therefore, 
it may be surmised that Ahura Mazda, or as he is commonly 
called, Ormuzd, in a still more corrupted form, was t>qual to 
the Vedic Indra or the Sun, and Tva~tr was the same God 
in another form, viz., Fire. It will be in the recollection of 
our readers that in the ~gveda. the Sun and the Fire have 
been called the visible bodies of lndra who created both of 
them, and was therefore also equal to Mithra of the Asuras . 

• As Fire belongs to the earth, he is the God with whom men 
can easily associate, and through whom they can worship 
both the Sun, or Ormuzd, and the still higher deity, Mithra. 
Tvaotr thus became the preceptor of men, and as he existed 
from time immemorial, he was call<td ']arat Tva~tr, or the 
ancient TvMtr, which was corrupted into Zara-thustra, and 
still further, into Zoroaster. As with the orthodox Aryans, 
Agni or Fire (Brahma) revealed the Vedas, so with the 
Iranians, Zara-thustra, or Zoroaster (the ancient Fire God) 
revealed to them their religion as embodied in their sacred 
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Scrjpture, the Zend-Avest31. Hence, the Asura tribes after
wards settled in Airyana or Iran, called themselves the 
followers of Zoroaster, and are known as Zoroastrians. But 
the Zoroaster of history was a great Prophet who appeared 
in a later age, and was probably regarded . as an incarnation · 
of Jarat Tva~tr or the Fire-God. He c'ame ·to the world for 
the good of the race, and for embodying the tenets of the .. 
n!ligion in the sacred Scripture, the·. Zend-A vesta. The 
religion had existed f~om very ancient times, and it· remained 
for him only to giv~ it a new shape and life. As a writer 
observes : " A great re.Iigion is always ~ slow gro";th, and 
any particular religious teacher to whom it may be ascribed, 
after all, has done nothing more than focali~e the national 
tendency, or form a centre about which the ideas and ten
dencies of an epoch may crystallize ...... In the_ case of the 
Zoroastrian religion, it was finally given tangible and 'perma

nent expression in the pages of the Zend-Avesta, or sacred 
book of the Persians. Th~ national spirit given 'expression 
is ...... in many ways of a high order ...... It seems quite clear 
that the early religion of the Persians was almost a pure 
monotheism, ~ot did it in its later stag~s depart more widely 
from the monotheistic type than has been the case, at s?me 
stage of its developments, with every other great religion of 
which we have any knowledge. Thus the Zoroastrian system 
admits of a Sun-God, Mithra, who is the creator of the God 
of Light, Ormuzd, and of the God of Darkness, Ahriman ...... 
When we try to get dose to the thought of this creed, we 
find that Ormuzd is regarded equal to Mithra, even though 
created by him, and that on the other hand, Ahriman is 
supposed ultimately to be conquered by the God of Light, 
notwithstanding the ages C1f time throughout which he wields 
malevolent powers." I 

Zoroaster, the Prophet, " asserted the existence of a king
dom of light, and a kingdom of darkness; in the former, reigns 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. II, p. 566, 

22 
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Ormuzd, the author and giver of all good; in the latter. 
Ahriman, the source of all evil, moral as well as physical. 
The throne of Ormuzd is surrounded by the seven Amshas
pands, the princes of light, of whom the sage himseJ was the 
first.'' 1 

It would thus appear that the sage was an incarnation 
of Jarat Tva~tr, the first Prince of Light, who, with six 
others, surround the throne of Ormuzd. 

No reference to the name of the sage has been made in 
the ~gveda, or the later Vedic Literature, though the name 

af Tva~tr as Fire and Creator i:; found, as we have se~n, in 
the former. The Prophet, therefore, must have flourished in 
a much later period, though the religion, as we have already 
said, had been in existence from very early time~. It was 
not known in ~gvedic times as the Religion of Zoroaster, 
but as a religion of the Asuras who worshipped Asura 

Maghava, Ahura llfazda, or Ormuzd. Hence it was also 
known as the Religion of Ormuzd, and its followers were 
called Ormuzdians, or as the later Vedic Aryans called them, 
Arurmaghas. It was the;;e Arurmaghas, described as Brfth
maJ;laS in the Aitareya Br<lhma1;1a and the Taittiriya Samhita, 
who were killed by Indra, because he knew them to be Asuras 
under the garb of Brahmai;tas, and as we have seen, their 
killing led to great religious dissensions and schisms in 
ancient Sapta-Sindhu, .vhich deprived lndra of his favourite 

Soma drink for a time, to the point of being ousted from 
worship. These Arurmaghas (which word, by the way, has 
remained unexplaint"d up to this time), therefore, were no 
other than the priests or votaries of Asura Maghava, Ahura 
.1fazda, or Ormuzd, the great God of Light, whom the 
Asuras, or dissenters from the ortiTodox Vedic faith, worship
ped in place of Indra. 2 From the fact that lndra was cen
sured and condemned for killing these Bnlhmai;tas, it appears 

' Ibid, p. 636. 
• These Arurmaghas were probably the ancestors of the Magi or priests 

of ancient Media who were simply called maghas or Magi. They formed a 
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. that though the Asuras had ceased to worship Indra, and 
were worshipping Asura Maghava, under a new system of 
faith, they were still regarded as belonging to the Aryan com
munity in Sapta-Sindhu, and their priests looked upon as 
Brahma1.1as and Y atis, for the sin of killing whom fndra had 
to incur a public censure. This furnishes us with a cunous 
instance of catholicity and sympathetic tolerance in an age 
which seems to have been characterized by religious intoler
ance and bigotry of the worst type. Very probably, lndra's 
censure was due to a reaction of the popular mind from th~ 

terrible scenes. of blood-shed and persecution that were 
enacted in the ancient land, in the name of religion. The 
killing of the Arurmaghas, however, though afterwards con
doned by the Vedic Aryans, created a revulsion against Indra 
in the mirid of the followers of Ahura Mazda, and the breach 
between the two sects widened beyond repair. 

But though the schism had taken place, and there had 
been much bloodshed and persecution:in consequence .of it,_ 
the Asuras in all probability did not leave Sa pta: Sindhu in 
a body during ~gv~dic times.· This they probably did in a 
later age, after the Pa1.1is had mostly left the country. But 
it is just possjble that those who were defeated by the Vedic 

Aryans in battles, and had their forts broken or demolished, 
emigrated towards the north-west, · and after roaming about 

hereditary sacerdotal caste and Herodotus thus writes about their status: ''A 
!VIagian man stands by and chants a theogony thereto, for such the Persians 

~ay the chant is. Without a .Magian it is not lawful for him to offer prayers." 
Prof. Moulton writes: ''From the first the Greek writers assume that the 

Magi were priests, .with special skill in divination and oneiromancy. They 
were already essential for all priestly acts, and. identified thoroughly with the 
Persian religious system. Moreov~r from the fourth century B. C. down, 

there are frequent allusions to 'zoroaster himself as a Magus, and many of the 
foremost modern authorities have accepted this as probably true." (Early 
Zoroastrianism, pp. rg6·I97}• The word Magna. or Magus was probably a 
corruption of M aghaTJan,' meaning "worshipful," a title which was probably 

applied to these priests. Moulton's theory that the Maghas or the Magi 
belong to a non-Aryan race is quite untenable. 
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in several countries in a helpless condition,' finally settled 
down in Bactriana which they called Arya Veeja or Airyana 
Vaejo (which literally means "the nursery, or place of origin 
of the Aryans "), to distinguish it from Sapta-Sindhu 
which they were compelled to leave, and for which they 
no longer entertained any love, as it was inhabited by 
their hereditary enemies, the Vedic Aryans. This Airyana 
Vaejo was afterwards destroyed by an invasion of Ice in 
post-~gvedic times, probably in consequence of vast 
volumes of watery vapours, generated by the drying 
up of the bed of the Rajputana Sea, having been pre
cipitated there as snow, which compelled Yima, the 
ancient leader of the Iranians, to leave it with his people 
and migrate towards the north, to the Arctic region. Long 
after this event, Airyana Vaejo became again habitable, and 
the Prophet Zoroaster! settled there with his followers, and 
made it a centre for the propagation of his new reformed 
faith. As this chapter has already grown too long, I will 
deal with the subject of the dispersion of the followers of 
Ahura Mazda from Sapta-Sindhu in the next chapter. 

1 Xanthos of Lydia, a contemporary of Artaxerxes I (465-424 B. C.), 
, places Zoroaster 6,ooo years before the expedition -of Xerxes. Aristotle 

makes him 6,ooo years before the death of Plato. This date, however is not 
accepted by modern European scholars. Hertel makes him live about 66o
SB3 B. C. If that were so, Artaxerxes who lived in the fifth century B. C., 
would not have fixed Zoroaster's time about 6,ooo years before the expedition 

' of Xerxes, and Aristotle calculated a similar date. Zoroaster's date, however, 
has not yet been definitely settled, though the date of the classical writers 
closely tallies with Vedic chronology. (Vide Keith's Z'he Religion and Philoso

phy of the Veda and Upanishads flol. ii, Appendix A. Page 614 ff. 1925) . 

• 



. CHAPTER X. 
THE DISPERSION OF THE FOLLOWERS OF AHURA MAZDA FRO~I 

SAPTA·SINDHU. 

Professor Max M iiller affer a careful study of the Vedas 
and the Zend-Avesta arrived at the following conclusion : 

"The Zoroastrians were· a colony from Northern India. 
They had been together for a time with. the people whose 
sacred songs have been preserved to us in the Veda. A 
schism took place and the Zoroastrians migrated westward 
to Arachosia an·d Persia.!' I 

Elsewhere he said : "Still more striking is the similarity 
between Per:sia and India in religion and mythology. Gods 
unknown. to any Indo-European nation' are worsh.ipped under 
the same name in Sanskrit an_d Zend ; and the change of 
some of the most sacred expressions in Sanskrit into names 
of evil spirits in Zend. only serves to strengthen the convic
tion that we have here the usual traces of ·a schism which 
separated a <;o!l1munity that had once been united." 2 

Dr. Haug also came to the same conclusion : "The 
ancestors ot the Brahmans, and those· of the Parsis (the 
ancient Iranians) lived as brother tribes peacefully: together. 
This time wa~ anterior to the combats of ·the Devas and the 
Asuras, which are so frequently mentioned in the Brah
maJ;las, the former representing (he Hindus, the latter Ira
nians."3 

It would appear, ho~ever, that the Iranians did not all at 
· once settle in Arachosi~ or. Persia after leaving Sapta
Sindhu. They had ·roamed about in many countries m a 

1 Science of Language, Vol. II; p. 170 (Fifth Edition); 
s Chips from a German Workshop, Vol. I, p. 83. 
3 Dr. Haug's Introduction to the Aitareya Brtihma~a, Vol. I, pp. 2-3, 

Edition 1863. 
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helpless condition before they settled down as agriculturists 
in their new colony. We have said in the previous c::tapter that 
the inain body of the followers of Ahura Mazda did not leave 
Sapta-Sindhu during ~gvedic times, though it is likely 
that some tribes who could not hold their own against the 
attacks of the Vedic Aryans did so, and got themselves scat
tered in different parts of Asia and Europe. The Arurma
ghas or the followers of Ahura Mazda were regarded as 
Brahma!tas and were suffered to live in Sapta-Sindhu, as 
long as they did not become obtrusive or militant. But as 
soon as they became active propagandists and aggressive, 
attacking and condemning the Vedic faith and the Vedic 
rites, under the instigation of their priests or prophets, a 
regular campaign against them was organized and started 
by the Vedic Aryans, which resulted in their ultimate expul-

. sian from Sapta-Sindhu. As I have already said in the last 
chapter, the name of Zarathustra does not occur in the 
Brahmal}.as or the later Vedic literature, though the name of 
Tva~tr as the Fire God and Creator, occurs in them as well 
as in the ~gveda. Zarathustra, therefore, must have flour
ished in comparatively recent times. It was he who gave 

, the Ahura religion the shape in which we find it in the lend
Avesta, and instilled into it a new life and vigotlj by shaking 
off the foreign accretions that had gathered round it, and 
purifying it as much as possible. He was, therefore, a great 
Reformer of the Ahura religion, and his words carried the 
greatest weight with its votaries when he declared himself 
or came to be regarded as a Prophet, and an incarnation of 
Jarat Tva~tr, the first of the seven Amshaspands, or Princes 
of Light, who surrounded the throne of Ahura Mazda. In
spired and encouraged by his teacltings, his followers must • 
have assumed a fresh militant attitude towards the Vedic 
faith, and thereby brought upon themselves the wrath of the 
united Vedic Aryans who compelled them to fly far from 
Sapta-Sindhu, the land of their birth. It was when reduced 
to this helpless condition and sorry plight that the Prophet 
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with his followers gavevent to the following lamentations ·as 
are recorded in the Gdth d Ustanvaz'tz' : 

11 Tb what country shall I go ? Where shall I take my 
refuge? What country is sheltering the master (Zarathustra) 
and his companions? None of the· servants pays reverence to 
me, nor the-wicked rulers_of the country." [4. (46) r]. 

" I know that I am helpless. Look at me, being amongst 
few men. For, I have few men. I implore thee {Ahur Mazd, 
the wise) weeping, thou living·God." [4 (46) 2]. 

"The sway is given into the bands of the priests and 
prophets of idols, who, by their atrocious actions, endeavour 
to destroy the human life .. ~" l4 (46) 11].1 

Thus expelled from Sapta-Sindhu and other places· in
habited by the Vedic Aryans, the followers of the Prophet 
probably roamed- abo_ut in various Janas· mentioned in the 
first Fargard of the Vendidad until. they found a safe shelter 
in old Airyana Vaejo which, though destroyed by Ice in a 
former age, had again. become habitabk This province, 
a~·cording to Spiegel, " is to be placed in the furthest east of 
the Iranian pl~teau, in the region where the Oxus and the 
Jaxartes take their rise.'' though Baron Von Bunsen su_pposes 
it to be "the table-land of Pamir and Khokand." 2 The lands 
mentioned in the Fargard of the Vendidad are (r) Airyana 
Vaejo; (2) Sughdha or 'sogdiana (Samarkand); (3) Mouru 
or Margi1.na (Mero}; (4) Bakhdid or Bactria (Balkh); (5) 
Nisaya or Ni~a!a; (6) Haroyu (Sans. Sarayu) or Arcia 
(Herat); (7) Vaekareta (Cabul) ; (8) Urva,· Cabul, according 
Dr. Haug, or land around Ispahan, according to Dermesteter; 
(g) Khnenta in Vehrkena (Kandahar); ( ro) Harahvaiti (Sans. 
Sarasvati, or more probab+y lravati) or Arachosia (Harut); 
{rr) Haetumant (Helmend); (r2) Ragha (Rai); (13) Chakhra; 
(r1) Varena; (15) Hapta-Hendu (Sapta-Sindhu) a~d (r6) 

1 Dr. Martin Haug's Religion of the Parsees, pp. 152, I 55 and -166. Ed. 
s86e. 

Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. II, pp. 332, 481. Ed. 1871. 
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Rangha. These were the sixteen countries which were 
known to the ancient Iranians. There is a controversy 
among some Western scholars as to the geographical and 
historical value of this account of the countries mentioned 
in the Vendidad. Bunsen is of opinion that the first mention
ed country was the primeval abode of the Iranians, from 
which they subsequently emigrated to .the other countries-an 
opinion with which Spiegel at first agreed. But it appears 
that the latter subsequently revised this opinion as will appear 
from h1s remarks in his Introduction to the Avesta (Vol. II, p. 
cix) : " I cannot c oincide in the attempt to discover in the 
first chapter of the Vendi dad an account of the gradual migra
tions of the Iranians. It has be en said that, that list of 
countries is a continuous history of their attempts at coloni
zation, beginning with their northern home, and ending with 
Hapta-Hendu or India. But the list nowhete speaks of any 
such migration ...... Hence, I see in this chapter nothing but a 

· specification of the countries known to the Iranians at a 
particular time. This period, however, cannot be a recent 
one, as the name. Hapta-Hendu is connected with the Vedic 
period." 

This seems to me to be the soundest view of the matter. 
The followers of Ahura Mazda were very closely connected 
not only in blood, but also in language, 1 and religious faith 
and practice 2 (of course, before the regrettable schism took 

' Geldner writes in the Encyclopcedia Britannica, (Voi. XXI, p. 247 ; 
11th edition) : "The clearest evidence of the extreme age of the language 
of the G~th~s is its striking resemblance to the oldest Sanskrit, the language 
of the Vedic poems. The GMh~ language (much more than the later Zend) 
and the language of the Vedas have a close !esemblance, exceeding that of any 
two Romanic languages ; they seem hardly more than two dialects of one 
tongue. Whole strophes of the G~thfts can be turned into good old Sanskrit 

by the application of certain phonetic laws." 
• · Eduard Myer thus summarises in the same work (p. 203) the common 

elements of the two religions: " Fire-worship, especially the sacrificial flame ; 
the preparations of the intoxicatinl:" Soma, which fills man with divine strength 
and uplifts him to the Gods; the injunction to ' good thoughts and good 
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place) 'with the Vedic Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu which was 
their common home. When a difference in religious opinion 
and practice arose, they came to be called Asuras· by the 
Vedic Aryans whom. they, in their turn, called Deyas or 
Daevas, i.e., Devils. 'This religious controversy gradually 
degenerated, even in ~gvedic times, · into an implacable 
hatred for one another j and from words, they came to blows, 
and from blows to bloodshed, resulting in the defeat of the 
Asuras. Some, as we have already said, fled to other 
countries, while others remained in Sapta-Sindhu peacefully, 
without provoking further quarrels. " The Soshyantas or 
fire-priests," writes Dr. Haug, "who seemed to be identical 
with the Atharvans, are to be regarded as the real predeces
sors of Zarathustra Spitoma, who paved the way for the grand 
religious reform carried out by the latter. It is distinctly said 
(Yas. 53· 2), that the good Ahura religion was revealed to 
them and that they professed it in ·opposition to the Deva 
religionJ like Zarathustra himself and his disciples. (Yas. 12. 

7). These ancient sages, therefore, we must regard as the . 
founders of the Ahura religion, who first introduced agricul
ture and made it a religious duty, and commenced war against 
the Deva religion." 1 We have seen th~ result of this war · 
during ~gvedic times, and prior to the age of the Brah
mal}.as· in which the Soshyantas (who were probably identi
fied in the ~gved~ with Su~t;za, the demon of ·drought) 
and their followers got the worst, most of them having been 
compelled to leave the coon try. It was only when Zarath
ustra, the fiery and intolerable Reformer and Prophet, flourish
ed, that fresh troubles arose, as the result of which his 

works'imposedonthe pious by Veda and Avesta alike; the belief in an 
unwavering order (rta)-a law cont~lling gods and men and dominating them 
all ; yet with this, a belief in the power of the magical formulre (mant1'a), 

exclamations and prayers, to whose compulsion not merely demons (the evil 
spirits of deception-d1'ul:), but even the gods (daeva) must submit, and lastly, 
the institution of a priesthood of fire-kindlers (athar'llan) who are at once the 
repositories of all sacred traditions and mediators in all intercourse between 
earth and heaven." 

1 Dr. Haug's Religion of the P11rsees1 p. 251. Ed. 1862. 
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followers were driven out of the country, who roamed about 
in a helpless condition until they made their final halt in old 
Airyana Vaejo which had been destroyed by Ice in a former 
age when Yima had been its ruler, and so named probably 
to donote the original place where the Ormuzdian religion 
had been first propagated, preached and practised undisturbed. 
This land, therefore, was given precedence over all other lands, 
and regarded as Paradise, when compared with Hapta-Hendu, 
from which the Iranians had been driven out, and for which 
they no longer entertained any love, in as much as it was peopled 
by their inveterate enemies, the Vedic Aryans. We may, 
accordingly, conclude that the naming of Hapta-Hendu 
towards the end of the list, as given in the first Fargard of 
the Vendidad, does not indicate that the Iranians emigrated 
from their northern home and came to Sapta-Sindhu at the 
end of their migrations. Such a theory would he against 
the conclusions at which all impartial students and critics 
must arrive after a careful study of the Vedas and the Zend 
Avesta. 

Secure in this earthly paradise, and free from molesta
tions, Zarathustra began a thorough-going reform of the old 
religion as professed by the votaries of Ahura Mazda. The 
following extracts from Yasna 12 of the Avesta will un
mistakably indicate the line of reform : " I cease to be a 
Deva worshipper. I profess to be a Zoroastrian Mazdayasna 
(worshipper of Ahura Mazda), an enemy of the Devas, and a 
devotee to Ahura, ... I forsake the Devas, the wicked, bad, 
false, untrue, the originators of mischief, who are most 
baneful, destructive, the basest of all beings .. .I am a Mazda
yasna, a Zoroastrian Mazdayasna. I profess this religion by 

• praising and preferring it to others." 1 

The Zoroastrians forsook not only the " wicked and 
false " Devas, but also the Soma sacrifice which characterized 
the Vedic Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu. Gatha Ahunavaiti 

1 Dr. Haug's Religion of the Parsees, p. 165, Ed. 1862. 
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(Yasna 32) says : " Y e De vas, sprung out of the evil spirit 
who takes possession of you by intoxication (Soma), teaching 
you manifold arts to deceive and destroy mankind, for which 
arts you are notorious everywhere." 1 In Gatha Spenta
Mainyus also we find: "When will appear, thou wise, the 
men of vigour and courage to pollute that intoxicating liquor'? 
This diabolical art makes the . idol priests so overbearing, 
and the evil spirit, reigning in the countries; increases· this 
pride." 2 Dr. Haug comments on the verse of this G~tha as 
follows: " This verse refers to the Brahman's Soma worship 
which, as the cause of so much evil, was cursed by 

· Zarathustra." 

But though Zarathustra thus condemned the Soma, with 
a view to dissuade his followers from using it in their rituals, 
the old party seemerl to retain a predilection for the drink, 

. and would not easily give it up. Hence the High · Priests 
effected a sort of compromise by substituting the intoxicating 
Soma beverage ·" by a more wholesome and invigorating 
drink prepared from another plant, together with the branches 
of the pomegranate tree, and without any process of ferment
ation; but the name in the Iranian form Homa remained, 
and some of the ceremonies also.''3 . We need not, therefore, 
be at all surprised that Zarathustra also suddenly became an 
admirer of the Soma who, it is said, once visited him in hls 
brilliant supernatural body. " Being asked by the prophet 
wh? he was, he told that he was Homa, and requested him to 
worship him in the same way. as the ancient sages and 
prophets had done. Zarathustra, after having attentively 
listened to· the angel's reports, bowed before him and 
commenced to consecrate the branches of t~e, Hom a plant 
which were before him, ill order to put into them secret 
powers." Zarathustra then praised Soma qr Homa as 
follow.s:, " I praise the high ·mountains where thou hast 

1 Ibid, p. 145. • lbid:p. 159. 
• Dr. Haug's Religion of the Par sees, pp. 219·220; also Chapter IV of this 

book. {pp •. 6o-6J.) 
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grown, Homa! I praise the Earth, the wide, which is full of 
ways, labouring, thy Mother, Homa 1" 1 This conversion of 
Zarathustra to the Soma cult is remarkable, in as much as it 
goes to show that his follow~rs came from Sapta-Sindhu where 
the Soma-sacrifice prevailed. The Soma plant, as our readers 
will remember, grew nowhere else excepting on the Himalaya 
and in some regions of Sapta-Sindhu. One of the reasons 
why the Soma plant was substituted by another plant by 
Zarathustra may have been its scarcity in Airyana Vaejo 
where the plant did not probably take kindly to the soil. 

''It is plain," says Dr. Issac Taylor, "from the character 
of the culture words common to Zend and Sanskrit that the 
Indians and Iranians had before their separation advanced 
farther in the path of civilisation than any of the other Aryan 
nations. They knew themselves as a united people (Sanskrit 
Arya, Zend Airya). They had common words for bridge, 
column, battle, fight, sword, spear, and bow-string, and they 
could count up to a thousand. But the agreement in religious 
terms is the most striking proof of the stage of culture they 
had reached. They had common words for priest, sacrifice, 
song of praise, religious aspergation, for heroes and demons, 
and for Mithra, the God of Light. The chief Indian God, 
Indra, the god of storms, who in the ~gveda is a beneficent 
deity, becomes in the Avesta a malignant power. It was 
formerly believed that a religious schism was the primary 
cause of the separation of the Indians and Iranians, but this 
notion is now universally given up." 2 

Dr. Taylor does not say on what grounds has this 
notion been universally given up. But if it has really been 
given up by the Western scholar;;, so much the pity for 
historical truth. The very fact that Indra, not merely " the 
God of storms," but the mightiest beneficent deity of the 
Vedic Aryans, was regarded by the Iranians as a malignant 

1 Dr. Haug's Religion of the Parsee51 pp. 167·163. 
• Taylor's Origin of the Aryans, pp. 189·190. (Second Edition, 18g2.) 
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power goes to the very root of the religious dissensiop 
between the two sects,· and points to the real cause of their 
separation, as we have shown very clearly in these pages 
from evidences adduced both from the Vedic literature and 
the Zend-Avesta. It is therefore extremely surprising to be 
told that religious schism was not the primary cause of their 
separation. The followers. of Ahura Mazda felt such a gr:eat 
repugnance for the name of Indra, to whose prowess were 
ascribed their defeat and slaughter by Vedic ·Aryans, that 
they came to look upon him as Devil himself, and his votaries 
as Devil-w.orshippers, thougp, strangely enough, Indra's 
epithet of Vrtraghna was retained by them as the epithet 
of their supreme angel. The ·Soma sacrifice also was at 
first discarded as unworthy of the followers of Ahura Mazda, 
not,only on account of th~ intoxicating properties of the 
Soma drink,. but also because it was mainly connected with 
the worship of Indra and thus savoured of the Devil. But as 
ancient custom, like superstitions, die very hard, . Zo~oaster 
had to re-introduce it in the rituals under the very old name, 
though the drink was made less intoxicating by an altogether 
different pr.ocess of preparation. In the face of these and 
the other evidences dealt with in this and the previous 
chapter, it would be bold to assert, that religious schism. was 
not the primary cause of the separation. of the two sects .. 

We. have already stated the opinions of Spiegel and 
Bunsen about the probable situation of Airyana Vaejo, the 
Paradise of the Iranians, where they settled and prospered 
after their expulsion from Sapta-Sindhu. Whether it was 
situated in the farthest east of the Iranian plateau at the 
sources of the Oxus and the Jaxartes, or on the table-land 
of the Pamir and Khokan<f. there can be no question that it 
was placed on sufficiently elevated land, to be ·called 
" Paradise," ·and was not ea,sily accessible to their enemies. 
But it has been mentioned in the second Fargard of the 
Vendidad that fatal winters fell on this happy land which 
was consequently invaded by snow and ice, and thus' made 
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unfit for human habitation. Yima, the ruler of the land, had 
been previously warned by Ahura Mazda about this impending 
calamity and ·advised to remove to another place wit:1 " the 
seeds of sheep and oxen, of men, of dogs, of birds and of red 
blazing fire" 1 and create a V ara or enclosure there for 
their protection. Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak thinks that 
Airyana Vaejo was situated in the Arctic region, the climate 
of which was genial before the advent of the last Glacial 
epoch about 1o,ooo years ago, and the destruction of this 
happy land was caused by the invasion of snow and ice when 
that epoch came.2 He is further of opinion "that the 
Airyana Vaejo was so situated that the inhabitants of Yima's 
Vara therein regarded the year only as a day, and saw the 
sun rise only once a year." 3 This, according to him, points to 
the situation of Airyana Vaejo in the Arctic region. The Vara 
was undoubtedly situated in the Arctic or the Circumpolar 
region, because the year there was only a day, and the sun 

rose only once a year: But where is the evidence to show 
that these were also the physical phenomena and characteris
tics of Airyana Vaejo? When Ahura Mazda first informed 
Yima about the impending calamity that was to overtake his 
country, and advised him to remove to the Vara with the 
seeds of birds, beasts, men and the blazing fire, the latter 
naturally ·asked Ahura Mazda: " 0 Maker of the material 
world, thou Holy One ! What lights are there to give light 
in the Vara which Yima made ? " Ahura Mazda answered : 
"There are uncreated lights and created lights. There the 
stars, the moon and the sun are only once (a year) seen to 
rise and set, and a year seems as a day."4 These, then, were 
the physical characteristics of the Vara whither Yima was 
advised to go, and not of Airyana Vflejo, as wrongly concluded 
by Mr. Tilak. The physical characteristics of the Vara were 

1 Darmesteter. 
• Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 381. 
3 Ibid, p. 383. · 
• Darmesteter. 
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so entirely different from those of Airyana Vaejo that Ahura 

. Mazda had to take the trouble of mentioning them in extenso 
for Yima's enlightenment. If they were similar: to those of 

Airyana Vaejo, he would have said so very briefly without 

going into details. Then, again, if the Vara were situated 

within Airyana Vaejo, the mere creatio~ of an enclosure would 

not have saved it from the invasion of Ice that overtook the 
whole country. If there be any truth in this story, the fact 

probably was that Yima migrated from Airyana Vaejo to the 
-Circumpolar region, the climate of which was genial in· the 

Interglacial period, and there created an enclosure for the 

protection of his beasts and men, not against the invasion of 

Ice, but of indigenous savages. As regards Airyana Vaejo 
which we believe to have been situated either on the tableland 

of Pamir and Khokand, or in the farthest east of the Iranian 

plateau, it remains for us to explain how it was destroyed by 
the invasion of Ice and made unfit for human habitation. 

Mr. Tilak says : " It seems that the Indian story of the deluge 
refers to the same catastrophe as is described in the Avesta, 

and not to any real deluge, or rain. For though the Satapatha 

BrahmaJ?.a mentions only a flood (aughah), the word prlileya, 
which PaJ?.ini (vii. 3· 2) derives from pralaya (a deluge),' 

signifies ' snow," ' frost,' or 'ice ' . in the later Sanskrit 
literature. 1 his indicates that the connection of ice with the 

deluge was not originally unknown to the Indians, though in 

later times it seems to have been entirely overlooked."! 

Though this explanation is very ingenious, it cannot be .gain

said that the Satapatha BnthmaJ?.a speaks distinctly of a flood, 
over which Manu, was conveyed in a ship which was piloted 

by a great fish to a peak of the "Northern mountain " (the 
Himalaya). Now this.flcod, as we have more than once said 

before, was probably caused by the ~udden upheaval of the 

bed of the Rajputana Sea by a seismic action of great. 

intensity, and the displaced waters must have covered. Sapta

Sindhu, thereby creating a flood. These waters in the cour~e 

1 Arctic Home ;'n the Vedas, p. 387. 
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of drying up or subsiding must have generate<! vast volumes 
of vapours which, having been carried over the Himalaya, 
were precipitated on the high altitudes as snow. Airyana 
Vaejo, having been situated either on the Pamir or the Iranian 
plateau, must have been thus invaded by snow and ice, which 
caused severe winters to fall on the land, and made it 
uninhabitable either for men or beasts. The occurrence of 

an extensive and destructive flood in Sapta-Sindhu, and the 
invasion of Airyana Vaejo by ice, would thus be simultaneous 
events, without being identical, as Mr. Tilak supposes them 
to be. It has been related in the first Fargard of the Vendidad 
that Angra Mainyu, the destroyer, destroyed, in opposition to 
the creation of Ahura Mazda, the genial climate of Airyana 
Vaejo, by bringing in severe winter; and he also destroyed 
the genial climate of Hapta-Hendu by bringing in "pernicious 
heat." Now, it is a geological fact that the drying up of the 
Rajputana Sea, and the creation of an extensive desert in its 
place affected the climate of Sapta-Sindhu and made it 
excessively hot and dry. Similarly the precipitation of vast 
quantities of snow on the tops and valleys of the Himalaya, 
caused by the vapours of the displaced waters of the above
named sea, changed the climate of Airyana Vaejo, and 
ushered in long and severe winters. These coincidences 
undoubtedly go to prove the contiguity of the two countries. 
Mr. Tilak's contention, therefore, that Airyana Vaejo was 
situated in the Arctic region has no substantial basis to stand 

upon. 
I admit, however, that the Vara, to which Yima removed 

with kis men and beasts, was situated somewhere in the 
Circumpolar region, probably in the north of Russia, where a 
genial climate prevailed in the pre-6Iacial epoch. As Yima 
could not migrate to the south, in which direction was situated 
Sapta-Sindhu, inhabited by the enemies of his people, he was 
directed by Ahura Mazda to proceed to the north, either by 
crossing the Central Asian Sea, if the sea had existed in 
those days, or by land, if the sea had disappeared by that 
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time. And this he, did by .leading his colony of men and . 
beasts to North Russia. This fact of Iranian colonization of 
North Russia in some .remote age is proved by linguistic 
evidence also, to which I will now briefly refer. · 

As early as t851, in his edition of the German£a of 
Tacitus, Dr. Latham stated that Lithuanian is closely related 
to Sanskri.t and no less archaic. The connection between 
Greek and Indo-Iranian has been established by Grassmann, 
Benfey, Sonne and Kern. Again, Schmidt, Ascoli, Leskian 
a·nd Miklosich have proved the connection between Indo
Iranian and Slavonic. · It has been ascertained that the 
affinities of the Indo-Iraniahs with the European Aryans are 
chiefly with the Slavs on the one hand, and with the Greeks 
on the other. 1 Schmidt also showed "that the more geo
graphically re1~ote were any two of the Aryan languages, 
the fewer were the peculiarities they possessed in common. 
Thus while there 'are fifty-nine words and .roots peculiar to 
Slavo-Lithuanian and Teutonic, and. sixty-one to Slav·o
Lithuanian and Indo-Iranian, ·only thirteen are peculiar· to 
Indo-Iranian and Teutonic .. Again, whlle one hundred and 
thirty-two words and roots are peculiar to Latin and Greek, 
and ninety-nine to Greek and Indo-Iranian, only twenty are 
peculiar to Indo-Iranian and Latin. · Hence Slavonic for!lls 
the transition between Teutonic and Iranian, and Greek the 
transition between Latin and San<>krit.'; 2 This clearly 
shows that a branch of the Iranians must have migrated from 
Iran to Russia,. and this migration is proved by Yima's leav· 
ing Airyana Vaejo for the Vara in the Circumpolar region, 
when the former was destroyed by ice and snow. Subsequently, 
the climate of Airyana Va@jo must have changed to make it 
possible for the Prophet Zarathushtra and his ·followers to 
settle in that country, when the latter ·were finally expelled 
from Sapta-Sindhu by the .Vedic Aryans. 

1 The Origin of the Aryans, pp. 20•22. 

s Ibid, pp. 35-36: 
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The connection of the Iranians with the Slavs is further 
proved by certain words which are common to the lanfruages 
of both these branches of the Aryan race. "Slavo-Lettic," 
says Dr. Taylor, "agrees with Indo-Iranian in the designa
tion of the supreme deity, Bagu (Sansk. and Iran. Bhaga), 
in the word for marriage, and in several numerals; and also 
in two cases of the noun, four forms of the verb, and certain 
forms of the pronoun ... .I rani an, Greek, and Slavonic change 
s into h between two vowels, and Iranian and Greek replaces 
an initial s by h." 1 Elsewhere he says:-" In the Slavonic 
languages, Bogu denotes the supreme deity. The word is 
found in the ~gveda as Bhaga, which means the distributor 
of gifts, especially of food, and is used as an epithet of the 
gods, and also, seemingly, as the name of a subordinate deity. 
In the Avesta the word has attained a larger significance, 
and is applied as an epithet to Mithra and also to Ahura 
Mazda, who is called Bhaga-Bhaganam, God of gods. The 
word only became the name of the supreme deity among the 
Slavs, and among the closely related Phrygians." 2 We need 
not adduce further proofs of the close connection of the 
Iranians with the Slavs. But some European savants have 
inferred from this the origin of the Aryans in Europe, and 
assert that the Indo-Iranians emigrated from Europe into 
:Asia. We will discuss this subject in greater details in a 
suhsequent chapter. All that we now say is that this theory 
is untenable in the face of the evidence we have adduced 
about the emigration of the Iranians from Sapta-Sindhu, 
their original home, into Airyana Vaejo, and thence into 
Europe. 

It is just possible, however, tht the colony led by Yima 
was not the first to go. Other tribes of this branch of the 
Aryans had emigrated long ago into Europe, along. with the 
half-savage nomadic tribes of the race, who had been com-

ibid, p. 271. 

i Ibid, p. 318. 
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pelled to quit Sapta-Sindhu in consequence of their persecu
tion by the more advanced Vedic Aryans. The route of their 
march lay through Western Asia and Southern Europe, as 
their linguistic affinity with the Greeks on the one hand, and 
the Phrygians on the other, abundantly testifies. Some of 
these savage tribes must have been the ancestors of the 
Phrygians, the Slavs and the Lithuanians ; while others were 
the ancestors of the Greeks and the Celts~. The Teutons 
were the mixed products of these nomadic -Aryan tribes and 
the dolicho-cephalic savages known as the Canstadts or 
Neanderthals, to whom they imparted such culture as they 
possessed. This culture, however, was of the lowest order, 
as is evidenced by the fact that Europe, though Aryanised in 
early prehistoric times, remained in the neolithic stage of 
development till even comparatively recent times. 

We may concludethis chapter by pointing out that the 
immigration of Virna to Vara in the Circumpolar region in 
the pre-Glacial period points to the vast antiquity of the 
Indo-Aryan civilisation, as the Iranians had long before this 
event left Sapta-Sindhu, and settled in Airyana Vaejo in 
consequence of religious d issens ions. The upheaval of the 
bed of the Rajputana Sea, and the invasion of Airyana'Vaejo 
by Ice, if these events were at all simultaneous, must have 
taken place, as we have pointed out in a previous -chapter, 
long after the composition of the ~gveda which does' Iiot 
contain any reference to the Flood or the Ice-Deluge. This 
also goes to establish the vast antiquity of the ~gveda 
itself. 



CHAPTER XI· 
THE PA~IS OF SAPTA·SINDHU, THEIR EXPANSION IN WESTEitN 

ASIA AND THEllt INFLUENCE ON SEMITIC, EGYPTIAN 
AND GREEK CIVILISATIONS. 

The PaJ;lis have been mentioned more than once in the 
previous chapters. We have shown that they were Aryans, 
belonging to the trading class, who traded not only on land 
but also by sea, and were notorious for their avarice and 
money-grabbing spirit that made them highly unpopular with 
the cultured Aryans. They were a community by themselves, 
selfish, narrow-minded, intent only on their own business and 
gain, and seldom coming in contact with the high culture and 
speculative thoughts of their advanced neighbours. They 
did not perform the same sacrifice, nor worship the same 
Gods as the cultured Aryans did, which made them incur 
their displeasure, nay, hatred. They lived on the eastern 
sea-coast of Sapta-Sindhu, on the banks of the Ganga, and 
were famous builders of ships, for the construction of which 
they procured suitable timbers from the Himalaya, which 
probably were brought down the stream in floats. Though 
hated and persecuted by the Vedic Aryans, they probably 
continued to live in Sapta-Sindhu as long as their route over 
tpe sea remained open. It was only when the Rajputana 
Sea disappeared and cut them off from the onter world that 
they probably thought of abandoning their native home in 
search of a land that would give a free scope to their 
trading and sea-roving propensities. Those that remained 
in the country gradually became incorporated into th€ Vedic 
Aryan society, and became the ancestors of the Va1;1iks 
of later times, who formed the third twice-born caste, · 
known as the Vai!iya caste. Even in later Sanskrit Lexicons, 
:he Va1;1iks came to be identified with the Pat~iRas who 
.vere no other than the Pat;tis of ~gvedic times.I That 

1 Raj11-Nirgltanta: ~~~ ~ ~ <m~t~: ~ ~ 1 
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the word Vat,tik was ·derived from the ~gvedic word Pat,ti 
or the Sanskrit word Pat,tika, goes without saying. The 
latter word is still traceable in the Sanskrit words· pat,tya 
(merchandise), and apat,ta or bipat,ti meaning the place where 
articles of trade are sold. Originally, pat,tya must have meant 
those articles only; in which the PaQ.is piincipally traded ; 
but afterwards it came to mean any article of trade. 

lf the upheaval of the Raj puta na Sea was due to the 
great seismic disturbance that caused the dismemberment of 
the Indo-Oceanic Continent, separating and isolating its rem
nants from one another, the present configuration of the 
coasts of Southern India must be dated to that time. The · 
Pa1,1is, in their search of a sea-coast for establishing a new · 
colony, would, therefore, naturally first sele-ct the coasts of 
modern Gujarat for this purpose. And very probably- they 
did settle there for sometime. But as they combined. in 
themsel~es the functions of both traders and ship-builders, 
and as Gujarat was probably poor in timber, they must have 
moved along the western coasts of the Deccan Peninsula in 
search of a suitable land that would, in the first place, supply 

• them with suitable timber for ship~building,_ in the second, 
afford their ships a safe harbour, and in the third, give them 
sufficie~t scope for trade and expansion. The narrow strip 
of land between the mountain range, known as the Weste~n 
Ghats, and the sea, did not answer and satisfy all their 
requirments. It is true that Southern India is rich in Indian 
teak which grows in abundance and affords excellent material 
for ship~building; but, in many places, the mountains rise, 
as it were, from the very bosom of the sea whose breakers 

·dash up against their sides in fury, and make safe navigation 
impossible along the coc;sts. T be PaQ.is must, therefore, 
have moved furthur south till they carne to the Malabar coast 
which was_ not only rich in timber , I but also afforded safe 

1 ''This particular tree {the Indian teak) is to be located with more than 
ordinary accuracy: it grows· in Southern India (Dekhan) where it advances 
close to the Malabar coast, and nowhere else; there is none north of the 

. Vindhya." Ragozin's 'Vedic India, p. 20$. 
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harbours to their ships. Rounding the island of Ceylon 
which wa<> probably in those days connected with the main
land, they must have come also to the Coromondal coast 
which answered their purpose equally well for planting a 
colony. 

It is also probable that some of the Pa1;1is finding the 
sea-route closed by the upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana 
Sea, sailed with their ships from the eastern coast of Sapta. 
Sindhu down the sea then occupying the Gangetic trough, 
and passing out into the Bay of Bengal through the passage 
caused by the depression of the range connecting the Raj
mahal Hills with the mountains of Assam, navigated along 
the eastern coast of the Southern Peninsula till they found 
safe harbour on the Coromondal coast where they settled. 
In these regions as well as on the coasts of Malabar, they 
came in contact with the aboriginal tribes of the Dravidian 
race, viz., the Cholas on the Coromondal coast, and the 
Pa1;1dyas on the Malabar coast. The Pa1;1is must have freely 
mixed with them and imparted to them some of their culture, 
in as much as of all the Dravidian tribes, we find the Pat;t
dyas, the Cholas and the Keralas or Cheralas to be the most 
advanced in ancient times, and playing important parts in 
the early history of the Southern Peninsula. But they must 
have been wild savages at first, like the Puliers, the Munda. 
vers, or the Juangs of the present day. It was only when they 
came in contact with the Pa1;1is that they probably first learnt 
the arts of civilisation and became advanced peoples. They 
must have learnt from them not only the use of iron, but also 
the arts of agriculture, ship-building and architecture and the 
process of irrigation by means of canals. " The Cholas, , 
says Mr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar,-" were great builders of 
not only cities and temples ••• but also of useful irrigation works. 
. . . That they maintained an efficient fleet is borne out by refer
ences to the destruction of the Chera fleet at Kandatur placed 
on the west coast by Dr. Hultzsch ... Ancient Tamil literature is 
full of details and descriptions of the sailing craft of those 
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days. They also show abundant evidence of nautical expe
rience by the figures and tropes made use .of in the works. 
To give only an instance, the author of the· Epic of the 
Anklet refers to beacon-lights being placed on the tops 
of palmyra trunks in lamps made of fresh clay ... on dark 
nights when the sea was rough." 1 These descriptions un. 
doubtedly relate to facts of comparatively recent times. But 
there can be no doubt that the later civilisation of the Cholas 
came down to them from hoary antiquity, and ·our readers 
need not therefore be surprised; if they are told that it was 
imparted to them first of all by the PaJ?,is. The very fact 
that the PaJ?,iS were renowned ship-builders in ancient times 
leads us to surmise that the Cholas learnt th~ art of ship
building from them, a" well as the arts of agriculture arid 
irrigation by means of canals. These latter they might' also 
have learnt from the other Aryan tribes that settled in 
Southern India after the drying up of the Rajputana Sea; 
but the art of ship-building could only have been imparted to 
them by the PaQ.is, unless we suppose that they learnt it in 
tl~e natural course of their own evolution. But this supposi
tion can only be based on the furth~r supposition that the 
Cholas and the Pat;~dyas were the inhabitants. of. the sea
coasts of the lost Indo-Oceanic Contine.nt from time imme
morial. If the Mal~bar and the Coromondal coasts . were 
their ori_ginal homes, very Iik ely these regions formed parts 
of inland pr~vincesof t~e lost continent, and the _sea was 
far-off from these. places. In such a· case, their natu~al 

evolution as sea-faring peop I es from very early times would 
be impossible. It was only when the sea was brought near 
to its present positicm that they would think of constructing 
crafts for riavigati ng it, i( of course, they were sufficiently 
advanced in civilisation to do so-a supposition· which is not 
supported by the savage condition of the other allied tribes 
who were their neighbours, and some of whom are still in the 

1 Aiyangaes Ancient India p. 185. 
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primitive stage of civilisation. But if the dismemberment of 
the Indo-Oceanic Continent was synchronous with the 
disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, then the necessity that 
the Pag.is felt for founding a colony on the new sea-coasts 
would naturally bring them to the Malabar and the Coromon
dal coasts, and into contact with the original inhabitants 
thereof. For these reasons, my surmise is that the Cholas 
and the Pag.dyas were uplifted and civilised by the Pag.is 
first of all, and this surmise is strengthened by the subse
quent history of these tribes, which will be related ·later on. 

It is probable that the Pag.is afterwards emigrated from 
the coasts of Gujarat, and the Malabar and the Coromondal 
coasts to those of the Persian Gulf and established a colony 
near the mouths of the Tigris and the Euphrates. Though 
thus removed far away from their mother-land, they must have 
kept up an intercourse with her coasts for a long time, mainly 
in the interest of their trade. The immigrants to Mesopo
tamia, however, appear to have left their new colony, 
probably after a long sojourn, not only because it was very 
poor in timber suitable for ship-building, but also because 
they must have been ousted from occupation by the invasion 

of the Semitic hordes. 

Herodotus says that the Phrenicians ''formerly dwelt, as 
they themselves say, on the coasts of the Erythr::ean Sea. 
From thence, they passed transversely across Syria, and 
now dwell on the sea-shore" (of the Mediterranean). Now, 
this Erythr::ean Sea was a common designation of the sea that 
modern Geographers call by the name of the Arabian Sea 
which, with all its gulfs, washes the shores of Arabia, Persia, 
Baluchistan and Western India. It the Phrenicians asserted 
that they had immigrated to Phrenicia from the shores of 
the Erythr<ean Sea, there could be no doubt that they 
believed that their ancestors had been immediate immigrants 
from the shores of the Persian Gulf. But some modern 
European scholars are loath to place any credence in this 
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ancient tradition and to locate their original home on these 
shores, mainly on the ground that they were, as they still are, 
poor in suitable woods for ship-building, and could not there
fore have afforded any scope for the rise of a maritime people. 
As a writt-r says: 11 As a matter of ·fact, these particular 
regions which ·have been· specially represented as the primi
tive.home of the· Phcenicians, namely, the Babylonian coasts 
of the Persian Gulf and those which lie to the west of them, 
are so little qualified to favour the rise of navigation, 
owing to the want of suitable woods that, as Aristobulus 
informs us, when Alexander the Great conceived ~he idea of 
bringing the coast district of Eastern Arabia under his 
dominion, both seamen and portable ready-made ships had 
to be brought from Phcenicia to Babylon, and this was 
actually done with the express intention of making of Baby
lonia what it had never hitherto been, namely a second 
Phcenicia." 1 

These observations would be eminently just, if· these 
Babylonian sea-coasts were represented to be 11 the primitive 

' home" of the Phrenicians .. But, as our readers have :1;lready 
heen told, if the Phcenicians of history were the descendants 
of the PaQ.is of ~gvedic times, · their 11 primitive home" 
would be, as it certainly was, in Sapta-Sindhu; from which 
they erriigratea to the coasts of Gujarat, and the Malabar and 
the Coromondal coasts, and thence to the coasts of Babylonia. 
The last-named region, however, not favouring their rise as 
a maritime people on account of the paucity of suitable 
woods, they were compelled to leave them in search of a 
more suitable country which they at last found in Phcenicia 
on the shores of th·e Mediterranean Sea. It would thus 
appear that Herodotus faithfully jotted down the tradition 
that had been current among the Phcenicians in his tiiJle, 
and it would indeed be unjust to summarily dismiss it with 
a view to establish the theory of their original home in Syria. 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. II, p. 262 
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The same writer says : " It is in itself probable that they 
were originally native not to Phrenicia hut to some place 
further south, and in the interior of Palestine ; but not 
because we have information to that effect, but solely on 
account of the outlying position of their settlements, repre
senting the most northerly extent of territory of the 
Canaanites. Amongst the peoples of antiquity, the Phreni
cian is not the only one which must not be regarded as 
autochthonous, although all the accounts of their immigratinn 
which we possess are unworthy of credit." 1 An argument 
like this, we need hardly say, is far from convincing. 

The tradition of their immigration from the coasts of 
Eastern Arabia and Babylonia through Syria to Phrenicia 
seems to us to indicate one of the real lines of their march, 
and furnishes the reason of their movement. Phrenicia was 
an ideal country for a maritime people like the PaQis to live 
in and prosper. " Phrenicia proper, even in the most 
flourishing state, was one of the smallest countries of anti
quity. It comprised that part of the Syrian coast extending 
from Akko to Aradus (Arvad),-a narrow strip of land about 
two hundred miles in length from north to south, and 
probably nowhere more than thirty-five miles in width. This 
short line of coast, rich in bays and harbours, was covered 
with lofty mountains, many of which ran out into the sea, 
and formed promontories, and whose heights, covered with 
forests, supplied the most valuable material in the construc
tion of the fleets and habitations of the Phrenicians ... The 
sea which broke with great fury upon this rocky shore had 
probably separated some of these promontories from the 
main-land, forming little islands at a small distance from the 
shore, which are not less worthy of note than the mainland 
itself, being everywhere covered with extensive colonies and 
flourishing cities." 2 

1 Ibid, Vol. II, p. 162. 

' Ibid, Vol, IJ, p. 255. 
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Here, then, did the Phrenicians find a suitable country to 
live in, that satisfied all their requirements as a sea-faring 
people. But this immigration was made long long after their 
leaving Sapta-Sindhu, which mnst have taken place several 
thousand years ago, and of which they had only a vague tradi
tion. In the course of their wanderings and settlements in 
various larids, th.ey intermingled with the ·native populations, 
and could not, therefore, retain the pristine purity of their 
A~yan blood, but were tratisf ormed into an altogether new 
people neither purely A~yan, nor purely Semitic, nor Tura
nian. Their speech also underwent a thorough -change, but 
like the Tamil-s'peaking Aryans of Southern India, they could 
not help retaining some words of Sanskrit origin, and the 
names of some of the Gods whom their forefathers had 
worshipped in Sapta-Sindhu. 

European scholars regard the Phrenicia!J.S as a race not 
separated from the rest of the Canaanites, especially from the 
various elements of the pre-Israelite population of Palestine. 
They regard their history as " only that of a section of the 
Canaanite race, the history of that portion which, as far back 
as the· times to which the earliest historical information con
cerning this territory refers, had fixed its abode not in the 
interior of Palestine but on the edge of the sea: .. Although in 
the matter of descent no difference can be discovered between 
them and the other Canaanites, historical science must, never
theless, regard them as a different people. It is in this sense 
that they are spoken of as a Phrenician race, the Phrenician 
people.''l · This looks like a tardy and halting admission of 
the fact that though the Phrenicians resembled the Canaanites 
in many respects, there was something in their character and 
genius, which was distinctly their own, and distinguished them 
from the rest. · 

In the opinion of eminent geologists, Phrenicia was an 
inhabited country at some wholly pre-historic period long 

1 Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 259-260. 
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before the first appearance of the Semitic race in that land. 
" It is in no way probable that when the Phrenicians chose the 
low lands on the west side of the Lebanon Chain as their 
place of abode, they took possession of a tract of country 
which had as yet practical~y no population. But we have 
not the slightest grounds for guessing the stage of civilisation 
of the predecessors whom they encountered there, nor to 
what race these belonged. Certain scholars have ind~ed 

sought to answer the question why it was in Phrenicia that 
in early times a much higher development of civilisation 
appeared than in most of the other countries inhabited by 
members of the Semitic family of peoples, by the hypothesis 
that the branch of Semites that immigrated there found, as 
did those who settled in Babylonia, a population entt'rely 
different in endowments and descent, who had long been in 
possession of a manifold civilisation ; with these they may 
have intermingled, and from the complete amalgamation first 
proceeded that section of humanity, which bears in history 
the name of Phrenicians. This hypothesis has no other 
foundation than the idea that otherwise it would be necessary 
to attribute to a Semitic people qualities which are denied to 
the Semitic family generally." 1 

But, as we have seen, the above hypothesis has a more 
solid foundation than a mere idea, which, however, for 
obvious reasons, the writer has failed to notice ; and it really 
explains the origin of the Phrenicians of history. who were 
the product of an amalgamation of a highly civilised people 
of a different family, inhabiting the sea-coast, and the 
Semites who immigrated there subsequently. The amalga
mation became so complete that the Semitic type ultimately 
predominated in the race, and hence they are usually called a 
Semitic people. It is needless to say here that the original 
people whom the Semitic immigrants found on the sea-coast 
in a high state of civilisation were no other than the PaJ;tis of 

' Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 263-264. 
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Vedic India, who had ultimately settled there after their long 
sojourn in various lands, the last being the shores of the 
Persian Gulf. This would clearly explain why the civilisa
tion of the' Phcenicia~s was more highly developed than that 
of the other sections of the Semitic family. 

The PaQis, while settling on the fertile plains near the 
mouthJ> of th~ Tigris aird the Euphrates, must have found the 
original inhabitants in an extremely savage and wild state, 
riot knowing the use of agriculture, or any of the arts ~hat 

help men' to advance on the path of civilisation. It was the 
PaQis who first lighted up the torch of culture among them, 
and reclaimed them from barbarism. It c~n therefore be 
asserted that the civilisation of Western Asia was first born 

on the shores of the Persian . Gulf, frpm · which it gradually 
spread northwards. A writer says : " It is pure supposi
tion to say that civilisation in Babylonia started out from the 
shores of the Persian Gulf, and spread from there towards 
the north, but it is a supposition which has a hz'gh degree oj 
probability. In this direction points the old legend of Baby
lonians; as Berossus relates it, w bich describes the origin of 
. civilisation in the legend of the divine fish-man Oannes (or 

· Musarus Oannes) who came up in the morning from the 
Erythr<t!an Sea, instructed the inhabitants of Chaldea,_ who 
were still living like animals, in the arts and sciences, and 
then in the evening, disappeared under the waves. This 
fish-god has long since been recognised as the god who is so 
frequently depicted on Babylonian and Assyrian monuments, 
and it can now hardly be longer doubted that he,. the god of 
waters, or rather the source of light and fire in the waters, 
is the god Ea. This god with his circle is without doubt 
indigenous to Southern Chaldea ...... Thus if legend traces 
the culture of the Chaldeans from the instruction of this god, 
this is the origin of the tradition that· his worshippers, who 
must have been mariners and dwellers on the sea-coast, 
introduced this civilisation into Chaldea." 1 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 535· 
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This fish-mao, as has been suggested in the above 
extract, was undoubtedly the leader or deity of those ancient 
mariners who visited the coasts of the Persian Gulf and 
helped to spread civilisation among the aboriginal savages, 
who regarded their teachers more as denizens of the deep 
than landsmen like themselves, as they probably used to live, 
while reconnoitering the sea-coasts for a suitable settlement, 
in their ships that must have been anchored in the sea far 
out of sight of the aboriginal population. Hence lhey were 
called fish-men, and their leader or deity the fish-god. Now 
it was to the interest of these mariners to civilize the natives 
in order that they might settle down and prosper in this new 
country without being molested by them. They all, therefore, 
set themselves to this task, and were successful in their 
effort. 

These early mariners could have been no others than the 
PaQ.is of Sapta-Sindhu who traded along the coasts of the 
Erythr::ean Sea, and were afterwards compelled to leave their 
original home in search of countries for planting colonies 
therein. And this supposition is strengthened by the follow
ing observation made by the same English writer as I have 
quoted above:-" The people who brought its culture to the 
southern coasts of Babylonia, and probably also to the coasts 
of Elam, and communicated it to the still uncultured races 
living there, seems to have belonged to that peaceful commer
cial race which the Hebrews designated as the 'Sons of 
Kush,'1 which was not unlt'ke the Pluenicians and was 
placed in the same category; a race which, while jealous of 

1 In the Paural).ic literature of the Hindus, mention has been made of a 
country named Kusa or Kusa-dvipa, which is identified by some with Southern 
India or Australia, and by others with Africa, Probably it was applied to the 
whole Indo-Oceanic continent. The " sons of Kush" therefore might mean 
the peoples of the Southern Continent whose remnant~ were Southern India, 
Burma, East or South Africa, and Australia. As the P~is came from the 
coasts of Southern India, they would rightly be called 11 the sons of Kush," 
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its independence, was not aggressive, although inclined to 
colonisation, and to making distant journeys." 1 

There can, therefore, be no doubt about the identity of 
the people who first brought their culture to Babylonia. 
They were the Ph~nicians, or people like them, who could
not but be the PaQ.is of Sapta-Sindhu. The characteristics 
of the race. as described above fully agree with those of the 
PaQ.is. These peaceful settlers after a long sojourn in 
Babylonia were, as we have already said, compelled to leave 
the country partly on account. of the absence of materials 
for ship-building, and partly for political reasons, as the 
country was invaded and conquered by the turbulent and 
uncivilised Semites ; and they marched northwards by the 
overland route through Syria to the coasts of Lebanon, where 
they settled again to their occupations which, however, were 
not altogether peaceful, and called their new colony 
Phrenicia. 

Julius Africanus, a Christian Chronographer who wrote in 
the first quarter of the third century A.D., mentions inci
dentally that there were versions of Phrenician history, . in 
which the latter was made to go back no less than 3o,ooo 
years.2 Though this is regarded as incredible by European 
savants, there may be an element of truth in this computa
tion. Their sojourn to Babylonia and Western Asia from the 
shores of Southern India was made in pre-historic times 
which must have been several thousand years before the 
Christian Era, if not exactly 3o,ooo years, as mentioned by 
Julius Africanus. 

The long contact of the PaQ.is with the Dravidians, the 
aborigines of Babylonia, and the Semites, and their complete 
separation from the Vedic Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu, the parent 
stock from which they were descended, wrought a thorough 
change in their language, manners, and modes of life, though 

i Hist. Hist. of the World, .Vol. I, p. 536. 
~ Ibid, Vol. II, p. 264. 
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from a conservative instinct they retained the names of and 
worshipped some of the Vedic Gods. "The Phrenician reli
gion was of a distinctively natural type. The active and the 
passive forces of Nature were symbolised by male and female 
deities, as in Egypt, but the Phrenician Gods were more defi
nitely associated with the heavenly bodies than the Egyp
tian."1 In the Phrenician cosmogony, the beginning of all 
things was a moving and limitless chaos of utter darkness. 
After the lapse of ages, this agitated air became enamoured 
of its own first principles, and from this embrace was gene
rated Mot, which some interpret mud, (Sanskrit Mrit), and 
others the putrefaction of a watery mixture. From this the 
universe came forth, first living creatures without sensation, 
then intelligent beings in shape like an egg. From this, too, 
the sun, moon and stars were evolved ; and the heat and light 
generated clouds, winds and rain.2 The principal divinity of 
the Phrenicians was Baal or the Sun, and this name came to 
be equivalent to the Supreme God, in which sense it was 
more frequently used than with reference to his original 
character of Sun-God. Another name of the Sun was 
Ouranus which is the same as the Vedic VaruJ;la. 

From the above brief account, it would appear that the 
Phrenicians retained a mutilated form of ~gvedic cosmogony, 
and. were Nature-worshippers like the Aryans of Sapta
Sindhu, their principal deities being Baal, the Sun-god, and 
Ouranus or Varut~a. Now this god Baal or Vala is also men
tioned in the ~gveda, and identified with the Sun. The 
JJ,bhus, whom Sayai;ta identifies with solar rays, were the sons 
of Vala or Baal (Rv. iv. 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37). Fire also 
was called a son of Vala (Rv. iv. 18). The PaQ.is of Sapta
Sindhu, under the leadership of Brbu, were the votaries of 
the 'bhus. The Phreoicians worshipped a god named Res
chuf, which word, for aught we know, may be a corruption of 

1 Ibid, Vol. II, p. 350. 
' Ibid, Vol. II, p. 349· 
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the Vedic word ~blltl. As the Pa1;1is were opp<?sed to the 
worship of Indra, and were, therefore put down by the ~g
vedic Aryans as Asuras or unbelievers, the name of their God 
Baal, alth_ough it represented the Sun-god, came to be identi
fied with Vrtra who stole the cows and oppressed the gods. 
(Rv. i.. I r' s). The PaQ.iS also were notorious cattle-lifters 
in ancient .Sapta-Sindhu, as we have already seen in the 
legend of Sarama and the PaQ.is, and we need not be surprised 
i(their God alw was identified with Vrtra who stole cows 

(rain-clouds or solar rays) and kept them imprisoned in his 
dark cave. In the land of their sojourn in Western Asia, 
however, the PaQ.is having probably become more ~degener
ated' in consequence of their contact with sava~e peoples, 
became worse than cattle-lifters. They not only bought 
slaves at ridiculously low prices but kidnapped men,' wo~en 
and children from the neighbouring .countries. " These 
spoilers hunted the coasts and harbours of Phcenicia, Asia 
Minor and Syria, and either exacted a high ransom from the 
reiatives of their captives, or sold them in the public slave
markets. During the most prosperous period of the slave-trade, 
we find thePhcenician slave-dealers everywhere, even on the· · 
fields of battle, ,V.here they followed the fortunes of war as 
peddlers and purvey<?rs. The booty which f.ell into the hands 
of the soldiers was at once purchased by these traffickers, and 
the little children and women, whose. transport would have 
been difficult, were sold to them at a very low price, or 
exchanged for wine or some other commodity valued 
by the soldiers. The beautiful women and boys of Greece 
had from early times been introduced into·the East as slaves. 
In Homeric times they commanded a higher price than any 
other commodity, and they were brought by Phcenician 
pirates as prisoners of war to Egypt. and Palestine." 1 

The Phcenicians,'in the time of Homer, "visited the 
Greek islands and the coasts of the continent as robbers or 

i Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 344·345· 
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merchants, according as circumstances offered. They came 
with trinkets, beads and baubles, which they sold at a high 
price to the inexperienced and unwary Greeks ; and they thus 
gained opportunities of kidnapping their boys and girls, whom 
they turned to good account in the Asiatic slave-markets, or 
who were redeemed at heavy ransoms by their parents and 
countrymen. A most faithful and lively picture of the state 

. of society in these respects is drawn by the Greek bard him
self in the narrative which he makes Eum:eus relate of his 
birth and early adventures.''! 

It would thus appear that they became worse pests in 
Western Asia and Southern Europe than they had been in 
Sapta-Sindhu. It was no wonder, therefore, that the God Baal, 
whom the Phrenicians worshipped came to be looked upon by 
the Vedic Aryans as a dark malevolent deity like Vrtra, for 
it was natural to believe that the character of the votaries of 
a particular God was moulded and influenced by that of the 
God himself. 

The name of Ouranus which was also applied to Baal by 
the Phrenicians is, as we have said, clearly traceable to the 
Vedic Varu!Za; and this name r~presented one of the oldest 
gods of the Aryans, being an Aditya or Sun-god, though 
more correctly speaking, the Sun of Night, and also the Lord 
of the Ocean. The worship of Baal was introduced by the 
PaQis into their first settlement on the coasts of the Persian 
Gulf, where also it became a principal deity among the 
ancient Babylonians and Assyrians. 

" In religious doctrine they were more receptive than 
productive ...... Instead of continuing through free speculation 
what is understood, or impressing an idiosyncratic national 
stamp on what was foreign, they reduced the fundamental 
elements to a complicated convolution of ideas, devoid of 
clear forms or ethical foundations. As their life was so 
permeated wifh the mercantile spirit, they placed their divini-

1 lbid1 Vol. II, p. 330, 
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ties in direct relation with appearances of practical experience, 
and desecrated the deep doctrines ·by material significations, 
by lasciviousness and by cruel practices." 1 Thfs is a most 
faithful description of their character that made them so un
popular with the Vedic Aryans. 

Of their cruel practices, one may be mentioned h~::re, viz., 
the practice of human sacrifice. On the occasion of any extra
ordinary calamity, ap unusual number of victims was sacrified, 
but human sacrifice was also part of the established ritual, and 
every year a youthful victim was chosen by lot. " Infants were 
burnt alive, and the most acceptable of all sacrifices was that 

. of an only child. The image of Saturn was brass, the out
stretched hands were hollowed so as to receive the body of the 
child, which slid thence to a fiery receptacle below. Moth~rs 

brought their infants in their arms, and quieted them by caress
es till the moment they were thrown into the flames, since any 
manifestation of reluctance would have rendered the sacrifice 
unacceptable to the God."2 If the PaJ;Lis practised this cruel 
custom in Sapta-Sindhu also, we should not wonder at the 
strong ·hatred the Vedic Aryans felt towards them and their 
religion. 

But with all their faults, draw-backs, and shortcomings, the 
PaJ;Lis, or Phcenicians as we should now call them, are credited 
with helping the advancement of civilisation in the ancient 
Western world to a very large extent. It is a strange dispensa
tion of God that both in the olden and modern times, the selfish 
and greedy merchants should be selected for. the outspread 
of a particular civilisation in other lands. As the European 
merchants have paved the way for the spread of Western 
culture in Eastern lands, so did the PaJ;Lis also help to spread 
thG culture of the East in Western countries in ancient times. 
Of course, none were actuated by altruistic motives or a 
missionary spirit to undertake this :noble task. But their 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. II, p. 354· 
Hist. Hist. of th~ World, Ibid, Vol. II, p. 351. 
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inordinate love of gain and restless spirit of adventure took 
them far away from their homes, and brought them into 
contact with different peoples in different climes, who could 
not help imbibing some of their culture as well as their 
vices. It is probably thus that God fulfils himself in History. 

To sum up: The Pat;tis, after leaving Sapta-Sindhu 
through sheer necessity arising out of adverse circumstances, 
first settled down on the coasts of Southern India among the 
Cholas and the Pat;tdyas who could not help imbibing a 
portion of their culture and spirit of adventure. Thence 
they proceeded towards the coasts bordering on the Persian 
Gulf, followed by the Cholas, and settled there for a pretty 
long time, keeping up a close and constant communication 
with the sea-coasts of Southern India, and imparting such 
culture to the aboriginal inhabitants of their new colony as 
was calculated to make them friendly and helpful, instead of 
antagonistic to the principal vocation of their life, viz., trade. 
When subsequently this colony was invaded by the strong, 
though comparatively uncivilised Semites, the Pat;tis not 
finding the country any longer congenial to the successful 
pursuit of their vocation, moved on towards the north and 
settled down on the sea-coast of Syria, which they called 
Pha:nicia, or the Land of the Pat;tis or Pat;tikas. This land 
furnishing them with full facilities for trading in the islands 
of the Greek Archipelago, Southern Europe and Northern 
Africa, and for manufacturing articles of trade with the help 
of the vast number of slaves whom they captured or bought 
at nominal prices, the Pat;tis soon became a prosperous and 
powerful people, founding colonies in the islands of the 
Mediterranean and on the coasts of Northern Africa. Carthage 
was a Pha:nician colony and every student of ancient history 

knows what important parts she played in historic times in 
Southern and Western Europe. In all the islands and 
countries where tney settled, the original inhabitants coming 
in contact with them learnt from them the arts of civilised 
life. They traded by sea as far north as the coast of Great 
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Britain and ancient Gaul and ~ven Sca?dinavia, ·whose 
original inhabitants also learnt· from them the use of the 
metals and the art of agriculture. In this w.ay the Pal}.is, or 
the Phrenicians, spread. Aryan culture· not only among the 
Semitic peoples of Western Asia and Arabia, but also among 
the early pre-historic inhabitants of ·Egypt and of North 
Africa, and the Greeks, the Romans, the Iberians, the Celts 

. -and the Gauls of Europe. Professor Nilsson has attempted 
to show that the Phrenieians had settlements far up on the 
n?rthern shores of Norway also, where they spread the 
wor~hip of their God Baal (vide Appendix to this Chapter). 
It is simply wonderful to contemplate how an Aryan tribe, 
originally small and insignificant, and driven· out oftheir 
home for their vicious ways and manners, helped in the 
course of several thousand years to spread such culture as 
they possess'ed over a large portion of the then known world. 

-Having ·been traders, they were of necessity the first to 
invent and· develop a purely alphabetical script which was 
afterwards borrowed and improved upon by the Greeks. 
The Semites also, with their help. and that of the Chaldees or 
Chaldeans whom we shall find in the next chapter to be the 
Cholas of Southern India, made rapid strides towards progress 
and founded the famous kingdo~s of Babylonia and Assyria, 
to which also early European civilisation was immensely 
indebted The ancient Egyptians also, who are supposed 
to be an amalgamation of the Punic race (the Pal}.is), the 
Pal}.dyas of the Malabar coast of Southern India and the 
prehistoric peoples of the land, developed a civilisation which 
influenced European civili'lation to a very large extent. The 
Greeks received their culture from the Phrenicians, the 
Babylonians and the Egyptians, and imparted it to the 
Romans, and the latter in their turn imparted it to the 
Iberians, the Celts, the Teutons and the Slavs. But we are 
afraid that we are anticipating too much in this chapter. 
The interesting romance of the expansion of Indo-Aryan 
civilisation from Sapta-Sindhu and the Deccan over Western 
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Asia, Egypt, Northern Africa and Europe will be told more 
elaborately in subsequent chapters. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI. 

Writing about Phrenician influence on Pre-historic Europe, Lord Avebury 
thus observes in his Pre-historic Times, pp. 67-71, (Ed. 1912):. 

1' We are surely quite justified in concluding that between B. C. 1500 and 
B. C. 1200 the Phrenicians were already acquainted with the mineral fields of 
Spain and Britain, and under these circumstances it is, I think, more than 
probable that they pushed their exploration still farther, in search of other 
shores as rich in mineral wealth as ours. The amber also, so much valued in 
ancient times, could not have been obtained from the coast of the German 
Ocean. 

"Professor Nilsson has attempted - ... to show that the Phrenicians had 
settlements far up on the northern shores of Norway. His arguments may be 
reduced to seven, namely, the small size of the sword-handles, bracelets, etc,; 
the character of the ornaments on the bronze implements; the engravings 

in Bronze Age tumuli; the worship of Baal ; certain peculiar methods of reap. 
ing and fishing ; and the use of war-chariots . 

''The implements and ornaments of bronze certainly appear to have 
belonged to a race with smaller hands than those of the present European 
nations. This indicates an Eastern, but not necessarily a Phrenician origin, 

"The ornaments on them are also peculiar, and have, in Professor Nilsson's 
opinion, a symbolic meaning. Although the great stones in tumuli attributed 

·to the Bronze Age are very seldom ornamented, or even hewn into shape, still 
there are some few exceptions, one of these being the remarkable monument 
near Kivik in Christianstad. From the general character of the engravings, 
Professor Nilsson has no hesitation in referring this tumulus to the Bronze 
Age, and on two of the stones are representations of human figures, which may 
fairly be said to have a Phrenician or Egyptian appearance. 

" On another of the stones an obelisk is represented, which Professor 
Nilsson regards as symbolical of ti:le Sun-God ; and it is certainly remarkable 
that, in an ancient ruin in Malta characterized by other decorations of the 
Bronze Age types, a somewhat similar obelisk was discovered ; we know also 
that in many countries Baal, the God of the Phrenicians, was worshipped under 

the form of a conical stone. 
''Nor is this, by any means, the only case in which Professor Nilsson finds 

traces of Baal worship in Scandinavia. Indeed, the festival of Baal, or Balder, 

was, he tells us, celebrated on Midsummer's night in Scania, and far up into 
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Norway, a)Jnost to the Loffoden Islands, until within the last fifty years. A 
wood fire was made upon a hill or mountain, and the people of the neighbour
hood gathered together in order, like Baal's. prophets of old, to dance round 
it shouting and singing. This Midsummer's·night fire has even retained in 

• some parts the ancient name of ' Balders-baal ' o~ Balders-fire. Leopold von 
Buch long ago suggested that this custom could not have originated in a 
country where at midsummer the sun is never lost sight of, and where, conse• 
quently, the smoke only, not the fire, is visible. A similar custom also pre
vailed until lately in some parts of our islands. Baal has given his name to 
many Scandinavian localities, as: for instance, the Baltic, the Great and Little 
Belt, Belteberga, Baleshaugen, Balestranden, etc. . 

" The ornamentation characteristic of the Bronze Age is, in the opinion of 
Professsor Nilsson, decidedly Semitic rather than Indo-European. He lays 
considerable stress on two cu_rious·' vase-carriages, ' one found in Sweden and 
one in Mecklenburg, which certainly appear to have been very like the ' vases ,. 
made for Solom~n's temple, and describei in the first Book of Kings. Finally, 
he believes that the use of war-chariots, the practice of reaping close to the 
ear, and a certain method of fishing, are all evidences of Phcenician intercourse. 

" Professor Nilsson is so great an authority as an archreologist, and his 
labours have contributed so much to place the science on a· sound basis, that 
his opinions are deserving of the most careful consideration ...... That the 
Plrcenicians have left their traces in Norway is, however, in my opinion all that 
can fairly be deduced from the facts on which he relies, even if we attributed 
to. them all the significance claimed for them by him .... As regards the small
ness of hands, we must remember that Hindoos share this peculiarity with 
Egyptians; this character is therefore not less reconcilable with ~n Indo· 
European than with a Phcenician origin or' the Bronze Age civilisation:". 



CHAPTER XII. 
INDO-ARYAN INFLUENCE ON THE ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS OF 

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA. 

In the last chapter, we have related the legend of the 
Fish-god (Musarus Oannes) who first taught the wild and 
savage inhabitants of the coasts of the Persian Gulf the 
rudimentary arts of civilised life. This Fish-god, as we have 

already said, undoubtedly represented a sea-faring people who 
visited the coasts in early prehistoric times, and could have 
been no others than the PaQis of Sapta-Sindhu, and after
wards of the Deccan, for we know of no other people in that 
dim past, who were sufficiently advanced to undertake sea
voyages. These PaQis, as we have seen, were the mariners 
par excellence in those ancient days and continued as such 
down to historical times. We have further seen that leaving 
India, they first settled down on the fertile coasts of the 
Persian Gulf as colonists, and were either accompanied or 
followed by the Cholas. The latter were probably at first 
pressed into their service as sailors and artisans or husband
men, and went with their masters to this new colony. Other 
Cholas, probably hearing excellent reports of the country 
from those who returned from the voyages, followed the first 
batch of immigrants and founded a colony of their own. As 
we have already said, it was undoubtedly to the self-interest 
of the PaQis to induce a large number of the Cbolas to immi
grate and settle in this new colony where, otherwise, thf'y 
would be in the midst of savages and find no facility for 
carrying on their trade. The Cholas, having long ago learnt 
the art of agriculture, naturally felt inclined to settle in this 
new land where the soil was exceedingly fertile in conse
quence of the alluvial deposits of the Tigris and the Euphrates 
near their mouth. As the Cholas had been aryanised, they 
probably went there with their Gods and Aryan priests, and 
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called their colony Ckolade§a, which word thrpugh corrupted 
pronunciation, came to be known as Chaldea, i.e., the land 
of the Cholas. This land was the " Shinar " land of the 
Semites, and the Babylonia of the Greeks. · 

Chaldea or Babylonia is a wide plain of rich brown soil, 
about a hundred miles above the mouth, where the two rivers, 
the Tigris and the. Euphrates, approach most nearly, and the 
banks touch the so-called Median wall. It seems that the 
new colonists first settled down in the land ·of Makan, the 
district of the· mouth of the two rivers, and were known to 
the early inhabitants as Sumerians, because the tract of land 
was called Sumer with its capital Ur. The colonists, however, 
called their settlement Chaldea, and hence were also known 
by the name of Chaldees or Chaldeans; 

, "The most ancient population of this country," says a 
writer in the Historians' History of the World (Vol. I, p. 341 ), . 
"formed several closely related races which had no· connec
tion with the other nations of Western Asia ; but, in the course 
of historical evolution, they lost their language and nationality, 
and were submerged in the neighbou~ing races." 

"It is coming to be a common agreement among Assyrio
logists,'' he continues, "that the. original peoples of Babylon 
were of a race that was not Semitic. Just what it was, ·these 
s.cholars are not yet prepared to say; although the inclina
tion of belief is that it was an Indo-European race and most . 
probably of the Turanian family. An attempt has recently 
been made to connect the aborigines with the Urgo-Finnish 
branoh of the Urai-Aitaic fainily, but with what success it is 
still too soon to say. But whatever these peoples the 
Sumerians. may have been, they occupied the land of Baby
lonia until dislodged by a great wave of Semitic migration." 1 

"That the Sumerians, like the Semites, were not an autoch
thonous race in Babylonia follows from the condition of the soil 
which had to be rendered fit for agriculture, and indeed, for 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vo_l. I, p. 342. 

27 
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human habitation, by a system of canals. Whence, then, did 
the Sumerians originally come, before they took possession of 
the swampy Euphrates valley and settled there?" 1 

We have already answered this question by asserting at 
the beginning of this chapter that they were the Cholas of the 
Coromondal coast of Southern India, who had already become 
a cultured people under the direct influence of Aryan civilisa
tion, and learnt the art of agriculture by the construction of 
canals, from which they irrigated their lands. Yet, we shall 
endeavour to answer it more fully and satisfactorily in this 
chapter by a careful study of the ancient civilisation of the 
Sumerians or'Chaldeans themselves. Though Professor Joseph 
Ha!evy is of opinion that the earliest civilisation of Babylonia 
was developed by a people of the pure Semitic race, yet, 
11 after a long dispute, carried on chiefly by philologists, it is 
now generally conceded that the earliest civilisation of 
Southern Babylonia was due to a non-Semitic people, the 
Sumerians. To this people, it would seem, must be ascribed 
the honour of developing the chief features of Mesopotamian 
civilisation, including the invention of cuneiform system of 
writing."2 It is not at all clear at precisely what time the 
Semitic people, destined ultimately to become predominant 
in this region, made their appearance ; but 11 as early as the 
beginning of the fourth millennium before the Christian Era, 
the Semitic Babylonians were already settled in northern 
Babylonia and, as is proved by the Naram-sin inscription and 
several dating from the time of Sargon, his father ( Ct'rca 3,8oo 
B. C.), had already acquired the Sumerian character (and, by 
inference, the Sumerian civilisation). In the case of southern 
Babylonia, the discoveries at T elloh has put us in possession 
of a number of sculptures-some of them in relief, others 
severed heads of statues dating from the period between 
C£rca 4,ooo B. C. or earlier, and Circa 3,ooo B. C. These 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 343· 

' Ibid, Vol. I, p. 337· 
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present two different types--one is characterised by a 
rounded head with slightly prominent cheek-bones, always 
beardless, and usually with clean-shaven crown. To this type 
certainly belong the representatives of vanquished foes on the 
archaic sculpture, known as the Vulture Stele, though the 
primitive method of representing the brow and nose by a 
single slightly curved line gives a merely superficial resem
blance to the Semitic cast of countenance. The other is a 
longer-skulled (dolichocephalous) type, with thick, black hair; 
and long, flowing beard. 

" It is certainly by no mere accident that the heads of the 
Telloh statues, most of which are supposed to represent kings, 
are 'of the first-named (Sumerian) type, while the bronze 
votive offerings, which likewise bear the name of Gudea, are 
carried, as is evidenced by a glanc·e, by Semites. And as 
there were Semites among the subjects of Gudea, where the 
Sumerians were a dominant race; so we find the same Semitic 
type clearly marked in the figures round the stem ofa Vase, 
while the party of musicians who were seen approaching with 
submissive gestures on the fragment of a bas-relief, which 
probably also dates from the reign of Gudea, must likewise 
be of Semitic-Babylonian descent. 

" Fortunately, ancient Babylonian art gives us the oppor. 
tunity; not merely of studying the wholly non-Semitic language 
of the earliest inhabitants of Babylonia in lengthy bilingual 
original inscriptiops such as many. of the statues of Gudea 
bear, but of seeing with our own eyes the bodily semblance • 
of this singular people,· and so observing the striking 
correspondence of non-Semitic elements in speech and facial 
type. In this connection we would draw attention to an 
ancient Babylonian statue of a female figure now in the 
Louvre at Paris. We may confidently a_ssume t~at the woman 
represented is a Sumerian, and not a Semitic Babylonian; 
and it may thus be regarded as a splendid counterpart of the 
Gudea statues, which ·by the whole character of workmanship 
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it calls to mind. Whether we have here a queen or some 
other lady of high rank (the supposition that she is a 
goddess appears to be excluded by the absence of the head
dress godd,~sses are wont to wear) cannot, of course, be 
determined with certainty. It is only natural that various 
mixed types should have developed in course of time, 
especially in northern Babylonia, and many of the faces we 
meet with-on the seal-cylinders more particularly, may be 
representations of such." 1 

It is clear from the above long extracts that the Sumer
ians had been a distinct people from the Semites who after
wards invaded Babylonia and established their supremacy 
over it, and advancing farther north, founded the kingdom 
of Assyria. It must, however, be mentioned here that the 
original home of the Babylonian Semites is set down by 
orientalists like Eduard Meyer and Sprenger in the desert of 
Arabia, which, according to them, used to send forth the 
surplus of her predatory and Bedouin population to the great 
pastoral districts in the vicinity, that is, to Palestine, the 
plain of Mesopotamia (Aram), and in times long out of mind, 
to northern Babylonia also. But this theory has been directly 
refuted by later investigations set on foot by A. Von Kremer, 
and followed up by Ign. Guidi at Rome, and lastly by 
Hommel who thinks that he has succeeded in proving that 
" the people who afterwards became the Babylonians and 
Assyrians must have separated from the common stock in 
some part of Central Asia where the lion was indigenous, 
and emigrated into northern Babylonia through one of the 
passes of the Medio-Elamite range, certainly no later than the 
fifth millennium B.C." Whatever may be the original home 
of the Semitic Babylonians, it would be interesting and of 
great historical importance, if some philologists could clearly 
establish the identity of the family, to which the non-Semitic 
language in the bilingual inscriptions on the statues of Gu dea 

1 Ibid, Vol, 11 pp. 342•343· 
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belonged. If it be found to have belonged to the Aryan, 
Dravidian or Dravido-Aryan family,· the hypothesis that the 
Sumerians or Chaldeans came from India would be established 
on a firm and sound basis, and beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
It is to be hoped that philologists would ~irect their earnest 
attention to make researches in this line, though it must be 
stated here that, so· far. the result of their spasmodic and 
desultory investigations has established a resemblance 
between the Sumerian and the Dravidian languages. Be that · 
as it may, "it. must be understood that the Sumerians, 
whatever their precise racial affinities, were a different people 
from the Semitic races that superseded them. There is 
reason to believe that they were an essentially creative race, 
whereas the Semites, and in particular, the Assyrians, were 
pre-eminently copyists and adapters rather than originators. 
It would appear that all the chief features of a tater Assyrian 
civilisation were adumbrated, if not indeed fully elaborated 
in that early day when the Sumerians were dominant in· 
southern Babylonia. Even the cuneiform system of writing, 

· with all its extraordinary complexities, 'is believed by philo- · 
Iogists to give unequivocal evidence of Sumerian origin." 1 

As reg-ards the Babylonian religion, it "was largely 
influenced by the Sumerians, which was an astral religion. 
The names of the Gods are found written with the same 
ideograms, although they were doubtless pronounced 
differen~ly."il 

That the Sumerians intrqduced agriculture in Babylonia,· 
which they carried on by means of irrigation from a n.umber 
of canals specially constructed for the purpose, has· alrea~y 
been referred to. " They also excelled the Semites in artistic 
spirit and abil.ity, perhaps also as traders and mariners, and· 
the latter probably imitated the former, and seldom · reached 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 461, 

• loid, Vol. I, p. 523. 
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them and never superseded them."l It would thus appear 
that the Sumerians gave their indelible stamp over the 
ancient civilisation and religion of the Babylonians and the 
Assyrians, to which again modern European civilisation is 
immensely indebted. As Mr. G. Smith says: "The history 
of Babylonia has an interest of a wider kind than that 
of Egypt, from its more intimate connection with the 
general history of the human race, and from the remarkable 
influence which its religion, its science and civilisation have 
had on all subsequent human progress. Its religious 
traditions carried away by the Israelites who came out of 
Ur of the Chaldees (Genesis XI. 31) have, through that 
wonderful people, become the heritage of mankind, while its 
science and civilisation, through the mediums of the Greeks 
and the Romans, have become the base of modern research 
and advancement." 

It is for this reason that I have said that from an histori-
. cal point of view, it would be highly interesting to discover 

tfie identity of the race to which the Sumerians or the Chal
dees belonged. As we have already pointed out, the inclina
tion of belief among European savants is that it was an Indo
European race, and most probably of the Turanian family. 
But it would probably be more correct to say that the 
Sumerians belonged to a race which was a mixture of peoples 
belonging to the Indo-Aryan and the Turanian (Dravidian) 
families. It is admitted generally that the Dravidian civilisa
tion was influenced and developed by Aryan colonists from 
Sapta-Sindhu ; and we have seen that it was the Par;tis who 
were-probably the first to settle on the Malabar and the 
Coromondal coasts of Southern India and introduce Aryan 
civilisation and culture among the aboriginal populations, 
particularly among the Cholas and the Par;tdyas, and that the 
Par;tis afterwards left these coasts in search of a new colony 
on the coasts of the Persian Gulf, followed by the Cholas who 

' Ibid, Vbl. I, p. 535· 
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settled there ·and founded a flourishi~g col~. The 
Sumerians, therefore, mu~t have been the product of the 
intermixture of the Aryan and Dravidian races. It may be 
argued that all this ·is mere supposition on which no historical 
hypothesis or fabric can be based or constructed. It is a 
supposition, no doubt ; but it is a supposition which becomes 
a probability when we take into our consideration the 
following incontestable facts viz, (z') that the resemblances 
between the severed heads of the statues discovered at Telloh 

. or Tell-loh in Chaldea and the facial type of the Dravidians 
of Southern India.are remarkable'; (ii) that the language of 
the Sumerians was agglutinative like the Dravidian lan
guages; (iii) that the Sumerians, i.e., the Chaldees wer~ agri. 
culturists and builders of canals like the ancient Cholas; (iv) 
that they were mariners and traders like the latter who, in 
their turn, must have learnt the art of navigation and the 
principles of commerce fro'm the PaQ.is, and emulated them ~n 
everything, even in their spirit of adventure ; (v) that of all 
countries in Western. and Southern Asia, a commercial inter
course was admittedly kept up between the coasts of Southern 
India and those of the Persian Oulf in ancient times; and (vi) 
that there having been no other civilised country anywhere in 
the southern portion of Asia or East Africa, no highly civilised 
people excepting the Indians would found a colony on the 
shores of the Persian Gulf. We shall see later on how close 
and intimate was the intercourse betw€en India and Meso
potamia in the ancient days, and how not only the material. 

.civilisation but also the religion of the Babylonians and the 
Assyrians bear unmistakable evidences of the influence of 
Vedic and Dravidian civilisation and religion. If all these 
facts, circumstances, and probabilities be taken into ~on
sideration, the conclusion would be irresistible that the 
Sumerians who were the founders of the Babylonian and the 
Assyrian civilisations were the products of a mixed race of 
Aryans and Dravidians .. 

In this connection it will not be out of place to mention 
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here what Mr. H. R. Hall says about the Sumerians in his 
Ancient History of the Near East (Chap. V, pp. 172-174): 

· "The Sumerian culture springs into our view ready
made, as it were, which is what we should expect if it was, 
as seems on other grounds probable, brought into Mesopotamia 
from abroad. We have no knowledge of the time when the 
Sumerians were savages: when we first meet with them in 
the fourth millennium B. C., they are already a civilised, 
metal-using people living in great and populous cities, 
possessing a complicated system of writing, and living under 
the government of firmly established civil and religious 
dynasties and hierarchies. They had imposed their higher 
culture on the more primitive inhabitants of the river valley 
in which they had settled, and had assimilated the civilisation 
of the conquered, whatever it may have been, to their own. 
The earliest scenes of their own culture-development had 
perhaps not been played upon the Babylonian stage at all, 
but in a different country, away across the Persian mountains 
to the eastward. The land of Elam, the later Susiana, where 
till the end a non-Semitic nationality of Sumerian culture 
maintained itself in usual independence of the dominant 
Mesopotamian power, was no doubt a stage in their progress. 
There they left the abiding impress of their civilisation, 
although the Elamites developed their art on a distinct line 
of their own. Whether the Elamites, whom they probably 
civilised, were racially related to them we do not know ; the 
languages of both Elamite and Sumerian were agglutinative, 
but otherwise are not alike ...... The ethnic type of the 
Sumerians, so strongly marked in their statues · and reliefs, 
was as different from those of the races which surrounded 
them, as was their language from those of the Semites, 
Aryans, or others; they were decidedly Indian in type. The 

face-type of the average Indian of to-day is no doubt much 
the same as that of his Dravidian race-ancestors thousands 
of years ago. Among the modern Indians, as amongst the 

modern Greeks or Italians, the ancient pre-Aryan type of the 
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land has (as the primitive type of the land always does) 
survived, while that of the Aryan conqueror died out long 
ago. And it is to this Dravidian ethnic type of India that-the 
ancient Sumerian bears most resemblance, so far as we can 
judge from his monuments. He was very like a Southern 
Hindu of the Dekkan (who still speaks Dravidian languages). 
And it is by no means improbable that the Sumerian~ were 
an Indian ra<_:e which passed, certainly by land, perhaps also 
by sea, through Persia to the valley of the Two Rivers. It 
was in the Indian home (perhaps the Indus valley) that we 
suppose for them that their culture developed. There their 
writing may have been invented, and progressed from a 
purely pictorial to a simplified and abbreviated. for~, which 
afterwards in Babylonia took on its peculiar cuneiform 
~ppearance owing to its being written ·with a squ_are-ended 
stilus on soft clay. On the way they left the seeds of their 
culture in Elam. This seems a plausible theory of Sumerian 
origin, and· it must be clearly understood that it is offered 
.by the present writer merely as a theory, which has little 
direct evidence to back it, but seems most in accordance with 
the probabilities o£ the case. There is little doubt that India 
must, have been one of the earliest centres of human civilisa
tion, and it· seems natural to suppose that the strange mi
S.emitic, un-Aryan people who came from the East to civilise 
the West were of Indian origin, especially when we see With 

. our eyes how very Indian the Sumerians were in type." 
Mr. Hall adds in a foot-note that "this civilisation \vas 

not Aryan. The culture of India is pre-Aryan in origin ; as in 
Greece, the conquered civilised the conquerous. The Aryan 
Indian owed his civilisation and his degeneration to the 
Dravidians, as the Aryan Greek did to the Mycenaeans." 
This, to our mind, is reading history on an altogether wrong 
line. If Mr. Hall bad cared to study ~gvedic civilisation 
as diligently as he has studied Babylonian civilisation, he 
would assuredly have com.e to a quite different conclusion. 
As our readers have seen, it was Aryan civilisation that put 

28 
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its indelible stamp on Dravidian culture, and uplifted the 
Dt-avidian races, notably the Cholas and the PaQdyas, who 
took their reformed civilisation to Babylonia and Egypt 
respectively, as we shall see later on. 

"Thirty years ago," writes Ragozin, " no one would 
have thought of connecting India (pre-Aryan India) with 
archaic Babylonia, and if a solitary fact pointing that way was 
once in a while picked out by an exceptionally inquisitive 
and observant mind, it was suffered to remain unexplained 
as a sort of natural curiosity, for the inferences it suggested 
was too startling to be more than hinted at. Eminently such 
a mind was the late Frant;ois Lenormant, and he laid 
great stress on the use of the word mana as early as 
the ~gveda to denote a definite quantity of gold-a 
word which can be traced to ancient Chaldea or Semitic 
Babylonia with the same meaning, and which afterwards 
passed into the Greek monetary system (mana, still 
later latinised into mina). Well, this little fact simply 
points to a well-established commercial intercourse between 
Dravidia-n India (for the Kolarians never carne as far west as 
the land by the Indian ocean} and Babylonia and Chaldea."l 

Ragozin's ideas appear to be a little confused in the 
above extracts that we have made from the excellent work, 
Vedic India. The writer is clearly convinced that there was 
commercial intercourse between Dravidian India and Babylo
nia or Chaldea in the ancient days. But by using the phrase 
'' pre-Aryan India" the author seems to think that the word 
mana used by the Dravidians and the Babylonians, and 
borrowed by the Greeks, was either of Dravidian or Baby
lonian origin, and that it was borrowed by the Vedic Aryans 
from the Dravidians, and used in the ~gveda after they had 
settled down in Sapta-Sindhu. This line of thinking perfect
ly accords with the hypothesis in vogue that the Aryans were 
immigrants .into the Punjab from either Central Asia or some 

I Ragozin' Vedi~: India, pp. 304-30,'). 
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remote region at a comparatively recent time, or at any rate, 
at an age later than the flourishing of the Babylonian empire. 
But if Ragozin had more carefully studied the-Rgveda, and - . more closely examined the etymology of the word, she would 
have assuredly come to the conclusion that the Vedic Aryans 
were autochthonous in Sapta-Sindhu, and the word is of 
purely Sanskrit origin, being derived either from the root ma, 
to measure, or man, to prize or value. The verse where the 
word occurs has been translated a:s follows :-" Oh, bring us 
jewels, cattle, horses and manas . of gold." (Rv. viii. 78, 2.) 
Mana is here undoubtedly a definite m~asur.e of gold, which 
had a fixed and recognised weight and value, and used 
probably as coin, and t-herefore prised and coveted by all, 
even by ~is. To suggest therefore that it was a word 
borrowe,d by the Ved!c Aryans from the Dravidians is simply. 

preposterous. The on! y plausible suggestion should . have 
been all the o~her way, vis., that it was borrowed by the 
Dravidians probably from the Aryan merchants, the Pa1,1is, 
and taken by them or the latter to Chaldea, whence it passed 
pn to the Greeks. 

Ragozin further goes on: " In the ruins of Mugheir, 
ancient Ur of the Chaldees, built by Ur-Ea (or Ur-Bagash)l 
the first king of United Babylonia, ~ho ruled n~t less than 
3,000 B,C., was found a piece of Indian teak. 2 The evidence 
is exceptionally conclusive because, as it happens, this 
particular tree is to be located with more .than ordinary 
accuracy: it grows- in Southern India (Dekhan) where it 
advances close to the Malabar coast, and nowhere ·else ; 
there is none nort~ of the Vindhya.":S This _clearly proves 

1 Among certain Ruling Families of Southern India, especially the Mysore 
(or Mahisur) Family, we find the title of Ur given to the names of Princes. 
Has it got anything to do with the ancient name of Ur used in Babylonia, 
and can it be that Mugheir was a corrupted form of Mahisur? Here is some 
food for philologists. 

• Sayee, Hibbert Lectures for 1887, pp. 18, 136, 137· 
3 Ragozin, Vedic India, pp. 305-306. 
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that there was commercial intercourse by sea between Chaldea 
an·d Southern India, and that this particular timber used to 
be transported in ships from the Malabar coast either by the 
Pal}is or the Cholas for building purposes-the building of 
ships as well as of houses. This fact also lends a strong 
colour to the view that the Chaldeans were really the Cholas 
of the Dravidian family. 

From the Babylonian name of muslin, which was sindhu, 
Ragozin rightly concludes that tl:e article used to be manu
factured by the Aryan5 of Sapta-Sindbu "at an amazingly 
early period"-" a fact which implies cultivation of the 
cotton plant or tree, probably in Vedic times.'' 1 She thinks, 
however, that this stuff of Aryan product used to be exported 
by the enterprising Dravidian traders only, and not by the 
Aryan merchants, as·the Aryans had no export trade, "not 
being acquainted with the sea, or the construction of sea-going 
.ships." 2 I have quoted this last amusing passage in order to 
show bow superficial has been the study of the ~gveda with 
some Western scholars, and how errors, once ushered into 
existence, die hard. After a careful study of the ~gveda, 

· Professor Wilson observed: "They (the ~gvedic Aryans) 
were a maritime and mercantile people .... Not only are the 
Suktas familiar with the ocean and its phenomena, but we 
have merchants described as pressing earnestly on board ship 

· for the sake of gain; and we have a naval expedition against 
a foreign island or continent (dvlpa) frustrated by a ship
wreck."3 Our readers also have already clearly seen (vide 
Chapter IIl) that the ~gvedic Aryans were fully acquainted 
·with the sea, having four seas round about their country, that 
they had sea-going ships propelled by one hundred oars, and 
furnished with sail or "wing," as the ~gvedic bard has 

1 Ibid, p. 3o6. 

• Ibid, p. 307. 

• Wilson's Translation of the ~g-Veda, lntro: p. XLI second edition, 
186o. 
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picturesquely described the thing, and that one of their tribes, 
the Pa!J.is, were famous ship-builders and sea-faring mer~hants, 
possessed of a dash and daring enterprise which is simply 
ama~ing. The Dravidians, after they . were uplifted and 
civilised by the Pa!].is, might have exported the stuff known 
as sindhu in post-~gvedic times to Babylonia, but this does 
not in any way prove that the Aryans were not acquainted 
with the sea, or did ·not themselves export the products of 
their manufacture to .foreign countries. 1 " Professor · Max 

European scholars have invented the theory • that the ancient .Aryans 
lived in some place with a homogeneous civilisation, culture and language, 
whom they have called Prato-Aryans, and that they gradually dispersed from. 
that one central hive over Europe and Asia. The very fact that there is no 
common .wo~d for the sea among the various branches of the Aryan family has . 
led them to infer that the primev"al home of the Proto-Aryans was an ~' inland 
home." The Vedic word for the sea is Samudra, the Latin and the Greek 
name is Pontos, PtJntus (a high-r.oad, Sank. Panthti) ; the Slavs call it Morit! 

(Lat. Mar, Italian and Spanish Mare, French Mer, German Meer, English Mert!, 

meaning a lake, Celtic Muir) which is derived from a Sanskrit root ·mri 

meaning " destruction." This difference, says Ragozin, is well accounted .for 
"when we consider that the only seas the Slavs and Teutons were acquainted 
with were the Black Se~, the Baltic, and the German Ocean, all rough ·and 
treacherous, all renowned for their fierce tempests, which must have been 
destr.uctive indeed to small and imperfect craft,- while the fortunate dweller 
on the genial Mediterranean shores well could look at the ·sea, not as a 
barrier, but as a high road, more useful for trade or travel than any other 
road." . (Vedic India, pp. 72-73.) But our theory is that the early Aryans of 
Sapta-Sindhu were in different stages of civilisation in ~gvedic times, and 
th.e savage and non;tadic Aryan tribes lived in the forests and mountains from 

which they were gradually driven out, and moved westward through western 
Asia, and the isthmus of Bosphorus into Europe. Those of them who became 
acquainted with the sea in Europe, gave separate names to it, according to their 
different experiences; but this does not in any way prove that the Vedic Aryans 
were not a~qua.inted with the.sea. The very meanings of the word Samudra, 

eitht>r "a collection of waters " or ''waters that swell and flood the. !arid by 
tidal waves'' would be most natural to apply to the sea. Hence I am of 
opinion that the Vedic Aryans were fully acquainted with the sea from the 

very earliest times, but the savage and nomadic Aryan tribes who lived in 
the hills and forests on the northern portions of Sapta-Sindhu, and afterwards 
were dispersed towards the west, were not. Hence they applied . different· . 

names to the sea when they became acquainted with H. 
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Muller," says Ragozin, "has long ago shown that the names 
of certain rare articles which King Solomon's trading ships 
brought him, were not originally Hebrew. I These articles 
are sandal-wood (indigenous to the Malabar coast and no
where else), ivory, apes and peacocks ; and their native 
names, which could easily be traced through their Hebrew 
corruptions, have all along been set down as Sanskrit, being 
common ·words of that language. But, now quite lately, an 
eminent Dravidian scholar and specialist brings proofs that 
they are really Dravidian words, introduced into Sanskrit." 2 

This observation may be applicable to later Sanskrit, but 
certainly not to ~gvedic Sanskrit in which mayura is the 
distinct name for peacock, and kapi for monkey. There is 
no mention of sandal-wood in the ~gveda, showing clearly 
that the ~gvedic Aryans had no knowledge of the Malabar 
coast to which the tree is indigenous. By the way, the 
Hebrew word for peacock is tukiyim which bears a close 
resemblance to the old Tamil word tokai. But I have not 
come across any ~gvedic word which is derived from 
tokai. The Sanskrit word mukta may have been derived 
from the Tamil word muttu, but the word occurs nowhere in 
the ~gveda to denote pearl. It would thus appear that the 
Dravidians had no connection whatever with the Vedic Aryans 
in ~gvedic times. However this may be, there can be n·o 
doubt that the Dravidian names of these animals and articles, 
current in Hebrew, go to prove the early intercourse of the 
Dravidians with the Semites. But it is also a fact which is to 
be remembered in this connection that the vessels of the 
Phrenicians or the Pa~is " visited the coasts of Arabia, 
Ethiopia, and the Malabar coast of India" and " the com
modities which they imported were ivory, precious stones, 

-·-- ··---------------~ 
1 Science •I Langua~e, First series, pp. 203-204. (1862). 
• Ragozin's Vedic India, p. 307. The eminent Dravidian scholar is Dr. 

Caldwell. (Vide ''Introduction to Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian 
Language.") 
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ebony and gold, to which may be added apes and :peacocks; 
all satisfactorily proving that they visited the countries just 
mentioned." 1 

The connection between the Dravidians and the first 
Babylonian Empire-the Babylonia of the Shumiro-Accads 
before the advent of the Semites-'' becomes less surprising," · 
says Ragozin, "when we realise that there was betwt;en them 
something more than chance relations, that -they were in fact 
of the same race or stock-that which is broadly designated 
as T~ranian. Philology points that way, for the Dravidian 
languages are agglutinative ; craniology will not disprove the 
affinity, for a glance at the Gondh types, and the t~rbanned . 
head of Tell-lob (Accadian Sirgulla) will show the Jil{eness 
in features and shape. But even more convincing is the 
common sacred symbol-the ·~erpent, the emblem of the 
worship of Earth, with its mystery, its wealth and its forces. 
The Accadian Serpent-God Ea was worshipped at his holiest 
shrine at Eridhu under the form of a serpent, and as Eridnu 
was the centre from which the first Chaldeim civilisation 
started and spread, so the serpent-symbol was accepted as 
that of the race and its religion. The Tura':lian Proto-Medes 
also, before they were conquered by the Aryan ··followers of 
Zarathustra, worshipped the snake-symbol of Earth; which 
afterwards was identified by the Eranian Mazdayasnians, 
with Angra Mainyush, the Evil one, the spirit of Lie ;:;:nd 
Death.· This Proto-Median serpent, like his Dravidian 
brother, had the honour of being admitted into the Aryan 
Mythic Epos." (Vedic India, pp. 309·310.) 

The correctness of this last conclusion drawn by Ragozin. 
is doubted. In the ~gveda, we find a whole Snkta (Rv. x. 
r8g) composed by a lady-~~i, named Sarpa-RAjni (the Ser
pent-Queen) who is regarded as the deity presiding over the 
Earth. (SayaQ.a.) The verses of this Sukta have been 

addressed to the Sun. The Satapatha. Brahma1;1a expl;lining . 

i Hist .. Hist. of the World, Vol. II; p. 333· 
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them says: "The Earth herself is Sarpa-Rajnl" (ii. 1. 4· 30). 
The Aitareya BrdhmarJa also explains the word as " the 
Earth" (v. 4· 4). The ancient Babylonian worship of the 
Earth in the emblem of a serpent is, therefore, not indigenous 
to the land or Southern India, nor peculiar to the Dravidians. 

We have already mentioned an Aryan tribe who, on 
account of their nomadic habits and a probable leaning 
towards the worship of Vrtra who was called Ahi or the 
serpent and sometimes Deva, were hated by the Vedic 
Aryans who worshipped Indra -the chastiser and destroyer 
of Vrtra, and ultimately driven out of Sapta-Sindhu. We 
have also mentioned the name of a ~'i of the Sarpas, who 
presided at a sacrifice held by the Vedic Aryan3 and whose 
mantras have found a place in the ~gveda. 1 We have 
further referred to the story related in the Mahabharata about 
the migrations of the Sarpas to an island, probably to Southern 
India, from Sapta-Sindhu, and that of a ~llli who married the 
sister of the Sarpa-king, Vasuki. The PaQ.is also may have 
been the votaries of Vrtra who is identified in the Satapatha 
BrahmaQ.a (i. S· 3· r8 J with the Moon, tht- God of Night 
(Darkness), and was the arch-enemy of Indra, and they 
probably worshipped him in the symbol of Serpent (Ahi). 2 

'In ~v. ii. 31, 6, we find mention made of a god, named Ahi
Budhna ; and this name has been explained by SayaQ.a to 
be that of "the God Ahi who lives in antarikfa" (mid
heaven). This explanation has been admitted by Roth in 
his lexicon as correct. Probably this god was none other 

1 ~g. x. 9•h 1•14. 

• The new crescent moon ~ppears on the horizon like a sickle, which 
looks like a serpent. Vrtra was therefore "hi. The Vrtra worship seems to 
refer to the worship of the Moon, as opposed to the worship of the Sun. The 
~gvedic Aryans worshipped the Sun only and not the Moon whom they 
looked upon as Vftra or the Demon of darkness. He was probably called a 
Det~a on account of the brightness of the Moon. The PaJ;lis were identified 
with Vftra because they were Moon-worshipers. Vrtra was also sometimes 
identified with the ~ig-zag lighgtning, which had the shape of a serpent. 
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than the Moon. B~t as Ahi was, in common Vedic· parlance, 
identical with the arch-enemy of lndra, his worshippers were 
necessarily put down by the Vedic Aryans as the worshippers 
of. Vrtra, or the power of evil. In_ these circumstances, I 
am disposed to think that the wqrship of Ahi or the Serpent 
as the symbol of the Earth, or the Moon, must have pro· 

.ceeded from Sapta-Sindhu, and been carried to Southern 
· India by the Pal}.is, and those Aryan tribes who were cal!ed 

Sarpas not only on account of their nomadic habits, but. 
also because they worshipped their deity in the symbol of a 
serpent. The very name, Ahi, is traceable in the Sumerian 
or Chaldean Ea; and the name of the to\\;n of Eridhu, in. 
which the holiest shrine of Ea stood, may, for aught we know, 
have been a corruption, of .. the word Vrtra, which is so. 
difficult .to pronounce correctly. It can be safely surmised, 
therefore, that the worship of Ahi or the serpent continued 
among the non-Vedic Aryans. uninterruptedly; and was 
certainly not borrowed either from the Turanians or any 
other race. 

Be that as it may, there can be no question now as to 
who the Sumerians or. the Chaldeans were, and whence they 
immigrated to Chaldea. They were, as I have already· said, 
a mixed race, sprung from the Pal}.is and the Dravidians 
(Cholas), and we~e immigrants from the Cqromondal and the· 
Malabar coasts. . The Cholas had been " aryanised " before 
they left their . original home, and took with them their 
Aryan culture and civilisation, as adopted and modified by 
them, to their new colony. 

We have, in a previous chapter (Chapter III), discussed 
the Flood-legends as were current among the ancient Aryans, 
the Chaldeans or Babylonians, the Israelites, the Egyptians 
and the Greeks, and pointed out the material difference 
noticeable in the various legends. We have also pointed 
out that these floods did not occur at one and the same time 
in the different countries, and that the Flood, \~ith which 
Manu's name is connected, had occurred, long before the 

29 
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Flood in Babylonia and Noah's Flood occurred, if these really 
occured at all. The Indian Flood-legend, referred to in the 
Atharva-Veda, is related first in the Satapatha BrahmaQa 
which says that it was caused not by heavy and continuous 
downpours of rain "for three days" as mentioned by 
Berossus in the Babylonian account, or·for ''forty days and 
forty nights" as mentionetl in the Bible, but by the waters 
of the ocean rising in a tremendous flood and covering the 
land, probably in consequence of some seismic disturbance 
of great intensity. Manu, who had been previously warned 
by the Divine Fish and constructed a ship, got into it when 
the Flood came, and the Divine Fish dragged his ship to a 
peak of the "Northern Mountain" {the Himalaya), and 
advised his protege to disembark as soon as the Flood should 
subside. I have already more than once ventured a guess 
that the Flood was caused in Sapta-Sindhu by the sudden 
upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana Sea, which displaced 
and scattered around the vast volumes of its waters. After 
the subsidence of th~ Flood, and the drying up of the sea
bed, there was a rapid immigration of many surviving Aryan 
tribes of Sapta-Sindhu into the Deccan, headed by a de
scendant of Agastya, to whom is ascribed the wonderful 
feat of having first sipped up the ocean dry and then crosied 
the Vindhya, and by the descendants of. Vi~vamitra, the 
PaQis, and others. These peoples mu>t have carried with 
them the story of the wonderful and devastating Flood 
(Augha) in Sapta-Sindhu, and it went down among their 
descendants and the Dravidian peoples (who must have heard 
it from the Aryan ~ettlers), from generation to generation, 
with such exaggerations and embellishments as the story
tellers were capable of inventing. In course of ages, people 
forgot all about the place of origin of the Flood, or the 
previous existence of the Rajputana Sea; and the sea 
from which Manu's ship started towards "the Northern 
mountain" naturally came to be identified with the 
Indian Ocean, and the place where Manu had lived and 
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performed his penances, located on the banks of " the river 
Kritamala" in Malabar, as related in the Bhagavata 
Pura1Ja, or "in a certain ;egion of Malaya" (Malabar) 
as related in the Matsya Pura1Ja. ·As these Pural}.as are 
admittedly 'of more recent d<~;te than the Satapatha Brahmal}.a, 
we can easily understand how the story of the Flood travelled 
from Sapta-Sindhu to the coast of Malabar with the emigra
tion of the Aryan colonists, who embellished it with fuller 
details to give it an air of probability than those found in 
the story related in the Satapatha Brahmai].a. Hence it 
would be more reasonable to suppose that the story travelled 
with the Cholas and the Pal}.is from Southern India to the 
coast of the Persian Gulf in the form in which we find it in 
the Purai].aS and the Babylonian and Biblical accounts than 
that it came from the latter place to India, as is. supposed 
by some European scholars. The belief that· Manu was 
saved by the Divine Fish which was identified by some with 
Prajapati, the Creator, and by others with Vi~!].u, at once 
raised the Fish-God to the highest place in the Hindu 
Pantheon, for which a cult was established. Very likely, 
the cult was propounded arid developed by the aryanised 
Dravidians who b~came the chief votaries of the God, and 
also claimed Manu as a Dravidian king under the nam,e of 
Satyavrata. 1 This word { Satyavrata) was probably corrupt~ 
ed into Hasisadra by the Chaldeans, and Xz'suthrus or. 
Sisithrus by the Greeks,-the name of the king who was 
the hero of the Chaldean or Babylonian Flood. Hasisadra, 
however, is not given any mission or task, like Manu or 
Noah, " but is simply translated ·with his wife into immortal 
life." (Ragozin.) Be that as it may, as the Divine Fish was 
regarded as an incarnation of Vi{II}.U or the Sun, who saved 
Manu-the son of Vivas vat or the Solar Deity-and as the· 
Sun was also identified with lndra, the vanquisher of•Vrtra, 
Ahi, or the Moon, the Fish-God or Vi~I].U also wa:s give·n the 

1 Vide Bhcigavata Purftna 
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title of Ahi-lzan, like Indra who had the title of Vrtra-lzan ; 
and the Dravidian worshippers of Vi!,Q.U or the Fish-God 
probably worshipped him under the name of Ahi-han, to 
distinguish him from Indra who was called Vrtra-ltan, though 

he also appears under the name of Ahi-han in the ~gveda 

(ii. 19, 3). 1 Though lndra and Vi~Q.U were originally one 
deity, we notice an effort made in the ~gvt'da itself to sepa
rate them, Vi~I,lU being regarded as an helper of lndra in his 

fight with Vrtra. In ancient Dravidian India, we find the 
two deities still more separated with different titles which, 

however, have the same significance, and the worship of 
Vi~Q.U established in the place of Indra -worship. Later on, 

in the age of the PuriiQ.as, the Ind ra-cult appears to 
havt! been over-thrown by the Yi~Q.u -cult, as KnQ.a, the 

incarnation of Vi~Q.u, has been described to have waged a 

war against lndra and defeated him. Ahi-han thus replaced 
Yrtra-han, and represented the Supreme Deity who was 
worshipped by the followers of Vi~Q.U. However this may 
be, the Chola tribe of the Dravidians must have taken with 

them to Chaldea the image of their Supreme Ddty, the 

Fish-God, the incarnation of Yill!Q.U-whom they called Ahi

han, which was corrupted into Ea-han, and still more into 
Oannes, :t to which the epithet Musaras or Matsya (Fish) 

was added. As the Cholas attributed their culture to the 

direct influence of Ahi-han, the civilisation spread by them 

in Chaldea among the aboriginal population was also attri

buted to him. Possibly the word Ahi-han, savouring as it 

did of Indra, came to be abbreviated into simple Ahi or 

Ea through the influence of the PaQ.is who were the worship
pers of the Earth and the Moon under the name of Ahi or 

Ahi-Budhna, and Ea or Ahi, under the forms of the Fish-god 

or the Serpent, became the principal God of the Chaldeans. 

1 The legend of Kr~~a (a later in~rnation of Vi~~u) vanquishing the 
serpent Kaliya in a lake near Brindtlvana, can be traced to this mythology 
which has its roots in the ~gveda. 

' Ragozin's, Vedic l~tdia, p. 346. 
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· All these probabilities being taken into consideration, my 
surmise is that the story of Manu's Flood travelled with sub
sequent embellishments from 'Sapta-Sindhu to Southern India, 
and thence to Chaldea. This story, with other legends and 
religious traditions, musi have .been " carried. away by th-e 
Israelites who came out from Ur of the Chald~es" (vide 
Genesis xi. 31 ), and Noah was substituted by them for Manu, 
and the Fish-god was merged into the God of the Israelites. 
The Floods, however, in Chaldea and Israel were cause'd not 
by the rising of a stupendous tidal wave from the ocean in 
consequence of some volcanic action, but a deluge of rain, 
as probably the story-tellers could not conceive the idea of a 
country being flooded excepting by a heavy and continuous 

-downpour of rain. A deluge of rain, continued for three days, 
as told by Berossus, was probably considt:red insufficient for 
flooding a country by the Israelites, who therefore improved 
the story by ~aying that heavy showers of rain fell for forty 
days and nights. The element of the Fish in the story, 
however, was eliminated both by the Babylonians (who were a 
mixed people, sprung from the intermingling of the Chaldeans 
and the Semites) and the Israelites who were a purely Semitic 
people, characterised by a strong commonsense and practical 

. spirit, and the fish was replaced by God, their Supreme Deity, 
who warned both· Hasisadra and Noah of the coming Flood. 
The introduction of the Fish in the Vedic legend is essentially 
original. and thoroughly di5proves the theory of the legend 
having been borrowed or brought to India, through the Dravi
dians. The Vedic legend lacks some of the details of the 
Babylonian and Biblical accounts of the Flood, and is devoid 
of literary embellishment, thus pointing to the crude original 
ore from which the article was picked up and subsequently 
embellished and finished. 

It may be asked: " How can the Vedic legend of Manu's 
Flood be rationally explained?" I will attempt a brief .explana
tion here. Manu was washing himself one morning, when he 
found a lillie fish poured with the water into the hollow of his 
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palms. Being an ascetic of kindly disposition, he took pity on 
the tiny creature, and fearing that it might be eaten up by a 
larger fi~h, if thrown back into the pond, kept it in a water-jar. 

When the tiny fish grew too large for the jar, he threw it into 
the pond, and when it grew sufficiently large in the pond, and 
was thought by Manu to be able to take care of itself, he threw 
it into the river, and from the river, it swam down into the sea, 
which appears to have been clo~e to Manu's hermitage. Manu, 
living on the sea-shore, probably noticed great agitations 
both in land and water, due to seismic causes, and, being a 
wise mao, caused a ship to be built for his safety and 
protection. The ~eismic action of the earth having grown 
stronger and stronger every day, he betook himself to the 
ship for his safety ; and when the great tidal wave came, 
flooding the whole country, his ship floated up with the tide till 
she reached a peak of the Himalaya. Manu noticed a huge 
fish, probably a whale, swimming inland with the incoming 
tidal wave just in front of his ship; and he thought of the 
Iitlle fish that he had saved, and cast into the sea, when it bad 
grown large. Manu probably also thought that his miraculous 
escape from that devastating flood was undoubtedly due to the 

mercy of God, because he bad himself been merciful to a tiny 
creature of His; and he naturally attributed to that tiny fish 
the cause of his safety and deliverance. The fish, therefore, 
loomed large before him like a luminous embodiment of 
Divine Mercy, and, in the fulness of his gratitude, identified 
it with the Divine Being Himself. This simple incident was 

the focus of the Vedic legend of the Flood as related in the 
Satapatha Brahma.Q.a. Our readers will thus see that there 
is nothing absurd in the legend, but it is as simple and 
beautiful as any legend can be. 

The religion of the ancient Chaldeans or Babylonians 
appears to have been moulded by those who had come under 
the influence of the Vedic religion. The cosmogony, theogony, 
arts, industries and astronomical science of the ancient 
Chalcleans bear in them the unmistakable stamp of Vedic 
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India. Not only ar~ the names of some of the Chaldea·n Gods 
traceable to those of the Gods of the Vedic Pantheon, of 
which we have already given a few instances; but their very 
religious thoughts bear the impress of the Vedic religion. 
T~e names of the Gods worshipped by the Babylonians and 

• the Assyrians were common, though some particular God 
was assigned the supreme place by the one people or the 
other. At Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, the god who 
seems to have been the highest in the celestjal hierarchy i's Ilu 
or Ana; but his character is no further defined, and his symbol 
is often only the abstract representation of· the divinity. 
Though the divinity is one, he is at .the same time divisible. 
" Dogma proclaims this divinity in certain passages, but when 
w.e wish to learn its exact individuality, it eludes us, so that· w~ 
may seize only the abstraction. We are led to believe in a 
celestial hierarchy of beings inhabiting a superior world, and 
subordinated to an all-powerful God who governs gods, worlds 
and men. He is enthroned in space~ inaccessible to us in 
our condition1 and appears only in legends; his power inter
venes only when the order of the Universe is threatened." 1 

This Ilu or Ana corresponds to the abstr~ct (attributeless) 
Brahman of the Hindus, who incarnates himself only when the 
moral order of the Universe is in danger of being upset. 
\Ve have seen that Indra also was raised to the position of 
an all-powerful and incomprehensible deity in the. ~gveda, 
an_d llu must be a corrupti•Jn of the·. word lndra, or Illtpati 
Parjaeya (another name of Indra, vz'de Rv. v. 4?1 14), or, of 
the Sanskrit word Alia, meaning the supreme deity, as Ana 
was a corruption of Ahi-han. ,He was also called Asshur by 
the Assyrians, a word which they must have bortowed directly 
from the Vedic Aryans, and not from their neighbours, the 
Iranians, who pron~unc~d the word as Ahura. The next 
God was Bel or Baal who, as we have already seen, wa; 
worshipped by the PaQ.is or Pha:nidans, and is identified 
with the ~gvedic Vala or the Sun .. The third God was 

1 .Hist Hist of the World, Vol. I, p. 516. 
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Anu, or Agni (Fire), whose another Babylonian name was 
Daganu (Sansk. Dahana, fire). "These three divinities 
appear as the reflection of the gods of the superior world, 
which we have already mentioned, but to which we have been 
unable to ascribe names." 1 We have seen also in the ~
veda that the visible bodies of the great Indra was the Sun in 
the sky, the Lightning in mid-heaven, and Fire on earth. Sin 
(Sansk. Candra) was the god of the Moon; Samash was 
another name of the Sun, and Bin (Sansk. Vayu, or ~gvedic 
Vena) was "the god of the higher regions of the atmosphere, 
arbitrator of the heavt>ns and earth,-the god who presides 
over the tempests." In Snkta 123 of the Tenth Ma1;tdala of 
the ~gveda we find the god Vena to be a bright and res
plendent deity, sending down rain, and residing high above 
the sky in "the third heaven." The name of the Babylonian 
storm-god was Matu or Martu, which corresponds to the 
Vedic name of the same god, Marut. This Babylonian name 
was probably afterwards borrowed by the Romans who called 
their god of war Mars (Martes). The Indian Sun-god Dinefa 
(the lord of day) was identical with the Assyrian Sun-god 
Dianisu ; and the Greek name Dionysus, applied to the <;arne 
god, was probably borrowed from the Assyrians. Sayee has 
discovered in an Assyrian inscription the name Mitra applied 
to the Sun-god, who corresponds to the Vedic deity of the same 
name. The Babyloni&n deity Zarpanit (Sansk. Sarparajni) was 
the goddess " who particularly represented the fertile principle 
of the Universe." lshtar (Astarte) is the name of a gQddess 
whose consort was Tammuz, (Sansk. Tamaja, lit. born of 
darkness, i.e., the Sun, who springs out of darkness); and 
Ishtar resembles the Vedic U~as who was the wife of the Sun. 
But there is one curious feature of the Assyrian and Babylonian 
gods, which deserves mention here ; they assume a human form 
" often joined with that of various animals fish, oxen or birds." 
This, at first sight, would appear to be a purely Assyrian or 
Babylonian invention ; but on careful research, we can trace 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 517. 
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them to Indian mythology, nay to ~gvedic descriptions of 
certain gods who have been compared with various animals. 
For instance, the god Rudra has been compared with the boar 
to denote his fierceness (Rv. i. 1 14, S)f the god Vena or Marut 
with the vulture to denote his speed (Rv. i. 88, 47 and x. 123, 

. 6 & 8), the Sun with the horse (Rv. x. 136, 5), or the golden
winged eagle (Rv. i. 164, 46), to denote his speed, or flight in 
the high heavens, and lndra with z•r~a or the bull to denote 
his strength and majesty (Rv. i. 32, 3). These comparisons 
must have caused the gods themselves to be identified with 
the respective animals in later mythology, specially when it 

. r~ached Southern India .. Thus the fish in the story of Manu's 
Flood became there the very incarnation of Vi~!].u, and was 
represented as. Fish-god ; the boar became the incarnation of 
Vi~r;t,u unde.r the namy of Var~ha ; the lion w~th his flowing 

.. tawny ll}anes, bei9g compared with the Sun with his refulgent 
rays, beca:ne a~othe.r incarnation of Vi~!].u under the name of 
Nrisimha (man-liol}) ; and the bull, with his virile powers qf 
generation, came to be identified with lndra who poured 
showers of rain to· fertilize the earth. The Greek legend of 
Zeus· (Jupiter or Jove) assuming the form o.f a bull rnay also 
be thus traced to this mythology. Many stone statues have 
been discovered in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon re
presenting one god as half-man and half-beast, another as 
half-man and half-bird, and yet another as half-man and half
fish. More such statutes may be discovered in the course of 
further excavations. In a majority of cases, the head !Jnly 
is human, and the rest of the body resembles that of an· 
animal either a lion or a bull, furnished with wings to symbo
lize the celestial character of the deity. In the case of. the 
representation of the God Eagle-Man only, do we find the 
head to be that of the bird, and the rest of the body human, 
but furnished with wings. This deity undoubtedly represents 
the Garucja or ·the Qyena of the ~gveda, who in later 
mythology vied with the Sun or Vi~!].U for supremacy, and 
was regarded as Vi~Q.U . himself. 1 Very likely, Garuc;Ia 

1 Mahdbhtirata, Book I, Chapter33. 
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represented the nomadic Aryan tribes who used to bring the 
Soma plant for the Vedic Aryans from the Himalaya, and 
afterwards migrated to Southern India, and flourished in the 
age of the Ramaya.t;~a under kings Jatayus and Sampati. The 
Cholas must have carried these mythologies with them to their 
new home in Chaldea, and given a tangible shape to them in 
the statues which have been discovered in the ruins of 
Nineveh and Babylon. 

The Assyrian and Babylonian Cosmogonies also resemble 
the Vedic Cosmogony in some of its principal features. Mr. 
L. W. King has discovered certain tablets whose translation 
he has published in his Seven Tablets of Creation. The 
authorities of the British Museum have given a gist of the 
records, from which the following is condensed :-

The First Tablet of the series describes the time when 
the heavens were not, when there were no planets, and before 
the gods had come into being, and when the water-deep was 
the source and origin of all things. The male and female 
deities of the primeval watery mass were called Apsu and 
Tiamat; their children were called Lakhmu and Lakhamu, 
and their grand-children Anshar and Kishar, and their great
grand-children were Amu, Bel, Ea and other great Gods. The 
other Tablets describe how Tiamat afterwards became jealous 
of the gods, and created a brood of monsters, so that they 
might wage war against the gods. The plot having become 
known to the gods, they a~sembled to take counsel among 
themselves, and made Marduk their leader. Marduk fought 

with Tiamat, and defeating her, cut her up into two halves, 
one of which formed the firmament and the other the earth. 
Then the stars were created, the year with twelve months 
established, and the Moon appointed" to determine the days." 
Then men was created by Marduk from his flesh and bones. I 

1 Hist Hist of the Wolrd, Vol. I, pp. 520·521, This Marduk is wrongly 
identified by some scholars with the Maruts of the ~gveda. The name 

pf the Babylonian StOinl·Go«l was M~tu or Martu which, as we have seen 
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The Babylonian religion was largely influenced by the 
Sumerian, which . wav' an astral ·religion. The legend of 
the Babylonian creat:ion was practically the same as the 
Assyrian: "In thy--begining was· Chaos, consisting of watery 
mass. Only t~-~ beings existed-Apsu, the Deep, and 
Tiamat. the ~niversal mother. These two represent the 
two formulati)e elements, from whose unions the gods were 
created." Then followed the creation of the brood of 
monsters produced by Tiamat with the object of annihilating 
the go s, as in the Assyrian legend, and her ultimate defeat 
and d/estruction. 

• ;.4ow compare these cosmogonical accounts with :the 
acc6unt of the Vedic Cosmogony (Rig. x. 129):-

1 
) " 1. Nor aught nor naught existed then ; not the aerial 

~pace, nor heaven's bright woof above. What covered a\l? 
;'Where rested all? Was it water, the profound abyss? 

was the same as the Vedic Ma,.ut, and must have been taken by the Pal].is 

and Cholas to Babylonia. Marduk was probably the same God as Mardika, 

mentioned in ~g. iv. 18, 12, who was opposed to Indra, and is said to have 
killed Indra's father, Dy!lvti or the sky, by probably .covering it up with clouds 
or darkness, for which reason he was not only not recognised in the ~gveda 
as a Deva (Rv. iv.'18, 13), but put down as a m1levolent deity, like. Vrtra, 
probably worshipped by savage Aryan tribes who were opposed to Indra-worship 
The name of M.irdika must have been carried by the,Pal;tis to Southern India, 
whence it travelled to :\Iesopotamia under the name of Marduk; It is remark· 
able, however, that like lndra in India, he was the leader of the Gods in Baby· 
Ionia, and fought with Tiamat or darkness, the Universal mother, who produced 
a brood of monsters (serpents or Ahis) in opposition to her first~ born son's, the 
Gods, with a view to defeat them. As Indra killed Vrtra and Vrtra's mother, 
so _Ma.rduk also killed Tiamat with all her dark brood of monsters. It would 

thus appear that M.irdika in the ~gveda \Vas the god of those Aryan tribes 
who were opposed to Indra-worship, and was, in _fact a rival of lndra like Vrtra, 
Vala, or Ahura Mazda. Though regarded by the Vedic Aryans as an evil 
power, Mfirdika resembled Indra in some of the feats performed by him. To 

say that Marduk travelled all the way from Babylonia to ~gvedic ·India, and 
found mention in a ~gvedic hymn under the name of Mardika is simply pre
posterous and is opposed to sound commonsense and the correct reading of 

ancient Indian History. 

• Ibid, Vol. I, p. 522. 
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"z. Death was not then, nor immortality; there was 
no difference of day and night. That One breathed breathless 
of Itself (i.e., existed, but without e:s:erting or manifesting 
Itself) ; and there was nothing other thardt. 

" 3· In the beginning there was dark'ness in darkness 
enfolded; all was undistinguishable water. ~at One, which 
lay in the empty space, wrapped in nothingness;'was develop
ed by the power of heat. 1 

" 4· Desire first arose in It-that was the rimeval 
germ of mind, which poets searching with their inte llects, 
discovered in their hearts to be the bond between Bein and 
Not-Being. 

"5· A ray of light which stretched across these wor ds, 
did it come from below or from above ? Then seeds w e 
sown and mighty forces arose, Nature beneath, and Powe. 
and Will above. 

"6. Who indeed knows ? Who proclaimed it here
whence, whence this creation was produced ? The Gods were 
later than its production-who then knows whence it sprang? 

"7· He from whom this creation sprang, whether He 
made it or not, the All-seer in the highest heaven, He knows 
it,-or He does not." 

The Vedic thinkers conceive3 primeval chaos, unquickened 
as yet by the first fiat of Creative Will, yet brooded over by 
the Divine Presence, which their great poetic gift enabled 
them to clothe in such words as, to use Max Muller's enthusi
astic expression, " language blushes at but her blush is a blush 
of triumph." "One of the great beauties of this matchless 
piece," says Ragozin, " is that while reaching the uttermost 
bounds of philosophical abstraction, it is never obscure unless 
to the absolutely uninitiated." 

1 Max Muller has translated tapasas into "by power of he1t," but the wor( 

also means "by penance." The Taittiriya Brdhma1,ta reads " tamasa " whicl 

means" out of darkness." 
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There is another short cosmogonic piece in the ~gveda 
(x. igo), which is worth 'quoting here: 

"From kindled heat (tapasa) Right and Law were born. 
(Satya and IJ,ta, the Cosmic Order}, and night, then the watery 
flood. And from the watery flood the coursing year was born, 
disposing day and night, the ruler of all that close the eyes. 
And in their order the Creator formed the sun and the moon, 
and heaven and earth, the regions of the air and light." 

Th~ accounts of the Assyrian and Babylonian Cosmogonies 
are characterized not only by obscurity of expression but also 
by a confusion of thoughts and ideas. They seem, however, to 
have embodied in them not only the account of the Vedic 
cosmogony but also the Vedic account of the struggle of the 
Gods to overcome the powers of darkness, viz., Vrtra and his 
hosts, which forms the theme of many a ~gvedic hymn. In 
the ~gveda, we find that the mother of Vrtra was slain with 
Vrtra himself by Indra, and they both lay down· b.elow the 
waters (Rv. i. 32, 8. g). This probably is the origin of the 
story of the cutting·up of Tia'mat into twain by Marduk in the 
Assyrian account. It seems very probable that this account of 
the Vedic cosmogony and the struggle. of the Gods with 
Vrtra was taken by the aryanized Cholas in an 'abbreviated 
form from Southern India to Mesopotamia. Like Vrtra, the 
sons of Tiamat are all snakes, or dragons in the Babylonian 
legend. 

This cosmogonical account of the Babylonians and Assy
rians must have ·found its way among the Israelites who, as we 
have already pointed out, emigrated to Syria from the city of 
Ur, the ancient capital of Chaldea. The Biblical account of the 
creation ofthe world, though resembling the Vedic in some 
points, is also characterized by obscurity of language, and 

confusion of ideas. It would be beyond the scope of this chap
ter to deal with these defects of the Biblical account ; but I 
would refer my readers to the chapter on Genesis, so that they 
may be able to judge for themselves the truth of mv remarks. 
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The words Apsu and Tiamat in the Assyrian and Babylo
nian accounts undoubtedly resemble the Sanskrit words Apa 
and Tamas, meaning water and darkness respectively. The 
water, of course, was not the material water we see, but the 
very essence of it in abstraction, the tanmatra, as it is called 
by Sanskrit philosophers. Tamas was the darkness reigning 
over the bottomless abyss. But Tiamat has been wrongly 
rendered into English as water or ocean, which she was not. 
The brood of the dark evil powers, produced by Tiamat in
dependently, could not be but the brood of Darkness itself. It 
would be profitless further to seek a resemblance of the names 
of the Assyrian and Babylonian Gods, for they were mostly 
transformed into words of Semitic origin, or corrupted in 
pronunciation beyond recognition. That the Sumerians or 
Chaldeans, after the invasion of the Semites, adopted the 
language of their conquerors is an undoubted fact. ·•The most 
ancient populations of this country," says a writer, " formed 
several closely related races which had no connection with 
the other nations of \Vestern Asia, but in the course of histori
cal evolution, they lost their language and nationality, and 
were submerged in the neighbouring races." 1 It is therefore 
really astonishing that we should still find in the Semitic 
language some traces of the source from which the religion of 
the ancient Babylonians and Assyrians was derived. 

About 77 years ago, Dr. Edward Hinks propounded the 
theory that though the Sumerians, who laid the foundation of 
the Babylonian civilisation, might not have been an Aryan race, 
their speech bore unmistakable evidence of the influence of 
Aryan speech,2 and his conclusions are now generally admitted 
to be correct. Hommel, Delitzsch and Kremer have discovered 
certain primitive relations between Aryan and Semitic speech. 
Hommel adduces six culture-words which, in this opinion, esta
blish such a primitive connection. " Delitzsch goes deeper. He 

1 Hist. Hist. of the Wo1'ld, Vol. I, p. 341. 

• J. R. A. S., Vol. IX, pp. 387-449 (1848), 
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claims to have identified one h~ndred Semitic roots with Aryan 
roots." 1 In my humble way, I have endeavoured to establish 
the identity of the names of some of the Babylonian and 
Assyrian Gods with those of the Aryan (Vedic) Gods, and to 

· prove that the Babylonian Cosmogony bore the stamp of the 
Vedic Cosmogony; All these, however, do not prove the Aryan 
origin of the Sumerians, but only go to show . that theY. must · 
have been a people who came under the influence of Aryan 
speech and culture. I have already said that these Sumerians 
or Chaldeans belonged to the Chola tribe of the Dravidian race,· 
who had been,aryanized by the Pa~is and other Aryan settlers 
in Southern India. I will now proceed to note down some 
more points of resemblances between the Chaldean and the 
Vedic civilisations. 

The creation of man from the flesh and bones of Marduk 
as related in the Assyrian tablet resembles the ~gvedic 

legend of th.e sacrifice of Puru~a, and the creation from his 
limbs of the four castes into which mankind is divided. The 
primitive four castes are common to and observable in all 
races of mankind, wh.ether civilised or barbarous. But while 

. they are elastic in other communities, they have become hard 
and crystallized in the present Hindu society. Be that as it 
may, I will quote here the passages from the ~gveda (x. go, 
r 1 and I 2) which describe the creation of the four castes 

from the severed limbs of Puru~a : 

" When the Gods divided Puru~a, into how many parts 
did they cut him· up ? What was his mouth ? What his arms ? 
What his thighs and fe~t? 

"The Brahman was his mouth; the Rajanya was made 
his ann; the VaiSya, he was his thighs; the Sndra sprang 
from his feet." 

It is needless to say that the resemblance between the 
two legends is remarkable, with this difference only that the 
Babylonian legend is brief, while the Vedic legend is elaborate. 

1 Taylor's Origin of the .Ar)'ans, p. 40. 
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The religious ceremonies of the ancient Babylonians, like 
those of the Vedic Aryans, bore a relation to external worship ; 
they all ended in invocation or sacrifice. " The cylinder-en
graved scenes give us an idea of these ceremonies ; we usually 
see the priest in an attitude of adoration or prayer, sometimes 
alone, but often before an altar on which reposes the object of 
adoration, or that which is going to be sacrificed. The most 
usual victim is a ram or kid. The Assyrian kings never began 
an important expedition without having invoked the Gods and 
held religious ceremonies ; after a victory they offered a sacri
fice on the borders of their newly conquered states. These 
sacrifices generally took place in the open air ; nevertheless 
temples \\ere numerous in Assyria and Chaldea."I These 
customs and practices mostly resembled those of the ancient 
Indo-Aryans. 

The priests of ancient Chaldea held a high position in 
society, like the Brahman priests of ancient or modern India. 
They were called Patesis which may have been a corruption 
of the Sanskrit word Purohita. Says Diodorus : " The 
Chaldeans being the most ancient Babylonians held the same 
station and dignity in the Commonwealth, as the Egyptian 
priests do in Egypt. For being deputed to Divine offices 
they spend all their time in study of Philosophy, and are 
especially famous in the Art of Astrology. They are mightily 
given to Divination, and forte! future events, and employ 
themselves either by Purification, Sacrifices, or other In
chantments to avert Evils, or procure good Fortune and 
Success. They are skilful likewise in the art of Divination, 
by the flying of Birds, and interpreting of Dreams and 
Prodigies : And are reported as true Oracles (in declaring 
what will come to pass) by their exact and diligent viewing 
of lntrails of the Sacrifices. But they attain not to their 
Knowledge in the same manner as the Greecians do ; for the 
Chaldeans learn it by Tradition from their Ancestors, the Son 

l Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol, I, p. 519, 
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from the Father, who are all i~ the meantime free from all other 
public offices and Attendances, and because their·Parents are· 
their Tutors, they both learn everything without envy, and rely 
with more confidence upon the truth' of what is taught them ; 
and being trained up in this Learning from their very child
hood, they become most famous Philosophers.'~ 1 It should 
be borne in mind that this was the picture of the Chaldean 
priests in the first century B.C., for Diodorus was born in. 
Sicily about 44 B.C., and visited Mesopotamia probably a few 
years before the birth of Christ. During 8,ooo years, the sacred 
learning and culture of the Pates£s probably changed very 
little, as they were the conservative c~stodians of the ancient 
religi~n, and the sacred lore was handed down from father to 
son, as it is still done in india. They were· undoubtedly the 
descendants of those priestly Brahmans who accompanied the 
Cholas to their new colony as their spiritual guides, at the 
very beginning of the historical era. The fact that the offiice 
of the Pates£s as well as their lea~ning were hereditary lends 
a strong colour to this view. It is remarkable that the func4 

tions of tl1e B1bylonian Patesis resembled those of the 
Brahman priests, as depicted in the Atharoa-vedan which 
according to Professor Macdonell " is, in the main, a book of 
spells and incantations, appealing to the demon-world, and 
teems with notions of witch-craft, current among the lower 
grades' of the population, and derived from an im}llemorial 
antiquity." 

·Like' the chief priests of the temples of Southern India in 
ancient times, the Patesis of ancient Babylonia were the rulers 
of Provinces and Kingdoms. Tbe M ahantas of modern times 
in India seem to us to be the survivals of a similar system 
that was in vogue in Ancient India. We know from the ~g
veda what great influences used to be wielded over kings and 
rulers by the ~li!is in Vedic times. Visvamitra himself led an 
army against the Trtsus (Rv. iii. 33 and 53) and Vasi~tha, as 

t Booth;s Translation, 1700; 
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the leader of the Trtsus, invoked the aid of the powerful 
Indra for victory over their enemies in the very field of battle 
(Rv. vii. 83). These ~~is, though not actual rulers of the 
country, guided them by their counsels in all important matters 
of the state. Very likely, when the Aryans, under the leader
ships of their ~~is, founded colonies in Southern India, the 
latter necessarily took the supreme control of the Government 
in their hands, and became de facto Rulers. In ancient 
Chaldea also, a similar system prevailed. Says a writer : 
" Without referring to the legendary history of Babylonia 
related by Berossus, our earliest knowledge of the land is of 
a country of independent kingdoms, the cities with temples 
forming their centres. The ruler is often the Patesi or high 
priest." 1 

In this connection we are reminded of an extremely re
volting and abominable custom that obtained in ancient Baby
lonia, which, we suspect, was taken there in an aggravated 
form from Southern India, where in many temples is still 
attached a number of maidens, dedicated to the Gods, who 
live there all their life, ostensibly as pure maidens (DetJadasis) 
but really in secret prostitution. In Babylonia, the custom 
assumed a worse and more gruesome aspect, in as much as 
not merely a certain number of dedicated maidens, but all 
maidens, irrespective of rank or position, had once in their 
life to prostitute themselves in the temple premises to 
strangers. Decency forbids us to give in these pages a 
detailed account of this abhorrent ceremony, for it was 'no 
other than a religious ceremony, but we refer our curious 
readers to Historian's History of the World, Vol. I, page 478, 
for a gruesome account of it. This oustom unmistakably 
shows Dravidian influence on the ancient civilisation of the 
Babylonians who imitated not only the virtues but also the 
vices of their teachers. It is, indeed, extremely strange 
that this custom had a sort of religious sanction, which pro-

' Hist. Hist. of the worldJ Vol. I, p. 323, 
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bably made the moral sense of the people impervious to. the 
revolting ugliness and immorality of the whole thing. It has 
been related that women whose appearance was not engag
ing had sometim.es to remain in the temple of Venus " from 
three to four years unlble to accomplish the terms of the' 
Law." 

Th~ Dravidians were famous in ancient time for their 
ast~onomical kqowledge which they undoubtedly derived from 
the Vedic A,ryans, and especially the Pat].is who had to study 
the motions of the planets and stars for guiding their ships in 
t)le seas. Tlte fact that the ancient Chaldeans also developed . 
the astronor:nical science to a high degree of perfection streng-. 
thens our opinion that the science was taken from India. by 
the Cholas. Like the twelve Adityas of the Verla, there were 
also twelve suns among the Chaldeans, "to each of which," 
says Diodorus, " they attribute a month, and one Sign of the 
Twelve in the Zodiack. Through these: ·twelve signs, the 
Sun, Moon and the other Five Planets run their course. The 
Sun in a Year's time, and the Moon in the space of a Month. 
To every one of the Planets they assign their own pro.per 

'courses which are performed variously in lesser or shorter 
time according 'as their several motions are quicker or slower. 
These stars, they say, have a great influence both as to the 
good and bad in Men's Nativities."! This shows that like 
the Indians, the Chaldeans were also astrologers. 

The Babylonian year, according to Edward Mayer,, con
sisted of simple lunar months (twenty-nine or thirty days) 
which, as with the Greeks and the Mahomedans, was deter
mined by the course of the moon itself. To make this year 
coincide with. the course of the sun an extra month was 

intercalated. 2 

Now in the ~gveda also, we find the calculation of the 
Lun~r year by thirteen months, and of the Solar year by 

1 Booth's Tt'ansla'tion, 1700. 

Hist. Hist. oj the Worl4, Vol. I; p:$6S." 
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twelve months, as will appear from the following translation 
of a verse (Rv. i. 25, 8): 

'' He (Varui].a} in his wisdom, kno\VS the twelve months, 
each producing a distinctive result, as well as the thirteen 
months." 

The twelve signs of the Zodiac have also been referred 
to in the following verse {Rv. i. 164, II): 

A 

" The wheel of the well-ordered Aditya which is furnishes 
with twelve spokes is continually moving round the heavens, 
and never becomes old. 0 Agni, seven hundred and twenty 

A 

mitkunas {pairs) live in this wheel as the sons (of Aditya)." 
These seven hundred and twenty pairs are evidently the days 
and nights that make up a year, and the twelve spokes are 
the twelve months or the twelve signs of the Zodiac. 

In verse 48 of the same Sakta occurs the following 
enigmatical problem: " Twelve fellies, one wheel and three 
naves, who knoweth the mystery.? In that wheel are three 
hundred and sixty spokes." The wheel is the ecliptic of the 
sun ; the twelve fellies are the twelve parts that make up 
the rim-either the twelve months or the twelve signs of 
the Zodiac, and the three naves are the three principal 
seasons,viz., summer, winter and the rainy season. 

In verse 12 of the same Sakta, mention has been made 
of the twelve different characteristics that the sun assumes 
in the twelve months as well as of his two motions, viz., the 
Uttarayanam (going to the north), and the daksit;zayanam 
(going to the south). 

Though the seasons have been sometimes mentioned as 
three and sometimes as five, they are ordinarily numbered as 
six in the ~gveda, a couple of months being assigned to 
each ; but when there were thirteen lunar months, the seventh 
season was regarded as single, i.e., not connected with a couple 
of months (Rv. i. 164, 15). This solitary month or season was 
called malim!ucka, and regarded as inauspicious, as not 
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forming a mithuniz or couple. A similar belief also prevail~d 
among the ancient Babylonians with regard to this thirteen~h 
month. " Hugh Winckler has suggested an ingenious theory 
for the fact.that thirteen has always. been considered as an 
unlucky number. In order to make the Babylonian calendrical 
system of lunar months agree with the solar year, it was 
necessary to insert an extra ·month. This thirteenth month 
was regarded as being in the way and disturbing calculations. 
So thirteen came to be regarded as a superfluous unlucky 
number. Another sign of the Zodiac was appointed for this 
extra month, and.this was the sign of the raven." 1 It would 
thus be seen that the ancient Babylonians or Chaldeans were 
greatly influenced not only in religion, b1,1t also in astronomy 
by 'gvedic culture. 

\\·e have seen that the ancierlt Ch6las were great builders 
~builders not only of canals and ghips, but probably also of 
temples. Southern India is famo'u:§ from early times for the 
existence of old massive temples, for the construction of which 
stone materials could be procun!d in great plenty. But very 
probably, the buildings were at first made of wood, as wood 
suitable for building purposes was abundant. They undoubtedly 
carried their art to ChaJdea, and the Semitic Babylonians 
and Assyrians were greatly indebted to them for lea~ning and 
developing it. The Saits of Chaldea were a people "who 
certainly were not descended ftoifi a race inter-mixed with 
Semitic blood." They must have belonged to the same race 
as the early Chaldeans or Cholas who had first established their 
colony on the coast of the Persian Gulf. My surmise is that 
they were the Seths or Sre~this of Southern India, who mostly 
belonged to the enterprising m&rcantile class, the Chetties as 
they are even to this day called, a:nd went to Chaldea probably 
at a later period than the invasion of it by the Semites. These 
Seths or Saits greatly influenced Babylonian ·and Assyrian 
art. ·"Not until under the Saits ...... did art rise again to a: 

1 Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 524. 
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height which recalled the palmy days of the ancient realm. 
This early Chaldic art was the mother of that of Babylonia 
and Assyria, and the Semites of Babylot\ and Asshur proved 
themselves diligent students, gifted imitators, who gave to 
their works also the stamp of their own genius ; but they 
were never more than students and imitators; they never 
produced anything original, which might stand in equality by 
the side of early Chaldic art. The Semitic race occupies one 
of the foremost positions in the history of civilisation, and 
is highly talented. But in architecture and sculpture it has 
always worked in close connection with foreign masters, and 
never produced anything really great by itself. The further 
it goes from the ancient centres, where the great tradition of 
the former so highly developed art still lived on, the more 
unskilful becomes its production in the field. Assyria where 
the Semitic blood was purer than in Babylonia, and which 
was certainly surpassed in art by the latter, Phrenicia, 
Palestine and Arabia are proofs of this ...... Considered as 
artists, the Babylonians and Assyrians stand foremost among 
the Semites, but they are indebted for this to the early 
Chaldeans." 1 

We thus see that it was the ancient Chaldeans who influenc
ed, nay, laid the very foundations of the Babylonian and Assy
rian civilisations in all their phases-vz's., agriculture, arts, in
dustries, architecture, natural science, religion and philosophy. 
That the Chaldeans, and latterly the Saits were peoples 
entirely different from the "Semites is admitted on all hands. 
I have endeavoured in this chapter (as briefly as it has been 
possible for me to do so) to prove that they were Indians 
who came to Chaldea from Southern India, and probably 
belonged to the Chola tribe of the Dravidian race, who in 
their turn received their culture and civilisation from the 
Vedic Aryans; that they founded a colony with the help of 
PaQis on the coasts of the Persian Gulf near the mouth of the 

• Hist. Hist. of the Wold, Vol. I, PP· 546·547• 
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Tigris and the Euphrates, which they called Kengi, and which· 
\~as also called Sumer. (Sumer being .probably a corruption 
of the Sanskrit word Sa-maru which' literally means the land 
contiguous to the desert), or Chaldea ; that they' spread their 
culture first among the aboriginal savage triqes, and afterwards 
among the barbarous Semites when they conquered the 
country and established their supremacy over it; and tl:iat 
the Semites, as apt pupils, were able to assimilate Chai'dean 
culture and founded famous empires at the early dawn of the 
historical age, about ten thousand years ago. The whole of 
Western Asia and Southern Europe were indebted to Baby
lonia and Assyria (as also to Egypt) for their . early culture 

. l . . 

and civilisation. As a writer says : "If the ·earlier walls of 
the Temple of Bel (Baal) at Nippur really date from 6,ooo or 
7,ooo years B.C., as .the records seem to prove, there was a 
continuous powerful empire in Mesopotamia for at least five 
or six thousand years. The 9ivilisation of Greece, of Rome, 
or of any modern state seem mere mushroom growth ·in 
comparison." I 

If the civilisation of Chaldea be proved to be nearly ten 
thousand years old, how older was the civilisation of the Cholas 
of Southern India ? ,And how older again was the ~gvedic 
civilisation that was taken to Southern India after the partial 
disappearance of the Rajputana Sea? These are questions 
which cannot be definitely answered. The age of the early 
~gvedio civilisation goes back .to a pefiod of time which is 
lost in the impenetrable darkness of the past_:_to which 
thousands. of years can be safely assig~ed, . without one 
being accused of romancing wildly. The Chaldean priests 
told Diodorus that at the time when Alexander the Great 
was in Asia, their civilisation ha.d_ been 47o,ooo years ojd, 
This appeareq incredible to Diodorus, as it · undoubtedly 
-.yould to all m.en of modern times. But if the priests were 
of Arya~ extraction, as there is every reason to believe they 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, P• 319, 
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were, the tradition of the hoary antiquity of their civilisation 
would be partly justified and corroborated by the extremely 
old age of the ~gvedic civilisation, of ·which they were the 
inheritors. We should, in this connection, recall to mind 
the tradition current among the Phcenicians who told Julius 
Africanus that they had been in Phcenicia for nearly 30,ooo; 
years. If there is any element of truth in this tradition, the 
Chaldean civilisation in Mesopotamia must be older than 
IO,ooo years. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XII. 
A FEW IMPORTANT NOTES. 

(a) The PaQ.is and the Dravidians. 

Long before the complete disappearance of the Rajputana Sea about 
7500 B.C., as asserted by Mr. V. B. Katkar, the Aryan merchants, e.g., the 
PaQ.is, must have established trade-relati:>ns with the aboriginal inhabitant~ of 
the Deccan, especially those who lived on the sea-coasts This contact of 
the two peoples undoubtedly resulted in the uplift of the latter under Aryan 
influence and tutelage. The civilising process of the Dravidians was further 
accelerated, when the drying up of the bed of the Rajputana Sea facilitated 

the free immigration of the Aryan colonists to the South. 

(b) Virna's emigration to the Arctic region from Airyana Vaejo. 

Mr. B. G. Tilak has identified Manu's Flood with the invasion of. 
Airyana Vaejo by Ice. But probably the two events were not at all identical 
Airyana Vaejo must have been destroyed through some other causes, vis., the 
advent of the last Glacial Epoch which, according to American Geologists. 
lasted down to S,ooo B.C., after which the Post-Glacial Epoch commenced. 
Yim:t's emigration to the Arctic region whose present inclement climate, 
according to American Geologists, " dates from the Post-Giaci1l period," must 
therefore have taken place a few millenniums ago before Sooo B.C. When 
the Post-Glacial epoch came, the climate of Airyana Vaejo became temperate, 
enabling Zoroaster and his followers to re-settle in the lost and abandoned 
•• Paradise," and the climate of Sapta-Sindhu also changed from cold to hot, 
due probably to the complete disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, subse· 
quent to 7500 B.C. Xanthos of Lydia's estimate about the age of Zoroaster 
who was supposed by him to have flourished 6,ooo years before the expedition 
of XerSes, as well as Aristotle's similar calculation, seem to be approximately 

correct. The Zend.Avesta also must have heen as old as that period. 
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(c) The Pa9ls and the Chaldeans •. 
The Aryan sea-going merchants used to visit the coasts of the Deccan 

and of the Persian Gult ftom~ few millenniums earlier than 7500 B.C. The 
Cholas and the PaJ;Ldyas had already been civilised by them. They established 
colonies with their help in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and also independently in 
Syria. 

(d) Manu's Flood and the Babylonian Flood. 
Manu's Flood must have taken place about 7500 B. C. or later. The 

Babylonian Flood was not ide~tical with it, and was probably· a myth. The 
legend of Manu's Fiood may have been carried to Mesopotamia, by the Aryan 
and Dravidian colonists. Ila was a region in Kashmir, known to the· ~gvedic 
Aryans as the best of regions, where Manu's ship later on was stranded after 
the Flood. Ila has been described in the Satapatha BrihmaJ;La as Mnnu's 
daughter. It·had ·been known to him before and he probably lived there; but 
he also appeared to have a hermitage on the shore of the Rajputana Sea when 
the Flood occurred. His .ship was probably carried up to lla by a stupendons 
tidal wave along some ~ooded valley of a Punjab river that has its source in 
the Kashmir mountains. 

(e) Dravidian colonisation of the Punjab. 
After the Punjab had land-connection with the Deccan, there must have 

been an influx of enterprising Dravidians, mostly merchants, into the Punjab, 
who established trade-centres at different. places of the Indus-valley and other 
river-valleys, founding flourishing towns and ports. Most of the Vedic 
Aryans had p~obably withdrawn to remoter and safer parts of th~ country 
after the Great Flood. Harappa in the Punjab and Mahenjo-daro in Sind 
may have been Dravidian colonies, having direct trade"relations with Sumeria 
and other countries, as the recent archreological finds in those places go to 
establish. Most of the Vedic Aryans, as already stated, had 'been gradually 
leaving the Punjab and advancing towards the east, occupying the newly 
formed Gangetic plains and founding-flourishing kingdoms and cities."therein. 
The ancient relics of Dravidian and Sumerian civilisations, found in the course 
of archreological excavations in these two places, do not at all prove that these 
civilisations. were pre-Aryan. The finds of graves and· urns containing ashes 
do not also p~int to ~heir un-Aryan character. The ~gveda clearly mentions 
the existence of the customs of burial, cremation,. and ceremonial burial of 
ashes in urns, among the ancient Aryans. (Vide ~g'Uedic Culture Ch. X). 
Probably the population in .these trade·centres was mixed, consisting of 
Aryans, Dravidians ~nd other foreign peoples, speaking different languages 
and observing different religious customs; This fact has been very likely 
referred to in the following verse of the Athatva-'Ueda (xii, I, 45), 

6fi# f~ <ifScll fcr<1T'if~ . . 

if{iU ~~ "'lf~ ~'fl'li~~ ' 
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CHAPTER XIII· 
INDO-ARYAN INFLUENCE ON TUB CIVILISATION OF ANCIENT EGYPT, 

European scholars are not agreed as to which of the two 
civilisations, the Egyptian and the Babylonian, was more 
ancient than the other. Some claim for the former the earliest 
antiquity, while others assert that it was the Babylonian civili
sation that influenced the Egyptian. There can be no doubt 
that there was free intercourse in ancient times between 
Egypt and Babylonia, and it was within the bounds of 
probability that both the civilisations exerted mutual influence 
upon each other, without the one effacing the individual 
characteristics of the other. In one point, however, all scholars 
are agreed, viz., that both exerted a tremendous influence 
over the early civilisation of Europe, to which they gave not 
only a shape, but also a life whose vigour still continues 
unabated, dominating the civilisJ.tions of nearly the whole of 
the modern world. 

~"In this place (Egypt)," says Dr. Adolf Erman, '' there 
early developed a civilisation which far surpassed that of other 
nations, and with which only that of far-off Babylonia, where 
somewhat similar conditions obtained, could in any degree 
vie.''l Elsewhere he says: "Even under the Old Kingdom, 
Egypt is a country in a high state of civilisation ; a centralised 
government, a high level of technical skill, a religion in exu
berant development, an art that had reached its zenith, a liter
ature that strives upward to its culminating point-this it is 
that we see displayed in its monuments. It is an early blossom, 
put forth by the human race at a time when other nations were 
wrapped up in their winter sleep. In ancient Babylonia alone, 

where conditions equally favourable prevailed, the nation of the 

t Hist. Hist. of the World Vol. l, pp. 57·58. 
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Sumerians reached a similar height." I Further on, the 
Professor says : " In the future as in the past, the feeling 
with which the multitQde regards the remains of Egyptian 
antiquity will be one of awe-struck reverence. Nevertheless, 
another feeling woul.d be more appropriate, a feeling of grate
ful acknowledgment" and veneration, such as one might feel 
for the ancestor who had founded his family and endowed it . . 
with a large part of its wealth. For, though we are . seldom 
able to say with certainty of any· one thing in our possession
that it is a legacy we have inherited from the Egyptians, yet 
no one who seriously turns his attention to such objects can 
now doubt that a great part of our heritage comes from them. 
In all the implements which are about us now-a-days,, in every 
art and craft which we practise now, a la~ge and important . 
element has descended to us from the Egyptians. And it is 

no less certain that we owe to them many ideas and opinions 
of which we can no longer 'trace the origin, and which have 
long come to seem to us the natural property of our ·own 
minds." 2 

These observations may justly apply to the civilisation 
of the modern nations of Europe, but certainly not to that of 
some of the oldest nations of Asia, viz., the Vedic Aryans, 
the Dravidian~, and probably the Chinese. They al~o go to 
show how European savants in their eagerness to acknow
ledge their debt of gratitude to an ancient people who were 

-...: 
the neighbours of the European nations, and from whom they 
derived their civilisation directly, have been led to overlook 

the just claims of other nations, far older than the Egyptians 
and the Babylonians, to be regarded as the real founders of 
those ·civilisations. that blossomed forth in ancient Egypt and 
Babylonia. · It is, we are afraid, blind prejudice that has 
narrowed and circumscribed their. vision, and prevented them 
from taking that broad outlook on the ancient world, which 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 59· 
' Ibid, Vol. I, p. 69. 
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is the natural outcome of a calm and dispassionate mind, 
capable of studying the histories of all ancient peoples on a 
comparative basis, and making a general. survey of them by~ 
sweep of clear and far-sighted vision. Such a mind has yet 
to appear; and when it does appear, the history of the 
ancient world will certainly have to be re-cast, and written 
anew. 

Egypt is the lower valley of the Nile, and is bounded on 
the east and west by desert land. Between the two deserts, 
occupying a breadth of from I 5 to 33 miles lies the depression 
forming the fruitful valley of the Nile. On the north is the 
Mediterranean Sea, and on the south is a chain of mountains 
through which the river Nile flows in cataracts, the " First 
Cataract" forming the southern boundary of Egypt, beyond 
which ic; the Nubian sandstone plateau. Egypt is thus totally 
shut off from the rest of Africa. It is ·the narrowest country 
in the world. Embracing an expanse of 570 miles in length, 
it does not contain more than 12,ooo square miles of fertile 
land, that is to say, it is not larger than the kingdom of 
Belgium. 

This country was called " Kamit 11 (black country) by the 
ancient inhabitants. " The name of Egypt in hieroglyphics 
is Kem ..• The sense is' black land,' Egypt being so called 
from the blackness of its cultivable soil." 1 But the country 
was called by the Greeks Aigyptos, which name first occurs in 
the Homeric writings. In the Odyssey, it is the name of the 
Nile (Feminine). But it was afterwards transferred to the 
country watered by the river. No satisfactory Egyptian or 
Semitic origin has been proposed for the word. " The probable 
origin is the Sanskrit root 'gup' ' to guard ' whence may 
have been formed dgupta 'guarded about.' 11 

2 

"Semitic people call Egypt, we know not why, Mior or 
Musr (Hebrew Mizraine, the termination being a very common 

~ Ency. Bf'it., Vol. Vll, p. 700 lNinth Edition). 
~ /bid, P· 700. 
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one with the names of localities). In; its Arabian form Masr, 
the word, at the present day, has become the indigenous ';lame. 
of the country and of it~capital which we call Cairo." 1 The 
river Nile was called by the an'~ient Egyptians Hapi or Aur. 
''The Greek and .Rom;;tn name Neilos is certainly not trace
able to either of the Egyptian names of the river, ~or does it 
seem philologically connected with the' f-!ebrew ones .. It may 
be like schickor indicative of the colour of the river, for we 
find in Sanskrit nila 'blue,' probably especially 'dark blue,' 
also even black, as nita panka 'black mud.' " 2 . 

From the above extracts, it would appear that the names, 
Egypt and Nile, were respectively imposed upon the land and 
the river by the Greeks, or by a .people whose language was 
of Sanskrit origin. But the names Kamif. and H api can also 
be traced to Sanskrit words. From the etymological mean
ing of the word Kamit (black soil), it seems to us that it was 
~erived from the Sanskrit roots flu " black" (in a physical 
sense as in ku-rupa) and mrt "soH," and the word Hapi 
appears to be a mere corruption of the Sanskrit word Apa 
meaning water. The names Aigyplos and Neilos were pro
bably given after~ards by the Greeks as further descriptive of 
the country which was well guarde·d about from the outer 
world, and of the river whose water looked dark-blue. Thus 
both the original and the subsequent names of the land and 
the river were undoubtedly given by peoples whose language 
was derived from or allied to Sanskrit. The Semitic names 
Musr may also have. been derived fro!U the Sanskrit word 
Mi§ra (mixed), to denote the people of mixed origin .who 
lived in the count~y. 

Egyptologists are not agreed as to the ethnographical 
place of the ancient Egyptians. While philologists and his

. torians assume a relation 'with the neighbouring Asiatic races, 
separating the Egyptian by a sharp line of distinction from 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 84. 
a Ency. Brit., Vol. VII p. 705 (Ninth Edition). 
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the Negro race, ethnologists and biologists have defined them 
as genuine children of Africa, who stood in indisputable 
physical relation with the races of the •interior of the conti
nent. But 11 a careful comparison leads to the conclusion that 
in ancient, as in modern Egypt, there are two co-existent 
types: one resembling the Nubian more closely, who is 
naturally more strongly represented in Upper Egypt than in 
Memphis and Cairo; and one sharply distinguished from him, 
whom we may define as pure Egyptian. Midway between 
these two stands a hybrid form represented in numerous 
examples and sufficiently accounted for by the intermixture 
of the two races. While the Nubian type is closer akin to 
the pure Negro type and is indigenous in Africa, we must 
regard the purely Egyptian type as foreign to the continent ; 
this directs us towards the assumption that the most ancient 
home of the Egyptians is to be sought in Asia. The Egyp
tians have depicted themselves, times out of number, on 
monuments, and enable us clearly enough to recognise their 
type." 1 

Prehistoric Egypt is supposed to have been inhabited by 
a steatopygous race of " Bushman " type. They were in the 
palreolithic stage of civilisation, and were superseded by a 
fresh race of European type-slender, fair-skinned, with long 
wavy brown hair. Their skull was closely like that of the 
ancient and modern Algerians of the interior. They seem to 
have entered the country as soon as the Nile deposits render
ed it habitable by an agricultural people. They already made 
well-formed pottery by hand, knew copper as a rarity, and 
were clad in goatskins. Entering a fertile country, and mix
ing probably with the earlier race, they made rapid advance 
in all their products, and in a few geqerations they had an 
able civilisation. After some centuries of culture, a change 
appears in consequence of the influx of a new people who 
probably belong€d to the same race, as the type is unaltered, 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 85. 
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but showing some eastern affinities. These lat.er people seem 
t~ have flowed into Egypt from Syria or North . Arabia, and it 
is perhaps to· them that the SemitiC element in the Egyptian 
language is due. 

"This prehistoric civilisation was much decayed; when 
it was overcome bya new influx of people, who founded the 
dynastic rule. These came apparently from the Red Sea, as 
they entered Egyp~ in the reign of Coptos, and not ~ith~r 
from the north or from the Upper Nile. They were a highly 
artistic people, as the earliest works attributable to them-the 
Min Sculptures at Coptos-show better drawing than any 
work by the older inhabi~ants, and they· rapidly advanced in 
art to the noble works of the 1st Dynasty. They also brought 
in the hieroglyphic system, which was developed along with 
their art. It seems probable that they came up from the Land 
of Punt, at the south of the Red Sea, and they may have been 
a branch of the Punic race in its ~igrations from. the Persian 
Gulf round by sea to the Mediterranean.. They rapidly 
subdued the var~ous tribes which were in Egypt, and at least 
five different types of man are shown on the monuments of 
their earliest kings. Of these, there were two distinct lines, 
the kings of Upper and the kings of Lower Egypt."I 

This people, then, were the ancestors of the Egyptians, 
and it will now be our endeavour to establish their identity. 
with a civilised people of ancient times. 

It has been suggested above that they probably formed a 
branch of the Punic race in its migration from the Persian 
Gulf round by sea to the ~editerranean. Now, as we have 
st;en in the two previous chapters, the Punic race was identical 
with the Pa1;1is of Sapta-Sindhu, who at first emigrated to the 
Malabar and Cowmobdal coasts of Southern India, and thence 
to the coasts of the Persian Gulf. One branch of the Pa1;1is 
settled. down with the Cholas in Chaldea ; while, another 
branch, very likely accompanied by the Pan<;lyas who lived· 

1 ibid, Vol. I, p. Bg. 
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on the Malabar coast, must have proceeded probably directly 
_from the shores of India to Egypt through the Red Sea . 

• Those of the PaQ.is who preferred a maritime life- to settling 
down as peaceful agriculturists, selected the sea-coast of Syria 
for establishing a separate and independent colony of their 
own, and became the ancestors of the Phrenicians of history. 
The very fact that the name of Kamit which the immigrants 
gave to Egypt, and the name of Hapi which they gave to the 
river Nile, can be traced to words of Sanskrit origin goes to 
strengthen the view that the new-comers hailed from that part 
of India which was peopled by a race whose speech was 
Sanskrit, or who had been influenced by Indo-Aryan civilisa
tion. And this part of India could have been no other than 
the Malabar coast, peopled by the PanQyas, which was 
probably called the "Land of the PanQyas," afterwards 
corrupted in Egypt into the " Land of Punt." It would be 
interesting to note here that among the earlier students of the 
subject of the origin of the Egyptians, " Heeren was prominent 
in pointing out an alleged analogy between the form of skull 
of the Egyptian and that o·f the [ndian races. He believed in 
the Indian origin of the Egyptians." 1 One of the most recent 
authorities, Professor Flinders Petrie, "inclines to the opinion 
that the Egyptians were of common origin with the Pha'nicians, 
and that they came into the Nile region from the land of 
Punt, across the Red Sea." 2 That Heeren was right in his 
belief, and Petrie in his conjecture, will be clearly proved 
from an account of the culture and civilisation of the ancient 
Egyptians themselves, about which we shall write later on. 
But let us first see what descriptions the Egyptians gave of 
the Land of Punt. 

"Under the name of Punt, the ancient inhabitants of 
Kamit understood a distant country, washed by the great sea, 
full of valleys and hills, rich in ebony and other valuable 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 77· 
" Ibid, Vol. i, p. 77• 
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woods,. in incense, balsam, precious metals and stones,' ritb 
also in animals, for there are camelopards, cheetas, panthers; 
dog-headed apes, and 1ong-tailed monkeys; winged creatur'es 
with strange feathers ·flew up to.the boughs of wonderful 
trees, especially of the incense-tree and cocoanut-palm.· Such 
was the conception of the Egyptian Ophir, .doubtless the coast 
bf the modern Somaliland which lies in view of Arabia; 
though divided from it by the sea." I 

The writer has undoubtedly noticed some resemblance of 
the physical characteristics of Somaliland with the above 
description of the Land of Punt to enable him to identify- the 
latter country with the former. But the above descriptio·n 
equally well applies to the Malabar coast of Sou.thern India 
which is also "-a distant country, washed by ~he great sea, 
full of valleys and hills, rich in ebony and other valuable 
woods, etc." The animals mentioned in the above extract 
are all natives of. Squthern India, excepting, perhaps, the 
camelopard which is now a native of Africa. Southern Indi<i 
having been in ancient times joined with ~frica, the cam"el' 
opard, or the giraffe, abo might have been one of its fauna-; 
though it subsequently became extinct; or the animal' might 
have been the Samhhar or the Nilghau which was probably 
mistaken for, or likened with the giraffe. The incense was 
probably derived from the sandal-wood of the Malabar coast1 

which was so eagerly sought for in the ancient civilised world. 
We have seen that sandal, ebony, precious stones, apes; 
peacocks, etc., used to be-brought from the Malabar coast to 
ancient Babylonia, and as there was an ·established -coirtmer~ · 
cial intercourse between Western Asia and India, it- is most 
likely that ancient Egypt also drew her supplies from that 
country. The Land of Punt, therefore, could not.but be the 
Malabar Coast of India, "the land of the PaQ.9yas." ·With 
regard to Somaliland, there is no proof that it was inhabited 
by any civilised people in ancient times, from which they 

I Ibid, Vol. 11 p. 108. 
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might have immigrated with their Gods and culture. The 
weight of evidence, therefore, rather leans on the side of 

India than Somaliland. • 

" According to the old dim legend, the Land of Punt was 
the primeval dwelling of the Gods. From Punt, the heavenly 
beings had, headed by Amen, Horus and Hathor, passed into 
the Nile Valley. The passage of the Gods had consecrated 
the coast-lands, which the water of the Red Sea washed as 
far as Punt, and whose very name Gods' land (Ta-nater) 
recalls the legend. Amen is called Haq, that is ' King of 
Punt,' Hathor simply 'Lady and Ruler of Punt,' while Hor 
was spoken of as ' the holy morning star' which rises west
ward from the Land of Punt. To this same country belongs 
that idol. Bes, the ancient figure of the deity in the Land of 
Punt, who in frequent wanderings, obtained a footing, not 
only in Egypt, but in Arabia and other countries of Asia, as 
far as the Greek islands. The deformed figure of Bes, with 
its grinning visage, is none other than the benevolent Diony
sus (Bacchus) who pilgrimaging through the world dispenses 
gentle manners, peace and cheerfulness to the nations with a 
lavish hand."l 

We will try to identify these Gods with the Gods of the 
Hindu Mythology later on. But it may be said here that Hor 
or Horus was a corruption of the Sanskrit word Suryas (the 
firsts being corruptly pronounced as h), and that this 'God' 
was spoken of by the Egyptians as " the holy morning star 
which rises westward from the land of Punt." This land 

' 
therefore, was the " the land of the rising Sun," so far as the 
Egyptians were concerned, and cannot certainly be identified 
with Somaliland which was situated far off to the south o£ 
Egypt. The land of Punt was undoubtedly situated some
where to the east of Egypt, which also goes to confirm our 
supposition that the land was no other than the Malabar coast 
of India. The allegation that " the water of the Red Sea 

1 Ibid, Vol. J, p. 1o8. 
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washed the coast-lands as far as Punt " can be explained by 
the fact that the "Erythrrean Sea," formerly identified with 
the modern Arabian S~a, was probably translated into the 
"Red Sea" which name is now only confined to the sea o( 
that denomination and is not applied to the Arabian Sea 
extending as far as the western coasts of India. This con-

. fusion has probably led the writer of the above extra~t to 

lotate the Land of Punt to the south of the present Red Sea 
in Somaliland. 

In this connection, it would be interesting to merition the · 
conclusion of Egyptologists that " the Egyptians of history 
are probably a fusion of an indigenous white race of north .. 
eastern Africa and an intruding people of Asiatic origin. "1 
If these intruding people had originally come from' Somali
land, they would undoubtedly have been put down as " a 
people of African origin." It may be argued that they were 
an Asiatic people who came to Egypt from sorrie part of Asia 
through Somaliland. · But this would not help to identify the 
latter country with the Land of Punt which was traditionally 
and undoubtedly the original home of the Asiatic intruders. 
We have already said that Heeren clearly believed in the· 
Indian origin of the Egyptians, and Petrie thinks that they 
were a.branch of the Phrenicians, or the Punic race, or the. 
Punites who came to Egypt through the Red Sea. This leads 
us to infer that the Land of Punt was the Malabar coast of 
Southern India. 

It is said that it was under Pharaoh Sankh-ka-Ra that" the 
first Ophir-voyage to Punt and Ophir was accomplished." 2 

With regard to the identity of the land of Ophir, another writer 
says : " Ophir was the general name for the rich countries 
of the south, lying on the African, Arabian and Indian coasts, 
as far as at that time known. From there the Phrenicians had 
already obtained vast treasures by caravans; but they now 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 66. 

' Ibid, Vol. I, p. 108, 
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opened a maritime communication with them, in order to 
lighten the expense of transport, and to procure their merchan
dise at best hand. The name of Ophir ~as common even in 
the time of Moses, and was then applied to those southern 
countries only known by common report. It was therefore 
now spoken of as a well-known name and country, and it may 
he fairly presumed that when the Pha:nicians entered upon 
this new line of trade, they only took possession oj a previously 
well-established system, since it was a regular, settled navi
gation, and not a voyage of discovery. From its taking three 
years to perform, it would appear to have been directed to 
a distant region ; but if we consider the half-yearly monsoons, 

and that the vessels visited the coasts of Arabia, Ethiopia, 
and the Malabar coast of India, and also that the expression 
'in the third year,' may admit of an interpretation that would 
much abridge the total duration, the distance will not appear 
so great. The commodities which they imported were ivory, 
precious stones, ebony and gold, to which may be added apes 
and peacocks; all satisfactorily proving that they visited the 
countries just mentioned, especially Ethiopia, and probably 
India." I 

I need hardly say that there could be no probability in 
the case of India, but absolute certainty ,· for it was from the 
shores of India that the PaQ.is, the ancestors of the Pha:nicians, 
had originally emigrated to the coast of the Persian Gulf, and 
thence to Syria. The route of navigation to India was perfectly 
known to them, as it was they who had established it. It is a 
mistake, therefore, to suppose that they " only took possession 
of a previously well-established system." Be th1t as it may, 
there can be no question that the term Ophir included India 
also among the Southern countries, and that the Land of 
Punt was especially the name of India, or more correctly 
speaking, of the Malabar coast which was the land of the 
PiQ.dyas. From all these considerations, and particularly 

' lfJid, Vol. II, p. 333· 
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from the opinions of Heeren and Petrie, my surmise is ·that a 
branch of the Pa Q.dyas, headed or led. by the PaQ.is, immigrated . 
to Egypt and settled there. This surmise will be immensely 
strengthened qy a striking similarity of social and religous 
customs prevailing among the Egyptians and. the Indians, 
about which I will now write. 

The Egypthi.n religion, like the ~gvedic religion, was 
based · upon natural phenomena and manifestations. Their 
Gods were mostly Solar deities, and the name of their Sun
god was Horus, which, as we have already pointed out, was a 
corruption of the Sanskrit word Suryas (Gk. Sirius) .. The 
name of another God was Osiris and that of his consort Isis, 
which are identified by some with the Sanskrit words /Svara 
and IS£. But I have reason to suppose that the Egyptian 
word Osiris is a corruption of the Sanskrit word A-suryas, 
which literally means ' the Sun devoid of his solar character' 
(the not-Sun), or as the Egyptians described the deity, "the • 
Sun of the night," when he loses his lustre, and becomes, to 
all intents and proposes, quite dead. The ~gveda has 
described the Sun of the night as " the sleeping sun" (Rv. 
x. 86, 2 r), the idea being the same as the Egyptian idea, as 
sleep, in the words of the greatest English poet, is " every 
day's death." Isis, the consort of Osiris, is no other than the 
Ve·dic U~as (Gk. Eos). In the ~gveda occur many verses 
in which U.~as has been described as the consort of the Sun 
who ea·gerly covets and follows her, "as a bull follows a 
cow." There was another Egyptian God whose. name was 
Ame1J or /mu. This God, however, was not a visible one 
like Horus, but a deity quite imperceptible and inconceivable. 
This God was also called Ra, and he " was the greatest God 
of all, ' the king of Gods.' Amen · was · sometimes identified 
with Ra, and the tendency was towards the recognition of a 
most important central God who, to a certain extent, ruled 
over and controlled the hierarchy of the lesser deities." 1 Ra 

:a. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 220. 
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was " the uncreated, the autocrat of the heavens. Horus, 
the Sun-god, who fought each day in the interest ot mankind 

• against the malignant demon Set or Sutekh, and who was over-
come each night only to revive again, and renew the combat 
with each succeeding morning was a God of great and widely 
recognised power. Yet it appears that he was not quite 
identified, as has sometimes been supposed, with the Supreme 
God Ra. To the latter attached a certain intangibility, a 
certain vagueness inconsistent with the obvious visual reality 
of the Sun-god or with the being of any other God whose 
qualities could be explicitly defined. In the very nature of the 
case, the conception of Ra was vague. He presented the 
last analysis of thought from which the mind recoils dazed, 
and acknowledging itself baffled." 1 

TheRa, therefore resembled the Vedic Brahman "the 
one without a second,'' who transcends the three guffas, or 
the vehicles of manifestation as the Creator, the Preserver 
and the Destroyer, whose very nature is Supreme Bliss or 
Beatitude (anandam) and fron whom "words, with the mind, 
not reaching, recoil baffled." 2 This Vedic conception of the 
Supreme Being perfectly agrees with the Egyptian concep
tion of Ra. Some one asked " Had the Egyptians any idea 
of one God? In other words, is their religion a complex 
structure raised upon monotheistic foundation?" The Egyp
tian religious writings are held by M. De Rouge to give an 
affirmative answer to this question. "They speak of one 
Supreme Bei_ng, Self-existent, Self-producing, the Creator of 
Heaven and Earth, called the double God or double-being, as 
the parent of a second manifestation. From the idea of a 
Supreme Deity, at once father and . mother, producing a 
second form, probably originated a first triad, like the triads 
of father, mother and son, frequent in Egyptian Mythology."3 
The double God was und<>ubtedly the Nirguffa Brahman and 

1 Ibid, Vol, I, p. 2:21. 

• Tai#triya Upanifad, II. 4· 
1 Ency. Brit., Vol. VII, p. 714 (Ninth Edition), 
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the Sagu?Ja Brahman o£ the Aryans. Hara or Siva, in later 
Hindu Mythology, represented the NirguQa Brahman, the 
Unmanifested Being, at!d the Egyptian Ra was probably a 
corruption of the Sanskrit word Hara, the ha (~) having been 
silent in Egyptian pronunciation. Amen .or Imu who was 
identified with Ra was probably a corruption of the Sanskrit 
mystic wor~ Aum, the emblem of the three gutJas or manifes
tations of Brahman (Taitt. Upa., I. 8), the gradual cadence 
of the last syllable signifying the merging of the Manifested 
or Finite (vyakta) into the Unmanifested or Infmite (a-vyakta), 
whose name in the later Hindu Mythology was Hara, corre
sponding to the Egyptian Ra. 

In the ~gveda we find the description 'of a constant fight 
going on between the Power of Light; and the Power of 
Darkness, the latter overcoming the former in the night, and 
being overcome again by its adversary in the day. Indra 
or Saryas represents the Power of Light, and Vrtra, the 
Power of Darkness. The latter is a malevolent power, work

ing mischief in the world, yet bearing in the ~gveda the title 
of Deva or bright (Rv. i.32, 12). This, at firstsight, leads to 
some confusion in our mind about his identity. We have 
identified ·this Deva in his form of a cloud as the Lightning. 
But when there is no cloud but simple darkness, we feel some 
difficulty in identifying him. The Satapatha BrahmaQa 
however helps to remove this difficulty, when it says: "The · 
Sun that gives us heat and light is . Indra, and the Moon is 
Vrtra. The Sun is like the Moon's natural,and eternal enemy." 
(I. 5· 3· 18). ll.ras or the Dawn has been described in t_he 
~gveda as the wife of ~he Sun (probably, the Sun of the 
night), but sometimes also as his mother (u~doubtedly, the 
mother of the morning Sun, the Kumara or the son, who . 
appeared to have been produced by her). Nakta o.r Night h;1s 
been described in the ~g-veda as the wife of the Moon, a,pp 

U-Fas and ·Nakta (the Dawn and the Night) as twi_n s_i~tf:!r_s, 

nay, the one and tht? same deity with different_ a~pf:!c_t_s_. 1 I_f 

t ~v. i. 123, 7 and 9; ~~. i. 124, 8 •.. 
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we remember these principal figures of the Vedic Mythology, 
we shall be able to understand clearly its resemblance with 
the Egyptian Mythology. • 

Osiris, as we have said, was identified by the Egyptians 
with " the Sun of the night." " He has a life-long conflict 
with a malevolent power, his brother or son, Seth, who is not 
wholly evil .. , The opposition of Osiris and Seth is a perpetual 
conflict. Osiris is vanquished. He is cut in pieces, and sub
merged in the water. Watched by his sisters, Isis, his consort, 
and Nephthys, the consort of Seth, he revives. Horus, his son, 
avenges him ... and destroys the power of Seth, but does not 
annihilate him. The myth is a picture of the daily life of the 
Sun, combating Darkness, yet at last succumbing to it, to 
appear again in renewed splendour, as the young Horus, a 
solar God, triumphs over Seth. It is also a picture of human 
life, its perpetual conflict, and final seeming destruction, to be 
restored in the youth of a brighter existence. In this view 
suffering is not wholly evil, but has its beneficent aspect in the 
accomplishment of final god ... We may regard Osiris as the 
Sun of the night, and so the protector of those who pass away 
into the realm of Shades." 1 

Nephthys or Night, in the above extract is the same as the 
Vedic Nakta. Isis, as we have already said, is the same as 
the Sanskrit U~as or Greek Eos. Seth, is identical with the 
Sanskrit word §veta, meaning white, the colour of the Moon. 
Horus (Suryas) is the son of Osiris (A-suryas), the dead Sun 
of the night, who is born again in him. The following Gods are 
identified with Osiris in the Theban system: (1) Seb (Vedic 
SavitT who is also the Sun of the night, and the Paura1;1ic Siva), 
his consort being Nut (Sanskrit, Nakta or Night), the sister 
of Isis, or Isis herself in another form-the PauraJ;tiC Kali (or 
Kalararti); (2) Hesiri or Osiris, his consort being Hes or Isis 
(Vedic U~as, Paura1;1ic Uma); (3) Har (PauraQ.ic Hara), his 
consort being Hat-bar (Sanskrit, Hotri or Savitrz). Isis is 

' 
t Eticy. Brit., Vol. VII, p. 716 (Ninth Edition). 
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· also identified with Pakht (Sanskrit, Pralqti), and Sekhet 
(Sanskrit, Sakti), and is called "the ancient;" as she is 
called in the ¥gveda: in as much as there was nothing but 
darkness in the beginning, out of which evolved Light and 
the Shining Ones. Hence she was .called by the Egyptian 
word Mut (Sanskrit Mata, mother), i.e., the mother of the 
Gods. Amen or Amu (corrupted from S.anskrit Aum, the 
mystic word representing the Three Principles of Creation, 
:rP~:Prtr:ttion and Destruction) was called 'by the Egyptians 

of Punt," as Hathor or Savitri, the root-mantra on 
the structure of the Vedic or Hindu religion is based, 

called the "Lady and Ruler of Punt." This probably 
that the religious cult of the Egyptians originally 

to, and came-from Punt. The God Bes was un-
dly the Vedic Vi.y1Ju, the Protector of the world, who, 

to the Egyptians, dispensed " gentle manners, peace 
and cheerfulness to the . nations with lav'ish hands." . Thi~ 
God afterwards came to be identified with Bacchus, and ·his 
worship degenerated into orgies, at which- the lowest human 
passi9ns were given a free indulgence. These orgies appear 
to be tht: result of a misinterpretation of the esoteric meaning 
attached to the autumnal and spring festivals (the Rdsa and 
the Dola) held in India to, celebrate the union of Knl].a 
(Incarnation of Vi~J}.u) with his devout worshippers, the 
Gopik!s. But the Bacchanial festival was of a later date 
than the worship of Bes in ancient Egypt and was probably 
introduced into Western Asia from India long after the 
Pal].dyas had immigrated· to Egypt. 

From the above account of the Egyptian Gods, and subse
quent account to be given in its proper place, it would appear 
that the immigration of the Indians (the aryanised Pat,tdyas) 

to Egypt must have taken place at a period of transition from 
the Vedic to the Paural}.ic faith in India, in as much as we find 
not only some of the Vedic gods and Vedic sacrifices (notably 
the bull-sacrifice) in Egypt, but also some of the Gods -and 
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God~esses of purely PaurA.Q.ic Mythology, who were undoubt
edly the later developments of Vedic deities and the myths 

• attached to them. This striking resemblance between the 
theogonies and mythologies of the ancient Egyptians and the 
lndo-Aryans would alone prove the Egyptians to be of Indian 
origin, even if we exclude from our consideration the similarity 
of skulls of the Indian and Egyptian races, djscovered by 
Heeren. We shall find that in social, religious and political 
institutions also, the Egyptians pre-eminently resembled 
Indians. 

With the Egyptians, as with the ancient Aryans, " 
king was the representative of the deity, and his 
authority was directly derived from the Gods. He was 
nead of the religion and of the state; he was the judge 
law-giver ; and he commanded the army and led it to 
It was his right and his office to preside over the sacrifices, 
and pour out libations to the gods, and whenever he was 
present, he had the privilege of being the officiating high 
priest." 1 

As with the Indo-Aryans, so with the Egyptians, " the 
sceptre was hereditary ; but in the event of a direct heir fail
ing, the claims for succession were determined by proximity 
of parentage, or by right of marriage. The king was always 
either of the priestly or military class, and the prince also 
belonged to one of them." 2 In ~gvedic society, we have 
noticed ~fis or priests, like Vasi~tha and Visvamitra, wielding 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 199. 
Cf. Chap. VII of the Manu Samhitd : 

" The Lord cre.ated the king for the protection of all mankind, from tht 
essences drawn from lndra, V~yu (Wind), Yama (Lord of Death), the Sun, tht 
Moon, VaruJ;l.a and Kuvera (Lord of wealth). The king is a great deity in tht 
shape of man. The king is the wielder of the sceptre, the leader, and the 

I 
governor, and is the representative of Dharma, and the four Asramas, He 
should perform the sacrifices and make various gifts. (verses 31 4, 8. 17, 79, 
ete.) 

• Ibid, VoL I, p. 199· 
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great influence over the kings, if not actually wielding the 
sceptres. We have also instances of warrior-priests not only 
in Vedic times but also 'in the later ages. In the Maha.bM.rata., 
Brahmans like Drol}.a, Krpa, and Asvatthama,.were renowned 
warriors, and in the earlier age Bhargava, the son of the sage 
Bhrgu, extirpated the K~atriyas twenty. times and one. This 
·shows that in ancient Aryan society, the occupations of 
priests and warriors were interchangeable. Visvamitra, who 
had originally belonged to the warrior class, became afterwards. 
a famous ~%li, and Vedic priest. A similar condition prevailed 
in ancient Egyptian society : " The army or the priesthood 
were the two professions followed by all men of rank .....•..• The 
law too was in the hands of the priests, so that there were 
also two professions. Most of the kings, as might be expected, 
were of the military class, and during the glorious days of 
Egyptian history, the younger princes generally adopted the 
same profession. Many held offices also in the royal house· 
hold, some of the most memorable of which were fan-bearers 
on the right of their father, royal scribes, superintendents of 
granaries or of the land and treasures of the king ; and they 
were generals of the cavalry, archers and other corps, or 
admirals of the fleet."I 

In ancient India, the Brahmans or priests not only framed 
the laws, but interpreted and administered them as judges. 
They were also selected as ministers on account of their learn· 
ing and experience. As regards the office of fan-bearers held 
by the. Princes in ancient Egypt, it is to be noted that a similar 
custom prevailed in ancient India also. In Valmiki's Rdmaya'l}a 

(Book VI, Chap. 130), we find a picture of the Princes Bharata 
and Lak~mal}.a acting as fan-bearers to King Rama, and Prince 
Satrughna holding the royal. umbrella over the king's head. 
As regards the high military offices, they were held by the 
royal Princes in India, as in Egypt. 

1 Do. Vol. I, p. 199• 
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"The Egyptians," says a writer, "are said to have been 
divided into castes, similar to those of India; hut though a 
marked line of distinction was ma"intained between the 
different ranks of society, they appear rather to have been 
classes than castes, and a man did not necessarily follow the 
precise profession of ~is father. Sons, it is true, usually 
adopted the same profes~ion or trade as the parent, and the 
rank of each depended on his occupation ; but the children 
of a priest frequently chose the army for their profession, and 
those of a military man could belong to the priest-hood." I It 
would thus appear that the Egyptian caste-system like that of 
the Aryans in Vedic times was elastic, and not crystallised as 
it afterwards became in India. 

Says the same writer : " The priests and military men 
held the highest position in the country after the family of 
the king, and from them were chosen his ministers and con
fidential advisers 'the wise counsellors of Pharaoh,' and all 
the principal officers of the state." 2 

" The priests consisted of various grades.-There were 
the king's own priests. They acknowledged him (the king) as 
the head of the religion, and the state; nor were they above 
the law ; no one of them, not even the king himself, could 
govern according to his own arbitrary wil1."3. 

The king, in ancient India also, was never absolute nor 
autocratic. He was guided by three councils, viz., (i) the 
council of IJ,tviks or Priests, (z'i) the council of M antris or 
Ministers, and (iii) the council of Amatyas, or Executive 
officers, each in charge of a department, whose number varied 
from 8 to 33 ; and the king bad to accept the decision of the 
majority of his councillors.4 Manu has distinctly said that 

t /hid, Vol. I, p. 200. 

' /hid, Vol. I, p. 200. 

a /hid Vol. I, p. 2oo. 

• Vide my article on "Limited Monarchy in Ancient India" in the 
Modern Retliew (Cal,), Vol. II, p. 346. 
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the king who governs according. to his arbitrary will and not 
harmoniously with the constitution, anq is actuated by low 
selfish desires is killed by the constitution itself. 1 This con
stitution was impersonated in the Dat.tda or sceptre, which 
the king himself wielded. 

As in India, so in Egypt, " next in rank to the priests, 
were the military."2 

The mode of warfare among the Egyptians " was not like 
that of nations in their infancy, 0r in a state of barbarism ; and 
it is evi.derit, from the number of prisoners, that they spared 
the prostrate who asked for quarter. Those who sued for 
mercy and laid down their arms were spared and sent bound 
from the field." 3 

This seems to be a faint echo, or imitation of the custom 
that prevailed in_ An~ient India. Says Manu: "The warrior 
shall not kill his adversary with any weapon concealed in a 
wooden sheath (which the latter never suspects to be a'deadly. 
weapon), with kart.ti, or weapon tipped with poison, or made 
red-hot by fire. Nor shall he kill an enemy who is on foot, 
who is a hermaphrodite, who joins his hands in supplications 
of mercy, whose hair has been dishevelled, who is resting and 
says 'I am thine,' i.e., surrenders himself; nor an adversary· 
who is asleep, has doffed his mail-coat, is semi-naked (as in 
sleep or while resting), is unarmed, non-combatant, and is 
either a spectator, or fighting with some one else ; nor him 
from whose hands his weapons have fallen, who is over· 
whelmed with grief (in consequence of t_he death of_acomrade 
or near relative in the fighting line), who has been dangerous
ly wourided or terror-stricken and not engaged in fighting
~lways remembering that this is the Dhar;,_a {canon) followed 
by all right-minded men."~ 

1 Manu Samkita, Ch. VII, 27-28. 
1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 201. 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 208. 

• Manu, Chap. VII, 90"93· 
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This was what the ancient Aryans understood by " honest 
and clean fighting." Whether this high standard of the mode 
of warfare is maintained even by the present civilised nations 
of the world who always boast of the high state of their civi· 
lisation, I leave my readers to judge. 

I will now mention some of the customs of the ancient 
Egyptians, which will be found to bear a close resemblance to 
those of the ancient Aryans. Says Herodotus: "Those Egyp
tians who live in the cultivated parts of the country are of all 
whom I have seen the most ingenious, being attentive to the 
improvement of memory beyond the rest of mankind, I To give 
some idea of their mode of life: for three days successively 
every month, they use purges, vomits, clysters ; this they do 
out of attention to their health, being persuaded that the 
diseases of the body are occasioned by the different elements 
received as food." 2 

Herodotus writes upon another custom of the Egyptians, 
which is essentially Aryan. Says he: "The Egyptians surpass 
all the Greeks, Lacedremonians excepted, in the reverence 
which they pay to age: if a young person meets his senior, he 
instantly turns aside to make way for him ; if a senior enters 
an apartment, the youth always rise from their seats; this 
ceremony is observed by no other of the Greeks. When the 
Egyptians meet, they do not speak, but make a profound 
reverence bowing with the hand down to the knee.''3 I need 
not take the trouble of quoting Manu 4 to prove the existence 
of this custom in ancient India, as it is still observable among 

1 The cultivation of memory among \the Aryans was most remarkable. 
As writing was probably not in vogue, they committed to memory the four 
Vedas :tnd the S111rtt$, the latter so called, because they were remembered, 

' ' Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 212. In the Hindu Medical works, 
purging and vomiting ihave been recognized as means for eliminating aU 
undigested and indigestible elements of food taken, in order to ensure the 
preservation of health. 

• Ibid, Vol. I. p. 213. 

• Manu, Ch. 111 ug-1.21. 
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the descendants of the Aryans. '' Thefiife-currents of a young 
man," says Manu, " tend to flow out of his body when an 
elder comes, and attai~ only their normal condition when he 
st<~,nds up to accost and recie\le him~" 

Herodotus further says: " Of the Egyptians it is further 
memorable that they first imagined what month or day was 
to be consecrated to each deity; they also from observing the 
days offnativity, venture to predict the particular circumstances 
of a man's life and death." I 

·.I need not point out that the custom was simiiar among 
the ancient Aryans also. Each month was consec~eated to the 
worship of a particular deity. The months also were named 
after the movement~ and ascendancy of certain constellations 
of stars in the heavens.. The particular circumstances of a 
man's life and death were al~o predicted by the ancient 
Hindus from the peculiar situation of the stars and planets at 
the time of his nativity. The science of astrology was highly 
developed among the Aryans. The Bhrgu Sa'f{thz'ta clai~s to 
.predict not only the events of man's pres~nt existence, but 
also to read the events of his past and future incarnations. 

"The Egyptians," says Herodotus, " express. aversion 
to the customs of Greece, and to say the truth, to those. of all 
other nations." 2 In this -they essentially resembled the 
ancient Aryans, with whom all was Mleccha that was ·not 
Aryan. _This term was also applied to those of their own 
race, who did not conform to their manners and customs, and 
way of thinking. 

" In the treatment of women, they seem to have been very 
far adva~ced, beyond other wealthy communities of the same 
era, having usages very similar to those of modern Europe, ·and 
such was the respect shown to women that precedence was given 
to them over men, and the wives and daughters of kings suc
ceeded tot~e throne like the male branches of the Royal family. 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 213. • 
2 Ibid, Vol. I. p. 214. 
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Nor was the privilege rescinded even though it had more than 
once entailed on them the troubles of a contested succession, • 
foreign kings often having claimed a right to the throne, 
through marriage with an Egyptian princess ............ It was a 
right acknowledged by law, both in private and public 
life." I 

It should be stated here that women in Ancient India 
were also held in high esteem, and enjoyed equal freedom 
with men in many important matters. For instance, ladies 
with a religious turn of mind composed hymns in praise of 
the Devas, and the most distinguished among them were 
classed with the ~is, i.e., the seers or sages. They could 
also take part with men in the discussion of abstruse philo
sophical questions, make their own choice of husbands or 
lead a life of celibacy, just as they pleased. They also took 
up arms, and assisted their husbands in the defence of their 
hearths and homes, when any need arose. They were the 
real help-mates and soul-mates of their husbands, shared all 
their rights and privileges, helped them in the perform1nce 
of their religious ceremonies, and were the real rulers of their 
household. The daughter had the same right as the son, 
and, in the absence of any male issue of her parents, succeeded 
to their estates as a matter of right. The widow also, if 
childless, inherited her husband's property, and could adopt 
a son to perpetuate the line of her husband's family. It is 
true that we do not find the mention of any lady-ruler in 
ancient Sanskrit Literature ; but if the claims of ladies to sit 
on the throne were passed over in favour of the next male 
heir, it was done more for the sake of expediency than 
anything else. 

Like the Aryans, the Egyptians also had "an abiding 
faith in the immortality of the soul." They also resembled 
the Aryans in the observance of many customs. Herodotus 
says : "The Egyptians. who at other times have their heads 

1 Ibid, Vol, I, p. 217. 
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closely shorn suffer the hair to grow" on the occasions pf 
sorrow and bereavements-a custom which the Hindus 
observe even to this "day. "One of their customs," says 

· Herodotus, "is to drink out of brazen goblets, which it is the. 
universal practice among them to cleanse every day. .They 
are so regardful of neatness that they wear only linen, and· 
that always newly washed. Their priests every third day 
shave every part of their bodies to prevent vermin or any 
species of impurity from adhering to those who are engaged 
in the service -~of the gods. The priests wash themselves in 
cold water twice in the course of the day, and as often in the 
night.'' 1 Those who are ~cquainted with Hindu customs 
will _notice their striking resemblance with these Egyptian 
customs. Brazen utensils, and gold and silver ones, are 
regarded by the Hindus to be pure, and any contamination is 
easily removed .by washing them simply. 

The Egyptians, like the ancient Aryans, performed the 
bull-sacrifice. If the Egyptians went from India, about which 
however there ·seems to be no doubt, they must have done so 
at a time when bull-sacrifice was in vogue in the country, 
Bull-sacrifice was discontinued in India in post-Vedic times, 
when the ram, the goat and the buffalo took the place of the · 
ox. This shows that the Indians must have emigrated to 
Egypt several thousand years ago, an'd the immigrants took 
the custom w_ith them, which remained intact in Egypt down 
to a later age, and was probably imitated and adopted by the 
Semitic race, afterwards. · 

I will give here a brief account of the bull-sacrifice which, 
in the selection of the animal, the cutting up of the different 
parts of the victim, and consigning them to the fire with liba
tions, and the uttering of mantras (which Herodotus wrongly 
understood :to be imprecations) over the severed head, resem
bled the Aryan ritual, with this difference that instead of· 
pourmg libations of wine, the Ar~ans poured libations of 

1 Hist. Hist. of the WorlJ, Vol. I, p. 213. 
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ghrta or melted butter into the Fire. Says Herodotus : 

"They ·(the Egyptians) esteem bulls as sacred to Epaphus, . . 
which previous to sacrifice are thus carefully examined ; if 
they can but discover a single black hair in his body, he is 

deemed impure. Having led the animal destined and marked 

for the purpose to the altar, they kindle a fire, a libation of 
wine is poured upon the altar ; the god is solemnly invoked, 
and the victim then is killed ; they afterwards cut off his head, 

and take the skin from the carcass ; upon the head, they 
heap many imprecatious." 1 

The intestines of the victim were then taken off, leaving 

the fat and paunch. "They afterwards cut off the legs, the 
shoulders, the neck, and the extremities of the loin ; the rest 

of the body is stuffed with the fine bread, honey, raisins, figs, 

frankincense, and various aromatics ; after this process, they 

burn it, pouring upon the flame a large quantity of oil. 

Whilst the _victim is burning, the spectators flagellate them

selves, having fasted before . the ceremony ; the whole is 
completed by their feasting on the residue of the sacrifice." 2 

The different parts of the carcass of a victim, whether a bull 
or a horse, used similarly to be thrown into the fire with 
libations of ghrta, with which cakes, barley, sesamum seeds, 

etc., were mixed, in ancient India. 3 There is evidence, how

ever, in the ~gveda that the horse-flesh used to be cooked 

and the meat partaken of by the worshippers with great 
relish. (Rv. i. 162, r 1-13). 

Herodotus further says : "All the Egyptians sacrifice 

bulls without blemish, and calves ; the females are sacred to 

Isis, and may not. be used for this purpose. The divinity is 
represented under the form of a wornan, and as the Greeks 
paint Io, with horns upon her head ; for this reason, the 

1 Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 213 and 223 
2 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 224 •. 
3 Read the account of a.horse·sacrifice in the Rtimtiya11-a, Bk. I, Canto q 

Verses 31•38. 
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Egyptians venerate cows far beyond all other cattle." · The 
ox (Apis) was sacred to Osiris, whose soul, according to the 
Egyptians, passed into•the animal. Similarly they probably 
believed that the soul of Isis also passed into the cow, which 
accordingly was identified with· the goddess herself. But if 
this was merely the reason for not sacrificing the cow, it 
would have held equally good with the ox also. As a matter . 
of fact, however, the ox only used to be sacrificed but not the 
cow; the reason probably having been originaliy economical, 
rather than religious: While only a few oxen were sufficient 
for breeding purposes, the loss of cows by indiscriminate 
sacrifice or slaughter would have made caftle gradually 
extirict. · Hence only the male' animals were selected lor 
sacrifice. The an~ient Aryans, however, sometimes sacrificed 
barren and old cows, from w~ich no multiplication of the 
breed was expected. It should be noted here that, like the · 
Hindus, the Egyptians also venerated the cow as a sacred 
animaL· 

The aloofness in which the Egyptians, like the anCient 
Hindus, kept themselves from foreigners will be best illus
trated by the following quotations:-" Neither will any man or 
wom<l.n among them (the Egyptians) kiss a Grecian, or use a 
knife or spit or any domestic utensil belonging to a Greek, 

hor will they eat even the flesh of such beasts as by their law 

are pure, if it has been cut with a Grecian knife." (Hero.
dotus.). 

It seems that· some Egyptians preferred the sacrifice of a 
particular animal to that of another. "Those who worship in 
the temple of the Theban Jupiter, or belong to the district of 
Thebes, abstain frqm sheep, and sacrifice goats." 

Like the Hindus, the Egyptians looked upon the hog as an 
unclean animal, and ''if they casually touch one, they imme
diately plunge themselves, clothes and all, into the water." 
(Herodotus.) The hatred that the Semites felt' for the hog 

. . 
was probably imbibed by them from the ancient Egyptii:ms;'.'i 
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Diodorus says that the Egyptians "adored and worshipped" 
some animals "even above measure when they are dead, as 
well as when they are living," and thisocustom struck him as 
11 most strange and unaccountable," and worthy of e_nquiry. 
" These creatures are kept and fed in consecrated ground 
inclosed, and many great Men provide food for them at great 
cost and charge." It is generally believed that the teachings 
of the Buddha in India, which were a loud protest against the 
custom of animal sacrifice, had much to do with the creation 
of a revulsion of feeling against it, and the development of 
kindly sentiments towards all living creatures ; and that the 
reaction of the popular mind was so great that not only were 
animals protected from torture and slaughter, but large 
hospitals were established for the treatment of their diseases, 
and refuges maintained for their protection in old age and in 
sickness. The fact, however, is overlooked that the advent of 
a g"keat Teacher becomes impossible unless the ground is 
previously well prepared for him. The Buddha would not have 
been able to successfully inculcate the teachings of good will 
and kindness to all animals, unless the sentiment had already 
existed in the popular mind. The very fact that the cow, the 
bull, and some other animals and birds were regarded as sacred 
by the Aryans from Vedic times pointed to the existence of 
kindly sentiments in their mind towards those creatures; and 
though the prevalence of the custom of animal secrifice 
seemed, at first sight, to give the lie direct to the real exis
tence of these sentiments, it should be borne in mind that 
animal-sacrifice bad the sanction of Religion from hoary times, 
which it was impossible for ordinary weak minds to disregard. 
Who can say that the religious sanction itself was not a make
shift to curb a desire for slaughtering animals for daily food, 
and to restrict it only to special occasions of religious celebra
tion$, which are generally attended with a series of intricate 
and difficult ceremonies ? It has been mentioned in the Sata
patha BrahmaQ.a that the Sacrifice, or Yajna as it is called, 
was at first in the co~ or hull, from which it went into the 
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horse, and from the horse it went into the goat, and from the 
goat it went into the earth, where it found a place in the 
grains produced by the earth. Thi~ anecdote shows the 
different stages through which Sacrifice had to pass according 
to the different stages of the mental developments of the 
people who practised it, till animal-sacrifice was abandoned 
or sought to. be abandoned, and its place was taken up by 
grains, fruits and flowers dedicated as offerings to the Deity. 
This undoubtedly points to a remarkable development of 
moral and spiritual sentiments, which was carried still higher 
when it was ~njoined that purely mental worship of the Deity 
by the contemp!ation of all His divine attributes was the best 
of all forms of worship. If we keep this fact in our mind, the 
existence of kindly sentii:nents towards animals simultaneously 
with the existence of the cruel custom of animal-sacrifice 
would not at all seem incongruous in certain stages of the 
development of the human mind. And so both,-the senti
ment and the custom-existed side by side, as we see in the 
case of the ancient Egyptians and the ancient Aryans. The 
custom, however, was soqght to be eradicated in India in the 
time of the Buddha who w~s successful in his noble efforts in 
a large measure. We need not, therefore, be at all surprised 
that long long before the. Buddha was born, a kindly sentiment 
towards animals had developed both in ancient India and 
Egypt to the extent of worshipping and adoring certain dumb 
caeatures of God and keeping and feeding them in "conse
crated grounds," enclosed for the purpose. So far, we have 
noticed such a close resemblance between the ancient Egyp
tians and the ancient Aryans in their theogony, religious 
practices, social custorns, and political institutions as to lead 
us to the irresistible conclusion that they were one people in 
some remote age and lived in one and the same country. That 
this country was not Egypt would appear from the fact that 
the Egyptians were not autochthonous in Egypt ; but as they 
are said to have come from the Land.of Punt, from which the 
Sun rises: and proceeds on his journey westward, their 
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original home must have been in India on the Malabar Coast, 
which is situated towards the east of Egypt. We will notice 
below some other striking resemblan<!es between the Egyp
tians and the ancient Aryans. 

We have said that the bull which was sacred to Osiris, 
(Siva or 5eb) and into which the soul of Osiris entered, was 
looked upon as Osiris himself, and the cow which was sacred 
to Isis, and with which she was identified, having been re
presented with horns on her head, was as much venerated as 
Isis herself. The bull and the cow thus came in to represent 
the Male and the Female Principles of creation respectively. 
These two Principles were, in course of time, still more 
emblematically represented inthe male and the female organs 
of generation, the Lingam and the Yoni of the Hindus, the 
stone symbols of which are still to be found in every Sivaite 
temple of India. 

It is customary both with European and Indian scholars to 
father the inauguration of these symbols on the Dravidians, 
and to trace their source to non-Aryan agency. But I have 
come across the word "Sisnadevah" in the ~gveda 
(vii. 2 1, 5), which referred to those Aryan tribes who wor
shipped the symbol of the male organ of generation. Of 
course, these Aryan tribes were hated by the Vedic Aryans 
for their mode of worship, and classed with the R~k~asas or 
demons. But the fact stands out as incontrovertible that the 
worship of the Lingam existed in ~gvedic times in Sapta
Sindhu. It is very likely that this worship was carried by 
these tribes to Southern India where it was freely adopted by 
those who came in contact with them. The adoration of the 
generative organs as symbols of the creative powers of 
Nature is known by the name of Phallic worship. This wor
ship is still widely prevalent in modern India ; but it was also 
prevalent in ancient Egypt, and in fact in the whole ancient 
world. Richard Gough• in his Comparative View of the 
Ancient Monuments of India (London 1785), said: "Those 
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who have penetrated into the abstruseness of Indian Mythology 
find that i~ these tem~les was practised a worship similar to 
that practised _by all _the several nations of the world, in their 

earliest as well as their most enlightened. periods. It was 
paid to the Phallus by the Asiatics ; 1 to Priapus by the 
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans ; to Baal-Peor by the Cana~ 
anites and idolatrous Jews. ·The figure is seen on the fascia 
which runs round the circus of Nismes and over the Cathedral 
of Toulouse and several churches of Bordeaux. M. d' Ancar
ville has written two large quarto volumes to prove phallic 
worship to be the most ancient idea of the deity." 

"Originally·" says the atither of Phall£sm 2 ''Phallic wor
ship had no other meaning than the allegorical one of that mys~ 
terious union between the.male and the female, which through
oqt nature seems to be the sole condition of the coni_inuation 
of the existence of anima.ted beings. There i~ no reason what
ever for supposin~ that licentiousness invented the rites inci-' 
dental to the worsnip of Pan, Priapus, Bacchus and Venus 
whatever may have been made of them afterwards. ' It is 
impossible to believe,' said Voltaire, 'that depravity of man
ners would ever .have led among any people. to the establish
ment of r.eligious ceremonies, though our ideas of propriety 
may lead us to suppose that ceremonies which appear to 
us so infamous could only be invented by licentiousness. It 
is probable that the first thought was to hon~ur the deity m 

1 Phallus is the same as the Sanskrit Pela. 

Son;te eighty years ago a writter . in the Edinhu,gh Re'IJiew " pointed 
'~ut certain points of comparison between .the. Osiris in Egypt, and Bacchus in 
Greece under the 'emblem of Phallus. It is. under the same emble!tt that he 

is still venerated in Hindoostan, and Phallus is one of the names in the. 
Dictionary of Amara Singha. The bull was sacred to him in Egypt. 
Plutarch assures us that several nations of Greece depict Bacchus with a 
huH's head, and that when he is .invoked by the .women of Elis, .they .pray 
him to h;sten to their. re.lief on. the feet o~ a bull. -In India, he .. i~ 
often seen mounted on a bull· hence one of his ·_sacred names, Vrt~adhvaia, 

. ·.. ' ··'-- - . . . .. '· .. ' . ' ·---
signifying 'whose sign is the bull' " (Phallistft p. 53· London r88g). 
- -· •- -Pkdlii~~~-<i.~~d-~nfP~i~ai:~ii-P~.f~t.~ci. --is$9.-p~ 1-o: ----- ---
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the symbol of life, and that the custom was introduced in 
times of simplicity.' " 

• 
Though the Phallic worship was widely prevalent in the 

ancient world, there is a striking resemblance between the two 
forms of worship as prevailed in ancient Egypt and India. 
Osiris and Isis are identical with Siva and Sakti (A-Surya and 
U~as or Sekhet). In both the countries, the bull was secred 
to Osiris or Siva and the cow to Isis or U.~as or Um~. " A 
circumstence occured some years ago, which illustrates in a 
remarkable manner the similarity of Pagan systems which 
we have been alluding to, and as it is too well authenticated 
to admit of doubt, it is of particular value. It was this :
During the expedition into Egypt against the French, the 
Indian soldiers, who had been taken there by the Red Sea and 
Suez to assist in the work, recognized many of the mythologi
cal forms, especially the bull and some stone figures of serpents, 
as similar to what they had in their own country. They 
at once made this known to their officers, affirming that the 
people who formerly inhabited Egypt must have been Hindoos; 
and when they saw the temple of Hadja Silsili in a state of 
decay, they were filled with indignation that the natives 
should have allowed it to fall into such condition, as they 

conceived it to be the temple of their own god Siva'' 1 This 
incident, though simple, strongly corroborates our view about 
the identity of Osiris with Siva. 

Students of Hindu Mythology know fully well that the 
Hindu Trinity is represented by the Sun, the morning Sun 
being looked upon as Branma, the Creator, the midday Sun as 
Vi~Q.u or Hari (Egyptian Horus), the Preserver, and the setting 
Sun as Siva or Hara {Egyptian Har,) the destroyer, covering 
the world with darkness, and wrapping all living creatures 
in deathlike torpor. Siva is thus regarded as " the Sun of 
the night." This will enable us to clearly understand the 
following words of Diodo;us :- " Some of the ancient Greek 

~ Phallism, London (188g) p. 54 
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Mythologists call Osiris Dionysus, and surname him 
Sirius. Some likewise set him forth clothed with the spotted 
skin of a fawn (called ~ebris) from the variety of stars that 
surround him." 1 Our readers will at once see that the word 
Dionysus corresponds to the Sanskrit word Dinefa (the sun) 
and the w<>rd Sirius to Surya. They will .also understand 
why Siva, in the Hindu Mythology, has a spotted leopard skin 
round his loins, which merely rep~esents the starry sky that 
forms the robe of him who is Digamvara (or nude). It 
will also not be difficult ·for them to gr:asp the meaning of the 
description of Siva as Sasimauli, i.e., having the moon on his 
forehead, because the moon appears just as the sun descends 
towards, or sinks below th~ horizon; or because, as the Egyptian 
Mythology says, the moon ( Vrtra) was triumphant over Osiris 
(the Sun of the night, or Siva). The dark portion of the night 
(Kala-ratri'or Kali) is one of the consorts of Siva, represented 
as dancing her weird dance over the prostrate body of her 
husband, and fighting the demons or Asuras,.who aretheenemies 
of the Devas, i.e. the shining ones, congregated on the heaven 
probably in the shapes of stars and planets, and watching the 
terrific fight below. Isis was sometimes identified with the 
moon in the Egyptian Mythology, as she bad horns on her head 
like those of the crescent moon. The moon-lit portion of the 
night was therefore another consort of Siva, and she was 
called SaU in the Hindu Mythology. Sati was a daughter of 
Dak~a Prajapati ·of the family of Brahma, the Creator, or the 
morning Sun, who invited all the Devas to his Yajna or sacrifice, 
excepting Siva, his son-in-law, apparently for no other reason 
than becau~e Siva being the Sun of the night, could not possi
bly be invited to attend a sacrifice held in the morning by the 
Morning Sun. The consort of Siva, i.e. Satl, rthe moon-lit night, 
or for the matter ofthat, the Moon), howevf:r, went to her father's 
Yajna uninvited, though ~iva repeatedly and emphatically pro
tested against her attending the sacrifice thus unceremoniously, 

1 Hist. Hist. of the World Vol. I. p. 279· 
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and the result was disastrous. The glorious Morning Sun, 
holding his court in all his splender, took no notice of the poor 
daughter, and slighted, nay, insulted her ; and lo ! Satl, keenly 
feeling the sting of insult, neglect and humiliation, as only a 
loving and sensitive daughter could feel, paled before her father 
and suddenly died. Siva, hearing of the tragic death of his 
beloved wife, became furious, destroyed the splendid sacrifice 
of Dak!Jia, and in his mighty grief, roamed over the world, 
with the dead body of Satl flung across his shoulders. I The 
Devas fled in all directions, an!i in their distress, sought the 
help and advice of Vi~J}.u or the Mid-day Sun, who with a view 
to avert acalamity, cut up the dead body of Sati with his Cakra or 
disc into pieces and flung them about. These cut-up pieces were 
represented in the different phases of the moon, lighted up 
by the solar rays. The third consort of Siva was Haimavatl 
Urn~ or Durga, i.e., the Golden Dawn-another form of Isis, 

· called Eosin Greek, and U~as in the Veda-who with her 
ten outspread arms was engaged in fighting and routing the 
demons of darkness. Durga is represented as mounted on 
a lion, the most ferocious of the beasts of prey that prowl 
about in the night. The lion with his tawny colour, bushy 
manes, strength and ferocity is sometimes compared to the 
Sun (Hari). Durga, Uma, U~as, or the Golden Dawn may 
be said to ride over the first rays of the Morning Sun, in all 
the splendours of her beauty. 

The description of Osiris as given by Diodorus has natur
ally led me to explain the meaning of the corresponding Hindu 
myth about Siva and his consorts. About Isis Diodorus says 
that the word "being interpreted, signifies Ancient, the name 
being ascribed to the moon from eternal generations." The 

l. The Moon on the fourteenth night of the dark fortnight rises just before 
sunrise, and immediately dies away. On the Amdt~asyd day, clouds sometimes 
gather in the morning, darken the morning sun and spread gloom all around. 
This looks like the grief of Siva on the death of his beloved consort whose 
dead body he fiung accross his :'boulders and roamed over the world. Sati was 

re-born as Umii, or U~as (Dawn.) 
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Greek mythologists "add likewise to her horns, because her . 
aspect is such in her increase and in her decrease, represent-. 
ing a sickle, and becaus>e an ox among the Egyptians is offered· 
to her in sacrifice. They. hold that these gods (Osiris and 
Isis) govern the whole world, cherishing and increasing all 
things, and divide the year into three parts (that is to say, 
spring, summer and autumn) by an invisible motion, perfe~ting 
their constant course ·in that time. And though they are 
in their nature very differing from. one another, yet they com
plete the whole year with a most excellent harmony and con
sent. They say that these Gods in their natures do contri
bute much to the generation of all things, the one being of a hot 
and active nature, the other moist and cold, but both having 
some of the air, and that by these; all things are brought 
forth and nourished; and therefore that every particular being 
in the universe is perfected and completed by the sun 
and moon, whose qualities as before declared are five : 
(1) spirit of quickening efficacy, (2) heat or fire, (3) ·dryness or 

·earth, (4) moisture or water and (S) air, of which the world 
does consist, as a man made up of head, hands, feet and 
other parts. These five they reputed for gods, and the people 
of Egypt, who were the first that spoke articulately, ga~e 
names proper to their. several natures, according to the lang
uage they then spoke. And therefore they called the spirit 
Jupiter, which is such by interpretation, because a quickening 
influence is derived from this into all living creatures as from 
the original principle; and upon that account, he.is esteemed 
the common parent of all things" 1 • 

The above extracts at once recall to our mind some o£ 
the tenets of the Hindu Philosophy which, based on the ~g
vedic cosmogony, admits of the existence ,of two principles 
in the universe, the Male and the Female-the Positive and 
the Negative-the.Active and the Passive-the Puru~a and the 
Pralqtz' as they are calied ):>y the Hindu philosophers, from 

• 
1 Hist, Hi~t. of the WO?ld1 Vol. I, P• 279· 
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whose union the material world and all life have been pro
duced. The five qualities mentioned by OiodtHou~ are the 
five Tatvas of Hindu Philosophy, or pr,mordial el~ments, vis. 
K~iti ·earth), Ap (water), Tejas (heat), Jfarut (air' and 
Byom (sky or ether}, from a combination of which every 
thing has been created. It will thus be seen that the resem
blance between the Hindu and the Egyptian philosophies is 
striking. 

Diodorus further says: "Fire they (the Egyptians) called 
by interpretation Vulcan, and him they held in veneration 
as a great god, as he greatly contributed to the generation and 
perfection of all beings whatsoever. 

"The Earth as the common womb of all production they 
called Metera (if. Sansk. Mdtr), as the Greeks in process of 
time by a small alteration of one letter, and an omission of 
two letters, called the Earth Demetra which was anciently 
called Gen Metera, or the Mother Earth. 

11 Water or Moisture, the ancients called Oceanus, 1\'hich 
by interpretation, is a nourishing mother and so taken by 
some of the Grecians. 

"To the Air they gave the name of Minerva, signifying 
something proper to the nature thereof, and. called her the 
daughter of Jupiter, and counted a virgin, because the air 
naturally is not subject to corruption, and is the highest part 
of the Universe whence rises the fable that she was the issue 
of Jupiter's brain." I 

" And these are the stories " continues Diodorus, " told 
by the Egyptians of the heavenly and immortal gods. And 
besides these, they say, there are others that are terrestrial, 
which were begotton of these former gods, and were originally 
mortal men, but by reason of their wisdom and beneficence 
to all mankind have obtainf'd immortality, of which some have 
been kings of Egypt, some of whom by interpretation have 

• 
1 Hist. Hist. of the World, Vol. I, p • .280. 
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had the same na111es with the celestial gods, others have kept 
their own names." 1 

This will explain ~hy, besides the gods of the Egyptian 
hierarchy, were also king<; and queens. of the names of Osiris 
and Isis etc. who were regarded a~ demi-gods, and afterwards 
identified with the cosmic deities themselves. It is not at all 
unnatural for a people who had left their ancestral home and 
settled in a foreign country, to set up a new .hierarchy after 
the names of the gods of the motherland, in order to reconcile 
themselves thoroughly to the condition of the country o( their 

adoption. It was probably on this principle that their first. 
great king may have been named Menes or Mena after th~ 
great Manu of their motherlanel, and sometimes identified 
with Osiris (the sun) himself, as Manu of India was regarded 
the offspring of the Sun and called Vaivasvata. In this con
nectio~, it should be rioted here that the ~gvedic Aryans also 
believed that some of their gods were qriginally men who on 
account of their piety, wisdom and beneficent exploits, were 
raised to the status of gods. For example, the IJ,bhus, (Rv. 
i. 110, 2. 3) and the Maruts (Rv. x. 77, 2) were believed· 
to have been originally men, who were afterwards transformed 
into' Devas on account of their wonderful exploits and valor
au; deeds. This belief must have been taken to Egypt by 
the immigrants from India. 

What with these striking resemblances and similarities in 
social customs and manners, religious dogmas and beliefs,. 
and political life and institutions of the ancient Egyptians and 
the Indo-Aryans, what with the ancient tr~dition of the 
Egyptians themselves that their forefathers had come from the 
Land of Punt, " the dwelling of the Gods," what with the 
anthropological evidences, as adduced _by Heeren and others, 
establishing a similarity be.tween the skulls of the ancient 

Egyptians and the Indian races, what with thefact that th·~ 
ancient names of the country and the great river that flows 

• 
1 /hid, Do. Do. 
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through it, as well as the names of the principal Egyptian 
deities can be satisfactorily traced to words of Sanskrit origin 
only, and what with the wonderful coit1cidence of the Egyp
tian with the Aryan Mythology, one is forced to the irresist
ible conclusion that a branch or branches of the Indo-Aryan 
race, or aryanised Dravidians, probably the PaQ.dyas, must 
have emigrated from India to Egypt in pre-historic times (as 
some other branches of the same race or races did to some of 
the neighbouring countries viz., Phrenicia, Chaldea and Elam 
&c.) and finding the valley of the Nile fertile, secluded (a

gupta), and secure from the invasion of enemies, settled there 
and founded a civilisation which was essentially Aryan, though 
greatly modified by surrounding influences. If this conjecture 
be correct, the theories about the age of the Indo-Aryan civili
sation, as propounded by European savants, have to be 
reconsidered and recast in the light of the recent discoveries 
made in Egypt and Mesopotamia, and the revised readings 
of their ancient history. Menes was the first king to have 
established the Dynastic rule in Egypt about 4.400 B. C. and 
to have united under one rule the Red and White crowns 
which probably represented the two branches of the Solar 
(Red) Dynasty and the Lunar (White) Dynasty of the immi
grant Indo-Aryans, constantly at war with one another and 
striving for supremacy in ancient Egypt as in ancient India. 
The emigrations of the Indo-Aryans, or aryanised Dravidians 
to Egypt must therefore have taken place long before the 
establishment of Dynastic rule by King Menes, that is to 
say, in the Dvapara Yuga of the Hindus, and long before the 
battle of Kuruk~?etra was fought in the plains of the Punjab. 
The Kali Yuga, according to the Hindus, commenced on the 
.2oth February of 3,102 B. C. at 2 hours 27 minutes and 30 
seconds, and the battle of Kuruk~etra was fought some time 
after this date. 1 The establishment of the Dynastic rule 

1 " According to the astronomical calculations of the Hindus, the present 
period of the world, Kali-Yugd'f commenced 3,102 years before the birth of 
Christ on the 2oth February at 2 hours 27 minutes and 30 seconds. They say 
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in Egypt by King Menes had therefore been effected some 
1,300 years b~fore the Kali Yuga commenced; but even long 
before that event, the n1do-Aryan or the Dravidian immigra
tion to Egypt had taken place. It is indee<;l extremely diffi
cult to ascertain the exact period of time, when the-. Indo
Aryans or the Dravidians first immigrated to Egypt. But 
Diodorus says: " From (King) .Osiris and (Queen) Isis to 
the reign of Alexander the Great, who built a city after his 
own name, the Egyptian priests reckon above ten thousand 
years, or (as some write) iittle less than three-and-twenty 
thousand years.·~ 1 If we accept the first of these two 
calculations, the first immigration of the Indo-Aryans or the 
aryanised Dr:avidians to Egypt may have. taken place about 
IO,ooo B.C., a supposition which would not seem improbable 
when we take into our consideration the fact that the sacrifice 
of bull~ was a prevailing custom among the Egyptians, who 
'must have taken it with them from India. at a time when the 
custom was in vogue in that country. We find the 
custom discountenanced in the Brahma1Jas and! therefore, 
may conclude that the immigration had taken place before 
these works came to be written. This also goes to prove the 
hoary antiquity of the ~gveda, as the hymns had been com
posed long before any land-communication was established, 
by the drying up of the Rajputana Sea and the formation of 

that a conjunction of planets then took place, and their tables show this con

junction. Bailly states that Jupiter and Mercury were then in the same degree 

of the ecliptic, Mars at a distance of. only eight, and Saturn of seven degrees 1 

whence it follows that at the point of time given by the Brahmins as the com

mencement of Kali Yuga, the four planets above mentioned must have been 

successively concealed by the rays of the Sun (first, Satur~, then Mars, after

wards Jupiter, and lastly Mercury). These then showed themselves in con

junction; and although Venus could not then be seen, it· was natural to say that 

a conjunction of the planets then took place. The calculation of the Brahmins 

is 50 exactly confirmed by our own astronomical tables that nothing but an 

actual oltservation could have given so correspondent a result." Theogony •I 
'the Hindus;by Count Bjornstjarna. • • 

' Hist. Hist. of the World Vol. [, p. 285. 
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the Gangetic plains, between ancient Sapta-Sindhu and the 
Southern Peninsula. It must also have taken thousands of 
years to uplift the Dravidians from tlreir savage condition, 
and impart to them the elements of Aryan civilisation, even 
after the Aryans founded colonies in the south. The tradi
tion current among the Phcenicians that they had been in 
Phcenicia for 3o,ooo years before Alexander the Great 
invaded their country, and the belief of the Chaldean 
priests (probably Bra.hmans) that their civilisation was 
nearly five hundred thousad years old, though these calcula
tions seem to be highly exorbitant and cannot be relied 
upon, also point, as we have already said, to the vast 
antiquity of ~gvedic civilisation. The calculation of the 
age of Indo-Aryan or Dravidian immigration to Egypt is 
indeed modest beside these calculations, and can be taken as 
probabie. My surmise is that the first people to immigrate 
to Western Asia from India were the Pa.Q.is, the ancestors of 
the Pha:nicians, then the Cholas from the Coromondal coast, 
and afterwards, the PaJ;~.dyas from the Malabar coast, who 
however instead of settling in Western Asia, or on the coasts 
of the Persian Gulf, which had already been occupied by the 
Cholas, immigrated directly to Egypt and founded a flourish
ing colony there. 

It may be asked that if the Indo-Aryan civilisation was 
really so old, how is it that we cannot go back beyond at r'nost 
three to four thousand years by computing the reigns of the 
kings whose list we find in the PuraQ.as? The answer is simple. 
There having been no art of writing in ancient times, no chro
nicles were kept of the reigns of the kings who had flourished, 
and the names of such kings only as had distinguished them
selves by their beneficent rules passed on from generation 
to gf'n~"'ration in popular tradition. It was quite natural that 
peopl<' did not care to remember the names of kings whose 
reigns were not distinguiihed by wars or conquests, or any acts 
of popular good, and therefore were not worth remembering 
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at all. And as noble and great kings never flourished in 
quick succession, but appeared only once in a while, probably 
at intervals of hundreds. of years, their names were few 
and far. between, as ·a matter or course; When writing came 

into vague, an atempt was made to collect and arrange the 
names of those kings \yho figured in the popular tales,. and 
a sort of connect{on. was established between one king and 
another as father and ·son, though in reality they were 
separated from each other by a gap of several generations. 
The compilers themselves felt the difficu~ty, and sought to. 
overcome it by assigning a fabulous number of years-some 
thousands of years, to each reign, which simply proved the 
very hopelessness of their task. The fact is that history in 
the truest sense of the word is a comparatively recent product, 
and cannot be older than seven or eight thousand years 
at. most, and is probably synchronous with the invention and 
development of the art of writing. So far as ancient Sapta 
Sindhu was concerned, it was divided into a number of 
small states, in which tJ1e kings yvere more like leaders and 
patriarchs ,of the people thaQ autocrats bent upon self-aggran" 
disement and making extensive conquests. The five tribes had 
a homogeneous development, and lived in peace and amity 
among themselves, combining together only on occasions of 
grave common dangers. Though they sometimes quarrelled 
among themselves, the quarrel never ended in a conquest, or 
permanant subjugation of one tribe by another, and "Live and 
let live" seemed to have been the one principle that guided 
them. " May you all be united in your endeavours; may your 
hearts beat in unison ; may your minds not pull different ways, 
but, united, act in harmony " (Rv. x. tgt, 4)~such was the 
inspiring prayer that was offered by a !J-fi who saw a higher 
vision of the·purpose of life that the Indo-Aryan race was 
destined to fulfil than the mere establishment of a mighty empire 
by physical conquest of the world. Their wars were only 
directed towards the elimination of the tiiscordant elements from 

their community, that proved to be veritable clogs in the wheel 

37 
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of their spiritual progress, and stood in the way of their consum
mating the summum bonum of life. {\s soon as this object was 
accomplished, they plunged again into contemplation, and 

developed such a civilisation, based on satya (truth) and rta 
(right), as has survived the ravages of time and is to last till the 
end of the world, or of the cycle of the human race. This was 
the spirit that dominated and guided the whole nation,-men, 

women and even children. There were of course occasional 
lapses and aberrations which are bound to occur in the 
course of the evolution and perfection of all human institutions, 
but these only served as fresh incentives to the nation to apply 

to the noble work with renewed and greater zeal. A nation 
guided by such noble ideals can have no history in the sense 
in which we understand the word; for nobody would care to 
record the ephemeral achievements or glorious conquests of 

kings, which by the way were regarded as so many obstacles 
to the spiritual evolution of the race, rather than things to be 
proud of. Hence we find the ancient Aryan kings, not in 
the role of leaders of conquering lnrdes, but as fathers of the 
people, protecting them from outsi:le harm, and helping them 
to live a life of peace and con'tentment, which was conducive 
to their spiritual culture and the practice of Dharma, which 
literally means "that which upholds." And the Princes 
themselves were more ascetics than gorgeous personages 

rolling in luxury. The King was the wielder of the Danda
the sceptre,-which was emblematic of Dharma, keeping 
people on the path · of rta (right), and which would 
destroy even the wielder himself, if he strayrd out of 
the path. The history of the ancient Aryans consists of an 
elaborate account of ideal kings like Rama and Yudhi~thira, 

of moral and spiritual heroes like Bharata, Lak!}rnaQa, 
Bhl!}ma and Arjuna, of noble and ideal Princesses like Sita, 
Savitrl, Damayanti and Draupadi, of asePtic kings like Manu 
and Janaka, of sages like Vasi~tha, Vi\!va.nitra, Bharadva}a, 
Yajnavalkya, Vvasa and it'almiki, of trllthful kings like H lri~
candra and Dat;aratha, of noble spiritual ladies like Maitreyt, 
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ViFavara, Lopamudra, Anasaya and Gandhari, and of noble 
and virtuous persons of even low birth and rank like Vidur;!, 
Ekalavya, Dharmavya~ha and Tuladhara. The names of all 
other persons, whether kings or princes, were consigned to 
the limbo of oblivion, as quite unnecessary, and unfit to be 
remembered or chronicled. If history merely means an 
account of kings in chronological order, and of their wars 
and conquests, the ancient Aryans have no history. But if 
it means an account of the people, as they lived and thought, 
of their hopes, aspirations and ideals, of an evolution of 
their civilisation working up to those ideals, of their many
sided activ.ities in the domains of ethics, spiritual culture, 
philosophy, literature, arts and sciences, of well-ordered 
social. and political institutions making for. the evolution of 
the community as a whole as well as of the individual, of a 
constantstruggle, both communal and individual, to liv~ up 
to the highest ideal of true manhood, and of bold and deter
mined efforts to solve the riddle of life that always stares 
one in the face like t?e mysterious Egyptian Sphinx, to grasp 
the destiny of humanity as a whole, and to realise oneself 
as a drop in the ocean of the Universal Ego, permeating 
the entire creation, physical and spiritual,-then, certainly, 
the Aryans have a history,-a history which is unique in 
the world, and unsurpassed by that of any people that ever 
flourished on our globe, The great Veda-Vyasa in the early 
dawn of the Kaliyuga, some s,ooo years ago, compiled such 
a history in the M ahiibhiirata, the greatest work after the 
Four Vedas, which is aptly called the Fifth Veda (Paiicama 
Veda) and ltihiisa (history). Other sages follo\\;ed him in his 
foot-step, and compiled the various PuratJas, though a,ll of 
them are fathered on Veda-Vyasa. The compilation of these 

works was undo~btedly made possible only by the invention 

and development of the Brahm! script which is the parent 
of the modern Sanskrit script, and owes its origin entirely 
to the genius of the Aryan racel-ae;cript which is admittedly 

the most perfect of all scripts in the world. 
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It would thus :1ppear that the absence of succinct 
chronological accou11ts of kings and their reigns in the 
sacred Scripturts of th · anctent Aryal\s d·Jes not disprove 
the hoary antiquity of their civilisation. The Jlahabhdrata 
contains many trarlitions of the ancient Indo-Aryan race 
which, even at the time of Veda-Vyasa, passed into the 
realm of myths and legends. Without trying to explain 
them, he carefully collected all the legends and traditions 
current in his time and preserved them in his great ltihasa, 
There are many legends in the Mahabharata r.elating to the 
emigrations made into foreign countries by some branches of 
the Indo-Aryan people, which admirably fit in with the 
tradition of the ancient Egyptians themselves that their 
forefathers had e!lligrated from the Land of Punt. It is 
recorded in the Mahabharata that Garuga led the Nagas or 
serpents (a nomadic Aryan tribe) out of India into a beautiful 
island where the latter settled. Garu<Ja himself carried on 
war with the Devas, and aspired to be their lord, but Vi~l}U 

brought about a co.npromise by which Garuga submitted 
to the authority of the Devas, and acknowledged their supre
macy, though not without first. extorting a promise from Vi~l}U 
that he (Garuga) woulJ always be perched over Vi~Q.U's head! 
It is for this reason, says the legend, that GaruQa always 
occupies a place on the top of Vi~l}u's chariot or throne. We 
find that the Egyptian God "Ra, the Sun, is usually represented 
as a hawk-headed man, occasionally as a man, in both cases 
generally bearing on his head the solar disk ... Horus is generally 
hawk-headed, and thus a solar god connected with Ra."l 
The Assyrians also, as we have seen, had gods with the head 
and wings· of an eagle. These facts will go to explain to a 
certain extent the Garu9a myth of the Aryans. Besides the 
Garut;Ias and the Sarpas or Nagas, there were other nomadic 
Indo-Aryan tribes under the name of Yayavaras. (lit. Wan

derers). We have already said elsewhere that a sage of the 

• 
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Yayavaras whose name was Jaratkaru married the beautiful 
sister of Vasuki, the king of the Nigas, and the issue of the 
union was the great sage Astika. From the legends to be 
found in th~ Mah£bharata, it ~ould seem that there were 
constant feuds between the nomadic and the settled tribe~ of 
the Indo~Aryan race and that these feuds w~re continued for 
a long time and o'nly put an end to by effecting a compromise, 
or by the nomadic tribes leaving the shores of India for good. 
It is also on record in the Mahabhdrata that some of the sons 
of King Yayiti were banished by their father from the country 
on account .of their disobedience and selfishness, and they 
became lords of the Y<:vanas, Mlecchas and other barbarian 
races. All these legends go to show that long before the 
Mahabharata was composed, branches of the Indo-A~yan race 
had emigrated from India and settled down in other countries. 
We have seen in this chapter that a branch of this race or the 
aryanised PaQ.dyas very likely emigrated to Egypt and founded 
a flourishing empire which gave birth to the modern civilisa~ 

tion of Europe. A conjecture like this' can only explain the 
striking resemblances in physical type, manners, social· 
customs, and religious beliefs of two . such widely separated 
peoples as the ancient Aryans and the ancient Egyptians. 

The writer of the History of Egypt i_n the "Historians' 
History of the World" finds great difficulty in ardving at a 
satisfactory conclusion as to the origin of the ancient Egyp
tians, in as much as he notices their striking resemblances 
with the Indians in many impor.tant respects, and yet cannot 
bring himself to believe that they originally emigrated from 
India. His observations on the point are worth quoting 
here;_,. 

" The ancients, beyond vaguely hinting at an Ethiopian 
origin of the Egyptians, confessed themselves in· the main 
totally ignorant of the subjeCt. And it ~ust be "confessed that 
the patient researches of modern wQtkers have not sufficed 
fully to lift the veiLo£ this ignorance. Theories have been 
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propounded, to be sure. It was broadly suggested by Heeren 
that one might probably look to India as the original cradle 
of the Egyptian race. Hebrew scholctrs, however, naturally 
were disposed to find that cradle in Mesopotamia, and some 
later archceologists, among them so great an authority as 
Maspero, believe that the real beginnings of Egyptian history 
should be traced to equatorial Africa. But there are no sure 
data at hand to enable us to judge with any degree of certainty 
as to which of these two hypotheses, if any one of them, is 
true. 

" The whole point of view of modern thought regarding 
this subject has been strangely shifted during the last half 
century. Up to that time, it was the firm conviction of the 
greater number of scholars that, in dealing with the races of 
antiquity, we had but to recover some four thousand years 
before the Christian Era. Any hypothesis that could hope to 
gain credence in that day must be consistent with this sup
position. But the anthropologists of the past two generations 
have quite dispelled that long current illusion, and we now 
think of the history of man as stretching back tens, or per
haps hundreds of thousands of years into the past. 

"Applying a common-sense view to the history of ancient 
nations from this modified standpoint, it becomes at once appa
rent how very easy it may be to follow up false clews and 
arrive at false conclusions. Let us suppose, for example, that, 
as Heeren believed and as some more modern investigators 
have contended, the skulls of the Egyptians and those of the 
Indian races of antiquity, as preserved in the tombs of the 
respective countries, bear a close resemblance to one another. 
What, after all, does this prove? Presumably it implies that 
these two widely separated nations have perhaps had a 
common ongm. But it might mean that the Egyptians had 
one day been emigrants from India, or conversely, that the 
Indians had migrated from Egypt, or yet again, that the forbears 
of both nations had, at ~remote epoch, occupied some other 
region, perhaps in an utterly different part of the globe from 
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either India or Egypt. And even such a conclusion as this 
would have to be accepted with a large element of doubt. 
For up to the present it: must freely be admitted that the 
studies of the anthropologists have by no means fixed the 
physical charac_ters of the different races with sufficient clear
ness to enable us to predicate actual unity of race or unity of 
origin from a seeming similarity of skulls alone, or even 
through more comprehensive comparison of physical traits, 
were these available. More than this, any such comparison as 
that which attempts to link the Egyptians with the Indians or 
Hebrews or Ethiopians is, after all, only a narrow view of the 
subject extending over a comparatively limited period of time. 
If it were shown that the first Q1embers of that rate which 
came to be known as Egyptians came to the valley of the Nile 
from India or Mesopotamia or Ethiopia, the fact would have 
undoubted historic interest, but it would after all only take 
us one step further back along the course of the evolution of 
that ancient civilisation, and tb.e question would still remain 
an op.en one as to w?at was the real crad.le of the race." I 

The real cradle of the race, as we have taken pains to 
point out and prove in these pages, was India, and that of its 
civilisation ancient Sapta-Sindhu. Our readers have seen 
that I have not depended upon the evidence of a seeming 
similarity of skulls alone as established by Heeren and other 
scholars, to prove the common odgin ·of, or a close connection 
between the ancient Aryans, or aryanised Dravidians, and 
the ancient Egyptians. The manners, social customs and 
institutions, and rre!igious beliefs and observances of these 
two widely separated races had something of the family like
ness in tqem which cannot fail to strike even the most critical 
mind as very remarkable. Add to this the Sanskrit origin of 

the names of the land, the river, and the gods, and the tradition 
of the ancient Egyptians themselves _that they had originally 
come from the Land of Punt. Taking all these evidences and 

• 
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circumstances into one's consideration, one cannot help fet>l
ing and concluding that the ancient Egyptians were original 
immigrants from India as were the Ch'-tldeans of M.-sopota
mia and the Phrenicians of the Syrian coast. We have 
proved the hoary antiquity of ~gvedie civilisation, which 
goes back to geological times, at any rate, to the time when 
Sapta-Sindhu was entirely cut off from Southern India by a 
long stretch of sea extending from Assam to the coast of 
modern Gujrat, and when the entire Peninsula was peopled 
by wild savages little removed from the state of brutes. The 
very fact that the first Egyptain king Menes established the 
Dynastic rule about 4400 B. C., from which Egyptian history 
and civilisation really began, makes it absolutely impossible 
that the Egyptians could have emigrated from Egypt to India, 
and imparted their civilisation to the Aryans whose civilisation 
was probably several thousands of years old. Such a 
supposition would be absurd, not to say, ridiculous on the 
very face of it. The real fact was that when the whole world 
was steeped in utter darkness, the ~gvedic Aryans on the 
banks of the sacred Sarasvatl and the Sindhu, and in the 
beautiful valley of Kashmir, lighted up the holy Fire of 
Civilisation and Spiritual Culture and kept it burning and 
glowing for thousands of years for the benefit of humanity. 
In a much later age, a few faggots were taken from this 
sacred and burning pile to other countries where they burned 
and glowed spasmodically for some time till they were finally 
extinguished, removed as they were from their original source. 
The ancient civilisations of Babylonia, Assyria, Phrenicia 
and Egypt are now mere names, and things of the past 
beyond all hopes of revival or resuscitation. It is only in 
India that the Ancient Fire still burns and glows on, and 
though blasts and dusts have done much to bedim its radiance, 
it will burn and glow again with its wonted lustre, if properly 
fed with such fuels and libations as are eminently fitted to 
keep it up, viz. a vivid r,alisation like that of the ancient 
Aryans of the one supreme end and purpose of life, the 
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direction of · all thoughts, l!itergies and actions towards the 
consummation of that ~upreme end, the s1muitaneous culture 
of the body, mind aiid_soul, a/Hl tlte s'li;OcrrdinatiOii of material 
culture to spirltuitl, 1the 'euiri\Yafi:On df 1catfiotidtf, charity and 
t6feraticin; the subordination of :the -self to .higher goo'd, the 
realisation of tbe divinity 'i'n ma'n, :irrespe?tive of ccrste; 'creed 
or rank; the 'met;ginlfof the inclividtia~ in th·e l:Jniversa:l 'Efo, . 
the cultivation of the spirit of self;sctcrifice .for accomplishing. 
commun;il g:ood, and the developm-en't 'of thatt bdtific vi'sion 
that .sees God in everything and -everything i'n God.o;i...iln ilU
roun~ culture which is the special lieritage of the ~rfan race 
from their gloriolis a'n<:est·ors who occnpie'd the po'Sitio·n :Of 
world~teachers, and vividly ·rea1ised their 'owh destiny~ It 
was therefore not a ·:tnere Va.in h·o-ast ttiat ·the great . M'a1l'u • 
indulged in, when he inspiringly. ldecl'a.-red: "Ptorn the .!first
born ( tlfe Brahmans} :of this ·country l'et an the {reopl·es ·of t'lre 
Earth lea'rn the guiding principles of their life and con
duct" 'l·..-;.a boast which was partiaily fulfilled in th'e past, and 

waits to be completely fulfilled in the days to come. 

• Manu, Ch. II·, 20 : 

· 1lt!i~ ftllll'co.l11'tt~"': 1 

•.•. ~· ~·'ff'#ii't ~1fr~: 11 . • ' 
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CHAPTER. XIV •. 

INDO·ARY AN- INFLUENCE IN WESTERN· ASIA. 

We have traced in the previous chapters the unmistakable 
stamp of Aryan culture and civilisation on those of ancient 
Babylonia, Assyria, Phrenicia and Egypt. We have also 
shown that branches of the Iranians emigrated to Europe, 
and mixed with the Slavs, and that the main body of the tribe 
settled in Iran, Persia, or Parsua as it used to be called. 
The Iranians were ''a fine vigorous type of humanity, living 
by agriculture and cattle-rearing, and skilled in the use of the 
spear and the bow. Horse-breeding, on which the tribes of 
Iran prided themselves, was assiduously pursued, and hunts 
in the mountains offered rich gains, and hardentd the sinews 
of men for war. Other agricultural tribes were the Panthia
lreans and the Darusireans, who probably dwelt further to the 
east, and the Germanians or Karmanians in the high-lands of 
Karman. The wilder parts of the mountains and the steppes 
and deserts of the coasts were occupied by predatory nomad:>, 
some of them very barbaric, the majority of whom must be 
ranked under the head ofPersians. Such were the Mardans, 
the neighbours ofthe Elymreans (Ela:mites), Uxians (Persian 
Uvadza, now Chuzistan) and the Kossreans in the Zagros; 
the Sagartians (Persian Asagarta) in the central desert, the 
Utians (Persian Jutija) in the Karmanian coast districts, and 
the Dropicians; the name Dahre or 'robbers' is also found 
here, as in the Turanian -steppe. These tribes no more 
constituted a political unity than did those of Media; divided 
among various districts, the peasants lived in patriarchal 
conditions under hereditary princes, and were continually at 
war with the robb~rs and nomads, while they were l-Jrokcted 
by the 'household gods' who sheltered from sterility and 
foes." 1 • 

• Hist Hist. of tlu Wo,.ld, Vol. II, p. stig. 
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. These ·Aryan. robbers and· nomads, some of whom were 
known as Dahce (Sailslt. · Dasyus or· robbt'rs} had bt>en, it 
should be remembered, the pests of Sapta-Sindhu, before· 
they were driven out by the ~gvedic Aryans. When the 
Iranians and other Aryan tribes emigrated from India, and 
settled in Pe.-sia, Media, Elam and other parts of Western 
Asia, these robbers proved as much pests to them·as they 
had prov~d to the ~gvedic ~ryans in Sapta-Sindbu. · The · 
civilised Aryan settlers, however, managed to keep them 
aw:~y from thei~ territories, and prob;~bly d~ove most of them 
westward until, further pressed forward by other civilised 
and more powerful tribes, they were compelled to pass out of' 
Asia into Ettrope through the isthmus of Bosphorus.• The· 
route of march of these wild Aryan sa~ages must; -have been 
·along the southern coast of the Black Sea, through· the 
ancient province known as. Pont~s. which is the ·same word. 
as the Sanskrit Pantha meaning "highway."· The mo.uhta~ns
an.i forests of Me.iia, Armenia, Pontus, Cappadociat Galatia;· 
Mysia and Lydia ·must. have afforded them sufficient refttge 
and facility for hunting to induce them _to hang about. and 
tarry in tho~e regions for a 10ng time, until they were ousted 
from possession and pressed forward again by other more 
pqwerful tribes, leaving such residues in all the regions as 
chose to remain by adopting more civilised and peaceful 
ways of living. As the Mediterranean Sea barred their 
further progress westward, they natuplly turned towards the · 
north and went over to Europe, scattering tqemselves, a!ong 
with other Asiatic nomads, east,_ west, northand south. 

Of· all the· Aryan tribes that were compelled to leave 
Sapta~Sindhu, a·nd passed westward, ' 1 the Persians were the 
first Ary<~n~ to achieve a great world empire within historic 
times. With them the Aryan race became dominant. ii1' "the· 
Western world, and it has so continued to the present time: 
The Persians ·themselves maintainet! the first ,place among 

the nations only for ahout two·centuries, or from the time of 
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CJr~~ W!ll!il tl)e Asia.tic conque.&t of Aloxaad•r .. the Gr~t. 
Alld the s.te.ptr~ which they laid d~wn was taken u.p b.y 
W~tern na~ions ~n to them in speech, and passe.d on fEoqt 
o~_e to a,nothe.r P~I;Ople of the same great Indo-Germanic ra,ce 
tqr.Qyi.hPDt the ~wo (!nd ~ half millegniums wlljcb &e~rate ~~
ti,~e of, ·€yn,t& h-om our own. But it. is not. ol)ly be.ca11&e of 
their. kin~.bip ··with European nations that the PeJ"Sians are of 
int¢rest. Thei:J: history bas intrinsic importance. Ti1eirs 
w~s tJJlq~sUooably the m,ightie$.t empire the world had s~a, 
si(lce s~ur.e hi&tory be.ga.n. It extended from India on the 
e~~.t to tke e.¥treme confines of Asia in the west aad the 
north-west, and beyond them to inclu® E-gypt. It even 
threatened at one time., through the subjugaoon of Greece, 
to invade Europe a~ well, and oumh.erless writers hav:e 
moralise.d on the great change of destiny that would have 
falleJl. to the lot of Western civilisation, had their threat been 
made effective. All such moralising of course is but guess
wor:k1 and it may be questioned whether most of it has any 
validity wb.at~ve.r. For the truth seems to be that the Persians 
were much more nearly akin to the Emopean intellec.:t than a 
study of their descendants of recent generations would lead 
on.e to suppose. It is everywhe.re conceded that they sprang 
from the same stock, and their most fundamental traits show 
many points of close reseQlblance." 1 

It should be remembered, however, that the great Persian 
Empire flourished after the kingdoms of Babylonia, Assyria, 
Phccnicia and· Egypt had declined. It would therefore be 
wrong to suppose that they were the first to achieve greatness 

in the line of building eml?Jr~s or developi~g: a world civi~a

tio!J. But it must. be conceded that the extent of their ~-m9ire 
and power was great~r than that C?f the ancient Ba~yloqia~s, 
A~s,.yrians or E~yp_ti~l!~· and that, while thes~ na.tJops were 
mixs.d pecmlt:s1 ih~ an<;i~pt Per.sil!-ns were undoubtedly of p~r~, 
Aryaf1, descent. l;he gr,at ~!!lPe!or Darius who asc~nded 

' Iltltl, Vol. If, p. s6s. 
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his reign,, inaugurated a festival at Karnak in honour of the 

new religion. And hios successor, Amenhotep IV, to free 

himself from the power of the high priest at· Thebt's, dete~
mint'd to have a new capit at for his kingdom, for which A ten 

should be the supreme God. The reli~ion of Aten was 

probably the most ancient form of the religion of Ra. The 

disk before which protesta~ions were made was not only the 

shining and visible form of the rlivinity, it was the God himself. 

For the introduction of this new religion, the last kings of this 

Dynasty were di,;tingui,;hed by the name of " Heretic kings." 

It is believed by Rogers that this change of religion in Thebes 

was brought about by the influence of the Mitannian Princess

es.1 The Mitannians having been the worshipp.ers of Vedic 

G >d~, th:! predilection of the P rince .. ;ses for the worship of 

the! Sun a11d the esta 1>lis!1:nent of a ·pure reli_:;ion would be 
most· na·t ural. 

The Kos~reln; or K tssitf>s 1Kasshu) were another Aryan 

tribe whrJ inlubit!-!d the m 1Ur1tain5 of Zagros in Elam, which 

was situate<~ to the east or ancient Babylonia and the south of 
Persia or Iran. In about t8oo B. C. the last Sumerian· king 

of Babylonia was defeated, and Babylonia conquered by the 

Kassites. or Kossreans under Kandish (Gandjs) or Gaddas, 

who established a dynasty whiCh l(l~ted for 576 years and nine 

months. II Ui1der the foreign. domination·, Babylonia lost its 

empire· over :western Asia. Syria and Palegtine became 
ind ... penclent, and the high priests of A!'shur made themselves 

kings of As!"yria. · The divine attributes · with which the 

Seniite kings of Babylonia had been invested disappeared at 

the s;1me time; the title of ' ~ ~d ' is never given to a Kassite 

sow·t~ign. lhbylon, ho\\'ever, remained the capital of the 

kingdom, arid the holy city of vVes~t'rn Asia.· Like ·the 

sovt!reigns of. the Holy Roman Empire, it was· necessary_ for 

the Pnnce wh·o daimed rule in Western Asia to go to Babylon 

and there ~e acknowledged as the ~opted son of Bel before 

l R. W. Rogers' History of Bilhylotti4 a,.d 46spia, Vol. I, p. IIO> • 



his claim to legitimacy could be admitted. Babylon becam'i'! 
~ore and more a priestly city, livin5 ott its ancient prestige 
and merging, its ruler into a ponttff. From henceforth d·.JWn 
to the Persian era, it \Vas t'he religious head of the civilised 
east."1 

Some later Koss~an kings of Babylonia, via., Kadashman 
Bel and Burna-buriash I corresponded with the Egyptian 
Pharaohs, Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV (1400 B. C.). 
The Assyrian king, Asshur-Uballit, still owned allegiance to 
his Babylonian suzerain, and intermarriages took place between 
the royal families of Assyria and Babylonia. The latter, 
moreover, stil1 sought opportunities of recovering its old 
supremacy in Palestine, which the conquests of the XVIIIth 

Dynasty had made an Egyptian province, and alon~ with the 
Mttannians and the Hittites, intrigued against the Egyptian 
government with disaffected conspirators in the west. The 
Koss~an dynasty came to an end in I 230 B. C., after which 
the Assyrian kings became the masters of Babylonia. 

It would thus appear that the Koss~ans played a great 
part in the ancient history of Western Asia. That they were 
pure Aryans from Sapta-Sindt1u is proved by the names of 
their principal deities, Suryas (the Sun) and illarutttls 
(Maruls, or the winds). Their language also bore a strong 
resemblance to Sanskrit, and the Koss~an kings described 
themselves in the inscriptions as Kharis or Aryas. 

"There is little doubt" says Mr. H. R. Hall in his Ancient 
History oftkeNear East (p. 201) "thatthe Kassites (Kosseant) 
were Indo-Europeans, and spGke an Aryan tongue. Tneir 
chief god was Suryash, the sun, the Indian Surya and Greek 
Hyros; their word for 'god' was bugask, the Slav bogu1 and 

Phrygian !Jagaios. The termination ash which reg-ularly 
appears at the end of their names is a nominative, odtree• 
ponding to the Greek-"' (cf. Sansk. as or s~). Such a M'tne 

• Mit. lliif. if at WDrllt, V'o1. r, p. 364· 

• 
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as Indabugash is clearly Aryan. They were evidently the 
advance-guard of the • Indo-European southern movement 
which colonized Iran and pushed westward to the borders of 
A>ia lfin.or. [n the north the king:iom of Mitanni was about 
this time .e:>tablished between the Euphrates and Tigris by 
Aryans who rnust have been of the same stock a·s the Kassites 
who conquered Babylonia. The names_ of the kings of Mitanni 
which are known to us in later times are Aryan, and among 
the gods of Mitanni we find the Indian Varut;ta, lndra,. and 
the Nasatya twins (At;vins)." All this goes clearly to' show 
that the Kassites as well as the Mitannians were direct 
immigrants from India where the Vedic gods had been 
worshipped from time immemorial, and the Vedic hymns 
composed in a far earlier age. My surmise is that the disper
sion of these Aryan tribes took place after the battle of Kuru~ 
k~etra that had been fought about 2,500 B. C., and had made 
the K!!atriya race nearly extinct in India. Those that sur
vived this general ruin migrated towards the west and settled 
in various parts of Asfa Minor, founding powerful kingdoms, 
and maintaining theit: national and tribal characteristics for 
a long time. But af~erwards they were gradually absorbed 
by the Semites, and the only relics of their once having 
belonged to the great Aryan race are now to be found in 
their statues, writings ou bricks and engravings on stones 
and monuments, and in the names of their kings apd gods. 

The Hittites, who liveri in a region to the north-west of 
Mitanni, and the north of Phcenicia, were_ probably also a~ 

branch of the Aryan race, though European scholars are not 
agreed as to who they were, and whence they came. That 
they were a non-Semitic race is, however, admitted by all. 

"The Peninsula of Asia Minor is so situated geographi- . 
cally that it is the only highway between Asia and· Europe, 
much as Palestine is the highway between Asia and Africa. 
The peoples which inhabited it wen! therefore necessarily, 
in some sense, a buffer between the great nations of . ~he two 

39 
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continents. For the most part, the role they played, at any 
rate in later history, was a comparati•ely insignificant one. 
It is becoming more and more evident that there was a time 
in ancient history-using the term in the ordinary or relative 
sense-when the people who inhabited Asia Minor, took a 
foremost rank among the nations of their time as a warlike 
and conquering race ......... They are vaguely referred to in 
the Bible records as descendants of Heth, son of Canaan, 
the son of Hem, and they are mentioned as one of the seven 
Canaanite tribes, but no one now-a-days ascribes great 
historical importance to these Hebrew records." 1 

It appears that the Hittites were one of the most power
ful and warlike of ancient nations. The Egyptians called 
them Khetas, and the Assyrians Khattis. From their very 
warlike character and their name, lt seems to me that they 
were originally an Aryan tribe, belonging to the caste of 
K~atriyas, and Khatti, Kheta, or Hittite were me1ely corrupt
ed forms of the original Sanskrit word. That they were a 
very powerful people w-ould appear from the fact that 
"several centuries before our era, the Hittites founded a 
powerful empire in Western Asia, probably with outlying 
provinces in Africa, and even in Europe as far west as Italy. 
The greatness of this nation we are able to conjecture from 
the numerous references made to it in the Bible and Egyptian 
history, and from the mighty monuments of its power that 
still exist. The carved figures on these monuments and the 
representations given by the EgyptiRns prove the Hittites 
to !save been of an altDrether different pltysreal type frtnn 
tlte Semites, and, therefore, of a different raee ; but their 
ongin has not been clearly determined."~ 

From thf'ir language also they appear to have beton a 
non-Semitic Hbe. It is held by scholars that their language 
was "characteristic an:l more sharplv dtofined from anv 

1 Hist. Hist. of tit~ World Vol. II, p. 391. 

' lhitl, P· 393 
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known contemporary tongue, and though the poiht is nnt · 
yet 'as fully eslablished~as might be wishetl, it is th9ught that 
the evidence in hand justifies the .conclusion that ·t·he fi1ttitres 
were ·not .a .Semitic r.ace. Jt has .been even suggested that 
they ·had .Mongoloid affinities. lf ~uch ·was the ..case, ltb:e 
Hittites were .related rather to .the people of the north 
and north-east,-to :the Scythians, ·,perhaps even to ·the 
Chinese-tha-n to their neighbours of· .the south. But .aU 

tbese questicms must await the -results of future :,investiga
tions. .For the mbment, the ~Hittites are .only just -b~inning 
to be -revealed ,to :us .as a~gr.eaLct:m~u:erin.g:na~ion of :Westey.a 
Asia, who at one ,time rivali'ed the £,gyptians and the 
Mesopotamians, but .. the ~emerr of w·hose ,<leeds :had a~n:10st 

altoget·her .faded ·from .the minds of 1ater g.enen~tions." 1 

The figures of the .sculptures left >by the :Hittites 'a'l'~ 

aiwaysrrepresented as wearing a ~peculiar form of :!Shoe ·with · 
uptur·ned toe, a~form whichiappears typida:l ·of ln·dda. 'fhey 
are,also.credited .w.ith·bav.ing inv.ent.ed a hieroglyphic .. scn~pt 
of absolutely independent origin. :Bu't as ;yet very -little 
progress has :been made towards -the decipherment ·of ,this 
new .fC>rm .of writing. 

The Hittites were .. obstinate figh'ters, ·and ·put up ·a 'tough 
fight-against Pharaoh Tehutirnes TU a~nd'Seti. ;But they a:re 
memotable in :JEgyptian ,history •bet:ause 'e'f the great :battle ·of 
Kadesh,-their city on.:the JQro:ntes, in · whi6h Ramses '!1 'so 

distinguishsd himself. Whe .feats 'df Ramses are ·describeil 
in an :!EgypTian ··war~}5oetn which \is still ·-t!xtant ·cunder ·the 
nanretof ":'ifhe ·wa:r-poem 0f ·Pent~ur.'' A ·treaty ,df :peace, 

.howe~er/;was ·COncluded hy !Ramses with the 1Kha'l!ti King, 
Khatusil.(Sanskiit, 1K'tjatra-sri ?) or K:hatasa:r, which ·':word 
ilnay-be 'a t:orr~tion ·of-the Sanskrit ··worrl 'Kslitt'esvariZ, .;'the 
.tord . of ··tbe :.:R·tcitriyas. :rhe rte*l: of •the . treaty .;has --been 
;disco\tered,\in ·all ~insuription on r:the ·temple ·•o'f <K-arnak, •in 

which 1the ·name Sutekh, •the •su.pre~Jgcfd >df ~the -*heta, •who 

1 'Ht"st. His!; ofthe.'WtJYla, Vol'II., p. 397· 
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was lord of heaven and earth, has been mentioned. Sutekh 
was probably a corrupt'"'d form ~f the Sanskrit word 
S ·l<•kratu, which was a name of lndra. 

It will be recalled that an alliance was formed hy the 
Hittites w1th the Mitannians and the Kossreans against the 
Egyptians. This alliance was made by thl"'se peoples pro. 
bably in consequence of their natural affinity in race. The 
Scytbians were an extremely barbarous and cruel pe0ple, 
mostly addicted to a nomadic life. It is not at all likdy from 
the advanc~cd state of the civilisation of the Hittites that they 
belonged to that race. The figures on the Hittite sculptures 
also do not resemble the Mongoloid type or the Chinese. 
The probability, therefore, is that they were Aryans. Further 
investigations into their early history may lead to the es· 
tablishment of the truth of this hypothesis. 

It may be mentioned here that the Hittites worshipped 
Ma (the Universal Mother) and Attis (Vedic Atri, or the 
Sun), and probably also Mithras (Vedic Mitra), and M~n, 

the moon (lranic Mao). All these gods must have been 
introduced from India or Iran. These deities, however, are 
not mentioned in the list of the Hittite gods in the Treaty 
of Ramses ll with Khattusil or Khatasar. On the rocks of 
the shrine of Yasili Kaya are found the sculptured figures of 
" a goddess, Cybele or Ma, standing upon a lion as she does 
on the coins of Greek and Roman times, and wearing upon 
her head a turreted head-dress ...... Behind her is a youthful 
war-god, armed with an axe, and also mounted upon a lion, 
who accompanies her, as the young god does the goddess 
on Cretan seals. He must be Attis." At Yasili Ka}a and 
at Malatiya "the Hittite Jeities " says Mr. H. R. Hall in his 
Ancient History of the Near East (p. 331) "are often 
accompanied by animal$ in quite Indian fashion, and some
times stand upon them. This was a pt'culiarity, characteristic 
of Anatolian iconography• down to the latest times. It may 
be t!tat it 1-tJaS a jeature borrowed jrom Aryan religion." 
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Mr. Hall would have been more correct in saying that it· was 
. brought by the Hittites themst'lves direct from Aryan 
India. The Hittites had a male god in the form of a. bull, 
and a female god in the form of a lioness, and the deities 
were sometimes repr~-"sented as riding on them. In an old 
coin of Ancient Syria (which belonged to the Hittites) are 
found the figures of a goddess mounted on a lion, and of 
a god mounted on a bull. These figures undoubtedly 
resemble those of the god Siva and the goddess Durga of 
the Hindu Pantheon of the Paurag.ic age. If the Hittites 
came from India, they must have done so at an age . when 
the Vedic religion gave away to the PauraQic, and Siva and 
Durga were the popular deities in that land. The first 
historical mention of the Hittites or the Khatti OC('Urs about 
17 50 B. C., when they invaderi Babylon in the reign of king 
Samsuditana, and the Hittite kingdom lasted till 1 roo· B. C. 

If this was the Paural}.ic age in India, how old and early 
must have been the ~gvedic age, and how absurd would 
be the computation of that age by European and American 
scholars, who have put it down at 1000 B. C., or at most 

rsoo B. C.! 

The Phrygians who Jived in the centre of Asia Minor 

were admittedly an Aryan tribe .. Phrygia is a country of 
many mountains and numerous river valleys. The fertility 
of the latter was always remarkable, and in the northern 
boundaries, at the sources of the river Sangarius, wide 
stretches of pasture land afforded nourishment for sheep. 
Grapes also were extensively cultivated. 

" The ancient Phrygians were an agricultural people, 
and the strange rites of their religious worship all had 
reference to the renewal and decay of Nature. The ' Phrygian 
mother' who was called by the Greeks Rhea or Cybele, and 
whose name in the Phrygian language is said to have be.en 
Am rna, had her temple at the foot .of· mount , Agdus; near 

Pessinus, where she was served by hosts of priests. She was 
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worshipped in the temple under the guise of a formless stone, 
said to have fallen from heaven, and .was conc ... ived of as 
driving over the mountains in a chariot, and wearing a crowtt 
of towers over her head. The beloved of Cybele was Attys, 
ana the festivals of his birth and de<ith were celebratt·d with 
wild grief at'ld frantic joy, and accompanied by barbaroos 
and unlovely rites, much like those of the worship of Adonis 
at Byblus. Cybele represents nature, or nature as the 
producer of life, and the birth and death of Attys typify the 
spring and autumn of the years.''l 

Now it would appear that Amma, the name of the 
" Phrygian mother," is equivalent to the Scln,;krit word 4mba 
which means "mother," Cybele was the same as the Vedic 
goddess Prithi. i {Earth) or Cybebe as she used to be called 
by the Lydians, another ancient Aryan tribe of 1\sia Minor. 
Attys is no other than Atri who has b~en described in the 
~gveda (v. 40, 7) as a friend of the Sun whom he released 
from the clutches of Suarhh!bzu (Eclipse). There are many 
legends in connection with Atri in the ~gveda, one of which 
is that the Asuras confined him in a torture-house having 
one hundred doors and lighted up a fire, fed and kept alive 
by chaffs of corn as fuel, with the object of torturing him. 
It was the Acvins, however, who extinguisi1ed the fire by 
pouring water upon tt, and released Atri. (Rv. i. roo, 8). 
This Atri in the fiery torture-house was undoubtedly the 
summer-sun, and his sufferings during the three hot months 
only came to an end when the rains began to fall, thereby 
cooling the atmosphere. That Cybele or Cybebe was Mother 
Earth is undoubted, as she was represented by a shapless 
meteoric stone that fell from heaven. Cybele was, therefore, 
idelltified wirh the sky as well as Terra /irma or hard earth. 
\Vte· have a whole Sokta in the Jkveda (v. .S4,) in praise of 
tim cgoddess Pt'ithi'ti, who has ·been i<lentified both with 
A ntarik.ya <,the sky) as well as the Earth. The beloved of 

1 Hist. Hist. tJf the World, Vol, II, p. 414. 
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Cybele i.f!a Jt:arth or Nature was Attys or the ~4~ in ~lw 
Phrygian l~n(l.. Wh~q, winter came, and ~he. power o~ th.~ 

~UQ cJecl~ped, ~he ~&pe~t of N1!t~re became . deje~ted 
an,d ~.ournful:; b4t whe.n tlle S1ln gained p6\Yer ag_a.iq in 
spring alld sttmmer, Nature beca~e c:;nlivened with {r~!?P. 
{o!iage al)d fl,owers, aQd joyqus with" t~e song:> of bi~qs,. 

T~~se were the occasions ot ~he festivals ampng:. the ?hry~i~ns 
..,..festivals of grief and joy respectively. 

Bagaios was the name of the supreme Qo.d of th!i! 
Phrygians, and this God is the same as the V~dic God ~hag<l, 
and the Avestic God of the same name .. In the Slavpnk 

languages also Bogu denotes the supreme deity. "Tb!! 
Armenians,'' says Dr. lsaac Taylor. "are believeq to have 
been an eastern extension of the Phrygians, who themselves 
have been identified with the Briges of Thrace. Thus; of 

·the few Phrygian words which we possess, Bag<~.ios, the 

Phrygiaq name of the Supreme God, is the Iranian J;lh:iga, 
and tile Slavonic Bogu. Hc::nce we may conjecture th~t 

Phrygian and Thraci<ln might sqpply some of the rnissing 
links between Greek, Armenian, Slavonic and \raniiln·"~ 

Herodotus says that the Egyptians regarded the. · 
Phrygians to be the olde~t people in the world ; b!lt th~ 

Greeks thought that they came from :r'hrace and were 
originally called Brigians. The Phrygians, however, while 
owning the relationship to the Brigians of Thrace, declare!:! 
themselves to be ~he older people. Aqd p~obab!y they were 
right. Modern writers are disposed to attdb4te an ArrneQj;'l!} 

origin to Qoth races. But wpetber the Phrygi~ns were of 
Armenian origin or not, there caq be no doubt tha~ they ·~~q 

a racial affinity with ~hem as with the Iranians als.o. Tq~s 

establishes a continuous link of the Aryan r~ce .along t~e 

" high way" between A,..ia and E~rop!:. The Phrygi?P~ 

must have been a br;,nch of thr: Brjis of the ~gve.da, s9rne 

·of whom prohably settled in Asia M irP,.or as Phrygians, while 

1 Talyor's Origin of the Aryans, p. 267. 
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others crossed over to Europe and settled in Thrace under 
the name of Briges " There are indications which serve to 
show that the Phrygians once extended their rule over a 
much wider area than that assigned to their country in our 
maps of the ancient w<?rld; that they held command of the 
sea-board, and were even found beyond the .tEgean." I This 
shows Aryan expansion over Europe. The Slavs, as we have 
elsewhere said, were probably a branch of the Iranians who, 
in the course of their wanderings westward from Airyana 
Vaejo most likely under the leadership of Yima, in the inter
glacial epoch, left residues on the line of their march through 
Armenia, Phrygia, Lydia, and other provinces of Asia Minor, 
and through Thrace in Europe, till they settled in North 
Russia. They could not have marched through the steppes 
of Central Asia, which were in ancient ti1nes CO\'ered by a 
large sea, and probably did not exist in those times. 

Another Aryan people were the Lydians who, after the 
di&appearance of the Hittites, attained a degree of prominence 
that makes them an object of particular interest to the 
present-day student of ancient history. " As to the origin 
of the Lydians and their early history, all is utterly obscure. 
It is not even very clearly known whether they are to be 
regarded a Semitic, Aryan or Turanian race; most likely 
they were a mixed race, and owed to this fact the relative 
power which they attained." 2 

Tradition ascribes to them three dynasties of kings, 
which are commonly spoken of as the Attyadre, Heraclidre 
and the Mermnadre. The first of these dynasties is altogether 
mythical, and the second very largely so. Under the Merm
nadce, Lydia became a maritime as well as an inland power. 
They conquered some of the Greek cities, and the coast of 
Ionia was included within the Lydian kingdom. Under the 
great Crre•us, the Lydian kingdom became a Lydian empire, 

1 Hi~t. Hist. of the World, ~ol. II, p. 414. 
t Hi11t. Hi!t. of the World, Vol. ll p. 421. 
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and all Asia Minor westward of the Halys, with the exception 
of Lycia, owned the ~upremaoy of Sardis, the capital of 
Lydia, which never again shrank back into its original 
dimensions. 

"The language, so far as can be judged from its scanty 
remains, was Indo-European; and was more closely related 
to the western than to the eastern branch of the family. The 
race was probably a mixed one consisting of aborigines and 
Aryan immigrants. It was characterised by industry and a 
commercial spirit, and before the Persian conquest, by bravery 
as well." 1 

· " The religion of the Lydians resembled that of the other 
civilised nations of Asia Minor. It was a Nature-worship,· 
which at times became wild and sensuous. By the side of 
the sup~eine god Medeus stood the sun-god Attys, as in 
Phrygia, the chief object of the popular cult. He was at once 
the son and bridegroom of Cybele or Cybebe, the mother of 
the gods .... Lik~ the Semitic Tammuz or Adonis, , he was the 
beautiful youth who had mutilated himself in a moment of 
frenzy or despair, and whose temple was served by eunuch 
priests. Or again,· he was the dying snn-god, slain by the 
winter, and mourned by Cybebe, as Adonis was by Aphrodite 
in the old myth which the Greeks had borrowed from 
Phcenicia." 2 

Cybebe became " the mother of Asia," and at Ephesus, 
where she was adored under the form of a m~teoric stone, 
was identified with the 'Greek Artemis, " The priestesses by 
whom she was served were depicted in early art as armed with 
the double-headed axe; and the dances they performed)n her' 
honour with shield and bow gave rise to the myths which saw 
in· them the Amazons, ·a nation of woman-warriors ...... The 
prostitution whereby the Lydian girls gained their dowries. 

t Ibi~,_y ol. II p. 424. • __ _ 

ll Ibid, p, 424. 
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was a religious exercise as among the Semites, which marked 
their devotion to the goddess Cybele."J 

In the above extracts, we can easily identify Medeus, the 
supreme god of the Lydians, with the early Vedic god 
Mitra, and Attys, the Phrygian and Lydian sun-god, with 
Atri. We have already identified Cybebe with Prithivi or 
Nature, and Cybebe was both the mother and wife of Atri, 
Attys or the sun, just as Surya in the ~gveda has been 
described as both the husband and son of Ufas. It was from 
primordial Nature that the sun was produced, and it was 
through the power of the sun that Nature produced flowers 
and fruits,-in other words, became fruitful. As regards the 
eunuch priests who served the Lydian god Attys, there is a 
strange coincidence of this story with a Vedic myth which is 
worth mentioning here. In Rv. v. 78, we find the story of a 
lJ,oFi of the name of Sapta- Vadhri (lit. seven-eunuch) who 
was a son of Atri and whose brothers used to lock him up in 
a wooden chest every night, thereby preventing him from 
coming in contact with his wife. The ~i, on account of 
this forced separation from his wife, became very much 
dejected and care-worn, and prayed to the Agvins, the divine 
physicians, to release him from his imprisonr.nent. It is 
needless to say that the Asvins did listen to his prayer and 
release him, thereby enabling him to meet his wife. 

Now it is perfectly reasonable to call the sun a eunuch, 
when he loses his powers in winter. As Nature wears a 
dismal look i.n this season, the trees being stripped of foliage, 
flowt:rs and fruits, she may be said to be reduced to the same 
condition as that of a young woman who is separated from 
her beloved. The sun in winter was therefore compared to a 
eunuch, or as the· Lydians thought, was se.rved by eunuch 
priests (Sapta-Vadhri). Hence arose the practice of employ. 
ing eunuchs as priests in the temple of Attys. Lucian says: 
"The priests are self-mttilated men, and they wear women's 

1 /hid, p. 424. 
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garments." As regard Cybele, or Cybebe, it was thought 
necessary to guard her during her forced separation from her 
husband, not by man-~rriors but by female-warriors. Hence 
probably arose the necessity of having her served by priest: 
esses who were idso warriors. This practice of employing 
female warriors as priestesses in the temple of Cybebe was 
the origin of the tribe of Amazons of ancient legend. As 
regards the religious practice of the Lydian girls prostituting 
themselves before marriage, it was, as we have seen, an old 
Babylonian custom which was probably imitated by the 
Lydians. 

The chief town of Lydia was Sardis, which was famous in 
ancient times . as the principal mart of the east and the 
we1.t. Sardis in Lydian originally meant "year'' and the word 
can be ide.ntified with the Vedic word Sarad which also 
means "a year." The Homeric word "Hyde" may be a: 
corruption from the word "Sardis." There was a town in 
Lydia called "Asia," and the continent of Asia took its name 
either from this to~n or from Asies, a Lydian hero. · This 
legendary hero was connected with Attys by some sort of 
relationship, and we are disposed to think that he was none 
other than the Vedic A§vins who released Sapta-Vadhri, the 
son of Atri, from his forced confinement. It was quite 
natural for the Lydians to honour this legendary hero or god, 
by founding a town in his name. Strabo reports that there 
was shown by the side of the river Cayster on the route from 
Ephesus to Sardis a building dedicated to .the hero Asies. 
This was probably the site of the town of Asia, from which 
the continent took its name. . · 

"The Lydian Empire may be described as the industrial 
power of·the an.cient world. The Lydians were credited with 
being the inventors, not only of the games such as dice, 
buckle-bones, ball, but also of coined money. The oldest 
known coins are electrum ·coins .pf the earlier Mermnads, 
stamped on on.e side with a lion's head, or the figure of a king 
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with bow and quiver."l It should be noted here that ~he 
Vedic Aryans were extremely fond of the game of dice, 
and the Lydians only brought this !arne as well as the 
art of coining metals from India. These coins were of a 
particular measure, and called minas which, as we have 
already elsewhere pointed out, was a corrupted form of the 
Vedic word mana. 

The Lydians were Sisnadevas or worshippers of lingam. 
,;Phallic- emblems for averting ev.il were plentiful ; even the 
summit of the tomb of Alyattes is crowned with an enormous 
one of stone about 9 ft. in diameter" 2 It is still a custom 
with the Hindus to erect a lingam over the ashes of a disting
uished person, covered over with a conical temple. 

From the above brief account of the ancient Lydians, it 
would appear that they were originally an ancient Aryan 
tribe from Sapta-Sindhu, but they afterwards commingled 
with the aborigines and the Semitic races, which helped to 
destroy the purity of their race and religious faith. 

We thus see that the influence of Aryan culture in 
Western Asia was greatJ and that many Aryan tribes in the 
different stages of civilisation emigrated from India to 
Western Asia and settled down in various regions, establish· 
ing kingdoms and empires. Those that were in a savage 
state were pushed forward by the more powerful tribes 
following them until they were compelled to disperse over 
Europe. We shall try now to find out how this dispersion. 
'Was effected. It should} however, be noted here that the 
savage Aryan tribes who were nomads and lived by the chase 
were the first to wander out of their original home in Sapta
Sindhu. They were probably in a rudimentary stage of 
development, and though they might have learnt the use of 
metals while in Sapta-Sindhu, they forgot it as soon as they 
left the country, not having learnt the process of manufac-

• Ibid, p. 433· 
• lbidl p. 434· 
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turing them like their advanced brethern. They had certain 
common words with the other Aryan tribes to express family 
relationship like father,.mother, brother and sister, to describe 
animals like the ox, the cow, the dog, the sheep, and the horse 
(Vedic aru.ra), and natural objects like the sun, the sky, the 
earth, and water and tree, but they had no culture-words like 
those of the advanced tribes for no other reason than 
because they had no ~ulture to speak of. With this scanty 
stock of words and a rude speech to express their· thoughts 
and primitive culture, they roamed about for centuries, nay 
thousands of years in Western Asia, before they were 
compelled to scatter themselves ov.er Europe. These migra
tions must have taken place long before Babylonia and Egypt 
flourished and the Semites made their appearance in Western. 
Asia, so that when the highly developed Aryan civilisation 
was p'fanted in Mesopotamia and Egypt, tbe Aryan .nomads 
who had passed into Europe still remained in their primitive 
condition, and early rude stage of development, We shall 
now write about the l?pread of Aryan civilisation iu Europe. 



CHAPTER xV. 
AQYAN INFLUENCE IN PRE-HISTOQIC EUROPE. 

We have already said that in the long course of the evo
lution and purifying process of the Aryan race in Sapta
Sindhu, the dross was purged out, which constituted the 
savage Aryan tribes known as the Disas, Dasyus and R~k~;~a
sas, and that these were gradually driven out of the country in 
order to create a peaceful atmosphere, and enable the 
advanced Aryan tribes to work out their further moral and 
spiritual evolution, undisturbed. It can therefore be easily 
inferred that these savage Aryan tribes were not all in the 
same stage of development, that the earliest to leave the 
country were probably in the neolithic stage, and that the 
dispersion of the different Aryan tribes did not take place at 
one and the same time, but at long intervals and in different 
periods according to the progress made by the advancing 
Aryans in their evolution. The migrations of the savage 
Aryan tribes must, therefore, have taken place in successive 
waves, one following the other, and pushing it forward 
towards the west, as it itself was pushed forward by the 
succeeding wave, till the first and foremost reached the 
farthest end of Europe. These wandering Aryan savages, 
however, could not maintain the purity of their blood, and 
got themselves mixed with the Turanian or Mongol hordes 
in a similar stage of development, to whom they gave their 
speech and culture, such as they possessed. These successive 
migrations continued till long after ~gvedic times, when the 
worshippers of Ahura Mazda were compelled to leave Sapta
Sindhu on account of religious dissensions, and settled down 
in Iran. This was probably the last migration of the Aryans 
from S apta-Sindhu ; but by this time the greater part of 
Europe was overspreaJ by savage nomads speaking an 
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Aryan tongue, and in various stages of developmenL Those 
Aryan tribes that were.more advanced, viz., the Pelasgians, 
the Hellen(;!s, the Slavs and the Lithuaiiians nece,ssarily left 
Sapta-Sindhu at a later period, and occupied regions of 
Europe that 'were c~ntig?ous to Asia, and therefore nearer 
to Sapta-Srndhu than the· farthest parts of Europe, which 
were occupied by the less advanced Aryan tribes. If Western 
Asia had not:been occupied by the Semitic and the Turanian 
races in a later age, and the Aryan tribes that had settled 
there absorbed by them, we should have found relics of Aryan 
dispersion and settlements in a continuous chain from Sapta
Sindhu to the farthest ends of Northern and Western Europe, 
the remotest Aryan tribe having b.een the earliest to leave 
their original home and. the first to enter Europe. The 
different stages 'of civilisation also would have been found in 
an order beginning with the highest · in Sapta-Sindhu and 
ending in th.e lowest in Europe. In other words, the radiation 
of the light of. Aryan civilisation from the central source 
which' was in Sapta-Sindhu pro.ceeded uninterruptedly west
ward (having been checked in -the other directions by the 
existence of seas), till it became fainter and fainter as it 
advanced farther. and farther from the source. It is customary 
with moder~ European scholars to point to the isolation of 
two branches of the Aryan race, viz., the lndo-Aryans and 
the Iranians in Asia in the midst of the Turanian, Mongolian, 
and Semitic races, and to the presence of a large number of 
peoples in Europe, whose language is of Aryan origin, in 
order to prove the original home of the Aryans in. Europe. 
But in arriving at this conclusion, they forget to take note of 
the fact that in very early times the line of Aryan immigra
tion from Sapta-Sindhu to Europe was distinct, long and 
continuous, and that it was only in comparatively recent 
times that the Semites, the Turanians, and the Mogolians 
strode across it, and broke its uninterrupted continuity by 
interpos.ing themselves in Wester.'n Asia. These received 
their culture from the PaQ.is, and the aryanised ·Dravidians 
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who settled in Phrenicia, Mesopotamia and Egypt, and 
developed a civilisation which drew its vital energy from 
India, but to which w~s given the stamp of their own peculiar 
genius. The savage and mixed Aryan-speaking peoples that 
had emigrated to Europe were thus cut off from the parent 
Aryan stock, and formed isolated groups of mixed races, in 
which the Aryan language only, and such rude Aryan culture 
as the immigrants were capable of carrying with them from 
Sapta-Sindhu, predominated. In all other respects, they were 
entirely different peoples from the Aryans with scarcely a 
drop of Aryan blood left in their veins. These savage tribes, 
thus entirely isolated, could not help remaining in their 
primitive condition down to comparatively recent times, and 
depended for their culture and progress on their Semitic and 
Turanian neighbours in Western Asia and Egypt, whose 
civilisations, as we have seen, had been influenced by Indo
Aryan civilisation that remained essentially Aryan in India. 
This will explain why the lndo-Aryans and the Iranians stand 
as isolated groups in Asia in modern times in the midst of the 
Semitic, the Mongolian and the Turanian races, cut off from 
the modern European nations, speaking languages of Aryan 
origin. This isolation, however, had not existed, as we have 
already said, before the movements of the Semitic and the 
other races took place; on the other hand, there had been a 
continuous chain of Aryan tribes linking Europe to Sapta
Sindhu, the original home of the Aryans, as is evidenced by 
the existence of such Aryan tribes in Western Asia in ancient 
times as the Iranians, the Kurds, the Kossreans, the Magis of 
ancient Media, the Armenians, the Phrygians, the Lydians, 
the Mitannians, the Hittites, and the Phrenicians. Had not 
most of these tribes been absorbed by the Semites, there 
would have been to-day a large number of peoples speaking 
Aryan dialects in Asia, as there is in Europe. It is unfortunate 
that in their eagerness to ~rove the original Aryan home in 
Europe, Western scholars forget to take note of this fact as 
well as of the fact that in India alone, which is regarded as a 

• 
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continent by itself, the number of Aryan dialects derived 
from Sanskrit exceeds ihat of Europe. From the standpoint 
and test of language, therefore, it cannot be. proved that 
Europe was the cradle of the Aryan race. Add to this the 
fact that Sanskrit is admittedly the inost developed of all 
Aryan languages, a'nd the most archaic, and no language· or 
civilisation of a high and peculiar stamp could be developed 
in a country which was not peopled by the highest , type •.of 
the race, and did not furnish the . main-spring' of all their 
activities from hoary times. . 

I will now· give a brief account of prehistoriC Europe, 
showing its physical conditions and the type and character of 
the early inhabitants who are now admittedly recognised to 
be the ancestors of the present' European races. 

Charles Lyell, the famous English Geologist, working 
along the lines first suggested by another great . Englishman, 
James Hutton, was the first to prove that " the successive 
populations of the earth, whose remains are found in the 
fossil beds, had lived for enormous periods of time, and had 
supplanted one another on the earth, not through any sudden 
catastrophe, but by slow process of the natural development 
a~d decay of different kinds of being~. Following the demon
strations of Lyell, there came about a sudden change of 
belief among geologists as to the age of the earth, until, in 
our day, the period during which the earth has been inhc1bited 
by one kind of creature and another is computed, not· by 
specific thousands, but by vague hundreds of thousands, or 
even millions of years .•. The researches of Schmerling, of 
Boucher de Perth; of Lyell himself, and of a host of later 
workers demonstrated that fossil remains of man were found 
commingled in embedded strata and in cave bottoms under 
conditions that demonstrated their extreme antiquity; and in 
the course of the quarter century after 1865, in which year 
Lyell had published his ep·och-making work on the· antiquity 

of man, the new idea had made a complete conquest, until 

41 
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now no one any more thinks of disputing the extreme anti
quity of man than he thinks of questioning the great age of 
the eaFth itself.11 1 

It is believed by geologists that the age of man in Europe 
is abo1,1t 1\ million years and a half. " The sciences of pre
historic Archreology and Geology," says Dr. Isaac Taylor, 
" have shown that in Western Europe man was the con
temporary of the mammoth, the wooly rhinoceros and other 
extinct pachyderms, and have brought to light from the 
gravels gf Abbeville evidences of hi~ handiwork, dating from 
a per!od w'Qen the Somme flowed three hundred feet above 
its present level, ~nd England was still united to the continent. 
Man must have inhabited France and Britain at the close 
of the quaternary period, and must have followed the retreat
ing ice of the last glacial epoch, to the close of which Dr. 
Croll and Professor Geikie assign on astronomical grounds 
an antiquity of some 8o,ooo years."2 

Elsewhere (P. 55), he sums up the results of astronomical 
and geological calculations as follow : " From astronomical 
data Dr. Croll has calculated that in the northern hemisphere 
the last glacial epot:h began some 24o,ooo years ago, that 
it lasted with alternations of a milder .and even tropical 
tempeFature for nearly 16o,ooo years, and finally terminated 
about So,ooo years ago. With these cakulations Professor 
Geike essentially agrees. 3 He believes that palrealithic man 
must have occupied parts of Western Europe shortly after 
the disappearance of the great ice-sheet, and that lhere are 
r6asons for supposing that he was itzter-glacial 4 like the 
mammoth and the rein-deer whose remains exist below the 

1 Hist. fflst. of the WMla, Vol. I, p. 33· 
• Taylor, Origi~ of the ""~us, pp. 18-1g, 

• Geike, The Great Ice-Age, p. rr4. 

• 1/Jid PP· 552-565 
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till which was the produCt of the last extension of l:he 
glaciers." I 

• 
It would thus appear that pal<!!olithic man is beiieved to 

have existed in Europe in inter-glacial epochs, i.e., more than , 
8o,ooo years ago. It is also believed that In the neolithic 
period in a later age, ii the geoiogicai and climatic conditions 
were essentially the same as they are now " in Europe; ·and 
it has been found that three, if not four; of the existidg 
European types occupied approximately their present seats. 2 

It remains however to be seen whether the neolithic men of 
Europe-were the direct descendants of the pal<eolithio mert 
or they immigrated to Europe from other countries with the 
disappearance 'of th~ great ice.sheet at the end of the glacial 
epoch. 

11 It must not be assumed,i' says Mr. H. S. Mack:inder, 
''that physical and geographical conditions have remained with
out change during the human epoch. Nearly the whole of that 
epoch is probably ~ontained In the geologiGal period which 
may be described as the Retreat of the Ice-Age. it is 
probabie that whiie the ice siowly, and with marly fluctuations, 
retired northward from northern Europe, and elsewhere, 
towards the mountain summits, drought was gradually em
phasised in the region where is now the Sahara. 3 As a result, 
it is likely that while man advanced northward from Africa 
and southern Europe to occupy the ground, uncovered, by 
the ice, a great natural void, the desert beit across northern 

1 Ibid, p. 16o. 

• Taylor, Origin of tlte Aryans, pp. 55-56. 
3 

'' f£ the Sahara was a sea, the '-Fohn' instead of being a burning, dry 
wind, which strips the snow off the Alps, both by ini!lting and evaporatiori1 

would be a moist, damp wind, and when it reached the mountains, \\i<luld 

produce dense clouds and thick fogs; which weuld prevent the sun's ra:ys frolrl 

warming the earth or melting the glaciers. So that to the barren desert -of th1! 

Sahara which weare apt to look upon as a usele~s waste, we are in realitymuc~ 
indebted for the fertility and civilisation of Europe." Lord Avebury's 

Prehistoric Tintes1 p; 38d. . 
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Africa, was formed in their midst. Throughout recorded 
history this has divided the white man from the black, for 
the Sahara rather than the Mediterranean constitutes the 
true southern boundary of Europe. The whole contrast be
tween the European and the Negro is the probable measure 
of the significance of this physical change. 

" Europe is at present broadly attached to Asia, but 
it is likely that this is one of the more recent of geographical 
features. A small fluctuation in level would suffice for the 
flooding of western Siberia from the Arctic as far as the 
Caspian Sea, and there is not wanting testimony of such a 
change in the relatively recent past. 

"We are probably justified in correlating this possibility 
with another, for which the evidence is of a different kind. 
Of all human bodily characteristics, none in the general opinion 
of anthropologists is so persistently conveyed by heredity as 
the shape of the skull. The primary division of mankind is 
therefore based on the relative length and breadth of the head. 
Speaking very generally we may say that Africans and 
Europeans have long skulls, and Asiatics have broad skulls, 
but that a wedge of Asiatic breadth of skull is thrust westward 
through the centre of Europe into France. From a European 
point of view we have thus a broad-skulled ' Alpine ' race, 
intrusive from the east, between the blonde, long-skulled 
Northerners and darker but equally long-skulled peoples in 
the west and south. 

" May not the earliest human events have thus been ( r) 
a physical change in the North which allowed the Africans 
to push northward through Europe, (2) a contemporary change 
in the Sahara which severed the migrants from what was to 
become Negro Africa, and (3} a subsequent change in Western 
Siberia, which permitted of the entry of the Asiatics into 
Europe? And may it not be that the blending of these strains 
in the European corner of the world has enriched the initiative . 
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of the race in that part, and contributed to its lead in -subse-. 
quent history ? "I 

• 
These are questions containing pregnant suggestions of 

events that most probably took place in the dim past, making 
it possible for savage nomadic tribes to emigrate from North 
Africa and Asia to Europe, and occupy .those parts at first 
that were uncovered by. the ice. But before we deal with this. 
subject more fully, i.t would be necessary for us to u·nderstand 
the different types of men in Europe, with broad skulls, long 
skulls, and skulls intermediate between the two. 

It was Broca who first " laid down · the axiom that the 
ethnic characteristics of the first order of importance are not 
linguistic but physical. As to the nature of the speech of the 
neolithic peoples of Europe, we have inferences rather than . 
any positive facts to guide us. As to their physical charac- · 
teristics, the· evidence is abundant and conclusive. This 
evidence consists partly of the statements of Greek and 
Roman writers, but is derived mainly from measurements of 
skulls. The shape of the skull is one of the .least variable 
characteristics of .race, so much so that the skulls from.prehis
toric tombs make it possible to prove that the neolithic 
inhabitants of Europe were the direct ancestors of the existing 
races. The skull form is expressed by the numerical ratios 
of certain lneasurements, which are called indices. Of these 
the most important are the latitudinal, or, as it is commonly 
called, the cephalic index, which gives the proportion of. the 
extreme breadth to the extreme length of the cranium ; the 
altitudinal or vertical index, which gh:es the proportion of the 
height of the skull to the length ; the orbital index, which 
gives the proportion of the height of the eye orbit to the 
breadth; the facial angle; the nasal index, and the inde:x 
of prognathism, by which we estimate the shape of the face. 
These indices, taken in conjunction with the shape of. certain 

1 Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, PP· 43"44· 
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bones, especially the femur and the tibia, enable us to deter
mine with considerable certainty the ethnic relationship of 
pre-historic to existing races. • 

" The latitudinal or ' cephalic' index is thus determined. 
Divide the extreme breadth of the skull by the length from 
front to back, and multiply by 100. Thus if the breadth is 
three-fourths of the length, the indeJC is said to be 75· Cephalic 
indices vary from so to 98. 

"The term dolicho-cephalic, or long-headed is applied 
to skulls with low indices; brachy-cephalic or broad-headed, 
to those with high indices ; and ortho-cephalic, to the inter
mediate class. The black races are dolicho-cephalic, the white 
races incline to ortho-cephalic, and the yellow races to 
brachy-cephalic:':. The Swedes are the most dolicho-cephalic 
race in Europe, the Lapps the most brachy-cephalic, the 
English the most ortho-cephalic. North Germany is sub
dolicho-cephalic; South Germany sub-brachy-cephalic." I 

Further on, Dr. Taylor says that the orbital index among 
the black races is lowest, varying from 79'3 to 85·4, and 
descellding to 61 among the Tasmanians; among the yellow 
races it is high, varying from 82·2 to 95·4; among the Europeans, 
it is usually between 83 and 85. A similar test applies to 
the section of the hair. In the Mongolian or yellow race, it 
is circular ; in the black or African race, it is flat or ribbon
shaped; in the white or European race, it is oval. The hair 
of the Mongoliart is straight, that of the African frizzled or 
wooly, and that of the European is inclined to curl. 

11 All these tests," says the same writer, " agree in exhibit
ing two extreme types-the African with long heads, long 
orbits, and flat hair ; and the Mongolian with round heads, 
round orbits, and round hair. The European type is inter
mediate-the head, the orbit, and the hair are oval. [n the 
east of Europe, we find an approximation to the Asiatic type ; 

• 
1 Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, pp. 63, 65. 
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in the south of Europe, to the African. The neolithic tombs 
of Europe exhibit notable approximation both to the African 
and Asiatic types." 1 

"Where, it has been asked, did the human race originate'? 
Darwin inclines to Africa, De Quatrefages to Asia, Wagner 
to Europe in the Miocene epoch, when the climate was sub
tropical. If it originated in Europe, we may suppose it was. 
differentiated into the extreme Asiatic and African types; or, 
on the other hand, Europe may have been the place where the 
African and Asiatic types met and mingled. Those who hold · 
the former view may believe with Penka that the Aryans 
represent the oldest European race ; those who hold the latter 
opinion may maintain. that while Aryan speechcame originally 
from Asia, it was subsequently acquired by inen who were 
largely of African origin."2 

From the evidence about the hoary antiquity of the Aryans 
of Sapta-Sindhu, and the proofs we have adduced of the 
S<I,Vage Aryan tribes having gra9ually migrated westward 
through western Asia to Europe, we hold ~he opinion that 
Arya~ spec;ch went originally fro!Jl Sap~;1-Sindhu to Europe, 
alo~g with the savage Aryan nomads w~o got qJi~ep with tlw 
Mongolian savages in Western Asia and ip1pos~d their spee~h 
upon them, and that these savages qaviQg commingled their 
blood, afterwards came in cont~ct with the early inhabitants, 
of Europe who h~d imn\igrated from Africa with the retreat 
of tile great ice-sheet northward at the end of the Glacial 
epoch. Our opinion will be more clearly established as we 
go on with fuller accounts of thes.e ear~y pre-histori<; peoples 
o.f Europe. 

It is, indeed, a pity that we have no means of comparing 
the skulls of the ancient Aryans of India.,..-the three · higher 
castes, with those of the Mongolians, the Europeans and the 
Africans, and are consequently not in a position to say 

1 Ibid, p. <?s. 
2 Ibid, p. 66. 
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whether they were dolicho-cephalic, brachy-cephalic or ortho
cephalic in ancient times. The Aryans of India had the 
practice of cremating their dead, and therefore no ancient 
skulls of the Indo·Aryans have been available anywhere in 
India. As of all castes, certain sections of the Brahmans have 
changed the least, it would be interesting to compare their 
cephalic and orbital indices with those of the other principal 
races of Asia, Europe and Africa. Whatever the indices of 
the other races may be, those of the Brahmans of some of the 
principal centres of religion may be regarded as representing 
the approximate standard of the true Aryan type. But even 
then, we cannot lose sight of the fact that there were in post
Vedic times large influxes of peoples, other than Aryans, 
who were gradually incorporated into Aryan society, distri
buting themselves among the four castes. It would, therefore, 
be extremely difficult to discern the truly Aryan type even 
from among the Brahmans of modern times. 

Mr. Mackinder, like Dr. Taylor, has said that the black
races are generally dolicho-cephalic. How is it then that the 
Swedes and the Teutons of North Germany, who ~re white 
peoples, dolicho-cephalic? The natural inference would be that 
they had originally belonged to the black races of Africa who 
afterwards emigrated to the north of Europe in inter-glacial 
periods, and survived the glacial epoch. Their long residence 
in a cold climate must have affected and transformed the colour 
of their skin. For, "it is believed that under certain circums
tances, fair races may become dark, and dark races light, the 
cuticle however being affected sooner than the hair or the iris 
of eyes." I If this be scientifically true, then it would be easy 
to understand how the Swedes and the Teutons, though 
originally belonging to the black races of Africa, gradually 
became white, nay whiter than the southern races of Europe, 
and how the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu, though originally a white 
people as some of their dtscendants still are in Kashmir and 

i Ibid, p. JOO, 
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in a cavern at Engis, on the left bank of the Meuse, eight 
miles south-west of Leige. It was embedded in a breccia \\lith 
remains of the mamm6th, the rhinoceros, and the reindeer. It 
has usually been referred to the Quaternary period. Of this 
Engis skull Virchow writes: "It is so absolutely dolicho· 
cephalic that if we were justified in constituting our ethnic 
groups solely with reference to the shape of the 'Skull, the 
Engis skull would without hesitation be classed as · belonging 
to the primitive Teutonic race, and we should arrive at . the 
conclusion that a Germanic population dwelt on the banks of 
the Meuse prior' to the earliest irruption of a Mongolic race." 

"In the oldest skulls of the Canstadt race," says Dr. 
Taylor, "the ridges over the eyes are greatly developed, the 
cranial vault is low, the forehead is retreating, the eye-~rbits 
enormous, the nose prominent, but the upper jaw is not so 
prognathous as the lower. This primitive savage, the earliest 
inhabitant of Europe, I was muscular and athletic, and of great 
stature. He had implements of flint, but not of bone, and was 
vain of his personal appeara~ce, as is proved by his bracelets 
and necklaces of shells. He was a nomad hunter; who sheltered 

1 But the Caristadts are not now reg:uded as th~ earliest inhabitants of 
Europe. The discovery in 1907 of a humm lowdr j-'lw in the base of. th~ 
"Mauer Sands" is one of the most imp Jrtant in the wholt! history of anthro
pology. The jaw was that of a hum 111 b"ing, belon.:-ing to a race, design'! ted 
as the Heidelbergs. "the first hum~n race recorded in Western Europe." 
According to Mr. H. F. Osborn, ''they appeared in Southern Germany earlt. ln 
the second Interglacial times in the midst of a most imposing mammalian fauna 
of northern aspect and containing many forest-living species, such ·as bear, 
deer and moose; in the meadows and forests browsed the .giant straight-tusked 
elephant (E. antiquus) which from the simple structure of its grinding teeth 
is regarded as similar in habit, to the African eiephant now inhahiti~-g ·~he 
forests of Central Africa. The presence of this animal indicates a relatively 
moist climate and well•forested country." H. F. Osborn's Men',of:·the_ O{d 

Stone Age, p. g6 · ( 1918). It does not appear,· however, that the J~eit:lelbergs 
were the ancestors of the Teutons, though some anthropologists are. of qpinion 
that the Neanderthalers were of the same race as· the Heidelbergs; The 
Neanderthalers were afterwards supplanted J1y the ·Cro-Magnards . ~nd ·the 
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himself in caves, but was without fixed abodes, or even any 
sepulchres. 

"The chief interest that attaches to these repulsive savages 
is that French anthropologists consider them to be the direct 
ancestors of their hereditary enemies the Germans, while 
German anthropologists ass€rt that the Teutons are the only 
lineal representatives of the noble Aryan race ....... That the 
earliest inhabitants of Europe belonged to the Canstadt race 
may probably be granted, since skull of this type have been 
found underlying those of the Iberian and Ligurian races in 
the very oldest deposits at Grenelle; while in many cases 
there are indications, more or less trustworthy, of the Canstadt 
race having been contemporary with the extinct pachyderms. 
Its chief habitat seems to have been the valley of the Rhine, 
but it extended to the south as far as Wiirtemberg, and to the 
east as far as Briix in Bohemia. Only at a later time when 
the rein-deer had retreated to the north, it reached the shores 
of the Baltic. 

"Though this type has now become extinct in Germany, 
owing to the prepotence of the Celtic or Turanian race, and 
though it has been favourably modified by civilisation in 
Scandinavia, yet even in modern times we find curious 
instances of atavism or reversion to an earlier type. These 
cases are found chiefly among men of Norman or Scandina
vian ancestry. Such may occasionally be noticed in the 
Scandinavian districts of England. The skull of Robert Bruce, 
who was of pure Norman blood, exibits a case of such 
reversion." 1 

Dr. Taylor further says that there is a superficial resem. 
blance between the Teutons and the Celts, but they are radically 
distinguished by the form of the skull. Both races were tall, 
large-limbed and fair-haired. De Quatrefages has conjectured 
that the Canstadt race may have roamed farther to the East. He 
thinks that the type may be recognised in the Ainos of Japan 
and Kamatshatka and in.the Todas of the Neilgherries, who 

1 ibid, pp. ro6-w8. 
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:.bear no resemblance to any of the contiguous tribes. Both 
the Ainos and the Todas are fully dolicho~cephalic, differing in 
this respect from the• Japanese and Dravidians, who are 
brachy-cephalic. The profile is of the European type, and 
instead of the scanty beard of the Mongolians and the 
Dravidians, they are as amply bearded as the Scandinavians, 
and, like many North Europeans, they have much hair on 
the chest and other parts of the body. · 

From Scandinavia to Southern India and Kamatshatka 
is indeed too long a jump for Canstadt savages to have 
performed in early pre-historic times, especially when we 
remember that up to a relatively recent period there was a 
big sea extending from the Caspian to the Arctic to obstruct 
their progress towards the east, and vast impassable 
mountains and seas barred their way to Southern India. 
If there is a racial affinity between these tribes. living in 
far-off corners of the European and Asiatic continents, what 
probably happened was this: The Canstadts · who are 
undoubtedly of· African origin must have emigrated to the 
North when Africa was connected with South-western· Europe 
and to the East when it was connected with Southern India 
by the Indo-Oceanic continent, now lost. The ancestors of 
the Todas must have found their way to. South~rn India 
directly· from Africa at that time, and a branch which 
wandered farther east to the Pacific coast must have migrated 
northward to Kamatshatka anq Japan. We should remember 
that they were primitive -savages, and quite incapable of 
crossing· seas and oceans by .crafts which they did n9t know 
how to construct. They. are . believed to :.have been in the 
palreolithic stage, ·though from the presence of rude potteries 
in the caves with their remains, some. are of opinion that 
they were in the neolithic or at best in the early neolithic 

· stage. · The state of their civilisation has been _gathered 
from the remains in the kit<:hen"middens or· shell-mounds of 

' • • •.•.• -. c 

Denmark. The stone implements .£ound therein are more 
archaic in character. than those found near the Swiss lake· 
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dwellings. "The people," says Dr. Taylor, "had not yet 
reached the agricultural or even the pastoral stage,-they 
were solely fishermen and hunters, \he only domesticated 
animal they possessed being the dog, whereas even in the 
oldest of the Swiss lake-dwellings the people, though still 
subsisting largely on the products of the chase, had domes
ticated the ox, if not also the sheep and the goat." I It is 
believed that the accumulation of these kitchen-middens or 
shell-mounds occupied an enormous period. Professor 
Steenstrup, the highest authority on the subject, is of opinion 
that a period of Io,ooo to I 2,ooo years must be allowed for 
the accumulation of the vast mounds of refuse. Some of 
these are more than goo feet long, and from too to 200 feet 
broad, and they are usually from three to five feet, but, 
occasionally as much as ten feet in thickness. 

Such then were the Canstadts, one of the earliest races 
of North Europe, and the ancestors of the Teutons. This 
type became extinct owing to the infusion of Celtic and 
Slavonic blood. They were conquered and aryanised by the 
Slavo-Celtic races from whom they received their language, 
and such culture as they possessed. The claim of the 
Teutons to be the original Aryan race has thus no firm basis 
to stand upon. Both they and the Scandinavians were 
descended from dolicho-cephalic savages of Africa who had 
immigrated to Europe either in the interglacial or post-glacial 
epoch with the retreat of the great ice-sheet northward. 

I will now write about the other prehistoric races whose 
remains have been found in the neolithic tombs of Europe. 
They were three in number, one of which is supposed to 
represent the primitive Aryans, the other two along with the 
Canstadts being regarded merely Aryan in speech, but 
non-Aryan in descent. 

In the early neolithic age, Britain seems to have been 
inhabited by one race only which was " of feeble build, short 
stature, dark complexioQ, and dolicho-cephalic skul1.,2 They 

. 1 lbitl, pp. 6o-61. • Ibid p. 67. 
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. buried their dead in sepulchral caves, and when these were 
not available, in long barrows provided with interior chambers 
and passages. This dee is identified with the British tribe 
of the Silures. From their physical charaCteristics Tacitus 
concluded that they belonged· to the Iberian race which resem
bled the Spanish Basques. The same type is found in some. 
of the Hebrides, in Kerry, and also west of the Shannon, in 
Donegal and Galway. Skulls of this t)'pe have also been 
found in sepulchral caves in Belgium, France, Spain, Algeria; 
and Teneriffe. The Iberians are believed to be ·a North 
African people who emigrated to Europe ana passed on lo 
Britain, probably when the latter was connected with the 
continent. They belonged purely to the Neolith_ic age; as no 
trace of ·metal is found in ·any of the long barrows of ;England. 

Towards the close of the Neolithic age, or probably ·at 
the beginning oft he Bronze age, Britain was invaded by a 
wholly different race, "tall, muscular, brachy-cephalic, and 
almost certainly with xanthous or rufus hair and florid' 
complexion."} They buried their dead in roun.d barrows,· 
and "to them in all probability we may ascribe the erection 
of Avebury and Stonehenge, and also the first introduction 
into Britain of Aryan speech and of implements of bronze. 
This race Dr. Thurnam identifies with the Celts and he calls 
the type the ' Turanian ' type, believing it to be an offshoot; 
through the Belgic Gauls, from· the great brachy-cephalic 
stock of Central and North-eastern Europe and Asia. It is· 
also the prevailing type among the Slavonic races. This 
1 Turania~ ' type qf Dr. Thurnam is the • type Mongoloide ' 
of Priiner-Bey."2 

The difference of stature between the two races, the 
Iberians and the Celts, was reluarkable, the former being 
shorter than the latter. !he' stature of tlie Celts struck the 
Romans with astonishment. '' Ccesar speaks of their mirijica 

1 lbid,.p. 6g. 

' Ibid, P· 70. 
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corpora, and contrasts the short stature of the Romans with 
the magnitude corporum of the Gauls." 1 The Iberian race, 
as we have already said, was dark in ctlmplexion with black 
hair and eyes. The Celtic race was fair, with red or yellow 
hair, and blue or blue-grey eyes. The Belgic Gauls also 
belonged to this race. Western scholars believe the Iberians 
to be the primitive inhabitants of Britain, and the Celts to be 
later invaders who were not only a more powerful race, but 
possessed a higher civilisation. In a few of the round barrows 
of the Celts, bronze has been found. The Iberians were 
originally troglodytes, but the Celts probably lived in huts or 
pit dwellings. That the latter spoke an Aryan language which 
was Celtic is admitted, though Professor Rollerton has 
characterised their physical type as " Turanian," and Pruner
Bey as " Mongoloide." 

The Celtic type in Europe is traced eastward to the 
continent of Asia, and the Iberian type southward through 
France and Spain to Northern Africa. There can be no doubt 
therefore, that the Iberians came from Northern Africa and 
the Celts from Asia at different periods of prehistoric times 
after the retreat of the great icc-sheet towards the north of 
Europe. The Cansladts who were in the palceolithic stage of 
civilisation had undoubtedly migrated first from Africa, and 
roamed towards the north with the rein-deer up to the shores 
of the Baltic. They were followed in the early neolithic 
period by the Iberians from North Africa; and at the close 
of the neolithic period, the Canstadts and the Iberians were 
conquered by the Celts from A~ia, whv are admitted by. 
anthropologists to be of Turanian or Mongoloid type. Our 
readers should remember all these facts in order to under
stand the gradual expansion of the Celts in Europe from Asia. 

The Celts appear to have crossed to Britain from Belgic 
Gaul. The Celts of the latter place appear at a later time to 
have advanced southward imposing their Celtic speech on 
the earlier race of Centrcil France. The Celts may also be 

' Ibid, p. 76. 
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traced eastward to Denmark where the brachy-cephalic type 
has been singularly persistent. According to Dr. Beddoe, the 
modern Danes are of •the same type as the round-batrow 
people. At the beginning of th~ historic period the valleys 
of the Main and the Upper Danube were occupied by Celtic 
tribes. In this region Celtic names abound. The ethnic 
frontier between Celts and Teutons was the continuous 
mountain-barrier formed by the Teutoberger Wald, the 
Thuringer Wald and the Riesen Gebirge. North of this line 
the population is now dolicho-cephalici while to the south of 
this line the people are more brachy-cephalic. 

The people of the modern kingdom of Wiirtemberg are 
also brachy-cephalous.l Holder codsiders the type to. be 
Turanian or Sarmatian. Halle seems to have been the most 
northern outpost of the Celts in Germany, since beyond the 
Teutoberger \Vald, a few miles to the north of Halle, 
the type changes. Southern Germany is now Teutonic in 
speech, the local names and the persistent ethnic type bear
ing witness to the primitive Celt occupation. Southern 
Germany was Teutonised in speech by German invad~rs in the 
early centuries of the Christian era. In Wiirtemberg and 
Bavaria a number of pile dwellings of the neolithic age 
have been discovered, which seem to be prototypes of those 
which are so numerous in the Swiss lakes. The Swiss 
craniologists, His and Riitimeyer, attribute the erection of the 
lake dwellings in Switzerland to " our Celtic ancestors," 
the Helvetii. The Helvetian skulls resemble the round-barrow 
skulls. The Helvetii appear to have reached a comparatively 
high state of civilisation. 

Towards the close of the neolithic age, the same Aryan
speaking race which constructed the Swiss pile-dwellings 
seems to have crossed the Alps, erectingi their pile-dwellings 
in the Italian lakes and in the marshes of the valley of· the 
Po. They have been ide~tified with the Umbrians. This 

1 After the recent great European war, this province has formed part of 
the German Republic, 

43 
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conclusion is confirmed by the close connection between Celtic 
and Italian speech, and also by the almost identical civilisation 
disclosed by the pile-dwellings of Italy and those of Switzer
land, Further, craniologists have proved that while the people 
of Southern Italy are dolicho-cephalic, belonging apparently 
to the Iberian race, they become more and more brachy
cephalic as we go northward, especially in the district between 
the Apennines and the Alps. Latin and Umbrain were merely 
dialects of the same language, but in Rome there was a large 
admixture of Etruscan and Campanian blood. Skulls of the 
pure Latin race are rare, owing to the prevalent practice of 
cremation ; but there is a very marked resemblance in the out
lines of the Latin and Helvetian skulls, and those of the better 
class from the British round barrows. They exhibit no greater 
difference than the refinement of type due to the progress 
from neolithic barbarism to the high civilisation of Rome. The 
oldest Umbrian settlements prove that the Umbrians, when 
they arrived in Italy, lived chiefly by the chase, and had 
domesticated the ox and the sheep. Agriculture even of the 
rudest description, seems to have been unknown, since no 
cereals were found, but there were considerable stores of 
hazel-nuts, of water-chestnuts, and of acorns, some of which 
had been already roasted for food. Before the arrival of the 
Umbro-Latin race, Italy was inhabited by Iberian and Ligu

rian tribes, the former dolicho-cephalic, and the latter highly 
brachy-cephalic, with an index of 92. The round-barrow 
race, which we have traced from the Tyne to the Tiber, 
extended eastward down the Danube, and across the great 
plain of Russia. All the nations of Slavic speech are brachy
cephalic, and their hair and eyes are mostly light in colour, 
The Great Russians are brachy-cephalic ; so also are the 
Finno-Urgic tribes beyond the frontier of Aryan speech. The 
mean cephalic index of the Mongols is 8 r, which is precisely 
that of the round-barrow people whom they resemble in their 
prognathism, their high ~heek bones, and the squareness of 
~he face, 

• 
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The foregoing investigation whi~h has been conden~ed 
from Dr. Isaac Taylor's. excellent book, the Origin of the 
Aryans (8z-gr) "has brought us to the conclusion at which 
Dr. Thurnam arrived many years ago. He says that to him it 
appears to be proved that the type of the Celtic skull, at least 
that of the dominant race in the bronze period in Britain, was 
of the brachy-cephalic 'Turanian type.' How Celtic be
came the language of a people with this Turanian skull
form, and how this Turanian skull-form became the skull-' 
form of a Celtic and so-called Indo-European peopie are 
questions which he thinks are yet to be determined. Mean
while', he continues, the idea of a connection between the 
ancient Celtic brachy-cep~alic type and that of the modern 
Mongolian or Turanian peoples of Asia, cannot be over
looked, and remains for explanation." 1 Whatever may be 
the explanation of the European savants, there can be no 

doubt that some of the chief Aryan-speaking races-the Celts, 
the Danes, the Umbrians, the Romans, the Greeks and the 
Slavs-belong to the brachy-cephalic type, fo~nd -in the 
neolithic round barrows of Britain. We have seen that these 
races stretch in a broad continuous zone across Central Europe 
into Asia. . The fact that they are of the Turanian type lends 
a strong colour to the view that they originally came from 
Asz'a to Europe 1m'th Aryan speech. How could the. Tura-· 
nians acquire this speech is a problem which bas perplexed· 
those European scho.lars who are unwilling to admit that the 
original home of the Aryans was in Asia. But it is easily· 
solved if we look for this home not in Northern Europei or 
the Arctic regions, or Central Asia, but in Sapta-Sindhu in 
India whence, as we have shown, waves after waves of nomadic 
Aryans, in more or less savage conditions, emigrated or were 
compelled to emigrate towards the west. It is extremely likely 

that they met the Turanian or Mongolian hordes in Western 
Asia, and having been more civilised, imposed · their speech 

• -------------------------------------------------- ~ 
1 Ibid, p. gz. 
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and culture on them, which they carried to Europe in their 
onward march westward through the ~entral regions of the 
continent up the valley of the Danube till they reached Britain, 
and also northward through the steppes and fertile plains of 
Russia. It is probable that an amalgamation of the Aryan 
and Turanian nomadic tribes had taken place long before they 
entered Europe, and as the latter were more numerous than 
the Aryans, the dominant type of the amalgamated product 
was Mongolian or Turanian, though their speech and culture 
were Aryan. As Dr. Taylor says : "When two distinct races 
are in contact, they may, under certain circumstances, mix 
their blood, but the tendency as a rule is to revert to the 
character of that race which is either superior in numbers, 
prepotent in physical energy, or which conforms best to the 
environment." 1 Further on he says : "While race is to a 
great extent persistent, language is extremely mutable. Many 
countries have repeatedly changed their speech, while the 
race has remained essentially the same. Language seems 
almost independent of race. Neo-Latin languages are spoken 
in Bucharest and Mexico, Brussels and Palermo; Aryan 
languages in Stockholm and Bombay, Dublin and Teheran, 
Moscow and Lisbon, but the amount of common blood is 
infinitesimal or non-existent." 2 In illustration of his point he 
mentions the Spaniards who have imposed a Latin dialect on 
a large portion of the New World, and asks "Were they 
Latins, or even Aryans in blood ? Spain was originally Iberian 
or Berber. In prehistoric times the Celts wrested a large 
portion of the peninsula from the Iberians, the Phcenicians 
founded populous and impo~tant cities, the Vandals, Goths 
and Suevi poured in from the north, and the Moors and Arabs 
from the south. The speech, and very little more than the 
speech, is Latin ; the Roman, of whose blood the trace must 
be extremely small, have imprinted their language upon 

1 Ibid p. 203. 
s Ibid, p. 204. 

• 
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Spain ; and the Spaniards, by reason of their speech, are 
reckoned among the L6-tin races." 1 

Similarly the Celts, who belonged to the Turanian type, 
are wrongly called Aryans, because their speech was Aryan. 
The physical type of the Aryans who were small in number 
was absorbed in theirs, and the only relic of the Aryans that 
was left in them was their superior speech and culture. "In 
the neolithic period," says Dr. Taylor, "Aryan languages can 
hardly have be.en spoken by more than a million persons. 
At the present time they are spoken probably by 6oo millions 
-half the population of the globe." 2 This goes to show that 
"Aryan speech specially seems to possess the power of 
exterminating non-Aryan dialects." We need not wonder 
therefore, at the fact that· while the Aryan type disappeared, 
the Aryan speech remained predominant in the amalgamation 
that had been formed out of the Aryan and Turanian savages 
in prehistoric times in Europe. The Celts, the Slavs, the 
Lithuanians, the Hellenes and the Latins were Aryan in 
speech but Turanian or Mongolian in physical type. The 
dolicho-cephalic Teutons were the desl?endants of the 
Canstadts, a north African race, who received their Aryan 
speech and culture from the Celts, Slavs and Lithuanians. 

This seems to me to be the real explanation of the pro
blem with which Dr. Thurnam and scholars of his way of 
thinking were confronted, viz., how and why did Celtic 
become the language of a people with Turanian skull-form 
and how and why the Turanian skull-form became the skull-. 
form of a Celtic and so· called Indo-European people. This 
hypothesis is strongly supported by the hoary antiquity of 
Sapta-Sindhu and the ~gveda, about which I have already 
adduced ample evidence in the previous chapters, and by the 
existence of many Aryan tribes in more or less advanced 
states of civilisation in Western Asia, who must have pushed 
forward the savage Aryan and Mongolian hordes to Europe . 

1 Ibid, p. 206. 

s Ibid, p, 208. 
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As after the post-glacial epoch, Central and Northern Europe 
afforded suitable regions for wandering.or settlement to the 
nomads, they must have readily passed into Europe through 
the isthmus of Bosphorus, just as the Canstadts had in an 
earlier age emigrated to North Europe from Africa, and the 
Iberians who also were undoubtedly a North African and 
Atlantic race, had followed them in a subsequent age. This 
in our humble opinion, would also clearly explain how a 
people with Mongolian or Turanian physical characteristics 
and Aryan speech occupied a large portion of Europe, and 
imposed the Aryan speech, and such Aryan culture as they 
had possessed or imbibed on the dolicho-cephalic prehistoric 
peoples of Europe, viz., the Canstadts and the Iberians. 

We have given a sufficient idea of the state of civilisation 
of the last-named two peoples. Of the Iberians it is said that 
they were troglodytes and cannibals. "From distant parts 
of Europe where the remains of the Iberian race are found, 
there is evidence that they were occasionally addicted to can
nibalism. Such evidence is supplied by human bones which 
have been broken in order to extract the marrow."l The 
ethnology of Greece, says Dr. Taylor, is obscure ; but it is 
probable that the pre-Hellenic autochthones belonged to the 
Iberian race, and that the Hellenic invaders were of the same 
type as the Umbrians and Romans. 

As regards the Ligurians who were called ''Celt~" by 
Ccesar and found by him in Gaul, there is a controversy among 
European savants about their origin. They were a short, 
brachy-cephalic race, and though called "Celt~" by Ccesar 
were not as tall as the Celts of the round barrows. Broca 
says that the real Celts are the people of Central France 
who are the descendants of the Celts of Ccesar; and that 
the term is an ethnological misnomer, if applied to either of 
the two British races by whom what is commonly called 
"Celtic speech" is spoken, either the tall red-haired brachy
cephalic Irishman and Sc~t, or the short, dark, dolicho-cephalic 

1 /!Jid, pp. J()()oJOJ, 
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race 'of Donegal, Galway, Kerry and South Wales. It isurged 
however that though Caesar's Celts ( the people of Central 
Gaul) spoke the Celtic. language, they probably acquired· 'it 
from the Belgic Gauls who were an Aryan-speaking people, 
and imposed their culture upon them. Many English writers, 
ignoring Broca's arguments, identify the two races, the short~ 
statured and the long-statured Celts, and contend that ·the 

shortei stature and the darker hair of the race of Central 
France arose from a union of the short, dark, dolicho-cephalic 
Iberians, with the tall, fair, brachy-cephalic people of the 
round barrows. Others again trace their origin to the Furfooz 
race whose remains have been found in the valley of the 

• Lessee, a small river which joins the Meuse near Dinant in 
Belgium. '·' They seem to have been a peaceful people,' 
possessing no bows and arrows or weapons for combat, but 
merely javelins tipped with flint or rein-deer horn, with which 
they killed wild horses, rein-deer, wild oxen, boars, goats,: 
chamois and ibex, as well as squirrels, lemmings, and birds,; 
especially the ptarmigan ... .Their clothing consisted of skins 
sewn together with bone-needles. They tattooed or painted 
themselves with red oxide and iron, and wore as orna
ments shells, plaques of ivory, and jet, and bits of fluor-spar."I 
It has been fou11d that the skulls of the Ligurians resembled 
those of the Lapps and Finns, and it is believed tha,t the: 
Celts of ethnology and the Celts of philology, the two brachy:-) 
cephalic types, may have been remote branches of the same, 
race which Dr. Thurnam has called Turanian. It is in th~ 
same way believed that the two dolicho-cephalic races of, 
Europe, viz~, the tall Canstadts and the short Iberians, may· 
have been descended, at . some very remote peri?d,. from. 
common ancestors. Whatever may be the probabilities, it 
is certain that the dolicho-cephalic races came from Africa, 
and the brachy-cephalic races from Asia. Of the latter 
the tall Celts spoke the Aryan language, and imposed it 
upon the_ an,cient peoples of Europe• g they \Vere Turanians 

I Ibid PP· 117•1 18, 
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and Mongols, they must have come in contact, in the course 
of their wanderings, with some Aryan tribes from Sapta· 
Sindhu, who imposed their speech up~n them. The amal
gamated race who are known as Celts brought this speech 
to Europe, and imposed it again, in their turn, on the primi
tive rude inhabitants of Europe,-the Canstadts, the Iberians 
and the Ligurians, the last probably having come to Europe 
from Asia with a non-Aryan speech. Those of the Iberians 
who did not come in contract with the Celts or the Celtce, 
like the Basques of Spain, retained their original non-Aryan 
dialects. It is also almost certain that the line of route of 
the Turanians or Celts lay through Western Asia where 
they had an opportunity of mixing with the Aryan nomads 
and adopting their speech. A greater portion of Central 
Asia having been covered by seas, it was not at all possible 
for primitive savages to have crossed them in their onward 
march to Europe. It was only when the shallow beds of 
the seas were dried up and converted into steppes that it 
was possible for the hordes of the savage Scythians, Huns 
and Goths to have made their incursions to Europe directly 
from Central Asia across the plains. But these events 
relate to comparatively recent and historic times. 

Says Dr. Taylor: " The civilisation which we find in 
Europe at the beginning of the historic period was gradually 
evolved during a vast period of time, and was not introduced 
cataclysmically by the immigration of a new race. Just as 
in geological speculation, great diluvial catastrophes have 
been eliminated and replaced by the action of existing forces 
operating during enormous periods of time, so the prehistoric 
archaeologists are increasingly disposed to substitute slow 
progress in culture for the older theories which cut every 
knot by theories of conquest and invasion " 1 It is believed 
that the neolithic civilisation commenced in Europe more 
than 2o,ooo years ago. 

• 
1 J6id1 p. IJ2. 
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Dr. Taylor has thus summarised the state of neolithic. 
culture in Europe at the beginning of the historic period : 
"It is believed that the speakers of the primitive Aryan 
tongue were nomad herdsmen who had domesticated the 
dog, who wandered over the plains of Europe in waggons 
drawn by oxen, who fashioned canoes out of the trun~s of 
trees, but were ignorant of any metal with the possible ex~ 

ception of native copper. in the summer they lived in huts, 
. built of branches of trees, and thatched with reeds ; in winter 

they dwelt in circular pits dug in the earth, and roofed ovef 
with poles, covered over with sods of turf, or. plasteted 
with the dung of cattle~ They were clad ,jn ·skins sewn 
together with bone needles ; they were acquaint·ed with 

·fire, which they kindled by means of fire-sticks or pyrites ; 
and they were able to count up to a hundred. . If they 
practised agricultur~ which is doubtful, it rnust have ;been of 
a primitive kind ; but they probably collected and pounded 
in stone mortars the seeds of some wild cereals either spelt 
or barley. The only social institution was marriage; but 
they were polygamists and practised human sacrifice. Whether 
they ate the bodfes of enemies slain in war is doubtful. There 
were no enclosures, and property consisted in cattle, and not 
in land. They believed in a future life ; their religion was 
shamanistic; they had no idols, and probably no gods properly 
so-called; they reverenced in some vague way the powers 
of nature/' 1 

The abov~, according to Dr. Taylor,· is '~a general picture 
of primitive Aryan culture." But from the results of ethno
logical investigations, of which we have given a summary in 
this chapter, our readers have undoubtedly been jmpressed 
with the fact that there was absolutely no trace of the Aryans, 
beyond that .of their speech, . among the ancient races of 
Europe. lt is admitted that the Celts spoke an Aryan tongu~, 
but they have been found to ·belong to the Turanian or 
Mongolian family, and European scholars are, as we have 

1 Ibid, pp. 132·133· • 
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said, confronted with the apparently insoluble problem as to 
how Aryan speech was propagated in Europe by a people 
who were not Aryans. We have alrea~y suggested a solution 
which appears to us to be the only solution of this knotty 
problem. The Turanians, in the course of their journey to 
Europe, came in contact, and commingled with the rude Aryan 
tribes who had bten driven out of Sapta-Sindhu, and adopted 
their speech and culture which they took with thern to Europe, 
and imposed upon the primitive inhabitants of that continent. 
The Turanian immigration had taken place long long before 
Babylonia or Egypt flourished under the influence of the 
aryanised Dravidians of India. The neolithic culture of 
Europe was therefore an essentially Turanian culture, and 
not " primitive Aryan culture," as is wrongly supposed. The 
original habitat or cradle of the Aryans was certainly not in 
Europe, but in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, ·as we have already 
proved in the previous chapters ; and as the ~gvedic civili
sation goes back to later geological times, probably to the end 
of the Pleistocene epoch, it would be as impossible to draw 
a picture of the genuinely primitive culture of Sapta-Sindhu 
as it would be to paint a landscape in utter darkness. But 
the neolithic culture of Europe may be called primitive Aryan 
culture in this sense that the nomadic Turanian savages 
received it along with Aryan speech from Aryan tribes who 
had been, like themselves, in the neolithic stage of civilisation. 
This, however, does not necessarily imply that the Aryans of 
Sapta-Sindhu were also at that time in the same stage of 
development as these nomadic Aryan tribes who had been 
the dross cast out of the genuine race in the course of its 
evolution and purification. An inference like this would be 
as absurd as to say that the Dravidian or the Kolarian race 

is still in the neolithic stage, because, forsooth, the Juangs of 
Orissa use stone implements and do not know the use of 
metal even to this day. Much confusion has been caused 

I 

and many insurmountable difficulties created in the path 
of ascertaining historicaPtruth by persistent attempts being 
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made by zealous European writers to connect one people 
with another from mer~ superficial similarities (for instance, 
of language), and to read the history of one race in the light 
of that of another. It. is because the Europeans believe 
themselves to be Aryans on account of their languages which 
are undoubtedly of Aryan origin and also because the neolithic 
age lasted in Europe· down to very recent times, stone 
implements, according to M. Arcelin, having continued to be 
used in Central Gaul as late as I rso B. C., that. they can_not 
conceive that a branch of their race, as they believe the 
Indo-Aryans to be, could possess ·a civilisation older than 
3000 B. C., at most. They picture the Indo-Aryans to have 
passed through the same stages of civilisation during the 
same period _ of time as their own ancestors. But the 
results of ei:honological investigations clearly demonstrate 
that their ancestors were no others than the dolicho-cephalic 
Canstadts and Iberians who had been the original inhabitants 
of Africa, and the brachy-cephalic Turanians or Celts 
who had brought the Aryan speech with them from Asia. 
In spite of this indubitable fact and the dictum laid down 
by Cuno that race is not co-extensive with language-:-a 
dictum which is now looked upon as an axiom in ethnology, 
European scholars are ·eager to call the European races 
Aryans. Posche urged, as Broca had done before, that 
while there may be Aryan languages, there is no such thing 
as an Aryan race, and language is only one, and that the 
least important factor in the enquiry. The first part of his 
assertion would be true, if it were applied to Europe only ; 
for there is no such thing as an Aryan race in that continent: 
The Aryans who immigrated there with the Turanians had 
been so completely amalgamated by them as to make the 
Turanian . type dominant in the resultant product. · It is 
possible, however, that in later times more advanced Aryan 
tribes from Iran and the precincts of Sapta-Si~dhu emigrated 
to Europe, as there is evidence of tlfeir having done so m 
the Zend-Avesta, and marching through the southern plains 
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of Russia settled down in the north and the north-east of 
that country as Slavs and Lithuan~ns. Among existing 
languages of Europe, Lithuanian, like Sanskrit, preserves 
the primitive forms of Aryan speech. The Slavonic language 
shares certain peculiarities with Iranian, just as Greek is 
more closely related to Sanskrit than Latin. Schmidt 
showed that the more geographically remote were any two 
of the Aryan languages, the fewer were the peculiarities 
they possessed in common. " Thus, while there are fifty
nine words and roots peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian and 
Teutonic, and sixty-one to Salva-Lithuanian and Indo-Iranian, 
only thirteen are peculiar to Indo-Iranian and Teutonic. 
Again, while one hundred and thirty-two words and roots 
are peculiar to Latin and Greek, and ninety-nine to Greek 
and Indo-Iranian, only ,twenty are peculiar to Indo-Iranian 
and Latin. Hence Slavonic forms the transition between 
Teutonic and Iranian, and Greek the transition between 
Latin and Sanskrit." 1 This, in our opinion, goes to show that 
Slavo-Lithuanian drew its supply of vocabulary from Indo
Iranian, and the Teutonic from Slavo-Lithuanian. If the 
Aryan tongue had been originally developed in Europe, the 
number of words and roots peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian 
and Teutonic would have been far larger on account of their 
close proximity to one another than that of words and roots 
peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian and Indo-Iranian. The fact 
that there are only thirteen words and roots peculiar to 
Indo-Iranian and Teutonic, and only twenty peculiar to 
Indo-Iranian and Latin is explained by the remoteness of 
Teutonic and Latin from the central source, viz., Indo
Iranian. This would also explain why Greek is more closely 
related to Indo-Iranian or Sanskrit than Latin or Sllivo
Lithuanian. The remoter you go from the central source, 
the less becomes the number of the common words and roots 
peculiar to two languages. It should be remembered in 
this connection that the 'tireek and Roman civilisations are 

l /hid, pp. 35•J6. 
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comparatively of recent date ; and the . neolithic civilisation • 
of Europe as possessed. by the lake-dwellers of Switzerland 
continued to a time when the highly developed civilisations 
of Babylonia and Egypt ~ad. commenced to decline. We ' 
have shown in the previous chapters that these civilisations 
drew their main inspiration from 'lndo~Aryan civilisation, 
and that while Hommel has discovered six culture-words in 
the Semitic language, which are Aryan, Delitzsch. claims · 
to have identified one hundred Semitic roots with Aryan 
roots. This goes to show that the cradles of these two races. 
were situated in contiguous region's, and Europe could not 
have been the cradle· of the Aryan· race. 

Dr. Schrader is a stout champion of the European cr~dle 
of the Aryans. He. thinks that not a particle of evid~nce has 
been adduced in favour of Aryan migration from the East, 
But we have shown that various Arya~ tribes migrat~d from 
India towards the west in very ancient times, as is evidenced 
by the emigration of such races as the Iranians, the 
Kurds, the Kossceans, the Mitannians, the Hittites, the 
Phrygians, the Lydians, the Armenians, and t'he Phrenicians, 
all of whom spoke Aryan dialects in ancient times, 
and some of whom do so even to the present day.. The 
Egyptian and the Babylonian civilisations which date 
from 7,ooo or xo,ooo B. C. owed their origins, as we have 
already shown, to Indo-Aryat_l · civilisation.· Dr. · Schrader 
thinks that the Phrygians came to Asia from Europe, probably 
from the fact that the Briges of Thrace were closely related. 
to· the Phrygians ; but the latter believed that they were · the 
olde~ people, and that the Briges emigrated from Asia to 
E~rope. These Briges or Phrygi~ns were, as we have already 
pointed; probably a bran~h of the Brjis mentioned in the ~g
veda. As for the Armemans, they were only an extension 
of the Phrygians and cannot be said to have come from 
Europe to Asia. Dr. Schrader admits that certain races and 
languages of Europe are more closefy connected with those 
of. Asia than the rest, and notes the close relations between 
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• the Indo-Aryans and the Greeks, as is evidenced by the names 
of weapons and of words referring to airiculture and religion. 
Yet he cannot bring himself to believe that the Greeks were 
the descendants of Aryan immigrant tribes from India. Ethno
logists have proved that they were the mixed products of the 
brachy-cephalic Turanian race speaking Aryan tongue, and 
the primitive Iberians. The origin of the Celts, Slavs and 
Lithuanians has also been traced to the amalgamated Tura
nians and Aryans. The former are undoubtedly an Asiatic 
people, and the prevalence of the Turanian type in almost 
all the principal European races, with the excep ion of the 
Teutons and the Swedes, unmistakably points to an early 
immigration of an Asiatic people to Europe in prehistoric 
times. The very fact that they spoke an Aryan language 
~bows that it was imposed on them by Aryan tribes that had 
been amalgamated with them. None can certainly overlook 
this stern fact before trying to establish the hypothesis of the 
early cradle of the Aryans in Europe. Schrader admits that 
the Indo-Iranian speech is more developed and refined than 
the European; but he says that the greater rudeness of the 
European languages is itself the sign of a more primitive 
condition than the literary culture exibited by Zend and 
Sanskrit. This may be true to a certain extent, but he seems 
to have overlooked the possibility of these rude Aryan 
l~nguages having been taken to Europe by rude Aryan 
tribes amalgamated with the Turanians in prehistoric times, 
and also the fact that as they were cut off from the 
parent stock in Asia, their language remained in its primitive 
condition, while the original language went on growing and 
developing in the land of its birth, till it blossomed forth into 
Sanskrit and Zend. The reason of the close relation between 
the Indo-Aryans and the Greeks wa~ probably no other than 
the fact that Greece was, as it were, the connecting link be
tween Asia and Europe, and served as a dumping ground of 
the Aryan immigrants _, Europe, whence they dispersed 
either westward or northward. As I have already said, the 
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close connection of Lithuanian with Iranian is .accounted for. 
by an Iranian immigration to the north of Europe in prehistoric 
times, under the leaderihip of Yima, when Airyana Vaejo was 
destroyed by the invasion of ice. 

It is useless further to discuss the hypothesis of Aryan 
home in Europe. The attempts of European scholars to prove 
it have failed, and l should say, signally failed, from their 
utter inability to ex;plain the existence of a. Turanian type 
with Aryan speech in some of the principal modern races of 
Europe. The attempt to prove that the Teutons and the 
Swedes represented the true Aryan type has .also failed from 
ethnical and linguistic points of view. As Dr. Taylor says ':. 
"It is not probable that the dolicho-cephalic. savages of the 
kitchen-middens, or the dolicho-cephalic cannibals who 
buried in the caves of Southern and Western Europe could 
have aryanised Europe. It is far more likely that it was the; 
people of the round barrows, the race which erected 
Stonehenge and Avebury, the people who constructed the 
pile-dw.ellings in Ger~any, Switzerland and Italy, the brachy
cephalic ancestors of the Umbrians, the Celts and the Latins, 
who were those 'Yho introduced the neolithic culture, and. 
imposed their own Aryan speech on the ruder tribes which. 
they subdued." 1 Elsewhere he says : "It is an easier hypo
thesi;; to suppose that the dolicho-cephalic savages of the Baltic 
coast acquired Aryan spe~ch from their brachy-cephalic neigh
bours, the Lithuanians, than to suppose with Penka that they 
succeeded in some remote age in aryanising the Hindus, the 
Romans and th~ Greeks."_2 M. Chavee also says that of the 
dolicho-cephalic and brachy-cephalic races in Europe, the 
intellectual superiority lies with the . latter. Look, he says, 
at the beautifully formed head of the Iranians and the Hindus 
so intelligent, and so well _developed. Look at the perfection 
of those admirable languages, the Sanskrit and the Zend. 
The Germans have merely defaced and spoilt the beautitul 

1 /hid, pp. 2l2•21J. 

a Ibid, p· 243. 
0 
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structure of the primitive Aryan speech. Ujfalvy says: "If 
superiority consists merely in physical energy, enterprise, 
invasion, conquest, then the fair doli~ho-cephalic race may 
claim to be the leading race in the world ; but if we consider 
mental qualities, the artistic and the intellectual faculties, then 
the superiority lies with the brachy-cephalic race." De 
Mortillet is also of opinion tha~ the civilisation of Europe is 
due to the brachy-cephalic race. We may, therefore, dismiss 
the claims of the Teutons and the Swedes to be the original 
Aryan race. As a matter of fact, we have seen that the 
majority of the European races are a mixed product of 
African and Asiatic races; and the dolicho-cephalic races of 
the North, who are of a pronounced African type, are only 
entitled to be called Aryans on account of their speech which 
they received from their brachy-cephalic neighbours. We 
can, therefore, say with Posche and Broca that while there 
may be Aryan languages, there is no such thing as an Aryan 
race io Europe. I 

1 It has already been pointed out in Chap. VIII that recent discoveries 
in Europe have somewhat modified the viewes of Ethnologists regarding the 
early inhabitants of Europe. The Heidelbergs were the earliest known peoples 
of Europe, who were followed by the Neanderthalers probably belonging to the 
same race. The Canstadts may have belonged to this race. Next appeared 
on the scene, the Cro·Magnards, probably an Asiatic people with Mongolian 
characteristics, and the Grimaldis, who were an African people. These two 
races nearly extirpated the Neanderthalers, and represented the first true men 
(HQmoSapiens). These two races were afterwards superseded by a Neolithic: 
race with superior culture and probably Aryan speech, who had come from 
South-Western Asia, pr~bably Northern India and Persia, and been amal· 
gamated with the Cro-Magnards and the Grimadis. This race was the ancestors 
of most of the modern European_nations. (Vide Das' {lgwdic Culture, Clt.ap. /.) 



CHAPTER XVI. 
THE THEORY OF THe ARYAN CRI\DLE IN CENTRI\L ASIA. 

" Sir William Jones made his memorable declaration in 
1786 that Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, German and Celtic belonged 
to one family of speech, and that these had a common origin. 
Hegel regarded this discovery as .~he discovery of a new 
world." From that time tHe new science of Comparative 
Philology came into being. Bopp published his Comparative 
Grammar in I8.33''35• and placed Comparative Philology on 
a scientific footing by discovering the method of the com
parison of gramatical forms. He also showed' that Zend'and 
Slavonic as well as Albanian and Armenian must be included 
in what he called ttie Indo-Germanic family. ·"The great 

.linguistic family,'' says Dr. Taylor, " whose existence was 
thus e.;;tablished, embraces seven European groups of 
languages-the Hellenic, Italic, Celtic, Teutonic, Slavonic, 
lithuanic or Lettie, and Albanian ; in fact all the existing 
languages of Europe except Basque, Finnic, Magyar and 
Turkish. There are also three closely related Asiatic groups ; 
first, the [ndic, containing fourteen Indian languages derived 
from Sanskrit; secondly, the [ranic group, comprising Zend, 
Persian, Pushtu or Afghan, Baluchi, Kurdish and Ossetic ; 
and thirdly, the Armenian, which is intermediate between 
Greek and lranian."l 

It would thus appear that the Aryan languages extend 
from India to the extreme west and north of Europe almost' 
uninterruptedly, barring only parts of Western Asia occupied' 
by the Semitic races, Turkey in Europe, and a few other 
regions of the continent. Had not the Semitic and Turanian · 
races interposed themselves in a later· ag!! between Ind·b·
Iraoia and Europe, and absorbed into th'eir families rnany 
Aryan tribes of Western Asia; wno spok'e Aryan dialects;' 

45 
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the continuity of the Aryan languages would have remained 
unbroken from India to the farthest ends of Europe. 

\Ve have seen in the preceding • chapter that Sanskrit 
and Zend are the oldest and most developed forms of the 

Aryan tongue, \Vith literatures that date from hoary antiquity; 
and though Lithuanian bears many archaic forms similar to 
those of Sanskrit and Zend, it possesses no ancient literature, 
and has practically remained in the same condition in which 
probably it was taken to Europe by migrant tribes from 

Iran or India in some by-gone times. The very fact that 
Greek also is closely allied to Sanskrit points to the later 
migration of the Hellenes to Europe. The spread of the 
Aryan language over Europe was, as we have seen, 
effected by a Turanian race who are known in history as 
the Celts. This fact stands undoubted and unchallenged, 
whatever may be the contentions of German and French 

scholars as regards their respective claims to be the original 
Aryan people. The Canstadts, the Iberians and probably 
the Ligurians had already been in Europe when these 
aryanised Turaniam: made their appearance as intruders or 
conquerors and imposed their speech and neolithic culture 
on the aborigines. There was, therefore, no direct immigra
tion of Aryans to Europe, but of Turanians with whom the 

rude Aryan tribes had been amalgamated. This mixed 
people were the ancestors of most of the modern nations of 

Europe, who are Aryans in speech but not in blood. The 
dolicho-cephalic Teutons and Swedes, though not Aryan in 
blood, are Aryan in speech which they imbibed from their 
aryanised neighbours. 

If these premises be correct, we are led to the conclusion 
that the pure Aryans, as represented by the Hindus and the 
Iranians, did not emigrate to Europe in a body or in tribes. 
It was the mixed Turanians who emigrated to Europe, with 
Aryan tongue and neolithic culture, in waves after waves, from 
Central and Western Asii,, the more advanced tribes driving 

before them tho:se that were less advanced. And if any 
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Aryan trib.es at all immigrated later on to Europe, they also 
got themselves mixed up with the then existing races. · There 
is indeed some evidenc~ in the Zend-A vesta of at least~ one 
Iranian tribe having gone to the circumpolar regions, und~r 

the leadership of Yima, when . their Paradise or settlement' 
in Airyana Vaejo was destroyed by ice. But this immigration 
probably took place in a later age. It is most likely that. 
they settled in North Russia, in as much as we find a close, 
resemblance between Lithuanian and Iranian, and aften~ards 
became amalgamated with the indigenous peoples. 

The resemblance of Zend and Sanskrit to the principai · 
languages of Europe led some eminent scholars of the last 
century to broach the hypothesis that the ancestors of the 
European~, and the Hindus and Iranians must have originally 
lived in some place of Centra\ Asia close to Iran or Bactria, 
from which, guided by "an irresistible impulse," many tribes. 
marched towards the west, and settled in different parts of 
Europe. Those that did not migrate to Europe marched 
southwards, and while one branch settled in . Iran, the other 
crossed the Himllaya, and settled in the lancf of the Five 
Rivers. What this "irresistible impulse" was d)le to, and· 
why the original home was abandoned by all the Aryan 
tribes has not been made clear. 

Professor Max Muller in his Lectures on the Science of 
Language, delivered in r86r, said that there was a time 
" when the first ancestors of the Indians, the Persians, the 
Greeks, the Romans, the Slavs, the Celts and the Germans 
were living together within the same enclosures, nay under 
the same roof." He furthei" argues that because the same 
forms of speech are " preserved by all the members of the 
Aryan family, it follows that· before the ancestors of the 
Indians and Persians started for the south, and the leaders 
of the Greek, Roman, Celtic, Teutonic and Slavonic colonies 
marched towards the shores of Eu,ope, there was a small 
clan~of Aryans, settled probably on the high.est, elevation of 
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Central Asia speaking a language not yet Sanskrit or Greek 
or German, but containing the dialectical germs of all. " 

The above observation was based•on philological grounds 
only. But the a!;sumption of identity of race from identity of 
speech made by philologists has been decisively disproved 
and rejected by anthropologists. The French anthropologists, 

and more especially Broca, first raised the needful protest. He 
observes that "races have frequently within the historic period 
changed their language without having apparently changed 
the race or type. The Belgians, for instance, speak a neo
Latin language, but of all the races who have mingled their 
blood ,\rith that of the autochthones of Belgium, it would be 
difficult to find one which has left less trace than the people 
of Rome." Hence he says that •·the ethnological value of 
comparative philology is extremely small. Indeed, it is apt 
to be misleading rather than otherwise. But philological 
facts and deductions are more striking than minute measure
ments of skulls, and therefore the conclusions of philologists 
have received more attention." 

Topinard, .p. distinguished follower of Broca, also remarks 

that it has been proved that the anthropological types in 
Europe have been cotinuous, and if the Aryans came from 
Asia, they can have brought with them nothing but their lang
uages, their civilisation, and a knowledge of metals. Their 
blood has disappeared . 

In spite of the anthropological evidences disproving the 
common origin of the Aryan-speaking races of Europe and Asia, 
the philologists cnntinue_d to believe in it, the theory having 
apparently captured their imagination. They were agreed 
that the cradle of the Aryan .race must be sought in. Central 
Asia on the upper water of the Ox us. But the Central Asian 
theory had first been propounded in r82o by J. G. Rhode. 
His argument ·was based on the geographical indications 
contained in the first chapt.er of the Vendidad, which pointed 
t~ -Bactria Ji:lS the earljer .home of_ .tbe Iranians. But .even 
mng ctfter. RhQck; ,jn· 18'7P Momms.en ~det:J2F.e.d. that -the· :valley 
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of the>Euphrates was the primitive seat 1){ ·the lndo-Germa·nic 
race, and·as late as I888, 1Dr .. Hale.advooated·the •theory in a 
paper r·ead before the ~1\.nt.hropological Section of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement ot Science. 

Rhode.'s hypothesis, ·however, found adher-ents in Schlegel 
and Pott. The latter based his argument on the raphorism 
ex oriente lux. The path of the sun must berthe path of cul
ture. In Asia, he declare.s, or n0wher-e,. was the· school-house 
where the families.·of mankind were trained. ·Hedi~es·on the
region watered by the Oims :and; the •Jaxa·rtes, ;north of the 
Himalaya and east of the Caspian, as ;the true cra·dle ;Of the 
Indo-European ·race. In 1847 :Lassen declared his adherence 
to the view of Pott. on the ground that . the Sanskrit .people 
must have 'Penetrated into the Punjab ,from .the ,n.mth-west 
through Cabul, and that the traditions of the Avesta :point. to 
the slopes 0f·the ·Belurtag and the Mustag as the place of 
their earlie:r sojourn. In 1848, this opinion •.received .the 
powerful support•of Jacob Grimm who lays:it.down.as an ac
cepted c.onclusion of science that "all t·he·, nations .of 1Europe 

migrated anciently, from Asia; in the :vanguard •tbose ·related 
ra·ces whose ·destiny it was through 1the moil and peril to 
struggle onwards, their forward march from east •to west 
being prompted ·by an irresistible impulse, whose ;precise 
cause is hidden in obscurity. The farther to the •west any 
race has penetrated, so much t·he earlier it-must: have cstarted 
on its·pilgrimage, and so mueh the more profound.w.ill be the 
foo~prints which it impr-essed upon its track." 

·Professor Max Muller adopted Grimm's :theory ·in 1859 
in his History>(}/ Ancient Sanskrit Literature. ·"The main 

'stream of the Aryan nations," he says, " has always ::flowed 
towards the north-west. No historian can tell us ·by what 
impulse those adventurous nomads ,were driven an :·~hr<llugh 

Asia towards the isles and shores ·of Europe ... rBut ·whatever 
it was, the impulse was as·irr·esistible ;as the spell which in 
our own times sends the Celtic trib~ towanls:.the prairies, or 
tbe·.r-egions of gold ac~oss the Atlantic. ft :requires· roa .strong 
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will, or a great amount of inertness, to be able to 
withstand such national or ethnical movements. Few will 
stay behind when all are going. But • to let one's friends 
depart, and then to set out ourselves-to take a road which 
lead where it may, can never lead us to join those again 
who speak our language and worship our gods-is a 
course which only men of strong individuality and great 
self-dependence are capable of pursuing. It was the course 
adopted by the southern branch of the Aryan family-the 
Brahmanic Aryans of India, and the Zoroastrians of Iran." 

The above picturesque account is only partially true in 
so far as it relates to the Brahmanic Aryans and the Zoro
astrians who are regarded by him as autochthones of Central 
Asia, which, however, they were not, as we have proved in 
the preceding chapters that the original home of the Aryan 
race could only have been in Sapta-Sindhu. Adelung, the 
father of Comparative Philology, who died in 1806, came 
near the truth when he placed the cradle of mankind in the 
valley of Kashmir, which he identified with Paradise. He 
would have been absolutely correct if he had said that the 
valley of Kashmir and the plains of Sapta-Sindhu were the 
cradle, not of mankind, but of the Aryan race. It was also 
Adelung who was the first to observe that since the human 
race originated in the East, the most westerly nations, the:: 
Iberians and the Celts, must have been the first to leave the 
parent hive. We have seen, however, that the Iberians went 
to Europe from Northern Africa, and the Celts from Central 
and Western Asia, and that they belonged to two distinct 
races of mankind, none of which could be identified with 
the Aryans. 

Be that as it may, the Central Asian theory so much 
captivated the imagination of the European scholars of the 
last century that " Pictet in his Origines lndo-Europeennes 
of which the first volume was published in 1859, constructed 
an elaborate theory of th-e successive Aryan migrations from 
Central Asia. He brought the Hellenes and Italians by a 
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route south of the Caspian through Asia Minor to Greece 
and Italy, and the Cel!s south of the Caspian through the 
Caucasus to the north of the Black Sea, and thence up the 
Danube to the extreme west of Europe, the Slavs and 
Teutons marching north of the Caspian through the Russian 
steppes. Pictet's argument, derived mainly from philological 
considerations as to the animals and plants with which he 
supposed the various races to have been acquainted, vanish 
on examination." 1 

It has been said abov~ that the Hellenes, Romans, Celts 
and Slavs were all men of the Turanian family with an Aryan 
speech and were not genuine Aryans but a mixed race. 
Pictet was therefore wrong in supposing that they were all 
Aryan tribes who dispersed to Europe through different 
routes. The only route of march or pantha (preserved in 
the name of the province named Pontus in Asia Minor) lay 
to the south of the Caspian Sea through Asia Minor; by 
which the Turanians advanced to Europ~ over the isthmus 
of Bosphorus, one branch marching towards the west through 
C~ntral Europe up the Danube, and an?ther towards the 
norlh through the steppes of. Russia. The greater. part of 
Central Asia and North Siberia was at the time of the 
dispersion probably covered by the sea extending from the 
Black Sea to the Sea of Aral, and as far north as the Arctic 
Ocean, which was impossible for nomadic savages to cross. 
They had therefore to pick their way through Bactria, P~:rsia 

and Asia Minor which, having been peopled by Aryan 
nomads, made it possible for the Turanian savages to mix 
with them and adopt their language and culture which were 
ultimately taken to Europe by the mixed races. The theories 
of the different routes of march, as propounded by Pictet 
and the great scholar Schleicher, are therefore more fanciful 
than real. 

Professor Sayee thus wrote in 1874: "When the Aryan 
languages first-make their appearanee, it is in the highlands 

• 1 Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, p. 12. 
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of Middle Asia, between the sources of the Oxus and the 
Jaxartes." 1 He abided by the current ~pinion which placed 
the primeval Aryan community in Bactri::ma on the western 
slopes of the Belurtag and the Mustag and near the sources 
of the Oxus and the Jaxartes. 2 He argues that '' Co!llpara
tive Philology itself :.upplies us with a proof of the 
Asiatic cradle of the Aryan tongue." The proof 
consists in the allegation that "of all the Aryan 
dialects, Sanskrit and Zend may, on the whole, be con
sidered to have changed the least; while, on the other hand, 
Keltic in the extreme west has changed the most." Hence it 
would appear that the region now occupied by Sanskrit and 
Zend must be the nearest to the primitive centre of dispersion. 
This conclusion, he ad<is, is confirmed by the assertion in the 
Avesta that the first creation of mankind by Ahurmazda 
(Ormuzd) took place in the Bactrian region. He admits that 
"this legend is at most a late tradition, and applies only to 
the Zoroastrian Persians," but he thinks it agrees with the 
conclusions of Comparative Philology, which teach us th!lt 
the early Aryan home was a cold region '' since the only two 
trees whose names agree in Eastern and Western Aryan are 
the birch and the pine, while winter was familiar with sno.v 
and ice." We have already said in a previous chapter that 
the followers of Ahurmazda, after their e1{pulsion from Sapta
Sindhu, had roamed about in different countries till they 
settled down in Bactriana which they called their original 
home, as distinguished from Sapta-Sindhu which they had 
been compelled to leave, and for which they ha<i no longer 
entertained any love or patriotic sentiments, and that the 
original climate of Sapta-Sindhu was cold, with snow and ice 
in winter, which afterwards changed into temperate verging 
upon hot, in consequence of the disappearance of the seas 
that had in former times girt the country about. Sayee's 
conclusion, therefore, was as much true about Sapta-Sindhu 

1 Sayee, Principles of Philology, p. 101. 

s Sayee, Science of Language, Vol. II, p-.123. 
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as about Bactriana. It should al~o be remembered that t~e 

the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu believed themselves to .be 
autochthones of Sapt;.Sindhu, and there is. absolutely no 

tradition in their literature of their having come from any 
country. 

Against the argument that the cradle of the Indo-lranians 

must be the cradle of the Aryan race because Sanskrit. and 

Zend are the most archaic of the Aryan languages, it is urged 
that Lithuanian is also archaic in its character, ,and therefore 
the region where this language is spoken may also be.regard.e.d 
as the Aryan cradle. But it is overlooked that Lithuanian does 
not possess any literature that can· be compared with t~e old 

Sanskrit and Zend literatures, ,showing thereqy .. that the 
language, in its archaic form, was 1 taken. to Europe .by .. an 

unprogressive race and has remainecl in its primitive condition1 
while San$kri.t and· Zend, in their native home and congenial 
environments, flourished luxuriantly, an·l produced literatures 
that still command the admiration of the world. .It . would 

not help us in any way to solve the probl~m of ~he original 
Arxan cradle "if we confine our attention, to contemporary· 

forms of speech, and com pare, for instance modern; Lithua-, 

nian with any of the vernacular dialects of India which have 
descended from Sanskrit ", and thereby " fii).d that the 

Lithuanian is immeasurably the more archaic in. its charact_er." 

This, as we have said, only proves the unprogressive genius 

of the peotJie who took tht: language. to Europe. Progress 
and change connott: an inexhaustible fund of life.and energy, 

while stagnation means death, or at any rate, a. lack of .vitality.; 
and this clearly shows why Lithuanian still retains, .some 1 of 
the archaic forrbs of Aryan speech, and the modern verna, 
culars of India, .derived from Sanskrit, have developed and 

advanced by leaps and bounds. 

It was Cuno " who contended that ti1e undivided Aryans, 
instead of being a small clan, must have been. a numeroq;; 

nomad pastoral people, inhabitinge an extei?~iv.c te.rritory. 
A long period-several thousand years-he considered,· must 

46 
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have been occupied in the evolution of the elaborate gram
matic'll system of tht~ primitive speech, while the dialectic 

vaneties out of n hich the A ryan lang.uages were ultimately 
evolved could not have arisen except through geographical 
severance. The necessary geographical conditions were, be 

thought, a vast plain, undivided by lofty mountain barriers, by 
desert tracts or impassable forests, together with a temperate 

climate, tolerably uniform in character, where a numerous 
people could have expanded, and then, in different portions 
of the territory, could have evolved those dialectic differences 

which afterwards developed into the several Aryan languages. 

There is only one rt>gion, he contends, on the whole surface 
of the globe which presents 'the necessary condition of uniform
ity of cUmate and geographical extension. This is the 
great plain of Northern Europe, stretching from the Ural 
mountains over Northern Germany and the north of France 

as far as the Atlantic. In this region, he thinks, and no 

other, the conditions of life are not too easy, or the struggle 

for existence too hard, to make possible the devt"!opment of 
a grt>at energetic race such as th,. Aryans. At the begin
ning of the historic period we find this region occupied by the 

Ce-ltic, Teutonic, Lithuanic and Slavonic races, whom he 

regards as autochthonous. At some earlier time he considers 

that the Italic and Hellenic races had extended themselves to 

the south across the mountain chain of Central Europe, and 

had wandered with their herds further to the east, subduing 

and incorporating non-Aryan races'' 1 

The above summary of Cuno's opinion has been made 

by Dr. Taylor who, however, says: "To this it might be 

replied that the steppes of Central Asia, extending eastward 

of the Caspian for more than a thousand miles beyond Lake 
Balkash, also offer the uecessary conditions, and that here 

the great Turko-Tartaric race has grown up, presenting an 
actual picture of what the Aryan race must have been in the 

early nomad stage of its existence. But it must be conceded 

1 Taylor, Orig!n of the Ar/ans, pp. 30-31. 
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to Cuno that tlie conditions of climate, of soil, of greater 
geographical extension and of proximity to the regions now 
occupied by the Aryans, are arguments for selecting the 
European rather than the Asiatic plain as the probable cradle 
of the Aryan race.''l 

But if the plains of Europe be the probable cradle of the 
Aryan rae~, how would the fact of nearly all the principal 
Aryan-speaking races being of ,the brachy-cephalic Turanian 
family of Asia be explained? Dr. Taylor has himself shown 
that t_he dolicho-cephalic savages of the kitchen-middens, 
or the dolicho-cephalic Iberian cannibals of Southern Eur'ope 
could not have been the ancestors of the Aryans. 2 The 
original home of the Aryans must therefore be ?Ought not in 
Europe, but in Asia whence the Turanians admittedly went 

to Europe wi~h Aryan speech, ami the Aryans must have 
been some other race in Asia, from whom the Turanians in 

the course of their wanderings borrowed their speech and 
culture. There is no other. alternative than to rnake this 

admission, if we want avoiding arguing in a circle It is 
extremely probable, however, that the great European plain, 
referred to by Cuno, afforded facilities to the Aryo- Turanian 
nomads to develop the differences of their dialects ·and 

culture, which we notice at the beginning of the historical 
epoch in Europe. Though Professor Sayee subsequently 
announced a change of his opinion about the ori&inal home 
of the Aryans being in Asia, 3 European scho!Ms like Ujfalvy, 

Hommel, Fessl, Professor Max Muller, and American writers 
like Messrs. Hale and Morris advocate various forms of the 
Asiatic hypothesis. Pro{essor· Max Muller gave a final 
pronouncement on the subject in r887, when he wrote; "If 
an answer must be given- as to the place wnere our Aryan 
ancestors dwelt before their ~epa ration, I should ··stilL say, 

1 Ibid p. 31. • 
• .Ibid, pp. 222-223-

a In the Academy, Dec. 8th, 1883, and in his lntrocluction to the Scie11ce 

a/ La~t-page, third edition, 1885. 
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as I said forty years ago,' somewhere in Asia,' and no more.' 11 

And the Professor was undoubtedly ri .rh~. This " som ·whc · ~ .., . 
in Asia" is, as we have poinrt>d out, no ofher country than 
Sapta-Sindhu with the outlying adjacent tnritories of 
Gandhara and Bactrian a. We have shown how the no narlic 
Aryan savages, driven out .1f Saota-Sindhu, spread westlv,rd 
in waves after waves. That they were primitive savages in 
the hunting stage, and not even in the stage of wandaing 

cattle-keepers, can easily be surmised from the sU>te of 
neolithic culture in Europe, of which w.· have already giv. n 

some glimpses. The~e wand~ri.lg savag,~s n~adily 'tli>ee·i 
with the nomadic Turanian hordes from Central and E'l.stern 
Asia, on .whom they imposed their lan:;:uCJ.g·~, though, h wing 

been comparatively small in number, they were subsequently 

absorbed by the Turanians. These overspread Europ·.·, but 

they were followed by other Aryan tribes, more advancer. 

in culture than their predecessors, as they marched with their 
cattle, and in rude carts drawn by oxen. They also subse
quently intermingled with the hybrid population of Euro~Je, 

and settled in various parts, some in the north becoming th.

ancestors of the Lithuanians and the Slav,;, and others in the 

south and west, becoming the anc~stors of the Hellenes, the 
Latins and the C("' Its. The retreat of the great ic. -sheet 

towards the north of Europe after the po,;t-G!acial epoch 

laid bare the vast plains of Central and Northern Europe 
and made the influx of the Asiatic hordes to that continent 

possible. This must have furnished " the irresistible impulse " 

for migration, spoken of by Grimm and Max M iiller. The 

greater part of Europe was thus flooded in a remote age by 
these surging hordes of mixed Asiatic savages who were, 
however, more advanced in culture and richer in speech than 

the dolicho-cephalic savages and cannibals whom they found 
already settled in the north, south and west of Europe, and 
on whom they impos<>d their culture and language. The 

subsequent development eof the dialectic varieties must have 

1 Goodwards, Aug. 1887, reprinted in ''Biographies of Words." 
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been favoured by the nature of the countries in which the 

;arious settlements to~k place and the char~cter of the 

neighbouring tribes: It would thus appear that the hypo
thesis of the European cradle of the Aryan race can by no 

means be satisfactorily maintained, and there is no other 
alternative than to fall back on the Asiatic hypothesis. 
Central and Eastern Asia can, with some show of reason, 

be pointed out as the original home of q1e brachy.cephalic 
and ortho-cephalic Europc:an races, a~ they are admittedly 
the descendants of the Turanians of Asia, but not certainly 
of the pure Aryans whom we have shown to he autochthonous 
in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, which appears to us to be' the real 
cradle of the race. · 

The ~gveda is admittedly the oldest work extant of . 

the Aryans, and European scholars are unanimously agreed 

that most of the ~gvedic hymns were composed in Sapta
Sindhu on the banks of the Indus and its tributatries, and 

of the Sarasvatl and the Dr~advatL In these hymns we do 

not find . any m~ntion or evidence of the ancient Aryans 

having ever _lived in any other country, or immigrated thence 

to Sapta-Sindhu. Some scholars, both Indian and European, 

however, have, in their eagerness to establish the Aryan 

cradle in Central Asia, tried to interpret certain ·hymns in a 

manner that would support their theory ; but so far their 

efforts do not appear to have been attended with any degree 
of success. For example, Pandit Ramanatha Sarasvati in 

his Bengali translation of the ~gveda interprets Rv. i. 22, 

16 & 17 to mean that the ancient' Aryans had been divided 
into seven clans (sa pta dluimavih) and had lived ·in seven 

regions of an unknown territory somewhere; w.hence under 
the leadership of Vi$!fU, their tutelary deity, they immigrated 

to Sapta-Sindhu after halting in three different places. It is 

needless to say that this interpretatiot1 is' absurd on· the very 

face of it. In the tlrst place,· there is no men!ion in· the 

J3,gveda that the Vedic Aryans wete divided into seven 

clans or tribes; on the other hand, we find frequent mention 
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of Paficajandh or the Five Tribes only. Secondly, the word 

does not mean seven tribes or seven places, but the seven 
rays of the Sun who is identified with Vi~r,1u. Thirdly, the 
three steps of Vi~QU or the Sun were not the three halting 

places of the Aryan immigrants, but the three strides that 
the Sun or Vi~l}.u was first observed by the primitive Aryans 
to take, via., the first step in the morning when he rises, 
the second step in the midday when he ascends the zenith 

of the sky, and the third step in the evening when he goes 
down to rest. All the ancient Vedic commentators from 
Yaska, SAkapuni, OurQ.abbAva and DurgAdrya, down to 
S!yar,1a have unanimously adopted this interpretation which 
seems to us to be the most natural, and the only rational 
interpretation of the verses. Thus verse 16 simply means: 
" May the Devas protect us from the region from which 
Vi!llt,lU or the Sun with his seven rays or metres started on 
his peregrination." There is not here even the shadow of a 
mention of an A ryan immigration to Sapta-Sindhu from 
another country. The Devas evidently dwell in the region 
from which Vi~Q.U or the Sun starts on his journey and it 
could not have been any other than Heaven itself, the abode 
of the Gods, from which they come down to the earth, when 
invoked by their votaries. This celestial region has been called 

Pratnoka, or ancient abode, in the ~gveda. In Rv i. 30,9 
we read " Indra goeth to many people (i.e., responds to their 
invocations). I invoke him to come from the anci,;nt abode. 
My father also invoked him before." Saya1:1a interprets 
Pratnasyokasah in the above hymn as follows :-Pratnasya 
puratanasya Okasah sthanasya Svargarupasya sakdfa!, 
which means " from the ancient abode, or heaven." The 

dwelling place of the Gods, or heaven, is called " the ancient 

abode," because the Devas being as ancient as the creation 
of the Universe itself, the region where they dwell, which is 

one and the same from tternity, is also like them ancient 

and unchangeable. Hence the epithet of their abode is 

" ancient." The word certainly does uot rnean any ancient 
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home of the Aryans, abandoned by them before· corning to 
Sapta.Sindhu. It ~imply tnrans «the ancient or primeval 
and eternal horne of lobe De vas," i.e., Heaven ·itself. But it 
is argued that there is a place named Indra!aya (abode of 

lndra I on the north of the Hindu Kush, which has been 

mentioned in the Amarr.ko§a and Sabdaratnilvali, and this 

might have been the ancient abode of. the Vedic Aryans who 

wor>-hipped lndra as their supreme deity, and probably named 

the region after him The theory is undoubtedly very 
ingenious; but there is no mention in the ~gveda of any 
place named lndrillaya. It is just poss.ible, however, that, 
Indra's birth-place having been described to be th~·peak of the 

Mujavat mountain in the Himalayan Range, where the Soma 
plant grew, a place over this range or on the north of the 

Hindu Kush was located in a later age as the abode of lndra, 
or Indralaya. Similarly at the present day, the Kaildsa 
mountain near Lake Mansarobar on the Tibetan side of the 
HimAlaya i~ pointed out as the abode of .Siva, and another 

lofty snowy peak of the HimAlaya as the abode of the 
;;upe_rhuman · king of that name, where Urnfl. or Durg~ was 

born. A HimAlayan Hindu traveller1 who passed below 
thi~ snowy peak in his journey to Tibet was aston·ished ·at 

the sight of the semblance of a beautiful palace of snow with 
domes and turrets over this peak, .whi~:h was pointed .out to 

him by his ~uide as the abode of the celestial Mountain-king 
who was the father of the Goddt'SS DurgA. We need not, 

therefore, wonder that a place north of the Hindu Kush was 

named in some later age as· lndralaya or the abode of Indra. 

But this does not i.n any way prove that it was the original 
home of the ancient Aryans. 

We have seen that "the. ancient abode'' mentioned in 

the ~gveda does not mean the original cradle of the Aryans, 

but only Heaven or the abode of the Gods; that the immigra

tion of the Vedic Aryans under the leadership of Vi~nu from 

that ancient horne is a pure myth which has no basis to 

1 Sv~mi Akhand~nanda of the Ramkrishna 1\'lission. 
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stand upon ; and lastly, that the three ,tt>ps taken by Vi~l}.u 

or the Sun do nc)t mean the three ~l ,titing plar:,·s wht>re the 

immigrant Aryans stopped, but only the three strides thdt 
the Sun daily takes in his journey from the east to.vards 

the wt>st. Even if it be admitted for the sake of argc~ment 

that the Aryans in the course of their immigration to Sapta
Sindhu really halted in thn·e different places for a long time, 

no body has so far been able to identify them. If, on th~ 

other hand, it is supposed that the Aryans did emigrate to 

Sapta-Sindhu at one stretch, halting only at three places 

during the it •narch, then their origin·; l home would be situated 
at a very short di,-t1nC<:, say 50 miles, from Sapta-Sind •'.1, 

which could be covered by a j·>ur.tey of only three days This 

would be tantamount to a confession that the crddle was, 

as it were, within the ambit of Sapta-Sindhu itself. We 

have shown th it th·)ugh the Aryans originally be:ongt>d to 
Sapta-Sindhu, they expanded in the direction of Gandhara and 

Bactriana, both of which wew peop1ed by their own kith and 

kin. We furtl1er know that the rivers of Afghanistan that 
an~ tributary tu the Indus hav ~ heen mentioned in th< ~g

ved' at ths s Hle tim · as th.~ tributaries th lt flow tltrough the 
Punjab, together will1 L1e Su:l:>vatl, the Dr;;advati, the 

Apaya and other indep<>ndent rivers. Though all these 

rivers as well as the Ganga and the Yamuna have been 

mentioned, the ~gvedic bards are eloquent in their 

description of the Indus and the Sarasvati only, and rdate 

with pride how all thezr sacrifices were perfurmt>d anrl all 

knowledge, sacred and secular, wa.- au.Juired on their 
hallowed banks. They have also called the Sarasvatl '' the 

best of mothers" and " the best ol rivers," thereby implying 

that they looke-d upon the region watered by the sacred 

stream as their original cradle. The ancient Aryan world, 

therefore, included not only Sapta-Sindhu proper, but also 

Gandhara and Bactriana j and we ghould not be at all 

surprised if we come •across a verse that mentions, among 

other places, one namt>d Yak~u (Rv. vii. 28, 29). Even if this 
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Ya.k~u·be idel\tified with the river Oxus; it does not mean that 
the original home of the Aryans was' hear· th~ upper sl'>tii'Ges 
of the Oxus 11nd the faxartes. H siititJIY means that th~y 

··knew this river; or the region watert'!d by · It, merely lls 

colon.ists, sojourners or invaders. Tl:iP. verse sa:ys that lndfa 
fought a ba.ttle in which he kHied Bheda (probably the: ruler 

of the country), and Yamuna ·pleased him ·and the three 
countries !Ulmed Aja, Sighru.and Yak$u offered liitn the head 
of a horse. ·This evidently melH1s that Indra, or f6r ·the 
matter of that, his votaries, embarked on a war of coriqllest 
on the ftobtiers, beginning fttlin tM banks of the Y~mutla'irt $~ 
Sapta~Sindhu, ~hd ending· in the nortHern,.'mo!>f regi011 ohlie 

. then known· Aryan WtltHI, whieh was W!ltered by, the'0xu~; 
and thatthis· victory ·Wiis celeorat'etHiy tl'le ·f.ietformifnce-dfa 

horse·satJrifice in honour of indra, itt•' whi~h the VanquisHed 

··peopll'ls a:lso took a ptomlnent' pa:rt~ 'fhe me'htiotY of'the 
Rutamas itt Rv~ v.. 36i i 2-i 5 ha's' led tertaifi scholars td 

identify them with rh~ ancestors of the Russians,. and- their 
country with Russia ! The sage Bablttu, While praising Agni, 

n'lentions in the above verses that ~(lancaya, the leader of 

the Rut;amas, gave him four thousand he~ds of cattle; orie 

goldeti bucket, and a house to live' in:; Th~ Ru~amas Were 

therefore undoubtedly Vedic sactificets, and tnust have lived 

in Sapta:.Sindtni: Whether' they afterWard!> etnigtat~d t& 
Russia and gave their name to the country is· mote than What 

we kndw or can say. It Would; hoWever, merely suffice to 

say here that they were an Aryafi tribe liVhig eitlier iN 
Sapta-Sindh:u or its rteighbou.f"hood1 and .fi(lt in Russia:, 
Another similarity in name has lecd some scholars': to ihdulge 

in another wild guess; The wotd lfariyup'ia otciits in a 
~ 

J.{gvedic verse ( Rv, vi. 27 .s), which is identified \Vltli 

Europe. But it: is ptobably· tlie rra:tne of a·l'iVet or tdwn, as 
S~yat;ta says; and it is· related t,h!J.t Indta: killed tlie• ~<His of 
Vtcivina (who was himself· the' sail of Varasikha:),: Wltt1 we'r'e 
eric~mped on the east~rn sid~ o' Hadjtfipia: •afid1 that 
VrGlvana~s- ~ldest: son, who w<is en:~amped· 01Hhe western 
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side, seeing his brothers killed, died through fear. This 
expedition therefore was also a war of conquest, and 
Hariyupla does not seem to us to be the name of the continent 
of Europe. But even if it was, it only goes to show that 
the ancient Aryans of ~gvedic times advanced from Sapta
Sindhu as far as Europe in their warlike expeditions. 

Another argument in favour of the Central Asian cradle 
of the Aryans is based on the fact that the word hima was 
equivalent for the year, thereby indicating that the climate 
of the place where they dwelt was cold and wintry during 
the greater part of the year, and not hot like that of the 
Punjab. In Rv. i. 64, 14, ii. 1, II, 33,2, v. 54,15, vi. 10,7 
and vi. 48,8, we come across the word hima to mean the 
year. This does not imply that the Aryans had lived in a 
cold country before they immigrated to the Punjab ; but 
that the climate of Sapta-Sindhu itself, as geologists have 
proved, had been cold in ancient times in consequence of 
the existence of seas round about the country, which after• 
wards changed into hot with the disapp•·arance of the seas. 
The year, therefor~:", was naturally designated by the word 
hima; and there can be no doubt that the existence of this 
word in the verses; proves their hoary antiquity and takes us 
back to geological times. 'When the climate changed from 
cold to temperate, the word hima was naturally substituted 
by the word Sarad (autumn) to mean the year and 
indicate the prevailing climate. A disregard of this fact 
has led scholars to surmise that the Aryans at first lived 
in a cold climate, and that their original home was situated 
on the high table-larvi of Central Asia where wintry 

conditions prevail even to this day. This surmise, however, 
has no firm basis to stand upon. It is Sapta-Sindhu which 
was, as we have repeatedly shown in the previous chapters 
~y adducing various proofs, the real cradle of the Aryan race, 
and included not only Sapta-Sindhu proper, but also 
Gandh!ra, or Afghanistan, tht! beautiful valley of Kashmir, 

• the high plateau situated to the north of it, Bactriana and 

.. 
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Airyana Vaejo. · But the five tribes that constituted the Vedic 
Aryans, performing the Vedic rites, worshipping th~ Vedic 
Gods·, and having a ·homogeneous civilisation, confined them
selves to tbe plt1ins .and the beautif,ul ,valley of Kll.shm.ir only. 
Those of the Aryans that lived outside the territory were 
regarded by the Vedic Aryans as non-sacrificers, . Daras 

. Dasyus, barbarians and Jflecchtis, i.e., people who could noi 
pronounce words properly. Religious schisms and intolerance 
w~nt a great way to estrange their own kith and kin from 
them, and this estrangement gradually developed into an 
implacable enmity, which ultimately completed their separa
tion; 

It would thus appear that Central Asia could not have 
been, and never was the oiiginaicradle of the Aryan race. If 
it is to ·be loc~ted anywhere with any show of. reason, it must 
be in 'Sapta:-Sindhu or nowhere. 



• 
CHAPTER XVII. 

THE BYPOTBESIS OP THE ARCTIC DOME OP THE ARYANS. 

Besides the hypothesis of Aryan home in Northern 
Europe and Central Asia, there is yet another which seeks 
to prove that the original Aryan cradle was situated some
where in the Arctic region. This theory would, at first 
sight, appear startling and incredible, in as much as these 
regions are covered by ke, at places hundreds of feet deep, 
and are not at all calculated to favour the growth and 
development of any large family of human bein~s. The 
circum-polar regions are very sparsely populated, and the 
nearer one approches the North Pole, the more desolate 
does the scene appear till every vestige of human habitation 
and even of life and vegetation in any shape or form disap
pears, and the vast panorama consists of nothing but an 
awfully still and strange, bleak and cold, and white and weird 
expanse of ice, in whichever direction one may turn one's eyes. 
In fact, King Ice reigns there supreme and undisputed in his 
solemn grandeur and appalling loneliness, plungecl for six 
months into the various shades of darkness whiyh is only 
occasionally relieved by the resplendent flashes of the Aurora 
Borealis, or the moon-light, and lit up for the remaining six 
months by the rays of the Sun who wheels round and round 
the horizon in concentric circles, like a strange and shy creature, 
or an unwilling exile, eager for an escape from this dismal 
and inhospitable region, but finding no way out,-making 
" the day-light sick " as if by his own chilling and creeping 
sensation of fear,-never venturing to mount high up the 
heavens, and feeling as it were only too glad to retrace his 
steps, and disappear below the horizon, leaving King Ice again 
to dismal darkness and his dreary dreams. Such then is the 
Polar region which cane>nly be fit for the habitation of beings 
other than human-probably of the Devas or the Gods, 
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as the· ancient · H.indus who ca.me· to ,~e acquainted :with 
it in an age later than the ~gvedic be~ieved it to b~ . .\ :J,be 
very appalling loneli~ess and desolation of the region .cannot 
but be associated with the haunts of unearthly· beings, !f such 
really exist, with whom solitude probably is the very essence/. 
and condition of their existence. 

Such a region as the Polar nobody would ever believe 
to have been inhabited by human beings at any stage of the 
Earth's evolution, for ordinarily we are accustomed· to think 
of i~ as having existed in its present condition from the very 
beginning of creation. But Geologists have proved ·from the 
remains of plants and animals embedded. in the ice that in 
the Arctic circle there prevailed in a. remote period a 
congenial climate verging upon " perpetual spring," which 
favoured the growth of vegetation, and the multiplica.tion of 
animals, and probably also of human beings, though ordinarily 
it is difficult for men of the tropics who are accustomed to 
live in bright sunshine every day of their life. to understand 
why, granting that the mor:e southern latitudes .possessed ao 

equally congenial and· equable c)imate, people should prefer 
to live in a region which is .covered by darkness for sb. 
months, or even a lesser period. But, strange as it may 
appear, even to this day, the circumpolar regions are tenanted 
by human tribes like the Esquimaux, who prefer to live there 
as much as people do in the swelteringly .hot and eaervatlng 
climate of the tropics. There is a . wonderful power in. mal!1 
to get himself acclimatized and adapt himself to bia environ-. 
ments, however unfavourable they may be at first sight, as 
he is possessed of a spirit of conservatism, which makes him 
unwilling to change his habitat, however unsuitable. i.t may 
appear to others, for another in a str~nge though_ more 
suitable land, unless he is absolutely compelled by circums

tances to do so. And thus we find Iceland, Gre.enla,nd, and 
the northernmost parts of Scandinavia and Russia still 
inhabited by human beings who ;ye quite .as much at home 
in tholie inhospitable regions, as we are in ours: It is 
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therefore exceedingly probable that, a more equable and 
congenial climate having prevd.iled in. the Arctic region in 
some by-gone geological epoch, it was tenanted by human 
beings whose origin is traced back by scientists to the 
Pleistocene epoch, and even to the Miocene epoch of the 
Tertiary Era. 

We have already said that Dr. Croll has calculated from 
astronomical data that in the northern hemisphere the last 
Glacial epoch began some 240,ooo years ago and that it 
lasted with alternations of a milder and even tropical 
temperature for nearly r6o,ooo years, and finally terminated 
about 8o,ooo y~ars ago, from which time the modern climatic 
conditions have prevailed. Professor Geikie essentially 
agrees with these calculations and believes that palceolithic 
man must have occupied parts of Western Europe, shortly 
after .the disappearance of the great ice-sheet, and that he 
was also probably interglacial. " During the interglacial 
period ,. he observes " the climate was characterised by 
clement winters and cool summers, so that the tropical plants 
and animals, like elephant~. rhinoceroses and hippopota
muses ranged over the whole of the Arctic region, and in 
spite of many fierce carnivora, the Palceolithic man bad no 
unpleasant habitation." 1 We are not here concerned with 
the causes that .produced these climatic changes in the Arctic 

region. It will suffice for our purpose to admit that these 
changes did actually take place in geological times, and that 
palceotithic rnan most likely inhabited this region in the 
interglacial epoch, the dolicho-cephalic savages of Northern 

• Europe having probably been the survivors of the cataclysm 
that made the Arctic circle uninhabitable by the invasion of 
ice and snow. As these savages have been declared by 
anthropologists to have been originally an African race, it 
follows that they must have emigrated to the Polar region 
in some interglacial epoch, when the climatic conditions 
were favourable. We are \!so not much concerned here 

1 Geikie' • Fragments of Ea1-th Lore, p. 266. 
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with the controversy a~ong European and American scien- · 
tists as regards the period of time when t~e Glacial epoch, . 
ended, a.nd the post-tilacial epoch commenced in the northern 
hemisphere, as there is a wide divergence of opinion between 
them, the English Geologists holding that the event must have 
taken place more than fifty or sixty thousand years ago, while 
the American Scientists asserting that it could not be earlier 
than 7000 or 8ooo thousand years at most in North America. 
It is just possible that owing t!) local causes, the post-Glacial 
epoch in the two countries may have commenced in different 
periods of time and that the calculations of the European and 
the American scie~tists are correct so far as their respective 
countries are concerned. It is an admitted fact that while all 
the evidence regarding the existence of the Glacial epoch 
comes from the north of Europe and America, no traces of 
glacia'tion have so far been discovered in Northern Asia or 
North Alaska. We may therefore take it that different 
conditions of climate· prevailed in different periods of time 
in different countries owing to the existence of different· 
causes, and that the calculations of the European Geologists 
are correct so far as North Europe is concerned. 

We have also seen that the neolithic cil.-ilisati~n of 
Europe was brought there with. Aryan speech by a brachy
cephalic people, whom anthropologists have identified with 
the Mongolian or Turanian race of Asia. There is no e.vidence 
to show that they came from the Arctic region, for the e:trliest 
lake-dwellings of Europe have been ascertained to be not 
older than 8,ooo B.C., and the commencement of the Neolithic 
age in Europe not earlier than .2o,ooo B.C., while tbe Arctic 
regions had become unfit for human habitation more than 
so,ooa yeats ago when the present inclement climate com
menced there owing to the invasion of ice. If, therefore, the 
progenitors of the Aryan race ever had their original home in 
the Arctic region, it must have been in some interglacial 
epoch long before the commen~ement of the post-Glacial 
epoch in Europe, and they· must have emigrated southward 

.. 
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after the destruction of their original home not certainly to 
Europe but to Asia, whence in neolithic times the Turanians, 
having been aryanised in speech and culture, went to Europe 
about 2o,ooo years ago. 

Among the scholars who have propounded the hypothesis 
of the original Arctic home of man, the name of Dr. Warren, 
President of the Boston University, stands foremost. His 
work, the Paradise Found or the Cradle o.f the Human Race 
at the North Pole has opened .up a new vista of speculation 
and research. M. de Saporta, a distinguished French savant, 
hall also propounded a theory to the effect " that the entire 
human race originated on the shores of the Polar sea at a 
time when the rest of the northern hemisphere was too hot 
to be inhabited by man."l We do not dispute the fact that 
the Polar region was habitable in interglacial epochs, but 
whether the shores of the Polar sea constituted the original 
cradle of the human race is quite another matter, with which 
we are not here concerned. Professor Rhys also after a 
tareful examination of the Celtic and Teutonic myths, and 
comparing them with similar Greek traditions, has come to 
the conclusion that the original home of the Aryans was in 
Northern Europe, somewhere" between Germany and Scandi
navia, especially the south of Sweden. This last would 
probably do well enough as the country in which the Aryans 
may have consolidated and organized themselves before 
beginning to st:nd forth their excess of population to conquer 
the other lands now possessed by nations speaking Aryan 
languages." He goes further to say that the mythological 
ii\dklltiorts '' poitit to some spot within the Arctic circle, 
such, for example, iis the region where Norse legend placed 
the Land of Immortality, somewhere in the north of Finland 
and tht> neighbourhood of the White Sea. There would, 
perhaps, be 110 difficulty irt the way of supposing them to have 
thence ill due time descended into Scandinavia, settling, 
among other places, at Upsala, which has all the appearance 

l Rhys' Hifiliert Lectures, p. 637. 
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of being a most ancient site, lying as it does on a plain dotted 
with innumerable burial mounds of unknown antiquity. This, 
you will bear in mind, bas to do only with the origin of the 
early Aryans·, and not with that of the human rae~ generally ; 
but it would be no fatal objection to the view here suggested, 
if it should be urged that the mythology of nations beside the 
Aryans such as that of the Paphlagonians, in case of their 
not being Aryan, point likewise to the north, for it ·is not 
contended that the Aryans may be the only people of 
northern origin."I 

Professor Rhys says that the old views of mythologists 
and philologists regarding the primeval home of the ·Aryan . ' . . . .. 
race have been modified by the recentresearches i,n Geology, 
Arch::eology and Craniology, and the site of that home has 
been shifted from the plains of Central Asia to the northern 
parts ·of Germany or eyen to Scandinavia not only on 
ethnological but also on philological grounds. A comparison 
of the Celtic, Teutonic, and Greek myths also brings him to 
the same conclusion, as we have already said. But his 
arguments seem to overlook the .• fact that language, and for 
the matter of that, mythology which is transmitted by 
language, are no criteria of race. "'Ideas," says Dr. Taylor, 
"may be the same and language may be identicai;.bt.tt. we 
cannot affirm that the undivided. Aryans were in possession 
of a common mythology. It is more probable that out of 
the same common words and the satnc thoughts, the Aryan 
nations, after their separation, constructed separate mythic 
tales, whose resemblances are apparent rather than real. 
Another factor has also to b~ taken into account. Much of 
the culture formerly attributed to the undivided Aryans is 
due merely to borrowing, and so also it is probable that t.her~ 

has been an extensive migration of myths from tribe to ,tribe. 
In many cases this has been proved to be the case. We 
know that a large portion of the Greek mythic tales were in 

1 /hid, pp. 636·37· 
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reality derived from Semitic sources, J and that the Latin 
poets transferred Greek myths to unrelated Italic deities, 
that the Teutons appropriated Celtic d~ities, while even the 
mythology of the Edda turns out to be largely infected with 
ideas which can be traced to Christian sources, and supposed 
Hottentot traditions of a universal deluge prove to have 
been obtained from the dimly remembered teaching of 
Christian missionaries. Religious myths, like folk-tales and 
popular fables, have an astonishing faculty for migration. 
Sacred legends of the Buddhistic priests found their way 
from India to Bagdad, from Bagdad to Cairo, from Cairo to 
Cordova, and are now enshrined in the pages of La Fontaine, 
having been translated by wandering professional story-tellers 
from Pali into Pehlevi, from Pehlevi into Arabic, from Arabic 
into Spanish, from Spanish into French and English. It is more 
probable that any divine myths which may ultimately be identi
fied in the Aryan languages may have thus migrated at some 
early time, than that, as the comparative mythologists assume, 
they formed part of the common Aryan heritage in the 
barbarous and immensely remote period before the linguistic 
separation ." 2 It will thus appear that on linguistic and 
mythological grounds, no jdentity of race can be established. 
Craniology also proves that the Celts and the Teutons do not 
belong to the same branch of the human race. The dolicho
cephalic Teutons were admittedly in the palreolithic stage 
when the neolithic Celts and the Shvs came in contact with 
and imposed their language and culture on them. It is not 
unlikely, as asserted by Dr. Taylor, that the Celtic deities 
and myths found their way among the Teutons who adopted 
and modified them to suit their own way of thinking. When 
the dolicho-cephalic Teutons do not admittedly belong to 
the original Aryan race, it would be idle and futile to call 
their old cradle in Europe as the early cradle of the Aryans. 

l We have shown however ip a previous chapter that the Semites derived 

much of their culture from India• 
• Taylor's Origin of the Aryans, pp. 330o332. 
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The theory of the Arctic ~orne of the Aryans should, ther~fote, 
fail on this very ground. Add to this the vast difference in 

cui tu re of the Teuttms and the Celts as exhibited in the 
teinains of the kitchen-middens of the former, and the 
lake-dwellings of the latter. The Teutons having bee~ vastly 
inferior to the Celts1 it is certain tllat the culture went from 
the south to the north, thus pointing to the probabifity that 

·the centre of Aryan cu,Jtute was in a place other than 
North Europe or the Ardic Circle. There- is also 
an~ther factor which has to be reckoned with. The Arctic 
region became uninhabitable more than so,ooo years 
ago, when the. present inclement cliniate commenced there. 
Where did the. Aryans go after the destruction of their home 
in the Arctic 'circle ? As the dolicho-cephalic Canstadts or 
Teutons were not Aryans, nor were the Iberians and the 
Ligurians, it is probable that the Celts belonged to the Aryan 
race. But how is it that they exhiqit a Ttiranian type, with 
al'l Aryan speech? These are questions which ·cannot be 
satisfactorily answered by assuming a North European or 
Arctic ·~radle of the Aryans. :fhat cradle must have been in 
Asia, and, as we have already pointed out, in Sapta-Sindhu. 

In India, Mr. Balgangadhar Tilak has attempted to prove 
from internal.evidences of the ~gveda and the Zend-Avesta 
that the Arctic' region was the original cradle of the Aryans. 
It will be our humble endeavour i11 this and the following 
chapters to examine how far the evidences gathered and 
marshalled by him can be relied upon to. support his 
hypothesis. . But we must candidly say at the very outset 
that Western Veelic scholars have admitted that there is 
absolutely no evidence in the ~gveda of the Aryans having 
ever immigrated to Sapta-Sindhu from any country in any 
ancient epoch, or of their original home having been 
destroyed by the invasion of ice and snow. Mr. Tilak also 
holds the same view with these Western scholars, but he 
persuades~himself to believe that the legefid of Manu's Flood, 
as told not certainly in the ~gv~da, out in the . §atapatha 
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Brh.hma1;1a which is a much later work, 1s identical with 
the story of the Ice-deluge as related in the Zend-Avesta, 
which is said to have destroyed Airyafla Vaejo, or the Aryan 
Paradise. He thinks that this Paradise was situated within 
the Arctic Circle, and that the Ice-deluge referred to in the 
Avesta was no other than the glaciation that made this Circle 
uninhabitable. 

There is, however, a vast difference between the accounts 
of Manu's Flood, and the Ice-deluge as mentioned in the 
Avesta. Manu's deluge was one of water, while the Avestic 
deluge was purely one of snow and ice. Mr. Tilak aiso has 
noticed this difference. " Nevertheless," says he, "it seems 
that the Indian story of the deluge refers to the same 
catastrophe as is described in the Avesta, and not to any 
local deluge of water or rain. For though the Satapatha 
Brihma1;1a mentions a flood (aughah), the word prilleya 
which Pa1;1ini (vii. 3· 2) derives from pralaya (a deluge) 
signifies 'snow,' 'frost,' or 'ice' in the later Sanskrit 
literature. This indicates that the connection of ice with the 
deluge was not originally unknown to the Indians, though 
in later times it seems to have been entirely overlooked. 
Geology informs u" that every Glacial epoch is characterised 
by extensive inundation of the land with waters brought 
down by great rivers flowing from the glaciated districts, 
and carrying an amount of sand or mud with them. The 
word aughah or floqd in the Satapatha BrihmaQa may, 
therefore, be taken to refer to such sweeping floods flowing 
from the glaciated districts, and we may suppose Manu to 
have been carried along one of these in a ship guided by the 
fish to the sides of the Him~laya mountain. In short, it is 
not necessary to hold that the account in the Satapatha 
BrahmaQa refers to the water deluge, pure and simple, 
whatever the later PuraQas may say; and if so, we can 
regard the Brahmanic account of deluge as but a different 
version of the Avestic deluge of ice. It was once suggested 
that the idea of deluge mly have been introduct:d into India 
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from an exclusively Semitic source ; but this theory is long 
abandoned by scholars, as the story of the deluge is found in 
such an ancient book• as the Satapatha Brihma)}.a, the date 
of which has now been ascertained to be not later than 
2500 B.C. from the fact that it expressly assigns to the 
Krttikas or the Pleiades a position in the due east. It is 
evident, therefore, that the story of the deluge is Aryan in 
origin, and in that case the Avestic and the Vedic account 
of the deluge must be traced to the same source." 1 

We agree with Mr~ Tilak in his last conclusion that the 
story of the deluge is Aryan in origin, but not in any of the 
other inferences drawn by him. In the first place, we do not 
admit that the deluge of water and the deluge of ice were iden-

' . 
tical and traceable to the ·same cause. \Ve have already 
discussed this subject z"n extenso in a previous chapter, conclud
ing that the deluge of water occurred in Sapta-Sindhu probably 
as the result of the sudden upheaval of the bed of the Rijputani 

Sea; that Manu's ship floated with the in rushing flood towards 
the Him!laya which has been described in the Satapatha 
Br!hma1,1a as ''the Northern Mountain " (Uttaragiri) i that 
this mountain could not have been described as northern 
(Uttara) unless Manu had lived to the south of it in a region 
where the flood occurred; and that the deluge of ic_e men
tioned in the' Avesta, which destroyed Airyana Vaejo, was 
probably caused by the vast .volumes . of vap_?urs, released 
from the flood-water, having been precipitated as snow on 
the lofty peaks of the Himalaya and in Airyana Vaejo whiCh 
was not situated in the Arctic Circle but on the tableland of 
Bactriana. If our conclusions be correct, the Ice-deluge was 
not at all connected with the advent of the Ice Age in the 
Arctic region at the close of the Glacial epoch, which made 
it uninhabitable, The Ice-deluge mentioned in the Avesta 
and the flood related in the Satapatha Brahmar;ta were 
undoubtedly local events due to local causes, and were not 
at all connected with the widespread ~hanges brought about 

t - Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 387. 
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by the natural forces at work during the Glaeial and Inter
glacial epochs. In the second place, instead of the Arctic 
Circle having been made uninhabitabl~ by the deluge of ice 
that destroyed Airyana Vaejo, we find Yima emigrating to a 
region within that very circle, where the year consisted ol 
"one long day and one long night," thereby proving that it 
was situated within that circle, and habitable, and that Yima 
must have led his colony to that region in an fnter-glacial 

period. This also goes to show that the deluge in Sapta
Sindhu had occurred long before the Arctic region was 
destroyed and made uninhabitable by ice, and that the Indo. 
Iranians had already been in Sapta-Sindhu and Bactriana 
before the immigration of the dolicho-cephalic savages of 
Northern Europe took place from the Arr.tic Circle, if they 
had at all lived there in any Inter-glacial epoch. In the thirc:~ 
place, the immigration of the Aryans from the Arctic Circle 
to Southern Asia is more fanciful than real. Manu, at any 
rate, did not come in his ship from the north to the side of 
the "Northern Mountain" which is interpreted to be the 
Himl\laya. Taking all these circustances into our considera
tion, we cannot hold with Mr. Tilak that the Indo-lranians 
had their cradle in the Arctic region, and that there is any 
evidence in the Avesta or the ~gveda of the destruction of 
that cradle or Paradise by the invasion of ice. 

Then again, even if we admit for the sake of argument 
that the Aryan cradle was situated within the Arctic Circle, 
and that Manu, on the advent of the Ice-age immigrated to 
the side of the Himalaya in his ship which started from that 
cradle, and glided along a great river flooded by water from 
the melting ice of the glaciated districts, though, by the way, 
the existence of such a great river is nowhere traceable, the 
fact remains undoubted that the Aryans of the Arctic 
cradle were a highly civilised race even in that remote age, 
in as much as they could construct a ship capable of 
making such a long .,-oyage, without meeting with any 
mishap. How is it, then, that such a great • event was not 
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mentioned in the ~gveda, the oldest (_(ruti, which was 
admittedly composed in Sapta-Sindu, and according to Mr. 
Tilak's view, composed" after the immigration of the Aryans 
from the Polar region under the leadership of Manu? And 
how is it again that the other Aryans who dispersed to th~ 

northern and southern regions ·of Europe from this same 
cradle remained in a savage condition as primitive hunters, 
shell-eater!>, and even cannibals, .living in caves, clad in skins 
sewn with bone-needles, unacquainted with the use of any 
metal, piaced in the pal.eolit.hic stage of civilisation, and 
divided into two distinct branches of the hu~an family, one 
dolicho-cephalic and the other brachy-cephalic? To some 
of these questions Mr. Tilak has attempted an answer which, 
for ingenuity, abs1,1rdity and desperateness, is hard to heat, 
and well worth quoting here. '" The destruction of the ancient 
Aryan home by glaciation and deluge," s<;tys he, "intro-. 
duces a ,new factor in the· history of the Aryan civilisation ; 
and any shortcoming or defects in the civilisation of the 
Aryan races that are found to have inhabited the northern 
parts of Europe in the beginning of the Neolithic age as 
distinguished from the civilisation of the Asiatic Aryan races 
must·now be accounted for as the result of a natural relapse 
into barbarism after the great cata,stroph~. It is true that 
ordinarily we cannot conceive a race that has once launched 
on a career of progress and civilisation suddenly retrograding 
or relapsing into barbarism. But the same rule cannot be 
applied tq the case of the continuation of the ante-diluvian 
into post-diluvian times. In the first place, very few people 
would have survived a cataclysm of such f!lagnitude as the 
deluge of snow and ice, and those that survived could hardly 
be expected to have carried with them all the civilisation of 
the original home, and introduced it intact in their n~w 
settlements under adverse 'circuqJstances, ·among the non
Aryan tribes in the north of Europe, or on the plains of 
Central Asia. We must also bear in.mind the fact that the 
climate of north•ern Europe and Asia, though temperate at 
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present, must have been very much colder after the great 
deluge, and the descendants of those who had to migrate to 

• those countries from the Polar regions, born only to a savage 
or nomadic life, could have, at best, preserved only frag
mentary reminiscences of the ante-diluvian culture and 
civilisation of their forefathers living in the once happy 
Arctic home. Under the circumstances we need not be 
surprised if the European Aryans are found to be in an 
inferior state of civilisation at the beginning of the Neolithic 
age. On the contrary, the wonder is that so much of the 
ante-diluvian religion or culture should have been preserved 
from the general wreck caused by the last Glacial epoch, by 
the religious zeal and industry of the bards or priests of the 
Iranian or the Indian Aryans. It is true that they looked 
upon these relics of the ancient civilisation as a sacred 
treasure entrusted to them to be scrupulously guarded and 
transmitted to future generations ; yet considering the difficul
ties with which they had to contend, we cannot but wonder 
how so much of the ante-diluvian civilisation, religion, or 
worship was preserved in the Veda or the Avesta. If the 
other Aryan races have failed to preserve these ancient 
traditions so well, it would be unreasonable to argue there
from that the civilisation or the culture of these races was 
developed after the separation of the common stock."l 

There are so many absurd elements in the above 
answer that we cannot do better than pick out a few promi
nent ones and deal with them one by one. In the first place, 
if very few of the Aryans, who had be·'n settled in the Arctic 
Circle, survived the cataclysm of ice and snow, and such as 
survived and migrated south to Scandinavia and other parts 
of North Europe relapsed into barbarism, it is tantamount to 
an admission that there is no Aryan element to speak of in 
the population of Europe. In the second place, it is incon
ceivable that the survivors of a tribe which has, by a natural 
process of evolution, reaehed a certain stage • of civilisation, 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 434-435· 
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would retrograde or relapse into barbarism in consequence 
of a catastrophe that destroys their home, to such an extent 
as to make them forget the use and manufacture of metals, 
or to adopt palceolithic implements for neolithic ones. This 

may be conceivable and possible in the case of an isolated 
individual, but never in the case of a tribe. Even a Robinson 
Crusoe, cast ;way in a lonely island, would be able single

handed with the assistance of such meagre instruments as he 
could lay his hands on, to conform him~elf to the require
ments of<~; semi-civiliseci life. In the third place, it may be 
reasonably assumed that the Glacial epoch did not appear all 
at once, in a single day, in the Arctic region, without any 
previous warning, and destroy all life. Its, appearance was 
undoubtedly gradual, giving sufficient forewarnings to the 
creatures that lived there, so that they could instinctively 
take themselves to places of safety. As a matter of fact, the 
number of. survivors, to whichever race· they may have 
belonged, and even if ·they were Aryans, as is supposed by 
Mr. Tilak, was large enough to have overspread a large part 
of Europe, and also parts of Asia. Now a tribe that survives 
a catastrophe, and shares the general culture of the race to 

which it belongs, cannot conceivably relapse into barbarism 
as soon as it is removed from its original home . and enviton

ments. The physical home, may have been destroyed, but 
the tribal mind was there, with all the inheritance of its 
culture, and mind, as we all know, is a principal factor in the 
evolution of civilisation, with the help of which a tribe is able . 
to overcome many difficulties, and remove many obstacles, 
even in unfavourable environments. These may retard further 

progress, but certainly cannot destroy, root and branch, the 
culture inherited from time immemorial, unless, of course, we 
suppose that the dispersion took place in groups of two or 

three individuals only, completely cut off from one another-
a supposition which seems absurd on the very face of it. In 
the next place; it should be consi~ered that though the 

northern regions• of Europe may have been uncongenial and 

49 
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unfavourable to the growth and development of civilisation, 

the southern region'> were not. How is it then that both the 

Northerners and the Southerners rem~ined in the same stage 

of development for thousands of years? And how is it again 

that the Aryan tribes who wandered south to Asia from the 
same cradle after the catastrophe, not only retained a large 

part of their original culture but also made rapid strides 

towards progress? These are questions which cannot be 
satisfactorily answered by the explanation th::tt Mr. Tilak has 

offered. Either it must be supposed that the ancestors of the 
Indo-lranians, who are alieged to have llv,·J in the Arctic 

region, formed a people by themselves, with a superior 
culture and homogeneous civilisation which were not shareJ 

by the savage ancestors of the European nations who formed 
a separate group of people, unconnected with the Aryans; 

or, the hypothesis of a common Aryan craclc in the Arcti~ 

Circle, from which the common ancr>stors of the Europeans 
and I ndo-Iranians are said to have dispersed, must be given 

up as untenable. There is no way out of this dilemma. If 
the Indo-Iranians were a separate people in the Arctic Circle, 
then the ancestors of the Europ-ean nations were undoubte.lly 

not Aryans. The question, however, remains to be answered, 

if they were not Aryans, how coul<i they imbibe the Aryan 

speech? One plausible answer may be that they must have 
come in contact with the Aryans in the Arctic Circle, and 

adopted their language, though not their culture, \\ hich 

however, seems improbable. But even then another question 

would stare us in the face: How is it that the majority of the 
Aryan-speaking people of Europe are distinctly of a Turanian 

or Asiatic type, and the Teutons of an African type? The 

hypothesis of the Arctic home of the Aryans cannot explain 

this point, or answer this question. The only other alternative 

left to us is to fall back on the hypothesis that the Aryans 
bad no ctadle in the Arctic region, and that thrir original 

home was in Asia, ~d in Sapta-Sindhu, whence savage 

Aryan tribes in the primitive stagt"s of civili~ation went out 
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towards the west, and getting themselves mixed with the 
Turanian savages on whom they imposed their language, 
overspread Europe. T~is hypothesis, so far as our . present 
knowledge goes, most satisfactorily explains everything, as 
we have shown in the previous chapters. But Mr. Tilak says 
that there an~ internal evidences jn the ~gveda and tlie 
Avesta to prove the. original Aryan cradle in the Arctic 
Circle. Even if, after a close and careful examination of these 
evidences, we find them to be true or reliable, they would only 
go to prove that the ancestors of the Indo-Iranians had livefi 
in some early remote age in the Arctic .region, developif!g a 
civilisation of their own, whence they emigrated south to 
Bactriana and Sapta-Si~dhu in an ag.e, stili .so early 
and remote, that their ·descendants forgot all traditions 
of this early, immigration, and regarded themselves as 
autochthones of Saptr~.-Sindhu. If Manu's Flood and the 
Ice-deluge in the Arctic region were identical events, 
then the civilisation of the early Aryan • immigrants 
must have been in such an advanced stage as· to make 
the building of sea-going ships possible, which connotes an 
intimate knowledge of the use and manufacture of metals. 
This involves the further question : How is then the existence 
of savage Aryan nomads in the. neolithic stage in Sapta
Sindhu to be accounted for ? For, unless· they had exi~ted 

there, and wandered away to the west, with the Turanian 
savages in a similar stage of development, the import of 
Aryan speech with neolithic culture into Europe by a people 
of the Turanian type would not be at all possible. The 

Aryan immigrants to Sapta-Sindhu having been highly 
civilised, we cannot imagine that they were accompanied in 
their journey by Aryan savages in the neolithic stage, in as 
much as the co-existence o~ two such widely divergent stages 
of civilisation in the same community is not ordinarily 

possible, without the higher civilisation effecting an improve
ment in the lower. But it may be argued that the two 

' . . branches of tne Aryan race probably started from their 
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original cradle in the Arctic region separately and by different 

routes, one branch settling in Sapta-Sindhu and Bactriana, 
and the other in Central Asia where• they mixed with the 
Turanians, and wherefrom they afterwards immigrated to 
Europe. This may indeed have been possible. But we have 
to take into our consideration the fact that the greater pa:-t 

of Central and Northern Asia was covered by seas in ancient 

time, which wouid be impassable to savage nomads in the 
neolithic stage of civilisation, and a route beset ·with such 
difficulties and obstacles would be in:>tinctively avoided by 
them. Besides, there is absolutely no evidence of Aryan 
settlement or migration in North Asia. There is indeed 
some evidence of this in Central and \Vestern Asia. But 
this is accounted for by the Aryan nomadic savages having 
migrated in those directions frocn the central hive in Sapta
Sindhu and Bactriana, from which tlwy had been eliminated 
and ejected by the more advanced tribe;; in the natural 
course of their evolution. Considered frvm all these point:> 
of view, Mr. Tilak's hypothesis of the Aryan cradle in the 
Arctic region seems to us to be untenable. It now only 
remains for us to examine the Vedic and Avestic evidences 
adduced by him in support of his hypothesis, which we 
propose to do in the following chapters. 



CH~PTER XVIII· 
EXAMINATION OF MQ, TILAK'S THEOQY OF THE ARCTIC 

CRADLE OF THE ARYANS. 

THE NIGHT OF Tim GODS. 

The North Pole is merely a point and'the Arctic region 
comprises the tract between the North Pole and the Arctic 
Circle. It is 'also called . the . circum-polar re,gion. The 

Polar chat:acteristics have thus been summed up by Mr. Tilak: 
(r) The sun rises in the south. (2) The stars do not 

rise and set, but· revolve or spin round an<;! round in horizon
tal planes completing one round in 24 hours. The northern 
celestial hemisphere is alone overhead and visible during the 
year; and the southern or lower celestial world in always 
invisible. (3) The year consists only of one long day and one. 
long night of six months each. (4) There is only one morn
ing and one evening, or the Sun rises and sets only once a 
year. But the twilight, whether of the morning or of the 
evening, lasts contznuously for about two months or 6o 
periods of 24 hours eacl:r. The ruddy light of the morn, or 
t~e evening twilight, is not again confined to a particular 
part of the horizon (eastward or westward) as with us, but· 

. moves like the stars at the place, round and round along the 
horizon, like a potter's wheel, completing one round in every 
24 hours. These rounds of the m~rning light continue to 
take place until the orb of the sun comes above the horizon ; 
and then the sun follows . the same course for six months, 
that is, moves without setting round and round the observer, 
completing one round every 24 hours. 1 

These are the characteristics of the North Pole, the point 
where the axis of the earth terminates in the North. But they 
are not the same as those of. the circum-polar region which. 
are somewhat different and as follow : (I) In this region, 

1 Tilak's Artfcte Home in the Vt!das, p. 58, 
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the sun will always be to the south of the zenith of the 
observer. (2) A large number of stars are circumpolar, that 

is, they are above the horizon during t~e entire pt riod of their 

revolution, and lwnce always visible. The remaining stars 
rise and set, as in the temperate zone, but revolve in more 

oblique circles. (3) The year is made up of three parts : (i) 
long continuous ni~ht occurring at the time of the winter 
solstice, and lc.;;tirig for a period, gr~ater than 2-J. hours and 

less than six months, according to the htit11de of the place ; 

(ii) one long continuous day to match, occurring at the time 

of the summer solstice, and (iii) a succession of ordinary 

days and nights during the rest of the year, a nycthemeron, 
or a day and a night together never exceeding a pt riod of 

24 hours. The day after the long continuous night is at first 
shorter than the night, but it goes on increasing until it 
develops into the long continuous day. At the end of the 

long day, the night is at first shorter than the flay, and goes 
on increasing in duration u'ntil the commencement of the 

long continuous night, with which the year ends. (4) The 
dawn at the close of the long continuous night lasts for 

several days, but its duration and magnificence is propor
tionately less than at the North Pole, according to the 

latitude of the place. For plac, s within a few dt>grees oi 

the North Pole, the phenomenon of revolving morning light 
will still be observable during the greater part of the duratioil 

of the dawn. The other dawns, ziz, those between ordinary 

days and nights will, like the dawns in the temperate zone, 
only last for a few hours. The sun, when he is above the 

horizon during the continuous day, will be seen revolving, 

without setting, round the observer, as at the Pole, but in 

oblique and not horizontal circles and during the long night, 
he will be entirely below the horizon ; while during the rest 
of the year, he will rise and set, remaining above the horizon 

for a part of 24 hours varying according to the position of 

lhe. s.unin the ecliptic.I • 

1 Ibid pp. 59-60. 
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The above summary of the Polar and circumpolar charac" 

teristics, made by Mr. Tilak, is accepted as correct. '' H a 
Vedic description or tradition," says. he, ''discloses any of 

the characteristics mentioned ahove, we may safely infer that 

the tradition is Polar or circumpoliir in origin and the 
phenom.enon, if not actually witnessed by the poet, was at 
least known to him by traJition faithfully .handed down from 

generation ·to generation. Fortunately, t'~ere are many such 
passages or references in the Vedic literature, and for con
venience, these may be divided into two parts: the first 
comprising those passages 'which directly describe or refer 

to the long night, or the long dawn, and the second consisting 
of myths arid legends which corroborate or indirectly support 
the first." 1 Let us first see how he has treated the direct 
evidences. 

We admit ·the correctness of Mr. Tilak's vie\v that the 

~gveda was not composed in any particular period but at 
different periods, and that many old traditions and myths are 
mixed up with hymns composed at a later period, though it 

is vel y difficult to separ~te and classify them. He says that 

the spinning round of the heavenly dome over the head, which 
i~ one of the special characteristics of the North Pole, is dis
tinctly traceable in ~gvedic passages "which compare· the 

motion of the heavens to that of a wheel." For instance, he 

quotes Rv. x. Sg, 4, in which Indra is said separately to 

uphold by his power heavrn and earth, as the two wheels of a 

chariot are· held by the axle. Now, in the pas.sage we find 

both the sky, and the earth described as a pair of wheels, 
because they appear circular in the distant horizon, and look 

like two gigantic \\heel~. This, bowever, is no peculiar 

characteristic of the North Pole, but of every region 

on the face of the earth. We Jo not find here any mention 

of t.he two wheels ·turning round and round horizontally 

like a potter's wheel, or vertically like those of a chariot: 

In fact, there is no mention at all of any motion of 
•-----------------------

Ibid p. t6o. 
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the wheels. The earth and the sky simply appear to the 
bard to be round like two wheels, one placed below 
and the other above, and both joined t>y an invisible axle 
which seems to him to represent, as it were, the power of 
lndra. In Rv. ii. 1 s, 2 and iv. s, 6 lndra is said to be 
supporting the sky even without a pole. These verses, there
fore, do not prove any polar characteristics. But Mr. Tilak 

~ 
says that the spinning of the sky as a potter's wheel is proved 
by Rv. x. 89, 2 where lndra is identified with Sarya (or the 
Sun) and described as "turning the widest expanse like the 
wheels of a chariot." Mr. Tilak says : "The word for 
'expanse' is varams£ which SayaQ.a understands to mean 
'lights' or ' stars.' But whichever meaning we adopt, it is 
clear that the verse in question refers to the revolution of the 
sky and compares it to the motion of a chariot-wheel" 
(pp. 65-66). Now the revolution of the widest expanse, or 
of the lights and stars, which is compared to the motz"on of a 
chariot-wheel should have at once convinced Mr. Tilak that 
the poet means that the heavens move from east to west, and 
back again to east vertically, and not horizontally like a 
potter's wheel. But he ''combines the two statements that 
the heavens are supported as on a pole, and that they move 
like a wheel" and infers therefrom " that the motion referred 
to is such a motion of the celestial hemisphere as can be 
witnessed only by an observer at the North Pole.'' This 
inference however is quite unwarranted, as the two statements 
are distinct, giving separate ideas of the heavens, the one 
being that they are supported by Indra even without the 
assistance of a pole, '!-nd the other being that th~> lights or 
stars of the sky turn in the same way as the wheel of a 
chariot does. Where, then, is the horizontal movement of 
the sky or the stars indicated? This evidence adduced by 
Mr. Tilak does not, therefore, support or prove his point. 
His interpretation is forced and cannot be relied upon. 

He next quotes Rv. i• 24, 10 to prove the Polar character 
of the heavens. This hymn translated into English stands 
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thus: "Those rikfah (that are) placed high and visible in 
the night, where do they go during the day-time?" The 
commentator, S~yal}.a, !fays that the word rikfah may mean 
either the Sapta-]Mis, i.e., the seven stars that form the 
constellation of Ursa Major, or stars generally. Mr. Tilak 
says that it refers only to the constellation of Ursa Major, 
and as the stars are said to be placed "~h" (uccah), "it 
follows that it (the constellation) must then have been over 
the head of the observer, which is possible only in the circum
polar region. Even if Mr. Tilak's interpretation of the word 
be accepted as correct, his inference would seem to be far
fetched. The word uccah (high) is a relative term, and does 
not necessarily mean "overhead" (urddhva). It simply 
means that the object spoken of is higher than the surround
ing objects: By applyi_ng the epithet uccah to the constella
tion of Ursa Major, the poet, therefore, simply means that 
this prominent constellation is placed high above the horizon.· 
It does not necessarily mean that it was seen overhead by the 
bard. Professor Max· Muller says in his Science of Language: 
" Rik~a in the sense of bright has become the name of the 
bear, so .called either from his bright eyes, or from his bright 
tawny fur. The same name in the sense of the. bright ones 
had been applied by the Vedic poets to the stars in general, 
~nd more particularly to that constellation which in northern 
parts of J.ndia was the most prominent." 1 If the word refers 
to stars in general, they may be called uccah or placed high 
above the horizon, whether over the head of the observer or 
not. On the other hand, if i~ refers to the constellation of 
Ursa Major which is the ?/i1ost prominent in the northern 
parts of India, and particularly in the high tableland north 
of Kashm.ir and the peaks of the Himdlaya from which 
the Vedic bard may have made his observations, it is not 
unnatural for him to describe it as placed high above the 
horizon. At all events, the hymn quoted by Mr. Tilak 
does not conclusively prove any polar characteristic. The • 

' Science of Language, Vol. II, p. 395· 
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evidences of those characteristics in the ~gveda are so 
few and far between that he himself is compelled to observe : 
"Unfortunately there are few othe~ passages in the l;tg
veda which describe the motion of the celestial hemisphere 
or of the stars therein." I He therefore leaves the point, 
and goes to take up another characteristic of the polar 
regions, viz., "a day and a night of six months each." 

He admits, ~ever, that there is absolutely no reference 
to this polar characteristic in the ~gveda, and therefore 
falls back on such later Sanskrit works as the Taittiriya 
Br~hmaQ.a, the Mah~bh~rata, the Manu Sa~hita, the Pur~Q.as, 
and even such a recent work as the Sorya-Siddh~nta for 
references to it. But he forgets that all these references 
may have been due to knowledge subsequently acquired 
either from hearsay, or the personal observation of some 
adventurous traveller, and cannot certainly prove his 
hypothesis of the original Arctic home of the Aryans. If the 
Aryan cradle was in the Arctic region, there would undoubt
edly have been· some reference at least to this extraordinary 
characteristic of a day and a night, each of six months' 
duration, in the oldest work extant of the Aryans, viz., the 
~gveda. The· total absence of any such reference to this 
characteristic in this Veda takes away much of the force and 
value of Mr. Tilak's arguments, however much he may try 
to bolster up his theory by evidences culled from later 
Sanskrit works and interpret some Vedic hymns in his own 
way to support it. It would therefore be perfectly useless 
to plod with him through evidences collected by him from 
these later works. It would only suffice, however, to observe 
here that all these evidences go to show that at a later period 
when the Aryans became acquainted with the Polar regions, 
they believed them to be tenanted not by ordinary men of 
flesh and blood, but by Devas and other superhuman beings 
who had a day and a night, each of six months' duration. 
This further goes to prove that the acquaintance of their 

1 Arctic Home in the Vedas, p 66. 
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authors with the Polar regions dated after they had become 
uninhabitable by the invasion of ice and snow at the end of 
the· Glacial epoch. • 

The Surya-Siddhanta of Bhasbraca.rya says (xii. 67): 
" At Meru the Gods. behold the sun after but a single rising 
during the half of his revolution beginning with .Aries." Manu 
in his Satp.hita (i. 67) says: "A (human) ~ar is a day and 
night of the Gods ; thus are the two div~ed," the northe.rn 
passage of the S~n is the day and the 'southern the night." 
In .Chapters 163 and 164 of . the Vana Parva of the 
Mahabharata, there is mention of Mount Meru which Mr. 
Tilak identifies :with the North !;'ole, and round which the 
Sun, the Moon and other. luminaries are said to be constantly 
moving from left to right. 1 he translation of verses 27 and 
28 of Chapter 163 is as follows: "0 descendant of Kuru, 

"the Sun and Moon, through eternity, make their tour around 
this Meru every day. 0 pure one, 0 great king, all the 
luminaries too turn round this prince of mountains in the 
self-same way." 1 The main idea of the passages is the daily 
rotation of the Sun and Moon round Mount Meru, either 
causing a lo~g continuous day throughout the year and 
through eternity, or a simple nycthemeron. · But the night 
also was illumined by the splendour of the mountain and 
the brilliancy .of luminous herbs, so that it was not dark, and· 
there was no difference between ·day and night. The 
translation of verse 8 of Chapter 164 is as follows: "0 great 
hero, by reason of the splendour of this excellent mountain 
itself and of the brilliancy of the annual herbs, there was no 
difference between day and night." 2 Mr. Tilak identifies 
this splendour of the mountain with the appearance of the 
Aurora Borealis. But the radiance of the Aurora lasts only 
for a short while, plunging the greater part of the night into 
darkness again. How can it then be said that the appearance 

of the Aurora Borealis made the whole night look like day? 

' Ibid, p. 66.. • 
• M. N. Dutt's Bn<glish Translation of the M~Mhhdrata, 
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Mr. Tilak then goes on to say: "A few verses further, and 
we find, the day and the night are together equal to a year 
lo the residents of the place." Unfortunately, we have 
not come across the identical idea in verse 13 Chapter 
164 which Mr. Tilak has quoted. The translation of 
this verse is as follows : " In spite of beholding many 
romantic forests on the mountain, as they could not 
help constantly ~inking of Arjuna, every day and night 
appeared to them (long) as a year."l This is the correct 
meaning of the verse : The four brothers of Arjuna who had 
gone to the abode of Indra were so eager to meet him 
that they considered ·a day to be as long as a year. They 
tried to while away their time by beholding the beauties of 
romantic forests and keeping their minds otherwise engaged, 
but without much success. They felt the tedium of waiting, 
and each moment seemed to move so slowly as to make 
a day appear like a year. There is absolutely no sugges
tion in the verse of the polar characteristic of the year 
being equal to a long day and a long night, as Mr. Tilak 
thinks there is. But from the description of Mount Meru 
given in the Mahabharata, it seems that the writer had an 
idea, though vague and confused, of the Arctic region, which 
he believed to be tenanted by the Gods,-Brahma, Vi~Q.u, 

the Sun, the Moon, etc., and where no ordinary mortals could 
go. This shows that at the time of the composition of the 
Mahiibharata, the Arctic region had become quite unfit for 
human habitation. In the Taittiriya AratJyaka (i. 7. 1 ), 

which forms part of what is known as Vedic Literature, we 
A 

find Mount Meru described as the seat of the seven Adityas, 
A 

while the eighth Aditya called Kasyapa is said never to leave 
the great Meru or Mahameru, and in the Taittiriya 
BrdhmatJa {iii 9· 22. 1) we come across a passage which 
clearly says : " That which is a year is but a single day of 
the Gods." There can be no doubt that these references to 
a long day and a long night, constituting a human year, 

1 M. N. Dutt's English Translation of the AfahtUJMrat:. 
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point to a knowledge, either direct or derived, of some of the 
characteristics of the Polar region, on the part of the authors 
who believed it to l1e the abode not of men but of the 
celestial hierarchy. Th_is knowledge, therefore, dated after 
the Arctic region had become uninhabitable. As we have 
already said, it is extremely strange that there is absolutely 

no mention in ~h~ ~gveda! the oldest wo~of any of those 
Polar charactensttcs, spectally of the long day and the long 
night, each of six months' duration. We cannot, therefore, 
help concluding that in ~gvedic times, the lndo-Aryans had 
no knowledge of the Polar region, which appears to have 
been acquired in a subsequent age. The BrAhmaQ.as, though 
regarded as forming parts of the Vedic Literature, were 
composed long after the ~gveda, in order to explain the 
meaning of many intricate Vedic rituals which people came 
to forget in course of time. Any reference to the Polar 
characteristics in the BrAhmaQ.as, therefore, does not prove 
that the ~gvedic bards had any knowledge of the Polar 
region or that their ancestors ever lived there. 

But Mr. Tilak says that in several hymns of the ~gveda 
occurs the mention of Devayana and Pitryana which he 
says, "originally corresponded with the Uttarayana and the 
Dak.#nayana, o~ the day and the night of the Gods." The 
word Devayana literally means " the path of the Gods," al)d 
Pitryana means "the path of the Pitrs," or the dead human 
ancestors. In other words, the path by which the Devas travel 
is Devayana, and the path by which the Pitrs or dead human 
ancestors travel is Pitryana. The Devas are bright divinities 
and the producers of light, not only in a physical but also in 
a moral and sp'iritual sense, and light is only another name 
of life. Therefore, Devayana is the best and most covetable 
path. The path, on which light fades into darkness and life 
into death, is the path of the Pitrs or the dead ancestors. 
These paths, therefore, in their original significance have 
nothing to do with Uttarayana a~d Dak~inayana, or the 
periodical norrhward and southward movements of the Sun. 
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The Vedic bards understood them simply to mean the Path of 
Light and Life, and the Path of Darkness and Death respect
ively. Agni has been described in the ~gveda as the Prie~t 
of the Sacrifice and it is one of his functions to carry to the 
Devas the offerings that are made through him. It is, therefore, 
essential that he should know their paths and whereabouts. 
This idea has bee~xpressed in Rv. i. 12, 7, where it is said 
that Agni knows the path of the Devas, situated midway 
between heaven and earth, and diligently carries to them all 
offerings made through him. The Devayana, therefore, is an 
invisible path located in mid-sky, which only becomes visible 
when the Gods of light travel by it. Now of these Gods, the 
A~vins are the first to make their appearance. They are the 
predecessors of the Dawn or U.yas, and are seen in the 
eastern horizon as patches of butterlike condensed lights. 
The night sacrifices had to be commenced from the very 
appearancf' of the A~vins, and the sacrificers had to keep a 
patient and tiresome vigil, waiting for their appearance. 
When they did appear at last, the sacrificers felt a relief, as 
their appearance marked the beginning of the end of the 
dark and oppressive night. This idea has been expressed 

in Rv. I. r83, 6 and r84, 6, where the sacrificers address the 
Asvins saying that it is through their kindness that they are 
able to cross the borders of darkness, and they, therefore, 
invoke them to come along the path of the Devas. The same 
sentiment has been differently expressed in Rv. vii. 76, 2, 

where the Vedic bard says: ''The Devayana path has been 
visible to me ...... The banner of the Dawn has appeared in 
the East." Mr. Tilak, however, says that all these evidences 
point to Arctic conditions and to Uttarayana when the Sun 
moves to the Northern hemisphere, and the Dawn is visible in 
the horizon after the end of the long night. But as there is 
no referrence in the ~gveda to the long night, it is begging 
the whole question, and is undoubtedly a gratuitous 
assumption. Moreover, ~e rise of the Dawn in the east is 
entirely inconsistent with Arctic conditions i~ as much a~ 
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neither the Dawn nor the Sun, according to Mr. Tilak's own 
showing, ever rises in the east in the Arctic region, but they 
m~ke their first appear'ance i-fl the south. This should have 
convinced him that the bard was describing only the 
phenomena that are visible in the Tropics, and that these 
descriptions are applicable only to ordinary days and nights. 

Mr. Tilak says that the path of the PijJ, or Pitrya.na is 
described in Rv. x. 18, r, as the reverse otDevayana or the 
path of Death. In Rv. x. 88, 15, the poet says that he has 
"heard" only of " two roads, one of the· Devas, and the 
other of the Piers." We do not question the genuineness 
of these statements, but only the inference drawn by Mr. 
Tilak from them. " If," says he, " the Devayana ~ommenced 
with the Dawn, we must suppose that the Pitryana commenced 
with the advent of darkness. SayaJ;J.a is therefore correct in 
interpreti_ng Rv. v. 77, 2 as stating that 'the evening is not 
for the Gods' (Devyah). Now if the Devayana and the 
Pitryana were only synonymous with ordinary day and 
night, there was obviously no propriety in stating that 
these were the only two paths or roads known to the· 
ancient ~~is, and they could not have been described as 
consisting of three seasons each, beginning with the spring 
(Sat. Bra h. ii. I. 3· r -3). It seems, therefore, very probable 
that the Devayana and the Pitryana originally represented 
a two-fold division of the year, one of continuous light and 
the other of continuous darkness as at the North Pole." 1 

If the Aryans really lived in the Arctic region, the 
conclusion drawn by Mr. Tilak would be correct. The 
Devayana in that region would commence from the advent of 
the Arctic Dawn, and last for six months with the long day, 
and the Pitry~na would commence from the disappearance of 
the Sun and last for the remaining six months with the long 
night. But where is the ~gvedic evidence of the existence 
of a long day and a long night? The assumption, as we 
have said, is gratuitous. The evide~ces, cited by Mr. Titak, 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 74· 
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would as much apply to a long day and a long night of the 
Arctic region, as to ordinary days and nights of the Tropics, 
the underlying principle being that Iig};t is identical with tlie 
Devas, and darkness with the Pitrs. And this principle has 
been clearly enunciated in the passage of the Satapatha 
BrdhmaQa, which Mr. Tilak has only partially quoted. We 
will give here for~e sake of cle2rness a full translation of it 
which is as follows : " Spring, Summer and the Rainy season 
(varfa) are Devas, and Autumn, Hemanta and Winter are 
Pitrs. The growing fortnight (during which the moon develops 
into full size) is Devas, and the decaying fortnight (during 
which the moon wanes or decays) is Pitrs. The day is 
Devas, and the night Pitrs ; (similarly) the forenoon is Devas 
and the afternoon Pitrs." These illustrations clearly explain 
what we should understand by Devas and Pitrs, and 
Devayina and Pitryina. The power of the Sun grows from 
Spring to the Rainy season; hence these months are rightly 
called Devas. As it declines from Autumn to Winter, these 
months are called Pitrs. Similarly the fortnight during 
which the Moon grows or becomes gradually full is called 
Devas, .and the fortnight during which she wanes is called 
Pitrs. On the very same principle, the days are Devas, 
and the nights Pitrs, and the first part of the day when the 
Sun grows in power is Devas, and the latter part of the day 
when the solar power declines is Pitrs. Every Hindu knows 
that the worship of the Devas has to be performed during 
the forenoon, and the Sraddha of his ancestors after mid-day, 

from which begins the time of the Pitrs. We do not know 
whether Mr. Tilak has intentionally omitted to quote the 
last portiQn of the passage of the Satapatha BrihmaQa and 
quoted only such portion of it as would support his theory 
that the Devayana and the Pitryana consisted of a long 
day and a long night, each of six months' duration. If he 
has really done this-which, by the way, we cannot bring 
ourselves to believe, his~rguments would savour of advocacy . . 
of a questwnable order, that seeks to suppress th-e truth 
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with a view to mislead and befog the mind. As Professor 
Max Miiller has said: "All truth is safe, and nothing else 
is Safe." And we hafe no doubt that if Mr. Tilak only 
cared to read the entire passage of the Satapatha Brahma!fa, 
he would at once have seen the truth and come to an 
altogether different conclusion· in the matter. 

It would be fair to state here that t~ugh the words 
Uttarayana and Dak~inayana do not occtrr'"in the ~gveda, 
the Satapatha Brahma11a suggests them, as would appear 
from the following extracts (ii. 3· 3): "When that (the Sun) 
moves towards the north, then he comes and stays near .the 
Gods. And when he moves towards the south, he comes 
and stays ne.ar the Pitrs." The northward movement of 
the Sun increases his power, and this increase is attributed 
to the Devas who are the Gods of light. Hence it is believed 
that the Gods dwell in the north. The southern movement 
of the Sun decreases his power, and this decrease is 
attributed to the Pitrs. who dwell in darkness. Hence the 
southern direction is generally believed to be the. abode of 
Yama (the Lord of Death) and th~ dwelling place of the 
Pitrs or the dead ancestors of men. This passage, hoiVever, 
does not prove any Polar characteristic, but only indicates 
how the ancient Aryans who lived in the . Tropical or the 
Temperate Zone looked upon these two movements of the 
Sun and interpreted them. If they had any knowledge of 
the South Pole or the Antarctic region, they would. have 
found an equally long day there as at the North Pole for 
six months, and assigned that region to the Devas, and the 
Arctic region to the Pitrs for that period. The view-point 
was assuredly that of men Jiving in the Tropics or the 
Temperate zone, without any direct knowledge of the Arctic 

and Antarctic characteristics. 
Having discussed the evidences culled from Vedic and 

post-Vedic Literatures, Mr. Tilak next proceeds to deal 
with the Avestic evidences of the original Arctic home of 

• the Aryans; ana quotes from the Vendidad, Fargard II, the 

SI 
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conversation held between Ahura Mazda and Yima regarding 
the threatened destruction of Airyana Vat-jo or the Iranian 
Paradise by the invasion of ice. and sn~w. \Vr. have already 

discussed this subject in previous chapters and shown that 
Airyana Vaejo was not situated in the Arctic region but 

probably in Bactriana, which having been threatened to be 
destroyed by snoiY., Yima acting on the advice of Ahura 
Mazda migrated 'ith his followers to a place in the Arctic 

region which was then habitable. The interpretation, put on 
the conversation by Mr. Tilak, has been shown t1 be incorrect. 
(Vide ante, Ch. X.) This evidence, however, does not prove 
the original Arctic home of the Aryans, but me-rely their 
acquaintance with it in a subsequent age. Probably some of 
the Indo-Aryans alw followed the Iranians to this rt>gion in a 
later age when it became uninhabitable, and got a knowledge 
of the Polar characteri'>tics, of which we find mention in 
some of the later Vedic and post-Vedic works. The reference 

made in the Farvardin Yasht, paragraphs s6 and 57 I to the 
Sun and the Moon having "stood for a long time in the 
same place, without moving forwards through the oppression 
of the Daevas (Vedic Asuras or the demons of darkness)" 
also points, according to Mr. Tilak, to a knowledge of llw 
Arctic characteristics, obtained by the Iranians. But this 
passage has an altogether different explanation of which we 
shall speak later on (1•ide infra, Chapter XXIII). 

Mr. Tilak compares the beli ·f of the Indo-Aryans with 
that of the Iranians or Parsis rt>garding the unmeritorious 

character of death taking place during the period of Pitrya •za 
which he identifies with Dak~i!].ayana. We admit that there 

was and still is a popular prejudice among the Indo-Aryans 
against such an occurrence, but this is due to the belief that 
death during the Pitry~nic period takes the soul to the Pitrs, 
and not to the Oevas, whereas a man dying during the 
Devayanic period is at once taken to the company of the 
Gods, and the soul enjoys heavenly bliss. A belief like this 

is natural and consisten~. The Parsis also \tave a similar 
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belief which is based on more cogent and practical reasons. 
They do not bury or burn the dead body, but expose it on 
the grated roof of a Sil~nt Tower with the face and the eyes 
of the corpse tur'qed towards the Sun. Vultures and other 
birds of prey soon gather round the corpse and make short 
work of it. This is the Parsi mode of the disposal of a 
dead body. The corpse of a man dying juring the night 
cannot be taken out to be exposed to the ~n and devoured 
by the birds of prey. The relatives have, therefore, to wait 
till daytime. Should the sky be overcast with clouds, and 
the Sun be invisible in consequence for ·days together, the 
difficulty in disposing of the corpse becomes equally great. 
Death, therefore, during the night, or at a time when the Sun 
remains hidden behind clouds for days together, or when it 
rains or snows, and birds do not venture out of .their roosts, 
is regarded as unmeritorious and inauspicious for the 
departed soul. Mr. Tilak quotes the Vendidad, Fargard 
v. 10 and viii. 4; to show how the worshippers of Ahura 
Mazda should act, when a death takes place in a house when 
summer has passed and winter has come. To a question 
on this subject put to Ahura Mazda, he answers: "In such 
case a Kata (ditch) should be made in every house and 
there the lifeless body should be allowed to lie for two nights 
or for three nights, or a month long, until the birds begin to 
fly, the plants to grow, the floods to flow, and the wind to 
dry up the water from off the earth." Mr. Tilak makes the 
following observations on this passage: "Considering the 
fact that the dead body of a worshipper of Mazda is required 
to be exposed to the Sun before it is consigned to birds, the 
only reason far keeping the dead body in the house for one 
month seems to be that it was a t)lonth of darkness. The 

description of birds beginning to fly, and the floods to flow, 
etc., reminds one of the description of the Dawn in the 
:J?.gveda, and it is quite probable that the expressions here 

denote the same phnomenon as i~ the ~gveda. In fa:ct, 
they indicate ~ winter of total darkness durin~ which the 
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corpse is directed to be kept in the house, to be: exposed to 
the Sun on the first breaking of the Dawn after the long 
night." 1 The explanation seems pJ&ausible at first sigl'lt, 
but Mr. Tilak omits to take note of the fact that the Sun 
in the Tropics remains hidden behind clouds during the 
rainy season for days together, and even for a month at a 
stretch, and th'l!l during this period, birds are in great 
distress, seldom ~irring out of their roosts, and managing 
to eke out a miserable existence by feeding on such things 
only in their immediate neighbourhood as may serve as their 
food. The disappearance of the Sun in the first place, and 
the absence of the birds of prey in the second, for days 

together during the rains, would prevent the worshippers of 
Ahura Mazda from disposing of the dead body as much 
in the Tropics as in the Arctic region where the 
Sun disappears for months together. The aforesaid direc
tion of Ahura Mazda, therefore, does not necessarily 
imply that his followers lived in the Arctic region. 
If the passage be carefully read, it will be found that 
Ahura Mazda had in his mind rather a contingency like 
boisterous rainy weather lasting for days at a time, when 

be said that the dead body should be kept in a Kata until 
"the birds begin to fly, the plants to grow, the flood to flow, 
and the wind to dry up the water from off the earth " than 
a Polar night lasting for several days and even months. The 

birds begin to fly as soon as the rains hold off intermittently, 
the plants begin to grow by being saturated with rain-water, 
and the rivers are in flood as soon as the rain-water is drained 
off from their basins into the channels. The very mention of 
the wind drying up the water from off the earth unmistakably 
points to rainfall and rainy weather. But Mr. Tilak says 
that this description reminds him of the description of the 
Dawn in the J}gveda. Even admitting for the sake of argu

ment that the release of the aerial waters from the clasp of 
Vrtra enables the Dawn• the Sun, and the other deities to 

t Tilak's A.rctic Home in the Vedas, p. 77· 
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glide along the sky in their golden boats, it does not seem 

to us very clear as to how these waters, which were more a 
cr"eation of the fancy of the Vedic bards than a reality, would 

wet the ground, unless we assume that it was a real showe'r 

of rain that drenched the earth. This would be tantamount 
to an admission that Ahura Mazda had the conditions of the 

'~:ainy season in his mind when he gave t~ aforesaid direc

tions. It should also be remembered in ~s connection that 
the appearance of the Dawn, which must be a long Dawn at 
the end of the long night, would not help the worshippers of 
Mazda to dispose of the dead body immediately, in as much 
as it is necessary to expose the body to the Sun. In these 

circumstances, we cannot accept Mr. Tilak's interpretation 

of the passage as indicating a Polar night. In tl1is connec
tion it should further be mentioned here that birds do not 

-hibernate in the Arctic region, but they fly ou_t of their roosts 
as soon as there is sufficient light, either of the Moon or of 

the Aurora Borealis, to enable th.em to see their environments 
and seek their food. It would be absurd to suppose that they 

hibernate for a month or two months at a time without any 

food. On the other hand, it would be most natural to 

suppose that they migrate to sunny regions on the advent 
of the long night and winter, and such as choose to remain 

stir out of their roosts, like men or other animals, in search 
of food with the help of the moon-light or of the Aurora 

Borealis. We cannot, therefore, connect the flying of the 

birds with the appearance of the Polar Dawn at the end of 
the long night.l It remains, however, for us to explain the 

words " two nights " or " three nights " mentioned by Ahura 

Mazda. The question is, do the words literally mean 

"nights" or only "days," just as the word "fortnight" is 

used in English to denote "fourteen days?" My answer is 

that the words were used in the latter sense, as it was also 

customary with the Indo-Aryans, the neighbours of the Parsis, 

to use words like Paiicaratra and f!avaratra to mean five 

1 Vide also Chap. XXIII. 
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and nine days respectively. 1 Mr. Tilak seems to have set 
great store by the word "nights " in order to prove his 
Arctic theory ; but his interpretatio& is evidently wrong. 
He also seems to lay some stress on the existence of two 
seasons only, viz., summer and winter, in the n·gion in 
which Ahura Mazda spoke to his followers, and thinks that 
this description ~wers that of the Polar region, where the 
long night comes in winter. But in Airyana Vaejo situated 
in Bactriana, there were also two seasons, summer and 
winter, lasting for seven and five months respectively. Thf> 
Vendidad Sadah says: "It is known that {in the ordinary 
course of nature) there are seven months of summer and 
five of winter." (Darmesteter.) After the region was 
destroyed by the Ice-deluge, the duration of the tw0 season,; 
was altered. The Vendidad, Fargard 1. 4 says: •• Ten 
months of winter are there, two months of summer." {Haug 
and Bunsen.) The prevalence of wintry conditions durin~ 

the greater part of the year in Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times, 
which made the Aryans call the year by the name of Hima 
(winter), has already been referred to and discussed in a 
previous chapter. We should not, therefore, be su -prised 
that the sam,. wintry condition:> also prevailed in Airyana 
Vaejo, situated in a region adjacent to Sapta-Sindhu, and 
that there were only two principal seasons in that region, 
'IJiz., :;:ummer and winter. As the other seasons have not 
been mentioned, we may take it that they were too short
lived to have separate designations, and that the rains fell 
there in summer as well as winter. The disappearance of 
the Sun behind clouds for days together either in summer or 
winter would not, therefore, necessarily indicate a long Polar 
night as Mr. Tilak seems to think. Hence Mr. Tilak's inter
pretation of the direction of Ahura Mazda with regard to the 
disposal of corpses in certain contingencies does not appear 

to us to be correct. 

• 
1 For further elucidation of the word" night," read Chap. XXIII. 
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And even if it be taken as corr~ct, what does it prove 
after all ? It simply proves that the Parsis, or a branch of 
th~m once immigrated etq the Arctic region from their original 
home in Bactriana after it had been made uninhabitable by 

the invasion of ice and snow, and that Ahura Mazda's 
directions applied to the novel conditions of this new colony. 
It certainly 'does not proYe that the Aryans~ad their original 
home in the Arctic region. The total ab~ce of any men

tion of a long Polar day, and a long Polar night in the 
~gveda, the oldest work of the Aryans, is extremely signi

ficant. We cannot, therefore, help thinking that Mr. Tilak 
has failed to prove, from so-called evidences of and references 
to long Polar night in Vedic and post-Vedic literatures and 
in the Parsi scriptures, that the Aryans had their original 

home in the Arctic region. 

/ 

• • 



CHAPTER XIX. 

EXA:IUNAT:ION OF Mr. TIUK'S THEORY OF THE ARCTIC CRADLE OF 

THE ARYANS (contd.) 

'THE VEDIC DAWNS. 

'Mr. Tilak says that " the ~gveda ...... does not contain 
distinct references to a day and a night of six months' dura
tion, though the deficieucy is more than made up by parallel 
passages from the Iranian Scriptures" which, as we have 
just seen, is extremely douLtfu!. " But in the case of the 
Dawn," he continues, "tile long continuous Dawn with the 

revolving splendours, which is a special characteristic of the 
North Pole, there is fortunately no such difficulty. U~as, or 
the Goddess of Dawn, is an important 'and favourite Vedic 
deity, and is celebrated in about twenty hymns of the ~gveda, 
and mentioned more than three hundred times, sometimes 

in the singular, and sometimes in the plural. Tht>se hymns, 
according to Muir, are amongst tbe most beautiful-if not 
the most beautiful-in the entire collection; and the deity to 
which they are addressed, is considered by Macdonell to be 
"the most graceful creation of Vedic poetry, there being no 
more charming figure in the descriptive religious lyrics of 
any other literature." All tht>Se remarks are perfectly true 
to which we readily subscribe ourselves. But Mr. Tilak 

says that if this Dawn were short-lived and evanescent like 
the Dawn of the Tropical or the Temperate Zone, the Vedic 

bards would not have gone into raptures over her. It is, 

however, a fact that poets living in the Tropics go even now 
into raptures over the Dawn, however short-lived she may be; 

and the very fact that she is short-lived and evanescent 
probably adds a peculiar zest to the mind and makes it 
lingeringly and lovingly contemplate on her divine grace and 
beauty. Though this s~tement may seem paradoxical at 

first sight, it is nevertheless psychologica,ly true. The 
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mind naturally hankers after beauty of which it merely 
catches a glimpse; but this very beauty tends to become 
in~ne, and devoid of lh~ power of evoking a response, when 
the mind gets familiar with it by long and constant associa
tion. The splendours of a Dawn lasting for forty days would 
become dull, jejuneand monotonous, and the first rapturous 
effusions of the mind would soon 'degene~ into a feeling 
of oppressive boredom. From this point of view the r;1ptures 
that the Vedic poets felt over the beauties of the Dawn 
would not be inconsistent with her tropical evanescent 
character, though we admit that the splendours of a long 
revolving Polar Dawn a~e far more varied and niagnificent 
than those of a Tropical Dawn. In this connection, it may 
be" stated here that though the splendours of the long Polar 
Evening are equally magnificent and lasting, it is curious 
that the Vedic poets, if they at all lived in the Arctic region, 
never felt any raptures over the.m. A beautiful evening that 
lasted for several days · should have made as deep an 
impression on their mind as the Dawn herself. This omis
sion is indeed very remarkable. 

However this may be, Mr. Tilak thinks that " the first 
hint regarding the long duration of the Vedic Dawn is 
obtained from the Aitareya BrahinaQ.a, iv. 7· Before com
mencing the Gavamayana sacrifice, there is a long recitation 
of not less than a thousand verses, to be 'recited by. the Hotr 
priest. This Asvz"na Sastra, as it is called, is addressed to 
Agni, U~as and Asvins, which deities rule at the end of the 
night and the commencement of· the day. It is the longest 
recitation, to be recited by. t~e Hotr and the time for recit
ing it is after midnight when ' the darkness of the night is 
about to be relieved by the light of the Dawn' (Nir. xii. 1 ; 

Asv. Sr. Satra vi. 5· 8). The same "period of time is referred 
to also in the J~.gveda; vii. 67, 2 & 3· The Sastra is. so 
long, that the Hotr, who has to recite it, is directed to 
refresh himself by drinking beforehand melted butter after 
sacrificing thrtbe a little of· it (Ait. •Brah. iv. 7; Asv. Sr. vi. 

52 
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5,3). ' He ought to eat ghee,' observes the Aitareya 
Brahma1,1a, 'before he commences repeating. Just as in this 
world, a cart or a carriage goes well ~f smeared (with oi"l), 
this his repeating proceeds well, if he be smeared with ghee 
(by eating it).' It is evident that if such a repetition has to 
be finished before the rising of the Sun, either the Hotr must 
commence his ta~oon after midnight when it is dark, or 
the duration of the~awn must then have been sufficiently 
long to enable the priest to finish the recitation in time after 
commencing to recite it on the first appearance of light on 
the horizon as directed. The first supposition is out of 

question, as it is expressly laid down that the Sastra is not 
to be recited until the darkness of the night is relieved by 
light. So between the first appearance of light and the rise 
of the Sun, there must have been in those days time enough 

to recite the long laudatory song of not less than a thousand 
verses. Nay, in the Taittiriy~ Sa1p.hita the recitation of the 
Sastra, though commenced at the proper time, ended long 
before sunrise ; and in that case, the Samhita requires that a 
certain animal sacrifice should be performed. A~valayana 

directs that in such a case, the recitation should be continued 
up to sunrise by reciting other hymns (Asv. Sr. Sa., vi. 5.8.), 
while Apastamba ($. S. xiv. 1. & 32) after mentioning the 
sacrifice referred to in the Taittiriya Sa:rp.hita adds that all 
the ten Ma1,1dalas of the ~gveda may be recited, if necessary, 
in such case. It is evident from this that the actual rising of 
the Sun above the horizon was often delayed beyond expecta
tion, in those days ; and in several places in the Taittirlya 
Sa1p.hita (ii. 1.2.4), we are told that the Devas had to 
perform a praya§citta, because the Sun did not shine as 
expected."! 

The above extracts require some critical examination. 

The Gavamayanam is the name of the yearly session of sacri
fices, and commenced from the second day of the new year, the 
first day having been ~evoted to the performance of the 

l Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 82-84. 
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Atiratra sacrifice which was so called because a whole night 
session was held for it. The night was divided into three 
paorts (paryayas) the &st, the middle, and the last. Twelve 
stotras had to be recited during the whole night, i.e., four 
stotras in each paryaya. Besides reciting the four stotras, 

• four oblations of Soma had to be offered to Agni, and sastras 
had to be recited, whose number could exceed the number 
of verses in the stotras. The Asvina-sast#lconsisted of not 
less than one thousand verses, and these had to be recited 
by the Hotr who strengthened himself by eating ghrta 

·These verses were called Asvina-Sastra, because the A ivins 
are said to have won a race run by the Devas, viz., Agni, 
Ui$as, Indra and the Asvins with the object of appropriating 
them. The limit of their race was from Grhapati Agni (the 
sacred Fire presiding over the household) up to Aditya or 
the sun. As the sacred Fire was kindled at the commence
ment of the sacrifice in the evening, we may take it t_hat the_ 
race was run from the evening up to the rise of the Sun in 
the morning. This probably also indicates the period of 
time during which the one thousand verses had to be recited. 
These verses undoubtedly included the sastras or verses that 
were recited in each paryaya of the night, whose number 
was for this reason not limited. Unless and until one 
thousand such verses or mantras were recited, the Sastra 
was not entitled to be called Asvina, and so the reciter went 
on reciting them till he reached and finished that number. 
Even if, after the' completion of the requisite number, the 
Sun did not rise, the direction was either to hold an animal 
sacrifice, or to recite even the Ten Ma!}.dal~s of the I.tgveda, 
if necessary. The duration of the time occupied for the 
recitation of the. one thousand ·verses entirely depended on 
the dexterous practice and ability acquired for the purpose 
by the reciter. If he was well-practised, the recitation .could 
be finished long before sun-rise, in which event, the interval 
had to be employed by further recitation of verses, or the 
performance o'an animal sacrifice. -This appears to us to be 
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the correct interpretation of the Atirdtra sacrifice, and of 
the recitation of the A~vina Sastra, as expounded in the 
Aitareya BrthmaQ.a (IV. Chapters 16 ind 17). There is DO 

mention in the Br~hmaQ.a that the recitation should be 
commenced after midnight when "the darkness of the night 
is about to be relieved by the light of the dawn,'' as Mr. 
Tilak says. It \ true that Yiska in his Nirukta (xii. 1) 

says that the time sf the A§vins begins soon after midnight 
(tayor kala urdhvam ardhva-ratrat), but this does not imply 
that the recitation of the A~vina-Sastra had to be commenced 
from that time. " Of the heavenly deities," says Y~ska, 

" the A§vins are the first to appear" ( Tdsam Asvinau 
prathamagaminou bhavatah). This clearly explains why 
they have been described in the Aitareya BrihmaQ.a as 
winning the celestial race. First appear the A§vins, then 
follows U(las, and lastly lndra or the Sun. Though the 
A~vins won the race, and the Sastras were called after their 
name, they are really verses addressed to Agni, U(las, Indra 
as well as to them, and they all had a sha.re in them by 
compact. There was, therefore, no special appropriateness 
for beginning the recitation of the verses from the time the 
A~vins first appeared. Mr. Tilak's assumption that the 
recitation was not commenced until the darkness of the night 
was relieved by light seems to us to be gratuitous. And 
even if we admit that this was the real direction, and the 
Sastra had to be recited from the very appearance of the 
A§vins in the horizon in the shape of patches of faint light 
struggling with darkness soon after midnight, the time was 
sufficiently long-about six hours-for one thousand verses 
or more to be recited by a practised reciter. At all events, 
the recitation of the A~vina-Sastra does not prove the 
existence of a long Polar night. Neither do verses 2 and 3 
of Rv. vii. 67, referred to by Mr. Tilak, prove Polar charac
teristics. They are addressed to the A§vins only, and the 
poet says that "the inner recesses of darkness are being 
visible," meaning probab!y that the A~vins have appeared, 
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in order to establish his theory. As we have seen, the pas
sages quoted by him c~nnot and do not prove the aspect of 
a long Dawn as witnessed in the Polar or circumpolar regions. 

Mr. Tilak, having wrongly interpreted Udc~yat, Udyat 
and Udita as referring to the Dawn, naturally, though incor

rectly, identifies with them her "threefold division" mentioned 

in Rv. viit 41, 3· This verse says thqi ~aru1,1a embraces 
Night and his dear ones prosper the three Dawns for him. It 
has been related in Rv. i. 123, 8, that U1;1as tarried in VaruJ;~.a's 
abode for sometime without any blame attaching to her 
character. As Varu1,1a is the Lord of Night, and as Night 
has been described as sister of u ~as, she naturally assumed 
a dark form while resting there. She changed her dark 
form into a bright one, when she proceeded on her journey 

and appeared on the horizon as U!!as. 1 La:stty, when her 
light became full-blown, she became Vyu~ti. These then are 
the three forms of Ut;Jas, which are called the three Dawns, 

prospered in the abode of Varu1,1a. In other words, the 
Dawn assumes three forms in the night, first dark, then 

bright, and lastly resplendent or " full·blown." These forms 
have nothing to do with the three stages of the Sun, viz., 
Udc~yat, Udyat and Udita. 

Mr. Tilak says : ''There are other passages in the ~g
veda where the Dawn is asked not to delay or tarry long, 

lest it might be scorched like a thief by the Sun (v. 79,9), 
and in ii. 15,6 the steeds of the Dawn are said to be 'slow' 

(ajaz,Jsah) showing that people were sometimes tired to see 
the Dawn lingering long in the horizon."2 

The translation of Rv. v. 79,9 is a~ follows: "Daughter 

of heaven, flash forth or be dawning; do not tarry long; let 
-not the Sun scorch thee with his rays as (a king punishes) a 
thief or (subdues his) enemy, etc." This evidently refers to 

1 "The divine U{las lights up with her beams the quarters of' the heavens. 
She has thrown up her gloomy form, and, awaking (those who sleep), comes in 

her car, drawn by iurple steeds." Rv. i. 113, I .f. 
• Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 85. 
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the vigil that the worshippers kept while watching the first 
appearance of the Dawn in order to. begin their sacrifi~e. 

They were certainly not "tired to see the Dawn lingering 
long in the horizon" as Mr. Tilak has wrongly interpreted, 
for the Dawn had not as yet made her appearance, but they 
simply expressed feelings of impatience, because she did not 

' appear, or delayetl,. her appearance. As the Sun closely 
follows her heels, the poet apprehends or says humorously 
that if she tarries long, or does not appear, she may be 
trodden on h~r heels by the Sun and scorched by his burning 
rays. There is absolutely no suggestion in the verse that 
the Dawn lingered long in the horizon, or that she had any 
Polar characteristic. She must have been called " slow" for 
the very same reason in Rv. ii. 15,6, because lndra or the 
Sun is said to have actually overtaken her in the long run, 
and broken her chariot, which is another way of saying that 
she disappeared on the rise of the Sun. Mr. Tilak, however, 
thinks that the long duration of the Dawn is clearly proved 
by Rv. i. 113, 13 where the poet says that "the Goddess 
U~as dawned continually or perpetually (Sasvat) in former 
days (Purti)." Now the translation of this hymn is as 
follows: "The Goddess U~as repeatedly or regularly 
dawned in the past ; and she, the source of wealth, has been 
even to-day ridding the world of darkness ; and she will 
dawn daily, or day after day (anudyun), in the future; (for) 
ever-youthful and immortal (that she is), she moves on in 
her own splendour." The word Sasvat literally means '' going 
by regular leaps like a hare; " hence it means " regularly," 
" invariably" or " repeatedly " and not perpetually which 
means "continuing for ever and for an unlimited time." To 
say that the Dawn rises perpetually in the Polar region would 
be absurd, as she appears for only two months in the year; 
but to say that she appears repeatedly at regular intervals 
would be more appropriate and correct. As a matter of f11ct, 
this rising of the Dawn i• repeated every day• as the poet 
clearly expresses by the use of the words anudyun in the 
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same passage, which mean "day after day." The .poet is 
evidently impressed by the perpetual youth and immortality 
of th~ Goddess, because, in the past or days gone by (pura), 
she used to flash forth every day regularly, as she has flashed 
forth even on the very day the poet observes her ; and from 
this regular flashing forth in the past and the present, the poet 
rightly infers or predicts that she would flasj 'forth daily .. in 
future, because she .is not only. ever-youthillil, but a:lso immor~ 
tal. This appears to us to be the simple and plain ·mea'tiitig 
of the verse, and we are sure that no manner of twisting it 
would yield a significance to denote her long duration as in 
the Polar region. 

But Mr. Tilak thinks that there are "more explicit 
passages in the hymns" to denote the long duration of the 
Vedic Dawn, and in support of his contention, h'e quotes 
Rv. i. 1 13,· 10 which is as follows :- . 

Kiyati a yat samaya bhavati 
. ya vyu~ur ya~ ca nunam 11yitcchan, 
Anu purvah kripate vavalana 
pradidhyana jo{am anyabhir eti."1 

There are differences of opinion as to the meaning of 
the words Kiyati ii yat samaya bhaviiti. Saya(la understands 
Samaya to mean ''near." Professor Max Muller translates 
Samaya (Gk. Omos. Lat. Simul) by "together" ; while .Roth; 
Grassmann and Aufrec~t take Samaya bhaviiti as one expres
sion, meaning "that whith intervenes between the two." · 

Wilson translates the verse as follows : "For how long a. 
period is it that the dawns have arisen ? For ho«• lo"ng a 
period will they rise ? Still desirous to bring us light, U~as 

pursues the functions of those that have gone before, and 
shining brightly, proceeds with the others (that are to follo"W).;, 

Griffith, following Max 'iVliiller, translates it thus : "l-Iow 

long a time and they shall be together,-Dawns that have 

I. Rv. i. 133, IO : ~ ~ ··• ·iff C/i lf~t'f ~ Cli~fi{1 
~ 1~'-~'it~ 'tf~ ~ 11 

Jl 
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shone and Dawns to shine hereafter ? She yearns for former 
Dawns with eager l,pnging, and goes forth gladly shining 
with the others." • 

Muir, following Aufrecht, translates it thus : "How great 
is the interval that lies between the Dawns which have arisen 
and those which are yet to rise? U~as y~arns longingly 
after the former'nawns, and gladly goes on shining with the • others (that are to come)." 

Mr. Tilak draws the following inference from the above 
interpretations : "There are two sets of Dawns, one of those 
that have past, and the other of those that are yet to shine. 
If we adopt Wilson's and Griffith's translations, the meaning 
is that these two classes of Dawns, taken together, occupy 
such a long period of time as to raise the question-How 
long they will be together ? In other words, the two classes 
of Dawns, taken together, were of such a long duration that 
men began to question as to when they would terminate or 
pass away. If, on the other h!!.nd, we adopt Aufrecht's 
translation, a long period appears to have intervened between 

the past and the coming dawns; or in other words, there was 
a long break or hiatus in the regular sequence of these Dawns. 
In the first case, the description is only possible if we suppose 
that the duration of the Dawns was very long, much longer 
than what we see in the temperate or the tropical zone; while 
in the second, a long interval between the past and the 
present Dawns must be taken to refer to a long pause, or 
night, occurring immediately before the second set of Dawns 
commenced their new course-a phenomenon which is pos
sible only in the Arctic regions. Thus, whichever interpre
tation we adopt-a long Dawn, or a long night between the 
two sets of Dawns,-the description is intelligible only if we 
take it to refer to the Polar conditions previously mentioned. 
The Vedic passages, discussed hereafter, seem, however to 
support SayaJ;ta's or Max Muller's view. A number of Dawns 
is spoken of, some past, :nd some yet to come! and the two 
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groups are said to occupy a very 'long interval.' That seems 
to be the real meaning of the verse." 1 

• We admit that two<Sets of Dawns,-one that has past, and 

the other that is to come, have been indicated in the verse. 
Wilson's translation seems to imply a feeling of wonderment 

in the mind of the bard who cannot guess for how long a period 

the Dawns have been regularly rising, and jor how long a 
period they will continue to rise. Understrood in this sense, 
the verse does not admit of the meaning assigned to it by Mr. 

Tilak, viz., "the two classes of Dawns, taken together,· were 

of such a long duration that men began ~o question as to 
when they would terminate, or .pass away." This implies a 

feeling of weariness at the sight of long continuous Dawns ; 
but there is absolutely no indication of such 'feeling in the 

entire hymn. On the other hand, we notice in the· same 

hymn a feeling of relief and joy at the sight of the Dawn, as 

she has dissipate'd the darkness of night (Rv. i. I IJ, 7), and 

has roused men from their death-like sleep (Rv. i. I 13, 8.). 
There is also evident a feeling of gratitude towards her in 

the next verse, beqause her appearance has been the. signal 

for kindling the sacrificial fire, and for the rising of the Sun, 
and because. she has freed the sacrificers from ·darkness. 

In Rv. i. 1 IJ, 16 the poet calls men, in clear terms, to rise 

from their sleep, as their life has returned to them, and light 
has come and darkness gone. All these verses, taken ·from 

the same Sukta from which Mr. Tilak has selected the hymn 
under discussion, do not point to any feeling of weariness in 

the mind of the bard at the.long monotonous duration of the 

Dawn. His interpretation, therefore, is far-fetched and 
quite untenable. If we accept Max Muller's and Griffith's 

interpreta~ion, the ide~ the. Vedic bard would seem to convey 
is quite different. The poet in verse 8 has distinctly men

tioned of Dawns that are past, the Dawn that is present, • 

and Dawns that are to come, and in verse 10 (the one under 

discussioj)) he wonders : " How long a time and they shall 

1 Ar~ti~ Hom/in the Vedas, :pp. 87-~8 
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be together-Dawns that have shone, and Dawns that are to 

shine hereafter? She yearns for former Dawns with eager 
longing, and goes forth gladly shi~ng with the other~." 

The poet thinks that the present Dawn is yearning to be in 
the company of the Dawns that have gone, and with that 

object in view, she is pursuing them, followed by the Dawns 

that are to come• But he asks " How long a time and they 
shall be together-l!}awns that have shone, and Dawns that 

will shine hereafter ? " He revolves the question in his mind, 
but finds no satisfactory solution. This interpretation also 

would be perfectly rational, and does not betoken any long 
duration of the Dawn. And lastly, even if we accept Muir's 

and Aufrecht's interpretation, it would not lead us to conclud; 

that the Dawn was Polar. "The interval that lies between 
the Dawns which have arisen and those which are yet to 

rise" is long. But is not a period of 22 hours a sufficiently 
long interval? Where is the justification to measure this 

interval by months, as in the Polar region ? We have shown 

above that there is distinct mention in verse 13 {just two 

verses below) of the Dawn shining day after day (anu dyun), 

which at once militates against Mr. Tilak's theory. Taking 
all these facts and circumstances into our consideration, we 

cannot hold with Mr. Tilak that Rv. i. r 13, ro discloses any 

Polar characteristics of the Dawn. The Dawn mentioned 

in the verse is clearly a Dawn of the Temperate Zone, 

whichever interpretation of it we may accept. 

As we have already said, it is only necessary to go through 

all the verses of Rv. i. I 13 in order to be thoroughly convinced 

that the poet does not describe a Polar Dawn. A single 
solitary verse, read and discussed without its context, is surely 

to mislead. I have therefore ta~en pains to refer to the 
prece:Hng and the following verses of mantra 1 o to prove that 

. the Dawn mentioned therein is only a Dawn of the Temperate 

Zone. Two more references will go to strengthen our con
tention. In verse 5, it has been said that the Dawn has roused 

all persons who were sl~eping in crooked po~tures to enable 
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them to perform their respective duties. In verse 6 it has been 
said that the Dawn has roused some' for earning wealth, some 
fr.Jr procuring food, soPne for perfor~ing sacrifice~, and others 

.for attaining their desired objects. If the Dawn first appeared 
after the end of the long Polar night, no mention· would 
have been made iibout rousing men }rom their sleep; or sending 
them about their business, as it would presu,>pose ·hibernation 
on the part of w.en, which is absurd.· N~ can it be supposed 
that during. the period of the long night, men did· not perform 
their ordinary vocations. The real fact is that the Dawn 
described is a Dawn of the Temperate or Tropical Zone; and 
not a Dawn of the Polar region, and that she made her 
eppearance daily at the. end of night, rousing men and 
animals from their sleep. In our opinion, Mr. Tilak's 
attempt t"o prove P~lar characteristics. from the verse dis
cussed ab_ove ~as: failed. 

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rv. vii. 76, 3 to prove the· Polar 
migin of the Dawn mentioned therein hy putting a forced 
construction on certain words of the verse. But if he only 
cared to read the preceding verse, viz., vii. 76, 2 in connec
tion therewith, he wo~ld certainly have come to a different 
conclusion. That verse has b.een rendered into English as 
follows: "The Devayana path has been visible to me ...... The 
banner of the D.Jwn has appeared in the east." As the Polar 
D::twn.first appears in the south, according to Mr .. Tilak's 
own showing, this Dawn whose banner has appeared in the. 
east is certainly not Polar; but belongs to the Temperate or 
Tropical Zone.- This alone should have at once convinced 
Mr. Tilak of her non-Polar character, and dissuaded him 
from ·interpreting the next verse in his own way with a view 
to establish his pet theory. There is. a word ahani in the 
verse which Mr. Tilak interprets to mean" days"; while 
Sayat;~a interprets it to mean " lights or splendours." · It 
would be futile and extremely tedious to repeat here the 
hair-splitting arguments which. Mr. Tilak has put forward 

in support of 'his. contention ·i :a~d; f;would·leave my,, readers 
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to go through them in order to be convinced of their 
absurdity. The verse, according to SayaQ.a's interpretation, 
would mean: "Verily manifold wen~ those splendours t~r 
lights that were aforelime of the rising of the Sun, by which, 
0 Dawn, thou wast beheld as moving towards (or after) thy 
lover (the Sun), and not like a woman who forsakes (her 
lover)." I The ~¥aning is clear and simple. There is a 
quick succession of ~hts from a faint glimmer to a glowing 
red at dawn-time, which makes the Dawn look like a woman 
approaching her lover nearer and nearer, and revealing her 
beauties-and not like a woman who feels a repulsion and 
repugnance for him, and gradually recedes far and far away. 
Mr. Tilak says that the word Ahan " is derived from the 
root ah (or philologically dah) 'to burn'- or 'shine,' and 
Ahana meaning Dawn is derived from the same root. 
Etymologically ahani may, therefore, mean splendours."2 
The word ahah meaning "day" is derived from the same 
root, and is so called because it is bright with sun-shine, 

though the word has sometimes been used in the ~gveda 
to denote the "dark" portion also of the day, viz., night. 8 

But this usage was not justified by the- etymology of the word, 
and came only in vogue, because by the word '• day" were 
understood both day and night in ordinary parlance. How
ever this may be, when Mr. Tilak admits that ahani means 
"splendours or lights," what objection can there possibly be 
against interpreting the word in the same way as SayaQ.a has 
done? And why interpret it by "days" in order to support 
a theory which proves its very untenability by the banner of 
the Dawn being described in the previous verse as appearing 
"in the east"? If the Dawn appears in the east, it is 
admittedly not a Polar Dawn. But Mr. Tilak has omitted to 
refer to this matter altogether, and translated Rv. vii. 76, 3 

' Rv. vii. 76, 3: C!Tifl<rnf.r ~!~ ~ !IT'f~ffi' ~~~ 1 "fer: 

tift erR 'J.1I'Ii4('tl~(l ~if V'if ~')1( II 
• Tilak's Arctic Home in th' Vedas, pp. go-91. 

s Rv. vi. g, I : ~ liii1Ji4\i4~'N fti'l"!f~ ~~I 
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as follows: "Verily many were those days which were afore
time at the uprising of the Sun, and about which, 0 Dawn, 
tlfou wast seen moving' on, as towards a lover, and not like · 
one {woman} who forsakes." Mr. Tilak's object is clear. He 
wants to prove by this interpretation that many days elapsed 
before the rising of the Sun,'during 'which the Dawn moved 
towards him, as a woman moves toward•her lover. This 
interpretation is very ingenious, no dou~. But what about 
the reference to the rising of the Dawn in the east, only in 
the previous verse? Mr. Tilak is silent on the point. Thus, 
though we may admire his skill in interpreting isolated verses 
in support of his own view, his interpretation, when examined 
in the light of the context, becomes quite untenable, and 
leaves us as unconvinced as ever. Mr. Tilak says: "Pro-
fessor Ludwig materially adopts S~yaQ.a's view, and interprets 
the verse to mean that the splendours of the Daw:n were 
numerous, and that they appear either before sunrise, or if 
priicinam be differently interpreted, 'in the east,' at the 
rising of the sun. Roth and Grassmann seem to interpret 
priicinam in. the same way."l It is needless to say here that 
this meaning of priicinam is quite consistent with that of the 
preceding verse wltere it has been said " the banner of the 
Dawn has appeared in the east." 

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rv. ii. 28, 9 which he translates 
af follows: "Remove far the debts (sins) incurred by me. 
May I not, 0 King! be affected by others ' doings. Ve~ily, . 
many Dawns (have) not fully (vi) flashed forth. 0 VaruQ.a! 
direct that we may be alive duriug them."2 From the 
description "many Dawns have not fully flashed forth," Mr_ 
Tilak infers that the dawns mentioned here are a long conti
nuous Polar Dawn. This interpretation, however, seems to 
us to be quite forced, firstly because there is only one conti

nuous dawn in the Polar region which becomes " full-blown " 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 91. 

• :!;{g. ii. 28. 9: "~R 'rill m~ 1ft<ti-. ({T1'<t ~ <t6ta•tta~<\i\ ~ t 'I(Oi( ~ 
u ~1ni'l•tmr -.n-"rT'iil'~ ~ _:rnN 11 - · · · • · · ·· · · -- · · 
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( Vyu~ta) before sunrise. If we assign 24 hours to each 
Dawn, it does not become full~blown (vyu-?ta) at the end of 
this period, but its glow increases little by little every d!y 
until it becomes vyu.rta or full-blown before sun-rise at the 
end of two months at the North Pole, or a lesser period in 
the circumpolarr egions. So it cannot be said that some 
Dawns have a!rltldy been full-blown, and many yet remain to 

• be so. In the second place, a prayer to Varur~a that " we 
may be alive during the Dawns that have not yet been full
blown," i.e., for only a few days more, or at best, a month, 
would be utterly meaningless. The bard really prays that 
he may be alive for many many days to come. The word 

. U.ras stand.; here for days, and we have many instances in 

the ~gveda of the application of the word to days, for 
instance, U.rasa-nakta (Rv. i. 122, 2), Nakto-.rasa (Rv. i. 

142, 7) and U~asau (Rv. i. 18~, 6) all meaning a couple 
of day and night, i.e., one ordinary day. And Sayal)a also 
says: "The word day (ahah) is used only to denote such a 
period of time as is invested with the light of the Dawn,"l 
which is as much as to say that the day begins with the 
appearance of the dawn. Hence the word U~as stands for 
day and the meaning of the verse is that the poet prays for 
life during the days that have not yet dawned. 

Next, .Mr. Tilak refers to the fact Lhat the Dawn has not 
been unfrequently addressed in the plural number in the 
~gveda, and accounts for it by suggesting that as the Dawn 

lasted for several days in the Arctic regwn, it was quite 
natural for the Vedic bards to address her in the plural 

number. Subsequently when the Aryans emigrated from the 
Arctic region, and noticed only one Dawn in the Temperate 
Zone, they addressed her in the singular, though the custom 

of addressing the Arctic Dawn in the plural number still 
survived. Mr. Tilak says : " Y!ska explains the plural 
number U.rasah by considering it to be used only honorifically 
(Nirukta, xii. 7); while SayaQ.a interprets it as referring to 

' ~: lllfi19illll~lf ~:~~II 
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the number of divinities that preside over the morn. The 
we,.stern scholars have '\ot made any improvement on these 
explanations; and Prof. Max M iiller is simply content with 
observing that. the Vedic bards, when speaking of the 
Dawn, did sometime use. the plural, just as. we use 
the singular. number! "1 All these expla?ations, how
ever, do not appear satisfactory to Mj. •Tilak. "If the 
plural is honorific " he asks pertinently, " why is it changed 
into singular only a fe\\; lines after, in the same hymn? Surely 
the poet does not mean to address the Dawn respectfully 
only at the outset, and then change his manner of address 
and assume a familiar tone. This is not, however, the only 
objection to Yil.ska's explanation. Various similes are usee( 
by'the Vedic poets to describe the appearance of the Dawns 
on the horizon, and an examination of these similes will 
convince any one that the plural number, used in reference· 
to the Dawn, cannot be merely honorific. Thus in the second 
line of i. 92, 1 the Dawns are compared to a number of 
'warriors' (dhriftzava), and in the third verse of the same 
hymn, they are likened to 'women (narih) active in their 
occupations.' They are said to appear on the horizon like 
'waves of waters' (apam na Urmayah) in vi. 64, I j Or like 
'pillars planted at a sacrifice' (adlzvarefu svaravah) in iv. 
sr, 2. We are again told that they work like ' men arrayed ' 
(vi§ah na yuktah) or advance like 'troops of cattle' (gavam 

na sargah) in vii. 79, 2 and iv. 51, 8 respectively .. They 
are described as all 'alike' (sadrsih), and are said to be of 
'one mind' (safijanate) or 'acting harmoniously in iv. 51, 6 
and vii. 76, 5· In the last verse the p.oet 'again informs 

us that they 'do not strive against each other' (mithah na 
yatante), though they are jointly in the same enclosure 
(samane uroe). Finally in x. 88, 18 the poet distinctly asks 
the question ' How many fires, how many Suns, how many 
Dawns ( U~asah) are there ? ' If the Dawn were addressed in 
plural simply o~t of respect for th• deity, where was the 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 95·96. 
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necessity of informing us that they do not quarrel, though 
collected in the same place ? The. expressions 'waves. of 
water' or 'men arrayed,' etc., are again too definite to be 
explained away as honorific. S~yat;La seems to have perceived . 
this difficulty, and has, probably for the same reason, pro
posed an expl.a~ation slightly different from that of YAska. 
But unfortunately.Sayat;La's explanation does not solve the 
difficulty, as the question still remains, why the deities presid
ing over the Dawn should be more than one in number? The 
only other explanation put forward, so far as I know, is that 
the plural number refers to the Dawns on successive days 
during the year, as we perceive them in the Temperate or 
the Tropical Zone. On this theory, there would be 360 
Dawns in a year, each followed by the rising of the Sun every 
day. This explanation may appear plausible at first sight, 
but on a closer examination it will be found that the expres
sions used in the hymn cannot be made to reconcile with this 
theory: For, if 360 Dawns, all separated by intervals of 24 
hours, were intended by the plural number used in the Vedic 
verses, no poet with any propriety would speak of them as 
he does in i. 92, 1 by using the double pronouns etah and 
tyah, as if he was pointing out to a physical pht>nomenon 
before him. Nor can we understand how 360 Dawns, spread 
over the whole year, can be described as advancing like 
'men arrayed' for batttle. It is again absurd to describe the 
360 Dawns . of the year as being collected in the 'same 
enclosure' and 'not striving against or quarrelling with each 
other.' We are thus forced to the conclusion that the ~g
veda speaks of a team, or a group of Dawns, unbroken or 
uninterrupted by sunlight, so that if we be so minded, we 
can regard them as constituting a single long continuous 
Dawn .... The fact is that the Vedic Dawn represents one long 
physical phenomenon which can be spoken of in plural by 
supposing it to be split up into smaller day-long portions. 
It is thus that we find•U~as addressed soflietimes in the 
plural, and sometimes in the singular number. There is no 

I 
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other explanation on which we can account for and explain 
the various descriptions of the Dawn _found in the different 
hy~ns." 1 • 

I have quoted z'n extenso Mr. Tilak's argumeuts as well 
as the ~gvedic evidences cited by him in support of his pro
position that the Dawns mentioned in the several ~ymns are 
Polar Dawns. His arguments and evidences~owever, -require 
very careful examination. He says that f"n ~v. i. gz, I the 
Dawns are compared to a number of "warriors,'' and in the 
third verse of the same hymn, they are likened to "women 
active in their occupation." His idea is that these Dawns 
represent one long con.tinuous Polar or Arctic Dawn, cons
tituting "one long physical phenomenon which can be sp6.ken 
of in plural by supposing it to be spljt up into smaller day
long portions." Even if we admit that this accounts for the 

- ' ' reason for addressing them in the plural number, how does it 
explain the existence of a group of Dawns advan·cing 
together like warriors, or huddled. together like cattle in a 
pen, or like women active in their occupation ? To be able to 
conceive the. idea of a group, we must have. before our mind's 
eye a li~ited space i!l which th.e units constituting the group 
assemble together, or a limited time during which the units 
pass in such rapid succession as to give us the impression. 
of a united band pursuing the same object. The Arctic 
Dawn, though long and continuous, and extending in one 
unbroken existence over several days, does riot give us 

the idea of a group or band, though it may be artificially 
split up into day-long units. Whenever we may look at the 
horizon we can s_ee only one .Dawn, whichever direction of 
the sky it may occupy in its revolving course. It is the same 

one Dawn that is circling round, and not a group of Dawns. 
The' ascribing of the Arctic character to the Vedic Dawn, 
therefore, does not explain the group of Dawns mentioned 
in the verse quoted by Mr. Tilak .. We do not, however, 
dispute the correctness of the simUes or descriptions. All 

1 Ibid, pp. 9S•g8. 
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we say is that the interpretation put upon them by Mr. Tilak 
seems to us to be wrong. 

• 
In the first part of the verst> (Rv. i. gz, t) quot~d by 

Mr. Tilak, it has been clc:arly stated that th~ U~a . .r or Dawns 

have lighted up the eastern sky. 1 But he is disrreetly silent 

on this point, probably b~cause it milit'!.tes <'.g 1i.1s: his theory 

of the Arctic Da~n.who makr~ ha first appt>arance in the 
south. Nor is there any •·vidence in the verse of the Oawn 

revolving round the horizon as she does in the Arctic region. 

On the other hand, in verse 9 of the sam~ hymn tht>re is 

distinct mention that the Dawn, after illumining the world, 

is extending her light and glow towards the west. ~ The 

motion of the Dawn is, therefore, undoubtt'dly f,-o,n ea.d to 

west, and not cir_cular. In verse 10 of the same J.Vmn, U~as 

• has been described as being born daily, a"d t1us has not a 

prolonged and continuous existt>nce like bat ol the Polar 

Dawn. Mr. Tilak next says. that the Dawns hwe bc:-en 

described in Rv. vi. 64, r tv app,•ar on the horizon like 

"waves of waters." But in vers·c' .J. or t 11e same hymn, she 

has been described as crossilt'f th.:· s~v. a•1d in verse 6 we are 

told that on her appearance, the tmd:> !ewe their roosts and 

men are roused from th,,ir sleP.p, showing h ·~eby that the 

Dawn spoken of is an ordinary Dawn of th<~ Temp·.!rat•· or the 

Tropical Zone, where only her crossing the sky is possible. 

The very fact that the Dawns are co::npared t.J " waves of 

waters " suggests that the poet saw them rise, one after 

another, in quick succession; and the same idea is also 

conveyed by their hf'ing compared to '' pillars planted at a 

sacrifice" which are contiguous to on,. another. In the 

Polar regions, there is only ope Dawn i!!umining a part of 

the horizon, anu continuously moving round it. Toere are 

no other Dawns that are seen to follow her heels like "waves 
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of waters" or that look like " pillars" planted. and juxtaposed 
at a sacrifice. The Arctic D ll~ns (assigning 24 hours to . . . 
each) are also not "all alike" (sadrsih), the Dawn of one 
day not resembling that of another, as the one following gets 

brighter and brighter ~han the one preceding. Nor do the deq 

scriptions that they work" like men arrayed.'' (Rv. vii. gg, 2) 
or advance like "troops of cattle " (Rve iv. 51, 8) help Mr. 
Tilak in proving that they are the Arctic Dawn ; for, as we 
have just said, there is only one long continuous Dawn in 
the Arctic region, 'which change~ her appearance every 
moment of lrer existence. We cannot, therefore, concieve 
of the existence of more Dawns than one in the Arctic region, 
which can suggest the idea of ,., men arrayed" for work, 
or of "troops of cattle " advancing together, or living 
in the ~ame enclosure without·" striving against each other" 

(Rv. vii. 75, 5), as cattle do, when they are shut up in the 
same pen.. In the verse prece?ing that in which the Dawns 
have been compared to" men arrayed," the poet mentions 
of the Sun rising, and fillirrg the sky and the earth with his 
rays (Rv. vii. 79, r), which show's that the interval between 

the appearance of the Daw11s and sunrise was not long. In 
verse 3 of the preceding hymn, the same poet (Vasi~tha) 

says that the resplendent Dawns that usher in the bright 

morning have been visible in the east (Rv. vii. 78. 3). In 
the face of all these clear indications about the tropical 
char<~.cter of the Dawns described in the verses qu.oted by 

Mr. Tilak, it seems exceedingly strange that he should have 
attempted to invest them with a Polar character. There can 
be no doubt whatever that these Dawns belonged to the 

Temperate or the Tropical Zone. 
But if that be so, the question still remains to be 

answered, why are the Dawns aduressed in the plural number? 

Like Mr. Tilak, we also do not accept the explanations 

offt>red by Yaska, Sayat;~a, and Prof. Max Muller about the 
use of the word in the plural numh.r. What can, then, be • the real explanation? We think that it is to be found in the 
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Taittiriya Sa"f'hita, Kanda iv, Propathaka 3, Anuvlka I 1, 

of which Mr. Tilak has given a sum111ary, though he hts 
understood and interpreted the mantras in a different way. 
The summary is as follows: 

'
1 The Taittiriya Samhita, iv. 3· I I, expressly states that 

the Dawns are t~irty sisters, or in other words, they are 
thirty in number, ani that they go round and round in five 
groups, reaching the same appointed place, and having the 
the same banner for all. The whole of this. Anuvaka may 
be said practically to be a Dawn-hymn of IS verses which 
are used as mantras for the laying down of certain. emblem
a tical bricks, called 1 the dawn-bricks ' on the sacrificial 
altar. There are sixteen such bricks to be placed on the 
altar; and the Anuvaka in question gives IS mantras or 
verses, to be used on the occasion, the 16th being recorded 
elsewhere ...... The first verse of the section or Anuvaka is 
used for laying down the first dawn-brick, and it speaks only 
of a single Dawn first appearing on the horizon. In the 
second verse we have, however, a couple of Dawns, men
tioned as 1 dwelling in the same abode.' A third Dawn is 
spoken in the third verse, followed by the fourth and the 
fifth Dawn. The five Dawns are then said to have five sisters 
each, exclusive of themselves, thus raising the total number 
of Dawns to thirty. These' thirty sisters' (trin§at svasarak) 
are then described as ' going round ' (pari yantt') in groups 
of six each, keeping up to the same goal (ni~kritam). Two 
verses later on, the worshipper asks that he and his followers 
should be blessed with the same concord as is observed 
among these Dawns. We are then told that one of these five 
principal Dawns is the child of TJ,ta, the second upholds the 
greatness of waters, the third moves in the region of Sorya, 
the fourth in that of Fire or Gharma, and the fifth is ruled by 
Savitr, evidently showing that the Dawns are not the Dawns 
of consecutive days. The last verse of the Anuv§.ka sums up 

the description by stating-that the Dawn, thofgh it shines 
forth in various forms, is but one in reality. Throughout the 
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whole Anuv&ka th~re is no mention of the rising of the Sun, 
ot the appearance of junlight, and the BrtzhmatJa makes the 
point clear by stating : ' There was a time when all this was 
neither day nor night, being in an undistinguishable state. 
It was then that the Gods perceived ~hese Dawns, and. laid 
them down ; then there was light; therefor.. it brightens to 
him and destroys his darkness, for whone these (d.awn-bricks) 
are placed.' The object of this passage is to explain how 
and why the dawn-bricks came to be laid down with these 
Mantras, and it gives the ancient story of thirty Dawns being 
perceived by the Gods not on consecutive days, but during 
the period of time when it was neither night nor day. This, 
joined with the express statement at the end of the Anuvaka 
that in reality it is but one Dawn, is sufficient to prove that 
the thirty Dawns mentioned in· the Anuvaka were continuous 

and not consecutive. H a still m~re explicit authority be 
needed, it will be found in the Taittirlya Brahmar;ta ii 5· 6. 5· 
It (the mantra) is addressed to the Dawns and means: 
'These very Dawns are those that first shone forth, the 
Goddesses make ~ve forms; eternal (.Msvati), they are not 
separated (na avapriyanti), .nor do they terminate (na 
gamanti an tam).' "1 

But do not the Arctic Dawns, lasting only for 30 days in 
the region where the Aryans were ·supposed by Mr. Tilak to 
have their original home, terminate in the long run? After 
30 days of continuous Dawn, there is long continuous sun
shine for several days, nay, for months, followed by long 
continuous darkness extending over the same period. The 
Arctic Dawns may, therefore, be said to terminate after one 
month, and cannot be described as " eternal" (sasvati). In 
these circumstances, the description of the Dawn in the 
Mantra quoted from the Taittiriya Br&hmag.a cannot be 
reconciled with that of the Arctic Dawn, but it very well 
applies to Lhe Dawn of the Tropical or the Temperate Zone; 
for, she rises~ the east every day,•goes towards the west, 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 99-100, 
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and reappear,; in the <"'ast the very next n10ning, thus 

showing that she has not re<~C;led h,·r e:Iestination. or the e51d 

of her journey. Thus •.des she tr.wel on tnroui!h eternity, 

and is aptly descn()etl as •· etenHI" bei"g horn again and 

again. But, we a::;k again, if the Dawn 1::> re1.iy Tropical, 

Wily is sh<' ad :re..,ed tn t~e p !ural number? There 1s only one 

Dawn every day in itw Tropics, and not tl itt} continuous 

Dawns fur thirty ,J.:iy,; as in the Arctic reg1on. The inter

pretation put UJJOO the Dawn-hymn by :\fr. Tilak mu;,t, there

fore, be evidently wrong as it does not satisfactorily explain 

either the Arctic Dawn or the Tropical Dawn as we under

stand it. The interpretation must consequently be something 

different, which ~eerns to be as follo\\s:--The Taittiriya 
Samhitd does not really mean the thirty Dawns to be Arctic 

but only an ordinary Dawn of the Tropic·,;, which is made up 
of thirty Dawns, or jive groups of si'!C Dawns each, all com
bined together like sisters into one refulgent Dawn, and 

moving like warriors under the same banner, or working in 

concert like women, or living like cattle in the same en

closure without striving against each oth,·r, or appearing 

like waves of water, and all having one mind, and acting 

harmoniously. Their appearance m the eastan horizon 

"like waves of waters'' (apam na ftrmayah) has be...:n most 

aptly described i·1 Rv. vi. 64, r The lig11t of the Dawn 

really appears in waves, one following another, and pushing 

it forward till there is a general bright glow in the sky 

presaging the rise of the Sun. Th.· Vedic bards divided 

these waves into five .nain wa~rs, each simultaneously 

accompanied by five other similar waves. These thirty waves, 

min!!ling together, formed one huge wavt> of light which was 

called th,., D1wn, .or more appropriately, the Dawns. Though 

thirty in numoer, they appear like one, advancing togf'ther 

like warriors under one banner, and wendini! their way 

towards the same goal, but never reaching it, as they are 

seen moving round and r<11lnd their course thr~ugh eternity. 

It is for this reason that the Dawn has been described as 
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having the same appearance to-day as yesterday, (sadrsih 
ad~a sadrsiridusvah) ; .and the poet says that aiter resting 

for a while in the abode of Varur;ta without any blame attach
ing to her character, she travels thirty yojanas again. (Rv. i. 
123, 8). As we have already said, the Arctic Dawn has not 

the same appearance for two consecutive da~s,· but changes 

it every hour of her existence. The Daw~ mentioned in the 
verse cannot, therefore, be an Arctic Dawn. These thirty 

yojanas are identified with the thirty steps that the Dawn 

is said to take in thirty moments. (Rv. vi .. 59, 6). These 
thirty steps are undoubtedly the thirty waves of light tqat 

follow one another in five groups of six each, representing 
the thirty Dawns who are !ike sisters united for one purpose. 

"-~heir five courses (kratavah)" says the Taittiriya Samhita 
· (iv. 3· I 1. 5) "assuming various forms mov~ on in combina
tion." The next verse says: "The thirty sisters, bearing the 

same banner, move on ~o their appointed place ...... Refulgent, 
knowing (their way), they go round (pari yanti) amidst 

songs." , 
, The I 2th. verse says : " T:1e first D!t wn is the child of 

~ta, one upholds the greatness of the 1\·aters, one moves in 
the regions of Sarya, one (in those). of G11arrna (Fire), and 

Savitr rules one." ~ta is the I mmutablc Order of · the 
Universe, and by calling the Fir;t ·Dawn as the child of ~ta,' 
the poet probably means that the Dawn· regularly appears in 

obedience to the unchangeable law of the Universe, just as 

the Sun, the Moon, and the stars do. The waters mentioned 

in the above verse are undoubtedly aerial. waters which were 

supposed to bring to our view the Dawn and the heavenly 

bodies in aerial boats floating on it. The others, described 

as moving in the regions of the Sun, the Fiie and the Sa vitr, 

undoubtedly refer to the gradually glowing and bright light 

of the Dawns. These Dawns, though they are many and 

assume various forms according to the order of their appear

ance, are looJied upon as " one." • l·I ence in the 14th verse, 

the poet says: "The chief of the bright, the omniform, the 

55 
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brindled, the fire-bannered has come with light in the sky, 

working well towards a common &oal, bearing (signs). of 
old age, (yet) 0 Unwasting, 0 Dawn, thou hast come." 

It would thus appear that the same Dawn is described as 
bright, omniform, and brindled, as she really is according to 

her proximity to or distance from the Sun about to rise . • There is absolute~ no suggestion here of 30 different day-

long Dawns. 
The 8th verse of the above. mentioned Dawn-hymn says: 

"The Eka.~taka, glowing with fervour, gave birth to a child, 

the great Indra. Through him, the Gods have subdued their 

enemies ; by his powers (he) has become the slayer of 

Asura." Now Eka~taka was the first day, or the consort of 
the year, and the annual sattras were commenced from that 

day. The birth of lndra was really the birth of the Sun on 

New year's day; and the Dawn-hymn of 15 verses was 
recited with a view to lay down certain emblematical bricks, 

called the "Dawn-bricks" on the sacrificial alter. The 

recitation of each verse was accompanied by the laying of a 

brick, and for the 16th brick a verse was recited from else

where, which runs as follows: "It was undistinguished, 

neither day nor night. The Gods perceived those dawn

bricks. They laid them. Then it shone forth. Therefore, 

for whom these are laid, it shines forth to him and destroys 
his darkness." Now as these verses of the Dawn-hymn were 

recited on the Eka!?taka day to herald the rise of the new 

Sun of the New Year, it cannot be said that they were 
continuously recited for 30 days during which the Arctic 

Dawn lasted. The verses were recited only on the Eka~taka 

day, when the rise of the Dawn marked the beginning of the 
New Year. The thirty Dawns, therefore, cannot but be the 

component parts of the same Dawn, or as tl1e poet has said, 

the thirty sisters united as one. The Atharva-veda (vii. 

22,2) also says" The Bright One has sent forth the Dawns, a 

closely gathered band, • immaculate, unani!"Qous, brightly 

refulgent in their homes" (Griffith). We do not thereforf', 
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see any indication of the Arctic Dawn in the verses of the 
Dawn-hymn referred to above. The time taken up for the 

recitation of the verse~ and the laying down of the emblem
atical bricks on the sacrificial altar really marked the 

period, or measure of the Dawn's duration. Even after all 
the bricks had been truly laid, it was neither day nor night, 
after which the Sun appeared on' the horizon. • 

It has been said above that these•Dawns travel 30 
yojanas in the sky. Mr. Tilak interprets the word yojandni 
occuring in Rv. i. 123, 8 to mean·" daily course," or "daily 
rounds as at the North Pole." But he omits to take note 
of the fact that the same verse mentions the Dawns to be 
"alike to-day, and alike to-morrow.'.' Are. the Polar Dawns 
la;ting for 30 days all alike? Let me here quote the des
cription of the long Poliu Dawn from Dr. Warren's Pa,.adise 
Found (p. 69, 10th Ed.): "First of all appears low in the 

horizon of the night-sky a scarcely visible flush of light. 
At first, it only makes a few stars' light seem a trifle fainter, 

• but after a little it is seen to be increasing, and to be moving 

la~erally along the yet dark horizon. Twenty-four hours 
later it has made a complete circuit around the observer, 
and is causing a large number of stars to pale. Soon the 
widening light glows with the lustre of 'orient pearl.' 
Onward it moves in its stately . rounds, until the pearly· 
whiteness burns' into ruddy rose-light, fringed with purple and 

gold. Day after day, as we measure days, this splendid · 
panorama circles on, and, according as atmospheric condi
tions and clouds present more or less favourable conditions 
of reflection, kindles· and fades, kindles and fades-fades 
only to kindle next time yet more brightly as the still hidden 
sun comes nearer and nearer his point of emergence. At 
length, when for two long months such prophetic displays 
have been filling the whole heavens with these increscent and 
revolving splendours, the Sun begins to emerge from his long 

retirement, and to display himself once more to human • vision." Witlf the above description of the characteristics · 
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of the Polar Dawn, how would Mr. Tilak reconcile the Vedic 
description "alike to-day, alike to-morrow," and how would 
he int<>rpret yojan&ni as "rlaily round~" or "circuits of tne 
revolving Polar Dawn?" The very meaning and context of 
the Vt-rse indicate the Tropical character of th!:' Dawn, and 
yojan&nz' in the passage does not mean " rounds," but a 
measure of disPanre up the sky which the Dawn is seen to 
travel before the Stftt rises. Nor does the description of the 
Dawn "turning on like a wheel" betoken its circular motion 
round the horizon. Rv. iii. 61, 3 says that the Dawn is like 
the banner of the immortal Sun, and advancing towards the 
three worlds, appear high (urdhva) in the heavens. The 
second part of the verse has been translated by Mr. Tilak as 
follows: "Wending towards the same goal (samanam 
artham), 0 nt>wly-born Dawn (Navyasi), turn on like a 
wheel." The word nav')lasi does not mean "ever new" or 
"becoming new every day" as Mr. Tilak interprets it, but it 
simply means "newly-bo' n" or "just ri,;en." How can the 
newly-born Polar Dawn be urdhva or " placed high up in 
the heaven"? When she does appear high up in the sky 
in the Polar region, sne must be more that a month old, or 
must have passed half the period of hn allotted span of 
existencP. The high-placed Dawn in the Polar region can
not therefore be called "newly-born." But the newly-born 
Dawn in the Tropics hecomes urdhva in a few moments; 
and the description in the above verse more aptly applies to 
the Tropical than to the Polar Dawn. The words cakram 
iva a~·avritsva also do not mean "turn on like a wheel," but 
"come back again by turning on like a wheel." This wheel
like motion is not lateral like that of a potter's wheel, but 
vertical like that of a chariot-wheel. The half-round of 
this wheel is made from east to west, and the other half from 
west to east during the night, thus completing one full 
round. This appears to us to be the clear and correct inter
pretation of the verse. It is true that the Dawn is not seen 
to travel over tlw head in,he Tropical region ;•but her steps 
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specially composed hymns, and the .performance of sacrifice. 

'Ole invigorating drin" of Soma was offered as oblation .to 
Fire who, as the priest of the sacrifice, carried it to those 
deitiesJor whom they were intended. The performance of 
sacrifice, therefore, came to be regarded as an imperative 

religious duty, and Fire became the .ijouse-hold Deity 
( Grhapati Agni} who was worshipped •aily with oblations 
by every householder, and through whom all the othe~ G~ds 

could be approached. 
The struggle of the Devas with Vrtra, the demon of 

darkness, was thus one of daily occurrence ; but there was 

an~ther great struggle which was seasonal and lasted for 
months when Vrtra who could assume various forms (may!lbi) 
absorbed the life-giving waters arid th<:' solar rays in his 
cloud-body, and oppressed all living creatures a~d plants by 
causing drought, and obstructing .the light of the Dawn and 

the Sun for days and months together. To make Indra 
victorious in this great struggle a long sattra or sacrifice 
lasting for ten months, nay, a whole year, and a special 

sattra. called Ratrz"sattra or night-sacrifice, lasting for 
three months, had to be performed. Vrtra, therefore, appear
ed not only in the shape of nightly darkness, but also in 
the shape of dark clouds, and all his activities resulted in 
the creation of tamas or darkness, which the Gods did their 
best to overcome. 

It should be borne in mii1d here that the ancient Aryans 

were par excellence the worshippers of light. Every ppase of · 
the light of th<7 sky was supposed to be presided over by a 
distinct deity. First in order was the light of the Asvins, 
then that of the Dawn (U~as) in her three forms, viz., (r) 

the dark form changing into bright, (2) the bright (U.~as) and 
(3) the resplendent ( Vyu{ta) ; and lastly came the light of · 

the Sun who also had five phases, viz., (1) Ude~yat, (2) 

Udyat, (3) Udita, (4) Suvarga and {S) Loka. The Morning 
Sun again wa;. Kumara or Bram/zf,, the Mid-day Sun was 

Vi~~u, the Sun· soon after mid-day was Rudra, and the 
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Evening Sun, or the Sun of the night was A-surya {not-Sun) 
or Siva as called in post-Vedic liteq~ture. Indra assumed 
the form of the Sun occasionally, and was the leader of all 
the Gods or Devas. Besides the lights of these heavenly 
deities, there were the lights of Mitra, the Lord of day-light 
and Deity presiciing over the Sun, and of VaruJ;t.a, the Lord 
of Night, who was ~metimes identified with the Moon or 

A 

the S'-!n, being an Aditya. Lastly was the light of the 
Household Fire which was kept burning day and night, 
and specially kindled for the performance of a special sacri
fice. Light, th~refore, was the very essence of the religious 
life of the ancient Aryans. The time for performing a 
special sacrifice was regulated and fixed by the appearance 
of the particular deity in the sky. Hence a regular vigil had 
to be kept at night to watch the appearance of light in 
the eastern horizon, first of the Ain'ns, then of U~as, and 
lastly of the Sun. Sometimes the worshippers woke up from 
their sleep long before the :1ppointed time, miscalc:ulating 
the paryayas or praharas of the night, and in all such cases 
the watching for the fir~t appearance of the light was neces
sarily long and tedious. Rut night-time was also not safe 
for the sacrificers to perform their sacrifices in the open, as 
thieves loitered and wild animals prowled about in the dark
ness. They, therefore, earnf'stly prayed that they might 
safely tide over the precincts of the dark night, and be 

brought to the borders of daylight. 
It is necessary to remember all these facts and the 

foregoing description of Vrtra in order to be able to under
stand our criticism of Mr. Tilak's arguments in favour of 
''a long day and long night" which he seeks to prove from 
Vedic passages to be the long day and the long night of the 
Polar regions. To begin with, he says : " When a long 
continuous dawn of thirty days or a closely gathf'red band of 
thirty dawns is shown to have been expressly referred to in 
the Vedic literature, the lt>ng night preceding, such a dawn 

follows as a matter of course ; and when a long night prevails, 
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it must have a long day to match it during the year ... 

Therefore, if the long duration of the Vedic Dawn is once 
de~monstrated, it is, ast~onomically speaking, unnecessary to 

search for further evidence reguding the existence of long 

days and nights in the ~gveda."l The foregoing observa
tion is true,· so far as it goes; but has Mr. Tilak been really 

able, after all, to prove the long duration of the Vedic Dawn? 
We have seen in the preceding chaptfr . that he has not 

succeeded ·in proving it. Therefore, if his premi!es are 
found to be wrong, it folloi\'S that his conclusion also would 

be wrong. Mr. Tilak, however, thinks that the~e is evi
dence in the Vedic literature about the long day and the 

long night of the Polar regions, which we now proceed to 
examine. 

"There are many passages in the ~gveda," says Mr. 
Tilak, "that speak.of long ana ghastly darkness, in oneform 
or another, which sheltered the enemies of lndra, and to 

destroy which Indra had to fight with the 'demons, or the 
Dftsas, whose strongholds are all said to be concealed in the 
darkness. Thus in'r. 32, 10 Vrtra, the traditional enemy of 

lndra, is said to be engulfed in long darkness (dtrgham tamah 
tHayad lndra-satruh), and in v. 32, 5 Indra is described as 

having placed Su~t;ta who was anxipus to fight, 'in the dark

ness of the pit' (tamasi harmye), while the next verse speaks 
of a-surye tamasi (lit. sun-less dn.rkness) which Max Muller 

renders by 'ghastly darkness.' In spite of these passages~ 

the fight between Indra and Vrtra is considered to be adaily 

and not a yearly struggle.''2 

At the very outset, we have said that the struggle be

tween Indra and Vrtra was both daily, and seasonal or 

yearly. The passages quoted by Mr. Tilak undoubtedly 
prove the yearly struggle; but thert: are also· proofs of the 

daily struggle, as we shall see later on. The struggle, indeed, 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 1.23-24. 
• • • Ibid, p. 1~. 
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was two-fold. The daily struggle required the performance 
of d lily sacrifice, and the yearly or seasonal sacrifice was 
performed for ten or twelve months in• order to strengthen 
lndra and his colleagues to fiight with Vrtra when the latter 
concealed the Dawn and the Sun in his cloud-body for 
several. days and months, and withal imprisoned the life
giving waters, • causing a distressing drought. These 

• waters had to be released for the benefit of the vege-
table and the animal kingdons, and the thunderbolt of 
lndra was kept active during this period which was none 
other than the rainy season. It was during this struggle in 
the rainy season that Indra laid Vrtra low by hitting him 
with his bolt. A graphic account of this struggle has been 
given in Rv. i. 32, from which Mr. Tilak has quoted the 
tenth verse only to prove that Vrtra was "engulfed in long 
darkness." Now this "long darkness" (dirgham tamah) is 
clearly not used in the ordinary physical sense, but in a 
metaphorical sense to denote death, or a long per£od of 
£nactiz·£ty, which is generally associated with darkness. 
lndra's struggle with Vrtra really ended when the latter was 
vanquished and laid low, and the ceaselessly moving waters 
flowed over his body, and he "slept in long darkness" (Rv. 
i. 32, ro). That this "long darkness" was not physical 
darkness is proved by verse 4 of the same hymn, which says 
that after the first-born Ahi (Vrtra) had been killed, and his 
delusions or charms dissipated, the Dawn, the Sun and the 
Sky were all revealed. The death of Vrtra or his entering 
into long darkness, therefore, coincides with the appearance 
of the Dawn, the Sun and the blue sky, £.e., of bright day
light, and not darkness, whether long or short. Hence it is 
evident that Tilak's interpretation of dirgham tamas (long 
darkness) in the above verse, and his identification of it with 
a long Polar night are palpably wrong. Neither is he correct 
in his interpretation of Rv. v. 32, 5 wherein, says he, " Indra 
is described as having placed Su~Q.a who was anxious to fight 
in the darkness of the pit." The real meaning of the verse 
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Adityas; (lead us) by (it) : speak to us favourably, and grant 
us happiness, difficult to be disturbed. 

• • 
"7· . May Aditi, the mother of royal sons, 'place us 

beyond the malice (of our enemies). May Aryaman lead u.s 
by easy paths, and may we, .blessed with many descendants, 
and safe from harm, attain the great happin.ss of Mitra and 
Varu!].a. • 

"g. The Adityas, decorated with golden ornaments, 
brilliant, purified by showers, who never- slumber, nor close 
their eye-lids, who are unassailable, and praised by many, 
uphold the three bright heavenly regions· for the sake of the 
upright man . . 

" 1 I. Neither is the right hand known to us, Adityas, 
nor is the left; neither is that which is in front, nor that 
which is behind (discerned by me). Givers of dwellings; may 
I who am immature (in knowledge) and timid (in spirit) 
obtain, when guided by you, the light that is fre~ from fear. 

" q. Aditi, Mitra, Varu1;1a, have pity upon us, even 
though we may h3;ve committed some offence against you. 
May I obtain, lndra, that great light which is free from 
peril, let not the protracted gloom envelop us. 

" 16. Adorable Adityas, may I pass (safe) in your car 
from the illusions which {you desire) for the malignant, the 
snares which are spread fo! our foe, (in like manner) as a 
horse-man (passes over a road) ; and thus may we abide 
secure in infinite 'felicity." I . -

Where is the room for long physical darkness in the 
above beautiful ve'rses which embody in them an earriest and 
pathetic prayer of the soul in its helpless struggle to be 
free from the meshes and snares, and the blinding gloom of 
sin, and which breathe an irrepressible hankering after the 
"wide fearless light " of righteousness and virtue, that 
is in the gift of the Gods? The same poet, still in the same . . 

l M. N. Dutt's Translation ofthe·Q.gveda, pp. 543·545• 
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mood of mind, thus continues his prayers m the next hymn 

(ii. 28) : 
• • 

"5· Cast off from me sin, Varut;t'l, as if it were a rope. 
May we obtain from thee a channel :filled) with w1ter. Cut 
not the thread of me (engaged in) weaving pious works; 
blight not the e~ments of holy rites before the season (of 

their maturity.) • 

"6. Keep off all danger from me, VaruQa, supreme 
monarch, endowed with truth, bestow thy favour upon me. 
Cast off (from me) sin like a tether from a calf. No one 
rules for the twinkling of an eye, apart from thee. 

" 7. Harm us not, VaruQa, with those destructive 
(weapons) which, repeller (of foes), demolish him who does 
evil at thy sacrifice. Let us not depart (before our time) from 
the regions of light. Scatter the malevolent that we may live." 

The poet goes on in the same strain in the next hymn 

also (ii. 29) : 

1. " Adityas, upholders of pious works, who are to be 
sought by all, remove sin from me, like a woman delivered 
in secret. 5· Alone among you, I have committed many 
offences, (the which correct) as a father corrects a naughty 
(son). Far from me, Gods, be bonds; far from me be sins, 
seize not upon me, (your) son, as (a fowler) catches a bird." 

The above extracts clearly prove the penitent spirit 
which makes the poet confess his sins and lay bare his heart 
to the Gods. The "long darkness " is undoubtedly the 
darkness. of sin that blinds our moral vision, and does not 
show us the right path, and " the wide fearless light " is the 
light of righteousness, and holy doing and holy thinking. 
This long darkl'less, therefore, cannot be the darkness of the 
long Arctic night. The well-known prayer in a Upani~ad 

must be familiar to our readers : " Oh, lead me from the 
unreal (not-good) to the r~al (good); from darkness to light 

(tamaso m6 jyotir gamaya); from death to life~' Sin or Evil 
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is here compared to darkness a_nd death. Heaven has been 
described in Rv. ix. I 13, 7 as a region filled· with perpetual 
light, free from the sha~ow of death or destruction, where the 
blessed covet to go. Conversely, liell is a region of perpetual 
darkness, 'begot of sinfulness, to whjch .the sinful are doomed. 
This state or region is one over which long fearful darkness 
holds sway. The poet, when praying for !eliverance from 
long darkne;ss, had undoubtedly the long ~arkness of sinful
ness in his mind rather than any physical darkness. 

Mr. Tilak next picks out Rv. vii. 67, ~ to prove "long 
darkness." The verse has been thus rendered: "The fire has 
commenced to.burn, the ends of darkness (tamasah antah) 
have been seen, and the banner of the Dawn has appeared 
in the east." The words tamasah antah have been int6rpreted 
by some to meari "the inner recesses of darkness," which 
become visible when fire bums and radiates its light around. 
But even if we take them to· mean " the ends of darkness," 
they do not necer;sarily imply that this da'rkness was long like 
that of the Arctic night. The words simply mean that the 
Dawn having appeared, the darkness of night is about to dis
appear. It seems also really very strange that it did not 
strike Mr. Tilak that the appearance of the Dawn z'n the east 
could not give any suggestion of the Arctiq night. 

Next, in support of his contention, Mr. Tilak quotes 
Rv. x. 124, wherein Agni (Fire) is told that he "has slept 
too long in the long da1'kness.'J The "long darkness" may 
not necessarily be that of the long Arctic· night, but only of 
an ordinary wintry night of the Tropical regions, which is 
generally long. It should be borne in mind that after the last 
oblation of the evening had been offered to Fire, it was 
allowe~ to. lie dormant or go out, and was only re-kindled 
when the Dawn appeared. It is therefore not . unnatural for 

the poet to say that the sacrificial Fire has slept " too long in 
the long darkness." In the very ne?Ct verse, Agni himself 

says that wh~n the Gods w:~;nt tim, he appears with his 
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radiant lustre from a lustreless state of invisibility, and that 
when the sacrifice is ended, he leaves it and becomes invisible 

again. This clearly explains what is ltieant by Fire sleepi~g 
too long in the long darkness. It cannot be reasonably 
assumed that even if the ~arly Aryans lived in the Arctic 
region, they allowed the sacrificial Fire to remain extinguished 
during the entir~ period of the long night, and rekindled it 
only with the appea~ance of the Polar D1wn. The necessity 
for keeping the sacrificial Fire burning during that time 
would be all the greater for dissipating the darkness, and in 
view of the great fight going on between Indra and Vrtra, in 
which lndra stood in need of being strengthened by oblations 
of Soma and the chanting of Mantras. 

Next, Mr. Tilak quotes Rv. x. 127, 6 in which the 
sage-poet addresses Night, and prays that she may "become 
easily fordable" to the worshippers (nah sutani bhava). The 
word suttJra has been rendered by some as "favourable or 

auspicious." But even if we adopt the meaning of " easily 
fordable," it does not imply that the night was long. The first 

part of the verse contains a prayer to Night to keep off the 
he-wolf, the she-wolf and the thief from the doors of the 
worshippers. These prowl about in the darkness of the 

night, causing terror to all. It is, therefore, quite natural 

for men engaged in night-sacrifice to pray for themselves as 
well as for those who are asleep that the night may be easily 

fordable, i.e., may pass away without causing any mishap. 
There is no indication here of the long night of the Arctic 
region. The following beautiful transl.-ttion of this verse, 

and of the previous verse, made by Professor Macdonell, is 
worth quoting here : 

"The villagers have gone to rest, 
Beasts, too, with feet, and birds with wings, 
The hungry hawk himself is still. 
Ward off the she-wolf and the wolf, 
Ward off the robber, Goddess Night, 
And take us safe accross the gloom.'11 

1 Macdonell's Hist. of Sansk. Literature, p. 104. • 
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· The description is that CJf an ordinary Tropical night,

and not of Arctic night. Men, beasts and birds do not go to 
• • 

sleep for six months in the Arctic region, or even for days 
• together during which the long night lasts in the circum-polar 

region. 

Mr. Tilak next quotes the 4th verse ~ the Parili{ta 
that follows the above hymn and is calied.the Rdtri-sukta o·r 
Durga-stava to prove his contention. The worshipper asks 

the Night to be favourable to him, exclaiming "May we reach 

the other side in safety.~ May we reach the other side in 
safety." 1 What does this prayer mean? It means nothing 

but an anxiety on the part of the worshipper to pass the 
night (so full of dangers) peacefully and without any mishap. 

Mr. Tilak quotes ·a similar verse from the Atharva-veda 

(xix. 47, 2) which is interpreted as follows : 11Each moving 

thing finds rest in her (Night), whose yonder boundary is 

not seen, nor that which keeps her separate. 0 spacious 
darksome· Night, may we, uninjured, reach the end of thee, 

reach, 0 thou blessed one, thine end." 2 This verse also 

does not help Mr. Tilak in any way, in as much as all 

moving creatures are said to have found rest in Night
which is inconsistent ·with the condition of the long Arctic 

Night. The description that the yonder boundary of night 

is not seen is as much applicable to Arctic as to an ordinary 
wintry night of the Tropics, for the "yonder boundary" of 

both is not visible, not "that which keeps her separate." 

Mr. Tilak himself is conscious that it admits of an explana

tion like this, and hence falls back on a passage of the Taitti
riya Sa'f{lhita, which, he thinks, supports his view. In this 

Samhita (1. 5· 5· 4) there is a si~ilar mantra or prayer 
addressed to Night, which is translated as follows : "0 

1 The 4th Verse of the Ratri·Sukta is as follows '-11'li1tTst flrctt ~1 
d qT(Ifs7hrN ~ 'lffi::tt2ilttfr. I 

• A. v. x1x, 47,2 ,__,.'If~: qT~ m ... iftgctt r~ fit f.lmt ~ , 
'If<'! I~~~~~ ~if~~~~ I 

57 
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Chitravasu, let me safely reach thy end." A little further 
(I. 5· 7. 5), the Satp.hita itself explaini this mantra or pr~er 

thus: "Chitravasu is (means) the Night; in old times (purd), 
the Brahmans (priests) were afraid that it (Night) would not 
dawn."l Mr. Tilak makes the following comment on this 
interprdation ;. "Here we have an express Vedic statement 
that in old times t~ priests or the people felt apprehension 
regarding the time when the night would end." But we beg 

to differ from this view of Mr. Tilak. It was not the people, 
but only the Brahmans or priests who felt this apprehension. 
And this makes a world of difference. The word Brdhma1Jah, 
in the Vedic sense, means the priests who recite stotras or 
hymns at the performance of sacrifices. These priests who 
presided at the night-sacrifices had to keep up the whole 
night, and felt so much fagged and worn-out in consequence 
of the vigil that the hours seemed to them to stand sdll or 
move at a snail's pace, and a feeling came over them as if 
the night would never terminate. The watching for the first 
streak of the Dawn, when the sacrifices had to be punctually 
commenced, was a terrible strain on their nerves, and we 
need not wonder if, broken down by fatigue and want of sleep, 
they sometimes gave vent to the apprehension that the night 
would not end. Even to this day, do not those who are 
compelled to keep up night, watching or attending the sick, 

·and pass their time in awful suspense, sometimes think the 
night to be too long? And are they not occasionally seized 
by a feeling bordering upon an apprehension that the dreary 
night would never end? A feeling like this would be as 
much natural in the olden days, as it is to-day. But what 
does the author of the Satp.hita mean that in the olden days 
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(pura) the Brahmans felt this apprehension ? This probably 
signifies that when the Sa1p.hita was composed, the practice 
of ~eeping night-vigils ior the performance of sacrifices was 
discontinued, or considerably modified: It should be borne 
in mind that the Taittiriya Sa1p.hita was composed long long 
after .the ~gveda (the date computed by Mr. Tilak being 
about 2,500 B. C), and during this long .interval, many 
practices had undergone complete change.or material modi
fication. We have got clear evidence of this in some of the 
BrahmaQ.as. There is a discussion in the Satapatha Brahma\).a 
(II. I. 4· 8 & 9) as to whether the sacrificial Fire should be 
kindled and the Homa performed before or after sunrise. 
The author concludes in favour of the former and praises 
the performance of Homa before sunrise. The Aitareya 
BrahmaQ.a (V. 5· 4, 6), on the other hand, advocates the per
for~ance of Homa after sunrise. The Taittirlya Brahma~a 
too at first praises its performance after sunrise but con
demns it later OJ;l (II. I. 2. 7 & II. I. 2. 12.) •• It would thus 
appear that there was a gradual change in some of the old 
.religious practices, and night-sacrifices having probably been 
discontinued at the time of th~ composition of some of the 
BrihmaQ.as and Sa1p.hitas, it was quite co~sistent and appro
priate to refer to the practice of night-watching as belonging 
to the olden days (purti). But Mr. Tilak thinks that the 
word (pura) refers to those days of yore when the Aryans 
had their home in the Arctic region, where the night was so. 
long as to make the priests apprehend. that it w~mld not 
terminate. But did the priests keep a continuous night vigil 
for months or days together ? A supposition like this 
would be absurd on the very face of it Then, again, why 
should the priests apprehend that the long night would not 
terminate, when, as inhabitants of the Arctic region, . they 

knew from personal experience that it must end in tl~e ~<?J:!g 

run? Their apprehension, therefore, would be entirely 
groundless and childish. The real fact of the matter is that 

the poet speaks only of an ordinarlTropical night, or a long 
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wintry night, as Saya~a has explained, and refers to the 
awful sense of weariness which night-keeping usually pro. 
duced on the priests in the olden dayl. • 

Mr. Tilak adduces another proof in support of his 
contention frotn Rv. iii. 55, I I which is as follows :-

NJna cakrate yamya vapu'!l~i 
tayor ~nyad rocate lq.p;zam anyat 
§yavi ca yad aru{i ca svasarau 
mahad devanam asuratvam ekam.l 

The deity of the verse is Ahoratra (Day and Night), 
who are described here as twin sisters (yamya). The verse 
is ordinarily translated as follows :-

"The twin pair (Day and Night) adopt various forms: 
one of them shines brightly, the other is black ; t\\in sisters 
are they, one black, and the other white; great and un. 
equalled is the might of the Gods." 

Mr. Tilak s~ys that if the above translation be accepted 
as corr,.,ct, and the description be applied to a coupiP. of 
ordin<~ry Day and Night, and ''the twins," and ''the two 
sisters" in the verse be takt>n as identical, then there would 
be an unnecessary repetition of the same idea. He therefore 

thinks that the twins (yamya) and the two sisters (svasarau) 
are two different deities or manifestations of Nature, the 
first being a couple of ordinary Day and Night, and the second 
a couple of Long Day and Long Night. He refers to the 
use of the words U{asa-nakta (Rv. i. 122, 2), Nakto{asa 
(Rv. i. 142, 7) and U{asau (Rv. i. 188, 6) as meaning -a 
couple of day and night, and quotes Rv iv. 55, 3 to prove 
that Ahani (Night and D<~y) and U{asa-nakta (Day and 
Night~l in the vt>rse 2 refer to two separate couples of Day 
and Night which are different in form, length and character, 

l l<ig. Ill. 55· It :-ijTOfT "'RiP.t ~T ~'9''f1il mil~"'l'a ti11Jl:i111?[ I JVT!b 
~ ~1!1'T "'f ~a-~'\ I ~ 1iJ'ifl1tlJ~tcr·it'lf1f II 

• Rv. iv. 55, 3 :-q(~ mJf ;it ~ f1l1lTCr ~- 'l!mrT ~ 1 
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one being identical with a couple of ordinary day and night 
·of 24 hours' duration, and the other with a couple of long day 
and long night as in tfte Arctic region. · The verse, however, 
admits of the followjng interpretation : '' (I praise you) both 

Night and Day that you may protect us unimpeded; Night and 
Dawn do (what we desire)." Here ahani simply means Day 

and Night, and U~asa-nakta Dawn and ~ight. Day and 
Night form one couple, representing o~e deity; arid Dawn 
and Night another couple, representing another deity. The 
twin, Night and Dawn, represents the deity of that portion 
of the night when darkness is penetrated by the Hght of 
Dawn, in other words, when· light struggles with darkness. 
This deity is, as it were, the embryo of the other deity, Ahani 
(Day and Night) in a state of development. Though the 
word U~a'sa-nakta also stands for Day and Night, the latter 
are quite different in character from Dawn and N'ight, or the 
period when it is neither day nor night. It is, therefore, 
quite unnecessary to attribute to Ahani the meani.ng of a long 
Arctic Day and a long Arctic Night. Considered from this 

view-point and analogy, "the twin pair " (yamya) and "the 
two sisters" (S1Jasdrau) in Rv. iii. 55,. 1 1 may also respec
tively mean Night and Dawn, and Day and Night, or simply· 

Day and Night (Ahoratre). The~e would be no repetition of 
the same idea in the verse, to which Mr. Tilak refers; if it is 
expl~ined in_ the following simple way:-

·· Nlma (various) cakrate (make) yamya ~the twin)vapu!Jl~i 
(forms); tayor (of the two) anyat (one) rocate (shines) 
kn~am (dark) anyat (the other), syavl (black) ca (conjuction 

connecting the second an.rat) yat (wherefore) aru~i (bright 
or white) ca {conjunction connecting the first anyat) svasarau· 
(the two sisters) " etc. 

The meaning in plain English would be this : " The twin 
(sisters) make or assume various forms; of the tWo, one 
shines, and the other is dark; wherefore the two sisters are 

(one) black and (the other} bright•or white." There is no 
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repetition here of the same idea in the verse ; but the first 
part, containing the primitive characteristics of the twin, 
only furnishes a reason for their descril'tion in the second'; 
in other words, the reason why one of the twin sisters is 
bright or white, and the other black is explained by their 
natural characteristics, via., one shines brightly, while the 
other does not. -our readers will thus find this interpretation 
to be quite natural :ftJd consistent and Mr. Tilak's interpreta
tion to be strained and far-fetched. The verse certainly does 
not contain any reference to or suggestion of long night and 
long day of the Arctic region. We may therefore dismiss 
Mr. Tilak's proof as unconvincing, though we must admit 

that he has taken great pains and shown much ingenuity in 
interpreting the verse to suit his own view. 1 

' A 

Mr. Tilak next qoutes the Taittiriya Ara1;1yaka ( 1. 2. 3) 
in support of his point. Referring to the year, it says that the 
year has one head and two different mouths, and then remarks 
that all this is season-characteristic, which the commentator 
explains by 'itating that the Year-God is said to have two 
·mouths, because it has two ayanas, the northern and the 
southern, which include the seasons. 2 "But the statement 
important for our purpose," says Mr. Tilak, "is the one 

A 

which follows next. The Aray1;1aka continues: 'To the 
right and the left side of the Year-God (are) the bright and 
the dark (days) and the following verse refers to it :-Thy 
one (form) is bright, thy another sacrificial (daik:), two ahans 
of different forms, thou art like Dyau. Thou, 0 self-depen
dent, protectest all magic powers ; 0 Pn~an, let thy bounty 

----------·---
1 The word flapumfi in the above verse has also been interpreted to 

mean " colours," as there are various shades of colours of AhortltYi from early 
dawn till night·fall. If we take it to mean " forms," the verse would mean 
that day and night sometimes become equal in duration, and sometimes long 
and short, according to the movements of the sun northward and southward. 
For example, the wintry nights are long and the days short, and the summer 

days long and the nights short. There are also equal days and nights over 
the equatorial region. 

J • 

• Taitt. A r~. I. 2. 3 :-q'rfj N f~R'tl ifl'ii'T ~ I ~· ct~'tl41Jf{ I 
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dark, as there were thunderstorms in summer, and clouds and 
rains in Var~a or the rainy season. This is clearly explained 
bj the passage Krtsna-tn tadrtulak!a1Jam, i.e., "all this is 
season-characteristic." The " dark" side referred to in Rv. 
vi. 58, t has been called "sacrificial" (yajatam), because 
sacrifices were generally commenced 'at night, and a sacrifice, 
known as Ratri sattra and lasting for ne~rl1 three months, 
was performed during the rainy 1eason. • This interpretation 
put upon the passages of the Arai,J.yaka also explains the 
meaning clearly. Mr. Tilak need not, therefore, have fallen 
back on his pet Arctic theory to explain it. 

Lastly, Mr. Tilak quotes a verse from the ~gveda 

(x. 138, 3) to prove his point. The verse Is .as follows:-

Vi sdryo madhye amucat rathandivo 
vidad dasaya pratimanam aryah 
Dt"fjahani Pipror asurasya mayinah 
lndra vyasyac cakrivam f.ljilvana. 

Mr. Tilak translates the verse as follows : " The Sun 
A 

unyoked his car in the midst of heaven ; the Arya found a 
counter-measure (pratimanam) for the Dasa. Indra, acting 
with ~jisvan, overthrew the solid forts of Pipru, the conjur_ing 
Asura." The translation of the first part of the verse is not 
according to the interpretation put upon the words vi amucat 
by Sayai,J.a. The sentence, suryo ratham 11i amucat madhye 
(ivah, has been interpreted by the famous commentator to 
ean 11 the Sun loosened (vi-amucat) his carriage, i.e., set 

free to travel towards the middle ( madhye) of heaven 
prasthanaya vim ukta1J(in) ." This interpretation, 
is diametrically opposed to that of Mr. Tilak who 
the passage means : " The Sun unyoked his carriag~ 
iddle of heaven," thereby implying that the Sun 

his .course in mid-heaven, as he seems to do in the 
n before retracing his steps backward to the 

But the Sun really never stops his course from the 
his aJlPearance on the Artttic horizon till he sinks 

ss 
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below it ; but he w·heels round and round, gradually ascending 

the sky up to a certain point in mid-heaven, and then 
similarly retraces his steps backwat'd till he sinks down 

below the horizon. Thus he is up in the sky for six months, 

but he never stops anywhere either near the horizon or in 
the middle of the sky, justifying the expression that " he 

unyoked his carfllage" and rested for some time. Mr. Tilak's 

interpretation, the~ore, is evidently wrong. He says, 

however, that " the verb vi muc is used in about a dozen 

places in the ~gv~da in relation to horses, and every where 
it means to ' unharness' 'unyoke' or ' separate the horses 
from the carriage to rest,' and even Saya~a has interpreted 

it in the same way. This vi-mucya is explained by him as 

rathat viHi{ya in i. 104, r, and rathat f.timucya in iii. 32, r, 
and rathat visrfya in x. r6o, r. (Also compare i. IJr. r; 
i. I 77, 4 ; vi. 40, 1). The most natural meaning of the 
present verse would, therefore, be that 'the sun unyoked his 

carriage.' " We admit the correctness of the interpretation 

put by Sayai;J.a upon the \\'ord vi-mucya in the different 

verses referred to above, but we challenge the correctness 
of the inference drawn therefrom by Mr. Tilak. We can 

easily understand the unyoking of a horse, i.e., separating it 

from a carriage ; but we cannot conceive the idea of unyoking 
a carriage which is not a living and self-moving thing like a 
horse. The yoking of a horse implies that it is harnessed and 

attached to a carriage, in other words, that its free motion 
is restrained; and unyoking it mt'ans that its restraint • 

taken away, that it is separated from tht· carriage, and t: 

its free motion is restored. Similarly, on this analogy, rath 
vi-amucat would imply the removal of the restraint 
upon the free motion of the carriage, and restoring it 
motion. When Saya~a said that ·vi-mucya meant " 

or set free for travel," he undoubtedly had in his 

idea that the chariot was stopped or obstructed in its 

by something, and that thi obstruction having been 

it was set free to travel in the: middle of the skJ. Mr. 
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objects to Sayal,la's translation of madhye as "towards the 
middle of heaven," and says that it should be "in the midst 
• • 

of the sky." Even if we admit Tilak's interpretation of the 
word, the idea would be that the chariot, whose motion had 
been obstructed in the midst of the sky, was set free to travel 
as soon as tha:t obstruction was removed. Now let us see 

' . 
whether there is mention of any obstruction in the two 
verses immediately preceding the one q~oted by Mr. Tilak. 

The first verse of the hymn (x. 138,. r) says that Indra 
rent Vala (z".e., clouds): brought the morning light to Kutsa, 
set free the imprisoned waters and thereby destroyed all the 
tactics of Vrtra. The second verse says that Indra set free 
the rain~water, caused the clouds (parvata) to move, drove 
away the cows (water-laden clouds), drank sweet honey, 
and refreshed the trees by pouring down rain-water on them. 
Then Indra, praised in hymns, caused the Sun to shine. 
Next follows verse 3, which says that the Sun loosened his 

. A 

carriage, setting it free to travel, and that the Arya found a 
counter-poise for the Dasa, etc. The above description 
clearly betokens an obstruction of the Su? by clouds in the 
morning. Griffith says that this is. perhaps an allusion to 
an eclipse, or to the detention of the Sun to enable the 
Aryans to complete the overthrow· of the enemies. But this 
surmise is clearly incorrect. ·The description undoubtedly 
refers to morning clouds that obstructed the Suri from view, 
and when that obstruction was removed by Indra, the Sun's 
chario~ was set free, as it were, to move in the. midst of the 
sky. This is what is understood by the Sun setting free the 
chariot (ratham vi-amucat). The passage does not mean 
that the Sun unyoked the horses from the chariot and rested 
awhile in mid-heaven, as Mr. Tilak would have us believe. 
From the words divo madkye (in the midst of the sky), it is 
clear that when t.he Sun's chariot was set free from the 
obstruction of the clouds, the morning had advanced into 
noon or fo~enoon, after which .the Sun's. progress was· 
unimpeded. 
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"" As regards the second part of the verse, it should be 
stated here that the:: word Dasa d!>es not apply to t~e 

' n<SD.Aryan race, as some European scholars seem to think, 
but to .. the enemies of lndra, some of whom like Samvara 

.. (iv. 3o, 14), Pipru (viii. 32, 2) 1 and Namuci (v. 30, 7) have 
'b!en designated.by that name. Mr. Tilak observes: "The 
'exploits described are all heavenly, and it jars with the 
cont~xt to take a ~ngle sentence in the whole hymn as 
~eferring to the victory of the Aryan over the non-Aryan 
race. There is again the word pratimana (lit. counter-mea-

·sure) which denotes that what has been done is by way of 
~taliation, a sort of counter-poise or counter-blast, with a 

· view to' avenge the mischief done by the Dasa. A battle be
tween the Aryans and the non-Aryans cannot be so described 
unless a previous defeat of the Aryans is first alluded to. The 
plain meaning of the verse, therefore, is that the Sun was 
made to halt in the midst of the sky, producing a long day, 
and Indra thus found a counter-poise tor the Dasa, his 
enemy, for we know that darkness is brought on by the 
ba~a, and it is he who brings on the long night, but if the 
~,asa made the night long, lndra retaliated or counter-acted 
by making the day as long as the night of the Dasa." I 

· As our readers will now be able to judge, this interpreta
Jion put upon the passage by Mr. Tilak is entirely wrong. 
'there is no question here of the long day and the long night, 
and· of counterpoising the former against the latter. If there 
is any sense of counterpoising, it will be found in the descrip
tion of the Sun's chariot being set free to move in the midst 
of t!:te sky, after it was obstructed by the Dasa, represented by 
rain-clouds. As the Dasa obstructed the progress of the Sun's 
chariot, so the Sun was enabled to. set it free, i. e., to 
move on in the sky. This is what is' understood by the 
word pratimana. It does not and cannot mean that the long 
Polar day followed the long Polar night. Mr. Tilak's 

1 Tilak's A1'ctic Home in the Vedas p. 143· • 
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interpretation, though highly ingenious, is not at all ·borne 
out by the context, and he fails to prove that the Vedic bard • 
had in his mind the idea of a long day as against a long night. 

These are the principal proofs that Mr. Tilak has adduced 
to show that the Vedas contain references to a long day and 
a long night of the Arctic region. But we • have carefully 
weighed them in the balance, and found jlem wanting. 



• 
CHAPTER XXI· 

EUMINATION OF MR. TILAK'S 1HEORY OF THE UCTIC CRADLE 
OF THE ARYANS (contd.) 

T~E MONTHS AND THR SEASONS. 

• 

Mr. Tilak, believ~g as he does, that he has discovered 
proofs of a long Arctic dawn, and a long day and a long night 
of the Arctic region in the Vedic literature, which, however, 
we have found c

1
n critical examination to be unreliable and 

unconvincing, pursues his investigation in other directions 
with a view to collect further proofs in support of this theory. 
He argues that if the Aryans really lived in the Arctic region, 
there would be found distinct mention of six, ;,;even, eight or 
more Suns corresponding to the months of sunshine in the 
latitudes where they lived, and he thinks that he has found 
such unmistakable proofs in the ~gveda. Let us now proceed 
to examine them. 

"We refer fir~t," says Mr. Tilak, "to the legend of 
Aditi, or the seven Adityas (Suns), which is obviously based 
on some natural phenomen2n. This legend expressly tells us 
that the oldest number of Adityas or Suns was seven, and the 
same idea is independently found i~ many other places of the 
~gveda. Thus in ix. 144, 3 seven Adityas and seven priests 
are mentioned together, though the names of the different 
Suns are not given therein. In ii. 27, I Mitra, Aryaman, 
Bhaga, Varu~a, D~k~a and Am~a are mentioned by name as 
so many different Adityas, but the seventh is not named. This 
omission does not, however, mean much. as the septenary 
character of the Sun is quite patent from the fact that he is 
called SaptaJva (seven-horsed) in v. 45, g, and his 'seven
wheeled' chariot is said to be drawn by ' seven bay steeds' 
(i. so, 8), or by a single horse 'with seven names' in i. 164, 
2. The Atharva-veda al~ speaks of ' the seven bright rays • of the Sun' '(vii. 107, 1); a.nd the epithet A.ditya, as applied 
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ing equal love, prepare the path for the Sun (to travel)."l 
The Sun, therefore, is a deity subordinate to Mitra, Varuna 

e A • , • 

and the other Adityas. As Ragozin rightly says, "Sarya is, 
in the ~gveda, the material visible luminary, 'created' by the • 
Gods (or even some particular God), and obedient to their 
bidding. But Sarya is not only the Sun, he ii also the Sun
god, powerful, independent, subject only to the ordinances 

A ~ 

of the great Adityas, themselves governed by ~ta, the 
supreme Cos~ic and Moral Law." 2 The Zoroastrian system 

also "admits a Sun-god, Mithra, who is the Creator of the' 
God of Light, Ormuzd, and of 'the God 'of Darkness, 
Ahriman," 3 a belief similar, in some respects, to that of the 
Vedic Aryans who thought that the Sun derived his light 
from the Gods who revealed him. Rv. x. 72, 7 says : "The 
Gods overspread the world like clouds. Sarya (the Sun) lay 
hidden in the ocean-like sky, and the Gods revealed him." 
Verse 5 of the same hymn clearly says who these Gods 
were : "Aditi was born, 0 Dak~a, and she was thy daughter. 
The benevolent and immortal Gods were born after her." 

A 

So the Gods were the sons of Aditi, or Adityas. The word 
Dak~a in this verse stands for the Creator himself; but 

A . 

among the Adityas, there is also a Dak-?a (also called Dhatr) 
and the Vedic bard, availing himself of the use of the word 
in two different senses, indulges in a conundrum, saying that 
"Aditi was horn of Dak~a, and Dak~a was born of Aditi." 

A 

Be that as it may, there can be no doubt that the Adityas 
were the Cosmic Gods who, among other acts, revealed the 
Sun that lay hidden in the sky, in other words, helped the 
Sun to shine, by each giving him a portion of his. light. It 
would thus appea~ that they were not the Suns of so many 
months, but divinities born of Aditi, the One and the Infinite. 
Verse 8 of the same hymn says that eight sons were born of 
Aditi, but she took with her only the first seven to the Gods, 

--~ Rv, vii. 6o, 4 :-<{IWT ~Tf~«rf 'ill~ ~~ial fl{<(\' "ilf~ ~: ~'G(r: n 
2 Ragozin's Vedic India, pp. 215·216. • 

3 Hist. Hist of the World, Vol. II, p. ·sS6. 

59 
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and cast away the eighth, named M arta?Jda (lit., the mortal 

egg). These seven immortal sons of Aditi were called Devah 
-" • A e 

Aditya,Jz or the Divine Adityas, while the eighth Aditya, 

called Marta?Jda, was produced by her "for birth and death." 

Hence, being mortal (marta), he had no place among the 

Immortals. He~ identified with our terrestrial Sun or Surya, 

who is really subject to "birth and death," as he is born every 

morning and dies in~he evening. The seven Adityas, who 

revealed him by each giving him a portion of his light, were 

not, like him, subject to "birth and death," and were there

fore immortal or Dezah. Their function was to uphold the 

Universe, a work far more important than that of merely 

lighting the earth (Rv. i. 72, 9 and ii. 27, 4). They were not 
the seven Suns of the seven months, during which there is 

continuous day-light as in the Arctic region, but mighty 

divinities who created, protected and upheld ev<"rything, 

movable and immovable, in tht> Universe. This arpears 

to us to be the r<>al import of the legend of the seven Der;ah 
A 

4.dityah (Divine Adityas) and of Marta?Jda, the eighth 
Aditya or Surya, who was produced by Aditi "for birth and 

death.'' If we bear this in our mind, and also the fact that 

the seven Divine Adityas revealed the Sun by each giving 

him a portion of his light, it will not at all be difficult for us 

to understand why he (the Sun) was called Sapta§va or 

"seven-horsed" (Rv. v. 45, 9), and his chariot "seven-wheeled" 

which was drawn by' 'seven bay steeds" lRv. i. 164, 2), or 

why again he had "seven bright rays" (A. V. vii. 107, r.) 
Mr. Tilak is unwilling to concede that the ~gvedic Aryans 
discovered or were even aware of the existence of the 

seven prismatic rays of the Sun, as if this discovery required 

any extraordinary scientific knowledge. Every playful child 

knows, when blowing out water in minute particles from 

his mouth against the Sun, that his rays are multi-coloured 

and create miniature rainbows. The rays of the Sun are also 

found to be refracted iQ beautiful colours from the drooping 

lashes of the eye, acting as so many pris~s and produce 
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a sight worthy of fairy-land. The multi-coloured solar rays 

are also seen through natural crystals which are abundant 

in • the Himalaya a~d ~ther places. It is further most likely 
that the colours of the rain-bow were attributed by the Vedic 
bards to the refraction of the solar rays through minute watery 
globules, of which clouds are formed. Hence it would not be • unnatural for them to infer that the solar ray consisted of the 

combined seven different rays of the sev~ Deva Ad~tyas who 
revealed ,_the Sun. As we have already sai,d, these seven 

Divine Adityas were quite distinct from Marla?Zda, or the 

Sun. Rv. ix. 114, 3 says: "The sky regions are seven, with 

seven different Suns (Nlma Suryah) ; the sacrific'ing priests 

are seven; and Devah Adityah are seven ; 0 Soma, protect 
us with them."l In this verse the "different Suns " and the 

1\ 

"Devah ·Adityah " havt been separately mentioned, thereby 

showing that the two sets (Na1ta Suryah and Devah 
Adityah) are distinct from one another. But as there is only 

one Sun, how is it that different or seven Suns have been 
'mentioned? The answer_ to this question is simple. When 

the Sun, in the course of his motion in the sky, occupies a. 

particular region, he comes under the direct influence of a 
particular Deva A.ditya presiding over that region or sphere, 

and assumes a distinct aspect. Hence he becomes nana, or 

speaking more correctly, seven in number, accordlng to his 

coming under 1he influence of a particular Deva Aditya. As 
the Taittirlya Ara1,1yaka explains: " Resorting to or shining 
in different regions, (the Suns} make the seasons." 2 Saya1,1a 
observes in his commentary: "The different features of the 

different seasons cannot be accounted for, except by suppo:>ing 

• ~v. ix. ''4· 3·-~ll' f~m iffifl ll_<tl: ~ ~'QR ~: I . ~ ~ 
~~~~~if:n 

' Taitt. A'raf}. i. 7 :-~,~Sf ~'if. 'liUfcr 1 Saya~a comments on this 

as follows:-~~~: m'i( m'i( f~1!: 'l:r['Ql'f'I'R!!rm: lt.~t ~ ~itfrf<{ll_f.:rofil~
'q111t-t. 'liUfcr ~f.a I if ~ ~~~~ ~~: ~w@a I 
~~'~'mt~:~:r • 
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them to have been caused by different Suns; therefore, 

different Suns must exist in different regions." lt may be 
argued, however, that if the different •seasons are produc~d 
~y the Sun coming under the influence of the seven Deva 
Adityas in the different periods of the year, the seasons should 
have beens even, and not six, in number, as they are ordinarily • computed. As a matter of fact, the number of seasons has 
been mentioned to be'seven in the !Jgveda (i. 164, 15). The 
translation of this verse is as follows : " Of these that are 
born together, sages have called the seventh the single-born, 
for six are twins and are movable and are born of the Gods; 
their desirable (properties) placed severally in their proper 
abode are various (also) in form, and revolve for the benefit 
of that which is stationary.') These twins have been 
interpreted to be the six seasons, each. made up of two 
months , the seventh is the intercalary month which has no 

A 

fellow. Though there is a Deva Aditya to preside over it, 
it is not considered to be divine like the rest, because it is 
single-born. Thus we find mention made in the ~gveda of 
the seventh season al~o. The explanation of the seven Suns 
and the seven Deva Adityas that we have given above is, 
thf'refore, correct. The Satapatha Brahmat;ta (iii. 1. 3· 3) 
explains the legend of Aditi somewhat on the same lines. 
It says that seven alone of Aditi's sons are styled Devak 
Adztyah by men, and that the ~ighth, Marta?Jda, was born 
undeveloped, whereupon the Aditya Gods created men and 
other animals out of him. This probably is a faint echo, or a 
vague and indistinct realisation of the scientific truth that 
the earth was created out of the Sun, along with the other 
planets of our solar system, and that when the earth became 
fit for the evolution and support of life, men and animals 
were created on it. 

A 
From the above discussion, it is clear that the seven 

Adityas are not the seven Suns of the seven months, during 
which the long day prevails in the Arctic region, nor does 

A • 

the eighth Aditya, who was cast away by Aditi tor birth and 
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death, signify the advent of the long Arctic night. The birth 
A . 

and death of the eighth Aditya clearly proves his daily: rising 
a~d setting. It is also' evident that the seven D~va Adityas 
who went to the abode of the Gods with Aditi are the seven 
luminaries who are supposed to light up the seven sky-regions 
or Lokas, and to lend their rays to the eigh~ to enable him 
to shine over the terrestrial region. This appears to us to 
be the only correct interpretation of" the Vedic passage 
quoted and discussed above. 

It may be urged, however, that there is distinct mention 
of twelve Adityas in the BrahmaQ.as, each assigned to one 

month. The Satapatha BrahmaQ.a (xi. 6. 3· 8) asks: "How 
many Adityas are there?" The answer is as follows : " There 
are twelve months of the year. · Hence the number of 

A 

Adityas is twelve.'' 1 
A 

The Upani~ads also mention twelve Adityas (Br. Ara. 
Up. III. g. s), and in the post-Vedic literature they are 
everywhere said to be tweh e in number, corresponding to 
the twelve months of the·year. How ~s the discrepancy to be 
explained? It is easily explained, if we remember the original 

A 

distinction between the Devah Adityah and the Aditya who 
, A 

is mortal (Marta'J}da). The twelve Adityas, mentioned in 
the Satapatha BrahmaQ.a-and the post-Vedic literature, are the 
different forms that Marta'J}da (the Sun) assumes in the 
different months. The nana Suryah of Rv. ix. I q, 3 refers 
to the seven' Suns of the seven seasons, one of which is 
discarded because it is single-born. Thes·e seven Suns mark 
the change of the -seasons. The twelve Suns (Adityas) 
belong to the twelve months (each being assigned to one 
month), and as such, are the creators or inaugurators of the 
months. The ~gvedic idea of the seven Devah Adz'tyah, 
and seven Suns, who inaugurated the different seasons by 
being located in particular regions of the sky, each presided 

1 Sata. Brah., (xi. 6. 3· 8): ·-·Cfi((CI' ~«i ;@r I '{~ ~ ~~"tr 

~tffT! I ' 
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over by a particular Deva .!l.ditya, was only elaboraJed in a 

later age by harmonizing the number of the Suns (Adityas) 

with the number of the months of the year; but the~e 
A 

Adityas were only the different forms of the Marta!Zda, and 

not the Devah Adityah who presided over the seven Lokas and 
whose number remained fixed a,; seven. The Taittiriya 

Arat;~yaka (I. IJ. 2-3) mentions the names of the eight sons of 
Aditi, which are as ~low :-Mitra, Varm;ta, Dhatr, Aryaman, 

Am~a, Bhaga, Indra and Vivasvat. The first seven are the 

seven Devah .!l.dityah who preside over the seven Lokas, and 

the last (Vivasvat) is the l1 artat;tda, the Sun who illumines 

the terrestrial sphere, and is subject to birth and death. He 

assumes seven different forms when creating the seasons, 

and twelve different forms when creating the months. It 
would thus appear that the mention of seven Devah .!l.dityah 

A 

in the ~gveda, and of twelve Adityas in the later Vedic 

literature does not prove that the Aryans knew only of seven 

Suns and seven months of daylight while living in the Arctic 

region and that this number was increased to twelve when 

they came to live in the Tropics. The interpretation put 

upon the passages by Mr. Tilak and the inference drawn 

therefrom are clearly wrong. 

We will now turn to another evidence tendered by 

Mr. Tilak to prove his theory of the Arctic home of the 

Aryans. This is a reference in the ~gn!da to nine or ten 

months of sun-shine during which the annual sattra or 

sacrifice was performed. 

The institution of sacrifice is as old as the Indo-Aryan 

civilisation. "The ~gveda," says Mr. Tilak, " mentions a 

number of ancient sacrificers, styled 'our fathers' (ii. 3~~. 13; 

vi. 22, 2) who initiated the sacrifice in ancient times, and 

laid down for the guidance of man the path which he should, 

in future, follow. Then the sacrifice offered by Manu is taken 

as the type, and other sacrifices are compared with it in i. 76, 5· 
But Manu was not alon~ to offer this sacrific~ to the Gods. 
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In x.,63, 7, he is said to have made the first offerings to the 

Gods along with the seven Hotrs; while Angiras and Yayati 
a·re mentioned with ~1im ;ts ancient sacrificers in i. 3 I, 17, 
Bhrgu and Angiras in viii. 43, 13, Atharvan and Dadhyanc in 

i. 8o, 16, and Dadhyanc, Angiras, Atri and KaQ.va in i. I 39, 

9· Atharvan by his sacrifices is elsewhere deicribed as having 
first extended the paths, whereupon the Sun was born (i. 83, 
5), and the Atharvans, in the plural, arr styled 'our fathers' 
(nalJ pz'taralp) along with Angirases, Navagvas and Bhrgus in 

x. 14, 6. In ii. 44, 12 the Dasagvas are said to han~ been 
the first to offer a sacrifice; while in x. 92, 10 Atharvan is 
spoken of as having established order by sacrifices, when the 

Bhrgus showed themselves a~ Gods by their skill ... Now so far 
as my researches go, r have not been able to find any Vedic 
evidence regarding the duration of the sacrifices performed by 

Manu, Atharvan, Bhrgu or any other ancient sacrificers, except 

the Angirases. There is an· annual sattra, described in the 
Srauta Satras, which is called the Angir,asam-ayanam, and 'is 

said to be a modification of the Gavam~ayanam, the type of all 

yearly sattras. But we do not find therein any mention of the 

duration of the sattra of the Angirases. The duration of the 
Gavam-ayanam is, however, given in the Taittirrya SamhitA, 

... There are two chief species of Angirases (Angz'ras-tama) 
called the Navagvas and the Da<;agvas, ~entioned in the 
~gveda (x. 62, 5 and 6). These two classes of ancient 
sacrificers are generally mentioned together, and the facts 
attributed to the Angirases are also attributed to them. Thus 
the Navagvas are spoken of as 'our ancient fathers' in vi. 22, 

2 and ' our fathers' along with Angirases and Bhrgus in x. 

r 4, 6. Like the Angirases, the N avagvas are also connected 
with the myth of Indra over-throwing Vala, and of Sarama 

and PaQ.is (i. 62, 3 and 4; v. 29, I 2; v. 45; 7; x. 102, 8). In 

one of these, Indra is described as having taken their assist

ance when he rent the rock and Vala (i. 62, 4) ; and in v. 

29, 12 the Navagvas are said to •have praised Indra with 

songs and b~ken open the firmly closed stall of the cows 
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But there are only two verses in which the duration of . their 

sacrificial session is mentioned. Thus v. 45, 7 says: ' Here, 

urged by hands, hath loudly rung the press-stone, with whi~h 
the Navagvas sang (sacrificed) for ten months' and in the 
eleventh verse of the same hymn the poet says : ' I place 

u~on {offer to) tJte waters your light-winning prayers where
with the Navagvas completed their ten months.' In ii. 34, 

12 we again read:' 'They, the Da§agvas, brought out 
(offered) sacrifice first of all. May they favour us at the 

flashing forth of the Dawn'; while in iv. 51, 4 the Dawns 

are said 'to have dawned richly on the Navagva Angiras, 

and on the seven-mouthed Da§agva,' 1 evidently showing 
that their sacrifice was connected with the break of the Dawn 

and lasted only for ten months. What the Navagvas or the 

Dasagvas accomplished by means of their sacrifices is further 
described in v. 29, 12 which says: 'The Navagvas and the 
Dasagvas, who had offered libations of Soma, praised Indra 

with songs; labouring (at it) the men laid open the stall of 

kine, though firmly closed' ; while in iii. 39, 5 we n;ad: 
' Where the friend (lndra ), with the friendly energetic 

Navagvas, followed up the cows on the knees, there verily 
with ten Dasagvas did lndra find the '>un dwelling in dark

ness (tamasi k~iyantam).' In x. 62, 2 and 3, the Angirases, 
of whom the Da§agvas and thP. Navagvas were the principal 

species (Angiras-tama x. 62, 6), are however said to have 

themselves performed the feat of vanquishing Vala, rescuing 

the cows and bringing out the Sun, at the end of the year 
(pari vatsare Valam abhindan) ; but it obviously means 

that they helped Indra in achieving it at the end of the year. 

Combining all these statements we can easily deduce (r) 

that the Navagvas and the Dasagvas completed their sacri

fices in ten months ; ( 2) that these sacrifices were connected 

with the early flush of the Dawn; (3) that the sacrificers 

helped Indra in the rescue of the cows from Vala at the end 

1 The Dac;agvas were called ''•even-mouthed" because the sacrifice was 
• conducted by seven priests chanting hymns. 
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of th~year ; and (4) that at the place where lndra went in 
search for the cows, he discovered the sun ' dwelling in 

d~rkness." 1 • 

The etymological significance of the words Navagvas and 

Da~agvas has been thus explained by Siya~a: "The Angirases 

are of two kinds, the Navagvas or those who JOSe after com
pleting the sattra in nine months, and the Dac;:agvas, or those 

who rose after finishing the sacrifice in ten•months." 2 Originally 
the Navagvas must have received their name by completing 

their sacrifice in nine months only; but, as has been seen in 

Rv. v. 45, 7 and 11, they like the Dasagvas completed the 
sacrifice in ten months. It is, therefore, admitted that the 
sattra or sacrifice usua\ly lasted for ten months, though there 

is evidence to show that there were Angirases (Brhaspati, son 

of Angiras) who probably performed the sacrifice in seven 

months (Rv. x. 47, 6), and others who were called Virtfpas 
(Rv. x. 62, 5 and 6) who performed it variously. But of all 
these various species 'of Angirases, tht: Navagvas and. the 
Dasagvas were admittedly the best, who performed it in ten 

months. So far Mr .. Tilak's first deduction is correct. 

With regard to the second deduction that "these sacri
fices were connected with the early flush of the Dawn," all 

we can say is that Rv. ii. 34, r 2, quoted by him in s~pport of 
it, does not prove that there was a long night for two months 

after ten months of sunshine, at the end of which the Dawn 
flashed forth and the sacrifice commenced. The translation 

of the. verse is as follows : "May they who, the first celebra

tors of the ten months' rite, accomplished this sacrifice, 

re-animate us at the rising Dawn ; for as the Dawn with purple 
rays drives away the night, so (do they scatter the darkness) 
with great and pure and mist-dispelling radiance."S The 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. r6o-t6J. 
2 Vide Say~'s commentary on Rv. i. 62, 4 and x 62. 6. 

• Rv. ii. 34, tz ;-~ ~: Jl~11'ij'1:.~~ oft~~ O!l'f'e1if I ~ 
(,\ g. c-.. ..... 

'if -.:Pit ~iir ~ ~ ~ ~ 1J"fflT m~ u 
6o 
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verse is addressed to the Maruts (Winds\ who are identified 
here with the Dasagvas, and the poet invokes their aid. at 
the end of the performance of ten mo~ths' sacrifice to animate 
them at the rising of the Dawn by scattering the darkness 
with their mist-dispelling radiance, just as the Dawn herself 
drives away the night with her purple rays. From the simile • of the driving away of the night, it is clear that the darkness 
which the Maruts ar~invoked to dispel is not the darkness of 
night, either long or short, but another form of darkness 
which makes the Sun and the Dawn invisible for months, and 
is caused by clouds overspreading the sky like a thick 
sombre pall during the rainy season. The phrase "mist-dis
pelling radiance" lends a strong colour to this view, for 
clouds are merely mists formed high up the sky. It is the 
Maruts or Winds that drive away the clouds from the sky and 
usher in, at the end of the rainy season, bright dawns and 
days, when the sattra is commenced again. The idea has 
been more elaborated in the next verse which is as follows : I 

"They, the Rndras, tquipped with melodious flute, and 

decorated with purple ornaments, exalt in the dwelling of the 
waters, and scattering the clouds with rapid vigour, they are 
endowed with delightful and beautiful forms." Here the 
Maruts are identified with the Rudras, and the meaning of 
the phrase "mist-dispelling radiance" in the preceding verse 
is now made quite clear, because they are said to exalt in 
the dwelling of waters and to ~catter the clouds with rapid 
vigour. Thus it was not the darkness of the long Arctic 
night that the poet had in his mind, but such gloom as is 
caused by clouds oversprea~ing the sky for days and months 
together in the rainy season. Mr. Tilak's inferenct>, there
fore, that the darkness refers to the darkness of the long 
Arctic night is clearly wrong. 

We will now examine the correctness of his third 
inference, vis., "that the sacrificers helped lndra in the rescue 

1 Rv. ii. 34· 13,-l\' ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~! 

~iijqt'IT ~ ~ tJ~· ~~~II • 
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of the cows from Vala at the end of the year." Let us first see . 
who this Vala was. Rv. i. I I, 5 says : "Thou, 0 Wielder 
of"the thunderbolt, didst break open the cave of Vala where . 
he kept the kine (of the celestials concealed) ; the deities 
oppressed (by Vala) no longer fear him, having obtained 
thee as their protector." Rv. iv. so, 5 says : ''(Aided) by the 
praised and brilliant troop (of the Angirases), he destroye.d 
with sound the mischievous Vala. Brha!pati, shouting a:Ioud, 
set .free the boon-bestowing oblation-supplying kine." Now 
Brhaspati literally means the Lord of the Devas ( Brhatam 
devanam pati) and is sometimes identified with Indra. At 
any rate, he was the principal co-adjutor of I ndra in releasing 
the confined kine, and is jointly praised with him (vide verse 
ro and I I of the above hymn; also hymn 49 of the same 
Ma~dala). 

The kine in the ~gveda are sometimes used as a simile 
for the solar rays, and sometimes for the rain-clouds which 
resemble them not only in their variegated colours, vis., dark, 
white, red, and black, but also in the supply of milk in the 
shape of rain. · As milk and its preparations are necessary for 

the performa~ce of sacrifice, so is rain-water essentially 
necessary for the growth and production of corn and fruits 
which are used in sacrifice as oblations or offerings. Hence 
the clouds are described as "oblation-supplying kine." No~, 
Vala, the enemy of the Gods and of mankind, used to steal 
away these cows and keep them concealed. in his cave; in 
other words, he caused drought by withholrling the rains. 
Though the sky remained overcast by clouds concealing · the 
the Dawn, the Sun and the solar rays, there was sometimes 
very little rain ; and it was, therefore, the duty of the Gods 
to release them as well as the rain-water from their confine
ment in Vala's cave. This Vala was the same as Vrtra and 
Su~1,1a, and the killing of the derrion resulted in the pouring 
down of copious rain arid the release of the Dawn, the Sun 
and solar rays which also were call~d- cows· in Vedic parlance. 
This, in plain•language, means that after. abundant rain-fall 
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in the rainy season, the clouds disappeared, the sky became 
clear, and the Dawn and the Sun shone as brightly as ever. 
This is what is understood by the creafton of the Dawn a;d 
the Sun by lndra. As we have already said, Brhaspati was 
regarded as the principal co-adjutor of I ndra in this terrible 
conflict with the demon, in as much as he was the lord of • Vac or the mantras that were chanted at the performance 
of the sacrifices, and lto sacrifice could be efficacious without 
the proper recitation of the mantras. The connection of 
rain-fall with the regular performance of sacrifices was ac
knowledged even in a much later age, which is comparatively 
recent, when Lord KrtJJ;~a who did not seem to countenance 

much the performance of Vedic sacrifices, could not he\p 
saying in the Bhagavad-l[eeta as follows : ''Rain is caused by 
the performance of sacrifice, and annam or food is produced 
by rain." 1 Hence Brhaspati has been described in Rv. iv. 
so, 5 as having destroyed Vala, the dernon of drought, with the 
help of the brilliant troop of Angirases who performed the 
sattra or annual sacrifice for ten months, to the accompani
ment of the loud chanting of the Vedic mantras, and as 
having released the pent-up kine by shouting aloud. If we 
bear these facts in our mind, it will be easy for us to under
stand why Sarasvati, the Goddess of Speech, or of mantras, 
or the sacrificial Fire of that designation for that matter, was 
called Vrtraghni, or the killer of Vrtra. It will also be 
possible for us to realise the meaning of Rv. x. 62, 2 and 3 
which say that the Angirases after performing their sacrifice 
for one year were able at the end of it to kill Vala, and 
rescue the kine, and make the Sun visible in the sky. The 
end of the year, therefore, corresponded to the end of the 
rainy season, which also marked the beginning of the New 
Year, and as it began from the end of Var~a (the rainy 
season), the year also probably came to be designated as 
Var~a. That the object of the sacrifice performed by the 

x Bhagaflad-Geeta III. 14 :-mmr tJaiitl: ~itll~'l~'ifdl: 1 
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Navagvas and the Dasagvas for ten months was the pouring 
of timely rain will appear from Rv. v. 45, I 1 which says : . . . 
"I offer to you (Gods), for the sake of water, an all-bestowtng 
sacrifice whereby the N avagvas (the nine months' ministrants) 
have completed the ten months' rite. May we, by the sacri
fices, be the protected of the Gods ; may we,JJy this sacrifice, 
cross over the boundaries of sin.'11 • It would thus appear that the main object of the 
sattras or sacrifices was water or the precipitatio~ of timely 
rain, and that the ten months' sacrifice performed by the 
Navagvas and the Dasagvas does not at all signify ten months 
of sunshine, and two months of darkness, or long night with 
Arctic characteristics. The Angirases performed this sacrifice 
for ten months during which, they thought, Indra and his 
allies had been sufficiently strengthened by mantras, the offer 
of the Soma juice and oblations to wage on .war with Vala 
or Vrtra for the remaining two months; but there were 
other sacrificers, as we .shall see later on, who performed 
the sattra for full twelve 'months, because they believed that 
Indra and his allies needed their help. all the more during 
the period when they were in the thick· of the fight. That 
this fighting took place in the rainy season would further 
appear from the following beautiful description of nature in 
hymn 45 of the Fifth Ma1;1dala after the rains held off:-

"I. lndra recovered (the hiden cattle), hurling his 
thunderbolt from heaven al the prayers of the Angirases ; 
the rays of the approaching Dawn are spread around ; the 
divine Sun, scattering the cluste~ed glomp, has risen and 
set open the doors of (the habitations of) men. 2. The Sun 

distributes his radiance as if it was a substance; the parent 
of the rays of light (the Dawn), knowing his approach, comes 
froJil the spacious (firmament); the rivers with running 
waters flow, breaking down their banks; the heaven is stable 

1 Rv. v. 45, 11 :-fl:l<i cit~ ~m ~ ~t4ta<~s:i 'fRit or<~rcrr: 1 '!II1IT 

f~ ~ ~ 1II'QT N1IT U{14iflt«h;~ u 
• 
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like a constructed pillar. 3· To me, when offering praise, 
as to an ancient author of sacred songs, the burthen of the .. . 
cloud (descends) ; the cloud parts (wrth its burthen); the 
sky performs (its office); the: assiduously worshipping 
Angirases are exhausted by much (adoration)." 

It would ap~ear from the above description that Indra 
has already recovered the hidden cows and has caused 
rains to fall, and the r!iny season is just over. The sky is 
clear, and the Sun and the Dawn have begun to shine again 
with their wonted lustr~""'. The rivers, after the rains, are 
in high flood, breaking down their banks, and the sky looks 
stable like a pillar. Occasionally, however, there are pass
ing clouds as ir: autumn, from which rain falls; and even as the 
~~i is offering his pray<"rs, rain descends on him from a 
passing cloud ; but that cloud soon disappears again. I'hese 
are the well known characteristics of autumn in India. 

The hymn further goes on : u 5· Come to-day quickly ; 
let us be engaged in pious acts; let us entirely annihilate 
the hostile ; let us keep off all secret enemies ; let us hasten 
to the initiator of the rite. 6. Come. friends, let us celebrate 
that solemn rite which was effectual in setting open the 
(secret) stalls of the (stolen) cattle, by which Manu overcame 
Vi:'iSipra, by which the merchant going to the wood (for it) 
obtained the water. 7· At this sacrifice, the stone (set in 
motion) by the hands {of the priests) make a noise, whereby 
the Navagvas and the Dasagvas 0ffered worship, when 
Sarama going to the ceremony discovered the cattle and 
Angiras rendered all the rites effective. 8. When all the 
Angirases, on the opening of this adorable Dawn, came in 
contact with the ,·discovered) cattle, then milk and the rest 
were offered in the august assembly; for Sarama had found 
the cows by the path of truth. 9· May Snrya, lord of seven 
steeds, arrive, for he has a Jistant goal (to reach) by a tedi
ous route. Fleet as a hawk, he pounces upon the offered 
(sacrificial) food ; ever y~ung, and far-seeing, he shines, 

moving amidst rays of light. 10. Snrya has ast,ended above 
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the glistening water. As soon as he 'bas mounted on his 
bright-backed steeds, .sage (worshippers) have drawn him 
like a·ship, across the ·sea; the waters, hearing his com
mands, have come down. I r. I offer to you (Gods), for the 
sake of water, an all-bestowing sacrifice whereby the 
Navagvas have completed the ten months' •rite. May we, 
by this sacrifice, be the protected of ~he Gods. May we, 
by this sacrifice, cross over the boundaries of sin." 1 

From the translation of these verses it is evident that 
the poet refers to the ten months' sacrifice that was over 
and became effective in so far as the imprisoned kine had 
been set free and rain had fallen, •:and th~t the Dawn and 

the Sun having been visible again after two months of 
continuous downpour, a new session of the s·ame sacrifice 
has just been commenced "for the sake of water," or 
rain, which would fall again after. ten months. Hence the 

poet says that the Sun " has a distant goal to reac_h by a 
tedious route." It may also be noted en passant that the 
Sun is said to have risen above the "glistening water," which 
probably was the sea that washed the ea~tern shores of Sapta
Sindhu in those days, and to have been drawn like a ship 
across the sea. It is also quite clear that the two months 
during which the Dawn .and the Sun remained hidden were 
not the months of "the long night," but only rainy months 
during which the sky remained overcast, causing gloomy 
days, and gloomier nights that only ended with the cessation 
of the rains, :wd the disappearance of the clouds in autumn, 
when the sacrificial session commenced again, and the New 
Year began. We shall revert to this subject later on. · 

It will not now be difficult for our readers to understand 
the import of the verse ( Rv. iii. 39, 5) which says that 
"Indra, with the friendly e~ergetic Navagvas, followed up 
the cows on his knees and with the ten Dasagvas found the 
Sun dwelling in darkness," which is as much as to say that 

• • 
1 • M. N. Dutt's Translatior of the Qgoue~.' ," -
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after the ten months' sacrifice had been performed, lndra 
caused the rains to fall, and discovered the Sun hidden • • behind the clouds and dwelling in darkness, as it were. We 
will presently see that the subdued gloomy light of the 
sunless cloudy days of the rainy season has been compared 
with darkness i~ the ~gveda. 

Mr. Tilak next .pees the indications of a long night in 
the story of Dirghatam~, about which we will now write. 
Dlrghatam~ is the name of a ~gvedic ~~i who composed 
some hymns. He was the son of Ucatthya and Mamat!. 
The following verses of the ~gveda (i. 158, 4· 5· 6) give 
a brief description of him :-

' 4· Ma v the praise addressed to you, A~vins, preserve 
the son of U catthya. Let not these revolving (days and 
nights), exhaust me. Lt>t not the ten times kindled fire 
consume me. Let it not be that one who is your (dependent) 
bound (with bonds) should of himself bite the earth. 5· Let 
not the maternal waters swallow me, since the slaves hurled 
down this decrepit (old man) in the manner as T raitana 
wounded his head, so has the slave wounded his own, and 
struck his breast and shoulder. 6, Dlrghatamas, the son 
of Mamat~, has grown old after the tenth yuga has passed ; 
he is the Brahma of those who seek to obtain the object of 
their (pious) work ; he is their charioteer." 

The last verse has been translated otherwise as follows : 
" Dlrghatamas, the son of Mamata, having grown decrepit 
in the tenth yuga, becomes a Brahman charioteer of the 
waters wending to their goal." Mr. Tilak adopts this 
meaning, and interprets yuga to mean "a month." He 
says that Pirghatamas is here identified with the Sun who, after 
running a course for ten months, rides on the waters and 
goes floating in darkness. These waters, says Mr. Tilak, 
"are in fact, the same over which the King VaruQ.a is said 
to rule, or which flow bi his commands, or for which he is 

said to have dug out a channel (Rv. ii . .28, 4i vii. 491 1-4; 
• 
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vii. 87, 1), and so cut out a path for Sarya, and which, being 

released by lndra from the grasp of Vrtra, bring out the Sun." 
But why strain the meaning of the verse, and not admit at 
once that after· shining for ten months, the Sun enters into 

the clouds,-the home of th~ waters in the rainy season ? 
And even if the waters be those over whic1I VaruQa rules, 
they must refer as much to the waters ~the ocean below as 

to those of the clouds above, for VarUJ;J.a, as we have seen 

elsewhere, rules over both. In Rv. i. 147, 3 and iv. 4, 13 
it has been related that Dlrghatamas became blind, and it 
was Agni who cured him of his blindness. This blindness 
refers to the eye of the Sun being covered up by mists or 

clouds (Rv. i. 164, 14), and it was Sacrifice, or Agni to 
whom oblations are offered, that cured him. This story of 

Dirghatamas was developed in a later age in the Maha
bharata (i. 104) into a piteous tale in which the poor old 
~~;Ji who was born blind, is said to have been put on a raft 

by his wife and sous, and floated down the Ganges, thus 
abandoned to his own fate: But this story has not the 

significance of the solar myth, which is traceable in the 
~gvedic version. 

A word about Traitana in Rv. i. lS8, 5, with whom Dlrgha
tamas has been compared, will not be out of place here. This 

word occurs only once in the ~g~eda, but the word Trita does 
in several verses, and it seems that the two words are iden
tical and refer to the same deity. In the Zendavesta we 
come across Thraetao_na who is described as Ajihanta like 
Indra who, in the ~gveda, is called Ahihanta. Both· Trit:a 

and Thraetaona are called Apty"a i.e., born of, or residing in 

waters. SayaJ;J.a, in his gloss on Rv. i. 52, 5 relates a story 
mentioned in the Taittirfya Sa1p.hita, which says that Agni 

created three deities from the waters, whose names are 

Ekata, Dvz'ta and Trita with the object of wiping off all 

marks of theofferings (h.abya) made at the time of sacrifice. 

Trita, while <lrinking water, fell er was thrown into a well. 

The Asuras,_finding him in this sorry pligbt, covered up the 

C51 
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mouth of the well to keep him down, confined therein. But 
Trita succeeded at last i~ forcing ~pen the obstruction. 
Rv. i. 105, 9 says that Aptya Trita knows that the seven 
rays of the Sun have fallen into the well, and prays that they 
may help him to be rescued from his watery confinement. 

The falling of t~ seven rays of the Sun means the sinking 
of the Sun himself ~to the water. Thus we see that the 

" stories of Dlrghatamas and Aptya Trita are analogous. 
What I understand by Fire creating Hkata, Dv£ta and 1 rita 
is that they all refer to the Suns of the three months of the 
rainy season, Ekata being the Sun of the first month, 

Ovita the Sun of the second month, and Trita the Sun of the 
third month, when the Rainy season was in its full swing, 
and Trita or the Sun was completely lost to view, or to 
describe in the language of the ~gveda, fell into the well, 
and became blind. Though the Asuras tried to hold him 
down by covering up the mouth of the well, he forced it 
open ; in other words, the Sun broke through the clouds, and 
became visible again. In Rv. x. 8, 8 it is said that Trita, 
the son of Apta (waters:, being commissioned by lndra. took 

up his father's weapons, and killed the three-headed monster 
of the seven-rays (Sapta-ralmi) and forcibly took away his 
cows. In the next verse, lndra is said to have killed the 
three-headed son of Tvastr, whose name was Vilvarupa, 
while calling back the stolen cows. Now the epithet of 
Sapta-ralmi (seven-rayed) applied to Vrtra can only mean 
that he was so described, because he had stolen the seven 
rays of the Sun, and he was "three-headed" because of the 
three months during which he flourished. From the story of 
Aptya . Trita it would appear that he was a solar deity, and 
like Indra, was engaged in rescuing tht' Sun from the clutches 
of Vrtra during the rainy st>ason. The 5tory of Dlrghatamas 
also points to the same conclusion. He was the Sun himself 
who, after shining for ten months, became blind, and floated 
down the waters for two m~nths till his eyesight.was restored 

• by Agni or the A~vins. In other rords, the Sun became 
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invi!lible behind the clouds during the rains, and only became 
visible after the rains· had been over . • . . 

But it may be asked, if Dirghatamas. is really the Sun 
who lost his eye-sight during the r!!ins, why is he called 
Dirghatamas or one residing in long darkness? Does not his 
very name imply that he was the Arctic S-'n.? The answer 
to this question is that clouds have been identified with 

• • 
darkn.ess in many verses of the ~gveda, so·me of which are 
quoted bolow : 

"When the waters descended not upon the ends of the 
~arth, and overspread not that giver of affluence with its 
production, then lndra, the showerei, grasped his bolt, and 
with its brightness milked out the waters from the darkness 
(clouds)" (tamaso ga aduk~at) (Rv. i. 33, ro.). In this verse 
the clouds have been distinctly identified wi_th darkness. 1 

In the follo,ving verses Vttra has been compared with 
darkness, and darkness with clouds ( Rv. i. 56. 4· 5· 6) :-

4· "Divine strength waits, like the Sun upon the Dawn,· 
upon that Indra who is made more powerful for protection by 
thee (his worshipperY,-who with resolute vigour resists· ~he 
gloom ( V rtra), arid inflicts severe castigation upon his enemies 
making them cry aloud (with pain). 5· When thou, destroying 
I ndra; didst distribute the (Vrtra)-hidden; life-sustaining, 

undecaying ·waters through the different quarters of the heaven, 
then, animated (by the Soma-juice), thou didst engage_ in 
battle, and, with exulting (prowessj, slewest Vrtra and didst 
send down an ocean of waters. 6. Thou, mighty . Indra, 
sendest down from heaven, by thy power, upon the realms 
of earth, the (world)-sustaining rain. Exhilarated (by the 
Soma-juice}, thou hast expelled flze waters (from the clouds), 
and hast crushed Vrtra by a solid rock." In this ·connection 
we may also quote Rv. i. 57, 6 which is as· follows: "Thou, 

1 Rv. i. 33. Jo:-if lt. fifCI: tf?.jiifl ~r~ ~ ,fill~ ~\l"ll"(t 
~ ~· ~·'Aft f...aQ-mm ~·m ~ n 
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the wielder of the thunderbolt, hast shattered with thy bolt, 
the broad and massive cloud into fragments, and hast sent 
down the. waters that were ccmfined' in it, to flow (at will); 
verily thou alone possessest all power." 

Rv. i. 54• 10 also connects darkness with clouds, as will 
appear from th~ following translation :-

.. The darkness (lamas) obstructed the current of the 

waters; the cloud w~ within the belly of Vrtra; but Indra 
precipitated all the waters which the obstructor had con
cealed in succession, down to the hollows of the earth." 1 

Here darkness is identified with Vrtra who concealed the 
clouds in his belly, from which rain was precipitated on the 

earth below. 
Rv. i. 38, 9 says: "They (the Maruts) spread darkness 

over the day by a water-bearzng cloud (parjanya), and thence 
inundate the earth." 2 Here it has been clearly stated that 
the days of the rainy season are dark or gloomy. 

Some verses of hymn 32 of the Fifth MaQdala will help 
us more clearly to understand what the ~gvedic bard meant 
by "darkness" in which Vrtra revelled. Their translation 
is given below :-

" 1. Thou, Indra, hast rent the cloud asunder, thou hast 
set open the flood-gates, thou hast liberated the obstructed 
streams; thou hast opened the vast cloud, and hast given 
vent to the shower, having slain the D!ma•·a (Vrtra I. 2. 

Thou, Thunderer, (hast set free) the obstructed clouds in 
their season (the rainy season); thou hast invi~orated the 
strength of the cloud. Fierce lndra, destroying the mighty 
A hi when slumbering (in the waters), thou hast established 
the reputation of thy prowess. 3· lndra, by his prowess, 
has annihilated the weapon of that mighty beast, from whom 

• Rv. i. 54, 10 :-!!fcmrfcr~"~"'~"'. cri!'T~o:al~ ~m ~cr: 1 

~~~~1 ~ ~~ r~ fq'if ~: ll'm farl~ u 
• Rv. i. 38, 9 :-f~ f~: ei~fea ~ilf'ift<{~'ft I ~ ~ 

'~(~II • • 
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anbther more . powerful, considering :himself one and 
unmatched, was:generated. 4· The wielder of the thunder
b~lt, the render of the•rain-cloud, has destroyed with his bolt 
the mighty Su~ga, the wrath-born (son) of the D~nava, the 
walker in darkness, the protector of the showering cloud, 
exhilarating himself with the food of t~ese ~iving creatures). 
5· Thou hast discovered, Indra, by his acts the secret vital 
part of him who thought himself invul~erable, when, power
ful Indra, in the exhilaration of the Soma, thou hast detected 
him preparing for combat in the dark abode. 6. Indra, the 
showerer (of benefits); exhilarated by the effused juices, 
-uplifting (his thunderbolt) has slain him enjoying the dews 

of the firmament, sleept'ng. amidst the waters and thriving 
in sunless darkness (asurye tamasi)." 

These verses clearly show (i:) that Indra rent open the 
clouds with his thunderbolt and caused rains to fall; (2) -
that Vr~ra lay slumbering on the waters which he had 
obstructed ; (.3) that a drought (Su§l}a) was produced in 
consequence of this obstruction ; (4) that Su~l}a resided in 
darkness, and appropriated to himself the food of all living 
creatures; in other words, the absence of rain caused all 
vegetable and corn to wither; (5) and that lndra who made 
a search for Vrtra and found him slumbering in profound 
darkness and thriving on the dews of hea':en killed him, and 
caused showers · of rain to fall. The clouds of the rainy 
season are thus associated with sunless or profound darkness. 
There are many other verses bearing on the point (e.g., Rv. 
viii. 6, 16. 17, etc.), but it is useless to further dil.ate on 
the subject. The above proofs are sufficient to establish the 
fact that the darkness in which the Sun dwelt for two or three 
months, was not the darkness of the long Arctic night, but of 
the rainy season lasting for that ··period, -during which the 

Sun remained hidden behind the clouds, producing gloomy 
days and nights. If Mr. Tilak had carefully taken all these 
facts into hi~consideration, he w~uld assuredly have .,come 

' 
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to a different conclusion as regards the darkness, in which 
the Sun is said to have dwelt for two months. 

• • 
Mr. Tilak next turns to another evidence to prove his 

theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. In Rv. i. t 24, 2 

occurs the phrase praminati manu.rya yugani, which literally 
means "wearin} out the human yugas." Now the word 
yugani has been variolljly translated by various Vedic scholars 
as" ages," "generations" and "tribes," but Mr. Tilak, with 
great skill, interprets it to mean "periods of time," and in 
the above verse, "months." Th.:: translation of the verse 
would accordingly be thus : " Without obstructing divine 
rites, although wearing out the months (lit. human ages), the 
Dawn shines similar to those that have passed, and is the 
first of those that are to come and shine at regular intervals." 
Mr. Tilak surmises that the Dawn, after shining everyday 
for ten months, disappeared for two months i.e., during the 
period of the long night, and rea~peared again. Thus was 
this new· born Dawn "the first" of those that were to come. 
He says that " the first of the Dawns was no other than the 
first of a set or group of Dawns that appeared at the close of 
the long night, and commenced the year." In other words, 
he takes her to be the Arctic Dawn. But the very next 
verse (i. 124, 3) says: "This U~as is the daughter of the 
celestial region ; clothed in light, she is seen in the east," 1 

and in verse 5 of the same hymn, she is described as " born 
in the easteYn quarter of the spacious firmament." 2 It is 
needless to say that a description like this would be inconsist
ent with her Arctic character. Mr. Tilak's interpretation is, 
therefore, clearly wrong. \V e concede, however, that he is 
right in so far as he infers that her appearance marked the 
commencement of the year. But what makes her " the first " 
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of the Dawns that are to come? This is easily explained, if 
we remember that she. makes her first· appearance on the 
horizon at the close of the rainy season, during which both 
she and the Sun lay hidden behind the clouds, and were not 
visible. Her first appearance, therefore, . marked the begin
ning of the new sacrificial year which c«mmenced from 
Aut.umn, as we shall see later on. •The principal reason 
why the year took its name from Autumn (Sarad) in the 
~gveda may be explained by the fact that the year in the 
Vedic Calendar began from this season. It has been said in 
Rv. vii. 66, 1 I that Varul}.a, Mitra and Aryaman created 
Sarad (meaning the year), months, days, nights, sacrifice, 
and the mantras, and in verse 16 of the same hymn there 
is a prayer of the bard to the effect that he and his people 
may see and live for a hundred Sarads. 1 The Dawn never 
looks so beautiful, and the Sun and the Moon never shine so 
brightly as in autumn when the sky is clear and blue, the 
atmosphere free from dust, and Nature with her rich verdure, 
wealth of flowers and yellow corn is in .her glory. The ~ool 
crisp air of the autumn mornings and evenings, presaging 
the advent of t\.e cold weather, is refreshing to a degree, and 
no other season is more enjoyable and more welcome to 
men and beasts than Sarad or Autumn, after the long spe!J of 
gloomy days and gloomier nights, with inky clouds always 
dripping rains, mu.rky weather, damp atmosphere, dirty 
water, and a sky rlawnless and sunless by day, and moonless 
and starless by night, cau.sing a general depression of spirit 
and awakening only ~ad and gloomy thoughts. The change 
from the Rainy season to Autumn is as sudden as it is 
agreeable, and an outburst of joy greets the ear from every 
side. A season like this fittingly marks a new epoch 
for men to renew their activities and commence their 
journey of life afresh, with redoubled zeal and vigour. 
And as a matte•: of fact, Sarad or autumn marked the begin-

' Rv. vii. 6~, 16 :-,~" 1l~: lfllll ~ ~: 1Ri1{.1 
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ning of the New Year and the year-long sattras or sacrifices 
in ancient India. Rv. x. I go, 2 says • "The year was borfl 
of the ocean full of water." The ocean was the watery 
firmament of the rainy season, from which the New Year 
sprang into existence. In other words, it commenced soon 
after Var~a fro~ which also it obtained its appellation of 
Varfa. Hemanta (a•other name of autumn) also came in 
this way, to mean "the year" in the ~gveda. It is mere 
gratuitous assumption on Mr. Tilak's part to synchronise the 
beginning of the year with the winter solstice. The reason 
why the year was sometimes called Hima (Winter) may l;}e 
explained by the fact that cold-weather conditions prevailed 
in very early times in ancient r ndia during the greater part 
of the year, of which we have undoubted geological evidence. 
With the change of climate in consequence of a wide-spread 
change in the distribution of land and water in Sapta-Sindhu, 
the year (which was originally called Hima) probably first 
came to be called Hemanta, and afterwards Sarad, the last 
marking the commencement of fair cold weather, and of the 
New Year very soon after the summer rains. 

Lastly, from the mention of five and six seasons in the 
~gveda, Mr. Tilak infers that when the Aryans lived in the 
Arctic region, the seasons were five in number; but this 
number was afterwards increased to six, when they emigrated 

to Sapta-Sindhu. " A period of sunshine of ten months,'' 
says he, " followed by a long night of two months can well 
be described as five seasons of two months each, followed by 
the sinking of the Sun into the waters below the horizon." 
Even if we admit that the Sun sank below the horizon for 
two months, what was the objection against counting them 
as forming a separate season ? Mr. Tilak would certainly 
not have us believe that the people during the two months 
of darkness hibernated, quite unconscious of their environ
ments, and not knowing whether the period was hot, cold or 
rainy. They were as muclt alert in this peri<¥~, as in the 

the period of the long sun-shine. Jt, therefore, stands to 
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reason that they would count the two months of darkness 
al;;o in their enumeration of the season which • would, there
fore, be six instead •of five. The reason why the seasons 
have sometimes been counted. as five is explained by the 
Aitareya BrahmaQ.a (i. 1) and the Taittirlya Sa1p.hita (i. 6. 

~ 2. 3) which say that the two seasons Hefanta and Sisira 
together made a joint season, thereby reducing the number 
of seasons from six to five. But th~ ~atapatha BrahmaQ.a 
(xiii. 6. J. ro) says that Var~a and Sarad are compounded 
for this purpose instead of Hemanta and Sisira. Though there 
is thus a difference of opinion in the matter, there can be no 
d~ubt that each opinion is justified by the characteristics of 
each couple. The conditions of the rainy season sometimes 
extend to autumn, and Hemanta and Sisira are so alike that the 

.two may conveniently be coupled into one season. My opinion 

is that Hemanta and Sisira, having been regarded as one sea
son, the seasons were sometimes computed as five instead of six. 
There is also another reason why the seasons were regarded as 
five, though they were really six. We have seen above that the 
sacrificial year ordinarily lasted for ten months, and as the 
IJ,tviks or sacrificers w"ere so called because they performed 
their sacrifice in each rtu or season, the number of seasons 
that were conterminous with· the period of sacrifice were 

naturally put down as five. There were some sacrificers, 

however (as we shall see later on), who performed the sacrifice 
for full twelve months, and thus computed the seasons to be 
six. These six or five seasvns were divided into two halves, 

one half (Dak~z"t}ayana) commencing from the 3oth day of 
A~aQha (about the middle of July) and lasting till the 3oth 
day of Pau~a (the middle of January), and the other half 
( Uttarayana) commencing from this day and lasting till the 
30th day of A~agha. Rv. i. 164, 12 says: "They say that the 

five-footed father of twelve forms is full of watery vapoun 
(puri~ivam) in the further half (pare ardhl) o£ the heaven; 

and others say that he, the far-seeing ( Vicak~a!Jam), is 
placed on th~ six-poked and seven-wheeled car in the nearer 

6a • 
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half (apard ardM) of the heaven." 1 The words "five-footed" 
and '' six-poked " in the above verse refer to the five and six 

• seasons respectively of which mention \las been made before, 
and the twelve forms are the twelve months, in the further 
half of which the Sun is called Puri~in (full of watery vapours 
or waters), bec~se he remains hidden behind clouds which 
pour down rain in the rainy season, and in the nearer half 

of which, he is calle8 Vicak~atzah, or far-seeing, because in 
that period, there are seldom any clouds or mists to obstruct 

his vision.2 Thus there can be no doubt that the further 

half of the year in the above verse includ~s the rainy season, 
and not any long period of darkness as of night, as Mr. Tilak 
wrongly supposes. This inference is further strengthened 
by verse 14 of the same hymn which is as follows: "The 
even-fellied, undecaying wheel repeatedly revolves; ten, 
united on the upper surface, bear (tht:: world: ; the eye of 

the Sun becomes covered with water, and in it are all beings 

deposited." 3 The wheel in this verse is the wheel of the 
year and the ten are probably the ten months, during which 
the sacrifice is performed for the good of the world, after 

which period, the eye of the sun becomes covered with water, 
meaning thereby that after teo months of bright sunshine, 
the Sun is hidden behind clouds or watery vapours. If this 

1 Rv. i. 164, 12 :-

~ fur{ 'CI~atl91f(l ~ ~: ~~~I 

"'litit "'f"l ~~<If· ~iii~ "'!ffiftlC!l{ II 
The nearer half of the twelve months means the first six months of the 

year which began trom autumn. during which period there was generally no 

rain ; and the further half included the remaining six months beginning 

from summer or more correctly speaking spring and ending in Var~~. 

during which period, there were thunder-storms and rains that obscured 

the Sun. 

• Rv. i. 164, 14 :-

~ 'lllll'lli"faf~ fif <lmf ~~!&liT~ I 
~~~~~~fwrtrrftr~m ~~'" 
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interpretation be correct, then this also betokens the rainy 
s~ason, and not the darkness of the long night.' 

We have a conArmation of this view in the Pauranic . . 
legend, according to which it is believed that it is during 
Varfa that Lord Hari or the Sun sleeps on the ocean, and 
this sleep of. Hari has probably been suggesfld by this epithet 
of Purifin (full of watery vapours) and by the description 
of the solar eye being covered up by•them. The story that 
he sleeps over the body of the serpent known as Se~a has 
probably also been suggeo:;ted by the comparison of Vrtra 
with Ahi or the serpent, as the Cloud is called in the ~gveda. 
The custom which prevails down to this day of not reciting the 

Vedic verses or, performing any Vedic rites during Var~a is 
probably a relic of the custom that prevailed in the olden 
days among a certain school of sacrificers, the Navagvas 
and the DaJagvas, who discontinued the performance of 
Vedic sacrifice or sattra for two or 'three months during 
which the rains lasted. These months were' therefore not 
the months of darkness caused by the long Arctic night, but 
rainy months during which the Dawn, the Sun, the Moon 
and the stars lay hidden behind the clouds. " 

~ From the above discussion regarding the Adityas, the 
r months and the seasons, of which mention has been made in the 

Re-veda, we come to the following conclusions : (I) that the 
•- A 

seven Adityas are not the seven Suns of the seven months, 
during which the Arctic Sun continually remains above the 

~ horizon; but they are the seven Divine Beings who preside 
over the seven Lokas or sky.regions; (?.) that the eighth 
A 

Aditya, called M!rta~da (Sun) was terrestrial and mortal 
in the sense that he is subject to birth and death like mortal 
beings which is another way of saying that he rises and 
sets every day; (3) that the sev .... en rays of M<lrtil~da were 
derived from the seven Divine Adityas who revealed him, 
and the changes in the different seasons were caused by this 
luminary coming under the infl~ence of a particular Deva 

· Aditya in the•cour~e of his movement in the different regions of 

• 
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the sky; (4) that the seasons are logically seven, but one is 
left out because the intercalary month has no fellow to make 

A 

a complete seasJn; '5) that the num~r of Adityas, who aPe 
the differ~nt forms of Mirt!Q.da, has been computed to be 
seven in relation to the creation of the seasons; but in later 
Vedic literatur\ it was raised to twelve in relation to the 
creatt'on of the months of the year; ~6) that this increase in 
their number was n~t at all connected with any supposed 
migration of the early Aryans from the Arctic to the Tropical 
region; (7) that the annual Vedic sacrifict>s, called Aditydnam
ayanamJ Angirasam-ayanam and Gavam-ayanam lasted for 
nine or ten months, t'.e., as long as the Dawn and the Sun 
shone brightly in a clear and cloudless sky ; (8) that the 
sacrifices were discontinued by a certain school of sacrificers 
for the remaining two or three months during which the Sun 
remain~d hidden behind the clouds; (g) that the clouds were 
identified with Vttra or SueQ.a who tried his best to conceal 
the solar rays and with-hold the rains; {to) that the rains 
and the solar rays being essential to the cultivation and 
growth of corn and vegetables that supplied food to men 
and animals, Indra, assisted by the other great Devas, 
waged a sanguinary conflict with the arch-enemy of mankind 
and in fact of all living creatures, whom he found revelling ~ 
in darkness behind the clouds and killed at the end of the 
year; ( 11) that the Devas released the cows (rain-water 
or solar rays) and caused rains to fall as soon as Vrtra had 
been killed or laid low ; ( r 2) that the Dawn and the Sun, 
released from the grasp of Vrtra, shone brightly again after 1 
the rains had been over; (13) that the New Year commenced 
with the reappearance of the Dawn and the Sun in Autumn 
at the end of the rainy season, and the annual satb·as or 
sacrifices were begun again with the main object of having 
timely rains at the end of the sacrificial session; (I 4) that 
the darkness in which the Sun was said to dwell was the 

darkness of clouds and not of the long Arctic night; ( rs) 
• that the seasons were really six, though softle computed 

• 
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them to be five by coupling two of the analogous seasons 
into one ; ( 16) that the year was probably called Sarad as 
th~.New Year commen<ied from Autumn; (17) that the names 
Hemanta•(Rv. vi. 48, 8) and Hima which the year bore had 
probably been· given to it in far earlier times when a cold 

climate had prevailed in the country for a food part of the 
year, due to a different distribution of land and water, and 

commenced from Autumn; and (18}. that absolu~ely no 
inference can be drawn from the ~gvedic verses quoted by 
Mr. Tilak that the nights had Arctic characteristics and the 
Aryans had once lived in the Arctic region . 

• • 
• 



CHAPTER XXH. 
EXIlMINATION OF Mr. TILAK'S THEORY OF THE ARCTIC CRADLE 

OF THE ARYANS 

\ (Continued.) 

GAVA'M-~ANAM OR THE Cows' WALK. 

Mr. Tilak has brought another ~gvedic evidence to bear 
on his theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. The 
Aitareya BrihmaQa (i. 18-22) mentions what is known as the 

Pravargya ceremony which "lasts for three days and 
precedes the animal and the Soma s'l.crifice, as no one is 

allowed to take part in the Soma feast without having 
undergone this ceremony. The whole ceremony symbolises 
the revival of the Sun, or the sacrificial ceremony (yajna) 
which for the time being is preserved as seed in order that 
it may grow again in due time (Ait. Br~h. i. r8)."1 The 
verse or }~!antra which is recited on the occasion is taken 

from the ~eda (viii. 72, 8) and has been translated by 
Mr. Tilak as follows: "With the ten of Vivasvat, lndra, by 
his three-fold hammer, caused the heaven's bucket to drop 
down." This verse has been otherwise translated as follows : 

" lndra, being solicited by the ten fingers engaged in his 
service, caused showers to fall down from the clouds of 
heaven, with the help of his threefold rays.'' 2 Though the 
two interpretations are different, they agree in one thing, 'Dis,, 
Indra caused rains to fall. The dropping down of the 

heaven's bucket conveys this meaning. Mr. Tilak has trans
lated the word Kola by "bucket," but in the ~gveda it is 
really a synonym for "cloud" (Yaska's Nigkantu i. ro.). 
The verse, according to Mr. Tilak, implies that "with the 
ten of Vivasvat, or with the lapse of ten months, lndra, with 
his three-fold hammer, shook down the heavenly jar. This 

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the ~4daspp. I8y-Igo. 

• Rv. viii. 72, 8 =-'1111' ~ ~1R!Ilr R! ~I~ fdtn ~ Q 
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means that the three storing places of the aerial waters 
(vii. IOI, 4) were all emptied into the ocean at this;time, 
and along with it, the• Sun also went to the lower world." 
Mr. Tilak means to· say that the ~gvedic bards cenceived 
the firmanent to be covered with aerial water which was, of 
course, not real water, and over which the Sui was supposed 
to glide like a golden boat. When lndra, "·ith his three-fold 
hammer, shook. down this heavenly j:r, i.e., sent down 
the aerial water, the Sun also went down with it. This 
occurred after the ten Vivasvats, or the Suns of the ten 
months 'bad run their course. In other words, after ten 
months of sunshine, the Sun went down, and remained 
below the boriwn for two months, causing a long night. 

Let us critically examine Mr. Tilak's conclusion. He 
refers to Rv. vii. ioi~, 4 to show that there were three storing 
places ·of the aerial waters. The verse in question, when 
translated, stands thus: "He ( Parjat,tya or God of rain), in 
whom the whole universe subsists, from whom the waters 
flow out 'in three-fold ways, and round whom the thr~e-fold . 
dripping clouds shower sweet water." We do not find here 
any suggestion of unreal aerial water; but the water is the 
rain-water which falls down from clouds and causes corn 
and vegetables to grow. The next ver~e makes the point 
clearer: " May propitious rains fall for us (our benefit), and 
may the herbs which Parjanya protects or preserves be 
fruitf~J." The water was therefore not imaginary aerial 
water, over which the Sun glides, and with the fall of which 
he also goes down. The verses relate an account of real 
rain-fall from the clouds, and when it is said that after ten· 

months Indra dropped the heavenly jar, what is evidently 
meant is that aftel;' ten months, the rainy season came and rain 
fell from the clouds which Indra shook down and emptied. 
The "three-fold ha~iner" of lndra (mentioned in Rv. 
viii. 72,.8) and "the three~fold dripping clouds" (mentioned. 

in Rv. vii. 101, 4) probably refer to.the three months during 
which the rainf season lasted. No inference of the long Arctic 

• 
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night, therefore, can at all be drawn from this account, and 
Mr. Tilak himself admits, that "t~e mantras used in tohe 
Pravargya are not so explicit as one might expect such kind 
of evidence to be." I 

Mr. Tilak \ext turns to the annual sattra, known as the 
Gavam-ayanam, which was the type of similar sattras known 
as the Adt'tyanam-ay~am, Angirasam-ayanam &c. which, as 
Dr. Haug observes, seem to have been established in imita
tion of the Sun's yearly course. They are the oldest of the 
Vedic sacrifices, and their duration and other details have 
been all very minut··ly and carefully noted down in the 
sacrificial works. As the Aitareya Brahma?Ja (iv. 17) says: 
" They hold the GavAm-ayanam, that is, the sacrificial session 

..... 

called ' the cows' walk.' The cows are the Adityas (Gods 
of the months). By holding the session called 'the cows' 
walk', they also hold the AdityAnim-ayanam (the walk of thf' 
Adityas).'' The ceremony has been described once in the 
Aitareya BrAhma1;1a, and twice in the Taittirlya Saq:Lhita. 
The former describes the origin and duration of the sattra 
as follows: 

"The cows being desirous of obtaining hoofs and horns 

held (once) a sacrificial session. In the tenth month (of their 
sacrifice) they obtained hoofs and horns. They said, we have 
obtained fulfilment of that wish, for which we underwent the 
initiation into the sacrificial rites. Let us rise (the sacrifice 
being finished). Those that rose are those who have horns. 
Of those who, however, sat (continued the session), saying 
'Let us finish the year,' the horns went off on account of their 
distrust. It is they who are hornless (ttlparak). They (con
tinuing their sacrificial session) produced vigour ,urjam). 
Thence after (having been sacrificing for twelve months and) 
having secured all the seasons, they rose (again) at the end, 
for they had produced the vigour (to reproduce horns, hoofs 
'&c, when decaying). Thus the cows made themselves 

• 
1 Tilak's Arctic Home in till Vtdas p. 122. 

' 
• 
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grazes pleased, during the two rainy months ( Varfiki-masau) 
T~ere is absolutely no mention here of a long night lasting . . \ 
for two months. The mference, therefore, IS clear that the 
last two months' session was held during the rainy season. 

In the next A nuvdka (vii. 5.2. '1-2) the Sa.qthita further 
describes the Cows' session as follows : I 

"The cows held this sacrificial sejsion, being hornless 
(and) desiring to obt.ain horns. Their session lasted (for) ten 
months; then when the horns grew (up) they said : 'We have 
ga!ned, let us rest ; we have obtained the desire for which 
we sat (commenced the session).' Half, or as many of them, 
said 'we shall certainly sit for the two twe~fth (two last) 
months, and rise after completing the )'ear.' (Some) of them 
had horns in the twelfth month by trust, (while) by distrust, 
those that (are seen) hornless (remained so). Both, that is, 
those who got horns, and those who obtained vigour (urjam) 
thus attained their object. One who knows -this prospers, 
whether rising (from the sacrifice) in the tenth month, or in 
the twelfth. They, indeed, go by the path (padena); he 

going by the paths, indeed, attains, tthe end). This is that 
successful ayanam (session). Therefore it is go-sani (beneficial 

to the cows.)" 

The above description, besides agreeing generaily with 
the previous two descriptions, gives us a sure indication as 
to when the ancient sacrificial year ended. The "two rainy 
months" ( Varfikv masau) were undoubtedly the last two 
months or "the two twelfth months" of the year, as the 
Samhita distinctly says. The year, therefore, ended with 
Varfd or the rainy season, and the New Year commenced 
from Autumn, when the sattras were recommenced. 

Cows have been variously compared in the ~gveda to 
the rays of the Sun, to Dawns and to rain-laden clouds re
spectively. In the above allegorical account, Mr:Tilak thinks 

with Prof. Max Muller, from a ref-renee to the Greek mytho
.logy of Heli~'s oxen numbering 350, that they we-re the 
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dawns or the days of the year. "It is not difficult to see", 
says Mr. Tilak, "that underneath this strange &tory of cows 
holding a sacrificial session for gettin(horns, there lies co·n
cealed the remarkable phenomenon that, released from the 
clutches of PaQi, these cows of days and nights walked on 
for ten months,vhe oldest duration of the session known as 
'Cows' Walk.' In plain language this means, if it means any
thing, that the oldest ~ryan year was one of ten months, 
fol/o?tJed by the long night, during which the Cows were again 
carried away by the powers of darkness." We do not agree, 
for reasons already stated, with the latter part of Mr. Tllak's 
conclusion. Where is the indication of a long night in the 
above extracts ? If all the cows were carried away by the 
powers of darkne ss, how was it possible for some of them to 
hold the session for full twelve months? The real meaning 
of the allegory would be that after the performance of ten 
months' rites, clouds appeared on the horizon, which were 
compared to the horns of " the cows of days and nights." 
Seeing the advent of the rainy season for which the sacrificial 
session had been held, some of the sacrificers rose; but 
others, fearing that the rains might be delayed in coming for 
sometime, thought it prudent and reasonable to hold on the 
session for two months more till the end of the year. 1 These 
have been compared to hornless cows, or cows who lost their 
horns through distrust. But whether with or without horns, 
the cows gained their main object. In other words, there 
wa!' plenty of rain ; and as the hornless cows, i.e , the 
distrustful sacrificers continued their session during the 

rainy season, they are said to have grazed freely all the time. 
There is not the ghost of the mention of the long night in 
this account; and there can be no doubt that Mr. Tilak's 
interpretation is fanciful and palpably erroneous. 

1 These days of the two !I!Qnths had their horns cast off. i e., the pointed 
and rugged ends of the early clouds disappeared an.d the whole sky was . . 
overspread by one broad sheet of clouds. • 
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. We come to the same concluson, if we take the meaning 
of ''cows" to be .Adityas, i.e., Suns or month-gods, as 
explained in the AitC:reya BrihmaQ,a. After ten months' 
sacrifice; the cows had horns, i.e., rugged clouds appeared on 
the horizon, looking like horns of the months. Those sacri
ficers who did not rise from tbe sacrifice al the end of the 
ten months but continued it for two months more, lost their 
horns,. tho~gh they gained in- strengfh and attained their 
object. In other words, the rugged look of the first cloqds 
disappeared, and the e~tire sky was covered by a thick and 
broad sheet of douds during the rainy months, pouring down 
copious rains. This was what was meant by the falling off 
of the horns. We at;e thus able to understand how both the 
horned and the hornless cows. gained their object. This 
appears to me to be the plain mt>aning of the a,bove 
allegorical story. 

Mr. Tilak says that the year was in ancient times made 
up of ten months only, instead of twe.lve as at present, and in 
support of his contention, refers to the twelfth month of the 
European solar year which is called December, literally mean
ing the tenth month. This, hGwever, does not conclusively 
prove that the tenth month was recognised as the last month 
of the solar year. As the sacrificial year in ancient India 
usually ended in the tenth month, the Aryan immigrants to 
Europe may have carried the tradition with them, and adapted 
the counting of the months to the different circumstanc~s of the 
land of their sojourn. The tenth month in ancient India was 
the month just before the rains commenced to fall. Naturally 
the immigrants to Europe placed it before the period of time 
when rain andsnow fell, t'.e.1 before winter set in. The two· 
winter months,. therefore, really formed the last two months 
of the year which commenced from spring in March, when 
Nature was rejuvenated and obtained a fresh lease of life, 
as it. were. The mythkal significance of the sacrificial year, 
as un,derstood in ancient Vedic lncija, was absent in Europe, 
as the immigtants were not sacri~cers in the same sense as · 
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the ancient Indo-Aryans were. They simply counted the 
year from the time when Nature that had become dead in winter 
showed signs of life in a bright ~un, and a clear sky a~d 
in warm days, helping the trees to sprout, the flowers to bloom, 
and the birds to sing. The month of March is called in Latin 
Martius Mens-.,, from Martius, belonging to Mars, the God 
of war. But Martius was also a surname of Jupiter in Attica, 
expressive of his p~wer and valour. (Paus. S· C. q.) As 
Jupiter held the same position in the Roman mythology as 
lndra in the Vedic, and as Indra is identified with Surya or the 
Sun, this Martius or Mars, the God of war, may be identified 
with the Sun. The word il1 arch is also derived from A.S. 
mearc, mark, O.H. Ger. marka, march, M.H. Ger. mark, 
marlee, marche, N.H. Ger. mark, 0. Fr. marche, allied to Lat. 
margo, edge, border, margin-showing that the month formed 
the border of the year, from which the months advanced. 

Counting the months of the year from March, we come to the 
seventh month (September), the eighth month (October), the 
ninth month (November) and the tenth month (December). 
But December was not the last month of the year, as there 
were two more months to complete it, viz., the two winter 
months of cloud, rain, snow and ice, which were left out of 
reckoning like the two rainy months in ancient India. Sub
sequently, in the reign of Numa, a change was made in the 
Calend~r. Some say that Numa added two months to the 
ancient Roman year of ten months ; but Plutarch in his life 
of Numa records another version of the story, which says 
that he simply transferred them from the end to the begin
ning of the year. And this seems to be the most probable 
explanation. The present Indian Calendar, based on astrono
mical observations, and beginning from the summer solstice 
or from the next day of the M ahavi~uva Saf!1-kr~nti is also 
different from the Vedic Calendar which had a sacrificial basis 
to go upon. The Vedic year commenced from a certain day 
when it was necessary tj begin the annual sattra or the 

sacrificial session after the rains were over, an~ the days of 
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the year were counted not by weeks or months as at present, 
but by a series of sacrifices standing isolated or in groups, 
tl1at had to be perfor~d in a certain wellcdefined order, of 
which we shall-speak later on. Though the Roman Calendar 
was not based on sacrifices, it had nevertheless a method of 
its own, as the year commenced from spr~ng when Nature 
was reborn and rejuvenated. The change effected by Numa 
in the Roman Calendar by transferri•g the last two months 
of the year to its beginning seems to us to be less scientific 
than the ol.d Calendar. And thus December, the tenth 
month, came to be regarded as the last month of the year 
in later times. 

Mr. Tilak then proceeds to deal with the Soma sacrifice 
in order to cull ,points from it in support of. his theory. The 
Soma sacrifice is distinguished from the other sacrifices by a 
chief characteristic which is the extraction of the Soma juice 
and the offering thereof to the Gods, before drinking. Three 
libations of Soma are offered in a day, one in the morning, 
one at mid-day and the last in the evening, all of which are 
accompanied by the chanting of hy~ns. '' These Soma 
sacrifices," says Mr. Tilak, " if classified according to their 
duration, fall under three heads :-(1) those that were 
performed in a single day, calleel Ekahas; (2) those that are 
performed in more than one and less than thirteen days, called 
Ahinas; and (3) those that take thirteen or more than 
thirteen days, and may last even for one thousand years, 
called Sattras. Under the first head, we have the Agni~toma; 
fully described in the Aitareya Brahmat;J.a (iii. 39.-44), as the 
key or the type of all the sa~rifices that fall under this 
class ... Of the second class of Soma sacrifices, the Dvida~aha 
or twelve days' sacrifice is celebrated both as Ahina and 
Sattra, and is considered to be very important. It is made 
up of three tryahas (_or three days' performances, called 

respectively Jyotis, Go and Ayus), the tenth day and the two 
Atiratras (Ait. Bra. iv. 23. 14). The nine days' performance 

(~hree tryah~s) is called the Nav:..rrttra. . Side by side with 
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this there are, under this head, a number of Soma saorifices 
extending over two nights, three nights, four nights, called 
do£-ratra, tri-r!Ura and so on (Tait. ~IJL. vii. I. 4; vii. 3· ~ ; 
ASv. Sr. Sat. x & xii; Tan. Bra. 20. 1 1-24. 19). In the third 
class, we have the annual Sattras, and of these the Gavam
ayanam is the• type ... The annual Sattras are the only 
important Sattras o this class, and to understand their nature, 
we must understand lfhat a ~a/aha means. The word literally 
denotes a group of six days (~at ahan), and is used to denote 
six days' performa:-~ce in t!Je sacrificial literature. It is 
employed as a unit to measure a month in the same way as 
we now Uie a week, a month being made up of five 
~alahas. The ~a/aha, in its turn, consists of the daily 
sacrifices called Jyotis, Go, Ayus and the same three taken 
in the reverse order as .Ayus, Go, and Jyotis. Every ~a/aha, 
therefore, begins ancl ends with a }yoth1toma ( Ait. Bra. iv 15) 
The ~alaha is further distinguished into Ahhiplava and 
PHthya, according to the arrangement of the Stomas or 
songs sung at the Soma libations. An annual Sattra is, in 
the main 1 made up of a number of ~alahas joined with certain 
special rites at the beginning, the middle and the close of the 
Sattra. The central day of the Sattr• is called Vi~uvan, 

and stands by itself, dividing the Sattra into two equal halves 
like the wings of a house (Tait. Br. i. 2. 3· 1.); and the rites 
in the latter half of the session or after the Vi~uvan day are 
performed in an order which is the reverse of that followed in 
performing the ceremonies in the first half of the sacrifice. 
The model ~nnual Sattra (the G11v6m-Ayanam) thus consists 
of the following parts :-

Parts. Days. 
1. The introductory Atir~tra " 
2. The Caturvimca day, otherwise called the Aram

bhanlya (Ait. Br. iv. 12) or the Priyanlya (Tand. 
Br. iv. 2), the real beginnining of the Sattra 

3· Four Abhiplava, follo:ed by one Pnthya $alaha, 
each month; continued in this way for five'months. 150 
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4· • 
5· 
6. 

Parts. 
Three Abhiplava and one Prill!thya 'alaha 

The Abhijit day • 
The three Svara-S~man .days 

7. · The Vi~uvan or the central day which stands by 
itself, i.e., not cou~ted in the total of t~e Sattra 
days 

8. · The three Svara-Saman days. • 
9· The Visvajit day 

Io. One Pnthya and three Abhiplava ~alahas 
II. One Pnthya and four Abhiplava ~alahas each 

month; continued in this way for four months 
)\ 

12. Three Abhiplava $alahas, orie Go-~~oma, oneAyu-
Stoma and one Dasar!tra (the ten days of 

Dvadasaha}, making up one month 

I 3· The Mahavrata day, corresponding to the Catur
viip.~a day at the beginning 

14. The concludi~g Atir!tra 

505 

Days. 

24 

3 

3 
I 

120 

30 

I 

Tolal days 36o" 

We have quoted here in extenso the excellent ·summary· 

of the annual Sattra given by Mr. Tilak, as it would enable 
our readers to understand how and wf1en the Sattra com~ 

menced. Those who performed the Sattra for full twelve 

months followed the above sacrificial procedure ; but those 

who performed it for ten months struck out five $alahas 

·from each of the parts marked 3 and 1 1 in the above scheme. 

If we take the Vi~uvan or the central day of the year to be 
the Mahavi~uva Samkrantt' or the 3oth day. of Chaitra, 

the ordinary year really began from the first day of the solar 
month of Kartika, which is the middle of Sarad and marks 

the beginning of Hemanta. Hence it would be natural for 

the Vedic Aryans tt> call the year by the name of Sarad or 

Hemanta, as thev used to do. Butthose who performed the 
Sattra for ten m~nths only had their session ended in SravaQ.a 

which is in tl\e very middle of v:r~a or the rainy sea,i;ion. 

64 
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As the Navagvas originally performed their sacrifice for nine 
months, their session ended in A~ar.jha, i.e., in the beginning 
of Var~a, and hence the year wouJ\:1 naturally be call~d 
Var~a. The Navagvas discontinued the Sattra for the next 
three months, and the Dasagvas for the next two months, 
which were how.ver occupied by the performance of NtJtri
Sattras or Night-sacrifices, so called because the days of 
the rainy season were'l.ike nights, the Sun and the Dawn 
having been hidden away behind the clouds. But tile ordi
nary year consisted of 12 months, and began from Sarad or 
the solar month of Kartika, about when the sacrificial session 
also commenced. Let us try to fix the date uf the Vedic New 
Year. We have seen in the above scheme that the Maha
vrata day was the last day but one of the y.·ar, and as Mr. 
Tilak has rightly observed, "it was a sort of link between 
the dying and the coming year, and appropriately concluded 
the annual .5attra." Before the Mahivrata, the !Ja§aratra 
(the ten days' ceremony of Dvadasaha) had -be the performed. 
The Dasaritra began with an Atiratra; tht·n followed the 
nine days' ceremony, making up in all tt 0 days. w.- have a 
relic of this nine days' ceremony in our present Navaratrikam 
Vratam or Navaratram, which begins fr~m tlw first day of 
the bright portion of the lunar month of A"vina, and ends in 
Mahanavami. This ten days' ceremony was followed by the 
M ahavrata day which, therefore, corresponds to our M aha
dalami or Mahavzj'aya or Vifaya, as it is popul:1rly called. 
This was followed by the concluding Atiratra that brought 
the year to its close. • The year, therefore, ended ~n the 
Ekadali day of the growing moon of the month of Ac:vina, 
and began again from the Dvidasi or twelfth day of the grow
ing moon. The Sattra of the New Year, however, really 
commenced from the next day which was Travodafi or the 
13th day of the growing moon of A~vina: Here, then, we 
have got an unmist~kable eviclence of the beginning and end 
of the Vedic year, and can now clearly understand why it was 

• called Sarad. • 
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It will not be out of place to refer here to later PaurAt;tic 
myths which wjll throw an additional light on the interpreta

ti~n of the Vedic year. • It is related in some of the Pur.it;tas 

that Rima, the greatest king of the Solar Dynasty, who was 
himself an incarnation of Vi~t;tu or the Sun, defeated and 

killed Ravat;ta, the ten-headed monsJer, on th• tenth day of 
the growing moon of the month of As;vina, which is called the 

Vijayil. day (Victory day). The da' co~responds to the 
Mahavrata day of the Vedic Sattra, the last but one day, or if 
we take the Vi~uvan day into our account, the last day of the 

yea,r. On that day, Sita, the beloved wife of RlltRa, who had 

been stealthily and forcibly carried away hy Ravat;ta, was 
released; and this legend agrees with the Vedic legend of 

the release of Ut~as (Dawn) from the clutches of Vrtra by 
Indra, or the Sun, on that very day. The U~as or Dawn is 

identical with the Vedic and Paurat;tic "Golden U rna" 
(Haimavati Uma) or Durga, who had ten arms, probably 
from the analogy of tile ten months during which she flashed 

forth daily, or because she diffused her light in the ten direc

tions. During the remaining two months of the year when 
she became invisible an~ lay hidden behind the clou-ds, 

Indra waged on war with Vrtra for. her release, a'nd when this 

was effected after the destruction of the demon, she flashed 
forth again in all her refulgent splendour. This incident 

probably goes to the root of the great modern festival connect
ed with Durga Puja in autumn. This festival (which is also 

•called Navaratra) is really the festival to celebrate the 

release of the Dawn and the Sun from the clutches of the 
clouds, and the inauguration of the New Year, after the rains 

were over, by commencing the annual Sattra. 
We have already referred· in the last c~apter to the sleep 

of Hari or the Sun-God on the celestial ocean known as 

Kliroda over the botly of the serpent, caller! ~e~a, and point

ed out that the ocean r~presented rain-water, and the serpent 

the clouds, with a thousand heads. This sleep of Hari 
• (Harerlayantl'm) commences on the 1 xth day of the growmg 
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moon of the month of A~lic;fha, which exactly coincides with 
the day on which the nine months' session of the annual 
Sattra performed by the Navagvas ori~inally terminated. As 
the rainy season virtually commenced from that day, the 
Navagvas rose from the sacrifice. But as the rains sometimes 
became late in .coming, the Sattra was continued by the 
Dasagvas for one month more. This practice was afterwards 
adopted by the Nav!gvas also, and both they and the 
DaSagvas performed the Sattra for ten months. Though 
they discontinued it for the remaining two months of the 
year, they took it up again from the beginning of the 
New Year which commenced in autumn. It will thus ap· 
pear that their discontinuance of the Sattra for two months 

was not due to the advent of long night as in the Arctic region, 
but to the advent of the rainy season, which made the days 
dark, and the nights gloomy. 

But it may be argued that as the sky does not remain 
continuously overcast throughout the rainy season, and there 
are also bright intervals of sunshine, all the days of the 
season cannot reasonably be .1escribed as dark and compared 
with nights. This argument is easily answered by the iden
tification of Indra with the Sun in the ~gveda. 1 v. I 8, 3 ; 
vi. 47, 31; vii. 93, 1). When there are bright spells of sun
shine during the rainy season, it is not really the Sun that 
shines, but the mighty Indra, the victorious, who a~suming the 
form of the Sun, darts down his rays for the benefit of the 
world and brings on the revolving davs and nights. Rv. v. 
48, 3 says : ''(Animated) by the libation,; off~red by day and 
night, (lndra) sharpens his vast thunderbolt against the be
guiler (Vrtra); he whose hundred (rays) attend him in his 
own abode, sending away, and bringing hack (revolving) days." 
The rays of lndra (or the Sun), intercepted by clouds, have 
been numbered "hundred," because they ~re not sufficiently 
bright and strong during the rains ; and it is lndra who sends 
away and brings back the revolving days, as the Sun, having 
been imprisoned by Vrtra~is unable to perform• his functions. 
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These occasional periods of sunshine during the rainy season 
are like brief respites obtained by Indra after gaining a tern· 
'porary victory over Vrtra who, however, soon ralli.es round 
his forces to continue the struggle. The complete victory 
comes when Vrtra is finally vanquished and s}ain at the end 
of the rairiy season. It is then that the Dawn and the Sun • are released from their prison and freed to pursue their 
annual course unimpeded until they cite again confined by 
the resuscitated and beguiling Vrtra 1 ' 

Mr. Tilak having dealt with the annual Sattra of Gav~m
ayanam to prove ~is theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans, 
which, as we have seen, he has failed to do, proceeds to discuss 
what are known as RrUrz"-sattras or Ratrz"-kratus, z".e., Night
sacrifices, numbering one hundred. These ~acrifices are 
quite distinct from the annual Sattras and stand as a separate 
group by themselves. Mr. Tilak wonders why this should 
have been so, and explains their isolation in his own way by 
saying that they were really performed during the period of 
the long Arctic night (which must have given them their 
name), extending for more than three months. Let us here 
quote his own words : "Now an important question in con
nection with these Sattras is why they alone should be 
designated nzght-sacrifices (ratrz"-kratus) or. nzght-sessions 
(ratri-sattras) ? and why their number should be hundred ? 
or in other words, why are there no night-sattras of longer 
duration than one hundred nights ? The Mim!:tp.sakas answer 
the first part of the question by asking us to believe that the 
word 'night' ( riltrih) is really used to denote 'a day' in the 
denomination of sacrifices. (Sahara on J aimini viii. I, I 7). 
The word Dvi-ratra, according to the theory, means two 

1 In a later age the sleep of Hari or the Sun was extended from two and 

three to four months, e~ding on the nth day of growing moon of the month 

of Kirtika, when he is said to awake from his sleep. This extension was 
logically made to cover the' late extension of the autumn rains till the month 
of Kirtika, after which there is settled fair weather. This period- is known 

as Caturmdsya .• • 
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days' sacrifice, and §ata-n1.tra, a hundred days' sacrifice. 

This explanation appears very good at first sight. and as a 

matter of fact, it has been accept:·d ~y all writers 0'1 the· 

sacrificial cen~monies. In support of it, we may also eire the 

fact that as the moon was t'le measurer ot time in ancien~ 

days the night was then naturally more marked than th·~ day, • and instead of saying 'so many (hys,' men of, en ,;poke )t 's 1 

many nights' much in •he same '"ray as we now use the word 
'fort-night.' This is no doubt good so far as it goes; but the 

question is why should there be no Soma-sacrifices of a longer 
duration than '.me hundred nights,' and why a gap, a seriou<; 

gap, is left in he series of Soma-sacrifices after one hundred 

nights' Sattra until we come to the annual Sattra of 360 days. 
Admitting th.1t 'night' means 'day,' we have some sacrifices 

lasting from I to 100 days, and if so, where was the harm to 

complete the series until the yearly Sattra of 360 days was 
reached? So far as I know, no writer on sacrificial ceremonies 

has attempted to answer this question satisfactorily. Of 

course, adopting the speculative manner of the BrihmaJ;J.as, 
we might say that there are no Soma-sacrifices of longer than 
one hundrr:'d nights' duration, because the life of a man cannot 

extend beyond a hundred year (Tait. Bra., iii. 8. 16. 2). But 

such an explanation can never be regarded as satisfactory, 

and the MimaJ!lsakas who got over one difficulty by interpret

ing 'night' into 'day,' have practically left this latter question 

untouched, and, therefore unsolved. In short, the case stands 

thus: the ,..acrificial literature mentions a series of 99, or 

practically on~ hunrlred Soma-sacrifices called 'the night
sacrifices,' but these do not form a part of any annual Sattra, 
like the Gavdm-ayanam, nor is any reason assigned for their 

separate existence, nor is their duration which never exceeds 
a hundred nights accountt-d for. Neither the authors of the 

Br~hmaJ;tas, nor those of the §rauta Satras, much less SayaJ;ta 

and Y~ska give us any clue to the solution of the question ; 

and the Mim!J!lsakas, after explaining the word 'night,' 

occurring in the names of th~se sacrifices as equal to 'day,' 
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have allowed these night-sacrifice~ to remain as an isolated 
group in the organized system of Soma-sacrifices. Under . . . 
these circumstances, it would, no doubt, appear presumptuous 
for any one to suggest an explanation, so many centuries after 
what may be called the age of Sattras. But I feel that the 
Arctic theory .....•... not only explains, but appropriately 
accounts for the original existence of this isolated series of a . ' 
hundred Soma-sacrifices." 1 

For my part, I would not venture to offer, like Mr. Tilak, 
a new theory to explain the apparently insoluble problem ; 
but we shall try to understand from the very scheme of ·the 
Sattras in ancient India why the night-sacrifices extended to 
100 days. We have seen that the Navagvas originally 
performed the Sattras oi Gav!m-ayanam for nine months till 
the advent of the rainy season, when its session closed. 
Three months and a few days more intervened between the 
close of this Sattra arid the day from which it was commenced 
again. The interval, therefore,· roughly consisted of 99 or· 
100 days. Though the Gavftm-ayanam came to a close, the 
sacrificers felt the necessity for performing another sacrifice, 
known as the Ratri-Sattra which was purel_y: a Soma-sacrifice, 
with a· view to strengthen Indra at a time when he was in the 
very thick of the fight with Vala or Vrtra, and, therefore, most 
needed the help of Mantras and Soma libations. As Mr. 
Tilak has himself observed : They " (the sacrificers) perfo'rmed 
their sacrifices for ten months with a view to help Indra in 
his war with Vala; and just at the time when lndra most 
needed the help of invigorating songs and Soma libations, 
are we to suppose that these sacrificers sat idle, gave up the 
sacrifices, and left Indra to fight with Vala alone and single
handed as best as he could ? The whole theory of sacrifices 

negatives such a suaposition." 2 we are in perfect accord 
with these observations of Mr. Tilak. The sacrificers having 

~ Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pJ?e211•212, 

• Tilak'll A~tic Home in the Vedu.s, p. 215, 
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performed the Gav1m-ayanam which helped Indra to overcome 
Vala every night, thought it necessary to perform, for three 
months, another sacrifice with the libatio~s of the Soma juice,_:_ 
the invigorating drink that Indra was extremely fond of-in 

order to help him to successfully fight the great battle with 
Vala or. Vrtra, ~ich lasted continuously for three months 
more or less, and on the momentous issue of which depended, 
as it were, the very ~xistence of the world. For, Vrtra had 
imprisoned the waters in his capacious cloud-body, along with 
the Sun and the Dawn, and it was necessary to release them 
for the benefit of mankind, nay, of all living creatures. These 
Sattras therefor .. , formed a cla<>s by themselves, and were 
performed solely with the object of strengthening Indra in 
his deadly conflict 'vith Vrtra. The Soma plant, moreover, 
grew and throve during the rainy season, and was available 
in large quantities for the performance of this special sacrifice 
for Indra. Rv. ii. <3, 1 says: "The season (of the rains) is 
the parent (of the Soma plant), which as soon as born of her, 

· enters into the waters in which it grows; thence it is fit for 
expression, as concentrating (the essence of the water); and 
the juice of the Soma is especially to be praised (as the 
libation proper for Indra.)" We thus see why and when were 
these special sacrifices performed. These were known as 
Night-sacrifices ( Natrt-kratus or Sattras} because the days 
of the rainy st>ason were dark and were like nights. 1 But 
these special sacrifices were probably performed both in the 
day time and in tht> night as the following verse (Rv. v. 48, 3) 
will go to show: "(Animated) by the libations offered by day 
and night, (lndra) sharpens his vast thunderbolt against the 
beguiler (Vrtra) ;-he whose hundred (rays} attend him in 
his own abode sending away and bringing back (revolving) 
days." Here we find that the libations are offered both by 
day- and night; and lndra who appears in the garb of the 
Sun whose rays, in consequence of the obstruction of clouds, 
are numbered one hundrec:I. instead of one thousnd, as they 

1 Vide Chapter XXI (ante). 
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are not strong-is described . as sending away and bringing 
bilck the revolving days, which clearly proves that the period 
of Indra's fight with vftra was not a continuously long Arctic 
night, but consisted of ordinary revolving dark days and 
nights. This Soma-sacrifice may also have been called 
Rdtri-Sattra for another reason. " The Ai~reya BrahmaQ.a 
(iv. 5), in explaining the origin of this sacrifice, tells us that 
the Asuras had taken shelter in Night~ and. the Devas, who 
had taken shelter in Day, wanted to' expel them from the 
dark region. But among the Devas, Indra alone was found 
ready and willing to undertake this task; and entering into 
darkness, he, with the assistance of metres, turned the 
Asuras out of the first part of the night by the first Soma 
libation, while by means of the middle turn (paryaya) of 
passing the Soma-cup, the Asuras were turned out of the 
middle part, and by the third turn out of the third or the last 
part of the night. The three Soma libations, here spoken of: 
are all made during the night, and the Brahmat;ta further 
observes that there. is n- tJther deity save !ndra and the 
Metres to whom they are offered (Cf. Apas. Sr. Sa., 

xiv. 3· 12). The next section of the BrahmaQ.a (iv. 6) 
distinctly raises the question : ' How are the Pavamana 
Stotras (to be chanted for the purification of the Soma juice) 
provided for the night, whereas such Stotras refer only to 
the day, but not to the night?' and answers it by stating 
that the Stotras are thesame for the da'y" and the night."'I 
The above account ::tpplies to the Atiratra sacrifice, and may 
be said to apply also to the lUtri-Sattra. In that case, the 
Ratri-Sattra was performed in every night of the period 
during which the rainy season lasted in order to strengthen 
lndra in his fight with Vrtra. But as we have seen in Rv. v. 

48, 3, the libations of the Soma juice were offered both by 
day and by night a·nd the Aitareya Brahmat;ta (iv. 4) says that 
he who performs the Atiratra sacrifice, does so for both day 

and night. We may, therefore, fi.ke it that the Ratri-Sattras 
1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 2IJ • 

• 
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were performed by day as well as by night; and we shall 
easily understand the necessity for this double performanc~ 
every day, when we remember that Ind!a was in the thick of 
the fight during the rainy season, and the stake on h1s victory 
was very great, which necessitated all the help that the sacri
ficers could gi~ him. Those sacrificers, however, who 
performed the Gav~m-ayanam for full twelve months, 

performed this special 'atri-Sattra at nigh:-time only, which 
must have been the origin of its designation We thus see 
that the performance of the Ratri-.!:>attra had nothing to do 
with an Arctic night. There is only one lung night for three 
months somewhere in the Arctic region, and the counting of 
one hundered nights would be an absurdity unless there were 
corresponding days to distinguish them. If ;iataratra is 
understood in the same sense as we understand a "fortnight," 
it would imply the existenctc of a hundred couples of days 
and nights. 

These "hundred nights" or days of t lw rainy season were 
looked upon as the hundred forts or citadel;> (purah) of Vrtra or 
~amvara, which Indra broke down with his thunderbolt (Rv. 
ii. 14, 6; ii. 19, 6; vi. 3 I, 4; viii. 93, z, etc.) The word 
~amvara (sam=water+vara=conct:>aler) means "one who 
conceals water," and is the same as Vrtra or "the enz,eloper 
(1fwater)." Rv. i. 130, 7 says: "For Puru, the giver of 
offerings, for the powerful Divodasa, thou Indra, the dancer 
(with delight in battle), hast destroyed ninet_y cities; dancer 
(in battle), thou hast destroyed them for th. giver of offerings. 
For Atithigva, the dreadful Indra hurled Samvara from off 
the mountain, bestowing (upon the prince) immense treasure 
(acquired) by (his) prowe~s ; all kinds of wealth (acquired) 
by his prowess." Hen• we have mention of ninety cities 
which exactly tally with the ninety cloudy days that inter
vened between the completion of the ninf• months' Sattra, 
and the beginning of the sacrifice on New Year's day. lndra 
is also said to have hurled dawn Samvara ,·rom the mountain 

(gireh). Now as this word giri or parvata, is ~ynonymous 

• 
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with megha or cloud (Yask.a's Nighunta, i. ro), the hurling 
d~wn of Samvara from the giri means that he was thrown 

• down from the clouds, and the rain-water which he had 
imprisoned was set free. Sarnvara was therefore killed 
during the rainy season. The "immense treasure" or wealth 
that was bestowed by Indra on Atithigva undt>ubtedly refers 
to the bumper crops that were produc~d in consequence of 
the timely fall of rains. 

The last portion of verse 3 of the same hymn has been 
translated as follows : ·"He (Indra) opened the doors of the 
waters, the sources 6f food, when shut up (in the clouds) ; 
(the sources of) food that were spread (over the earth)." 

Wilson comments on this passage as follows : "l.fah 
parivrtah·is the reiterated phrase, alluding in the first place, 
according to SayaQ.a, to the rains shut up in the clouds, and 
in the second, to the seeds shut up in the earth, germinating , 
on the fall of the rain, and affording, i,~ either case, food." 

In verse 8 of the same hymn, it is related that Indra, 
"tore off the black skin (of the aggressor)" which undoubtedly 
refers to black clouds. In Rv. i. 129, 3 we read "Thou, the· 
destroyer (of enemies), pie~cest every rain-confining skin; 
thou overtakest, hero, every flying (mortal cloud), and aban
donest (it) when exhausted (of its water)." Here, then, is a 
clear explanation of what is ·understood by "black skin" 
which is nothing but rain-confining cloud. Rv. ii. 20, 7 also 
contains the ·same idea : "Indra, the slayer of Vrtra, thE' 
destroyer of cities, has scattered the black-sprung servile 
(hosts)," meaning the clouds. Elsewhere, the• clouds have 
been described as "the pregnant (rain-laden) wives of Knt;J.a." 

In Rv. ii. rg, 6 we read : " The radiant lndra subjected 
to Kutsa, his charioteer, (the Asuras) Su~:~Qa, Asu~a, and 
Kuyaya, and for the sake of Divodasa, demolished the ninety 
and nine cities of ~amvara." 

In verses 2 and 3 of the same Snkta we read : "Exhi
larated by the Soma juice, Indra, ermed with the thunderbolt, . . 
severed the rain-confining cloud, whereupon the <;:urrents of 

• 
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the rivers proceeded (towards the ocean) like birds to their 
own nests. 

"The adorable lndra, the slayer of Ahi, sent the curre~t 
of the waters towards the ocean ; he generated the Sun ; he 
discovered the cattle ; he effected the manifestation of the 
days of light." • 

The meaning of the above verses is clear. The clouds 
are rent asunder by ln~ra, and the rains fall down on the 
earth, swelling the rivers which carry the waters to the ocean. 
After the clouds are dispersed, the cows or the solar rays are 
discovered, the Sun appears in the sky, and bright days 
follow. These are the feats of lndra, and he performed them 
by demolishing the ninety-nine cities or citadels of Samvara 
or in other words, by overcoming the ninety or ninety-nine 
days that constituted the rainy season. 

The above extracts will suffice for our purpose. as they 
unmistakably prove that the great conflict between Indra and 
Vrtra or Samvara took place in the rainy season, and not 
during the long Arctic night. 

Mr. Tilak says that this conflict took place in the nether 
world, i.e., below the earth or on the other side of it, where 

Vrtra is said to have confined the Sun, the Dawn and the waters, 
t·.e., the invisible aerial waters, with whose movement was inti
mately connected the movement of the Sun and the Dawn. 
But the following verses do not support such a supposition. In 
Rv. i. 52, 6 we read: " When, lndra, thou hadst smitten with 
thy thunderbolt the cheeks of the wide-extended Vrtra who, 
having obstructed the waters, reposed in the retion above the 
firmament, thy lustre, destructive of enemies, extended and 
thy strength became effulgent." Again, in Rv. i. 8o, 4 we 
read: "Thou hadst struck Vrtra from off the earth and 
from heaven; (now) let loose the wind-buund life-sustaining 
rain, manifesting thine own sovereignty."" The meaning is 
that Vrtra, in the shape of dark mists near the earth, and of 
douds high up in the sky, jas been killed by Indra. In Rv. 

ii. 30, 3 again, we read: " In as much as he •( Vrtra) had 

• 
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spread aloft above the firmament, Indra hurled against him 

hjs destructive (thunderbolt). Enveloped in a cloud, he 
rushed upon Indra, but the wielder of the sharp-edged weapon 
triumphed over his foe." Rv. ii. 11, 5 says: "Indra, here, 
thou hadst slain, by thy powers, the glorified Ahi, hidden 
privily in a cave, lurking in concealment, .covered by the 
waters in which he was abiding, and arresting: the rains ·in 
the sky." From the above quotations ~t would be quite clear 
to our readers that the fight between Indra and Vrtra took 
place in antarik~a or the sky, and not in the nether 
regions. 

Indra was called Satakratu, i.e., on~ in whose honour one 
hundred sacrifices had been specially performed. These 
sacrifices were as we have seen, the Ratri-Sattras or night
sacrifices which were specially performed with a view to 
strengthen Indra in his fight with Vrtra, either in the nights 
of the rainy season, or both in the nights and days of that 
season which was compared to ratrih or night on account 
of the concealment of the Sun behind the clouds. We have 
also seen that Im:lra demolished go, 99 or 1 oo cities or fort
resses of Vrtra which we have identified with the cloudy 
days of the rainy season, Mr. Tilak says that as the word 
de'l'a-purah which means " the fortre!-ses of the Gods " has 
been interpreted to mean " days" in the description of 
the Dala-ratra sacrifice in the Taittriya Sa1phita (vii. 2. 

5· 3-4), the purah (cities or fortresses) of Samvara or Vrtra, 
may well be taken to mean "nights." We have no objection 
to take this view, as the days of the rainy season were 
compared to darkness and nights .. That these; 99 days were 
rainy days would appear from their comparison with ·streams 
which Indra "traversed like a swift hawk" (Rv. i. 3~. 4). 
The verse immediately preceding it clearly indicates that 
the fighting took p,ace in the rainy season : " Neither the 
lightning, nor the thunder, nor the rain which he showeretl, 
nor the thunderbolt harmed lndra. when he and Ahi fought, 

and Maghav\t (lndra) triumphed also over other attack~." 

• 
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The rainy days, however, did not constitute one long Arctic 
night, but they were ordinary revolving days and nights as 
we have seen in Rv. v. 48, 3· From these evidences it is 
clear that the katrt'.Sattras, performed during the rainy 
season, were so called, because the days were dark like 
nights, or becau.e a special session of night-sacrifices was 
held during this season to make I ndra strong and victoriou,; 
over the Asuras. The•performance of these sacrifices does 
not, in any way, indicate that the Aryans once lived in the 
Arctic region where the night was three months long. 

Mr. Tilak lastly refers to the Avestic legend of the fight 
between Tietrya, the star of rain, and Apaoea, demon of 
drought, which is an exact parallel of the Vedic legend of the 
fight between Indra and Vrtra. " In the '-gveda,'' says 
Mr. Tilak, "the fight of Indra with Vrtra ( Vrtra-turya) is 
often represented as a struggle for waters (ap-turya) or 
as ' the striving for cows' (go-z'ftz') or 'the striving for day' 
(div-iftz'), and lndra is said to have released the cows or 
waters and brought on the Dawn and the Sun by killing 
Vrtra (Rv. i. sr, 4 and ii. rg, 3). Now Indra as Vrtrahan 
appears as Veretraghna in the Avesta; but the fight for 
waters is therein ascribed not to Veretraghna but to Tietrya, 
the star of rain. It is he who knocks down Apaoea and 
liberates the waters for the benefit of man ' with the assist
ance of the winds, and the light that dwells in the 
waters.' In short Ti~trp's conquest over Apaoea is an 
exact parallel of Indra's conquest over Vrtra as described in 
the '-gveda ; and, as the legends are interpreted at present, 
they are said to refer to the breaking up of the clouds, and 
the bringing on of the rains on the earth, Tietrya being 
supposed to be the star of rain. Bnt this theory fails to 
account for the fact how the recovery of the Dawn and the 
rising of the Sun, or the bringing on of lig,1t, were included 
amongst the effects of lndra's victory over Vttra." We do 
not see how and why the t~ory fails in this respect. When 

Vrtra or Apaoea is vanquished, the waters are \et free from 

• 
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the clouds and with the disappearance of the clouds in 
autumn, the Dawn an.d. the Sun are also released, and they 
shine as brightly as they did before the rains. We have 
already quoted enough evidence from the ~gveda to prove 
these facts. As in the case of Indra, so in that of Ti~trya 
also, the Haoma was performed " for one night, or two nights, 
or fifty or hundred nights" (Yt. viii. {ai), wheil he appeared 
and fought with A pao~a. 1 It is thus clear that the fight 
between Ti~trya and Apao!lla took place, like the fight between 
lndra and Vttra, in the rainy season, and not during the long 
Arctic night, for " one night " as mentioned in the Parsi 
Scripture does not necessarily mean ,a night of 24 hours' 
duration. lt is probable that the sacrifice performed in 
honour of Ti~trya was held in the night, as it was done by the 
Vedic- Aryans, and hence 'nights' instead of 'days' has been 
mentioned. It is remarkable that the Avesta does not men
tion the release of the Sun and the Dawn, as probably the 
rainy sea$on was not so continuous in Airyana Vaejo as it 
was in Sapta-Sindhu which, as we have seen, was girded 
about by oceans, and therefore had a more copious rainfall, 
and a longer duration of clouds than the home of the Iranians. 
This may also account for the fact that the Haoma sacrifice 
was performed by the followers of Zoroaster "for one night, 
two nights, fifty or hundred nights,'' according to the scanty 
or the copious nature of the rainfall in Airyana Vaejo. It is 
not at all conceivable that witJ"iin the same province and 

latitude, the Arctic night would extend from one night to 
hundred nights. The very fact that the Soma sacrifice was 
performed both by the Vedic Aryans and the Zoroastrians 
and that the Soma plant grew nowhere else excepting on the 

Him~laya and in Sapta-Sindhu should have convinced Mr. 
Tilak of the absurditv of his· Arctic tbeorv . .,., .. 

1 As both the Vedic Aryans and the Iranians performed the Soma 
sacrifice and as the Soma plant was indi!enous only to the Himlllaya and 
Sapta-Sindhu, they could not have lived in the Arctic region • 

• 
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Now to sum up: It has been shown that (I) the•dropving 
down of the heavenly jar or clouds by ~ndra means the fall pf 
rain, or the advent of the rainy season after ten months of 
drought; (2) that it does not betoken the approach of the 
long Arctic night ; (3) that the Navagvas and the Dasagvas 
were two classe: of sacrificers who originally performed the 
Sattra or annual sacriice for nine or ten months respectively, 
but afterwards bot!:: performed it for ten months; (4) that 
they rose from the sacrifice as soon as the cows which were 
no other than the months or the days of the year had grown 
horns on their ht-ads, i.e., as soon as clouds, presaging the 
approach of the rainy season, appeared on the horizon; 
(5) that there were some sacrificers who, instead of rising at 
the end of ten months, went on performing the sacrifice for 
full twelve months ; (6) that the object of the sacrifice was 
"water" or rains which were supposed to have been imprison
ed by Vrtra or Sut~l)a, and to relt'ase which was invoked the 
aid of the powerful Indra by mantras and the performance of 
the Soma sacrifice ; (7) that these clouds were compared to 
darkness on account of their black colour, and the cloudy 
days to nights, because the Dawn and the Sun lay hidden 
behind the clouds; (8) that as the Asuras became powerful at 
night and as the rainy days were compared to nights, a special 
Soma sacrifice, called Ratri-Sattra or night-sacrifice, was per
formed, probably both by day and by night, for ninety to one 
hundred days, with a view to strengthen lndra in his fight with 
Vrtra who had imprisoned in his cloud-body the waters, the 
solar rays, the Dawn and the Sun himself; (9) that this fight 
was undertaken by lndra to release them from the clutches 
of Vrtra for the benefit of all living creatures ; (I o) that the 
~nnual Sattra ,, known as Gtvam-ayanam, AngirasAm-ayanam, 
Adity!n1m-ayanam, etc., were commenced soon after the • 
cessation of rains in autumn from the thirteenth day of the 
bright portion of the lunar m~nth of Ayvina, and completed 
by the Navagvas on the 1 I'th day of the bright .portion of the 
lunar month of A.raf/ha, i.e., the day on which Hari, according 

• 
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to later Pauranic legend, goes to his sleep for four months 
on the back of the Se~a serpent in the K~iroda- Samudra, 
and by the Dac;agvas ~n the I rth day of the bright portion 
of the lunar month of SravaQa; ( 1 r) that the year in ancient 
India was computed not by months and weeks, as at present, 
but by a set scheme or arrangement of the annual Sattra; 
{r2) that the present Navaratra Vrata or •the Durg~ Puja 
festival marked the end of the old ana the beginning of the 
new year in ancient ~gvedic India, and are merely the relics 
of the Da§aratra and the 1lfahavrata ceremonies of the 
Gav~m-ayanam; (13) that the go or roo Ratri-Sattras cor
responded to the same number of the rainy days which were 
regarded as so many fortresses of Vrtra, that lndra broke 
down with his thunderbolt; ( 14) that lndra derived his 
epithet of Sata-kratu from the fact that the hundred Soma
sacrifices known as Ratri-Sattras were performed solely in 
his honour with a view to strengthC"n him in his fight with 
Vrtra; ( 1 5) that these sacrifices were distinct and separate 
from the annual Sattras performed either for ten or twelve 
months; ( r6) that the year of the Vedic or the Roman Calendar 
never consisted of ten months, as wrongly supposed by 
Mr. Tilak, but of twelve months; and as the two months of 
the rainy season were left out of reckoning in ancient India 
so far as the annual Sattra performed by certain sacrificers 
was concerned, so did the old Romans also leave out of 
reckoning the two winter months of snow, ice, and rain, 
although they were not sacrificers. in the strictest sense of 
the term; (q) that the Avestic legend of the fight between 
Ti~trya, the star of rain, and Apao~a, the demon of drought, 
is an exact parallel of the Vedic legend of the fight between 
lndra and Vrtra; ( 18) that both the legends refer to the rainy 
season, and not to a lung Arctic night; ( 19) that as both the 
Vedic and Avestic sacrifices were accompanie•J by the Soma or 
the Haoma sacrifice, and as the Soma plant was indigenous 
to the Him~laya a.nd Sapta-Sindhu only, the ancient Aryans 
could not have lived in the Arctic region; and lastly (20) 
that Mr. Tilak's attempt to prove the Arctic home of the 
ancient Aryans from these evideaces has failed . 

• 
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CHAPTER XXfll. 

EXAMINATION OF Mr. TILAK'S THEORY OF THE ARCTIC CRADLE OF 
THE ARYANS <continued). 

VEDtc MYTHS-THE CAPTIVE WATERS. 

In the previous oilapters we have examined what Mr. 
Tilak has ttermed the direct Vedic evidences which in their 
cumulative effect go to prove, in his opinion, the Arctie home 
of the ancient Aryans. But we have seen that they prove 
any thing but an Arctic home. The night, the day, the Dawn, 
the Sun, the months and the seasons have not in any of them 
the Polar or Circum-polar characteristics. Nor do the annual 
Sattras, and the Ratri-Sattras prove the existence of a long 
Arctic night t>xtendmg from two to three months. We have 
seen that what Mr. Tilak calls a long night was nothing but 
the rainy season, during which the long fight between lndra 
and Vrtra took place. It would, indeed, be futile to pursue 
any further Mr. Tilak's arguments in support of his pet 
theory; but as he thinks that in the interpretation of the 
Vedic myths in the light of his theory would be found a 
strong corroborative evidence in support of it, we propose 
to follow him up to the end. This process, though somewhat 
tedious and trying to our readers, would nevertheless help 
them to obtain a clear insight into the real import of the 
Vedic myths, and a glimpse of the mer.tality that tried to 
grasp and explain the surrounding phenomena. 

It is customary with many lndians,-even men of light 
and education among them-to think that it is the European 
scholars who, with the deliberate object of detracting from 
the value of tbe Vedas as a holy and highly spiritual Scripture, 
first broached the Dawn or the Solar theory and the Storm 
theory to explain many a Vedic myth. But it will be a 
disagreeable surprise to them to learn that these theorie; and 
others had actually been • propouaded 10 Irfdia several 

• 
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centuries before the Christian era, by Indian thinkers and 
. philosophers themselves, who made such bold speculations, 
and showed such a• freedom of thought as would not be 
ordinarily suspec.ted, aad that the European scholars, follow
ing in their footsteps, only adopted and elaborated them. 
For example, there was a school of thinkers called the 

. . 
Aitihdsikas who believed that "many of the deities were 
real historical personages who weree apotheosised for their 
supernatural virtues or exploits. Other theolo!!ians divide 
the deities into Karma-devatas, or those that have been raised 
to the divine rank by their own deeds, and Ajana-devatas, or 
those that were divine by birth; while the Nairuktas (or the 
Etymologists) maintain that the Vedic deities represent certain 
cosmical and physical phenomena, such as the appearance of 
the dawn, or the breaking up of the storm-clouds by lightn
ing. The Adhyatmikas, on the other hand, lry to explain 
certain Vedic passages in their own philosophical ways; and 
there are others who endeavour to explain Vedic myths in 
different ways."l We are not here concerned with the 
relative merits of the theories of the different schools, but w.e 
will confine ourselves to the theory of the Nairuktas, headed 
by Yaska, who have tried to explain the Vedic myths by 
saying that" they represent either the daily triumph of light 
over darkness, or the conquest of. the Storm-God over the 
dark clouds that imprison the fertilizing- waters and the light 
of the Sun." The struggle between Light and Darkness is a 
daily occurrence, and Light triumphs over Darkness every 
morning, as it is itself, in turn, overwhelmed by the latter 
every night. Light is represented by t!Je Dawn and the Sun, 
and darkness by Vrtra who enc0mpasses them every 
night with his dark expansive body. lndra, the Asvins 
and Fire help to r.elease them from the clutches of Vrtra; 
hence it is necessary to strengthen them in their work by the 
daily performance of Yajna or sacrific,., which formed a part or 

unit ·of the annual Sattras lasting for nine, ten or twelve 

1 . Tilak's •A,.etie H11Me ill tlu! Vetlas, pp. 237•238. 
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months. But there was a special season when VJt;ra, und~rthe 

name of Sull~a, Samvara, etc., became very powerft:.l and impri
soned the Sun, the Dawn, the solar ~ys and the waters far 
days and months together, causing great distress to all 
living creatures, and Jndra and his helpers had to carry on a 

hard and arduous struggle with Vrtra in order to release • them from his grasp for the benefit of mankind. Hence arose 
the necessity for perfo~ing a special Sattra, called Rdtri
Sattra, with a view to strengthen Indra in his fight. This 
struggle is explained by what is known as the Storm 
Theory; but it would have been better if it were designated 
as the "Rainy Season Theory." Yaska in his Nirukta (ii. 16) 

asks : "Who was Vrtra? ·A cloud," say the Nairuktas; "an 
:\sura, son of T vaetr," say the Aitihasikas. "The fall of rain 
arises from the mingling of the waters and of light. This is 

figuratively depicted as a conflict. The hymns and the 
Brahma~as describe Vrtra as a serpent. By the expansion 
of his body, he blocked up the streams. When he was de
stroyed, the waters flowed fortl1 " 1 This two-fold character 
of the struggle, viz. the dailv and pf'riodical, b well explain
ed by the Dawn or the Solar the0ry, and the Storm or the 
Rainy Season theory, both of which have been adopted 

almost without reservation by all Western scho:ars. In the 
hands of German M ythol()gians, the Storm-theory became 
almost a rival to the Dawn-theory. "Clouds, storms. rains, 

lightning and thunder," observes Professor Kuhn, "were the 

spectacles that above all others impressed the imagination of 
the early Aryans and busied it most in finding terrestrial 
objects to compare with their ever-varying aspects. The be
holders were at home on the earth, and the things on the 
earth were comparatively familiar to them; even the coming 
and going of tht> celestial luminaries might often be regarded 

1 Nir, N"~l(amakllndam, ll. 16 :-Cfii q;) il~ ~ ~'fu ~-.rlfil' ~~ 

fflfct~1f~CfiT "'j"q'j" ~ ~fuf.f'lf fir'lfliiT<f~ ~en~ ~ "a"ti)qf11~ ~f 
~'l~~ll''tt Rnr ~ ii'T~lll'~ ~ 3!~ ~ffir fot:ql<~i'll!ftl< ~ ~~ . 
~ 14~~f~" "'!Ttt: I • 
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by them with more composure because of their regularity ; 
but they could never surcease to feel the liveliest interest in 
these meteoric change!, so lawless and mysterious in their 
visitations, which wrought such immediate and palpable 
effects for good or ill upon the lives and fortunes of the 
be~olders." I Hence was the necessity for tperforming the 
special sacrifice, known as Ratri-Sattra . 

• There is another theory, propounded by European 
scholar!'>, which is called the Spring or Vernal theory, ·by 
which they seek to explain some Vedic myths. But_ this theory 
was not put forward by Yaska and other Indian Nairuktas 
probably because "the contrast between spring and winter 
was not so marked as in the countries still further north." 
These myths, however, can also be well explained by the 
Storm or Rainy Season theory, as we shall show later on. 

"The struggle between lndra and Vrtra," says Mr. Tilak 
"is represented in the Vedas as four-fold in character. Fz"rst, 
it is struggle between lndra and Vrtra, the latter of whom 
appears also under the names of Namuci, Su~.Q.a, Samvara, 
Vala, Pipru, Kuyava and others. This is Vrtra-turya or 
the fight cr struggle with Vrtra. Secondly, it is fight for the 
waters, which, either in the form of Sz"ndhus (rivers) or as 
apah (simple floods), are often described as released or 
liberated by the slaughter of Vttra. This is Apa-turya,· or 
the struggle .for waters; and. lndra is called Apsujit or 
conquering in the waters, while V rtra is described as encom
passing them (apah pari§ayanam). Thirdly, it is a struggle 
to regain the cows (go-i.rti) ; and there are several passages 
in the ~gveda where the cows are saicl to have been released 
by Indra after having overthrown Vrtra. Fourthly, 'it is a 
fight to regain the day-light or heaven called div-i.rti, or the 
striving of day; and. i~ many places, the Sun and the Dawn 
are said to be brought out by Indra after killing Vrtra."2 · 

t Max Muller's Lectures on the Science f{ Languag~, Vol. II, p. 566. 

• Tilak's .Ar!tic Homt in the Vtd~~;s, pp. 247-48. 
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Elsewhere he says : "There are four simultaneous effects 

said to have been produced by the conquest of Indra over 

Vrtra, namely (a) the release of the co~s, (b) th<> rekase of the 
waters, (c) the production of tlle D tW:l anJ (d) the produc
tion of the Sun. Let us now see wh~tller t<,e Srorm-theory 

satisfactorily e~lains the simultanevus pruJu~tiOtl of these 

results from the destruction of Vrtra. Vrtra is a cloud, .1 

storm-cloud, or a rain!cloud, hovering in the sky, and by 
smiting it with his thunderbolt Indra may well be described 

as rdeasing the waters imprisoned therein. But where are 
the cows which are said to be released along with the 

waters? The Nairuktas interpret cow-; to mean waters ; 

but, in that case, the release of the waters, and the release 

of the cows cannot be regarded as two distinct effects. The 
recovery of the Dawn and the Sun, along with the release 
of waters, is, however, still more difficult to explain by the 

storm-theory, or we-. might even say that it cannot be ex

plained at all. Rain-clouds may temporarilv obscure the 

Sun, but the phenomenon is not one which occurs regularly 
and it is not possible to speak of the production of the light of 

the Sun as resulting from the breaking up of the clouds which 

may only occasionally obscure the Sun. The recovery of the 
Dawn, as a prize of the conflict between Indra and Vrtra, 

simultaneously with the relt'ase of waters is, .>imilarly, quite 

inexplicable by the Storm-theory. The rain-clouds usually 
move in the heavens, and though we may occasionally find 
them on the horizon, it is absurd to say that by striking the 
clouds Indra brought out the Dawn. I know of no attempt 

made by any scholar to explain the four simultaneous effects 

of lndra's fight with Vrtra by any other theory." I 

As I have already said, it is a misnomer to call the Ap. 
turya the Storm-theory. It would be •more appropriate to 

call it the " Rainy Season theory," by wlfich alone the four 

simultaneous effects of lndra's conquest over Vrtra can be 

explained. Thunderstorali are occasional, and .Io not • occur 
---------.- -~ -

1 /lJitl, P· 250. 
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regularly. Though Vrtra is undoubtedly the cloud, and lndra 
releases the waters by striking it with his thunderbolt, these 
o;casional clouds only indicate the gradual gathering of 
his forces by Vttra, and the thunder-storms the fighting of 
mere skirmishes on the borders, before the real battle begins. 
When Vrtra becomes sufficiently strong an<J. powerful and 
his forces (which are called Vttrah in the. plural) 1 are mar
shalled, he expands his body till he covlrs up the entire sky, 
and envelops the Sun, the' Dawn, the solar rays, and the 
waters in one dark pall. It is, then, that he is called Vilva
rupa (another name of Vrtra), which literally means Omni
form, because there is only one cloudy · form • over the 
extensive heavens in whichever direction we may turn our 
eyes. Even in these days of scanty rainfall, , and recurring 
droughts, the sky remains overcast with clouds for days, 
weeks, nay months together, duri\1g the rainy season, without 
revealing either the Sun, the Dawn, or the solar rays. We have 
already shown that the four seas girding about Sapta-Sindhu 
in ancient times, dense and large masses of dark clouds hung 
about or covered up the entire sky for a longer period than 
at present. The rainfall' also was mo:re copious, continuous 
and lasting than it is now.. While in the ~gvedic times, 
. the Sarasvati was a mighty stream, it has shrunk irito an 
insignificant rivulet in modern times, showing that rainfall 
bas gradually become scanty in the Punjab with the dis
appearance of the seas. 2 As we ha~e proved in the preced. 
ing chapter, the real rainy season lasted in ancient Sapta
Sindhu for three months with scarcely an interval of fair 

weather or a bright day, when the days looked like nights, 
and the nights were darker still. rt was during this season 
that I ndra fought his terrible battles with Vrtra, and after 
a long and arduous sbuggle, succeeded in vanquishing him 
and laying him low.• With the defeat of Vrtra,_ the imprisoned 

waters were released from his cloud-body, along with the 
• 

1 Rv. vii. 19,8J vii. 83,9; ix. 88,4; x 83,~. 
• E11ey. Brit., Vol. II. p. 688 (Ninth Edition). 
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captive Sun, the Dawn and the solar rays (rows or gavah..) 

The cows were not the waters in the present rase, as Mr. 
Tilak thinks them to be, but solar rays (raJmayah) as the 
Nairuktas have explained (Nir. i. 5,. If we remember these 
things, it will not at all be difficult for us to understand 
how the four •imultaneous r-ffects were produced by lndra 
vanquishing Vrtra. With the defeat of Vrtra, the confinPd 
waters were released lt-om the clouds, the clouds disappeared, 
the blue sky was revealed, and the beautiful Dawn and the 
bright Sun reappearec. It is only by identifying Vrtra with 
an isolated cloud whi~h lndra di.,perses in a season other 
than rainy that Mr. Tilak seems to have got his ideas confused. 
It has been related in Rv i. 32, 4 that [ndra, by killing the 
first. born of the clouds, destroyed the delusion of the deluders, 
and then creating the Sun, the Dawn, anJ the firmament, had 
no enemy to oppose him. This ''creating of the tirmanent" 
refers to the revealing of the bright blue sky after the rains. 

A similar sentiment has also been expressed in Rv. vi. 30, 5· 
All these refer to the long-protracted and dreadful fight 
between lndra and Vrtra during the rainy season. But Indra 
has also to fight a daily fight with Vrtra fnr overcoming the 
darkness of the night, and relt-asing the solar rays (cows), 
the Sun and the Dawn from the demon's grasp.l As Pro
fessor Macdonell says in his Vedic 1l1ythology "the cows (or 
the solar rays; are also mentioned along with the Sun and the 
Dawn (i. 6, 5; ii. 12, 7; vi. q, 5), or with the Sun alone 
(i. 7, 3; ii. 19, 3; x. 138, 2) as being found, delivered, or 
won by Indra." This was the result of his daily fight with 
Vrtra every night in all seasons other than the rainy. The 
releasing or the winning of the waters only took place in the 
rainy season ; and as soon as the rains were over, the Dawn, 
the Sun, and the solar rays were revealed or, as has been 
said, ''created" by lndra. Thus ther~ _is no d~fficulty in 
understanding the aforesaid four simultaneous results of the 
long and arduous struggle between lndra and Vrtra. • 

1 In Rv. vi. 30, 2 it has !len said that Indra dailj visits the Sun, 
eacompassed. by VJtra. 



·'We have already said that'this·fight took place in Var.rit 
(rainy-season),· and as :var.ra merged· into ;Sarad (autumrt), 

· Vrtra's •forts were called Saradih or autumnaL Moreover as • 
Vala or Vrtra was killed at the end of the year ( parivatsare), 
the year really ended in and began from Sarad. We have 
·shown by our interpretation of the ·scheme of the annual 
Sattra, 'known as Gavam-ayanam, that th~ Vedic sacrificial 
year actually began on and from the t:relfth, or the thirteenth 
day of the bright portion of the lunar month of Asvina, which 
was in the heart of autumn. The year too was called Sarad, 

· because·it commenced from autumn, and was said to have 
·been Lborn ofthe" watery·ocean," probably meaning thereby 
; theniny season (Rv. x. tgo, 2). 

··But Mr. Tilak, in spite of evidences to the contrary, 
examined in the previous chapters, does·not take the released 
waters to mean the real water,;; that we see and use, but 
imaginary aerial waters over which the Sun, the Dawn, and 
the solar rays glider! like boats. With the sinking of these 
waters below the horizon, the Sun and the Dawn also sank 
down. It was then th:tt Vrtra encompassed the waters, and 
with them, the Sun and the Dawn also. Vrtra, therefore, 
lived·below the horizon, in tbt nether·region, on the opposite 

. side of the: earth, and the great fight·between him and Indra 
-took place in that region. ~When Vrtra-was killed, the aerial 
water9 were set free, which ··flowed upwards, through the 
rocky apertures or caves broken open by ·fndra wit.h hi:; 
thunderbolt,. and with the appearance of these waters above 
the horizon, the Sun, the Dawn, and the light also 'became 
visible. As this struggle lasted for three months, Mr. Tilak 
thinks that these three months were tht months of long and 
uninterrupted darkness on the earth, and as long nights occur 
nowhere except in the Arctic region, the original home of 
the Aryans must nave been in that region. This interpreta
tion· offered by Mr. Tilak appears very ingenious at ,first 
·sight, but let us see how far it is justified by the evidences· put 

' · Jorward by him. • 
• 
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In the first plare, it ocrurs to us that if the Sun and the 

Dawn glided over the at-rial wat.rs, the obstruction of which 
h) Vrtra causrd thtm to be imprbo~<ed in the nt-ther rt-gioq~, 
until the waters were sd free again by.Indra, the same thing 

would happt-n in the case of the Moon, the stars and the other 

heave,nly bodies also, all of which glided over the aerial 

waters like the ot)un and the Dawn, and rose and set with the 

rising and sinking of these waters. When the Sun and the 
Dawn sink below the ~orizon for months in the Arctic region, 

the aerial waters also sink down for that period, and are kept 

imprisoned by Vrtra. But during the long Arctic night, the 

Moon and the stars rise and set, which implies the existence 
of the flow of aerial waters, without which it would be 

impossible for them to rise and set. Rv. i. 105, 1 says that 
the. Moon, with her golden rays, has bt-en gliding .ilong the 

watery firmament. The aerial water, therefore, is there, and 
bas not be,..n encomp'\ssed by Vrtra in the nether regions on 

the other side of the earth. The imprisonment of the aerial 

waters in tile netlwr regions by V Jtra for months together 
would, therefore, be a mere fiction, unjustifiable either by 

reason or evidence. We ad mit, no doubt, that there is 

mention in the ~gveda of celestial or aerial waters (divyah 
apuk) as well as of terrestrial waters (Rv. vii. 49, 2), hut it 
is the celestial waters that fall down on the earth as rain, 

and are relea,:ed by lndra (Rv. vii. 49, 1) from the clutches 

of Vrtra. \Ve have also shown that Vrtra resided in 

anta.rik~~a or the sky ( Rv. i. 52, 6) ; and he, therefore, 

impri .. oned the celestial watt·rs in the sky with his expanded 
cloud-body. There is absolutely no mention of the nether 
regions here. Wallis in his Cosmology of the !JI;veda (p. 115) 

says that the Vedic bards were not acquainted with the 

regions bt'low the earth, and that everytmg whi( his described 

in the Vedas as occurring in the atmo~phere, including the 

movement of the Sun during night and day, must be placed 

in the regions of the sky, which were over the head of .these 

bards. Macdonell also h~ adopted this view in his Ved1c 
• 
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Mythology. But Professor Zimmer refers to three passages 
(Rv. vi. g, I; vii. 8o, Iti v. 8r, ~) to prove th;J.t a rajas or 

'region beneath the earth wa5 knov;n to the v -::die' people. 
The first of these passages says: ''The bright day and the 
dark day (night) roll the two rajas (regions) by the well
known paths." These rajas were not nec~ssarily situated 
on the two opposite sides of the earth e but one was placed 
above the other, !' like two arched curves over one's he.ad." 
The Sun, rising in the east, moves on the rajas near to the 
earth towards the west, and reaching the westernmo.;t point, 
turns back along the other rajas which is dark (kr.rl}a) and 
placed far above the first. t'ajas, till he reaches the ea~tern
most point where the two rajas meet. The lower rajas is 
compared to the bright ocean, travelling along which the Sun 
brings day-light. In Rv. v. 45, 1 o we read: "The Sun has 

. ascended above the glistening (bright) water; as soon as he 
has mounted his bright-backed steed, sage (worshippers) have 
drawn him, like a ship, across the sea." This may refer 
either to the bright rajas, or to the Eastern Sea bordering on 
Sapta-Sindhu, from which the Sun was seen to rise in ancient 
times. The dark rajas has been mentioi1ed in R''· i. 35, 2 

which is as follows: '' Traversing again and again the dark 
firmament (Kr~l}enar:!jrlsa), arou.;ing morta!'and immortal, the 
divine Savitr travels in his golden chariot seeing the world." 
The translation of the next verse is as follows : " The divine 
Savitr travels by an upward (upper) and a downward (lower) 
path; worthy of adoration, he travels with two white steeds; 
he comes from a distance, destroying all sins." The upward 
or upper path in. the above verse must be identified with 
par4vata (distant region) or the dark rajas. In VN~e g of 
the same hymn we read: "The golden-handed Savitr, the 
beholder of variou~ ~bjects, tra11els between Ike two regions 

tJj heaven and earth, remov<!s diseases, approaches the Sun, 
and 'tor·ers the skv alfe~"nately w:th rf,l~"hzPs~-rzwlli,f!ltt " 1 

1 Rv. i. 35, ~ =-m~111r~: ~full ~~4fqJ ~ 'llJ1'1lf vm-.it vii'IT1:n~ • 

~~·~·~q~~~~ • 
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As Savitr is said to travel only between heaven and earth, 
and cover,; the sky alternately with li~ht and darkness, the. 
two rajas, through which he travels, must be between heaven 
and earth, the one above the other. There is no suggestion 
of the nether regions in the above verses. 

In verse 7 of the same hymn, the poet asks: "Where now is 
the Sun? Who knows wiich celestial region (katamo dyam) his 
rays now illumine ? " This, of course, refers to the Sun of 
the night when he i'i not visible. The very fact that the 
poet supposes him to illumine some celestial region proves 
that the dark rajas was placed high up in the heaven and not 
in tbe nether region. 

In verse 6 of the same hymn we read : ''There are three 
heavenly regions (dyavah); two are near the Sur, and one 
leads to the dwelling of Yama." The dwelling of Yama is the 
place where men go after death. It is, therefore, not situated 
in the nether rt>gi.on, but in anta1ikfa or the firmament. 

That the fight between Indra and Vrtra did not take 
place in the nether region, but in the firmament (antarik~a) 

between earth and heaven has been amply proved in the 
previous chapters. (vide discussion on Rv. i. 52, 6., i. So, 41 

i. 58, 5· 6 &c). It is, therefore, quite unnecessary here to 
repeat and discuss the Vedic passages bearing on the subjt'ct. 
But as :vir. Tilak argur-s from other evidences that the fight 
did take place in the nether region, it will be very interesting 
to examine the correctness of his argumt::nts. 

In Rv. vii. 104, 1 1 the bard prays for the destruction of 
his enemy and says: ''Let him (the enemy), bereft of body 
and sons, go down below the three earths" (tisrah prthivih 
adhak). It may be asked what is meant by "the three 
earths"? We have an answer to this query in Rv. i. 108, 3 
which is rendered as follows :-"Whether, Indra and Agni, 
you are in the uppn·, central and lower region of the earth, 
come, showerers of benefits, hither from wherever you enay 
be, and drink of the -offer-ed IW,ations." The upper region of 
the earth is the sky, the central region is the A1ztarfk~a or mid-

~ • : o 'I· • 
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heaven; and-the lower region is the terra 1irflta itself .. To s~rtQ:, 
ont>. down " below the thit::e earths" does not, therefore,. neces-?. 
sarily mean "·to send one,to the oth~r (opposite.) side of., the·~ 
ear.th," but it may as .well mean "to send one down under~: 
neath the surface of the earth, as into a deep pit or cavern,: 
full of darknPss." In Rv; ·X. 152,. 4" we· r~ad: ''Let him 
who injures. us be sent. to ·the nether .jarkness '' (·adkaram-. 
tamah), and in Rv. iii. 53· 2.we have: "L~t him. who; hates' 
us fall downwards " (adharah). This·" falling. downwards , is 1 

like falling.into a deep.pit or well, and as .. the Vedic- bards' 
were well acquanitedwith the darkness of deep ·pits and,wells;
it was natural for them to curse their. enemies, saying .that 

they might go down into the~ inter-terrane:an . da.rkne~~·. 
Mr. Tilak says that like·. the pbrase.tisra pritkivik.adlao,·h,, 
occurs the phrase tisra prithi1;ik upari in. the ~gveda,1 as 

in i. 34, 8, where we are told that" the A~vins, moving,;i.l?ov~~ 
the three earths, protect the· vault. or top·. of. heaven. (divo:; 
nakam) tkrou~lu{ays and. ni~hts" (dytt-vz'ra#uvik), .and the<' 
A£vins are said to have come in· their ·car . from . a . distant·; 
region (paravat) in. the preceding .verse of the ... s:tme hymn.-, 
As darkness is caused by a luminary sinking_, below the., 
horizon, and as the Asvins prefect the vault of heavln:. 
through days-.and nights, they remain in the highest heaven , 
even at night, and the dis.tant regi~n from which they-.. are .... 
said to comf', must be overhead in the sky, and not o.n the • 

other side of the earth or the nether region. The-vault of the
heaven was the upper regi_on of the three earths.aad,the~; 

inter-terranean regi~n, as revealed in pits and wells,. ,wa~'·· 
its adhah, which does ·not imply the nether region on the other, 
side of the earth. 

Mr. Wallis says that since raj'as is said to be::. divided·· 
th·ree~fold like the ear~h. and since. the hig~est rajas iSo< men. , 

tioned as the seat oi waters, ther~ is no .. s~ope . in. the. Vedic;. 

divisiqp of rajas for a region beneath the earth ; Jor,: these,, 

raias are exhausted by taking the111 as the rajas o{. the_ea~.:th __ . . . 
(pArthivam), the rajas cjf the sky .. ,(divo;rajas),;and the 

• 
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highest (p~;~ramam rajas), the seat of waters. " But," says 
Mr. Tilak, "this objecti•m is quite U<tt&nahle. h as much ~s 

six different rajas are also mentioned in the ~gveda (i. 164. 6.) 
We can, therefore, suppose that there were three rajls above 
the earth, and three bel•lW it, an~ so m .... et the app u~nt 
difficulty pointe~ out by Wallis., Let us see what Rv. i. 64, 6. 
says. We read: "lgnwant I enquire of the sages (who know 
the truth), not as one knowing (do I enquire), for the saki:" of 
(gaining) knowledge: What is that One alone who has upheld 
these six: spheres (or regions) in the form of the Unborn?" 1 

How does Mr. Tilak infer from this that there were three rajas 
above the earth and three below it is more than what we can 
understand. In Rv. ii. 27, 8 we read: "They (the Adityas) 
uphold the three earths (tisra 6humih) and the three heavens" 
(trik dy6m). "The three earths'' have been explained in 
Rv. i. to8, 3 as the earth (terra firma), the antarik!a, and 
the upper region of the sky. Above the~e are the three 
heavens which, with the first three, constitute the six regions 
or -tat rajamsi, mentioned in Rv. i. 16~, 6. These were 
the six Lokas on and above the earth, vis Bhuh Bkuvah Svak, 
Makah, Janak, and Tapak. There is, therefore, absolutely 
ncf reference to any regions below the earth. The use of 
the word "ascend" (ud-ayan or ud-acarat) in Rv. i. 163. t 

and vii .. 55,7 to describe the rise of the Sun in the morning 
from the ocean does not signify that "the oct>an is really 
an ocean undernsath the earth." This ocean was really 
the ocean to the east of Sapta-Sihdhu, from which the Sun 
the Dawn, and the Moon were seen to rise, as there was 
also a sea to the west, up the present lower valley of the 
Indus, into which they were seen to set. These dr>ities came 
from the distant upper region by the tlar~ path, and dipping 
as it were, into the E'lstern Sea, ascendt>d • the lower bright 
'ajas to shed their light on the earth. This is the meaning 
of •• ascending" referred to in the ab:we two verses. • 

• 

• 
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\Ve have !1een in Rv. i. 32,6 that there are three heaven
ly regions (dyavah) one of which leads to the dwelli~g- of 
Yg,ma. The rt>gion where Yama ( Vaivasvata) lives is a . . 
region full of light and bliss (l{v. ix. 113, 7 & 8). But the 
path that leads to it is dark, and lies through one of the tlm~e 
cele~tial rt>gions, which mu,t also be necessarily dark. This 
is, the•efore, the Kri1Ja rajas or Nir-rti, Tfte last word is 
a compound (Nir, against or contrary ~o, and rti, right or 
straight) and means that which is contrary to the right or 
straight path. Prof. Max M filler explains it thus: u.Nir-rti 
was conceived, it would seem, as going away from the path 
of right, the German Verge/ten." ln Rv. i. II7 1 5 the S,un 
is described as "sleeping in the lap of Nir-tti," and "dw17ll
ing in darkness." Nir-tti was, therefore, dark. In Rv. .x: 
95, 14 occurs the following: " May he sleep in . the lap of 
Nir-rti," whkh means that he may die. Thus Nir:rti was 
the region of death; an'd in Rv. x. 161, 2 Nir-fti has been 
'clearly de~crib<cd as the presiding deity of death. Hence 
anybody who goes to Nir-rti becomes dead. The Sun, 
slet>ping in the lap .of Nir-rti, becomes lustre less and . almost 
dead, because he goes away from the straight path. The path 
of Nir-rti, therefore, was contrary to the path of rta. The 
Sun, travelling by the latter path, illumined the earth, and 
travelling by the contrary path, became lustreless and dead. 

In the Aitareya BrahmaQa (iii. 14,6) occurs a passage 
whhh has been referred to by Wallis as illustrating how the 
Sun moves, causing alttrnatdy day and night. It says that 
the Sun never sets nor rises ; but when we think that· be 
has set, he simply turns hims.elf backward along the upper 
region ( parastat), Crlusing night in the lower (abastat) and 
vice-versa. Muir has translated the words parastat . and 
abastat by " upper" and "lower" ·respectively; but Dr. 
Haug understands pa"rastat to mean " what is on the other 

side." It is extremely -doubtful, however, as we have seen, 
wbeth&r the Vedic Aryans had any conception of the other 

side of the earth. • . . .. 
• 
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Let us now see what is meant by " the celestial 
waters," (divydk dpak 1 mentioned in Rv. vn. 49, 2. In that 
verse is also mentioned what is knowg as Kltanitrimdh a;ah 
i.~., waters that flow through channels of the earth, either 
natural or artificial, and Svayanjah dpah or self-generated 
waters, i.e., waters that ooze out from the fountains of the 
earth. The la~t two are terrestrial waters, while the first are 
celestial. The celesial waters are nothing but the watery 
vapours that float in the sky. The third verse of the same 
hymn says that Varu~a, the lord of waters, residing in them, 
bears witness to truth and untruth, and goes to antarik.ta or the 
middle region of the sky. This means that the watt-ry vapours 
are collected in the firmamt>nt, rising from the ocean in which 
·Varu~a ordinarily dwells. (vii. 49· 4). Rv. vii. 87, 1 says that 
the divine Varu~a has made a path for the Sun to trav..-1, supplied 
the rivers with wat•·rs falling down from the firmam.-nt, and 
separated the nights from the days. Verse 2 of the same 
hymn says that Varu1.1a's wind is the very soul of the universe, 
which sends the waters (i.e., the watery vapours) to all the 
directions, and the intervening region between the earth and 
heaven, occupied by him, is the most favourite place of all ; 
and in v~rse 5· VaruQ.a is said to have created the Sun like a 
golden cradle, swinging in tke firmament, and the three 
celestial regions are centred in him. From the description of 
Varu~a it appears that, though he ordinarily dwells in the ocean, 
he also loves to dwell in the firmament in the shape of the 
watery vapours which, with the help of the winds, he scatters 
around. But what is most important for our purpose is that 
Varu~a rocks the Sun, like a golden cradle, in the middle of 
the sky or the firmament. The rocking or swinging of a 
cradle conveys the idea of its moving from one side to another, 
and back again to the first side,-which is the same as the 
idea of the Sun going from the east to the west, and turning 
himself back again to the east through the upper region. As 
Mitra was the lord of the day, so Varu~ct was the lord of the 
night.l When Varu~a made a path for the Sun, h~ must 

1 St.yana uys: 11-..· ~ 9tMli1J11'84i41tlil ~ I .. . 
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have done it for the Sun of the night, and this, through 
. antarikfa, or the firmament which also was his favourite place 

of' dwelling. Rv. i. :.t4, 8 says: "The royal Varut}.a has, 
indeed, made wide the path of the Sun (by which) to travel 
on his daily course-a path to course on in pathless 
(firmament)." As Mitra was the lord of .he day, he too, 
took .care to make the path of the Sun for his' daily course 
in the day-time, as Varut}.a did for hirnein the night. Verse 7 
of the sam~ hymn says: "The royal VaruQa of pure strength, 
(residing) in the baseless firmament, sustains on high a heap 
of light,-the rays (whereof) come downwards, while their base 
is above." This probably refers to VaruQa's Tree which 

has its roots above, and the branches downwards, containing 
the seeds of all herbs of plants, which falling on the earth 
with rain-water cover it with vegetation ; or it may refer to 
the Moon who · is called 0-radhinatha, or the lord of herbs. 
The next verse says : "Thine, 0 King, are a hundred and 
thousand medicaments; may thy favour be extensive and 
deep ; keep, at a distance from us, Nir-rti, with his face 
turned back, and free us from whatsoever sin we may have 
committed." As VaruQ.a, having his abode in antarik{a, is 
asked to keep Nir-rti at a distance, with his face turned back, 
the latter also was in antarik{a, and not below the earth, 
as surmised by Mr. Tilak. It is thus clear that the ~gveda 
does not prove the exist~nce of the nether regions; that the 
Sun and the Dawn did not go below the earth with the aerial 
or celestial waters; and that Vfl:ra never encompassed the 
aerial waters, and with them, the Sun and the Dawn, in the 
nether world, causing a long night on the surface of the 
earth. The watery vapours which rose from the ocean of 
VarUQ.a were gathered in the firmament, and it was there 
that Vrtra encompassed them which were released by Indra 

during the rainy oseason. The fall of the rains has been 
described as the winning of the waters by Indra for the . . 
benefit of mankind. As the wate~s were enveleped in dark 

clouds repre~enting Vrtra, the dispersion of the clouds was 

68 
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described as the killing of Vrtra. With the defeat of Vrtra, the 
Sun and the Dawn and the bright solar rays were released. 
All these feats of Indra took pl::tce in Yar~a and the begin
ning of autumn in the sky overhead, and not in the nether 
world. 

There is a.verse in the 'gveda (ii. 12, u) which seems 
clearly to prove the exact date on which Indra came face to 
face with Samvara or ~rtra, and killed him in battle. The 
verse may be rendered as follows: "lndra found Samvara 
dwelling on the mountains (in) Catvarimsyam Saradi." Now 
the last two words have been translated by SayaQ.a and others as 
" in the fortieth year," by making the first an adjective to the 
second. But this is quite meaningless, as Indra fights his 
battle with Vrtn. or Samvara and kills him at the end oj every 
year. Mr. Tilak has, with considerable skill and cogent argu
ments, interpreted the words to mean " on the fortieth day of 
autumn or Sarad," and it seems to me that his inter
pretation is correct. The fortieth day of autumn (Sarad) 
corresponds to the tenth day of the bright portion of the 
lunar month of Asvina (on the basis of calculating a lunar 
month from the new moon), or the Vijaya dasami day, the 
day which is still celebrated throughout the Hindu world in 
India as the anniversary of the victory that Rama achieved 
over Rava1;1a. But Mr. Tilak is clearly wrong when he says 
that ''the Vedic bards have recorded in this passage the 
exact date of commencement of lndra's fight with Samvara." 
It was certainly not the commencement but the end of the 
fight, when lndra came face to face with Samvara and killed 
him. The battle had begun three months ago with the advent 
of the rainy season. Each rainy or cloudy day was like a 
fort of Vrtra or Samvara, which lndra had demolished in 
succession. And when all the forts, nqmbering about 1oo, 
had been demolished, Samvara had no othor fort or stronghold 
to hide himself in, and he was, therefore, compelled to come 
out into the open, and face his dreaded enemy, lndra7 who 

saw him, swiftly engaged bTm in a face·to-face -combat, and 
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• 
killed him without further ado. That positively marked the 
termination of the fight, which occured on the fortieth day of 
Sarad, at the end oft~ year (p~rivatsare). The Old Year 
practically closed on that day, and the New year commenced, 
after some preliminary ceremonies, two days later, from 
which the annual sacrifices were again begun .• Mr. Tilak says 
that Sarad has been compared in the BrahmaJ;~.aS with evening 
or the end of the day. As a matter oftfact, it waJ the end of 
the Old Year, and the beginning of the New. It is said that 
Indra killed Vrtra with hima or ice. But the word stands as 
m_uch for ice as for dews, and the copious fall of dews 
decisively marks the end of the rainy season, and is· only 
possible when there are no clouds in the sky. Hence it is 
not unreasonable to say that Indra killed Vrtra with hima, i.e., 
as soon as autumn was nearly over, and Hemanta or the 
Dewy season made its appearance. By translating the word 
hima into "ice," Mr. Tilak has attempted to prove that Vrtra 
was kiiled in winter in the fight which had begun from 
autumn, and that this period corresponded to that during 
which the long Arctic night brooded over the land. But our 
readers have undoubtedly been convinced that there is nothing 
in the ~gveda to suggest, far less to prove this theory. The 
fight actually began from Var~a, and lasted till Autumn, and 
this period was called dark, because the Sun all this time 
lay hidden behind the clouds, thereby proving that the Rainy 
Season in the ~gvedic times was long and continuous, with 
copious downpourings of rain, which were only made possible 
by the existence of large seas near Sapta-Sindhu. 

With regard to the suggestion of Mr. Tilak that the Sun 
and the Dawn, etc., moved in the sky along with the 
movement of divyah lipah or celestial waters, it should be 
observed here that ito is entirely the creation of his fancy, and 
is not supported by any direct ~gvedic evidence. " It should 
be borne in mind," says Mr. Tilak, " that the correlation 

• between the flow of water and the rising of the Dawn and the . . 

Sun, here dc!scribed, is not speculative. If the Vedic works do 
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not express it in unambi~uous terms, the deficiency is fully 
made up by the Parsi Scripture."l Though this admission 
is extremely damaging to his theory, let us see what the Pa;si 
Scripture has got to say. In the Khorshed Yasht (vi. 2 & :\) 
we are told that "when the Sun rises up, then the earth 
becomes clean, the running waters become clean ... Should the 
Sun not rise up, then the Daevas would destroy all the 
things that are in the ~even Karshvares." What does this 
extract mean? It simply means that the Sun, having purifying 
attributes, purifies the earth and the running waters. It does 
not mean anything more than that, nor does it establish any 
correlation between the flow of waters and the rising of the 
Sun. It first proclaims the Sun's attributes, and then 
says that if the Sun did not rise, the Daevas or the 
demons would destroy everything. But Mr. Tilak says 
that "the passages in the Farvardin Yasht are still more 
explicit. This Yasht is devoted to the praise of Fravashis 
who correspond to the Pitrs of the ~gveda. The ancient 
fathers are often described, even in the :Q..gveda, as taking 
part along with the Gods, in the production of the cosmical 
phenomena. • ... The Fravashis in the Parsi Scriptures are said 
to have achieved the same or similar exploits. They are de
scribed (Yt. xiii, 53 & 54) as having 'shown the beautiful 
paths to the waters which had stood before for a long time 
in the same place, without flowing' ; and the waters are then 
said to have commenced to flow along the path made by 
Mazda, along the way made by the Gods, the watery way 
appointed to them. Immediately after (Yt. xiii. 57) the 
Fravashis are said to have similarly showed ' the paths to 
the stars, the Moon, the Sun, and the endless lights, that had 
stood before, for a long time, in the same place, without 
moving forward, through the oppression,. of the Daevas and 

• 
1 Tih•k's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 270. 

• In the ~gveda the Pitrs are said to have adorned the sky withe stars, 
and placed darkness in the night an~light in the day (x. 68, 11), or to have 

found the hidden light, and generated the dawn. (vii. 76, 4 ; x.•1o7, I), 
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the assaults of the Daevas.' Here we have. the correlation 
between the flowing of waters, and the moving forward of 
the Sun distinctly en~nciated. It was the Fravashis who 
caused to move onwards the waters and the Sun, both of 
which ' had stood still for a long time in the same place '." 1 

Let us first understand what is meant by the Pitrs 
adorning the sky with stars, placing 1tarkness in the night 
and light in the day, or finding the hidden light and generat
ing the Dawn, as mentioned in the ~gveda (x. 68, I I ; vii 76, 
4; x. 107, 1). These Pitrs were certainly not the Creators, 
nor did they perform any of the functions of the Creator. 
These exploits, theref~re, must be ascribed to them at a time 
which was specially consecrated to them and their worship, 
and when the sky became first adorned with bright stars, 
the resplendent Dawn and the gloriol}s Sun after a period 
which had made their appearance impossible.. Rv. x:. 68 is 
devoted to the praise of Brhaspati who released .the cows 
(the solar rays) from the hidden caves of Val a, by breaking 
open the parvatus (clouds), and reunited them with the 
Sun. The time, therefore, was the end of the rainy season. 
The·feats ascribed to Brhaspati are here ascribed to the 
Pitrs .(Rv. x. 68. 1 I), because, in the first place, they as the 
progenitors and well-wishers of the human race, were supposed 
to have helped the Gods in their fight for the release of the 
Sun and Dawn, the solar rays, and the confined waters for 
the benefit of their descendants and the good of the world, 
and in the second place, the period when the victory over 
Vala or Vrtra was achieved by the Gods exactly coincided 
with that which was consecrated to the worship of the Pitrs. 
This period corresponds to what is known in modern. times 
as the Pitrpakfa, the fortnight that immediately precedes 
the Devipakfa, or the bright portion of the lunar month of 
Alvina that sees the termination of the Old Year and the 
inaugitration of the New. The worship of the Pitrs was a 

1 Tilak's Ar!tic Home in the Vedas pp. 270 271. 
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prelude to the worship of the Devas, and no auspicious 
ceremony, nay, even marraige, i-; performed even to this 
day without first worshipping the Pitr!, i.e., the ancestor;, 
to whom we all owe our existence. In the Pztrpak~a. the 
Hindus offer oblations of waters to the manes of the Pitrs 
as well as to tht9 Gods, out of gratitude to them for releasing 
for the benefit of the world, not only the " waters of life," 

• but also the Dawn, the Sun, and the solar rays from the 
prison-house of the clouds. If we bear in mind these facts, 
we shall be able to understand what the Parsi Scriptures 
mean by the Fravashis showing " the beautiful paths to the 
waters which had stood before for a long time in the same 
place without flowing," and " to the stars, the Moon, the 
Sun and the endless lights that had stood before, for a long 
time, in the same place, without moving forward, through 
the oppression of the Daevas and the assaults of the Daevas." 
These Daevas of the Parsis are equivalent to tht> Asuras 
or demons (Vrtra, Vala, Samvara, etc.) of the Vedic Aryans. 
It was these demons that confined or kept standing still 
the waters, the Sun, the Moon, the stars and tht: endless 
lights. Did the demons represent a long dark night such as 
occurs jn the Arctic region? No; for though the Sun and the 
Dawn are absent there, during the long period of darkness, 
the Moon and the stars are not; and they regularly appear 
in the firmament during the Arctic ·night. Therefore the 
Daevas that kept the Sun: the Moon, the stars and the waters 
standing still must represent anything hut darkness or long 
night, and the only thing that closely resembles them is a 
tbick pall of dark clouds, confining the rain-water in their 
bosom, and making the appearance of the heavenly luminaries 
in the sky impossible, which are, therefore, described as 
standing still for a long time, without- moving forward. It 
was, however, the Fravashis (the Pitrs) th:tt showed them th7 
path to advance; and the waters flowed on, and the su.n, the 
Moon and the stars also .appeared and moved on in their 

appointed paths. Thus there is absolutely n~ correlation 
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between the flow of the waters, and the movemerlts of the 
heavenly luminaries, as Mr. Tilak has . wrongly surmised. 

The rilentiori of the• "waters , dearly indicates the fall of 
rains from the clouds, and after the clouds had been exhausted 
and dispersed from the sky, the Sun, the Moon, and the 

stars appeared. We thus see that Mr. Tilaltls theory of}he 
aerial waters, and the correlation of their flow with the rise 
of the Sun and the Dawn have no b!sis to stand upon, and 
his interpretation of the existence of a long Arctic night either 
from ~gvedic or Avestic evidence at once falls to the ground. 
He next proceeds to cull another evidence from the Vendidad 
which we have already once examined, and will examine 
again. Prof. Darmesteter says that the waters cease to 
flow in wint~r. In this connection it should be borne in 
mind that in ancient Airyana Vaejo there were only two 
seasons, vz'z., summer and winter, the· f0rmer lasting for two 
months, and th·e latter for ten months (Vend. Farg. i: 4)~ The 
long winter, therefo_re, included the rainy season also, which 
followed summer. There was a custom among the followers 
of Ahura Mazda not to dispose of ·a corpse during the night, 
or when the Sun was not visible on the sky in consequence 
of clouds over-spreading it, because they believed that the .. 
corpse needed to be purified by its exposure to the Sun 
before being finally disposed of. There is a passage in 
Fargaro v. Io; (34) where Ahura Mazda is asked: ''If the 
summer z's passed and the wz'nter has come, what shall the 
worshippers of Mazda do?" To which Ahura Mazda 
answers : " In every house, in every borough, they shall rai~e 
three Katas for the dead, large enough not to strike the skull 
o~ the feet or the hands of the man ...... and they shall let the 
lifeless body lie there for two nights, three nights or a 
month long, until the birds begin to fly, the plants to grow, 
the floods to flow, and the 'lllz'nd to dry up the waters from 
~the earth; then the worshippers of Mazda shall lay down . . . 
the dead (on the Dakhma), hi~ eyes towards the Stin.ll 
From this Mr4! Tilak draws two inferences: (r} .that the move-
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ment of the Sun was correlated with the flow of aerial waters 
and (2) that the Sun not being visible for two nights, three 
nights, or even a month, there was Ion~ continuous night fbr 
those periods, indicating Arctic characteristics. I have said 
above that summer was followed by winter in Airyana Vaejo, 
as there were o~Iy two marked seasons in the land; but the 
first part of winter, which followed the hot days of summer 
was probably rainy; aed if there was a spell of rainy weather 
for two nights (days), three nights (days), or a month, the Sun 
remained hidden behind clouds. Against the occurrence of 
such a contigency, Ahura Mazda advised his worshippers to 
raise a Kat a, and deposit the dead body there, till the vultures 
and other birds of prey that feasted on the corpse began to 
fly, the plants to grow b,• drawing fresh sap from the ground, 
saturated with rain-waters, and the rain-waters1 collec
ted in the channels leading to the rivers, caused a flood 
therein, and the wind "dried up the waters from off 
the earth." These waters, therefore, were not aerial waters, 
but liquid waters as we see and ordinarily use. 
The mention of waters and floods unmistakably points 
to the existence of rain-clouds that obstructed the appear
ance of the Sun in the sky. Mr. l'ilak admits that "the 
passage from Fargard v. quoted above makes no mention of 
darkness ; but he infers it " from the statement that 
the body is at last to be taken out and laid down on the 
Dakhma with its eyes towards the Sun, evidently meaning 
that the ceremony was impossible to be performed during the 
time the dead body was kept up in the house." The 
contingency of clouds concealing the Sun for these days does 
not seem to have struck Mr. Tilak at all. 

He next quotes another passage from Fargard viii. 4 (ii) 
to prove his point, wherein Ahura Mazd<~. is asked: " If in 
the house of the worshipper of Mazda a dog- or a man happens 
to die, and it is raining or snowing or blowing or the 
darkness is coming on, when the flocks and the men lose• their 

way, what shall the wor~hipper of Mazda do?" To this Ahura 
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Mazda gives the same reply as in Fargard v. IO to the 
question asked him. "Here," says Mr. Tilak, "darkness is 
distinctly mentioned a~ng with snowing and blowing," and 
also " raining'' which he omits to mention. Rut what does 
this mean after all? It simply means that the "darkness" 
was caused by the sky being covered up with.clouds, behind 
which the Sun lay hidden in the day-time, and the Moon and 
the stars in the night, causing the menend the flocks to lose 
their way,-all the time the rain or the snow falling, and the 
weather being boisterous with high winds blowing, and 
driving the clouds before them. Such spells of bad weather 
are common in the high mountainous regions, and come 
suddenly without any warning at all. The "darkness" 
mentioned in the above passage does not, therefore, mean 
the darkness of the long Arctic night, but such darkness as 
is caused by snow-storms, or clouds concealing the Sun in 
the day, and the Moon and the stars at night. We have also 
seen in the Tir Yasht that the appoin~ed time for the appear
ance of Ti~trya after conquering Apoal(!a in the watery 
regions, or the rainy months, has been ·described as after 
one night, two nights, fifty or hundred nights (vide 
Chapter XXII). These quotations, therefore, do not support 
Mr. Tilak's view of a long Arctic night, nor establish any 
connection between the movement of the aerial waters and 
the rise of the Sun. 

Lastly, to prove that the Dawn and the Sun ascend the 
sky with the released aerial waters which move upwards from 

the nether regions, Mr. Tilak quotes Rv. ii. 15, 6 which he 
translates in a way that suits his purpose admirably. The 
verse simply says : " By his great power, Indra turned the 
Sindhu towards the north (udancam)." But by "Sindhu/' 
Mr. Tilak understanqs ''the aerial waters," and by udancam 
"upwards." Sayav,a 5ays that the passage simply means that• 
the river Sindhu which flows from an easterly direction was 
turnet:I northwards by Indra, and this really is the present 
course of th~ river. It first flows•from the east along the foot 

6g 
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of the northern Himalaya, and then turns towards the north
west and the north above Kashmir. Lastly, after a long 
detour it turns towards the south. Sl\y<\1;\a is, therefore, correct 
in interpreting the passage to mean that Indra, by his great 
power, turned the westerly course of the river Sindhu north
ward. The word Sindhu in the ~gveda means (a) the river 
of that name, (I) the country watered by it, (c) rivers in 
general, when used in.the plural, and (d) the sea or ocean. 
The word occuring in the verse in the singular must, 
therefore, mean either the great river of that name or the 
ocean. I am inclined to think that it means the river 
Sindbu, because in the preceding verse the river Dhuni or 
Parufl~l (lravatl) has been mentioned, thus showing that the 
poet had these rivers in his mind when composing the verse. 
If we accept the meaning of the word udancam to be 
"upwards," the passage would mean that the river instead 
of flowing down wards into the sea, also flowed upwards 
towards its source. This, at first, would appear to be absurd, 
but it would not do so, if we consider the fact that the waters 
of the river really move upward when the tide rushes in from 
the sea. This phenomenon must have struck the imagination 
of the poet, who ascribed it to the power of Indra. Whether we 
take the passage to mean that the upper course of the river 
was sharply turned towards the north in northern Kashmir, or 
to indicate the inrushing of the tide up the river from the sea, 
it does not certainly admit of the meaning ascribed to it by 
Mr. Tilak. Lastly, if we take the word Sindhu to mean the 
"ocean, " the turning of its waters upward by Indra would 
mean the swelling of the tide or the raising of the watery 
vapours to the sky by the action of solar heat, as Indra 
has often been identified with the Sun At all events, the 
passage does not mean the flowing upwards of the released 
aerial waters from the nether regions. • • 

The seven rivers, or the Sapta-Sindkavak have been 
identified by Mr. Tilak with seven aerial streams arttl not 

with the same ancient rivet1 as gave the count;y its name. 
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He says that the rivers of the Punjab were, as they now are, 
only five in number, not taking into account the Indus and 
the Sarasvatl, which I1st-named river was a large flowing 
river in ancient times and not the insignificant stream it is 
at present, and probably ignoring the fact that the country 
was called Hapt~-Hendu in the Avesta, and ~pta-Sindhavah 
in the ~gveda. Professor Macdonell says : " Mention is 
often made in the ~gveda of th~ Sapta-Sindhavah or 
' Seven Rivers ' which, in one passage at least, is synonym
ous with the country inhabited by the Aryan Hindus." J 

Ragozin also says : "There is a name under which the 
land we know as the Punjab was even more widely designated 
both in the early or Vedic and the later so called cl~ssic 

periods; it is Sapta-Sindhavah-' the Seven Rivers.' This 
is the Hapta Hendu · of the Eranians, the land mentioned 
in the famous geographical chapter of the Avesta among the 
earliest creations of Ahura Mazda, and in the rock inscription 
of the tomb of Darieos I in the list of the Persian Empire's 
tributary provinces. It is, indeed, ·a far more correctly 
descriptive name, as it takes due count of· the Indus-the 
Sindhu of Indian antiquity,-and includes a seventh river, of 
high and even sacred legen~u.ry fame, the Sarasvati, whiCh 
may be described as the eastern boundary of the first Aryan 
dominion in India." 2 It is, therefore, extre:nely strange 
that Mr. Tilak, in his zeal to prove the celestial character 
of the seven rivers, does not take note of the obvious fact 
that there were ~ctually seven terrestrial rivers in the Punjab 
to justify its ancient name of Sapta-Sindhu. He says that 
the seven celestial rivers have actually been mentioned in 
the ~gveda (ix. 54, 2). But the passage simply means, 
"The Soma encompasses (all the regions) from the Seven 
(rivers) to Heaven,"• 3 which is tantamount to saying that. 
its influence is e:letended from the Land of the Seven Rivers 

'• Macdonell's History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 141. 

o Ragozin's Vedic India, pp. 107-1~. 
• Rv. ix.•s4, 2. 
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up to Heaven. We do not find any mention here of the 
seven celestial rivers. If they at all had any conception of 
these rivers, they must have derive~ it from the seve~ 
terrestrial originals, with which they were familiar. The story 
of Indra's causing the seven rivers to flow refers to the fact 
that by pouring ~own copious rains, he caused the seven 
terrestrial rivers, whose dimensions had been considerably 
reduced in summer, to lte flooded. This meaning is simple 
and clear, and not so far.fetched, as ~r. Tilak makes it in 
proving his theory of the circulation of aerial waters round 
the earth, their capture, and with them the capture of the 
Dawn and the Sun by Vrtra in the nether regions, and their 
ultimate liberation by Indra, when the aerial waters flowed 
upwards, bringing up along with them the Dawn and the 
Sun. This theory is not supported either by the ~gveda 
or the Avesta on which Mr. Tilak relies so much. The captive 
waters were really the waters imprisoned in the clouds, which 
Indra rent open wtth his thunderbolt, and from which he 
caused the waters to fall down. The imprisonment of the 
Dawn and the Sun refers to their being covered up by clouds, 
and they were only released when the rains were exhausted, 
and the clouds dispersed from the sky in autumn. This 
appears to me to be the long and short of the myth regarding 
the captive waters in the ~gveda. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 
EXAMINATION OF MR. TILAK'S THEORY OF THIJ ARCTIC CRADLil OF 

THE ARYANS.-(contd.). 

THE MATUTINAL DEITIES. • 

The Alvins . 
• 

The Asvins are the twin-gods who stand generally in the 

character o{ divine physcians, curing the lame, restoring sight 

to the blind, rejuvenating the old and decrepit, and rescuing 
men from distress. They occupy a high place in the hierarchy 
of the Vedic Gods, and are praised in many a hymn for their 

valorous deeds and many beneficent acts. They were also 

co-adjutors with the great Indra in his fight with Vrtra, and 

shared with him the title of Vrtrahan and Satakratu (Rv. i. 

I 12, 23 and viii. 8, 22). In Rv. i. r82. 2 they are said to possess 

strongly the qualities of Indra (I ndra-tama). In the Aitareya 

BrAhmaJ:.la (iv. 7-9) they are described as having run a race 

with Agni, U!llas and Indra, and won it, which entitled them 

to the Qastra known by their name as the Alvz'na-fastra, of 
which mention has been made before in a previous chapter. 
It would thus appear that the Asvins were high and important 
deities in the ~gveda. 

The question now arises, who were these twin Gods?

Yaska says in his Nirukta (xii. I) that some declare them as 

representing Heaven and Earth, others as Day and Night, 

and others again as the Sun and Moon. The AitiMsikas take 

them to be ancient kings who, by the performance of holy 

acts, were transformed into Devas. But the Nairuktas who 

represented the naturalistic school believe them to be either the 

Morning Star or the two stars in the constellation of Gemini . - . 
They represent, h,owever, anything but stars. The time 

when they are first observed and invoked has been described 

in Rv~x. 61, 4 to be the time when" the black cows mingle 

with the red.'~ These black and ~d cows undoubtedly mean 
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" darkness " and " the first streaks of red light '' respectively, 
and the A~vins represent the first faint glimmer of light in 
the eastern horizon-the product of th; first commingling •of 
Light and Darkness, which accounts for their twin character. 
The phenomenon that becomes visible is neither pure light, 
nor pure darkn~s, but a combination of both and cannot be 
distinctively called by either name. This phenomenon then 
is the Asvins, the h!rbingers of Dawn or U~;~as who has a 
distinguishing individuality of her own,-pure, bright, and 
beautiful like a fresh-blown lotus, or a lovely maiden. The 
A~vins having been first visible in the east, where existed in 
those early days the Eastern Sea occupying the Gangetic 
trough, and washing the eastern coasts of Sapta-Sindhu, were 
properly called Sz'ndhu-matarah, or those whose mother was 
the ocean (Rv. i. 46, 2l), and their car described as turning 
up from the ocean. (Rv. iv. 43, 5). In Rv. i. 46, 8 they are 
said to come to Sapta-Sindhu, after leaving their boats 
moored in the harbour, or near the landing on the sea-beach. 
However this may be, their first appearance on the east 
marked, as it were, the very beginning of life and activity, as 
they were soon followed by the bright and beautiful Ueas, 
and later on, by the glorious and resplendent Sun, both of 
whom, together with all living creatures, seemed to be ushered 
into life, after a brief spell of death, or disease which was 
like death in life, and rejuvenated. Hence it was quite in the 
fitness of things to ascribe to them the character of divine 
physicians who cured not only men, when supplicated, but 
also Gods of their incurable and loathsome diseases that 
either bedimmed their lustre, or made them all but dead. The 
bright and blazing Sun had become lustreless and dead, and 
the bright colour of the resplendent Dawn had turned into. 
black at night, but it was the Asvins, th~ divine physicians, 
that cured them of their disease, brought tl:Jem to life again, 
and restored them to their original strength and vigour. The 

• Asvins, therefore, helped thi great lndra in rescuing the Sun 

and the Dawn from the clutches of Vrtra, the de~on of dark-
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ness, and were rightly entitled to share with him the glory 
of the appellation of Vrtrahan. They helped Indra not only 
ii! his daily but also ia his ann.ual fight with Vttra, when the 
latter imprisoned the Sun and the .Dawn in his dark cloud .. 
body for months together in the rainy season. And when 
that fight ended in victory for Indra, as Jhe result of the 
performance of the hundred special sacrifices, known as the 
Ratri-kratus, the · Asvins who had I.lped Indra in the fight 
were also equally entitled with him to be called Satakratu 
{Rv. i. 1 I21 23) and described as lndratama (Rv. i. I82, 2). 

A number of myths, describing the many valorous and 
beneficent deeds of the Asvins, has been mentioned in the 
~gveda, some .of which Mr. Tilak has described in a way. 
that would support his theory of the Arctic cradle of the 
Aryans. We propose to examine them in this chapter, and 
see whether his interpretation is correct. The following are 

·some of the achievements of the Asvins, as summed up by 
Macdonell in his Vedic Mythology (§) 2I): 

"The sage Cyavana, grown old and deserted, they 
released from his decrepit body; they prolonged his life, 
restoring him to youth, rendered him desirable to his wife 
and made him the husband of maidens (i. I r6, 10 &c). They 
also renewed the youth of the aged Kali, and befriended him 
when he had taken a wife (x. 39. 8; i. I I2, rs). They 
brought, on a car, to the youthful Vimada, wives or a wife 
namedKamadyu (x. 65, 12), who seems to have been the 
beautiful spouse of Purumitra (i. 117, 20). They restored 
Vis1;1apu, like a lost animal, to the sight of their worshipper, 
Visvakaya, son of Kn1;1a (i. r 16, 23; x. 6Cj, 12). But the 
story most often referred to is that of the rescue of Bhujyu, 
son of Tugra, who was abandoned in· the midst of the ocean 
(Samudre), or in .the water-clouds ( Udmeghe), and who, 
tossed about in .darkness, invoked the aid of the youthful 
heroes. In the ocean which is without support (andrambhane), 
they•took him home in a hundred-oared (lataritram) ship (i. 
u6, 5). Tlley rescued him with• animated water-tight ships, 
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which traversed the air (antarikfa), with four ships, with an 
animated winged boat, with three flying cars having a 
hundred feet and ::.ix horses. In ofle passage Bhujyu •is 

described as clinging to a log in the mid~t of water (ar~zaso 

madhye i. 182, 7). The sage Rebha, stabbed, bound, hidden 
by the maligna11t, over-whelmed in waters for ten nights 
and nine days, abandoned as dead, was by the Asvins revived 
and drawn out, as 'Soma juice is raised with a ladle 
(i. 116, 24; i. I 12, 5). They delivered Vandana from his 
calamity and restored him to the light of the Sun. In i. 117, 5 
they are also said to have dug up for Vandana some bright 
buried gold of new splendour ' like one asleep in the lap of 
Nir-rti,' or like ' the Sun dwelling in darkness.' They suc
coured the sage Atri Sa pta-Vadhri, whu was plunged in a 
burning pit by the wiles of a demon, and delivered him from 
darkness (i. I 16, 8; vi. 50, ro). They rescued from the 
jaws of a wolf a quail (vartikd), who invoked their aid 
(i. I 12. 8). To ~jrMva, who had been blinded by his cruel 
father for killing one hundred and one sheep and giving 
them to a she-wolf to devour, they restored his eye-sight at 
the prayer of the she-wolf (i. 116, r6; i. r 17, q), and cured 
Paravrij of blindness and lameness (i. 112, 8). When 
Vispali 's leg had been cut off in the battle like the wing of 
a bird, the Asvins gave her an iron one instead (i. ll 6, 5). 
They befriended Ghoet when she was growing old in her 
father's house by giving her a husband ,i. II7, 7; x. 39, 3). 
To the wife of a eunuch (Vadhrimati) they gave a son called 
HiraQ.ya-hasta (i. II6, 3; vi. 62, 7). The cow of Sayu which 
had left off bearing they caused to give milk (i. r 16, 22); 

and to Pedu they gave a strong swift dragon-slaying steed 
impelled by Indra, which won him unbounded spoils 
(i. 1 r6, 6)." 

Professor Max M iiller and some other. scholars have dis
coYered in all these myths the decaying power of the Sun in 
winter, and his growing power in spring or summer. 11-r"hus • Professor Max Muller tells us that Cyavana h,•nothing but 
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the falling Sun (cyu, to fall), of which it might well be 
said that he had sunk in the fiery or dark abyss, from 
wliich the Asvins ar; themselves said to <:;orne up in 
ii. 39, 3: 1 The Vedic ~~is are again said to have betrayed 
the secr~t of the myth of Vandana by comparing the treasure 
dug for him by the Asvins to the Sun ' dwelling in darkness.' 
Kali is similarly taken to represent the wanirig moon, and 
Vicpala's iron-leg, we are told, is the fiJtit quarter or pada of 
the new Moon, called 'iron,' on account of his darkness as 
compared with the golden colour of the full Moon. The 
blindness of ~jrasva is explained on this the~ry as meaning 
the blindness of night or winter; and the. blind . and lame 
ParAvrij is taken _to be the Sun after sunset, or near the 

·winter solstic. The setting Sun thrown out of a boat into 
waters, is similarly understood to be the basis of the legend 
of B.hujyu or Rebha. Vadhrimatl, the wife of the eunuch, to 
whom HiraJ].ya·hasta or the Gold-hand is said to be restored, 

· is, we are further told, nothing but the Dawn under a different 
name. She is called the wife of the eunuch, because she was 
separated from the Sun during the night. In short, each and 
every legend is_ said to be a story of the Sun or the .Moon in 
distress. The Asvins were the saviours of the morning light 
or of the annual Sun in his exile and distress at the time of 
the winter-solstice ; and when the Sun becomes bright and 
brisk in the morning every day, or vigorous 'and triumphant 
in the spring, the miracle, we are told, was naturally attribut
ed to the physicians of the Gods.'' 2 

Professor Max Miiller would undoubtedly have arrived 
at a correct interpretation of the myths, if, instead of referring 
to the decaying powers of the. Sun in winter, he had taken 

J. The translation of this verse is as follows : " The parent of twins has 
brought forth the twin (1\Svins) on this occasion, (in the praise of whom) the 
tip of my tongue remains.tremulous. They two, the dispensers ()f darkness, 
combine, assuming bodies as a pair (of twins) at the origin .of day." There 
is no m1111tion here of the A<;vins coming up from the dark or fiery abyss. 

• Tilak\ Arctic Home in the Yedas, p~ 363·364 . 
• 70 
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into account the conditions of the rainy season when the Sun 
remained hidden behind the clouds and thereby lost his lustre 
and powers. Mr. Tilak rightly obser¥es that all the facts 'Bnd 
incidents in these legends are not explained by the Vernal 
theory as it is now understood. "Thus," says he, "we cannot 
explain why the proteges of the Asvins are described as being • delivered from darkness on the theory that every affliction or 
distress mentioned inethe legend refers to mere decrease of 
the power of the Sun in winter. Darkness is distinctly referred 
to when the treasure dug up for Vandana is compared to 'the 
Sun dwelling in darkness ' (i. I 17, 5· ), or when Bhujyu is 
said to have been plunged in waters and sunk in bottomless 
darkness (an4rambhane tamasi) or when Atri is said to have 
been dt>livered from darkness (tamas: in vi. so, ro. The 
powers of the Sun no doubt decayed in winter, and one can 
easily understand why the Sun in winter should be called 
lame, old or distressed. But blindness naturally means 
darklless or lamas (i. ( •7· •7); ann when express references 
to darkness (tama:.·) are found in several passages, we cannot 
legitimately hold that the st lry of curing the blind refers to 
the decayed powers of the winter Sun. The darkness referred 
to is obviously the real darkness of the night ; and on the 
theory of the daily struggle between light and darkness, we 
shall have to suppose that these wonders were achieved every 
day. But as a matter of fact, they are not said to be 
performed every day, and Vedic scholars have, therefore, 
tried to explain the legends on the theory of the yearly 
exile of the Sun in winter. But we now see in the latter 
case, reference to blindness or darkness remains unintdligible, 
and as the darkness is often said to be of several days' 
duration, we are obligt>d to infer that the legends refer to the 
long yearly darkness, or in other words, they have for their 
physical basis the disappearance of the ·sun below the horizon 
during the long night of the Arctic regio~." 1 

• 
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. In this way Mr. Til::~k tries to e~tablish his pet Arctic theory, 
quite unmindful of the fact that the blindness or darkness can 
be .more easily and rjtionally explained by taking into 
account the conditions of the rainy . seaf'on, when the solar 
eye is blinded by clouds or watery vapours for days, nay 
months together. Let us explain our meaning more clearly 
by considering some of the legends independe!hly. 

First of all, let us take up the myth of Rebha who was • • overwhelmed in waters, and remained there for ten nights 
and nine days. Incessant rain for such a long period was 
uncommon even in Sapta-Sindhu, which usually had a heavy 
rain-fall in ancient times, and this remarkable fact was 
recorded by the Vedic bard in the legend of Rebha who was 
undoubtedly the Sun. Then, again, Bhujyu, another wor
shipper of the Asvins, is described as having been, saved 
from drowning in the bottomless sea or darkness, where he 
lay for three days and three nights (Rv. i. 116, 4). This legend 
also means that the· Sun remained~ invisible in consequence 
of the fall of incessant rains for thre~ days and nights, during 
which period the Asvins also remained in the paravat or 
distant region (Rv. viii. 5,8.), as they were not at all visible on 
account of the presence of dripping clouds in the sky. The 
Asvins rescued Bhujyu from his perilous position and brought 
him home in a hundred-oared ship, the hundred oars probably 
representing the hundred days or three months during which 
the r.ains lasted. The same sentimeqt is probably also more 
elaborately expressed in the verses which say that the Asvins 
rescued Bhujyu " with animated water-tight ships, whick 
traversed· the air (antarik~a) ; with four ships, with an 
animated winged boat; with three flying cars having a 
hundred feet, and six horses." Now, these ships or flying 
cars, either three or four in number, approximately repre- • 
sented the three or fo1lr months, the hundred feet represented 
the hundred days, a"nd the six horses probably the six fort
nights.during which the rainy season lasted. Across this 
season, Bhujyu (the Sun) was safe:ly piloted home ~y the 

• 
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A§vins in their ships or flying cars. The log or tree to which 
the ship-wrecked Prince clung in the midst of water (arnaso 
madkye Rv. i. 182, 7) was no other then the famous mythreal 
tree known as Varul}a's tree which bad its base ~pward, and 
branches downwards, from which the seeds of all plants and 
vegetation were said to be washed down and brought to the • earth by rain water.I Mr. Tilak has given two coloured 
sketches.in his book Je> show that this tree of Varul}a was in 
the nether region, with its base or trunk firmly planted on 

the other side of the earth, and its branches spreading down"' 
wards into the nether waters for which, however, he has no 
justification. In Rv. i. 164,22, the orb or the region of the 
Sun has been compared to a tree, into which the water-lifting 
rays enter, and from which they again bring forth light to 
all.~ Rv. i. 24,7 says: " The royal Varul}a of pure strength, 
residing in the baseless firmament, sustains on high 
(urdkvam) a heap of light (vanasya stupam), the rays where
of come downwards, wh1le their base is above.''::. The heap 
of light is undoubtedly the Sun who was situated on high 
(urdhvam) in the firmament, from whom the rays came 
downwards. A ~~i has asked " What was this tree ? " We 
find a re?.dy answer to this question in the above interpreta
tion. The tree is the Sun himself, situated in the bottomless 
region (abudln:a), in as much as antari.k~a or the firmament: 
where Varu~a's ocean of watery vapours is located, is really 
bottomless, and the vapours float there without any support. 
Bhujyu, who represented the Sun, clung to this tree when 
ship-wrecked, i.e., when the Sun was covered up by clouds, 

1 Rv. i. 182, 7 :-Clf: ~ ~ ~T - ti' eft~ ifl'f'lffl! 
~@81?1, I 
(Eng. Trans)-" What was the tree that was stationed in the midst of the 

· ocean, to which the supplicating son of Tugra clung•i' " 

' R~.i.164,112'-~~~~~ ~ ~~fcpj I &c. 

• Rv.i.24,7:-~ ~~ ~-- ~· m ~!I ~orr. 
lilt~ -.Y ~ <lllldfeiR;tn':. ~: ~) II • 
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and was consequently plunged into darkness which was 
bottomles~ and without·any support (Rv. i. 182,6). In this 
oonnection it should ie recalled to mind that it was through 
antarik~a that the Asvins .brought Bhujyu in their ships. 
Hence the metaphorical ship-wreck was conceived to have 
occurred in mid-heaven, and not in the nether regions, and • • Mr. Tilak's conception of the nether regions, borrowed from 
Greek and Egyptian legends, where ~verything is said to be 
turned upside down, is quite baseless, and, as we have already 
discussed in a previous chapter, not at all supported by ~g
vedic evidence. The bottomless darkness into which Bhujyu 
(the Sun) was plunged was the darkness of the clouds, :ind 
the water was the rain-water (utfmegha). This darkness, 
therefore, had nothing to do with that of an Arctic night. 

Next, with regard to the legend of Gotama, we find it 
mentioned in Rv: i. u6,g that the Asvins lifted up a well 
"with bottom up, and opening (or mouth) in the side or 
downwards" (jimbhabaram) to assuage his thirst. · In Rv. i. 
8o, r 1 also, it has been mentioned that the Maruts brought 
the crooked (i.e., obliquely lying) well to the place (where 

thirsty Gotama was) and sprinkled the water upon him to· 
relieve his thirst. In the previous verse it has been related 
that "by their power, they (the M aruts) bore tl;e well aloft 
(urdhvanz nanudre), and 'clove' asunder the mountain that 
obstructed their path." It v:ill thus be seen that the feat 

ascribed to the Asvins is also ascribed to the Maruts, who 
carried the well aloft, and turning it upside down, or making 
it oblique, poured down the water on the thirsty Gotama. 

This Gotama (Go-light and tam a used in the superlative or 
approximative sense) is none other than the Sun himseif. 
As the Sun, who was in the sky, was thirsty, a well fu.ll of 
water had to be lifted up by the Asvins and the Maruts, and 

emptied obliquely on him. This certainly does not refer to 
the nether region~, but to the sky above, where the well had 

to b-Jifted up. The real purport is that there having been 
no rain. thf'• Maruts· or the .. wfnds carried.· up the· watery· 
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vapours, by piercing throu~h t~e mo•mhinc; or the chuds, 
and these vapours were ulti'll.ltely e-nd ·ns<'d int J rai1 •rhic11 

was precipitated and sprinkl<!d on G lta.n;-. • 

Next we turn to the l~>gend of Atri, who, as our readers 

will re..:ollect, is identified wit11 the Sun. It is r,.hted i·1 Rv. 
i. r 16,8 that the Asvins "quenched with cold water the 
blflzing flames (th•at encompassed Atri), and supplied him 

with food-supported strength." They also "ext,.icated him • from the dark (cavern) into which he had been thrown head-
long, and restored him to every kind of weirare." S!ya~a 

says that the Asuras had thrown him into a torture-house, 
furnished with a hundred doors, and tormented him with a 
burning fire made of chaff, which surrounded it. Atri having 
invoked the aid of the Asvins, they rescued him from the 

torture-house by extinguishing the fire with cold water. The 
evident meaning of this allegorical account is that clouds 
covered up the Sun; but as there was no rain, the solar heat 
in summer became extremely sultry and unbearable like fire 

made of chaff (tu-fa) which, though not senciing up flames, 

yet burns with a fierce intensity. Thr> hot rays of the summer 
Sun, struggling through thin rainless clouds, are aptly com
pared to fire made of chaff, as both are unbc>arable. The 
hundred doors of the torture-house are tht~ hundred days of 

the rainy season, and the Asvins are said to have qu,.nrhed 

the fire with cold water, i.e., by pouring down rain. The 

dark cavern or torture-house is certainly not the long night 

of the Arctic region, but only clouds that envelop the Sun 
in the rainy season. We have discussed in some of the 

previous chapters many references to the dark cavern of 
Vrtra, meaning the rain-cloud, in which he was supposed to 

have imprisoned the cows or solar rays. 
Let us now understand the story of VadhrimatJ who was 

given a son named Hira~ya-hasta, altheugh her husband 
was Vadhri or a eunuch. This fact has b~n described in 

Rv. i. 116,13 and i. t 17, 24. Saya~a says that a ce~tain 

ascetic king (Rajar.#) had aeiaughter whose husband \vas a 
• 
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eunuch. The A~vins, having been invoked by her in prayer, 
gave her a son named Hirat;ya-hasta or Gold-handed. Now 
<this Vadhrimati is ne~ne other than U~as or the Dawn who 
could not come into contact with her husband, the Sun, who 
h;tl become powerless like a Vadhri or eunuch at night, or in 
the rainy sea&on, when the solar rays becam.e weak in conse
quence of their having been covered up by clouds. The 
A§vins, however, gave U~as a so1• called H£ra1'}ya-hasta 
which is another name of Savitr or the Sun ( Cf.. Hira1'}ya

pa1Ji Rv. vi. so, 8.) The plain meaning is that at the end 
of the rainy season, or of the night', the golden Sun, with 
refulgent rays, issued from the clouds or darkness as the new
born !;On of U ~as-the gift of the Asvins, though she could 
not know her husband at night or during the rains on account 
of his having become a eunuch, or powerless. This Hira?Jya
hasta or Hira?Jyapdt;i is 'probably· the origin of the later 
Pa uranic legend of the birth of Gat;eia, a solar god with the 
head of a Jzasti or elephant, which resembles the orb as it 
begins to emerge from the horizon,-Ga1;1e~a, the son of Uma 
or Du rga who is idrntified with U ~as. 

Next let us turn to the story of Atri Sapta-Vadhri, as 

related in Rv. v. 78. Sapta-Vadh_ri, being shut up in a 

wooden case every night, is kept separated from his wife. He 

is, therefore, like a eunuch in the night, and only becomes 
the husband of his wife in the day-time. This undoubtedly 
refers to the Sun of the night. But if he is at all the eunuch 
Sun of the night, the question. still remains to be answered, 
why is· he called Sapta-Vadhri, or seven-eunuch? Mr. Tilak 

s~ys that no satisfactory answer to this question has been 
vouchsafed by any Vedic schol;~r. But we humbly venture 

to suggest that the Sun, being called " seven-rayed " 
(Sapta-rasmi) when he is visible and shines brightly in the 

sky, is rightly de;ignated " Sa pta-Vadhri" or seven: eunuch, 

when his rays lose lustre and become powerless at night. 

Mr.•Jilak says: "•In the Atharva-veda, xi. 5· 1, the ?un as a 
Bra:oh.pach~in· is sai-d to 'ffiOVe Wet ween heaven and earth, and 
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·-·~- " 
,.,. ~, tQe 12th vetse of the same-hymn, we ar~;~ told that ' shouting 

:forth; · thundering, red, white, he carries a . great penis 

;'1;(/Jrhtlc-ck:epas) along the earth.' lf the .sun moving betweeQ 
~ heave.n and ea~h is called Brhac-chepas, he may well be 

-called Vadhri (eunuch) when sunk into the land of Nir-Jti.'' 
- This Nir-rti, as .. we have seen before, is the contrary path 
_~''~:whiCh the Su!: returns at night to the place of rising. The 
:,<.WOP.d Sapta- Vadhri is t~us clearly explained. But Mr. Tilak 

indulges in a far-fetched interpretation of it by referring 
·'to the last tluet> verse~ of Rv. v. ]'13, which contain a liturgy 

'* 
be. 'of child-birth. From the prayer contained therl"ir: that the 

embryo may move and come out " alive and unhurt" from 
tbe mother's womb after being developed for ten months, 
Mr. Tilak infers that it refers to the Sun moving between 
heaven and earth as in a mother's womb for ten months, ,nd 

then coming out-that is di:;appearing from view, unlik; a 
child who be.comes visible to all as soon as it comes out of 
the mother's womb. This disappearance of He Sun is 
id6lltified by him with two months' darkness when he goes 
qeltiw t~horizon in a part of the Arctic region. But' ~his 
int!erptetation, if at all to be accepted, may as well apply to 

;' th¢:tW,tl:rainy months during which the Sun becomes mvisible 

-:·'~douds. He is visible for ten months every day, 

·~~-~the T~topics, though not as continuously as in the 
~,~ic region, where, by the way, the day is certainly -not 

.. ''te~'"fiionths long, but is divided into a long day for a few 

atontbs and nycthemerons during ti1e rest of the period. So 

'this· interpretation does not hold good consistently with the 
' ~rial conditions in the Arctic region. If the Sun is Divas-

2,41/ra, or the son '?f Dyu or heaven (Rv. x. 97· r,), and the 
~tth the parent mother (Rv. i. 164. 33), and the two bowls, 

' · heaven and earth, form the womb, containing the embryo 
-(Mle Sun), then he is already visible to "both, even in the 

' . 
period of gestation, and no prayer need be offered to any 
God for his safe delivery from the mother's womb;. ior a 

p~ayer, like this, would b~ absurd and unnec;essary. In 
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Rv. i. 164,. 32; the Sun is described as being invisible to; one: 
who made him, ~'evidently mean in~ his mother-;'' as Mr. Tilak., 
says. If that be so, th~ riddle c:tn only nL~aa that. _.when' .the,;, 
Sun travels by the -path of Nir-rti at night, he becomes, 
invisible to the mother or the earth, though he is .visible to._ 
the father, the Dyu or heaven, because the paij} lies high up, 
in the distant region (partivtrt). Another riddle contai:ned jp 

Rv. i. t6t, 17 probably means the sal!le thing, for. it runs as :· 
follows : --" The cow holding her calf underneath with her Jore ., 

. (eet, and then above with her hind feet, has risen up.· :W·hither -
is she gone? To who1n has she turned back when _halfway?._\ 
Where does she bear her young ?·It is not amidst the herd.''This 
may mean that thecalf or the Sun is tak.-n up by the cow or 

• the e_arth at night to a place which nobody knows, and then comes 
back without the- calf from half the way. Nob:>dy knows , 
where she brings forth her young (or the Sun). -It is certain 
that she does not dos•J in the midst of the herd, £.e., in, any 

_spot on the earth.· In other words,. she temporarily. disappears 
- . -

with her calf at night, and the calf (the Sun) is reborn in the 
·m.orn_ing, how and where, nobody know;;. This temporary 
disappearance of the s'un at night, or the fact of his being 

- invisible lo the mother, does not imply the existence of a 
·long -~rctlc night, but only of an ordinary night of t'h~ 
Tro'pics; Try however . Mr. Tilak. may to: explain. these 
riddles in his own fashion, we are O'ot at all c~nvinced by his 
argumt:nts that the myth of Atri Sapta-Vadhd · refers to the 
darkness ·of a .. long Arctic night.. Hymn 78 of the Fifth 

' Mal].dala is really a·simple liturgy of child-birth, as. Sayal].a 
has explained, and the pr.ayer contained in the last three 
verses ~or the safe delivery of a child from its mother's. womb 
was simply suggested by the legend of Sapta-Vadhri who 
was rescued by the Asvins from the wooden· case· in ~hicll 
he had been impr-isoned, as a chilg . is .deliv-ered frdin its 
confinemeilt in its mother's wombf .This,'in our' opinion, is 

. thet:"imple interpr~t~tion of the l;ymn· . 
., • t.·· -
' Lts'tly. \Ve will.try to understand the)eger1d of · ~jrasva 

• who is described as the son of· Br~agiri. It is saHf that he . .. ~ ..... ~ ... ---... -
7I '~~ . " .. ~ .. 
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killed·and cut up 101 sheep belonging to the citizens and 
:gave them to a she-wolf to eat, for which offence he was 

made blind by his father. The Asvin'!;, having been invoked 
by him in prayer, restored his sight. {SAya~a's commentary 

on Rv. i. 116, r.6). The word ~jralva literally means 

"a red horse,'ltor the Sun, who is frequently con1pared to a 

horse. The tor sheep which he killed and gave to the she
wolf .to eat are und~btedly the hundred and one bright 
.days (mi~h, to glow or shil1e) which were darkened by the 
·.overlianglng douds concealing the Sun who thus became 

.blind. Rv. i. 164, 14 distinctly says that the solar eye 

becomes covered with watery mists; which undoubtedly refers 

to his blindness .due to rains. 

It is useless further to pursue the interpretations of the 
various myths which certainly do not prove, or even suggest 

any reference to the long Arctic night. The business of the 

Sun, and the darkness produced in consequence, when it is 

not the darkness of an ordinary Tropical night, are well 

explained by the theory of the Rainy season. 

Surya's Wheel. 

The ~gveda variously mentions the wheel of Snrya's car 

to· be one, two or sevt:n in number. Rv. i. 164, 2 says: "They 

yoke the seven horses to t.he one-wheeled car. One horse, 

named seven, bears it alone." It would thus aprear that the 
wheel of Sarya's.car is only one, and it is drawn by only one 

horse-though this- one horse ·stands · for the seven horses 
A 

tliat 'vere ·given ·him by the seven Deva-Adityas. Similarly; 

t~e .. one wheel also represetlts the seven wheels that tbe 

Adityas gave him. The next verse ·is as follows : " The 
seve_n· who p.reside over the seven-wheeled chariot are the 

seven horses who draw it. Seven sister.:- ride in it together, 
and iu it art: deposited the seven cows .• (Gavdm sapta)." 
The seven who preside over this chariot arc said to be the ... 
,.;even horses who represent the seven divine Aditya!1hvho, 

by lenqin~ their rays and .h~r:.:?es to the S1,1n oP. . .MdrtatJda, 
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have made it possibl~ for him to shine and move. Hence it 
ha. been said that the ;even draw the Sun's car, though they 

preside over it. The seven sisters are the seven seasons 
who ride in the car together. It will be in the recollection 

of our readers that, besides the twelve lunar months, there 

is an intercalitry month to which is assigned orfe season which, 
however, is not counted, as it is without a couple or fellow. 

The seven cows { Gavam sa pta) have \een variously inter
preted, some identifying them ·with the seven notes of 
music as employed in chanting the praist>s of the ·Sun, while 

others identifying them with the seven divine rivers. But 

these interpretations seem to he far-fetched. One meaning of 

go is rafmi or solar ray; and here Gav4m sapta undoubtedly 
means the seven rays of the Sun, that were lent him by the 

" seven Adityas. Thus we clearly understand why the one-

wheeled and one-horsed car of Sarya is ca1Ied seven-wh~eled 

and seven-horsed. 

But Sarya's car is sometimes conceived to be two-wheeled 

also like an ordinary car. R v. i. I 7 5, 4 is as follows : '' Sage 
Indra, who art the lord, thou hast carried off by thy strength 

one wheel of (the ch:1riot of) the Sun. Take up thy holt for 
the death of gu~r,n, and proceed with thy horses, S\\·ift as the 

wind, to Kutsa." Indra, in this verse, has been described as 

having carried off not the one 1vheel, but simply one whed of 
Sarya's chariot which must, therefore, have posst:sied more 

wheels than one-either two or seven. Siya~a i~ inclined 

to put dO\Vn the numb~r of w<H!e:s of t·•i'> car to two. A;; the 
stealing of one of Sarya's w:1eel3 by hd~a had ev.dently the 

object of crippling hi:-; m::>tion or di-.abling hi,n, the removJ.I 
of one wheel out of seven would noth have the sam·· desired 

effect as the removal of one wheel out of two. Hence we are 

disposed to accept Styal].a's interpretation. 

Rv. v. 31, II rsasfollows; "He(lndra) formerly arrested
in baU:Ie the rapid chariot of the Sun, and carried away the 

wheel for Et:;sa, and with it Indr.-demolisnes (his foes). May 
he, giving us precedence, be propitiate<l by our rite." Cf the 
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Sun's chariot was: furnished with two wheels, the carrying 

away of on~e would ·irnpede its prog,ess; and if the whad 

~-was only one,.the loss of:lt- ~ould bring the car to· a dt•3d 

· halt at once: Any way, the carrying ;nyay of one whed by 

I-ndra made the Sun's progress extremely slow -and halting. 

But what is real'y rneant by Indra taking off one wheel from 

the Sun's car and making its progress slow? Almost all the 

feats for which-he was Tamous were mainly directed towards 

helping the progress of the Sun an:d releasing him from the 

·clutches .of Vrtra. How is it, then, thiit Indra acted on this 

· :occasionin opposition to Sarya, and impeded his progress 

by carrying away a wheel of his car? Mr. Tilak identifies the 

wheel (cakram) with.the Sun himself, and says that. it was 

he whom Indra carried a1vav. thereby· usherin~tin- :1 period of 

··darkness over the earth. This da:·kne:>s he believes to be ·that 

of a lqng Arctic night; but for aught we know, it may as well 

be the darkness of an ordii1ary night of the Tropics, ·the idea 

·· being that ~ndra removed the wheel of the Sun's chariot in 

the evening and fought wi~h thc.demons of darkness with its 

help.· But the fact of carrying off and c:tpturing the Su11 is 

usually attri~uted to Vrtra, and not to lndra who wages a 

war with the demon for his release. A deed like this, 

performed by Indra, would, the_refore, be quite contrary to the 

u!)ua\ tenor of his actions, unless we attach an altog~::ther 

diff<t,?ent interpretation to it. Verses 3 to 7 of the 3oth hymn 

of Ma9dala .IV seem to .furnish a clue and are as follow: 

"3· Verily all the Gods, .with thee (for) their strength 

·have warred (with the Asuras), wherefore thou hast destroyed 

ther,n by _day and by night. 4· In which ,contests), for the 

sake of: Kutsa and his .allies, thou hast stolen; I ndra, the wheel 

of the car of th.e Sun. ·5· In which (contests), thou singly 

indeed hast warred with all those opposin~ the Gods. Thou, 

. Indra, hast slain the malignant. 6. In •wilich (contests), 

Indra, thou hast for the sake of: a mortal;·discomfited the.Sun, 

and mast protected Etasa~ bye thine exp·Joits... ·7: • Wher~fore, 
·'slayer of Vrtra, opulent lr)dra, hast thou,' thereupon, become 
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incensed, and, in consequence, hast slain the son .of 

(Vrtra) in this f\rmament." 
will appear from the above account that ·rndra be

ded Kutsa and his allies and, for their sak~, carried away 

heel of the Sun's car. Rv. vi. 31, 3, says that lndra 

Kutsa in fighting against the ;owerful Su~f:1a. 
175, 4 also mentions, as we l¥tve seen, t~e fact of 

carrying away the wheel ·of the Sun's car for th'e 

Kutsa with a view to accomplish the defeat of the 

Su$na, who has elsewhere been described as"" the 

son of· Vrtra." Now this Su,Q.a, as we know, 

demon of drought, who causes great distress to men 

d all living creatures by withholding rain. During a 

~riod of drought clouds are absent froin the sky, and the 

un, with his fierce burning rays, cons\derab\y adds to 
. .Jeir distress instead of alleviating it, as ~e ought to. do 

a:s a Deva. Indra, therefore, with a benevolent desire to 

accomplish the good of allliv_ing creatures, thinks it necessary 

first of all to weaken the power of the Sun and discomfit him. 

by taking off a wheel from his car. The wheel being stolen, 

his power is diminished. In other words, Indra causes clouds 

to appear in the sky, which cover up the Sun, and make his 

rays less fierce and unbearable. This done, lndra fights 

against Su;;Q.a who hides himself in the dark cwerns of the 

clouds, from which, however, Indra hunts hin1 and Vrtra out, 

and kills them both in battle. After this, the rains are released 

lind fall do~vn in ~bu·tdance. Thi" s~e n<: to be the real 

im 1•ort of the le~end regarding the carryin-g away of the 

,~·heel of tf1e Sun's chari(>t by Indra. The defeat or discom

fiture of the Sun in the hands of Indra is clearly referred to 

in Rv. x. 43, 5 which says that In'dra defeated the rain
obstructing Sun in i:he same way as a gambler seeks out his. 

winner and defe.ats him.l The defeat or weakening of 

SOrJi<J- is syncl~roiious with the advent of the rainy season . 

• 
I Rv. X 43, 5 :-~c£ if VtTt f;{ f''lfiflfq ~;ri{lf<Pf ~'lf'<i'ff ll_~· <if~ &c, 
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Mr. Tilak's surmise, therdore, that this discomfitu e of S 
betokens the advent of a long night is cJearlr wrong. 

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rv. vi. 31. 3 to proVt' his 
by interpreting the pharse " Da§a prapitve " in a 
inaenious way to mean " at the end of ten (months)." 1 ,., . 
admitting for the sake of argument that his interpret 
correct, the verse woul~ mean as follows: "0 lndra, 
striving for cows do thou, with Kutsa, fight against 
the Asu~a (the voracious), and Kuyava ("the bane 
crops" Wilson). On the decline or completion of t 
(months), thou stolestthe wheel of Sarya and didst des 

calamities." This implies that after ten rahless months d 
which Su~q.a or the drought ate up the food (or crops} of mt 
voraciously, in other words, destroyed them by causing the .. 
to wither, I ndra stole a wheel of the Sun's car, and thu! 
weakened his fierce rays by causing clouds to gather, fron 
which rain was precipitated, marking the end of sunshine 01 

drought. This meaning is as simple and clear as it is rational 
Mr. Tilak's attempt, therefore, to interpret it as indicatin~ 

the advent of the long Arctic night is \\'rong. 
It ~hould further be noticed here that Su~~p..i is describec 

as a devourer and bane of crops. Does M •·. Tilak mean tc 
say that a ten months' long sunshine in the Arctic region wa: 
uncongenial to the growth of crops, and that they throve well 
in darkness? And was it, theref,>re, nect·ssary for Indra tc 

remove the Sun for two months in order to make the cor11 

grow? A supposition like this would be ab-.urd on the ve•) 

face of it. · Rain is essential to the growth of corn as well a! 

sunshine, and what Indra really did was to weaken the powet 
of the Sun first of all, by causing douds to gather in the :-ky, 
and then to precipit'lte rains from them. This legend too, 

therefore, does not suggest a long Arctic ~~ight, as wrongly 

inferred by Mr. Tilak; but it clearly betokeus the advent oi 
the rainy season after a long period of drought. 

• -----------------
I Rv. vi. 31,3 :-(q' ~l'{Wlrfu 7J\{fir~T'1Jti ~ -~creJI ~:If Jri'il(Cf 

1:1 ~ '111ll ... llit1f'4it ~ ll 
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Visnu's Three Strides.· . ·.· . . 

From the three strides of Vi~Qu, whic~ are mentioned tn 

the ~gveda (i. 22, r7-r8; i.. 154, 2), Mr. Tilak has. tried to 
prove his theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. Let. us 
now examine his arguments. Verses 17 and 18 of Rv. i. 22 

are as follows :- • · 
" t 7· Vi$QU traversed this (world); three times he planted 

his foot, and the Univt;rse was enve,l~ed by his foot covered 
with dust. 18. Vi~~u; the preserver, the uninjura~Ie, stepped 
three steps, upholding righteousness.'' 

Commentators disagree about the rrieaning of the sentence 
tridhri, nidadhe p_adam, i.e., thrice he planted his step. 
According to SAkapOJ;li, it was on earth, in the firmament and in 
heaven; and, according to OurJ;lavabha, it was. oil SamarohalJ.a, 
or the eastern mountain, on Vi~tJupada, the meridian sky, 
and Gayafiras, the western mountain. 1 ,Durgacarya also 
identifies Vi~QU .with the Sun and his three paces with the 
rise, culmination a~d setting of the- luminary. Allusion is 
further made to the three paces of Vi$1].U in the Vajasaneyt 
Sa1p.hita of the Yajur Veda, and ~he scholiast ·'there explains 

them to imply the presence of Vi(!~u in the three n;gions .of 
the earth, air, and heavert, in the forms re5pectively of Agni, 
Vayu,· and Sorya (Fire, Wind, and the Sun). Vi~~u is thus 

admittedly identified with the Sun, though in the ~gvei:la we 
find him helping Indra in rescuing the Sun, the Dawn; the 
solar rays and the waters impri~oned by Vrtra, thereby 
showing that he possessed. a distinct., individuality . of his 
o\vn. • He may not be the Sun himself, but he was·undoubtedly. 
the deity presi·ding over the luminary. · -

Mr. Tilak says that the motion of the Sun as indica~ed 

by the three steps of Vi~QU was not diurnal but annual, and 
quotes Rv. i. 155. 6o in support of his view. The. verse says_ 
that Vi~QU set in tnotion like a revolving wheel his ninety 

t• '!!'fr.;"ft fcfi 'iii' lfful;1trl ~~fli'f~ f.f~'ir -q~ 'il' 'ClT~->T!fllf -.;rferO!IT ~
f~rfa'm"fi'qf(!J~ ' l'fmmiit ~"Wtli 1TJ~~~tir'!fr~= ' 
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steeds with their four names, evidently referring to 360 days 

divided into four groups of season.;. " Tni"," says Mr. Tilai'J 
"is good evilcnct! tJ tuiJ that th~ y~ i,.;j c J 1r;: of til~ Su:1 

must be taken as the basis of the expluits of Vi~I.tu. The 
~gveda further tells u.; that Vi,g.u was th·~ intimate fri .... nd 

of lndra ( yuj'ya!IS'lklza i .. H, 19), ani tfut he as:;isted J,tdra 

in his fight wiciJ Vrtr t. Thus in i v. 18. 1 we ar~ tvld that 

Indra about to kill Vrtr' said • 0 frien i Vt1Q.U, :;tri I! va:dy' 

(also cf. viii. 12. 27), a1l ill i. 1)1, {. Vi~g.u i:; said to have 

epened the cow:;' st-tble with the as-;i.;t'lnce of his friend, 

while both Indra tnd V1~r,tu are described as having together 

vanquished Samvara, co •q~ered t•1e host of Varcins and 

produced the Sun, Dawn, and the Fire in vii. gg, 4· 5· It 

is evident from these p ts.;:-~. .{<-'S that Vi~Q.U was tite associat,! 

of Indra in his fight with Vrtra (cf vii. 63, g), and if so, one 

of the three steps must be placed in regions where thi5 

fight was fought, that is in the nether world. We can now 

understand why in i. rss, 5 it is said that two of the three 

steps of Vi~Q.U are visible to many, but the third is beyond 

the reach of bird:; or mortals (al-;o cf vii. 99, 1 ). When the 

third stt-p of Vi~QU is locatt:d in the nether wvrld,, it can well 

be said to be invisible, or beyond the reach of mo•·tals." 1 

Yes; but what is meant by its be in~ beyond the reach of 
btrds? If the region was really in th" nether .vorlJ, the 

Vedic bard would certainly not have brought in birds to 

describe its inaccessibility. As bird.; fly in the sky, the region 

where Vi~QU locates his third step must also be in the sky, 

but so high that neither men nor birds cJ.n reach it. This is 

the simple idea that the Vedic bard seems to convey. It is a 

distortion of the plain meaning of the verse to locate Vi~Qu·~ 

third step in the nether region. Besides, it should be r- called 

to mind that we have proved from seven! verses of the 

~gveda that the fight of I ndra with Vrtra did not take place 

in the nether region, but in the firmament. Mr. Tilak's .. • ------------------• • 
1 Tilak's A. relic Home itL tiL" Vedas, p. 328. 
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assumption .that the fighLtook place in the nether region is, 
t~refore, utterly hueless, and his conclusion. about- the 
location-of the third step of Vi~~u, which he has-based on' that 
assumption, at once falls to the ground. 

The three step.~ of Vi~~u can well. be ixplained qy a; 
consideration of boLh the diurnal and the annual motions of 
the Sun. He takes the first step in thj morning at the time 

of rising, the second step in the meridian sky at mid-day, and 
the·third step in the f'vening when he sets, which therefore 

becomes invisible. By the third step or stride; -he does the 

whole distance, covered by. the path of Nir-rti, or the contrary 
path which, as we have shown, is situated high up in the 
heavens, beyond the reach of mortals or birds. When we 
consider the annual motion of the Sun; VitJ;lU covers two-third~ 
of theyear or eight months by his two strides,. and· the 
remaining one-third or four months by. his third stride. 

Counting the year from Sarad or autumn which was -its 

beginning, we come to the rainy season when he takes his 
third step which becomes invisible in conseque~ce of the sky 

being covered up with clouds, it1 other words, when Indra's • 
great fight with Vrtra or Samvara commences. Though the 

. . 

Sun is then imprisoned by Vrtra, along with the Dawn, the 
solar rays and waters, the presiding deity of the Sun, i.e., 
Vi~r;tu, helps Indra in rescuing them. It will thus be seen that 

Vi~r;tu helps Indra both in his daily and annual fights :witb, 
Vnr.a. This meaning is pl~in and simple, and most satisfactorily ._ 

explains the three strides of Vie~Q.u. The later Pauranic 

legend of Vi~J;lU placing his third step on the head of Vali, 
the Asura king, and sending him downwards, is only an 

expansion of the Vedic legend of lndra and Vi"I}.U vanquishing 
Vrtra, and laying him low. It will thus be seen that Mr. 
Tilak's interpretatio; of the myth to prove a long Arctic 
night fails. 

Next Mr. Tilak refers to the appellation of Vi~J;lU as 

Sipivi~ta {R•. vii 100, 6), which,•according to Aupamanyava 
has a bad sense (Kutaitarthiyam). Yaska, m his Nirukta 
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(v. 79), explains the word to mean fepa iva nit'Veftitah, or 
"enveloped like the private parts," or• with rays obscured 
(apratipannarafmi). Though an attempt has been made by 
Yaska himself, and the author of the Taittirlya Sarnhita 
(i. 2. 1.2. 4· & s).to explain the word as a laudatory appel
lation of Vi~Q.U, its opprobrious meaning is to be found even 
in later Sanskrit literat~re. Now what can be the meaning 
of this opprobrious appellation as applied to Vi~g.u? It means 
that there is a season or time when the Sun's rays are 
obscured, which may be either night, or the rainy season. 
When the Sun shines brightly and his rays are powerful, he 
is calkd Brhac-chepas; conversely when his rays are obscured, 
he is called Sipivieta. This is the simple meaning of the word. 
It does not prove, as inferred by Mr. Tilak, that the Sun was 
in the nether regions in the clutches of the demon Vrtra. 
There can be no question of the nether regions so far as 
Indra's fight with Vrtra is concerned. The Sun's rays are 
obscured or darkened at night and in the rainy season, and 
Vi~Q.u's appellation of Sipivi(!ta as much applies to the one as 
to the other. 

It would be quite useless here to discuss ag,lin the myth 
A 

of Trita Aptya, which we have dealt with in a previous 
chapter, and proved to indicate the Rainy Season. The 
principal myths, referred to by Mr. Tilak as proving a long 
Arctic night, have been found to mean either the short night 
of the Tropics or the Rainy Season, during which the Sun's 
power declines, or the solar orb becomes dark and invisible . 

. • 
• • 
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C:AA PTER XXV. 

EXAMINATION_ Of MR. TILAK'S THEORY OF TH!l AQCtlC CRADLE 
OF THE ARYANS-(concl_!'ded.) 

THE A VKST.IC EVIDENCE. • 
As we have seen before, Mr. Tilalt.has laid great stress on 

some evideQces in the Zend-Avesta to prove his theory of the 
Arctic home of the Aryans. He !ldmits that there is no direct 
evidence in the ~gveda t<? prove his Arctic theory, and has, 
therefore, tried his best to gather: ind-irect evidence .from. ap 

isolated verse here, and an isolated verse there,. which he has 
interpreted in his own way to suit his purpose. We have 
examined his main argu111ents at length in these pages; but 
we have found most of them to be far-fetche'd, unconvincing, 
inconsistent, and at places utterly hollow. The ~gveda 

certainly does not contain any reliable indication to show that 
the f>.ryans had once lived in the Arctic regions, and came 
thence as immigrants to Sapta"Sindhu or the Punjab. But 
Mr: Tilak seems to have been greatly struck by the account 
in the Zend-Avesta of the destruction of Airya_na Vaejo by a 
deluge of ice, a~d collnecting this event with the climatic 
changes brought about in a remote age in the Arctic region 
by glaciation which rendered it uninhabitabie, naturally 
concludes that the Aryans had their original home in the 
Arctic .region whence they dispersed south-ward-some to 
northern and southern Europe, and others to central and 
southern Asia. The latter, it is said,· consisted of two 
branches, one representing the forefathers of the rnodern 

Hindus, and the other of the modern Parsis, who settled down 
respectively in the plains of the Punjab, and the region to 
the north of the J-Iindukush mountain. Those who seltled 
down in the last-named region called their country Airyana 
Vae,e, i.e., the Paradise or original happy home of the Aryans, 
after the Mme of the original c~untry in tht Arctic region 

• 
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which had been destroyed by ice. This theory seems very 
ingt>nious and plausible at first sight, but we have seen that 
it does not stand the test of criticism. •The evidence quot~d 
by Mr. Tilak from the second Fargard of the Vedidad in 
support of his theory is not at all convincing. It is related 
there that Ahuret. Mazda called a meeting of the celestial Gods, 
which '• the fair Yima, the good· shepherd of high renown in 
Airyana Vaejo" also lAtended with all his excellent mortals, 
and at which Ahura Mazda distinctly :warned Yima that · fatal 
winters were going to fall on the· happy land and destroy 
every thing therein. Accordingly Yima was advised to make 
a Vara or enclosure, and remove there the seeds of every 
kind of animals and plants for preservation. Yima, not 
knmving anything about the nature and physical conditions 
of this new country where he was advised to go, naturally 
asked Ahura Mazda about the lights, both created and 
uncreated, that were to be found there. To this query, tht> 
latter replied that in the Vara, the "Un, the moon, and tht
stars " rose but once a year " and that " a year seemed only 
as a day" to the inhabitants thereof. From the tenor of 
Mazda's reply, it is evident that these physical conditions of 
the Vara were quite unlike those of Airyana Vaejo, which 
made it n~cessary for him to describe them z'n extmso. The 
Vara, therefore, may have been situated in the Arctic region, 
but Airyana Vaejo was certainly not. Hence it follows ( 1) 

that Airyana Vaejo which was destroyed by ice was situated 
in any place other than the Arctic region ; (2) that when it was 
destroyed, the Arctic region was habitable, which made it 
possible for Yima to remove there with the seeds of all animals 
and plants ; (3) that the deluge of ice that destroyed Airyana 
Vaejo was not synchronous with the great invasion of ice in the 
beginning of the Post-glacial epoch that r~ndered the Arctic 
region uninhabitable; (4) that Yima's removil to the Vara un
<loubtedlytookplace in an Inter-glacial period when theclirnate 
of the Arctic region was congenial, and that AiryanaVaejtl•was 
destroyed by ice through loc:l causes in that· peritld; and (5) 

• 
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that Virna's Vara could'not have been situated, as stated in the 
Mainyo-i-khard, within-AiryanaVaejo which was 9estroyed by 
ke, as a mere enclosu~e (Vara) would not be sufficient to 
keep back the invasion of ice from the place, though it might 
protect the inhabitants thereof from ~he attacks of savage 
men and wild animals. These conclusions, •as our readers 
will see, are irresistable and incontrovertible, and from these 
we infer that Airyana Vaejo was situated to the north of the 
Hindukush on a high te1bleland, on 'which its location is 
pointed out at- present, and that this region, having been 
invaded by ice, a branch of the Iranians or Parsis, under the 
leadership of Yima, moved to .the Arctic region and settled 

there hi an Inter-glacial period, when the Arctic climate w_as 
congenial and agreeable, verging upon " perpetual spring." 
\Ve have tried to connect the ice-deluge o~ Airyana Vaejo 
with Manu's Flood, both of which were probably synchronous. 
As this Flood is supposed to have been caused by the up
heaval of the bed of the Rajputana Sea, and as there is no 
mention of it in the ~gveda, we are naturally led, to conclude 
that the event took place long after ~gvedic times when 
Sapta-Sindhu had a sea to the south, and was quite uncon

llected with th~ _Deccan, and another sea to the east extending 
probably from modern Delhi to Assam. If these premises be 
correct, the age of the ~gveda must go back to some Inter
glacial period of Northern Europe, corresponding at any rate 
to the Pleistocene 'or the· Post-Pleistocene Epoch. As 
Mr. Tilak is not willing to ascribe such an old age' to the 
~gveda, he naturally falls in with the opinion of American 
Geologi~ts who, considering the "evidence mainly found in 
their country, have held that the Post-glacial epoch com
menced some ten thousand years ago, and rejects the opinion 
of Dr. Croll who set$ it down at about 8o,ooo years ago, so 
far at least as Northern Europe was. concerned. It should be 

remtmbered in this connection that " all the evidence regard
ing t~e existence of the Glacial ~riot! comes from the north 
of Europe a~d America bur no traces of glaciation have been 
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yet discovered in Northern Asia or North Alaska," 1 which 

suggests the inference that the Glacial period was not the 
• • one and the same throughout the Northern part of the Globe, 

and may have occured in different times in different places 
through different causes, and that the calculations of the 
European and ~merican Geologists may be correct so far as 
their respective countries are concerned. It may, therefore, 
be misleading to apply the calculations as regards the Glacial 
period of one country to thuse of another. But even if we 
accept for the sake of argument the calculation of American 
Geologists, accepted by Mr. Tilak, that the Glacial period in 
Nor,thern Europe occured some ten thousand years ago, the 
age of the ~gveda must be older than that ; and this takes 
us back to a period anterior to the birth of the Babylonian 
and Egyptian civilisations, and establishes the undoubtedly 
hoary antiquity of the ~veda, and of the Land of the Seven 
River, where the sacred hymns of this most ancient Scripture 
in the world were admittedly first composed and sung. 

However this may be, it is certain that the Zend-Avesta 
does not prove that the original cradle of the Aryans wa:> 
situated in the Arctic region. If it proves anything, it proves 
that a branch of the Aryan race emigrated to that region in 
an early age, probably in an Inter-glacial period to escape a 
calamity caused by local physical conditiOns. The ear.fy 
cradle of the Aryans, so far as we can gather from the earliest 
record available, was in Sapta-Sindhu, the Land of Seven 
Rivers, as the Punjab used to be called in ancient times, and 
the countries immediately surrounding it, which probably 
included Airyana Vaejo also in their ambit. We have m this 
and some of the previous chapters, examined all the principal 

evidences put forward by Mr. Tilak from the lend-Avesta to 
prove his Arctic theory, but we have foupd that they do not, 
by any means, support it. 

J Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 14, 

• • 
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CHAPTER ·XXVI. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

~ I have at last come to the end of my lab~rs, and it now 
only remains for me to give a resume of the several conclu
sions I have arrived at in this book: As regards the original 
home of a people, it would be extremely rash to say that a 
people, however ancient, and however old their traditions, have 
been living in the same country from the very time of their 
creation; for primitive men, like animals, were migratory and 
moved from place to place, impelled by the exigencies of. 
climate, food, shelter, and sudden physical changes. The 
wide earth was their home, and they conveniently moved up 
or down to new places either far or near, that afforded thenr 
sufficient food and shelter. The extensive physical and 
climatic changes that took place in the Glacial, Inter-glacial, 
and Post-glacial epochs, caused a general movement of men, 

animals and even plants from .one part of the Globe to an

other, and it would, therefore, be difficult to ascertain when 
and where a particular tribe or people had their first origin. 
lt is only \vhen we come down to the earliest period of the 
present epoch, when the distribution of land and water be
came practically the same as we find it now, that it becomes 
possible for us to locate, with some certainty, the place 
where a particular people had once lived before they emigrat
ed to, or were isolated in some other land. Beyond this, it 
is impossible for us, with our present limited knowledge, to 
eorne to a.ny definite conclusion regarding the place of origin, 
or. the original home-of a people. . 

Considered' from this poi.nt of view, the original cradle of 
the AryailS must remain undetermined, though, so far, the. 

-, • I 

evidences point to its situation in Sapta-Sindhu, or the 

Punjab~ We are not concerned with that stage of the Aryans· 
when they w~re just emerging into the human estate. · But 

we come down-to the early dawn of Aryqn history, .. which is' 

• • 
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synchronous with the mental awakening of the Aryans making 
intelligent self-realisation possible, in re,ation to their physt. 
cal environments, and impelling them to overcome obstacles 
and subordinate them to their tribal welfare. This mental 
development mt»t have been at firstextrernelyslow and gradual, 
and probably occupied thousands of years before the prirnitive 
Aryan savdges were ab~ to take a further step onward. 1 These 
savages, subsistin~on roots and fruits, and instinctively roaming 
about in search oi food and shelter, gradually develo11ed into 
hunters, with their rude primitive weapons, consistingof either 
small branches of trees, bones, or stones found in their natural 
conditions, that came in handy for the purposes of offence and 
defence. Afterwards, they learnt how to polish these rude stone 
weapons and give them particular shapes. But this also took 
a long age to be accomplisht'd. Gradually they learnt to trap 
and tame wild anim'lls like goats, sheep and cattle, which 
they killed for food in times of necessity. The duty of keep-

-·-- -- --------------------
1 Vedic cosmology postulates the creation of certain divine and semi

divine beings called De·uas and Devarfis1 who preside over the destinies of 
mankind and guide them in their gradual evolution towards progress and 
perfection. Thq stand in the role of instructors and ~asters who select their 
apt pupils from a particul.u race, and teach them the rudiments of culture 
and civilised life. So far as the Aryan race was concernt!d, tht! semi-divine 
~~is were the prototypes of the race, and gradually initiated the people i·• the 
use of fire and metals and the mysteries of sacrifice, and taught them the 
fundamental principles of art and agriculture. The inapt pupils were rejected 
and ca>t adrift .in the world as waifs and strays,-savage or semi-savage nomads 
-who have scarcely made any progress during these long centuries. The 
progre:>> made by the "select," however, was necessarify slow, and only 
commensurate with their gradual mental development, even like that-made by 
children, though under the guidance·and control of veteran teachers. The race 
had to pass through all the different stages of mental •. moral and spiritual 
development during a long period measured by thousands, nay, hundreds of 

thousands of years, before it could emerge as a civi.lised people, as we find 
them depicted in the ~gveda. This course of trainilag was necessary to all 
people, Aryan or non•Aryan, as it is necessary even to the most wonderful' 
prodigy of a child who has to learn the alphabe~s and go through a ~rse of, 
training before he can emerge as a ~11-fiedged genius. .Evolupon is the basi» 

of all progres~, and it is a mistake to suppose that the Aryan race bad not to 

~:o thtouzh this lonr aad tedious process. 

• 
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ing and tending these animals put ·a burden on their 
sh~ulders, which necesurily curbed their free roving propen· 
sities except for the purpose of pasturing them. This ·stage 
also continued for several thousand years, until they learnt 
the rudiments of agriculture, when they wert;. compelled to 
curb their roving propensities still further in. order to be able 
to grow corn and harvest it when ripe.• The carrying on of 
agricultural work implied a knowledge of the use of metals, 
especially iron, though it was not absolutely neces~ary ; and 
settlement in rude homesteads near the cornfields with a 
view .1o watch the growth of corn, and protect. it from the 
attacks of hi rds, beasts and men, soon became a necessity. 
The reaching of this stage also took several thousand years 
more, during which the Aryan nomads gradually changed 
their nomadic life for the life of settled agriculturists. As 
they now learnt to depend mainly upon agriculture for a liv
ing, they had to look for the fall of ticnely rains in order to 
be able to reap an abundant harvest. But as the rains were 
never regular in coming, they thought that their regularity 

. eould only be ensured with the help of the mysterious divine 
powers that were suppo~ed to control them, and in fact, all 
natural phenomena. This led to the discovery, specialisa
tion, and individuali~ation of the various Gods,· in whose 
praise they composed and sang hymns with the object of 
propitiating them and winning their favour. 1 But the mere 
chanting of hymns or incantations (ma11tras) was not con
sidered sufficient, unless it was accompanied by some sacri
fice to the Gods-sacrifice of something valuable in their 
possession. As Pa§u, or domesticated animals constituted 
wealth in ancient times, 2 the sacrifice of a pa§u or cattle was 

1 Even in modern ti~es, the Rain•maker is the most important person 
among savage tribes. He pronounces incantations and performs mysterious 

. . 
rites with the object of bringing down rains from heaven. He is the priest in 

embryo, a~d wields great influence _in savage society. 
• Pa(u is equivalent to Lat. Pecus, m~ning cattle. As cattle consti. 

tuted wealth in prinfitive society, pecus came to mean wealth or money. cf. 
l'ecuniary. 
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thought necessary along with the chanting of hymns, and the 

severed limbs of the victim were consi~ned to Fire, especia>lly 

kindled for the purpose,-Fire, the bright and beautiful, who 

was the priest of the sacrifice and conveyed to the Gods all 

the oblations affered through him. This gave rise to rituals 
which became more and more intricate in course of time, and 

led to the formation .r a class of priest who could properly 

perform them. The juice of the Soma plant which was 
indigenous to Sapta-Sindhu, possessing as it did a cheering 
and invigorating effect on the consumers, was also offered to 

the Gods, but as the plant grew and was abundantly available 

during the rainy season only, and as Indra was the principal 

God who was supposed to wage war with Vrtra and Su~t;ta 
(Drought) during this season, the Sorna drink came to he 

specially appropriated to him. I We find the Aryans re:1.ching 

this stage of development when some of the anc-ient hymns of 

'gveda were composed. It must have ~aken them thousands 

and thousands of years to reach this stage from their primi

tive state of nomadic savagt>s, subsisting on roots and fruits. 

and living by the chase. 

As some of the ancient hymns of the ~gveda contain 
evidence and indications of a different distribution of land 

and water in Sapta-Sindhu, we are compelled to go back to 

that ancient time when such a distribution actually existed. 

The results of Geological investigations go to show that 

modern Rajputana was a sea in the Tertiary Era, and 

parts of it subject to "marine transgressions " converting 

them into epi-continental seas even in comparatively recent 

1 The Soma drink had been in vogue in primitive Aryan society before 
>ndra was horn, in other words, before the God was discovered and acknow. 
!edged as the Supreme Deity. Hence it is cal!edP~atna (ancient) and Yajnasya 
piirt~ah (older than the institution of sacrifice). 1t h3s been related in the 
~gveda that Indra developed an inordinate de,ire for" the Soma drink, before 

he even thought of sucking his mother's breast. Indra is one of the oldest 
Gods in the Vedic hierarchy, but Soma is older still. As this plant•grew no-• where accept in Sapta.Sindhu, this proves the hoary antiquttv of the country 

and tJ:e Aryans. 
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times, ana the Gangetic trough to the east of the • Punjab 
wq.s also a sea do.vn to the end of the Pleistocene 
epoch. As there are distinct. references to these seas in ·some 
hymns of the ~gveda, we cannot help assigning their age to 
the time when such a distribution of land and water actually 
existed. There is also undouted evidence to ~1ow that man 
flourished on the Globe and in India inJhe Pleistocene epoch. 
Hence there can be no improbability in the fact that the 
primi!ive Aryans lived in that epoch in Sapta-Si11dhu, devep
loping the rudiments of civilisation. The account of the 
immigration of Yima and his followers _to the Arctic region 
in an Inter-glacial epoch when that region was habitable, as 
mentioned in the second Fargard of th<; Vendi~ad, ·reference 
to which has been made in _ the preceding chapter, also 
supports the . ~gvedic evidence as to the vast antiquity of 
Sapta-Sindbu and its early inhabitants, the Aryans. We do 
not say that all the hymns of the ~gveda are as old as some 
of these ancient hymns; but the very fact that the latter 
refer to a different distribution of land and water in the 
Punjab as it existed in the , Pleistocene epoch and later at 
once takes back Aryan civilisation, at all events 'the very 
beginnings of it, to that epoch. It should be borne in mind 
that the ~gvedic hymns were composed during a very long 
period, as there is distinct reference in the sa~red Scripture 
to hymns that had been composed in the early and the middle . • 

1 ages and to hymns that were composed in the later . age of 
1!-gvedic times (Rv. iii. 32, 13). The language of the ancient 
'hymns also underwent a thorough change, and had to be 
recast in the more refined dialect of the later age. In fact, 
the old hymns came down to the Aryans of the later age , in 
" new graceful robes," as a ~si has felicitously expressed the 
idea. All the hynrns that we find in the ~gveda were 
collected and reda~ted in comparatively recent times, not 

certaijl}y according to thc;ir sequence and dates of composi

tion, but acc<4fding to their happetling to fall in with certain 
groups, and we need not, therefore, be surprised, if we 

• 
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occasionally come across certain hymns that bear in them 
the sta-n1p of modernity along with hy~s that are admittedly 
more ancient. But this does not prove that all of them were 
composed in the later age of ~gvedic times. As we have 
s~id, the ~gvedic civilisation extended over a very long 
period, and the•different strata that composed it are clearly 
discernible to the patient and careful researcher, as they • undoubtedly contain fossils of a by-gone age and by-gone 
civilisation. It is these fossils that have helped us in reading 
aright the history of the ancient Aryans, and in tracing it 
back to hoary antiquity. This goes to confirm the popular 
belief that the Vedas are eternal, and not ascribable to any 
human agency (apauru~eya), and that they emanated from 
Brahma, the Creator himself. 1 

Having discussed the antiquity of the ~gveda and of 
Sapta-Sindhu, we will now give a brief summary of the 
several conclusions we have arrived at in this book from a 
study of the ~gveda, the BrahmaJ].as, the lend-Avesta, the 
results of geological and ethnological investigations, and the 
ancient civilisations of Iran, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Phrenicia, 
Asia-Minor, and Prehistoric Europe, which is as follows:-

(1) Down to the Pleistocene epoch and even later, Sapta
·sindhu, as the ancient Punjab used to be called, was entirely 
cut off from Southern India by a sea which covered modern 
Rajputana, and extended as far east as Assam. An arm of this 
sea ran up the present lower valley of the Indus to the point 
where she was joined by her tributaries. Thus there were 
three seas on the three sides of Sapta-Sindhu. There was 
another sea towards the north, below the confines of modern 
Turkestan, extending as far north as the Arctic ocean, and as 
far west a~ the Black Sea, which disappeared in comparatively 
recent times, leaving the Black Sea, the Oclspiao Sea, the Sea 
of Aral and Lake Balkash as its remnants, hd converting its 
shallow beds into steppes. There. was another ·~iiatic 

1 These fossils have been ment,oned and discussed in ~ book '{lg'Dtdic 
Culture Ch. II. and III. 
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Mediterranean to the east of Turkestan, which also <;lisappea~ed:, 
in comparatively recent times, leaving Lake Lobnor as its: . . "' . ' . 
remnant. These four seas round about ancient Sapta~Stndhu 

·have been distinctly mentioned in the ~gveda, thereby proving 
its hoary antiquity which goes back to the Pleistocene or 
post-Pleistocene epoch. • 

· (2) In that epoch, Southern India probably formed a -
part of a vast continen't which · exte:ded . from . Burma to the 
coasts a( Eastern Africa and probably as far south as Australia. 
In an age later than that of the ~gveda, the greater part of 
this continent was submerged ~1rough seismic disturbances of 
a gigantic character, leaving remnants of it in the Deccan, 
Burma, the islands of the Indian Archipela,go, some islands in 
the Pacific Ocean, Australia, and the string of islands, and 
Coral reefs in the Indian ocean in the direction of Madagascar. 
The same .seismic forces that dismembered this vast, Southern 
Continent, called " the Indo-Oceanic continent" by Blanford, 
probably also caused the ~pheaval of the bed of the Rajputana 
Sea, and a depression of the Aravalli t!lountains, which made 
it possible for the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu to migrate south
wards and settle in the different parts of the Deccan in a 
later age. The Pauranic legend of Agastya sipping up the 
ocean dry, and depressing the high peak of the Vindhya .to 
enable him to go to the Southern Pen insula strongly supports 
and corroborates this view. Th~re can be rio doubt that the 
RajputanaSea, or a" n1arine transgression" existed in ~gvedic 
times, barring the progress of the Aryans southwards. _ 

(3) Sapta-Sindhu.has been admitted by Geologists to 
be the earliest life-producing region in the . whole of India, 
where the evolution of animal life took place in continuous 
succession, until man was created. As the region was peopled 
by the Aryans from time immemorial, they came to regard it 
as their original•cradle. The Southern Continent was peopled 
by.; different family of human beings, of which the Kolarians 
and the D;avidians are the reAtnants. The other branches of 
this family were scattered over the ditiferent islands of the 
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· ',Indian Arch.ipelago and Australia, all bearing a family likeness, 

.though their physical features and langua~s have undergone. 
considerable modifications in consequence of different envi
ronments, climates and circumstances, and the very long 
perioJi of their separation from one another. It is really 
wonderful, h<;>wevrr, that even after this long separation, they 
still retain some signs of ~nguistic and ethnic affinity. It is 
a mistake to suppose th1t the Kolarian~ and the Dravidians 

· had come from Central Asia and at first settled in the Punjab, 
whence they were driven southward by their more powerful 
adyersaries, the Aryans. The existence of lar~e seas in 
Cen~ral Asia, and to the south and east of the Punjab in 

"ancient times, and of impassable mountains at once precludes 
the possibility of such immigration on a large scale by 
nomadic savages in the very primiti,·e condition of develop
ment. The immigration of the Aryans also from Central 
Asia, or for the matter of that, Northern Europe or the Arctic 
region is equally a pure mych. They were very probably 
autochthonous in the Punjab or Sapta-Sindhu, as the 
K9larians ami the Dravidians wert~ autochthonous in the 
Southern Continent, and they had no mutual communication 
or intercourse during ~gvedic times. Sapta-Sindbu was 
girded about by seas on all sides excepting on the north-west 
in the direction of Gandhara or modern Afghanistan, which 
was directly connected with Western Asia and Asia minor. 

(4) The upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana. Sea and 
the submergence of tlw Southern Continent in post-~gvedic 

times probably caused a heavy flood in Sapta-Sindhu by the 
displacement of the vast volume::; <)f its water~, which is 
known as Manu's Flood. fhe stupendous mass C){ vapours 
generated by the drying up of the Flood-water was probably 
carried northward and precipitated over the Himalaya and 
Airyana Vaejo a.:; snow which destroyed the latter region and 
compelled Yima and his people to migr.ate northwards ~~d 

settle· down in the Arctic regio~ which, in the Int;r-gtacial 

period, possessed a congenial climate· and was tenanted by 

• 
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human beings. This migration of a branch of the Aryans to 
.the Arctic region in.a remote age which was, however, subse-. 
quent to ~gvedic times, indirectly proves the hoary antiquity 

of the race. The. ~gvedic Aryans never emigrated to, nor 
came from the Arctic region, as there is not even the sh~dow 
of a mention of such immigration in the ~~eda. 

(5) The climate'of Sapta-Sindhu had originally been cold, • which in a later age was changed into temperate and hot in 
consequence of the disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, and 
the creation of a vast tract of arid desert in its place. The 
change, however, was probably graduaL The year is first 
called Hima, then Heman fa and lastly Sarad in the ~gveda ~n 
account of the prevalencP. of a cold and temperate climate in the 
different ages, or areas, marking its gradual cha~ge. The total 
disappearance of this sea as well ns the sea over the Gangetic 
trough made the climate hot, diminished the quantity of 
rainfall in the Punjab, thereby causing the glaciers in the 
lower ranges of the Himllaya to disappear, and at{enuated 
the Sarasvat'i and the Dri\la<;lvatl into straggling and \insigni
ficant streams as they are at present. The Sarasvati, however 
was a mighty river in ancient .Sapta-Sindhu, flooding her 
valley in the rainy season, and had a perennial flow of water 
i'n her bed, probably fed by the glaciers at her source. The 
rainy-season in ancient Sapta-Sindhu lasted from three to 
four months, during- which the sky remained continuously 
co'vered with clouds, making the appearance of the Sun and 
the Dawn impossible, and occasionally withholding the rains. 

(6) There is no mention in the ~gveda of the Deccan, 
or any of its mountains or famous rivers, because the ~g
vedic Aryans could not and did not go to that country, 
having been cut off by the Rajputana Sea, or of any province 
like Pancala, K~sala, Magadha, Videha, Anga and Vanga 
towards the east of Sapta·Sindhu, because they formed parts 

of.the Eastern Sea covering the present Gangetic trough, . . -

and 1\'ere.not in existence in ·~gvedic times. The mention 
of Kikata in the ~gveda dors not ab!'olntely prove the 
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acquaintance of the ~gvedic Aryans with South Behar. 

The word probably refers to some bar,ren hilly region in. 
Sapta-Sindhu itself, as guessed by Profe;;sor Hillebrandt, 

where the Soma plant grew. Or, if it be really identified with 

South Behar which formed part of the Southt>rn Continent, it 

is just possible tht.t the sea-going Aryan merchants touched 
that portion only of the continent in their voyages eastward, 
and brought accounts of tthe inferior breed of cattle in thctt 

region, where people never offered the Soma juice to the 
Gods by mixing it with milk. But the mention of the Snma
plant precludes the posibility of its having been South Behar, as 

it grew only on the Himalaya and Sapta-Sindhu. 1 The word 
Kikata has thus no geographical and historical value, and does 

not prove that the Gangetic trough was firm land in ~gvedic 
times, making it possible for Aryan or non ·Aryan tribes to 

settle there. The evidence of the existt nee- of a sea to the 

east of the Punjab in ~gvedic times is overwhelming, as we 

hav'~ shown in the early chapters of this book. 
( 7) The dark-skinned Dasas and Dasyus, mentioned in 

the ~gveda, were not the people of th~ Kolarian and Dravi

dian races, but they were either the dark nomadic Aryan 

savages, the remnants of the race in its onward march 

towards progress, or the non-sacrificing Aryan tribes who 

did not subscribe to the orthodox Vedic faith, and accept the 
Vedic Gods, and hence were pnt do\\ n as "blacks " to depict 

their character. The analogy of the black-skin was also 

drawn from the myth of Vrtra who represented the black 

clouds, and caused a dire distress among the peoplt> hy with
holding the rains and concealing the Sun, the Dawn and the 

solar rays (cows) in his cloud-body, just as the Aryan robbers 
and savages stole the cows from the Aryan settlements, and 

thereby harassed the owners thereof. 

{8) As the Aryans were autochthonous in• Sapta-Sindhu, 

their gradual evolution as a race took place in that regi~. ________________ ...;.___ ~ -·~·-.'-~--

1 For a fuller discussions on the situation of Kikata read thap. III of 

q.g,ed.ic culture. 
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But there were some tribes who could. not -keep pace ·with 
t~eir advanced brethr~, ~nd remained in the state of nomadic 
savages, stealing the cows of the neighbouring Aryan tribes, 
either nomadic cattle-keepers or settled agriculturists, and 
harassing them in various ways. · The nomadic cattle-. . . . . . 

keepers could . freely and readily move away to other 
places of safety, .but the settlers a~d agriculturists could 
not do so~ Hence they thought it neces~ary to purge 
these pests out of the country. And with this object· in 
view they waged a· long and continuous war \vith them,' 
succeeding in the long run in driving them out of Sapta
Sindhu. This purging. of the· dross of the population had been· 

commenced from the earliest neo~thic times, and was ci:mtinu
ed through long ages tili a later period when the ! raniaris, the 
ancestors of tile modern Parsis, who were called Asuras, were 
driven out of Sapta-Sindhu ·for other reasons commensurate 
with the high culture and development of the race, viz., differ-~ 
ence in religious opinions and practice. The neolithic Aryan 
savages who had been compelled to leave the land of 
their birth in very early times dispersed themselves towards 
the west beyond the precincts of Sapta-Sindliu, as they could 
not go either towards the east, the south, or the norlh on 
account of the existence of impassable seas in these directions, 

. and after commingling their blood with that of the neolithic 
Turanian savages with whom they came in contact in \Vestern 
Asia, and to whom they gave their Aryan speech and such 
little culture as they possessed, passed on to Europe over the 
isthmus of Bosphorus which was not then a strait.. As these 
savages were the first .to leave Sapta-Sindhu, they wen: 
undoubtedly the first to enter Europe, bec~use they weie 
pushed forward by other more advanced Aryan. tribes who 
also were compe\l~ to \eave Sapta-Sindhu. Thus waves 
after waves of Aryan i~migration from Sapta-Sindhu con'
tinued, the first and the earliest wave reaching the western-.. . . . . 
most parts •of. Europe, and thi last setthng and stagnatmg .• 
near Sapta-Sindhu in Iran,•the intervening space having been 
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occ;:upied, by Aryan tribes, either pure or mixed, in the 
different stages of civilisation, from the.highest in Iran to tpe 
low~s.t in. westernmost Europe. Sapta-Sindhu was really the 
original hive, from which these immigrations proceeded from 
the very earliest times concievable. 

. (g) There tras an Aryan tribe in Sapta-Sindhu, called 
the PaJ].i~, who were mirchants, and traded both on land and 
by sea. They constructed ships for their sea-voyages, having 
been master-carpenters, and were excellent mariners, probably 
th~ earliest that history knows of. But they were a greedy 
and avaricious people, bent only upon amassing wealth by 
means, fair or foul. Having been money-lenders, they exacted 
interest from the borrowers with the cruel severity of a 
S'\lylock. Clans of this tribe who traded on land, accompanied 
by their herds and dogs, like the modern wandering lranis, 
sometimes stole the cattle of. the settled agriculturists, and 
mixing th~m with their own herds, swiftly moved away to 
other set.tlements. Sometimes the outraged villagers hotly 
pursued them, witb their chariots and dogs, and there were 
bit~hed battles in which either the pursuers or the pursued 
got the worst. The l_{gveda mentions accounts of these 
frequent encounters, which reveal a condition bf society other 
than peaceful. This abominable charac~er of the PaJ].is, 
coupled with the fact that they c)id not su~scribe to the Vedic 
faith, and worship the principal Vedic Gods or perform the 
Vedic sacrifices, made them highly unpop.uhtr and des'pised. 
Some of them were so fierce1y persecuted by- the combined 
Vedic Aryan clans that they were compelled· to leave Sapta
Sind'tlU in their ships for other countries where they settled 
as traders and mariners. Others accepted the Vedic faith, and 
lived in Sapta-Sindhu. The upheaval of the bed of the 
Rajputana Sea, and the gradual appearance of land in the 
Gangetic trough must have determined. the rest to leave 
the country for good, as they had nqt much iacility for making 
voyages from the shores of Sapta-Sindhu. They must have 
seW~~ ~rst on the coasts of rode~n <lujarat,. and aft&r,vard~ 
on the Malabar and the Coromond~)<:oasts of t~e Southern 
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Peninsula, in as much as they afforded ·excelleni .. tiinbe~, '·'the 
Indian teak, for shipb.uilding. Prob~biy they w~re the :;firs't 
. . . . . . ,. \ ': : 

Aryans to have come in contact with· the inhabitanfs c>n ·the, 
sea-boards of this Peninsu}a...;.the Pa~dyas arid the Cbolas; 
who were thus the first to receive Aryan culture. From these 
coasts some of the Pa~is, accpnipanied b.f the aryanised 
Cholas, settled in Chaldea, probably so harned after the 
Cholas, who established a flourishing T:olo~y in Mesopotami~ 
and laid the foundation of the ·great Babylonian Empi~e. 
Others, accompanied by the aryanised Pa1,.1dyas, · voyaged 
along the coasts of Persia and Arabia, and settled in Egypt. 
But as the Pa~is had an irrepressible sea;.;roving propensity, 
they ultimately settled in Syria on the eastern coasts.· of • th~ 
Mediterranean Sea, and founded a flourishing col01iy 'named 
Phcenicia. The Pa~is, or Phcenicians as they came to be 
called, became worse pests to the inhabitants of Southern 
Europe, Northern Africa, and Asia Minor than they had bee~ 
in Sapta-Sindhu, in as much as they carried off helpless. men, 
women and children, and traded in them as slaves. These 
PaJ].is or Phcenicians are known in history as the Puilic race, 
who established colonies in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Phcenicia 
and Northern .'\frica, and even Norway, and filayed an im
portant part in the early history of Europe. ·. 

(to) The savage Aryan tribes who had commingled their 
blood with that of the Turanians had dispersed to Europe 
long before the Pa1;1is left Sapta-Sindhti and established 
colonies in Western Asia and Egypt. These sav;ige tribes 
were followed by others . more civilised who settlt.~d in· the 
wild regions of the Caucasius mountains, in Armenia, Cappa
dacia, Lydia, Phrygia, Pontus and the 11eighbouring provinces.·· 
The province, lwown as Pontus (Sanskrit Panthti); marked 
the high way for gqing from Asia to Europe over tbe isthmus 
of Bosphori.ts. Central Asia having bee'n covered by a wide 
stretch of sea in those days, which nomadic savages found 
diffi~~lt to cross, the onTy way t~ go to Europe lay through 
ti1is provli1~e in Asi~ MinOr-. Subsequent to th& Pa1,1is, ot-her 
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Aryan tribes, the Kossreans, the Hittites and the Mittanians 
went out of Sapta.Sindhu and settled down in the various 
parts of Asia Minor. All these Aryan •tribes, including tfte 
Chaldeans who were a Dravidian race, were afterwards absorb
ed by the Semites, though they left the stamp of Aryan 
culture on the ~mitic civilisation. 

(I 1) The Iranians, the ancestors of the Parsis, wt-re pure 
Aryans and originally i•habited Sapta.Sindhu. They shared 
all the material culture of the Vedic Aryans and were, like 
them, highly civilised, speaking the same language, worship
ping many of the Gods mentioned in the ~gveda, specially 
Fire, and the Sun under the name of Mithra, performing the 
Soma sacrifice and observing many social customs that were 
followed by the Vedic Aryans also. But they had sotnt! 
difference of opinion in religious matters, as they abhorred 
animal sacrifices, did not acknowledge the supremacy of 
lndra, exposed their dead to be devoured by vultures and 
kites instead of cremating them. as Fire was considered too 
sacred to be polluted by dead bodies being consigned to it, 
and observed other customs disagreeable to the Vedic Aryans. 
These differences of opinion in matters social and religious 
created a division among them which gradually widened, and 
ultimately separated the two clans But this separation took 
place after much bloodshed in a war which lasted for a long 
time, and is known in later Vedic and Pauranic literature as 
the Dev4sura-Sa7]lgrama, the Devas representing the Vedic 
Aryans, and the Asuras the Iranians. They were the last to 
be expelled from Sapta-Sindhu, and after roaming about in 
various districts outside Sapta.Siudhu, at last settled down 
in Bactriaua and Airyana Vaejo. In a much later age, they 
founded the great Persian Empire which at one time t.:xtendell 
as far as Europe and threatened the independence of Greece, 
and with it, the early civilisation of Europe: As we have said 

. . 
before, an early branch of the Iranians under the leadership 
of Yima emigrated to the Arctic regioa when it was habi,!ble 
in an lnter-glacial epoch, aftef Airyana Vaejo had •bee~ des! . . 
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'· 
troyed by ice. This branch must have again· movedsouthwar4 
and settled in North-Western Russia after the Arctic regiorf 
h•ad become uninhabitable at the commencement of the Post. 
glacial ~poch, and were probably the ancestors of the 
Lithuanians and the Slavs. 

(12) The early inhabitants of Europe Wtre the Heidel-. 
bergs and the Neanderthalers who \vere probably the ances· 
tors of the Iberians, a small dolicho-~phalic race, who had 
been the original inhabitants of North Africa, and the Cans~ 

. tadts, a tall dolicho-cephalic race from the same country, wh9,. 
were probably the ancestors of the Teutons and moved into 
Europe with the disappearance of the great ice-sheets that· 
had covered the greater part of Europe in the Glacial epoch; 
The Neanderthalers were succeeded by the Cro-magnard~ · 
(probably an Asiatic race) and the Grimaldis ·(an African 
race) who were more civilised than their predecessors. The· 
Cro-Magnards were a brachy-cephalic race, with Turaniaii 
type but Aryan speeclz, who entered pre-historic Europe from 
the e<l:st, ~nd freely mixin'g with the early inhabitants gav~' 

. them the Aryan speech and such culture as they possessed?' 
They were in the neolithic stage of development, and mus$ 
have been the products of the early Aryan savages who had~ 

been expelled from Sapta-Sindhu, and the Turanian · savager 
of Asia with whom they had commingled their blood. · Th~f 
Turanians having been more numerous than the Aryans, th~ 
resultant type .was Turanian, though the ·speech ~tod culturt,, 
remained Aryan. There was another Asiatic type in Europe 

. in the Ligurians who were a short-statured brachy~cephalic 
race, without the Aryan speech. The tall brachy-cephalic 
Turanianswere called Celts who . spread through ·Central 
Europe up the Danube to the farthest ·west, as they were also 
found in Great Britain which was probably connected with: 
the continent in th~se days. The Celts of Britain, however;-• .. 

were ortho-cephalic, having probably commingled- their' 
bto~ with the dolicho•cephalic Iberians. The descendants 
J1i the ;eolithic Celts are lounlih . Greece, Northern Italy, 

• 
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Central Europe, France, Denmark and Great Britain, while 
those of the pure Iberians are found in S.outhern Italy, Spain.' 
Wales and other regions, where the race could remain seclud
ed. Some of the descendants of the Canstadts are found in 
Northern Europe among the Germans and the Swedes and 
of the Ligurians'Pn parts of Russia and Northern Europe. 
In this way, the greatei"J>art of this continent was aryanised 
in pre-historic times. I . 

(13) It would thus appear that Europe was not the 
original cradle of the Aryan race, nor was the Arctic region, 
when it was habitable and possessed a congenial climate, 
verging upon perpetual spring in an Inter-glacial epoch. 
That cradle was i~ Sapta-Sindhu and nowhere else. Mr. 
Tilak thinks that there are internal evidence in the Jilgveda, 
which go to prove an Arctic cradle of the Aryans; but I have 
examined his arguments at length and found them uncon
vinCing. The evidence to be found in the lend-Avesta of 
an Aryan immigration to the Arctic region in ·early times 
does not prove that this region was their original cradle, or 
that Airyana Vaejo was situated therein. This immigration 
took place long after ~gvedic times in an Inter-glacial epoch, 
when the Arctic region was habitable. 

These are some of the main conclusions I have arrived 
at in this work, and I hope that they will be found to be 
generally correct. As regards my calculation of the age of 
some of the oldest hymns of the lgveda which I have set 
down to the Pleistocene, or at any rate to the Post-Pleistocene 
epoch, I am afraid that Vedic scholars will accuse me of 
romancing wildly. But if the Geological deductions are 
found to be correct, my calculations which are based on 
them cannot be wrong. They will either ;>tand or fall with 
them. The Jl.gvedic civilisation had its beginnings in Sapta
Si~dhu about 25,000 years agol and was at its height prob-

• • 
1 For· a further treatment of the ~bject, read IJ~edic Cu!Jurl! ~h. I an-. 
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